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THE NEW 
DELLSYSTEM'"316SX 

!6M Hz386SX 
The perfecc low profile mainstream 
computer, combining 386SX powerrrEM325. and compatibi licy with unprece
dented value and support. 

STANQo\RD FEATURES, 
•Intel 80386SX microprocessor nmning 

acl6MHz. 
•Choiccof51 2KB,640KB, I MB 
or 2 MB* of RAM expandable to 
16 MB (8 MB on the system board). 

• Fbge mode interleaved memory 
architccrure. 

• LIM 4.0support for memory over 
640KB. 

•Integrated diskctrc and high per· 
fonnance 16-bic VGA video controller 
on system board. 

•Socket for Imel 80387SX math 
coprocessor. 

• 5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB 
diskette drive. 

• lntc&1IT1ted high pcrfommnce hard disk 
interface on system board. 

• Enhanced IOI -key keyboard. 
• I pam llel and 2serial porrs. 
• 3 full-sized 16-bic AT expansion slots 

nvailable. 
°"Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for as 
Iowas $72/month. 
"' Xerox Extended Senrice Plan pricing 
starts at $187. 

20 MB VGA Monochrome System 
$1,899 

40 MB VGA Color PlusSystem $2,399 
40 MB Super VGA System 
(800x600) $2,499 
100 MB Super VGA System 
(800x600) $3,099 

Prices reflccc512 KB of RAM. 
640 KB versions of the above systems arc 
available for an additional$50, I MB 
versions for an additional $150, and 
2 MB versions for ;m <1ddition<1\ $300. 

DELLSYSTEM®l!O 
12. 5MHz286. 

1h: price says it's an 
emry-levd system. T11c 
pcrfonn:.1nce says it's ~1 
lot m0rc. 

STANQo\RD FEATURES, 
•80286 micniproccssor n1nning 

nt 12.5MHz. 
• Choiccof5 12 KB, 640KB, I MB 

or 2 M13*of RAM expandable to 
16 MB (6 MB on the system hoard). 

• n1,1..,'C.' mtXle interleaved memory 
<1 rchircchlrL'. 

•LIM 4.0 suppon for memOI)' 
ovcr640 Kll. 

• lmegr:.ued diskette and high perform· 
ancc 16-hit VG.A videocomrollcron 
system lx.mrJ. 

•Socket for lmd 80287 math 
copruceswr. 

• 5.25" 1. 2 Mil or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette 
drive. 

• lmcgrmcd high pcrfonnancc hard disk 
interface on system board. 

• Enh;1m:cd IOI -key keyboard. 
• Ipamlld and 2serial porrs. 
• ) full -si!l'd 16-bit AT expansion slnt!i 

availnbk. 
**Ccnnmcrciul Lease Plan . Lease for 
c1S low CIS $61/moruh. 
A Xerox Extended Service Plan 
l>ricing starts at $158. 

NEW LOW PRICES 
20 MB VGA Monochrome System 

$1,599 
20MBVGA Color PlusSystem $1,899 
40 MB VOA Monochrome System 

$1. 799 
40MllVGA ColorPlusSystem $2,099 

Prices Ii.steel rcnect 512 KB of RAM. 
640 KB versions of the above systems arc 
available for an additional $50, 1MB 
versions for an additionnl $150, :ind 
2 MB versions fur an additional $300. 
100 MB hard driw configurations nlso 
;wai labk·. 

THE NEW 
DELLSYSTEM®3!6LT 

lllis new full-featured, batter,· powered 
386SX laptop costs less than most 286 
laprops. 

STANQo\RD FEATURES, 
•Intel 80386SX microprocessor running 

ac l6M Hz. 
•Choiceof l MB or2 MB* of RAM 

expandable to 8 MB (on the system 
board t~ing I MBSIMMs). 

• LIM 4.0 support fo r memory over 
!MB. 

• Adjustable and detachable 640 x 480 
VGA liquid Crystal Display. 

•One industry srandard half-size 8-bi r 
expansion slot. 

•Socket for 16 MHz Intel80387SX 
mat h coprocessor. 

• 3.5'' 1.44 MB diskette drive. 
• 83-kt1' keyboard with embedded 

numeric keypad and 12 function keys. 
• I p<1r.illel. I seria l, and external VGA 

monitor port. 
• Connector for 101-key keyboard or 

numeric keypad. 
• Removable nnd rccharge<1ble NiCad 

b:itrery pnck utilizing Dell's "conti nu 
ous power" bnttel)' system (patent 
pending) 

• AC Adapter. 

**Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for 

as lotuas $127/month. 

"' Xerox Extended SerW:e Plan pricing 

Slarts CU $295 . 

20MB, IMBRAM $3,499 
20MB,2MB RAM $3,699 
40MB, I MBRAM $3, 799 
40MB, 2 MB RAM $3.999 
For a limited time, get an extra battery 
fn.'C with every 316LT purchase. 

ICJ .. "';" .. ""'; 
a I I I THE DELL SYSTEM®325 25 MHz 386.0 I L-1 

• I 
- r-1 A n even better value at these low prices. 
- 0 I - . ~ 

STANQo\RD FEATURES, • 200-watr power supply.1flfim1~ 
•Intel 80386 microprocessor running at • 8 industl)' scandnrd exp:msion slots EDITORS 25MHz. (6 available).CHOICE **Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for as low 
· Choice of I MB, 2 MBor4 MB of RAM* as $153hnonth. 

expnndablc to 16 MB (using a dedicated "' Xerox Extended SerW:e Plan pricing
high-speed 32-bit memory slot). startsat$370. 

• Advanced Imel 82385 Cache Memory 
Controller with 32 KB of high speed static NEW LOW PRICES. 
RAM cache. 

40 MB VGA Monochrome System 
• Page mode interleaved memory archirecrure. $4,199 

• VGA systems include a high perfonnance 100 MB VGA Color Plus System 
16-bir video adapter. $5,099 

•Socket for 25 MHz Intel 80387 or 25 MHz 100 MB Super VGA Color System
\VEITEK 3167 m:ith coprocessor. (800x600) $5, 199 

• 5.25" 1.2 MB orJ.5" 1.44 MB diskette 150 MB SuperVGA Color System
drive. (800x600) $5,699 

• Dual diskette and hard drive controller. 
Prices listed reflect I MB of RAM. 322 MB 

•Enhanced IOI -key keyboard. hard drive configurations al.so available. 4 MB 
versions ava ilable for an additional $6C(). 

• I para llel and 2 serial ports. 

0Prrfomu.ncc Enhancnncou: Within the: firu mq;;i~1cof nxmory 128 KB ()16SX, J16LTand 210).JIM KB (l2Sl of memory is ..,.nwJ 
fml1feby 1hr s-,,1C"mlocnh.anccll'C'rfurmancc. 

All ly'IU.'lll5311' phrxogropl1t1l with optioo.-ilcxtr.u. All priccsand ipKifl(lllK.HUan: ~b;tn ru cha"'-'\" wuhuut nDlicc. 0..-1! cannot bt ~poo:11ble 
for nmn in tyflOlfmphy Of phocoi.'l"Jphy. •• f'o<"1mm1 b.uc-d on J6.rM01h, OJ'C'll•cnJ Jc.;,..,, lr...1nl{ 1•<r.1.0~'<'d h- U,;rim~ GIUUp, Inc:. In Cana.b, 
coongur.11ions and prim n~'Jt' •;ny. DELL Sl'STB·I is a rq:istercd u:Jem:11k of Ddl Compmn Corpocu100. MicnlSOlt, MS. MS.COS and 
XENIX arc rqiism~ rr.i.km;irbof Micn-.ioft Corpor.xion. lrutl is a ~stcrd t~nwk. anJ 386 ''a mJcm.11k cJ lrud Capor:ii:ion. 0..-ll 
UNIX S~<sfffll Visb.:a~lno INTERACTIVE S~'S1trru~Kxis386'ix .'" UNIX ;,a ~1st~ tr.id..m:nk of AT&T in thr Unitd Swtnand 
01htrcountrin.Ol ltc"rtradttna1bandtradc- 1\;11Msa~u'l<'tlm~n1ifr1hcmtitit'1da1mmi:1i1C"ma1bandn.1mrsor1hdrproducts.~lComp.1tcr 
Cmporaiiondi~lairnspnypro1"1<"1aiy iruc~>t in naclcmarband 1r:Lle nJmnochcr 1han iuQll.11. OrMi!C' WTVICC' may llOI: bc;n<1ilabk in cC""ain 
KlllO(e locations. IUtinfonnatlonon,andacopyolOtll 'sJO-d:r;10011 S.11id"1ic11onG1~1ran1t'C'. limi1rd""'""''Y·"' Xerox's1C'n.·icC"conuoc1.plclllC' 
"1i!C" rnDdlCompi1erU>rpoi:11ion. 9.SOS Arl"Omum llou\e..mt!.Aus1in. Tu:1> 78759· 7 299. Aim: WJrr:wy. C l989 Otll<:.ompumCorporarim. 
Allrighu~n-ffi . 
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When customers asked us to lower prices on the 25 MHz 386'" system 

that won PC Magazine's Editor's Choice and PC World's Best Buy, we ANNO•gave a typical Dell response: OK. 

You see, we have an unusual relationship with our customers. UPT0$11C 

DELL SYS


We deal directly with them. 


That's why we can custom configure each system for each customer. 


That's why we can provide them the most comprehensive service 


and support in the business. 

And, with no retailers, we can actually offer high-end systems like 

this Dell System® 3 25 for as low as $4, 199. With other configurations 

$2,500 below the comparable IBM or Compaq systems. 

Or, a custom configured leasing plan can be designed for any 

business:· 

Which explains why Dell has won the last four PC Week polls for 

overall customer satisfaction. 

As for the System 325, it's a thoroughbred. And it runs on either 

Microsoft®MS-DOS~ MS®OS/2, orour Dell UNIX®System V, which 

is compatible with AT&T System V Interface Definition. As well 

as XENIX~ 

Equipped with VGA, optional Intel or WEITEK coprocessor, and 

hard drives ranging from 40 MB to 322 MB, it still leaves 6 expansion 

slots free. 

And every Dell system includes a 30-day money-back satisfaction 

guarantee. As well as a full-year warranty, self-diagnostic software, and 

toll-free technical support that solves over 90% of customer problems 

by phone. With next day on-site service for the other 

10%, provided by Xerox Corporation-:" 

Why don't you check out the specs and prices 

on the next page. Or look through some of 

our other new systems. 

Then, if you'd like information on a specific 

configuration, or have any questions at all, pick 

up the phone and talk with one of our sales 

representatives. 

For that one out of five, the computers may 

not be free. But the phones are. 
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7) If you could make any changes or improvements to our products, what would 
they be? (Please list your top three suggestions) 

tlusf= keep lowero15' '1ovr pnc.e..s (211-30) 

j•t•; 

7) 	 If you could make any changes or improvements to our products, what would 
they be? (Please list your top three suggc::stions) 

Ci:;x;. + . (28-30) 
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7) If you could make any changes or improvements to our products, what would 
they be? (Please list your top three suggestions) 

7) If you could make any changes or improvements to our products, what would 
they be? (Please list your top three suggestions) j

Dmp HLt__ price
I 

7) If you could make any changes or improvements to our products, what would 
they be? (Please list your top three suggestions) 

91Ve. -fl-l-e.,/YI AW1t'j FR_e..e.J 

~ .... 

~·ve lowered, reduced and droJJped the price of the Dell System®325 See inside for details. 

800--426--5150. 

To order, cal/800-426-5150. In Caruzda, call 800-387-5752. In Germany, call 06/031701100. In che UK., call 0800414535. 
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PC MAGAZINE, January 1989, 

"In a fie ld of powerhouse machines 

there can only be one winner, and 

ALR's FlexCache is it." 


INFO WORLD, July 1989 , 

"ALR Systems Unleash 486 Power. The 

PowerCache 4 shines in the CPU

specific portion of the lnfoWo rld Auto

mated Benchmark Test, gaining a score 

of 16.3 ." 


PC WEEK, July 1989 , 

"Based on a series of benchmarks run 

last week on Advanced Logic Research , 

lnc.'s prototype 486 desktop system , 

ALR will enter the 486 market with a 

bang ." 


At ALR, we will never rest on our laurels. We strive to be the best, as 
proven by our past achievements. Now with the introduction of the 
new ALR PowerCache 4TM, we've des igned a system that is far 
beyond compari son. Again , we have taken PC-microprocess ing power 
a step further by des igning a unique proprietary PowerCache 4 cache 
contro ller using ALR's custom ASIC chips which deliver the fas test 
processing speed ever. 

More important, PowerCache 4 is the first PC to full y utili ze 128-bit 
burst mode and a "read and write-back" 128KB cache des ign, prov id
ing a better than zero wait state performance as compared to the i386. 
Furthermore, the ALR PowerCache 4 is 100% IBr-.f PS/2TM Micro 
Channefi·M-compatible supporting bus mastering dev ices and giving 

CPU 

Bus 

External 
Cache 

Video 
Opt. on 
b oard 

l/ O Slots 

Storage 
Expansion 

Disk 
Ca pa city 

Price 

ALR M 130 ALR M 150, M350 IBM M70-A21 
Desktop M650 Floor-Sta nd ing Power Platfo rm ™ 

25 MHz i486 25 MHz i486 25 MHz i486 

MCA MCA MCA 

128 KB c ache 128 KB cache None 
Read and Write-Back Read and Wri te-Back 

640x480 640x480 640x480 
l024x768 l024x768 None 

6 expansion slots 6 expansion slots 3 expansion slots 

4-3 l /2" l -full height 3-3 l /2" drives 
2- l / 2"-height 
2-3 l /2" drives 

130 MB-260 MB 150 MB-650 MB llOMB 

$9.990 
Starting at 
Sl l.490 s12.990 



California Anza-Borrego 
Desert State Park 
(Cm11w11hall-,\)iaped .wmd.Hom'. 
Th ese co11cre1io11s are " ·- formed of 011io11-ski11 layus of 
minerals resistant to ('l'Osion.) 

(;Ii!':' 

i-iS6™system irr.the world . 
• •?... • • ... " - "' TM 

from.Ihe.leader in 386 technology.
'.·' ,. 

you a more efficient system for a variety of multi-user and fileserver 
applications. Like most ALR computers, the PowerCache 4 is a truly 
balanced system. The fastest power is achieved by enhancing our 
PowerCache 4 design with the industry's fastest disk drives and inter
face. The PowerCache 4 systems come standard with a high-speed 
15MHz ESDI and 32 KB hard disk cache on the disk controller. 
What more could you poss ibly need . 

It's no wonder ALR remains ahead of the pack with our innovative 
design expertise. As far back as 1986, we've been recognized in the 
industry as a leader in performance. Recently , the highly acclaimed 
386/220 won us "Best of 1987" from PC Magazine. 1988 brought us 
the honor of receiving the PC Magazine Award for Technical Excel
lence for designing the industry's most advanced cache architecture. 
As for 1989 we've already begun to excite the industry with the 
PowerCache 4. 

Now, what else would you expect from a company who is so com
mitted to innovation and high-performance technology that we take 
you a step beyond. At ALR, we are concerned with your processing 
needs. Our technical support staff is available to assist you by one 
simple phone call. All our systems are backed by a one year war
ranty. Call today for more information on the new PowerCache 4 and 
the name of an authorized reseller nearest you. 

1-800-444-4 ALR 

PowerCache 4 is the first PC to fully utilize 
128-bit burst mode and a "read and write
back" 128KB cache design, pro11iding 
better than zero wait state performance as 
compared to the i386. 

~\i~


oPt~oftniO 

/)me of the World 's First 386 PCl.:/1 

Advanced Logic Research Inc. 

Advanced Logic Research, Inc. 
9401 Jeronimo Irvine, CA 92718 
(714) 581-6770 FAX: (714) 581-9240 

For our Canadian office: 

1-800-443-4CAN 

For our UK office: 

0 635-521 922 FAX: 0 635-521 844 

For our Sing a pore: 

(65) 258-1286 FAX: (65) 258-1285 


ALR and Advanced Logic Research. Inc. are registered trademarks. PowcrCachc 4 is a reg istered trademark of Advanced Logic Research. Inc. IBM and PC. PS/2. Micro Channe l arc regis1ered 
trademarks or International Business Machines Corporation. Intel, 386 and i486 are registered trademarks or Intel Corporation. 
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DrawPerfect, 
WordPe1fect 's graphics companion 
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a comprehensive package 

for professionals 
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GW Instruments makes data 
acquisition with the Mac easier 
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for running all you can on your 
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your applications and TSRs 
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see how your favorite system stacks 
up against the rest of the pack. 
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Let Your Fingers Do the Talking 

by David Fiedler 

Unix has the programs to 

communicate with the outside world. 


85 
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The Family Jewels 

by Wayne Rash Jr. 

To make sure your data is secure, 

choose a strategy and see 


that it's carried out. 


97 
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A Mac Melange 

by Don Crabb 
Apple is suffering from 


the "not invented here" syndrome. 


101 

OS/2 NOTEBOOK 


To HPFS or Not to HPFS 

by Mark J . Minasi 

Can OS/2's HPFS and the DOS file 

allocation table live together 


on the same disk? 


107 
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Serving the Power-Hungry 

by Bill Catchings 

and Mark L. Van Name 
The age of the super server 

is upon us . 
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s p 0 T L G H TPAINT 
POWERFUL 

DATA-ENTRY 
~SCREENS 

WITH 
POWER 

SCREEN™ 
Des ign screens and menus with PAI NTTM, 
plac in g input fi elds and messages prec ise ly 
where you want them to appear in your final 
application. PAINT stores sc reen definitions 
in a sin gle fil e - whi ch can be modifi ed 
w ith out reco mp ilin g o r re l inkin g yo ur 
application. Your program manages sc ree n 
display and 1/0 through the POWER SCREEN 
Runtime Library. All essential fea tures are 
supported, including: 

+ Block multi -fi eld or sin gle-field 1/0 
+ Automatic range checking + Confi gurable 
ed iting/menu key definit ions + Appl ic ati on 

contex t-sensiti ve. cross-referenced help 
+ Virtual/automatic scro ll ing scree ns within 

view port s + Multiple, overh4Jping viewport 
di splay + Plus much. much more! 

The Runtime Library ca n be linked direc tly 
with Turbo Pascal applicati ons, or in stalled as 
memory res ident. 

All this for just $149.00 
In c lud es compl e te sampl e pro gram s, a 
comprehensive refe rence manual , and the 
Norton In stant Access program and guides to 
ass ist you during program development. And , 
we offer a 30-day money bac k guara nt ee. 
Support s Microsoft C/Qui ckC, Turbo C, Turbo 
Pasca l, QuickPascal and QuickBASIC. 

Other powerful products from Blaise Computing: 
C ASYNC H MANAGERTM $189 
ASYNC H PLUSTM $189 
View232TM $189 
C TOOLS PLUS™ $149 
Turbo C TOOLS™ $149 
POWER TOOLS PLUS™ $149 
POWER SEARCH™ $149 

Ca ll today for more information 

(800) 333-8087 Fax (415) 540-1938 

--•-BLAISE COMPUTING INC. 
2560 Nimh Street , Suite 316 Berkeley. C A 94710 (41 5) 540-5441 
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RickGrehan 

Ben Smith 

MASTERS 

OF UNIX VERSE 


Creating the BYTE 

Unix benchmarks posed 

interesting challenges 

N
othing worthwhile ever comes 
easy. For BYTE technical edi
tor Ben Smith and Lab director 
Rick Grehan , that phrase has 

special meaning. Ben and Rick are the 
key architects of BYTE's new Unix 
benchmark suite (see "The BYTE Unix 
Benchmarks" on page 273) . 

Ben's greatest challenge was trying to 
establish tests that are valid for the 
80286-based Xenix machines as well as 
significant for the high-performance 
multiple processor machines and new 
generation of RISC machines. Although 
Ben has six years of experience working 
in electronics hardware, he doesn't con
sider himself hardware oriented. "My 
focus of the last 10 years has been entire
ly on software development and Unix. 
Though I have a good appetite for fast 
and powerful computers, I'm much more 
interested in the operating system and ap
plication programs." 

Since he came to BYTE, Ben has been 
responsible for the May 1989 Unix In 
Depth, setting up the BYTE Unix Lab, 
and keeping BYTE current with the Unix 
community. 

Developing the Unix benchmarks was 
interesting for Ben because he enjoys 
pulling together ideas and code from 
other programmers into an integrated 
system. Even though he had to rewrite a 
major part of what he used, he finds it 
interesting to see how other people do 
things . "Editing other people ' s work is 
instructive because I have to thoroughly 
understand what I am working with be
fore I can modify it, even comment it." 

Rick wrote the database simulation 
portion of the Unix benchmarks . As its 
name implies , the benchmark simulates 
the operation of a multiuser database. It 
adheres to a client-server model , and as 
such is composed of two programs. The 
first program, the server, rides herd on a 
pre-built data file . The client program 
branches off to a user-selectable number 
of children tasks. 

"The Unix benchmarks were a real 
challenge because until recently , micro
computer benchmarks only had to oper
ate in a single-user environment," Rick 
says . This is BYTE's first attempt at 
multiuser system benchmarks; Rick en
courages your feedback . 

" I don't think anybody really enjoys 
writing benchmarks, " says Ben. "You 
are always going to be criticized for 
them . Manufacturers will claim that they 
[the benchmarks] don't fairly test their 
machines. Editors claim they are too 
complex or not broad enough . But read
ers appreciate our work, and that is im
portant." -Michael E. Nadeau 
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What you see 
is what you get. 
Also known as WYSIWYG, 
this on-screen editingfeature 
lets you. see exactly what your 
changes are the insta11t you 
make them. 

Location,location, 
location. 
Use the ruler to make every
thingflush left, or right. 
Or centered. Si11gle-spaced. 
Double-spaced. Anywhere 
and any way you want it. 
With one simple click. 

Focus Grou Partici ants 

Chicac o Tiavel a ents 

Los Angeles Corporate travelers with over 
50.000 Ire uenl flyer miles 

New York Consumers with over 10.000 
Ire uent I er mtl es 

.figure! 

Ifs a wrap. 
You can moveor resize any 
positio11ed object, such as a 
chart or table, and watch the 
text automatically wrap the 
whole thing into a nice, neat 
package. 

Wevegot
tables covered. 
This feature makes creating a 
table as easy as creating a 
spreadsheet, sending tlzeTAB 
key the way of carbon paper. Make sure your numbers add up. 

Through dynamic data exchange(DDEJ, any cha11ges made 
to theoriginal spreadsheet will show up here automatically. 
Its conve11ience words can't describe. 

Something happens the first time you look isn't like anything you have ever seen before. 
at new Microsoft®Word for Windows'~ In creating it, we took the collective experi

You stare. A conscious ence of producing the two leading word processing 
close of the mouth may even programs, powerful Word for the PC and the 
be necessary. Macintosh~ Consequently, every level of word pro

Don't worry. It's a stan cessing, from the quick memo to the complex docu
dard reaction. Because when ment, becomes very easy and simple to do. Down
it comes to word processing right elementary, actually. 

------' on a PC, Word for Windows Gone is the need to memorize aseries of key-
For more information. call (800) 54J.J 261, Dept. K51. Ou1side the US.and Canada, call (206) 882-8661. © 1990 Micro!,OffCorporation. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo are regjstered trademarks and Making it all make sense and \Vi1ulnws are trademarks ofMicrosoft Corporation. U'imJ 
company. •The H'<Jrking Model saues mu/ pn'nlsdocu111e11/sup lo ht'O pages i11 le11gth: thechargeo/$9.95 covers shippinglhandii11g, exclu1/i11g sales tax, am/ is refmufable 11pon acq111sitio11 ofprod11cl, fora limited t1111e. Offergood onlyin the 50 United States. 

http:chargeo/$9.95


evolvemore onthese 

sinthelast tenyears. 


See,point, do. Help wanted. 
A liberal collection of icons located on the Ribbon replaces an endless string 
ofcommands to let you format characters by eye instead of by memory. 
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Customize your menu 
to serve you. 
You can createyour own tirne-savinginenu 
commands to speed 11/J your daily routine. 
And we've combined so/Jhisticated features 
likemacros, Styles and glossaries into 
Document Templates, bringing tas/1 auto
mation to a new level. 

l#ml}in· Windows context-sensitive, on-line help 
gets you u/J and noo11i1gq11ic/dy And keeps youthere. 

BLUE YO HOER RIR WRYS 
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strokes.Now you can rely on icons that are instant (800) 541-1261, Dept. K51.We'll send you afree bro
ly understandable. No more prompt this for that to chure or a fully-functional Working Model for $9.95~ 
happen. Prompt that for this to happen. We truly believe that Word for Windows, and 

We've even devised a way for Word for thegraphical user interface, are the way of the future. 
Windows to utilize your existing work, by giving And the future is now. 
it the ability to directly read and write a number 
of file formats, including DCA, WordPerfect~ Micmsoft® WordStar~ Word for the PC and MultiMate~ 

To see exactly what we're talking about,call Making it all make sense· 
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EDITORIAL • Fred Langa 

STYLE AND 

SUBSTANCE 


A few changes in 
BYTE, and a curious 
tidbit in the Xerox vs. 
Apple\ lawsuit 

H
ere's a common problem: You 
find a new software package 
that looks like just what you 
need. Then you open up the 

package and find that the documentation 
(if there is any) consists of a couple of 
folded sheets, an errata list, and a rab
bit's foot . The "simple installation pro
cedure" requires a Ph.D. in computer 
science, and the user interface could 
make strong men cry. The most frustrat
ing part of this scenario is that the pack
age may indeed be just what you need, if 
you could only figure out how to use it! 

At BYTE, we are well aware that 
magazines can fall into the same trap as 
software publishers. BYTE has always 
provided the most in-depth technical in
formation available among computer 
magazines. In the last few years, we 've 
worked hard to make that information 
more readable and more practical. We 've 
brought some of the top writers in the in
dustry on-board to help us bring you sub
stantive information in a clear; acces
sible style. 

We've also made periodic adjustments 
to our "user interface" -the parts of the 
magazine that help you get at all that in
formation . Five times a year, we ask a 
large number of randomly selected 
BYTE subscribers what they think of 
BYTE. We also get mail-boy , do we get 
mail-every day, from readers who take 
their own time to write to us. That all 
adds up to an impressive amount of sug
gestions, advice, and thoughtful obser
vations that lets us know how we can 
make BYTE serve you better. Here are a 
few changes that we ' re instituting with 
this issue. 
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Spotlight 

First , we ' ve added a new Spotlight sec

tion on page 6, to help call your attention 

to unusual or especially noteworthy 

items in each issue's editorial lineup . 

For example, this month 's Spotlight fo

cuses on our new Unix benchmarks and 

lets you meet the folks who wrote them. 


News 

We've renamed our opening section 

News , which starts off with BYTE's 

award-winning Microbytes section. This 

is followed by our new product depart

ment, What's New , which has been 

given a modest face-lift. 


Beta Hardware and Software 

A bit further into the magazine , you ' II 

now find all articles dealing with beta 

software and preproduction hardware 

grouped together. 


On page 114, our redesigned Short 
Takes section brings you succinct sum
maries of the most interesting soon-lo
be-released hardware and software we've 
learned of. Immediately after Short 
Takes, you'll find First Impressions on 
page 122 (this month's issue has only 
one) ; these are longer, more in-depth 
looks at especially significant forthcom
ing products. Naturally, the number of 
First Impressions each month varies with 
the level of innovation in the microcom
puter industry. 

New Columns 
Two new columns have drawn so much 
attention that we ' re giving them their 
own section: Perspectives will contain 
our popular opinion column Stop Bit and 
Hugh Kenner's Print Queue column. 
Stop Bit and Print Queue will be joined 
by the ever-popular question-and-answer 
portion of Jerry Pournelle's Computing 
at Chaos Manor column, Chaos Manor 
Mail. 

Please take a look at these changes, 
and tell me what you think . Your opinion 
matters, and it will help us make BYTE 

exactly what you need in a computer 
magazine. 

Xerox vs. Apple 
The lawsuit that Xerox has filed against 
Apple , alleging that Apple had misappro
priated Xerox technology in producing 
the Macintosh, sent some readers into 
their back issues of BYTE. 

Back in February 1983 , BYTE pub
lished an interview with three key mem
bers of the Apple Lisa design team : 
Wayne Rosing (technical manager of the 
entire Lisa project), Bruce Daniels (Lisa 
systems software) , and Larry Tesler 
(Lisa applications software) . The Lisa , of 
course , was the precursor to the Macin
tosh . 

The interview goes on for many pages , 
revealing a number of interesting and lit
tle-known facts, including this tidbit : 

BYTE: Do you have a Xerox Star here 
that you work with? 
Tesler: No , we didn ' t have one here . We 
went to the NCC when the Star was an
nounced and looked at it. And in fact it 
did have an immediate impact. A few 
months after looking at it we made some 
changes to our user interface based on 
ideas that we got from it. For example , 
the desktop manager we had before was 
completely different ; it didn't use icons 
at all, and we never liked it very much . 
We decided to change ours to the icon 
base.. . . 

Ifyou're interested in the legal roots of 
one of today 's thorniest computer-related 
lawsuits , there 's lots more in the inter
view; it begins on page 90 of that issue. 
There 's a lso substantial current discus
sion on BIX, especially in the "apple
case" topic of Jerry Pournelle's tojerry 
conference. (My thanks to "kkubik" on 
BIX , who brought this to my attention.) 
It 's worth checking out. 

-FredLanga 
Editor in Chief 

(BIX name ''flanga ") 
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BORLAND INTRODUCES TURBO PASCAL 5.5 WITH OBJECTS 


Turbo Pascal,® the world-standard Pascal compiler, 
adds Object-Oriented Programming with our new 
version 5.5. We combined the simplicity of Apple's 
Object Pascal language with the power and efficiency 
of C++ to create Turbo Pascal 5.5, the object-oriented 
programming language for the rest of us. 

It's easy to extend yourself 
If you're already programming with Turbo Pascal, 

it's easy to extend yourself from struc

tured programming to object-ori.ented 

programming. And, Turbo Pascal 5.5 is 

the only compiler that is 100%source· 


I 
Icode compatible with 

your existing Turbo 
Pascal 4.0 and 5.0 
programs. 

Afast object lesson 
Object-oriented appli 
cation programs more 
closely model the way 
you think. Objects con· 
tain both data and code. 

' 

I 	

I 

' 
attributes from the base model 911, but it also sports 
awhale tail. 

Turbo Pascal 5.5's object-oriented extensions 
give you code that's easier to change, extend, and 
support. 

Turbo Pascal 5.5 Professional with 
Turbo Debugger®and Turbo Assembler® 
The award-winning Turbo Debugger now includes an 

object inspector and hierarchybrowser. 
~nd Turbo Debugger can debug any 
size program. 

Upgrade objectively 

Destructors 
• 	 Object constants 
• 	 Compiles @>34,000 

lines/minute 

I Code: MA49 I 

.--------------'--------------, 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

Inheritance provides powerful modeling capabilities by allowing objects 
to inherit attributes from other objects . 

As in a spreadsheet cell, the value and the formula 

are together. Objects can inherit properties from other 

objects.For example, a Porsche Carrera inherits most 


Turbo Pascal 5.5 Features 
• 	Inheritance • Newintegrated environment 
• 	 Static& dynamic objects tutorial 
• 	Constructors & • Hypertext Help with copy and 

paste 
• 	 Enhanced smart linker & 

overlay manager 
• 	 Support for 8087/80287/80387 
• 	 Integrated source-level 

debugging 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Pascal owners: 
Upgrading from Turbo 
Pascal 5.0 to 5.5 is only 
$34.95 plus $5 shipping 
and handling ($75 plus 
shipping and handling 
for owners of Turbo 
Pascal 4.0 or earlier). 
And upgrading from 
Turbo Pascal 5.0 and 

earlier to Turbo Pascal 5.5 Professional is only 

$99.95 plus $10 shipping and handling. To order, 

CALL (800)331-0877. 

TURBO
TURBO PASCAL 
PASCAL PROFESSIONAL 

JI 
B 0 R L A N D 


Mail upgrade orders 10: Borland. P.O. Box 660001, Seo/ls valley, CA 95066-0001 . For orders ou/side /he U.S., call (40B) 438-5300. 

Turbo Pascal, Turbo Debugger, and Turbo AsseniJfer are regisle1ed trademarks al Borland lnlerna!ional. Copyright C1989. Bo1land lnlernationa!, Inc. All 1ight reserved. Bl 1324 
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to move into the future without 
letting gu of the past. 

OS/2cando! 
Making the move to OS/2® isn' t all or nothing. In fact, OS/2 and DOS can 

work together- in the same office, on the same network and even on the same 
workstation. So it's easy to protect your hardware and software investment. 

The key is compatibility. You can take advantage of powerful new OS/2 
software, run most of the top DOS applications or toggle back and forth as the 
tasks demand it. A dual-boot foatme also allows you to choose a pure DOS or 
OS/2 environment at any time. 

And don't be surprised that most of your favorite DOS applications are now 
available for OS/2. They've been redesigned and go beyond DOS memory lim
its to provide additional functions that help you be more productive- with the 
benefits of multitasking and OS/2's graphical interface, Presentation Manager:" 

Want to keep what you have and still move into the future? With OS/2, the 
solution is IBM. 

To find out more about OS/2, just contact your IBM 
Authorized Dealer or marketing representative. For a dealer 
near you, call l 800 IBM-2468, ext. 205. 

==-~ ==® 
IBM and OS/2 are registered trademarks and Presentation Manager
is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. @~989 IBM Corp. --- ---- ·
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Instant gratification. 

Don't put off your 
desires any longer. 
Carpe diem.I Live for 
the moment! Life is 
too short to wait on 
slow software. 

Just press an 
Intel® Math CoProcessor into the mother
board of any IBM®or compatible PC. It will 
work effortlessly with the Intel micro
processor already inside, and will inspire 
over 300 database, spreadsheet, CAD or 
business graphics programs to race through 

their functions - up to five times* faster. 
For more information, contact your 

local dealer. Or call (800)538-3373 for "Intel 
Math CoProcessor Technotes;' a collection 
of benchmarks and software lists. For instant 
gratification (and instant product literature), 
call our FaxBackr1v1 number at (503)629-7576 
and ask for Document #9970. We'll fax it 
directly to you. 

So do it now What are you waiting for? 

© 1989 Intel Corporation. Ince! is a regisEered trademark of Intel Corpor:uion. FaxBack is a trademark of Intel Corpora tion. 113M is a registered trademark of International Business Machines 
Corporation. Intel Bulleti n Board Service (503)645-6275 (modem parameters N-8-1); Compuserve: Mailbox 70307. 461; MCI Mail : i\fai lbox " INTE L SUPPORT" 0 Performance increase wi ll \'ary 
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*Suggested U.S. list prices: 
LaserJet IIP $1495; 
LaserJet Series JI $2695. 
Dealer prices vary. 

At only $1495; it's got your name on it. 

The HP LaserJet printer Its simple front panel gives 
family hasexpanded you easy, push-button control 
in a small way. over the menu, the 14 internal 

fonts, form feed and other 
The new HP LaserJet IIP (as functions. It handles four 
in Personal) fits right on your different paper sizes: letter, 
desk. And, with a price almost legal, executive and A4, as 
halfof the multi-user LaserJet well as envelopes. In portrait 
Series II;' into most budgets. 



or landscape configura

The new HP LaserJet !IP printer. 

And, of course, introduce people at your 
tions. At four pages a minute. 
From one or two paper bins 
(the second is optional). 

The 512K standard memory 
is upgradable to 4.5 Mbytes 
for more complex graphics 
and publishing programs. 

our new printer 
is compatible with the HP 
LaserJet Series II and virtually 
all popular PC software. 

So call 1-800-752-0900, 
Ext. 277J for your nearest 
authorized HP dealer. Then 

Circle 116 011 Reader Service Card 

compa ny to their very own 
HP LaserJe ts. 

There is a better way. 

F//fl9 HEWLETT 
~~ PACKARD 



"I t's a jungle in there," said the pro
grammer looking at the code for the 

user interface of an application. "Every year 
it gets worse." 

Don't despair. Finally, there is a way out 
Vermont Views™ 2.0. 

From Complexity to Simplicity 
Vermont Views 2.0 replaces the complexi

ties of interface coding with the simplicity of 
the Vermont Views Designer. This powerful 
interactive forms designer works in concen 
with our comprehensive library of over 550 
functions to make interface development 
and management quicker and easier than 
ever before. 

Development Will Never Be 
the Same Again 

With the Vermont Views Designer you will 
quickly create operational prototypes of an 
application interface - and enjoy doing it! 
Because design is fast and visual, you will 
involve your clients actively from the begin
ning. Last-minute change requests will be 
accepted without battles or escalating costs. 

No longer will you throw away months of 
prototype code
the prototype will 
become the imple
mentation. And, 
integration and final 

testingwill go faster, because all Designer objects 
are tested for validity as they are created. 

Code-dweller emerges from the jungle 

No More Maintenance Blues 
Software maintenance typically accounts 

for over 50 percent of total lifecycle pro
gramming effon - and a higher percentage 
of headaches. With the Vermont Views 
Designer,you will always be able to revise the 
interface quickly and easily, seeing the 
changes as you make them. 

Globally Applicable 
Use Vermont Views with any database or 

file manager with a C-language interface, 
such as Oracle, lnformix, dBase, Clipper, 
dbVista, Btrieve, and C-tree. Maintain the 
same interface with the same source code 
under DOS, OS/ 2, UNIX, XENIX, and VMS. 

Create interfaces for any 
roman-based language.The Vermont Views 
Truly a global solution forDifference your interface needs. 

Screen generators for 100% No-Risk
most Clibraries require you 

Guaranteeto modify generated source 
code to create fully func We believe in our pro
tional forms- after which duct. Try Vermont Views 
you can no longer use the 
screen generator. Not so with the Vermont 
Views Designer. Designer forms and menus 
can incorporate any of the special capabili
ties of Vermont Views - such as nested 
menus, scroll bars, tickertape fields, scroll
able form regions, choice lists, and memo 
fields-and still be revised interactively. 

Message from the Jungle 
"At arecentfield staffmeeting, we were able to get 
a consensus on whal forms should look like by 
using the Designer on abig screen IV. Changes 
can be posted real-time, and afunctioning proto
type results from theexercise. Theform designer 
is GREAT." 

- Randy Jones, Beta Tester 

for as long as you want. 
No limits. Ifnot fully satisfied, return for a full 
refund. 

Free Test Drive 
Call now for a free DOS working copy of 
the Designer, lacking only the ability to 
save forms. Get out of that jungle! 

Call 800-848-1248 
Fax 802-848-3502 

II Vermont 
Creative 
Software 

Pinnacle Meadows, Richford, VT 05476 
Phone: 802-848-7731 Telex: 510-601-4160 



MICROBYTES 


Staff-written highlights ofdevelopments in technology and the microcomputer industry, 
compiled from Microbytes Daily and BYTEWEEK reports 

Multimillion-Transistor Chip Can Repair Itself 

E ngineers from TRW and 
Motorola, working together 

under contract for the Department of 
Defense, say that they 've succeeded in 
putting more transistors on a chip than 
ever managed before. The new Central 
Processing Unit-Arithmetic Extended . 
SuperChip holds about 4 million 0.5
micron CMOS devices and is capable 
of performing 200 million floating
point operations per second, according 
to Motorola. This amount of proces
sors would put the single l 1h -ounce 
chip on the same processing level as 
supercomputers . 

One problem with a chip of this 
size and density is a tendency toward 
high failure rates. But the developers 
have equipped the SuperChip with a 
way of "repairing" itself if any of its 
parts fail. 

The SuperChip is used with a 
"satellite" chip, the TRW-Motorola 
Universal Processor (UP), which 
configures the SuperChip initially, 
tests it, and monitors it during 
operation. The SuperChip's ability to 
repair itself is due to its modular 
nature. The SuperChip architecture 
consists of " macrocells" that are 
essentially processor building blocks. 
The chip holds 142 of these, of which 
only 61 are required for the SuperChip 
to be fully functional. The UP tests the 
SuperChip initially and marks those 
macrocells that do not work. It then 
configures the SuperChip to use a 
working combination of 61 macrocells 
and marks the rest of the functioning 
macrocells for later use if any part of 
the chip should fail. If any macrocells 
do fail , then the UP can reconfigure 
the SuperChip to use one of these 
spare macrocells . 

Each of the macrocells represents a 
standard processor function and 
operates as an independent device. 
The macrocells range in size from 
10,000 to 100,000 logic devices. The 
SuperChip uses the fo llowing macro
cells: address generator, microcontrol 
unit, multiplier/accumulator, UP, read 
memory interface, write memory 
interface , column disable block unit , 
ALU, storage element, and one-port 
RAM unit. One or more of each of 
these is required to build a functioning 
SuperChip. 

The SuperChip is intended to be 
used as the central processor for 
advanced digital signal processing 
systems, particularly in military 
systems, where the self-repairing 
design would be useful. However, 
Motorola and TRW also envisage 
future versions of the chip being used 
in commercial applications, particu
larly in complex imaging, medical 
diagnosis , and CAD. 

The longer-term implications are 
also very interesting. Usually produc
ing such complex chips at the limits of 
current technology is an expensive 
business because of the high fai lure 
rates of chips using these methods. 
The SuperChip architecture, however, 
allows for manufacturing flaws in the 
production of the SuperChip without 
affecting its ability to function. This 
results in a higher and more commer
cially viable manufacturing success 
rate. The technique could allow chip 
makers to produce more powerful 
processors much faster than they 
otherwise might. Perhaps Intel's 
80786 CPU will be ready by the year 
2000 after all. 

-Owen Linderholm 

Network Shell "Masks Differences" 

V XM Technologies (Boston) has 
come up with a novel approach to 

the problems of distributed computing 
over a network of heterogeneous (and 
sometimes mutually hostile) systems. 
The VXM Network Shell essentially 
takes the concept of the Unix shell 

commonly used in that environment 
and extends it to control a network. 

According to VXM president 
Franco Vitaliano, the VXM shell 
"essentially masks di fferences 
between machines and operating 

continued 
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Thinking Machines (Cambridge, 
MA) is aiming for a speed record 
of 1 trillion operations per second 
with a future model of its parallel
processing Connection Machine. 
The current million-dollar machine 
uses 32,000 processors to zip 
through 8 billion floating-point 
operations per second, according 
to company figures. Thinking 
Machines, working under a 
Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency contract , plans to 
have the components of its new 
system working in 1992; there's 
no official word on when the Mega 
machine itself will be ready. The 
biggest river to cross, according to 
chief scientist Danny Hillis, is 
incorporating fault tolerance into 
the massively parallel machine. 

Only a memory: After eight months 
of trying to garner investors and 
support , U.S. Memories, the 
proposed cooperative venture for 
making DRAM chips in the U.S., 
called it quits. Formed last June, 
the company had the backing of 
heavyweights like IBM, Digital 
Equipment, Hewlett-Packard , and 
Intel, but other computer makers, 
like Apple and Sun, refused to get 
involved, saying that their supplies 
of memory chips are adequate. 
The initial investors figured that 
they would need $1 billion to make 
the proposal work. Some industry 
watchers lamented the demise of 
U.S. Memories , charging domestic 
computer companies with too much 
attention to short-term profits and 
too little memory of last year's 
shortage of DRAM chips. 

More than one-half of the state 
departments of transportation are 
using CAD systems and are now 
requiring contractors to do the 
same, according to Design Systems 
Strategies (Scarborough, ME) . The 
state agencies are using more 
Intergraph workstations than any 
other type of system, DSS says in a 
recent report. 
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Meanwhile, in Japan, the Japan 
Personal Computer Software Asso
ciation (Tokyo) will start next 
month conducting certification 
exams for CAD operators. The 
organization hopes to increase the 
number of CAD users in the 
country, as well as boost their 
knowledge of the subject. Govern
ment agencies back the program. 

IBM has developed a new hard
ware/software combo that lets 
hearing-impaired people send 
voice messages from a PC to 
someone using an ordinary push
button telephone, who can then 
reply using the telephone's 
keypad. The new $600 Phone
Communicator, which works with 
the IBM PC or PS/2 Models 25 
and 30, consists of a multifunction 
board with a modem and a speech 
synthesizer and software for 
writing and reading messages. The 
hearing-impaired user types a 
message on the computer key
board, and the synthesizer speaks 
it over the telephone; the hearing 
user types a response using the 
letters on the telephone keypad, 
and the system translates tones and 
sends them to the computer 
screen. For information, contact 
the IBM National Center for 
Persons with Disabilities, P.O. 
Box 2150, Atlanta, GA 30055, 
(800) 426-3388 (voice) or (800) 
426-2133 (TDD). 

Borland International has sold off 
another of its Turbo packages. 
This time it's Turbo Prolog, 
which now is in the hands of its 
creator, the Prolog Development 
Center, based in Denmark and 
Atlanta. PDC will develop, mar
ket, and support future versions of 
the Prolog compiler, including a 
new OS/2 version (slated to be out 
last month) and one for The Santa 
Cruz Operation's Unix, scheduled 
for later this year. PDC says it has 
improved the current DOS edition 
by adding more than 40 new 
predicates and a better interactive 
development environment. The 
biggest difference is that PDC has 
rewritten Turbo Prolog to be more 
modular, making it easier to 
bring out versions for other 
operating systems. 

systems." In each computer on a 
network, a small (128K-byte) VXM 
program written in ANSI C interprets 
ASCII scripts written in the VXM 
programming language. Vitaliano says 
that only about 10 percent of the VXM 
shell has to be customized for the 
operating system that it's running 
under. Each machine on the network 
"sees" the VXM shell as just another 
running application. 

The result, according to Vitaliano, 
is that the VXM shell provides a way 
to develop software on one machine 
(e.g. , a PC running DOS) and distrib
ute the script across the network to run 
on any other system (e.g. , a Sun 
workstation running Unix). Unlike 
applications developed in a portable 
language such as ANSI C, programs 
developed using the VXM language 
don't need to be modified and 
recompiled to run under a different 
operating system because they're 
plain-vanilla ASCII. 

Currently, the VXM system, which 
Vitaliano calls a "SoftRobot," runs 
only on Novell and TCP/IP networks. 
But he expects the company to 
migrate the VXM system to OSI and 
proprietary networks in the near 
future. Whichever network it runs. on, 
programmers won't need to learn any 
technical details of the network to 

develop distributed applications, 
VXM claims; the VXM shell insulates 
them from network and operating
system particulars. 

In a heterogeneous system, VXM 
says, the VXM system can automati
cally perform a complex series of 
actions, translate commands between 
unlike systems, start other tasks, 
supervise systems, run software, use 
communications and 1/0 facilities , 
read and write files, use file systems 
and databases, leave messages, unify 
different E-mail systems, operate 
equipment, and interact with users. 

The VXM Network Programming 
language is similar to Lisp, although it 
uses C syntax. However, it's designed 
and optimized for operation on ASCII 
character strings. It consists of 85 
primitives. VXM scripts can execute 
VXM programs simultaneously at 
several nodes across the network . 
Vitaliano says that one of VXM's 
most powerful features is its macro
generation capabilities. Previously 
defined scripts can call other scripts. 

VXM Network Shell costs $895 
for DOS-based systems ($295 for each 
additional node), $2495 for Unix 
workstations, and $2995 and up for 
VAX systems. The company expects 
to have a shell for the Macintosh soon . 

-Stan Miastkowski 

Microprocessors Are Bringing Down 
the High Cost of Supercomputing 

S upercomputing no longer means 
liquid-nitrogen coolant and 

millions of dollars. New systems that 
use large arrays of microprocessors 
are providing computing capability 
comparable to that of some supercom
puters at a significantly lower price. 

The new iPSC/860 from Intel 
Scientific Computers (Beaverton, OR) 
is a parallel-processing system based 
on Intel's i860 RISC-like CPU, a 
high-speed chip with powerful 
floating-point capabilities. This 
machine, which starts at $265,000, 
comes standard with eight i860 
processors and can be configured with 
as many as 128. Intel claims that the 
top-of-the-line iPSC/860 can perform 
up to 7.6 billion floating-point 
operations per second, putting it in the 
same neighborhood as a Cray Y-MP 
supercomputer. The system supports 
as many as 128 1/0 controllers, each 
of which is based on an Intel 80386 
processor and can have as much as 2 

gigabytes of memory. The iPSC runs a 
version of Unix optimized for parallel 
code execution and comes with 
software for generating parallel
processing applications. 

As the cost of the i860 comes 
down, so will the price of systems 
using it. Intel's new machine suggests 
that a commercial Unix-based system 
with two to four processors could be 
built not too long from now and priced 
at $30,000 or less. 

MasPar Computer (Sunnyvale, 
CA) uses a massively parallel archi
tecture in its new family of "minisu
percomputers." The MP-1 system can 
be packed with thousands of proces
sors-from 1024 to 16,384. This 
approach is similar to that of Think
ing Machines, whose million-dollar 
Connection Machine strings together 
32,000 processors. MasPar claims the 
low-end MP-1101 ($117,000) can 
crank out 1875 million instructions 

continued 
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Youdorlthavetobe arocket 

scientist toprograminBASIC. 


Granted, with Microsoft's BASIC Profes
sional Development System, rocket scientists 
can work wonders every day of the week 

But if you want to work better in this strat
osphere, Microsoft®QuickBASIC is all you need. 

Instead of an I.Q. test, you get a step-by
step printed tutorial that guides you through a 
complete working program. And our handy on
line electronic manual lets you put your finger 
on anything you want to know instantly; or copy 
and paste sample code into your program window 

Meanwhile, our on-line training and Easy 
Menus make you feel at home in your new envi
ronment in minutes-not hours. And to simplify 
things even more, our intuitive interface offers 
context-sensitive help. Plus a debugger that 
gets your program up and running in record time. 

Naturally; this BASIC also turns out code 
at record speed -150,000 lines per minute. 
Not surprisingly; PC Maga- ·-· 
zine called it" .. . perhaps one 
of the greatest software pro Microsoft.QuickBAsic 

grams ever written" and gave 
it their Editor's Choice Award. 

All of which only goes 
to prove one thing: you don't 
have to be a rocket scientist 
to conquer new frontiers. 

Just smart enough to get a hold of our 
Microsoft QuickBASIC. 

Mictosoft® 
Making it all make sense· 

Customers within the 50 Unileti States, call (800) 426·9400. Customers in Ca mu/a, call (416) 673·7638. 011tsidc the US. and Canada. ca fl (206) 882-8661. © 19.90 Microsoft Corporation. All ri'ghts rescn'('t/. Microsoft a11d the Microsoft logo 
are registered trademarks am/ Making it al l make sense is a trademark ofMicrosoft Corf:ioration 



Whether you are considering one 
computer or 1000 you can feel secure in 
buying from Gateway 2000. You are 
assured of getting fully loaded machines 
for the same price as the competition's 
stripped down models. 

The standards in your new system will 
be second to none. From painstaking 
assembly by Gateway technicians to rigor
ous quality controls, the system you 

receive will be the best value 
I 	 9 8 8 

• 

in the industry. 


Here is what the experts 

have to say: 


''. .. when evaluating the 
B 	 Y T E whole package, the Gateway
A W A R D OF 386 surpasses all others." 
DI ST I N CT I ON 


·- -· ·- - - . 
 Byte Magazine 
Oct. 1988, Pg. 176 

''. .. highly reliable and affordable. " 
PC Magazine 

''Low-price, high quality components, 
solid performance, and the promise of 
support after the sale make the Gateway 
2000 386133 an attractive option." 

PC Resource 

You will discover that we stand 
behind your decision to purchase a 
Gateway 2000 system in every way. 

• 	 30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
• 	 1Year Warranty 
• 	 Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support 
• 	 BBS Technical Support Service 
• 	 Free Federal Express Shipment of 

Replacement Parts 
•	 AND ... 

If you can't be helped through the 
phone, BBS or Federal Express, then we 
provide FREE ON-SITE SERVICE 
to most locations. 

From your initial purchase from a 
knowledgeable sales representative to 
lifetime, toll-free technical support 
you've got a friend in the business. 

Here's just a small sampling of 
what owners of Gateway 2000 systems 
have to say: 

'1 like the machine. I am rather picky but 
no one ever lost their cool Courteous 
andpolite all the way. Would Ido it again? 
You bet." 

Ralph Kissel, Senior Electronics Engineer 


"We've standardized on Gateway 2000 
systems in our department. Your prompt 
service and technical support has kept 
our sales operation running better than 
ever. Based on the quality and pe1form
ance ofyour systems, I would strongly 
recommend them to other corporations." 
Elizabeth Coyman, McGraw-Hill 
Direaor of Inside Sales 

Call Toll Free 800-523-2000 
610 Gateway Drive • North Sioux City, South Dakota 57049 • Telephone 605-232-2000 • Fax 605-232-2023 Circle 109 011 Reader Service Card 
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1a MHZ • a86 VGA 
• 80286-12 Processor 
• 2 Megs RAM 
• 1.2 Meg 5lf.i'' Drive 
• 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
• 65 Meg 28ms RLL Drive 
• 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
• 14" 1024 x 768 Color Monitor 
• 1Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
• 101 Key Keyboard 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$1995.00 

as MHZ • 386 VGA 
• 4 Megs RAM 
• 1.2 Meg 51/.i" Drive 
• 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
• 160 Meg ESDI Drive 
• 32K Cache Controller 
• 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
• 14" 1024 x768 Color Monitor 
• 1Parallel & 2Serial Ports 
• 101 Key Keyboard 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 
$3395.00 
64K Cache Add $500 

Due I{) lhi' mllmlily of rhe DRAM 11111rke1 all prices art• subj«Imdwnge. 

GATEWAY • 386SX 
• 2 Megs RAM 
• 1.2 Meg 51/.i" Drive 
• 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
• 65 Meg 28ms RLL Drive 
• 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
• 14" 1024 x768 Color Monitor 
• 1Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
• 101 Key Keyboard 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$2195.00 

33 MHZ • 386 VGA 
• 64K Cache RAM 
• 4 Megs RAM 
• 1.2 Meg 51/.i" Drive 
• 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
• 160 Meg ESDI Drive 
• 32K Cache Controller 
• 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
• 14" 1024 x768 Color Monitor 
• 1Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
• 101 Key Keyboard 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$4395.00 

ao MHZ • 386 VGA 
• 4 Megs RAM 
• 1.2 Meg 51/.i" Drive 
• 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
• 65 Meg 28ms RLL Drive 
• 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
• 14" 1024 x 768 Color Monitor 
• I Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
• IOI Key Keyboard 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$2695.00 
64K Cache Add $500 

as MHZ • 486 VGA 
• 4 Megs RAM 
• 1.2 Meg 51/.i" Drive 
• 1.44 Meg 3.5" Drive 
• 160 Meg ESDI Drive 
• 32K Cache Controller 
• 16 Bit VGA with 512K 
• 14" 1024 x768 Color Monitor 
• I Parallel & 2 Serial Ports 
• 101 Key Keyboard 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

Call For Price 
This d.•1·ll'e Nu not betn apprm'fd by thr Federal Communications Commiuion. T1m 
dniu is not. and maJ' no/ be offered forsale or lease. or sold or /mW until 1heapprol'Cll 
ofthe FCC has bet•n obwined. 
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Japanese schools have plenty of 
computers but few teachers who 
feel proficient with them, accord
ing to a survey by Japan's Ministry 
of Education . The average senior 
high school had 25 computers, but 
only about 13 percent of the 
teachers thought that they could 
install and operate them . (The 
figures were quite a bit lower in 
the lower grades.) Most of the 
systems in Japanese schools are 
16-bit machines, the survey found . 
More than half of the computers 
are set up in the faculty room, in
dicating that the teachers are trying · 
to learn how to use them . 

High Tech Shows (Dallas) plans 
to go on the air this month with a 
TV program about new electronic 
products and new technologies. 
The Electronic Products Network 
will be a series of 30-minute shows 
featuring what's new in the 
consumer electronics market, 
including computers, software, 
and telecommunications gear. The 
producers hope to line up major 
manufacturers like Toshiba, 
Panasonic, NEC, Sharp, Fujitsu , 
and Lotus. High Tech hopes to 
have the show air in major TV 
markets , including Dallas, Hous
ton, and Boston. Electronic Data 
Systems is backing the series. 

Apple Computer and Quickview 
Systems have settled a lawsuit over 
HyperCard. The lawsuit claimed 
that HyperCard infringes on 
patents that Quickview received 
for its Zoomracks software. (In 
Zoomracks, you collect informa
tion on racks of "cards"; in 
HyperCard, you put information 
on stacks of cards.) The settlement 
includes a patent cross-licensing 
agreement that means that Hyper
Card users can't be charged with 
infringing on Quickview patents. 
"As long as you're using or devel
oping for HyperCard on Apple 
equipment, you're covered," said 
Apple spokesperson Stacey 
Byrnes. Quickview founder Paul 
Heckel said the settlement also 
covers people using HyperCard 
clones on Apple computers. But 
HyperCard-like software running 
on non-Apple equipment will still 
be subject to licensing, he said. 

per second and 94 million floating
point operations per second and that 
the high-end MP-1216 ($810,000) can 
operate at 32,000 MIPS and 1500 
MFLOPS. Although these prices are 
astronomical by microcomputing 
standards, the performance rating 
works out to about $30 per MIPS. 

The core of the MP-1 is the 
Processor Element Array; each 
processor element is a register-based 
load/store RISC processor designed by 
MasPar and operating at 1.8 MIPS. 
MasPar has crammed 32 processors 
onto a single chip, along with 40 32
bit registers for each processor. The 
system operates in a single-instruction 
multiple-data fashion, meaning that 
each processor in the array performs 
the same operation simultaneously but 
on a different item of data . The MP-1 
uses Digital Equipment's Ultrix 
variant of Unix and employs the 
VAXstation 3520 for communicating 
with users and with other systems over 
Ethernet. The I/O subsystem can 
operate at 230 megabytes per second 
over a 64-bit channel , MasPar says. 

Software is a significant challenge 
for these new computers. Very few 
massively parallel systems are 
available, and most computationally 
intensive code will have to be rewrit
ten to take advantage of their power. 
MasPar officials believe that the MP
l's graphical, object-oriented pro
gramming environment, which is 
based on ParcPlace Systems' Ob
jectworks for Smalltalk-80, will make 
it easier to develop code for parallel 
systems. Tom Blank, MasPar's vice 
president of architecture and applica
tions, said that for most applications , 
the majority of code can be ported 
directly with minimal changes and that 
only the computational core of the 
program will have to be rewritten in 
parallel form . 

The new Intel and MasPar systems 
are high-ticket items by personal 
computer standards, but they are 
commercial proof of the viability of 
multiprocessing microprocessor-based 
supercomputers. 

-Nick Baran, Owen Linderholm, 
and Rich Malloy 

Printer Generates Tactile Graphics for the Blind 

While software that translates text 
into Braille and printers that 

punch out Braille characters have been 
available for years, the National 
Federation for the Blind says that 
visually impaired people have been 
left behind when it comes to com
puter-generated graphics. 

Working with the NFB, Howtek 
(Hudson, NH) has modified its Pixel
Master Color Ink Jet printer to print 
text in Braille in raised graphics that 
visually impaired users can easily 
interpret. The PixelMaster creates 
images by spraying plastic-based ink 
onto paper. The red, green, and blue 
inks dry instantly into raised dots . And 
according to Howtek vice president Ed 
Marino, it's the raised nature of the 
dots that makes tactile communica
tions possible. 

The company has made a few 
changes to the PixelMaster's firmware 
in order to add an extra layer of ink to 
the finished print. These alterations 
brought the ink-jet printer's raised 
output up to international Braille 
specifications. 

The PixelMaster comes with soft
ware (for either DOS or Macintosh 
computers) that translates ASCII into 
Braille. Software also outputs on-

screen graphical images to the printer, 
creating a tactile version of the image, 
which can be annotated with remarks 
or explanations in Braille. 

Tim Cramner, director of technol
ogy for the NFB, says the Howtek 
printer produces "tactile graphics." It's 
currently the only available product 
that can handle maps, charts, and other 
images for blind people. The NFB 
used the PixelMaster to create floor 
plans of its exhibit center at last July's 
national convention in Denver. 

At Oregon State University, 
physics professor John Gardner is 
using the PixelMaster to generate 
charts and graphs produced by his 
graduate students. Previously unable 
to see his students' printed output, 
Gardner says the tactile graphics 
literally add a new dimension to his 
ability to interact with them. 

With a price of $6995 (including 
software), the PixelMaster obviously 
isn't designed for individuals. 
Howtek's Marino says that besides 
educational institutions, many major 
corporations have purchased the 
PixelMaster. New England Telephone 
uses it to keep its visually impaired 
employees more informed, allowing 

continued 
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NewFoxPro 

Shifting the Balance OfPower in Database Management 


There's a new leader in the re lati onal database manage Nothing is Faster ment world. Its name is Fox Pro. 
Fox Softwa re prod ucts are fa mous for th e ir 

FoxPro is the fi rst and only microcomputer database unmatched exec uti on speed. FoxPro extends that 
management system that combines astoni shing per trad iti on.
fo rmance with a sleek in terface of amazing power and 
beauty. Fox Pro is up to eight times fas ter than dB ASE IV 

more than 15 ti mes fas ter than dBASE Ill PLUS 1 
• Fox Pro offers all the elegance and access ibil ity of a 
graphic-style interface, yet operates at the stunning And that blazi ng speed translates into un precedented 
speeds possible onl y with character interfaces. power. Now you can efficiently process giga ntic 

databases w ith hu nd reds of tho usands -even
• FoxPro is so easy to learn and use, even beginners 111 i llions-of records . 
can become productive immediately; yet it's powerful 
and sophi sticated enough to satisfy the needs of the most demand ing 
developers and powe r-users. 

• Fox Pro gives you choices instead of li mits: use a mouse or a 
keyboard; type commands or use the object-oriented interface; run in 
one window, or hundreds . 

• Fox Pro is so effi cient , it runs in a 512K PC-XT, yet it 's able to take 
advantage of the speed , ex panded memory and extended video 
modes of the most advanced machines availab le. You don' t even need 
a graphics card or spec ial window ing software. 

Protecting Your Investment 
With FoxPro, your existing FoxBASE+ or dBASE Ill PLUS pro
grams will run perfectly- fi rst time, every time, no exc uses . And 
Fox Pro is language-compat ible wi th dB ASE IV. But FoxPro doesn't 
stop there. It has over 140 language enhancements not found in any 
version of dBASE. We ' ve outdone ourselves by add ing more than 
200 language ex tensions you won' t fi nd in Fox BASE+. 

Best of all , Fox Pro opens up whole new worlds fo r your applications 
by letting you move them onto a variety of differe nt platform s. 

The Tradition Continues 
Fox Softwa re is com mitted to 
excellence-our products prove it. 

We've been prod ucing superb database 
ma nagement softwa re si nce 1983. And 
our products fo r both the PC and the 
Mac intos h contin ue to win awards 
wo rldwide . 

We ' ve taken everythi ng we know about 
software engineering, databases and 
interface design, and foc used it into 
one remarkable prod uct-FoxPro. 

FREE Demo Disk 
Shi ft the balance of power in ro11 r favor 
by trying FoxPro for yourself. 

Ca ll (4 19) 874-0 162 now to get your 
free demo disk . Or ask for the Fox Pro 
dealer nearest you. See for yourself: 
Nothing Runs Like The RJx. 

FoxBASE+ User s: 

Call About Our Li beral 


Upgrade Offer! 


System Requirements: Fo.rPro !lf'<'mtes in 
5!2K RAM (640K 1-ec11111111ended)1ri1h MSIPC
DOS 2 .0 or gremer and"" li086/R088. 80286 
or 80386 microprocessor. For 01Jtimw 11 per· 
formtmce. Fox Pro takes complete ad1·wuage <~/' 
ony m·ailable EMS (t'.\'/ )tlllded memor y ) or a 
math coprocessor. 


Trade111ark!01rner: Fo.rPro. Fo.rBA SE+ IFo.r 

S<1f't1rare: dBASE Ill PLUS. dB ASE / \II 

Asluo11-7(ue. 


Fax Software 
Nothing Runs Like The Fox. 

Fo · Sortwant. Inc. ( -H 9)87-f-0 16~ 
134 W. South Boundary FAX: (-f t l) ) 87-f-8678 
Perrysburg. Ohio -+3551 Telex: 650.)0-f08C7 FOX 

Circle 105 on Reader Service Card 
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''I suppose, Do1fman, in its broadest sense, 
you could call this networking.'' 
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Howte you going to do it? 
Information that goes flying around your company, but is 
out of reach when you need it, can't help you compete. An IBM 
Personal System/2®that lets you network effortlessly can. 

The IBM PS/2: Unbeatable networking tool. 
A high-performance PS/2®can act as a network server or a gate 
way to a host, in either a DOS or OS/2®environment. With a 
PS/2, you can connect the personal computers you already have 
to an IBM Token-Ring or PC Network, and share information 
and resources with incredible power and speed. The PS/2's 
Micro Channer architecture was designed to make the most of 
OS/2's full-function multitasking. It enables your PS/2 to act as 
a server while also running your workstation or PC applications. 



-- - - --- - -- -- ---- - - -----
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even during peak-load conditions. The bottom line is this: net- lrdij!i;J;;;I 

That's when the cost benefits of your PS/2 really add up. And 
Micro Channels advanced interrupt handling capability lets 
you run multiple programs with incredible reliability. So the 
PS/2 is ideal to meet the demands of the busiest network, 

working with an IBM PS/2 can help your productivity soar. 

The solution is IBM. If you want advanced tech
nology you can start with and stay with, the PS/2 with 
Micro Channel and OS/2 on a network are for you. 
See your IBM Authorized Dealer or IBM mar
keting representative for all the details. For a 
dealer near you, call I 800 IBM-2468, ext.182. ----© 

__.._,_
IBM. Personal System/2. PS/2 and OS/2 are registered trademarks and Micro Channel is a trademark of International Business Mact.ines Corporal ion. © 1990 IBM Corp. --
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MICRO BYTES 

NANOBYTES 

"Rumors of the death of the 
minicomputer are greatly exag
gerated, to paraphrase Mark 
Twain," said Hewlett-Packard 
CEO John Young as the company 
rolled out 24 new minicomputers 
and network servers. Some of the 
new systems will implement HP's 
new 0.8-micron RISC processor. 

In Tokyo, Toshiba has improved 
the usability of gates in one of its 
lines of CMOS gate arrays by 20 
percent, as well as increasing the 
packing density of the chips. The 
new !-micron TC150G series can 
have as many as 100,000 usable 
gates, Toshiba says, which means 
that designers should be able to 
build larger and more powerful 
systems on a chip. 

A new device from Laser Commu
nications, Inc. (Lancaster, PA), 
uses infrared laser beams to 
connect Token Rings in separate 
buildings into a single LAN. The 
rooftop transceiver units can 
transmit data as far as a kilometer 
CYs mile) across unobstructed space 
at 4 megabits per second , LCI 
says. The system is compatible 
with IEEE 802.5 and IBM Token 
Ring specifications. Although the 
Lace Token Ring System elimi
nates wiring hassles, the units have 
to be carefully aligned and 
calibrated and could be useless on 
a foggy day. Like the company's 
earlier similar system for Ethernet 
LANs, the Token Ring setup is ex
pensive: It starts at $26,649. 

If the stock market gets bearish , 
computer software and service 
stocks will suffer, says Drexel 
Burnham Lambert (New York) in 
a new report. "These stocks as a 
group tend to be one of the first 
groups impacted when investor 
sentiment turns negative, and to 
lag the market on the upside when 
sentiment turns positive," accord
ing to one analyst who worked on 
the report. The fortunes of compa
nies selling packaged personal 
computer software, however, will 
be affected more by sales of 
computer systems than by market 
whims, the analyst notes. One 
company getting a "buy" recom
mendation: Ashton-Tate. 

them to interpret the graphic as well as 
the textual information contained in 
memos. According to an NET 
spokesperson , before tactile graphics , 
it was "virtually impossible for a 
visually impaired person to interpret a 

simple flowchart." 
Marino says that Howtek plans to 

make the Braille and tactile graphics 
capabilities standard in future versions 
of the Pixel Master. 

-Stan Miastkowski 

Gigabit Data Density Promises Big Gains in 
Capacity of Magnetic Disks 

U sing prototype components and 
new recording-head technology, 

IBM scientists have squeezed 1 
gigabit of data into 1 square inch of 
disk surface, claiming a world record 
for magnetic storage density. (On a 
typical hard disk today, data is stored 
at approximately 35 to 45 megabits 
per square inch .) Scientists at IBM's 
Almaden Research Center (San Jose, 
CA) say that their success at storing 1 
billion bits in a small area of disk 
surface promises computer users a 
decade of steady gains in the capacity 
of magnetic storage devices. " Mag
netic storage will be able to evolve in 
such a way to allow significantly more 
information to be stored on a magnetic 
disk," said IBM spokesperson Michael 
Ross. Computer users can expect to 
see disk capacity increase by as much 
as 30 times, he said. 

The 5 1A-inch aluminum disk used 
in the experimental system is coated 
with a magnetic cobalt alloy designed 
for higher bit density and lower mag
netic noise than current disks. Bits 
were stored at a linear density of 
158,000 bits per inch, IBM said . 
During the successful test, data was 
written and read at a rate of 3 Y2 
million bytes per second, according to 
the IBM scientists. 

IBM researchers had to develop a 
new recording head to reliably read 
the ultra-small bit cells on the disk. 
What they came up with was a head 
that uses an inductive write element 
and a magneto-resistive read element. 
The experimental thin-film recording 
head flies just 0.000002 of an inch 
over the disk; current heads hover at 
about 0.000006 to 0.000015 of an 
inch above the platter, an IBM 
spokesperson said . This new head can 
detect bits too small for all-inductive 
recording heads to find. 

Although the components used to 
achieve this level of storage density 
are experimental , IBM said that none 
of them , including the recording head, 
involves developing new manufactur
ing techniques. 

It will be later in the 1990s before 
commercial products incorporate this 
gigabit technology. " Significant work 
is required to ensure that the compo
nents used in this demonstration could 
be reproducibly manufactured in 
volume and that storage devices with 
adequate reliability can be made at 
such low flying heights ," said Barry 
Schechtman , manager of storage 
systems and technology at the Al
maden Research Center. 

-D. Barker 

Group Seeking Common Fax Connection 

A t about the time you're reading 
this, members of the Telecom

munication Industry Association 
(TIA), which is based in Washington, 
DC, will be voting on a proposal that 
could help standardize computer
based fax communications. 

The TR-29.2 standard is being 
proposed by a technical subcommittee 
composed of leading hardware, 
software, and chip companies. The 
group's aim is to do away with the 
patchwork quilt approach of proprie
tary and often-conflicting hardware 
and software standards that plague the 

computer fax marketplace. 
Currently, it's impossible to send a 

fax through a fax modem using 
standard communications software 
such as Procomm or Crosstalk. But 
TR-29.2 hopes to change that with 
extensions to the Hayes AT command 
set that has become the industry 
standard for PC data communications. 

The proposal initially defines 
several classes of service. The basic 
extension of the AT command set will 
allow for the easy development of 
general-purpose software designed for 

continued 
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Run Your 80287 at 20 MHz! 

Since 1982, MicroWay has been providing 

state-of-the-art numerics for the IBM-PC/AT, 
and compatibles. We are now pleased to intro
duce a new 20 MHz 80287 - the 287Turbo
20TM It runs twice as fast as our 10 MHz 
287Turbo and is 80387 compatible. Because it 
employs a low power CMOS part, it can be 
used in portables and laptops. The 287Turbo
20 is based on a MicroWay-qualified Intel 
80C287A that has been rewired, decoupled 
and reclocked to run asynchronously in an 
ordinary 80287 socket. It is ideal for today's 16
and 20 MHz machines. The 287Turbo-20 will 
dramatically improve the performance of an old 
AT, especially in applications where elementary 
and transcendental functions are heavily used. 

We are also pleased to introduce new 
releases of two MicroWay classics - Matrix
Pak and 87FFT. These products , along with 
387Basic, make it possible to generate real 

mode code with a numerics efficiency that ap
proaches 100%, without resorting to global op
timization or assembly language. These 
products are important because most 
programmers are still using real mode tools 
in their 386 systems, despite the ad
vantages of the 386's 32 bit architecture. 
The tools solve problems with the Intel real 
mode segmented architecture which hinders 
the performance of numerics coprocessors. 
They employ algorithms that cannot be easily 
implemented by general purpose compilers. 

· For example, if you compare programs that 
multiply matrices, you will discover that the 
huge model code produced by an excellent 
product, such as Microsoft FORTRAN, runs 2 
to 4 times slower than the MatrixPak matrix 
multiply. MatrixPak employs a unique storage 
algorithm in conjunction with runtime binding to 
produce its results . The same technique is 

employed by 87FFT, which also employs an "in 
core" solver that makes it possible to perform 
FFTs on arrays stored on disk. 

387Basic is another MicroWay classic. PC 
Magazine's November, 1989 review of the cur
rent BASICs says, 

"387BASIC is the product to use if you have a 
program which is numeric intensive .. . the 
programs ran faster than any of the other 
BAS/Cs and generated more accurate results." 

Naturally, we still sell our NOP Fortran, C, 
and Pascal 386 compilers and the coproces
sors you need to make them perform. PC users 
have been relying on MicroWay for 8 years to 
solve their numerics problems. If you have a 
question about which coprocessor is best 
suited to your application , call or write for our 
brochure, "The State of PC Numerics in 1990" 
by Stephen S. Fried. 
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287Tools 

87BASIC™ - Our 16-bit MS source com
patible compiler is specifically designed to take 
advantage of the 8087 and introduces numeric 
register variables to produce the fastest 8087 
code on the market .. . . .... ......... ... $99 

387BASIC™ - Is an upgraded version of 
87Basic which generates code that takes 
specific advantage of the 80387 and 80387SX. 
For "floating-point and other complicated math
ematical calculations , you'll appreciate the ex
traordinary speed with which 387BASI C handles 
these processes". PC Magazine 10/31/89 ... $250 

MATRIXPAK™- Library of 30 routines writ
ten in assembly language which manipulates 
dense matrices and utilizes the 8087/80287 math 
chip for optimum speed. The matrix size is limited 
only by the amount of contiguous RAM space in 
the computer. There can be any number of rows 
in a matrix, each containing up to 64K per row. 
Callable from most 16 bit compilers ......... $99 

87SFL™-A library of 140 mathematical func
tions including elementary, trigonometric, hyper
bolic, error, Bessel, Airy, Kelvin, probability, 
Weierstrass, Gamma, Psi, and Beta functions, 
plus exponential, elliptic, Fresnel and Dawson 
Integrals and the polynomials of Legendre 
through Chebyshev, plus 17random number gen
erators. Callablr,, from most 16 bit compilers:$149 

87FFT™- Written in assembly language, 
87FFT performs single and two dimensional 
Forward and Inverse FFTs on real and complex 
arrays. Allows single and double precision data 
types Also perfr rms convolutions, auto correla
tions, hamming, complex vector multiplication, 
and complex to radial conversions ..... . . . $149 

OBJ~ASM™ - Multipass object module 
translator and disassembler that disassembles 
OBJ files (not COM or EXE files). Adds labels 
and cross references to the output which may 
be directed to the screen , printer or disk file . The 
generated listing is complete with data and code 
segments, and ASSUME statements ..... $149 

386 Compilers 

NOP FORTRAN-386™, NOP C-386™ 
NOP PASCAL-386™- MicroWay's com
pilers generate globally optimized, mainframe 
quality code that runs on the 386 or 486 in 
protected mode under UNIX, XENIX or Phar Lap 
extended DOS. The compilers address 4 
gigabytes of memory while supporting the 
80287, 80387 and Weitek coprocessors. They 
all come with a library of over 70 device-inde
pendent graphics, keyboard and sound routines. 
Applications can mix code from all three com
pilers and assembly language. The DOS ver
sions allow the user to write his own numeric 
error handlers and interface 386 real mode 
programs from protected mode. The VM ver
sions use Phar Lap's Virtual Memory Manager 
to run programs which exceed the size of your 
system memory. NOP Fortran-386 is a full 
FORTRAN 77 that is 99% VMS compatible, with 
FORTRAN 66, BSD 4.2, and DOD extensions. 
NOP C-386 is a full K&R C with both MS and 
ANSI extensions. It is 100% compatible with 
UNIX C and is substantially faster than the C 
which comes with UNIX. NOP Pascal-386 is a 
full ANSI/I EEE Pascal, with extensions from C 
and BSD 4.2 Pascal. 

DOS versions (require Phar Lap Tools) .. . . $595 
VM version (requires VMM) ......... $695 
UNIX/XENIX versions ...... .... ... $795 
Phar Lap Development Tools ....... $495 
Phar Lap Memory Manager (VMM) ... $295 

NEW! AT Accelerator 

NUMBER SMASHER-386™ - A full
sized card that replaces the 80286 micropro
cessor on your IBM AT or compatible mother
board with an 80386 that runs at 25 or 33 MHz. 
It runs numerically intensive applications up to 
a factor of 60 times faster, while maintaining full 
hardware and software compatibility, and runs 
all 386 applications. Includes sockets to option
ally add up to 8 megabytes of 32-bit memory, an 
Intel 80387 or Weitek numeric coprocessor, and 
64K or 256K of high speed cache memory. Can 
be enhanced in increments....... from $1195 

NEW! 287Turbo-20™ 

287Turbo-20™ - This coprocessor board 
runs a specially qualified Intel CMOS 80287 at 
20 MHz regardless of your 286's speed . ...$ 450 

Intel Math Coprocessors 

8087 .......$84 8087-2 . . . .. . . $120 
80287-8 . . ..$195 80287-10 .. . .. $220 
80387-16 ...$330 80387-16SX . . $3 10 
80387-20 ...$375 80387-25 .. . . . $460 
80C287A ...$280 80387-33 ..... $550 

386 Tools 

387/NDP FFT™- The fastest running FFTs 
on a PC! 40 hand-coded routines that handle 1 
and 2 dimensional data arrays. Includes an in 
core solver that spills to disk for arrays too large 
to fit in memory. Also includes support for Weitek 
3167. NDPor80x87version . .. ... . .. ... $250 

NOP WINDOWS™ - 80 functions which 
create, store, and recall menus and windows. 
Works with NOP C and drives all popular 
graphics adapters. Library: $125, C Source:$250 

NOP HOOPS™ - An NOP port of Ithaca 
.Software's HOOPS, this 30 object-oriented 
graphics library, callable from NOP C, makes it 
possible to develop full-featured 386 CAD pack
ages and front ends .................. $575 

NOP C++ ™-A Micro Way port of the UNIX 
C++ preprocessor version 1.2. It runs in 
protected mode on DOS, UNIX or XENIX, and 
is ideal for writing numerics and graphics ap
plications . The product comes with an example 
of how to support complex numbers in C++ . . $295 

NOP NAG™ - The NAG Workstation 
Library is a subset of the NAG mainframe 
libraries. It contains 268 commonly used 
routines to solve differential equations and 
eigenvalue problems, perform matrix opera
tions, fit curves, do statistics and regression 
analysis, generate random numbers and com
pute special functions and integrals ...... $795 

World Leader in PC Numerics Micro 
Corporate Headquarters: P.O. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341 vvay 

32 High St., Kingston-Upon-Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466 
USA FAX 508-746-4678 Italy 02-74.90.749 Holland 40 836455 Germany 069-75-2023 
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The Intel® 80287 

Soon after it was introduced in 1980, this math 
co-processor became famous for speeding things up. 

In 286 PCs and workstations it made spread
sheets calculate noticeably faster. In CAD/CAM 
environments it delivered screen redraws in afraction 
of the time. And it made scientific, engineering and 
graphics programs zoom along like never before. 

In fact, for any application involving intensive 
floating-point arithmetic calculations, speed and 
productivity were dramatically improved. 

Adecidedly good solution by any measure. 
So good, in fact, that for over eight years it remained 
unchallenged. 
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The IIT-2C87'" 

It's about time! Here's the IIT-2C8T"enhancedmath 
co-processor from Integrated InformationTechnology: 
Pin-for-pin compatible,it does everything the other 
one does. And more. 

Faster. Much faster in fact. And how did we 
do it? With our cool, efficient CMOS technology. 
With aunique architecture that significantly reduces 
the number of cycles required for virtually every 
math function. With operating speeds of up to 20 
Mhz. And with numerous added features like our 
powerful 4x4 matrix transformation. 

And it costs no more. Incredible but true. 
And now that you're up to speed on the IIT-2C87, 
we should tell you about the remarkable IIT-3C8T" 
math co-processor and all of the amazing advantages 
it delivers for 386'" applications. 

The IlT-3C87. Oh, never mind.You can imagine 
the rest. Or you can call l 800 624-8999, Ext 545 
for more information,and for the name of your 
nearest dealer. 

And why wait? After all,when you consider 
the IIT advantage,is there any question about whose 
math co-processor you'll choose? 

IHI H11 INTEGR/.\TED
Count on lit!" 'lrffl" !~F?~~T!~f'f 

Circle 130 0 11 Reader Service Card 

llT, llT-2C87, and llT-3C87 are trademarks of Integrated Information Technology, Inc. Intel~ a re195terea trademark, and 386 
is a trademark of Intel Corporation. ©1989 Integrated Information Technology, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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Developers of embedded control 
applications using the MIPS Com
puter line of RISC processors 
(R3000 CPU and R3001 embedded 
processors) can now do their work 
on a Mac II, thanks to a new add
in NuBus board and software from 
Integrated Device Technology 
(Santa Clara, CA). The MacStation 
Development System ($6900) 
allows engineers to prototype 
applications on the Mac under 
Unix. The software supports 
MultiFinder, so you can test 
applications in the background. 

This spring, Hitachi , Fujitsu , and 
Mitsubishi Electric plan to start 
sampling the 32-bit TRON chip, 
an important component of Japan's 
TRON computer architecture/grand 
scheme. The new Gmicro/3000, 
developed primarily by Fujitsu , 
will have an internal memory 
management unit , a 2K-byte in
struction cache, and a 2K-byte data 
cache. The 25-MHz chip will 
include about 900,000 transistors. 

The National Institute of Standards 
and Technology is compiling a 
bibliography related to computer 
security and wants to see glossa
ries of relevant terms. If you have 
such a book .of definitions , or just 
the name of such a book, contact 
Samuel McCrea, NIST, A216 
Technology Building, Gaithers
burg, MD 20899, (301) 975-5237. 

It's hard to imagine Merle Haggard 
singing about a trucker and his 
wireless network, but thousands 
of those 18-wheelers will be com
municating with central computers 
from between the white lines 
within the next few years, a new 
study says. Waters Information 
Services (Binghamton, NY) 
projects that by 1995, more than 
100,000 vehicles operated by big 
trucking firms will be transmitting 
data back to company facilities 
using mobile computing equip
ment, including cellular and wide
area radio networks. The report 
("Fleet Management for the 90s : 
Opportunities for Mobile Comput
ing in the Trucking Industry") 
doesn't predict whether truckers 
will still have handles like Fuzzy 
Bear and Road Stud. 
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both data and fax communication. 
Class 1 service defines a very 

minimal (primarily serial) hardware 
interface between the computer and 
the modem; the CPU would handle all 
image processing, data conversion, 
and fax protocol operations. It's 
designed to provide the special 
modem transmission methods used for 
fax (CCITT V.21, V.27, and V.29), 
along with some basic operations used 
for fax-to-fax communications. Class 
2 fax modems will add built-in control 
over the actual fax protocols, includ
ing options such as extended buffering 
and document-handling features. 

If TR-29.2 is adopted, products 
integrating Class 1 and Class 2 should 
become available in the near future. 
But for the longer term, TR-29.2 also 
defines a sophisticated Class 3 level 
that should eventually result in 
modems that internally handle the 
actual processing and conversion of 

fax images. All would be controlled 
by new variations of those familiar AT 
commands. 

Although a TIA member says that 
it's nearly a foregone conclusion that 
the standard will be voted in , the 
longer-term question is whether or 
not the standard will become truly 
accepted . One factor that could help 
the standard become real is that the 
committee members represent a wide 
range of interests. They include 
makers of fax boards, stand-alone fax 
machines (those companies want a 
standard computer interface) , ICs, 
and communications software. 
Standard-setter Hayes is on the 
committee, as are AT&T, Intel , 
Rockwell , and Xerox . 

Meanwhile, prices for fax boards 
continue to fall. Intel recently reduced 
the price of its Connection CoProces
sor from $995 to $695. 

-Stan Miastkowski 

Breakthrough Lithium Battery Lighter, Safer 

D espite big improvements in 
power management techniques, 

neither users nor manufacturers of 
portable computers are happy with 
current battery options. Recent 
developments, however, indicate that 
better batteries could be on the road 
sooner than expected. 

Rechargeable lithium batteries 
would be ideal for portables, accord
ing to George Morrow and other 
computer designers . But such batteries 
aren't practical today because of their 
potential to explode; the only commer
cial lithium cells now are nonre
chargeable "coin" batteries used in 
cameras, watches, and calculators. 

But recently scientists at the 
University of California's Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory (Berkeley, CA) 
announced that they have developed a 
new type of lithium battery that is 
based entirely on solid materials. 
Unlike lithium batteries with an 
aqueous or liquid electrolyte, the new 
batteries cannot leak or explode when 
exposed to heat, the researchers say. 

They should also deliver higher 
power, additional recharge cycles, and 
a longer shelf life-all at lower cost
than any commercial batteries now 
available or known to be under 
development, the scientists claim. The 
battery 's cathode is made of a new 
material (consisting of disulfide 
polymers) that's much lighter than the 
metal cathodes in contemporary 
batteries. The new cathode also 
suggests the possibility of very slim 
batteries, in which the terminals and 
electrolyte would be thin films laid on 
top of each other. 

The Berkeley scientists say that the 
batteries can be recharged 100 times 
with virtually no loss of energy and 
that they have demonstrated as many 
as 350 "deep cycles" in tests. The raw 
materials are expected to cost less than 
those of current batteries, which 
would make replacement practical. 
Disposal problems would also be 
minimized because the batteries 
contain no toxic materials. 

-Andrew Reinhardt 

NEWS STAFF SEEKS NEWS. DIAL (603) 924-9281. 
The BYTE news staff is always interested in hearing about new developments 

that might affect microcomputers, the way they work, or the way people work 
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give us a call at (603) 924-9281 or write to us at One Phoenix Mill Lane, 
Peterborough, NH 03458. An electronic version ofMicrobytes, offering a 
wider variety ofcomputer-related news on a daily basis, is available on BIX. 
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Wages of "The Wages of Sin" 

Pete Wilson is a hardware jockey ("The 

Wages of Sin, " IBM Special Edition, Fall 

1989) , but the rest of us have work to do . 

What good is a fast machine with no soft

ware? Where are the spreadsheets for the 

Intel i860 or the i960? 


Users have learned that software costs 
much more than hardware. Wilson has 
missed the point. 

Eugene L. Amazon 
Geneva, Switzerland 

Pete Wilson's arguments are a rehash of 
the old RISC insistence that simplicity 
and elegance of the processor be the ab
solute criterion. The fallacy of this is that 
simplicity of the processor creates com
plexity elsewhere. 

Andrew D. Todd 
Springfield, OR 

Neural Nets and Banking 
BYTE quotes Teuvo Kohonen of the Hel
sinki University of Technology as say
ing , " You wouldn't want to use a neural 
net to keep your bank account; they ' re 
not accurate enough for that. " (Micro
bytes, November 1989). How odd. For 
the past 40 years , I've used a neural net
work once a month to balance my check
book, and I have never written a check 
that bounced. I keep this neural network 
in my head; most people call it a brain. 

Wallace B. Riley 
San Francisco, CA 

Norton Not the First 
Stan Miastkowski's article , " Looking 
Beyond the DOS Prompt" (IBM Special 
Edition, Fall 1989), states that the Nor
ton Commander was the first DOS shell 
to work with more than one directory at a 
time. In fact, we pioneered the use of 
concurrent directory displays in our File
Bank Electronic File Cabinets program a 
year before the Norton Commander was 
released. "Pathless" file navigation also 
appeared first in FileBank. 

David Highland 
Support Station Software 

Aspen, CO 

In Defense of RISC 
I'd like to respond to Dave Nelson's Stop 
Bit, "RISCs: Unsafe at Any Speed" (No
vember 1989) . 

RISC architecture is intended to in
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crease overall , rather than average, in
struction speed. New efforts at bench
marking by program class show that 
RISC architecture is very fast in com
mon classes of business and engineering 
problems . 

RISC chips were the first micropro
cessors to include floating-point instruc
tions . Today ' s generation of RISCs is at 
least half an order of magnitude faster at 
looped transcendentals than complex-in
struction-set computer (CISC) chips with 
coprocessors. 

Every special-purpose instruction set 
costs silicon. Evidence indicates that 
such instructions are tempting to pro
grammers who often use them where 
they shouldn't, and that special-purpose 
instructions are often more effectively 
implemented in concurrently running 
coprocessors than in main processors . 

Harvard bus architecture and memory 
caches can both ease the so-called von 

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU. Please 
double-space your /el/er on one side of the 
page and include your name and address. We 
can print listings and tables along with a 
/el/er if they are short and legible. Address 
correspondence to Lellers Editor, BYTE, 
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 
NH03458. 

Because of space limitations, we reserve 
the right to edit letters. Generally, it takes 
four months from the time we receive a letter 
until we publish it. 

Neumann bottleneck, whether the pro
cessor is RISC or CISC. The bottleneck 
is a function of the interface between the 
processor and memory. An argument in 
favor of RISC is that reducing the silicon 
devoted to a processor's instruction set 
can increase the silicon available for im
proving the data path between processor 
and memory. 

Instruction pipelining originated on 
CISC processors . High-end RISC pro
cessors rely Jess on pipelines than high
end CISC processors do . Certain RISC 
processors implement a true single-cycle 
instruction set without pipelines . Where 
pipelines are found in RISC processors, 
they are Jess complex and more easily 
tested than pipelines in CISC processors. 

The advantage of strongly typed regis
ter sets is subjective. I produce more 
errors trying to remember how data is 
supposed to behave in a particular regis
ter than trying to remember what type of 
instruction to use on the data type that is 
supposed to be in a particular general
purpose register . 

Every processor architecture , and 
every attempt at improving an architec
ture, is an experiment in applied algebra. 
The engineers who design or modify the 
architecture must apply a variety of alge
braic reductions on all aspects of the ar
chitecture to fit it in a physical imple
mentation. Many of the reductions are 
implicit and are not well understood . In
struction set reduction is well under
stood. As such, it adds a degree of pre
dictability to the resulting processor. 
RISC processors are safer, per unit pro
grammer time invested, than CISC pro
cessors. 

Joel Rees 
South Salt Lake City , UT 

Kudos for Stop Bit 
Congratulations on your new Stop Bit 
column. In a world of computer maga
zines that are little more than rubber 
stamps for their advertisers' products, 
BYTE continues to stand apart through 
its inclusion of such features . 

R. M. Harrap 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

Forgotten Pioneer 
The IBM Card Programmed Calculator 
has roots deeper in engineering than 
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were described in Hugh Kenner's review 
of Paul E. Ceruzzi's book, "Beyond the 
Limits" (Print Queue, November 1989). 

During World War II, William D. Bell 
worked for Lockheed Aircraft's ac
counting department. A person of great 
curiosity, he discovered a roomful of 
people working with mechanical calcu
lators. He investigated and thought he 
could help them do the work automati
cally. He labored surreptitiously at night 
while the accounting department was 
closed. After several months, he was 
processing a substantial volume of wind 
tunnel and stress analysis data . By this 
time, he required much interconnection 
between the IBM electromechanical ma
chines. This was a flagrant violation of 
Lockheed's contract with IBM, and he 
had to remove his work each night. 

The engineer who was receiving this 
work wrote a memo saying that it was 
greatly appreciated, but the time had 
come to put it on a more formal basis . He 
sent the memo to the head of the account
ing department , who was mystified. 
Caught red-handed, the panicked 19
year-old expected to be fired or even 
jailed for " sabotaging" these vital ma
chines during a war . 

Instead, Thomas Watson, founder of 
IBM, hired Bill as his personal consul
tant. From this came the first IBM elec
tronic computing machine, and Bill was 
hailed as the "father" of the IBM Card 
Programmed Calculator. 

From 1956 to 1959, I had the privilege 
of working with this very creative man. 
He was already suffering from multiple 
sclerosis, which took his life a few years 
later. 

Noel B. Braymer 
Rancho Cordova, CA 

In Search of Perfection 
There is one sentence that stands out in 
James Hague's letter in the September 
1989 BYTE: "Optimization shouldn't 
compensate for sloppy programming." 
Why not? There is no such thing as a per
fect programmer. Given the best will in 
the world, no programmer can claim to 
write bug-free code. Therefore, any tool 
that can help produce perfection or "cor
rectness" should be welcomed, not casti
gated. 

Michael D. Mitchell 
Buckinghamshire, UK 

The End of Pascal? 
I would like to comment on Jon Udell's 
"Clash of the Object-Oriented Pascals" 
(July 1989). I agree that object-oriented 
Pascal is a surprising development, but I 
think that Turbo tools such as the source 
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turbo debugger are more useful. Numer
ous Turbo Pascal extensions are avail
able, but I worry about the future of the 
Turbo versions. 

Turbo Pascal 2.0 comes on one disk; 
version 5 .0 comes on 20 (with tool
boxes) . In my nightmare I see version 
8.0. It occupies 1 gigabyte of disk space 
and has so many extensions that it's eas
ier to make nonstandard word lists than 
to enumerate standard ones using the 
compiler. This version will need a so
phisticated expert system in order to do 
any significant programming. 

Standard Wirth Pascal 's strength is its 
simplicity. What happened to the 30
page Pascal manuals? The new manuals 
are the largest ever. 

These new non-Pascal Pascals could 
result in the destruction of the language. 
We could lose the best Pascal properties 
and keep the bad ones. I hope that both 
Borland and Microsoft do their best and 
that my fears are groundless. 

M. I. Trofimov 
Laboratory ofComputer Chemistry 

N. 	 D. Zelinsky Institute 
ofOrganic Chemistry 

USSR Academy ofSciences 
Moscow, USSR 

I share your concern. Programming lan
guages are getting bigger all the time. I, 
too, wonder whether I'll be able to lift, 
much less use, a typical programming 
toolkit five years hence. And I agree that 
Pascal's strength is its elegant simplicity. 
However, Turbo Pascal 5. 5 isn 't much 
larger than 5. 0. In my view, the object
oriented extensions introduced by Micro
soft and Borland confer enormous ad
vantages yet add remarkably little bulk to 
Turbo Pascal and remain faithful to the 
spirit ofthat language. 

It's true, ofcourse, that Turbo Pascal 
has never conformed closely to Standard 
Pascal. Recently, the British Standards 
Institute evaluated seven MS-DOS-based 
Pascal compilers. Only Oregon Soft
ware 's Pascal-2 and Prospero Software 's 
Pro-Pascal and PC Pascal conformed to 
the International Standards Organization 
(ISO) 7I 85 standard. Visible Software 's 
Dr. Pascal and interpreter did fairly well. 

Microsoft Pascal, MetaWare Profes
sional Pascal, and Turbo Pascal per
formed "quite badly" on the ISO 7185 
validation suite. Clearly, ifportability is 
a primary issue, then Turbo Pascal is not 
a good choice. I'd argue, though, that the 
object-oriented features of both Turbo 
Pascal 5. 5 and Quick Pascal are well 
conceived and ought to be incorporated 
into the international standard. 

-Jon Udell 
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OK, I Lied 
But not on purpose. In December 1989, 
David Brammer asked about sound and 
speech on a PC compatible. Shortly after 
publication, we heard about the Audio 
FIX board and Sonata editing software 
from Forte, a standard PC (Industry 
Standard Architecture) board that offers 
44-kHz sound and up to six simultaneous 
voices. Audio FIX comes in various fla
vors, complete with digitizing, playback, 
and editing software for about $300. You 
can contact Forte at 72 Karenlee Dr. , 
Rochester, NY 14618, (716) 427-8595. 

-H. E. 

The Acronym Swamp 
Could you provide me with information 
on the following subjects: ESDI, SCSI, 
MFM , RLL, and BIOS? I am starting to 
buy some computer equipment, and all 
these terms are confusing to me. 

Charles E. Green 

Sometimes it seems as though the com
puter industry invented acronyms. It can 
get confusing. 

The first few acronyms you mention 
(ESDI, SCSI, MFM, RLL) concern hard 
disk drive technology. ESDI (enhanced 
small device interface) and SCSI (small 
computer system interface) are methods 
by which your hard disk drive talks to the· 
hard disk drive controller card in your 
computer. MFM (modified frequency 
modulation) and RLL (run length lim
ited) describe the encoding scheme for 
the data transferred to the controller 
card. L. Brett Glass fully explains all 
these terms in "Hard Disk Interfaces " 
(February 1989). 

BIOS (basic input/output system) is the 
built-in software that your computer uses 
to talk to its peripherals (screen, disk, 
printer, and so on) . Once again, turn to 
Glass for a more in-depth explanation 
("The IBM PC BIOS, " April 1989). Per
haps next month we 'll explain DMA, 
EISA, SQL, RISC, CISC, CMOS, and 
TGIF!-S. D. 

In Search of Strings 
I want to develop an application in which 
arbitrary text strings are placed into a list 
in alphanumeric order (i.e ., ASCII col
lating sequence). Preferably, the system 
would allow most of the ASCII charac
ters to appear in the text strings. I want 
the program to be able to search that list 
so that I can locate the string nearest to 
the one I specified in the search request. 

continued 
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That is, I want to do proximity searching 
in text containing many-if not most-of 
the members of the ASCII character set. 

I would prefer not to have to write such 
code myself, mainly because I believe 
someone else has already done so. Any 
suggestions? · 

Robert M. Gordon 
Los Angeles, CA 

If your final destination is the ability to 
search an arbitrary text file for strings, 
the first place you should look is any of 
the MS-DOS versions of the Unix grep 
utility. It could be that a "grep clone" is 
all you need. 

Otherwise, a number ofpublic domain 
and shareware utilities may fill the bill. 
Specifically, look for utilities that are su
percharged editions of the MS-DOS Find 
command. The program Maxfind is one 
possibility; it allows searches based on 
incomplete spellings. There are many 
mail-order companies that sell public do
main and shareware programs. One like
ly place is Computer Solutions (P.0 . Box 
354, Mason, Ml 48854) . 

Finally, if you've just got to put your 
data into an index, many ofthe C toolkits 
on the market will work. The C Database 
Toolchest from Mix Software (1132 Com
merce Dr., Richardson, TX 75081) comes 
with everything you need to build B-tree
based index files. You can even get source 
code, and the programs work with Power 
C (also from Mix Software), Turbo C, 
QuickC, and Microsoft C.-R. G. 

IfYou've Seen One Laser Printer: .. 
I am considering buying a laser printer 
and have tested several brands to find one 
that I can afford with the features I want. 
I have found that not all programs work 
well with a given laser printer. 

Dot-matrix and daisy-wheel printers 
can, if you wish, print all the way from 
the top to the bottom of a page, ignoring 
any fanfold perforations. Laser printers, 
on the other hand, have a "hard-wired" 
top and bottom margin built into their 
logic circuits. What this means (at least 
on the printers that I have tested so far) is 
that a 66-line page (11 inches, 6 lines per 
inch) has a maximum print length of 60 
lines. If you have a program that has a 
printer driver for LaserJet, you should be 
all right. 

However, not all programs are aware 
of laser printers. I have discovered two 
programs that cause the same problem 
when I print on a laser printer. This 
problem concerns the way these pro
grams handle the end-of-page-to-top-of
page printing routines. The visible symp
tom is that, starting with the second 
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page, each page has a large "blank" spot 
that moves progressively down the print
ed page. This blank spot seems to corre
spond to what would be a perforation 
skip when printing on a printer that uses 
continuous paper. 

What I have deduced from this is that 
these programs-and probably others as 
well-use a series of linefeed characters 
(ASCII 10) to advance the paper from the 
end of the printing section to the top of 
the next section. This has the effect of 
skipping over the continuous paper per
foration . Unfortunately, a laser printer
with built-in page-length logic-adds 
these extra linefeed commands to the 
printed area of the next page. The solu
tion to this is actually quite easy. Pro
grams can simply send one formfeed 
command (ASCII 12) in place of several 
linefeed commands. As far as I know, all 
types of PC printers recognize the form
feed command. 

Does this sound reasonable? 
Tom Smith 

Vancouver, WA 

Yes, it does. In fact , many programs writ
ten nowadays do handle the skip-to-next
page by outputting the formfeed charac
ter. The nameless software that you refer 
to is still doing it the old way-by using 
blank lines, just as you surmised. Your 
analysis was so thorough that perhaps 
you should be answering letters for Ask 
BYTE. 

Alas, I can think ofseveral inexpensive 
printers that still do not recognize the 
formfeed character. Not that that's rea
son enough for software to send line
feeds, because it isn't too difficult for a 
software author to provide the option. 
Assuming that your dilemma hasn't 
sworn you off laser printing for good, I 
may have a fix for you. 

The HP LaserJet and compatibles sup
port rather infinite control over their lpi 
(lines per inch) count. You suggested that 
the standard printer, at 6 lpi and an 11
inch page, should have 66 lines. Well , 
even in the "new" math, 6 x 11 = 66, 
but don't forget those top and bottom 
margins. The actual printable area of a 
LaserJet page is about 10.4. inches, al
lowing for the unprintable region at both 
top and bottom. By sending out an escape 
sequence to the printer, you can set a line 
height less than the standard Ji inch, 
thereby giving the printer the full 66 
lines. The 6-lpifigure comes from taking 
the 11-inch page and dividing it by 66 
lines. 66 I 11 = 6. 

In this case, take 10.4 and divide by 
66, for a new figure of6. 3 lpi. To get the 
LaserJet to do some magic, we have to put 

a hex on it-specifically, an escape se
quence. The Vertical Motion Index con
trols the vertical line spacing in incre
ments of1I48 inch. In this case, you want 
7. 6148 inch instead ofthe usual 8148 inch 
(6 lpi). 

Before you do that, you also have to ac
count for the margin. You do that by set
ting the line height to 12148 inch, setting 
the top margin to one line , and then reset
ting the line height to our 7. 6148 inch. Fi
nally, use the lines-per-page command to 
set 66 lines. 

Simply put, you would output the string 
[ESC] &112cle7. 6c66F to a LaserJet
compatible printer (where [ESC] is the 
escape character, an ASC/f 27), and that 
should give you afull 66 lines per page by 
printing them at 6. 3 lpi. The text may be 
slightly squished, but it should be perfect
ly readable. You put this string in your 
software's printer initialization string, or 
you can run the following GWBASIC pro
gram first : 

10 LPRINT CHR$(27); 
"&112cle7.6c66F"; 

: REM Send string to LPTl: 
20 SYSTEM 

Laser printers are truly wonderful 
toys , and you always discover something 
new you can do with them. Don't give up 
on them because of wimpy applications 
software.-H . E. 

Vectra vs. VGA 
At my office, we have a fully IBM-com
patible VGA card (it works on several 
other systems). Our computer is a Hew
lett-Packard Vectra . Although we have 
tried many different options and fol
lowed the setup instructions carefully, 
the VGA card doesn't work in the Vectra. 
Apparently the system does not recog
nize the card. Do you have any sugges
tions? 

Frederik Wessels 
Herwynen, Netherlands 

From your description, I can't tell which 
model ofthe Hewlett-Packard Vectra you 
have. The model name Vectra covers a 
wide range of 80x8, 80286, and 80386 
computers. All I can assume is that you 
have an older Vectra that was released 
before VGA became available. 

There is obviously a conflict between 
the BIOS in your Vectra and the VGA 
BIOS on your video card. Try to get an 
updated BIOS from your local HP dealer. 
A new set of BIOS ROMs costs approxi
mately $150 U.S. , depending on your 
computer model. -S. W. 

continued 
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Bits and Bits 
Your In Depth discussion of 16 versus 32 
bits in the November 1989 issue was ex
cellent. It stimulated me to ask several 
questions. 

First, seasoned programmer friends 
tell me that running under MS-DOS 
limits a word fetched from or written to 
memory to 16 bits, so a 32-bit-wide bus 
as found in 80386 machines adds nothing 
to memory access speed. Is this true? 
Does DOS limit the word length for oper
ands, intermediate results, and so on, as 
passed between CPU and FPU to the 
same 16 bits as in RAM access? If so, 
how many machine cycles, for example, 
does it take to perform a typical floating
point multiplication or division , as com
pared to the cycles needed to pass oper
ands from CPU to FPU? I expect that this 
ratio of FPU execution time to 1/0 time 
would be highest in the case of hard
wired trigonometries and transcenden
tals, less so for multiplies and divides, 
and least for adds and subtracts. 

Tony Finch 
Madison, WI 

DOS imposes no limits on the size ofoper
ands. However, DOS itself is a real-mode 
program-it cannot take advantage ofthe 
extended register set of the 80386 or use 
32-bit instructions. Operand limitations 
are imposed by hardware architecture 
and development tools, not by the operat
ing system itself. 

The processor and coprocessor are 
connected by a 32-bit data path. Operand 
transfers involve complex timings, be
cause memory accesses may be involved 
between transfers; however, at least two 
clock cycles are required for processor to 
coprocessor, and three are required in the 
other direction. These times are quite 
small in comparison to the number of 
cycles required for full 80387 instruction 
execution, which usually ranges in tens of 
cycles.-S. A. 

Electronic Chalkboard 
I am paralyzed from the neck down, and 
I am looking for a program that I can use 
for algebra, calculus , trigonometry, and 
physics. My major is architectural tech
nology, which requires me to take many 
math classes. 

I need a program that will let me work 
through a problem just as you would on 
paper. It is important that the various 
math symbols appear on the screen, 
rather than in coded form. For example, 
I need a radical sign graphically dis
played rather than SQRT(). I am trying 
to bypass paper and pencil completely, 
so I need to be able to visualize the prob
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]em as I would when a professor writes it 
on the chalkboard . 

I have heard of the following pro
grams: Mathematica, TK!Solver, Math
CAD, Eureka, and TEX . I don't neces
sarily need a powerful program for 
solving equations. My main need is for a 
mathematical word processor. 

Thomas J. Swiezy 
Indianapolis, IN 

If you 're using a Macintosh, Mathemat
ica will certainly work, but the cost ofthe 
software and memory upgrades that 
you'd need to run it is great. A more eco
nomical solution might be Math Type 
from Design Science (6475-B East Pacif
ic Coast Hwy., Suite 392, Long Beach, 
CA 90803, (213) 433-0685). This is a 
desk accessory that lets you generate 
tricky mathematical formulas for pasting 
into your word processing document. As 
such, it 's not much more than an elec
tronic chalkboard. 

If you use a PC, MathCAD will do 
what you need; in fact , it will probably do 
more than you need. Again, if you 're 
cost-conscious, an alternative is Derive 
(from Soft Warehouse, 3615 Harding 
Ave., Suite 505, Honolulu , HI 96816). 
Derive has substantial symbolic and nu
meric capabilities; plus, it can display 
equations the way that you want to see 
them.-R. G. 

Global Communications · 

I need to communicate with the world. 

For three years I have tried to work out 

the problem. I'm on CNCP Dialcom. I 


· was in Saipan and ended up having to call 
long distance to check E-mail in Canada. 

Which is better-Easylink, Compu
Serve, BIX, or any of the others? Go to a 
strange city sometime and try looking 
them up in the phone book; or ask the op
erator for the local Tymnet number. 

International communication is a 
mess , and I can't find any information to 
help clear it all up . I still use telex be
cause it's so easy. How can I send E-mail 
from Dialcom to someone on MCI Mail? 
After spending hours on Tymnet being 
denied access into Dialcom, I just phone 
long distance . 

Norm Aylward 
Homosassa, FL 

International communication is a mess if 
you 're a computer user. There's a lot of 
conversation about it in the "internation
al" topic on BIX. It seems that if you in
tend to use a modem in a foreign country 
across that country's data communica
tions network, you need a network user 
identifier (NU/). The NU/ is your ac

count with that country's network, and 
getting an NU/ is not a trivial task. 

As far as sending mail between Dial
com and MCI Mail goes, at the time of 
this writing, both companies were hard at 
work linking themselves together. (It 
should be complete by the time you read 
this.) MCI's end was just coming on
line-you send. to a Dialcom user by en
tering "Dialcom" in the EMS address 
field. A representative ofDialcom told us 
that the connection would be available by 
the first ofthis year. Dialcom 's customer
support number is (800) 435-7342. 

Finally, if you need information on 
Tymnet 's international connections, just 
log onto your local Tymnet number and 
enter "information" at the "please log 
in: " prompt. This will drop you into a 
menu-driven information database that 
can tell you all the countries providing 
Tymnet connections, as well as cities and 
phone numbers. Before your next long
distahce trip, you might want to check 
into this database and get all the tele
phone numbers that you might need. 

-R. G. and H. E. 

FIXES 


• The December 1989 Some Assembly 
Required column incorrectly stated that 
JPI TopSpeed Modula-2 terminates 
strings with a formfeed (CHR(l2)) . 
Actually, its strings are terminated with 
a null (CHR(O)) , like C strings. 
• There are two corrections to "The 
BYTE Awards" (January) . The TIGA
340 from Texas Instruments was de
scribed as a graphics coprocessor card. 
The TIGA-340 is actually a new software 
interface, around which graphics copro
cessor boards are being built. See the text 
box " Benchmarking the TIGA" on page 
188 of the November BYTE. Also, we in
advertently omitted the name of Quarter
deck Software, which codeveloped the 
Virtual Control Program Interface 
(VCPI) , a specification that facilitates 
running multiple 80386-aware pro
grams. Our apologies and congratula
tions to Quarterdeck and codeveloper 
Phar Lap Software. 
• In the January Connectivity section of 
What's New, we reported that a twisted
pair Ethernet version of pLAN is avail
able as an option to the thin or thick coax
ial versions . In fact, the twisted-pair 
version is sold separately for $795. 
Cables are included. For more informa
tion, contact IQ Technologies at (800) 
227-2817 or (206) 451-0232. • 





WHAT'S NEW 

HARDWARE • SYSTEMS 

Zeos Promotes 
Low-Priced SX 

T he 386SX from Zeos In
ternational includes an 

American Megatrends BIOS, 
512K bytes of RAM (expand
able to 4 megabytes on the 
motherboard), a 32-megabyte 
Seagate hard disk drive, a 
5 1A-inch 1.2-megabyte TEAC 
floppy disk drive, a Hercules 
monochrome monitor with 
controller, a 101 -key key
board, and room for 
expansion. 

The 40-pound chassis , 
which measures 7 by 21 by 17 
inches, can house a total of 
five half-height disk drives and 
six 16-bit and two 8-bit full
length expansion cards . The 
disk drive controller is an 
Adaptec with 8K bytes of 
cache that supports two flop
py disk drives and two hard 
disk drives . The power unit is 
a 115-/230-V 200-W design. 
Price: $1395. 
Contact: Zeos International , 
Ltd. , 530 Fifth Ave . NW, St. 
Paul, MN 55112, (800) 423
5891 or (612) 633-4591. 
Inquiry 1120. 

Psion Touts 
Staying Power 
of Mobile Systems 

Handheld-computer
maker Psion has intro

duced a new family of "mo
bile" computers that offer 
longer battery life, better 
data storage, and an easier user 
interface than other "note
book" computers. 

Psion 's 41/z -pound MC-400 
features a 640- by 400-pixel 
display, an 80C86 CPU, and 
power from eight AA batteries. 
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Solid features and expandability in a Zeos SX. 

The three clamshell-style 
models each weigh 4 '/2 pounds 
and are about the size of a 
ream of paper. All three use a 
7.68-MHz 80C86 CPU, eight 
AA batteries, and new Intel 
solid-state flash EPROM 
memory cards for data storage. 

Two of the models , the 
MC-200 and MC-400, employ 
a proprietary multitasking 
graphical operating system that 
uses icons and menus, and 
they feature a touchpad above 
the QWERTY keyboard. 

The MC-400 comes with 
more RAM (256K bytes) and a 

CGA display. Both the MC
200 and the MC-400 have a 
voice-processing capability 
for digitizing and playing back 
speech through a built-in 
microphone and speaker. 

The MC-600 is a DOS
based machine with 768K 
bytes of RAM , a I-megabyte 
RAM disk, an Award BIOS, 
flash-card slots, and the 
same display as the MC-400. 
Instead of the touch pad it has 
a row of function keys at the 
top of the keyboard. Battery 
life is 30 hours . Options in
clude a 3 '/2-inch 1.44-mega

byte external floppy disk 

drive. 

Price: MC-200, $799; MC
400, $1499; MC-600, $2499. 

Contact: Psion, Inc., 118 

Echo Lake Rd., Watertown, 

CT 06795 , (203) 274-7521. 

Inquiry 1122. 


CD-Based 
Computers 
from HeadStart 

T he new LX-CD and 
111-CD computers from 

HeadStart each feature a 51.4
inch 680-megabyte CD-ROM 
disk drive and bundled disks 
that are packed with dictio
naries , encyclopedias, alma
nacs , directories , and more . 
And in the tradition of Head
Start systems, these models 
include a hard disk drive (40
megabyte) with an already
loaded DOS shell and bundled 
graphics , spreadsheet, desk
top-publishing , and other 
software . 

The LX-CD is a 10-MHz 
8088 with 768K bytes of RAM 
(expandable to I megabyte), 
five full-length 8-bit expansion 
slots , 256K bytes of video 
RAM , a 101-key keyboard , 
and a mouse . 

The III-CD is a 12-MHz 
80286 with 1 megabyte of 
RAM (expandable to 3 mega
bytes) , six 16-bit expansion 
slots (three half-length and 
three full-length) , a 2400-bps 
modem, MNP software to 
level 5, and all the other stan
dard features of its little 
brother, the LX-CD. 
Price: LX-CD, $1995; III
CD, $2995 . 
Contact: HeadStart Tech
nologies Co. , 40 Cutter Mill 
Rd ., Suite 438 , Great Neck, 
NY 11021 , (516) 482-4255. 
Inquiry 1121. 



Acer Monitors VGA 
and 8514/A 
with AcerView 

T he AcerView lSP is a 
lS-inch flat-screen moni

tor that displays both VGA 
and 8514/A graphics and the 
output of all backward-com
patible graphics cards. It 
comes standard with a full
page VGA controller. 

Multiscanning ranges from 
15 to 70 kHz horizontally and 
from 45 to 90 Hz vertically. 
The AcerView ISP supports 
resolutions of up to 800 by 
1000 pixels in full-page mode 
in 16 shades of gray, and 
1024 by 768 pixels in graphics 
mode. The video bandwidrh 
is 65 MHz. 

The add-in board features 
include 5 l 2K bytes of display 
memory and drivers for Win
dows/286 and 386, GEM , Ven
tura Publisher, WordStar, 
WordPerfect 5.0 , AutoCAD , 
and Lotus 1-2-3. The board 
also supports TTL standards to 
run EGA, CGA , MDA , and 
Hercules . 
Price: $1150. 
Contact: Acer America 
Corp., 401 Charcot Ave., San 
Jose , CA 95131 , (408) 
922-0333 . 
Inquiry 1128. 

GCC Gives Macs 
the Writelmpact 
and PLP II 

The Writelmpact is a 24
pin Jetter-quality printer 

for your Macintosh . The 
print resolution is 180 vertical 
by 360 horizontal dpi . The 
Personal Laser Printer II (PLP 
II) is a low-priced 4-page
per-minute QuickDraw laser 
printer with a 300-dpi resolu
tion . For faster printing , a 
I-megabyte RAM module is 

HARDWARE • PERIPHERALS 

an available option. 
Both printers include six 

Bitstream outline-font fam
ilies: Courier, Symbol, 
Times , Helvetica, Palatino, 
and Helvetica Narrow. Be
cause it uses outline-font tech
nology, the Writelmpact can 
scale and rotate each character 
to any size and angle. The 
PLP II goes one better with the 
ability to reduce and enlarge 
text from 25 percent to 400 
percent in I percent 
increments. 

Writelmpact also features 
QuickSpool II, for background 
printing , and QuickEnvelope, 
which automatically al igns the 
address on an envelope and 
features a database that can 
hold (and help you manipu
late) up to 1000 addresses. 
Also standard is one ribbon 
cassette, which prints about 
400 pages , and a serial cable. 
The Writelmpact measures 
about 6 by 17 by 14 inches 
and weighs about 19 pounds. 

The PLP II gives you 
QuickEnvelope, Print Manager 
(for print spooling without a 
separate processor), and five 
print options: preview, draft , 
medium draft, high-quality , 
and print later. The PLP II 
also includes an interactive 
LCD panel. 

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE 
We'd like to consider your product for publication. Send us full 
information, including price, ship date, and an address and 
telephone number where readers can get further information. Send 
to New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peter
borough , NH 03458. Information contained in these items is based 
on manufacturers' written statements and/or telephone interviews 
with BYTE reporters. BYTE has not formally reviewed each product 
mentioned. These items, along with additional new product 
announcements, are posted regularly on BIX in the microbytes.sw 
and microbytes.hw conferences. 

The PLP II measures ap
proximately 6 by 18 by 18 
inches and weighs 24 
pounds. 

Optional Writelmpact and 
PLP II font packages include 
Fonts Plus, Headliners, and 
Publishers' Choice . Another 
option on both models is Bit
stream's MacFontware con
verter, which translates Mac
Fontware fonts into a format 
that you can use with any of 
GCC's QuickDraw printers . 
The PLP II also supports 
Adobe Type Manager, giving 
you access to any of Adobe's 
Postscript fonts. 
Price: Writelmpact, $699; 
ribbons , $ 13 ; PLP II , $1399; 
cartridges, $33. 
Contact: GCC Technol
ogies, 580 Winter St., 
Waltham, MA 02154, (800) 
422-7777 or (617) 890-0880. 
Inquiry 1127. 

Lots of Laser Fonts 
for Less 

T he LZR-650 laser 
printer from Dataproducts 

features 16 built-in fonts , a 
300-dpi print resolution, and 
512K bytes of RAM (expand
able to 4 megabytes). 

Writelmpact , a 24-pin dot
matrix printer, features 180
by 360-dpi resolution,fonts, 
spooling, and print 
management software. 

It prints at 6 pages per 
minute, has parallel and serial 
ports , and touts a 3000-page
per-month duty cycle. It also 
handles 250 sheets in its stan
dard paper tray, emulates Dia
blo, Epson , and IBM printers 
as well as Hewlett-Packard , 
and has a footprint of I ~ 
square feet. 
Price: $1695. 
Contact: Dataproducts 
Corp. , 6200 Canoga Ave. , 
P.O. Box 746 , Woodland 
Hills, CA 91365, (818) 
887-8000. 
Inquiry 1130. 

Low-Cost Laptop 
Printer 

T he OIP-200 Lapmate is a 
dot-matrix printer that 

prints text at 28 cps and 
graphics at 180 dpi. Including 
the rechargeable nickel-cad
mium battery that lasts up to 
3 hours , it weighs about 3 
pounds and measures 1 Ys by 5 
by 12 inches . It prints on 81/2
inch-wide thermal paper and 
connects to a parallel port. 

The OIP-200 employs a bi
directional 24-pin print head 
and prints 96 ASCII charac
ters using standard Epson es
cape codes. Type options in
clude Pica, Elite, Condense, 
Enlarge, and Proportional. 
Line spacings can be ~ or 
Ys inch . 
Price: $349.95 . 
Contact: S.L.S. Technol
ogy, Inc., 245 Pegasus Ave., 
Northvale, NJ 07647, (201) 
784-0987. 
Inquiry 1129. 

continued 
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WHAT'S NEW 

HARDWARE • ADD -INS 

"Business Imaging System" Uses Windows Imaging Model 

T he Exact-2000 is a sin
gle-slot AT-bus board 

that provides both display 
control and laser-printer 
control. A daughtercard 
controls a scanner , which 
lets you scan and print di
rectly (without crossing the 
bus) . 

By using the Microsoft 
Windows Graphical Device 
Interface imaging model for 
printer control, the Exact
2000 skips the time-con
suming process of convert
ing pages to HP PCL or 
Postscript, while transpar
ently supporting Windows 
applications such as Aldus 

VGA and 8514/A 
in a Single Chip 
for One Board 

T he TAVA 9000 and the 
TVGA 8900 are 8514/ A

VGA and Super VGA (800
by 600-pixel) boards that use 
the manufacturer 's own 
video chips. 

Trident claims that the 
TVGA 8900 is the first board 
with "on-chip power" to 
drive 1024- by 768-pixel 
graphics in 256 colors, non
interlaced. Such high-resolu
tion graphics require the op
tional l megabyte of DRAM. 
With less RAM , the standard 
8900 is capable of running 
800- by 600-pixel graphics in 
16 colors or 640- by 480-pixel 
graphics in 256 colors with as 
few as six support chips , in
cluding two 256K-byte 
DRAM chips. A key feature 
involves a proprietary 32-bit 
video memory bus on the card 
and an internal cache with an 
intelligent sequencer. 

The TVGA is unique, Tri
dent says, because it uses a 
clock chip rather than a crys
tal oscillator. Th is offers an 
advantage by allowing the 
generation of up to eight differ
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PageMaker , Micrografx 
Designer, Corel Draw, 
Computer Solutions Arts & 
Letters, and the AGA family 
of image retrieval systems. 

The core Exact-2000 
board contains a 40-MHz 
Texas Instruments 34010 
processor, 2 to 4 megabytes 
of DRAM, and l megabyte 
ofvideo RAM. It can control 
both a 1600- by 1200-pixel 
display (Alacrity sells a 19
inch full-page monochrome 
model) and a laser printer. 

Using Bitstream fonts , the 
Exact-2000 can create on
the-fly scalable , rotatable 
fonts on your screen for 

ent clock frequency outputs . 
One of these frequencies can 
be used as a DRAM clock to 
increase DRAM speed . Moni
tor compatibility is ensured 
through an optiona l serial elec
trically erasable programma
ble ROM rather than in BIOS 
EPROMs. 

The Trident Advanced 
Video Array 9000 combines 
both 8514/ A functions and 
VGA functions on a single chip 
and is register-level compat
ible with IBM 's 8514/ A, VGA, 
EGA , CGA, MDA, and Her
cules. Supported resolutions 
include 1024 by 768 , 800 by 
600, and 640 by 480 pixels , in 
16 and 256 colors. 

Each TAVA will support 
all 8514/ A functions , includ
ing line draw, block trans
fers , polygon fill , and bit
mapped text. 

Optional software drivers 
are available for Lotus 1-2-3 , 
PageMaker, Ventura Publish
er, WordPerfect, WordStar, 
Microsoft Windows , GEM , 
Framework II, and AutoCAD. 
Price: TVGA 8900, $359; 
TVGA 8900 with I megabyte 
ofRAM, $595; TAVA, $795. 
Contact: Trident Microsys-

WYSIWYG representation 

and then use the same out

lines to print the page to non

PostScript printers. Alacrity 

claims that Exact-2000's 

raster image processor can 

print, in as little as 40 sec

onds, pages that wou ld 

otherwise take 20 minutes. 

Price: Printer- and display

on ly boards , $1695 each; 

core board , $2395 ; scanner 

daughtercard, $395 to $550; 

19-inch monitor, $995. 

Contact: Alacrity Systems, 

Inc ., 88 Bartley Sq., C-6, 

Flanders, NJ 07836 , (201) 

584-0116. 

Inquiry 1132. 


terns, Inc., 321 Soquel Way, 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 

738-3194. 

Inquiry 1134. 


Computer Boards 
Aim at MetraByte's 
DAS-16 

T he CIO-AD16/50K and 
I lOOK are data acquis ition 

boards that are compatible 
with MetraByte's DAS-16 
boards. 

Features include simulta
neous sample and hold for sep
arately and simultaneously 
triggering up to 16 analog 
channels, support for 32 digi
tal 1/0 lines, analog inputs of 
up to 16 channels of single
ended input or eight channels 
of differential input, a coun
ter/ timer with three counters 
of 16 bits each, two 12-bit 
DIA converters , and triggering 
through internal and external 
means and through software. 
Price: 50 kHz, $799; 100 
kHz, $859. 
Contact: Computer Boards, 
Inc . , 44 Wood Ave., Mans
field , MA 02048, (508) 
261-1123. 
Inquiry 1135. 

CD-Quality Digital 
Audio System 
for Your Mac II 

A udiomedia is the first 
low-priced, NuBus

based , digital audio record
ing and editing system for the 
Macintosh II, according to 
the manufacturer. 

It features the Motorola 
56001 digital signal processor 
used in the NeXT computer, 
and sound-editing software 
that lets you edit stereo 
sounds from microphones , 
compact disk players, and 
other sources. 

The NuBus board has two 
RCA line-in and line-out jacks . 
Audiomedia also supports 
sampling rates of up to 44. 1 
kHz, the sampling rate fre
quency used for CD-quality 
digital audio . You can spec
ify lower sampling frequencies 
to keep disk storage require
ments low and to record lower
fidel ity sounds such as voice 
and sound effects. Sounds re
corded at the 44. l kHz sam
pling rate require 10 mega
bytes of disk space per 
minute of sound. 

Audiomedia supports Hy
perCard stacks and Apple's 
Sound Manager utility , so 
you can use sounds recorded 
with Audiomedia with other 
Mac software applications that 
support sound, such as the 
Macromind Director video 
animation program or the 
WingZ spreadsheet program. 
Audiomedia also includes its 
own software for music 
editing. 
Price: $995 . 
Contact: Digidesign, Inc ., 
1360 Willow Rd., Suite I 0 I, 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 , 
(415) 327-8811. 
Inquiry 1133. 

continued 



Major disasters, like the 
Exxon Valdez spill, 

require quick response based on careful data 
analysis. Fortunately, an easy-to-use database 
was already being created which would help. 

The Alaskan Marine The Application 
Contaminants 

Database lets oceanographic chemists easily 
access 60 megabytes of data covering the past 
decade. The database is provided free of 
charge on CD-ROM, and the Windows 
interface means they can get right to work, 
assessing damage to the ecosystems of Prince 
William Sound and other Alaskan waters. 

The Solution I db_ VISTA III is the only 
--------- DBMS with the features 
this project required: C language support, 
Windows compatibility, royalty-free runtime 
distribution, quick performance in large data
bases, quality documentation and support. With 
the Alaskan Marine Contaminants Database, 
the difficult job of calculating the long-term 
effects of the Exxon spill is a little easier.* 

db VISTAID™ 
Database Management System 
Specifications· Complete C source code available. No Royalties 
.________..·....t C La11aguage Portability & High performance 

Network Data Model. Relational B-tree indexing. Re lational SQL query and report 

writer. Single & Mu hi-user. Automatic recovery. Built-in referential integrity. 

Complete revision capability. Supports: MS-DOS, MS Windows. UNIX, QNX, 

SunOS, XENIX, VMS, Macintosh. OS/2 compatible. Most C Compilers supported. 

LANs: 3COM, Novell , Banyan. Applesharc. Call for other environments. 
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1 , 2 ,3 , 6, 7 ,8 - ll EXA llYOROP YRE HE ? 
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A Micm.rnji Windows front end lets chemists select regions from a map 
to retrieve data. And, dh_VISTA Ill' s SQL-hased query and report 
writer lets users pe1form complex SQL data searches. 

Your DBMS problems may not make the 
headlines, but they are no less important and 
often no less challenging. If you develop 
applications for MS-DOS, MS Windows, 
UNIX, VMS, QNX, OS/2, Macintosh, and 
other environments, db_ VISTA III is your 
solution. 
Call 1-800-db-RAIMA c1-soo.321-2462) 

* Reprinls of lhe slory, as published in PC Week and Daia Based Adv isor, 
are available from Raima. 

Power Tools For C Programmers 

~RAIM~M 
~., CORPORATION 

db VISTA III DBMS ratednumber#l 

For Performance and Flexibility of DBMS Programming Tools

PCWEEK Poll of Corporate Satisfaction, August 28, 1989. 


Raima Corporation 3245 146lh Place S.E.. Bellevue. WA 98007 USA (206)747-5570 Telex: 6503018237 MCI UW FAX: (206)747-199 1 0 

Internationa l Distributors: U.K.: (0992) 5009 19 Germany: 071 27/5244 Switzerland : (01 )725 04 10 Netherlands: (02159)46 8 14 Sweden: (01 3) 124780 Italy: 045/5847 11 Norway: (02) 44 88 55 8 

Denmark: 2887249 U.S.S.R.: (812) 292- 1965. (01 32) 35-\i-HJR Australia: 02 4 19 7 177 .lapan: (03)473 7432 Taiwan: (02)5 11 3277 Mexico: (83) 57 35 94 Central America: 506 28 07 64 fu 

Argentina: I 313 537 1 Chile: 2 696 4308 Uruguay: 2 92 0959 Copyright Raima Cof")Xlr.llion © 1990 



Howto planyour LAN. 

You'll need a pencil. 
That's to write down the telephone number on the 

next page. Which will connect you with Samsung's 
nationwide network of resellers. And the 
Samsung/ Novell co-labeled line of LAN 
hardware. 

It's pretty much that simple. 
With one call you can plan on substantial 

savings over the big name computers which, 
despite high clock rates and even higher price 
tags, are not really optimized for networking. 

And you can plan on 100 percent compati
bility with all versions of Novell's NetWare~ 
because Samsung's LAN hardware was co
designed by Novell. Just like the label says. 

THE TESTING WENT IN 
BEFORE THE LABEL WENT ON. 

Both the Samsung 386AE and PCterminal/286 have 

been tested exhaustively and certified by Novell for 
compatibility with all popular networking hardware 
and software products. As a matter of fact, Samsung's 

rn 386AE is one of 3 fileservers certified by 

- Novell to run NetWare 386. 


For example, engineers at Novell success
fully tested the PCterminal/ 286 LAN Work
station in no less than 1200 different network 
configurations .. . with 50 units running at 
once! That's a claim no other computer manu
facturer can make. 

NElWORKING VS. NOlWORKING. 

What's the difference? Take our 386AE 
Fileserver, for instance. It includes Novell's 

Advanced BIOS, and eight expansion slots to accom
modate multiple network interface cards and disk 
controllers. Plus an oversize power supply capable 
of driving dual high capacity hard disks and tape 

C 1989 Samsung Inform ation Systems Ame rica, Inc . Novell a nd NctWare arc n_-gisle n.'l.l trademarks of No\'c ll , Inc. PC is a n.-gistc n..'<l lradc mark of h1lcrn.1t ion:d Bus i r K-~<> M.1chincs CtHpo ralion . 



back-up system. Plus 4 megabytes of main memory 
for disk caching. 

Then there's Samsung's PCterminal/286 Diskless 
Workstation which includes a built-in Ethernet inter
face and Novell's Remote Boot EPROM. 

And not to be overlooked is our 16-bit SE2100 
Ethernet Interface Card which provides up to twice 
the throughput for the price of an 8-bit card. 

THE SAMSUNG COMMITMENT. 
With 4 million monitors and half a million PC 

and LAN computers sold in 1988 alone, it's clear that 
Samsung has made a serious commitment to the 
marketplace. In all, Samsung offers no less than 
nine different PC and LAN computer models with 
seventeen color and monochrome monitors! And, 
as a 31-billion dollar international corporation, 
Samsung has the resources to provide continuous 
support for its customers. 

So why not begin your network planning today? 
For the name of the Samsung reseller nearest you, 
write: 
SAMSUNG, 3655 North First Street, San Jose, 
CA 95134, or call 1-800-446-0262. 

c8 sAMSUNG 
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WHAT'S NEW 

HARDWARE • OTHER 

Make Your SCSI 
a GPIB Port 

T he GPIB-SCSI is a 
modem-size SCSI-to-gen

eral-purpose interface bus 
translator box that lets you con
trol up to 14 GPIB instru
ments from a single SCSI port. 

Two buffer options are 
available, and at least one is re
quired for a key disconnect/ 
reconnect feature that allows 
you to disconnect from the 
SCSI bus and still continue to 
communicate with the GPIB 
instrument. This ensures that 
the performance of the SCSI 
bus doesn't suffer because of 
the slower GPIB instrument. 

The GPIB-SCSI has a 
built-in DMA controller for 
transferring data at rates of 
up to 900K bytes per second. It 
also supports all GPIB con
troller functions as well as nor
mal and extended talker and 
listener addressing, serial and 
parallel polls, service re
quests, and passing and receiv
ing control. It implements all 
the SCSI bus phases , including 
arbitration and selection/re
selection phases , asynchronous 
data transfer, and parity gen
eration with optional checking. 

Although drivers aren't 
necessarily needed , they are 
available for the DEC VAX
station, the Sun SPARCStation 
1, and Macintosh computers . 

Ifyou want to work with 
SCSI devices, you can flip a 
switch and make the GPIB
SCSI an interface for SCSI de
vices to talk to dedicated 
GPIB controllers . You can use 
the GPIB-SCSI this way to 
interface up to seven SCSI 
devices. 
Price: Without RAM , $695; 
with 64K-byte RAM buffer, 
$795; with 256K-byte RAM 
buffer, $995 . 
Contact: National Instru
ments, 12109 Technology 
Blvd. , Austin, TX 78727, 
(800) 433-3488 or (512) 
794-0100. 
Inquiry 1139. 
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GPIB-SCSI interface controls GPIB devices better. 

Replace Yo"ur Power 
Unit with Power 
and UPS 

T he EP-550 is a 200-W 
power replacement unit 

for your AT that includes a 
standby power supply. You 
simply replace your power 
supply with the EP-550. 

Maintenance-free batteries 
provide 5 to 10 minutes of 
backup power to your CPU's 
DC logic circuits and to the AC 
monitor. Power is 150 V AC 
at 60 Hz, and the unit accepts 
voltages from 80 V AC to 260 
N AC and frequencies from 47 
to 440 Hz. Optional equip
ment includes DOS-based soft
ware and an interface card 
for automatic shutdown. 

Features include a battery 
charger, overcurrent protec
tion, overload and short-cir
cuit protection, and an audible 
alarm to warn you of power 
failure . Units are also available 
for Compaq, Zenith, and 

Apple computers . 

Price: $795 . 

Contact: Enpower Corp. , 

7929 Silverton Ave., Suite 

610, San Diego, CA 92126, 

(800) 322-7697 or (619) 
536-9011 . 
Inquiry 1140. 

Safe Computing 
Claims Radiation
Free Monitor 

S afe Monitor is a backlit 
LCD for XT, AT, PS/2, 

and Macintosh computers 
that's compatible with CGA 
and VGA controllers, offer
ing 4 and 16 shades of gray , re
spectively. The screen mea
sures 10 inches diagonally , 
and the unit weighs 15 
pounds. 

Safe Computing claims 
that the monitor blocks several 
types of radiation , including 
electric and magnetic radia
tion, x-rays, and static build
up . The key to blocking radia-

Easy Power-On for Your Mac 

T he PowerKey is a smart 
power-on device for Mac

intosh systems and peripherals 
that lets you program specific 
on/offtimes . Italso serves as 
a surge suppressor, noise fil
ter, and overload protector. 

PowerKey works with the 
Mac SE, SE/30, II, Ilx, Ilcx, 
and Ilci . Rated voltage is 125 
V AC , current is 15 amps, 

peakpowerdissipationis 1.5 

kw, energy rating is 70 

joules, current peak is 6500 

amps, and the circuit break

er is 15 amps . 

Price: $99. 

Contact: Sophisticated Cir~ 


cuits, Inc ., 19017 120th 

Ave. NE, Suite 106, Bothell, 

WA 98011, (206) 485-7979. 

Inquiry 1144. 


tion is a patented mesh 
wiring that stands between you 
and the pixels . It also blocks 
30 percent of the light that's 
emitted, but Safe Computing 
says that the screen remains 
quite readable. 

An optional device, Safe 
Meter, can measure low-fre
quency magnetic radiation in 
two different bands of frequen
cies: from 20 to 50,000 Hz 
and from 300 to 50,000 Hz. 
Price: $695; Safe Meter, 
$145 . 
Contact: Safe Computing 
Co. , 368 Hillside Ave. , Need
ham, MA 02194, (800) 222
3003 or (617) 444-7778 . 
Inquiry 1141. 

Flexible 
Digitizing Mat 
Is 1 /32-inch Thick 

T he 4-ounce Grid Master 
Digitizing Mat is flexible, 

is only 1/32-inch thick, and 
can be rolled up like a poster. 

With a four-button cursor 
and a slide-switch pen in
cluded, it gives you a resolu
tion of 1000 lines per inch with 
accuracy to 0.01 inch, Nu
monics claims. It also main
tains absolute positioning 
with all software and remem
bers its configuration even 
with the power off. 

Included is an RS-232C 
cable, a setup menu template, 
and drivers for the Microsoft 
Mouse and Windows. A Mac
intosh adapter is also 
available. 
Price: With cursor, $469; 
with pen stylus , $449. 
Contact: Numonics Corp., 
101 Commerce Dr. , Mont
gomeryville, PA 18936, 
(215) 362-2766. 
Inquiry 1143. 

conrinued 



QNX® 

The OS for over-achievers s 


QNX programmers have a decided advantage. 

You see, people who use QNX enjoy the 
freedom that comes only with a flexible, 
modular os. They appreciate the elegance 
of amessage-passing architecture. And 
they marvel at the fact that QNX runs so 
lean-under 150K-yet out-performs any 
other PC operating system. 
QNX users never worry about whether their 
applications will make it at runtime, because 
they know QNX has proven itself again and 
again in the real world. 
Ifs no wonder that QNX users have achieved 
so much since the product was first released 
for the PC in 1982: over 80,000 systems 
installed in 47 countries world-wide, in all 
kinds of applications-from making cars 
to selling books to handling online credit 
card transactions. 
One reviewer dubbed QNX "The multi
everything os." Now, you might expect 

multiuser and multitasking, but realtime? 
And integrated networking? And true 
distributed processing? Best of all, these 
terms take on a new meaning with QNX. 

Multiuser, for instance, means up to 32 
terminals per micro. Multitasking 
cashes out as 150 tasks per machine. 
Realtime means not only priority-driven, 
preemptive task scheduling, but also speed: 
at 6,896 task switches/sec on a 16MHz 286, 
QNX is at least a full order of magnitude 
faster than a typical UNIX system. Inte
grated networking means you won't 
need yet another layer of software to set up 
a IAN, and you can use any mix of 
Intel-based micros-from vintage '81 PCs 
to PS/2s. 
Distributed processing with QNX 
sounds too good to be true. But it is: Any 
task can access any resource-programs, 
files, devices, even CPUs-without going 
through the bottleneck of a central file server. 

Besides the satisfaction that QNX developers 
get from using a fast, powerful, and flexible 
OS, did we mention that they also enjoy 
free technical support? 
Ifyou're wondering why you don't already 
know all about this great OS, you could try 
asking the over-achievers who are smugly 
guarding the secret of their success. 
Better yet, give us a call. We'll tell you 
everything you need to know to become an 
over-achiever yourself. 

For more information or a free demo disk, 
please phone (613) 591-0931. 

Quantum Software Systems Ltd., 17 5 Terrence Matthews Crescent, Kanata, Ontario, Canada K2M l WB 
QNX is a registered trademark of Quantum Software Systems Ltd. UNIX is a registered cradernark of AT&T. PS/2 is a registered trademark of Circle 233 on Reader Service Card 
Internacional Business Machines Corporation. © 1989 Quantum Software Systems Led. 



WHAT'S NEW 

CONNEGTIVITY 

Telebit Offers New 
Cellular Modem 

The CellBlazer is a high
speed modem designed to 

send and receive data via the 
cellular telephone network. 
The external version of the 
unit is attached by a jack to a 
standard cellular phone. The 
internal unit , the CellBlazer 
PC, is an 8-bit card for 
laptops. 

Several of CellBlazer's 
functions were designed spe
cifically for cellular commu
nications, Telebit says. For ex
ample, its multicarrier 
modulation can alleviate prob
lems associated with the 
"hand-offs" necessary for mo
bile communications when a 
call is switched from one cellu
lar station to another. And a 
function called Packetized En
semble Protocol (or PEP) 
error correction is suited to 
handling such cellular prob
lems as distortion , interfer
ence, and fade-outs . The 
packets are also split across 
many carriers, so the data 
rate on any given frequency is 
quite low, and that helps 
overcome delay distortion, sig
nal fading, and impulse 
noise. 

The modem also runs tests 
on the line and determines 
which frequencies are the 
most and least distorted. The 
transmission scheme is then 
adjusted to send more packets 
on the clearer frequencies 
and fewer or none on the poor 
ones . Telebit claims that 
these provisions permit the 
CellBlazer to establish , 
maintain, and optimize con
nections on lines that are un
suitable for ordinary modems. 
Many V .32 modems, for ex
ample, drop from 9600 to 4800 
bps when they encounter 
poor line quality; Telebit's 
PEP lowers speed in 100-bps 
increments to sustain the high
est possible rate for a given 
connection . 

Telebit 's CellBlazer connects you through the cellular network 
or through standard hard-wire telecommunications. 

Under good conditions , the 
CellBlazer can communicate 
over cellular lines at up to 
16,800 bps, Telebit says. You 
can also use the modem for 
regular land-line transmission 
at up to 19,200 bps . 
Price: Internal modem card, 
$1295; external unit , $1495. 
Contact: Telebit Corp ., 1345 
Shorebird Way , Mountain 
View, CA, 94043 , (800) 835
3248 or (415) 969-3800. 
Inquiry 1145. 

New Program 
Manages Files 
on a Network 

T he new PerfectSolution 
is a network-based docu

ment management system for 
IBM-compatible machines that 
can handle all types of data 
files-not just documents, but 
spreadsheets and graphics 

Control Remote PCs 

N etwork Operator is a 
software package that 

lets you remotely control up 
to 10 PCs on your NetBIOS
compatible network, or one 
other PC through a remote 
modem or other wide-area 
network type ofconnection. 

Once you're in control of 
that other PC, you can ma
nipulate its screen within 
windows on your screen, in 
resolutions up to the VGA 
standard. The windows can 
also be enlarged to show the 

files as well. It's compatible 
with Novell , 3Com, Banyan, 
and IBM Token Ring LANs . 

One of PerfectSolution' s . 
key features is its full-text in
dexing, which the company 
claims is fast, dynamic , and 
based on a small index. For 
its searching capabilities, Soft
Solutions has licensed a tech
nique, called SpeedSearch, 
that uses a compressed index 
that never gets to be more than 
5 percent of the size of the 
original text. 

Like other document man
agement programs , Perfect
Solution keeps a "profile" on 
every data file. The company 
says its program can locate 
any file on any server or client 
anywhere on the network . 
PerfectSolution resides on both 
the server and the DOS 
workstation, which must have 
640K bytes of RAM . 
Price: Server, $2495; per 
workstation, $295. 

entire screen of the system 
you ' re controlling, or you 
can downsize them to fit all 
the screens on your screen. 

NetOp uses only lK byte 
of RAM on the remote sys
tem and 240K bytes of RAM 
on your master system. 
Price: Site license, $695. 
Contact: International In
tergroup Ltd., 1777 South 
Harrison St., Suite 500, 
Denver , CO 80210, (303) 
692-9090. 
Inquiry 1147. 

Contact: SoftSolutions , Inc ., 
625 South State , Orem, UT 
84058, (801) 226-6000. 
Inquiry 1146. 

TOPS E-Mail 
Enhanced 

I nBox 3.0 and InBox Plus 
are redesigned E-mail pack

ages from Sun Microsystems' 
TOPS division . Enhancements 
include better compatibility 
with multiple hardware and op
erating-system platforms, the 
company says . 

TOPS has also announced 
gateways to public mail sys
tems like MCI Mail , GEnie, 
and CompuServe and to main
frame and mid-level system
mail packages like IBM's 
PROFS , DEC's All-In-One 
and VMS Mail, and SMTP on 
Unix-based systems. 

InBox 3 .0, which requires 
no central administration and 
is optimized for fewer than 
20 users, enables both PCs and 
Macs to act as servers to 
store each other's mail. It runs 
on Net Ware, 3Com 3 +, 
Microsoft LAN Manager, 
Apple's AppleShare, and 
TOPS/DOS and TOPS/Mac . 
Other features include per
sonal address books , personal 
mail management, storage 
boxes, and the ability to en
close multiple documents 
(whether they're text, graph
ics, or spreadsheets). 

InBox Plus is designed to 
support up to 100 users per 
message center and to route 
mail from server to server. In
Box Plus allows almost any 
computer on the network to act 
as a message center, from 
DOS and Macintosh systems to 
Unix and DEC VAX systems. 
Price: InBox 3.0, $329 per · 
site; InBox Plus, $995 per site. 
Contact: Sun Microsystems, 
TOPS Division, 950 Marina 
Village Pkwy., Alameda, 
CA 94501 , (415) 769-9669. 
Inquiry 1152. 

continued 
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Open Server 


Runs on every vendors operating ~stem: 
OS/2~VINES7 UNIX~VAX" VMS, IBM"MYS, etc. 

Sypports every vendors local area network protocol: 
Novell's"SPX/IPx;" NetBIOS, Named Pipes~ etc. 

Transparent access to data in other vendors databases: 
IBM's DB2"' and SQL/DS, and Digital's RMS. 

Transparent data sharing between all your c0mputers: 
PC.5, minis and mainframes. 

Your Lotus 1-2-3"spreadsheets and dBASE" 
applications work with ORACLE Server today.,, 

Developers have a complete and integrated 
family of portable tools for CASE, applications 
generation, report writing, etc. 

Programmers can use interfaces from C, COBOL, and 
FORTRAN. 

ORACLE Server is certified by Codd and Date to run 
at 11.0 TP1 transactions per second. 

Runs only on OS/2. 

Doesrit work with either Lotus I-2J,or' 
. I 

just yet. 

Supports only Focus. 

Supports only C. 

Ashton-Thte SQL Servers published benchmarks 
show it to be slower. 

Call 1-800-0RACLEI, ext.4965 today and order ORAC{,g Server for OS/2 · 
for only $2499 and get six months of phone support and upgrades for free (ar$500 valu~. 

Or try our Developer's Yersmn (limited to 3Users) for only $699. 

0 G:.._~ 

Call 1-800-0RACLEI, ext.4965. Were always open. 



WHAT'S NEW 

CONNECTIVITY 

Network Scheduling 
to Enhance Group 
Productivity 

P owerCore has enhanced 
its Network Scheduler II 

I. 11 to let you combine the 
scheduling of people and re
sources with Why and Where 
options to display the reason 
for and location of scheduled 
events . Network Scheduler is 
compatible with Novell, 
3Com, and Banyan. 

Version I. 11 works with or 
without E-mail such as 
cc :Mail, 3+ , 3+0pen Mail, 
and Message Handling Ser
vice-compliant services such 
as Da Vinci eMail and Action 
Technologies' The Coordina
tor II. Network Scheduler also 
supports wide-area networks 
through MHS-compatible net
works, and the menu is de
signed to be compatible with 
IBM's Systems Application 
Architecture/Common User 
Interface. 

A 4K-byte TSR program 
now lets you hot-key between 
your applications and Net
work Scheduler. 

Other main features in-

PowerCore enhances groupware so everybody shares data. 

elude support for remote users, 
easy insertion of recurring 
appointments without multiple 
entries, reminder notes, and 
programmable levels of 
security. 
Price: For eight users, $495 ; 
for 25 users, $695; for 50 
users, $995. 
Contact: PowerCore, Inc., 
One Diversatech Dr., P.O. 
Box 756, Manteno, IL 
60950, (800) 237-4754 or 
(815) 468-3737 . 
Inquiry 1150. 

Finalsoft Synchrony 1.0 is 
a comprehensive software 

package designed for group 
productivity that is compatible 
with DOS, Microsoft Win

dows, NetBIOS LANs, and 
MHS . 

It features personal and 
public functions, and mixes of 
the two . Synchrony comes 
with an agenda, a group sched
uling function, a multidocu
ment text editor, a multiuser 
database, a document cre
ation and management func
tion (whether text, pictures, 
or spreadsheets), and E-mail. 
Price: For six users, $445 ; 
for 10 users, $695; for un
limited users , $1995. 
Contact: Finalsoft Corp., 
3900 Northwest 79th Ave., 
Suite 215 , Miami , FL 33166, 
(800) 232-8228 or (305) 
477-2703 . 
Inquiry 1151. 

RightWriter Now 
Checks Your Prose 
over Your LAN 

ANetWare-compatible 
version of the grammar

checking software Right
Writer now lets you share one 
copy among five colleagues. 

It's the same RightWriter 
that's been available for DOS 
and Unix systems, with ad
vanced parsing and an expert 
system that includes more 
than 4500 rules . 

RightWriter checks your 
documents for errors in gram
mar, writing style, usage, 
and punctuation. It will tell 
you, for example, that "con
sensus of opinion" is redun
dant. And it includes features 
that let you customize rules or 
even turn them on or off so it 
won't flag every entry of 
" NeXT Computers" as un
usual capitalization, for 
example. 
Price: $285. 
Contact: RightSoft, Inc ., 
4545 Samuel St., Sarasota , FL 
34233, (813) 923-0233 . 
Inquiry 1148. 

continued 

IBM Package Lets Hearing-Impaired People Communicate by Phone 

T he PhoneCommunica
tor is a hardware/soft

ware product that lets hear
ing-impaired people send 
voice messages from PCs 
and receive written replies 
from the keypad of a Touch
Tone phone. 

Many hearing-impaired 
people now use Telecom
munication Devices for the 
Deaf (TDD) terminals 
(small acoustic couplers 
with keyboards and screens) 
for conversation with one an
other and with organizations 
that offer TDD access, but 
most hearing individuals 
don ' t have such terminals. 
One common way to reach 
hearing people is through 

"relay" services , offered by 
AT&T and other companies , 
in which an operator reads 
typed messages from a hear
ing-impaired caller aloud to 
the hearing person and then 
types back the spoken re
plies . Relay service is avail
able only in certain regions 
at certain times of the day , 
and it has drawbacks, in
cluding cost and lack of 
privacy. 

The PhoneCommunicator 
runs on a PC or PS/2 (Mod
els 25 and 30) under DOS 
and consists of a multifunc
tion board and software. The 
board has a modem for com
munication to ASCII BBSes 
or TDD devices, a voice syn

thesizer for speech output, 
and an auto-answer function 
that records and time
stamps incoming text mes
sages when nobody is pre
sent to receive them. 

The software provides a 
character-based interface 
for sending and receiving 
messages . To talk, the hear
ing-impaired person types 
words on the keyboard and 
the voice synthesizer speaks 
them over the phone. To re
spond, the hearing user en
ters letters on the telephone 
keypad . 

You can initiate outgoing 
calls manually or use a built
in auto-dialer with a phone 
list. The user wil1 typically 

begin the call with a prepro
grammed message that iden
tifies him or her as hearing 
impaired and gives instruc
t ions on how to respond 
using the phone keypad. 
When a call is incoming, the 
screen flashes to alert the 
hearing-impaired user, and 
the synthesizer greets the 
caller with a programmed 
message. All conversations 
can be saved to disk. 
Price: $600. 
Contact: IBM National Sup
port Center for Persons with 
Disabilities, P. 0 . Box 2150, 
Atlanta, GA 30055, (800) 
426-2133 (voice) or (800) 
284-9482 (TDD) . 
Inquiry 1154: 
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It's Sage Software month 
SOFTWARE at Programmer's Paradise 

WITH DE.MO II I CAN 
PROT01YP£ MY COCONUT 

INVENTORY SYSTEM! 

List Ours 1-800-445-7899 
$495 $419 
$595 $505 p~
$199 $159 
$495 $395 PMolui 

PVCS 
The Polytron Version Control System 
(PVCS) provides complete control over 
the configuration of your software and all 
its elements. Previous configurations are 
easily recovered at any time. Conflicting 
module changes can be detected or 
avoided. You always know who made a 
change, what it was, why it was made, 
and what revisions contain the change. 
You can coordinate revisions, special ver
sions and upgrades - automatically. 

PVCS is the market leader in 
version control. Our user list reads like a 
Who's Who of software development. 
The new version (3.2) adds fine-grained 
file and function security; enhanced 
parallel development support; and an 
even higher degree of customization and 
configuration control. 

Professional PVCS, MS-DOS 

Professional PVCS, OS/ 2 

Demo II 

Plink86+ 

Demo II is the perfect tool for: 

e 	 Creating realistic demos of your 
product without releasing any 
active code. 

• 	 Prototyping systems before 
coding them to ensure they meet 
users needs and expectations. 

e 	 Building tutorials or even 
full-blown Computer Based 
Training products. 

e 	 Any application where you need a 
way to simulate the action of a live 
program without creating or 
supplying the program. 

Dan Bricklin's Demo II is a powerhouse 
prototyper, tamed by a superb interface. 
The rich control language permits 
complex demos so realistic that users 
will believe they are using an actual 
program. While any programmer will 
quickly feel right at home with the 
control language, it can be ignored 
completely for simpler demos, tutorials 
or prototypes. 

Sage Software 
has merged with 
Polytron and 
acquired exclusive 
rights to publish Dan Bricklin's ® 
Demo II™ and Plink86+. Sage is one 
of the fastest growing suppliers of 
"Best In Class" software develop
ment tools. And remember the best 
place to buy Sage tools 
Programmer's Paradise. 

Plink86+ 
Over 20,000 programmers rely on 
Plink86+ to manage program memory 
and to link large applications. Plink86+ is 
time tested, evolved technology with 
extensive capabilities to improve your 
software. It is more than just an overlay 
linker - it's an overlay editor, permitting 
you to quickly try different structures. 

It's the industry standard overlay 
linker, so you know your application will 
run on the largest number of PCs. You 
can create programs as large as 16 MEG 
to run in as little as 192K of memory. 

Code linked with Plink86+ automati
cally uses expanded or extended 
memory. No modifications to your 
source is required. If the memory is 
present your software runs faster; if not 
it overlays from disk as usual. 

Source code necessary to customize 
prompts and messages for the overlay 
loader is included. Sage does not 
require a royalty for products including 
the overlay loader. 



Progranuner's Paradise... for 


WE'LL MATCH NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICES. 
LIST OURS LIST OURS 

386 CONTROL PROGRAMS C++ 
DESQview 386 190 169 Guidelines C++ 295 269 
Microsor1 Wlndows/ 386 195 129 NDPC++ 495 479 
VM/386 245 199 Zortech C++ 200 165 
VM/386 M ulti-User 895 819 Developer's Edition 450 385 
VM/366 NetPak 150 119 Zortech C++ Tools 150 129 

Zortech C++ Video Course 500 449
386 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

C-COMMUNICA TIONS 386 ASM/LINK 495 435 
Breakout II 125 99Lahey F77L-EM/32 (w/ OS/386) 1090 975 

Novell C Network Compiler/386 
Paradox/386 
WATCOM C 7.0/386 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 

995 
895 
895 

779 
629 
799 

C Asynch Manager 3.0 
Essential Communications 
Green leaf Comm. Library 
Green leaf V iewComm 
Si lverComm C Async Library 

189 139 
329 259 
299 215 
559 475 
249 209 

Advantage Disassembler 295 279 View-232 189 CALL 
ASMFlow 
ASMTool 
MS Macro Assembler 
OPTASM 
Re:Source 

99 
90 

150 
125 
150 

89 
80 
95 

109 
129 

C-FILE MANAGEMENT 
Btrieve 
Btrieve for DOS 3.1 Networks 
CBTREE 

245 185 
595 449 
159 135 

Sourcer w/ Pre-Processor 
Turbo Assembler/Debugger 
Visib le Computer: 80286 

BASIC COMPILERS 

140 
150 
100 

125 
105 

89 

C- lndex 
C-ISAM 
Codebase IV 
CQL w/ PASS 
c-lree 

99 89 
225 209 
295 219 
395 349 
395 315 

MS BASIC Prof. Devel. System 495 329 d BC Ill 250 219 
Qu ickBASIC 99 69 dBC Ill Plus 500 439 
True BASIC 100 69 db_FILE Bund le 295 249 
Turbo Basic 100 69 Essential B-Tree w/ source 199 149 

BASIC LIBS/UTILITIES 
db/LIB 139 121 

FairCom Toolbox - Prof. Edition 
Fa irCom Toolbox - Specia l 
ln fo rmix Products 

1095 789 
695 509 

CALL CALL 
D iaLogic 79 70 Xtrieve PLUS 595 459 
Graph Pak 
GraphPak Professiona l 

79 70 
149 125 C-GENERAL LIBRARIES 

LaserPak 79 70 C TOOLS PLUS/6.0 149 109 
P.D.Q. 99 89 C Utility Library 249 175 
ProBas 13S 125 Greenleaf Funct ions 229 159 
ProBas H yperHelp Toolkit 99 94 Green leaf SuperFunctions 299 209 
ProBas Telecomm. Toolkit 75 70 Power Search 149 99 
ProBas Toolkit 99 94 Turbo C TOOLS/2.0 149 109 
ProMath 
ProScreen 

99 
99 

94 
89 C SCREENS 

QBase and Quickscreen 149 125 C-Worthy w/ forms and source 495 CALL 
Qu ickComm 139 125 Facelt 99 89 
Qu ickMenu 59 55 Green leaf OataWindows 395 309 
QuickPak 79 70 Hi-Screen XL 149 129 
Q uickPak Professional 149 125 H i-Screen XL Prof. Series 325 275 
Q u ickPak Scientific 79 70 JAM 595 529 
Q uickScreen 79 70 Panel Plus 495 395 
Q uickWindows Advanced 149 125 Power Screen 149 109 
Q uickWi ndows Advanced Corp. 500 445 Vermont Views 395 319 

C COMPILERS 
C Network Compiler 
Lattice C 6.0 
Microsoft C 
MS 3u1ckc 
MS u ickC w/ QuickAssembler 
Top Speed C 

DOS Professiona l 
OS/2 Professional 

Turbo C 
Tu rbo C Professiona l 
WATCOMC 7.0 

695 525 
250 155 
450 289 

99 65 
199 135 
199 179 
399 359 
495 445 
150 99 
250 169 
395 319 

Vitamin C 
VC Screen 

C-UTILITIES/OTHER 
Clear + 
C-Terp 
Heap Expander 
Norton Guides fo r C 
PC-lint 
PCYACC Personal 
PCYACC Professional 
TimeSlicer 

w/source 

225 165 
149 115 

200 169 
300 219 

80 70 
100 65 
139 109 
249 125 
495 359 
295 279 

1000 899 

LIST OURS 

COBOL LANGUAGE 
M icro Focus: 

COBOL/2 w/ Toolset 1800 1499 
Personal COBOL 149 129 

MS COBOL 900 629 
Realia COBOL 995 849 
w/ Rea lMENU 11 45 979 
SCREENIO 400 375 

CODE GENERATORS 
C Source 395 299 
Logic Gem 99 89 
Matrix l ayout 3 .0 200 169 
PRO-C 399 339 

DATABASE DEVELOPMENT 
Clarion 2.0 695 499 
Clipper 5.0 695 519 
dBASE IV 795 489 
dBFast/PLUS 249 219 
dGE 195 179 
Flash Tools! 89 79 
FoxBASE+ 395 249 
Magic PC 299 249 
R&R Report Writer 150 129 
R&R Code Generator 150 129 
Say W hat I! 50 45 
SilverComm Library 2.0 189 165 
Tom Retl ig's Library 100 80 

DOCUMENTING/ 
FLOWCHARTING 
Clear+ 200 169 
C-Clearl y 130 115 
Flow Charting II + 229 185 
Interactive Easyflow 150 125 
Paginate 100 90 
Source Print 99 89 
The Documentor 295 245 
Tree D iagrammer 99 89 

EDITORS 
BRIEF 3.0 199 CALL 
Ed ix 195 165 
EMACS 325 265 
Epsi lon 195 138 
KEDIT 4.0 150 125 
MKS Vi 149 129 
M ulti -Edi! 99 89 
M ulti -Edit Professional 179 159 
Norton Ed it or 75 59 
SLICK Editor 195 175 
SPF/PC 245 199 
VEDIT PLUS 185 115 
Vq' 150 135 

FORTRAN LANGUAGE 
Grafmatic 135 119 
Lahey F77L 595 529 
Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77 95 89 
MS FOR"ntAN 450 289 
1-'lotmatic 135 119 
RM/FORTRAN 595 499 

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES 
Baby Driver 250 199 
Essential Graphics 399 279 
Font-Tools 150 119 
Font Wi ndow 125 109 
GraphiC 5.0 39S 319 
Graphics-MENU 19S 175 

Data Entry Design 99 89 
Data Entry Module 59 53 

GSS'Graphics Devel. Toolkit 595 509 
HALO 395 279 
HALO Window Toolkit 595 419 
Icon-Tools/Plus 150 119 
M enuet 250 199 
M eta Window 250 209 
MetaWindow Plus 32S 269 
PCX Effects 99 89 
PCX Programmer's Toolkit 195 175 
PCX Text 149 135 
Turbo Geometry Library 200 179 

LINKERS/LIBRARIANS 
Plink86plus 495 395 
Polylibrari an II 149 135 
.RTlink 295 265 
.RTLink/Plus 495 CALL 

MODULA-2 
LOGITECH M odula-2: 
Compi ler Pack 99 75 
Development Srcslem 249 199 

TopSpeed Modu a-2: 
B-Tree Toolkit 149 135 
Communications Toolkit 149 135 
Compiler Kil 100 89 
DOS 3-Pack 200 179 

NETWORK PROGRAMMING 
Btrieve/N 595 459 
Novell C Network Compiler 695 559 
dBASE IV LAN Pack 995 645 
FoxBASE +/ LAN 595 479 
NetWare C Interface 295 239 
NetWare SQL 595 459 
Paradox LAN Pack 995 697 
Remote Procedure Calls 950 829 

LIST OURS 
OS/2 TOOLS 
Brief 199 155 
Btrieve 595 449 
CASE :PM 995 949 
Epsilon 195 159 
Greenleaf DataWindows 395 330 
MKS LEX:YACC (OS/2) 399 339 
MKS Toolkit (DOS & 05/2) 399 339 
MS OS/2 Pres. Mgr. Softset 150 105 
MS OS/ 2 Pres. Mgr. Toolkit 500 339 
M ultiScope 299 229 
Panel Plus 495 395 
PC-lint 139 101 
PCYACC 395 359 
Smalltalk/V PM 495 395 
V itamin C (OS/2) 225 165 
XVT/PM 595 509 

PASCAL LANGUAGE 
Asynch PLUS 149 115 
B-tree Filer 125 99 
MS Q uickPASCAL 99 69 
Object Professional 150 119 
Power Tools PLUS/5 .0 149 109 
Topaz 75 67 
Turbo Analyst 99 79 
TurboMAGIC 199 179 
Turbo Pasca l 5.5 150 105 
Turbo Pasca l 5.5 Professional 250 175 
Turbo-Plus 5.5 199 159 
Turbo Professional 5.0 125 99 

PROTOTYPING 
Dan Brickli n's Demo II 195 159 
Instant Replay Ill 150 135 
ProtoFinish 300 269 
Show Partner FIX 350 319 
Soft Demo 80 70 

TRANSLATORS 
Bas_C Commercial 375 323 
d Bx Translator 550 467 
FOR_C 575 519 
PROMULA.FORTRAN 450 399 

WINDOWS (MS) TOOLS 
Actor 495 395 
Case:W 795 759 
C-Ta lk/Views 450 375 
dBFast/Windows 249 229 
MS Wi ndows Development Kit 500 349 
RFFlow 79 69 
W hitewater Resource Toolk it 195 169 
WinTrieve 395 339 

ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES 
APL' PLUS 695 549 
Janus Ada/Compi ler System 300 269 
l att ice RPG 1600 1469 
Meridian AdaStudent 50 45 
M erid ian Ada Developer's Kit 1095 985 
MKSAWK 99 85 
Personal Rexx 150 139 
PolyAW K 99 85 
Smalltalk-BO (386) 595 535 
Sma llta lk/V 100 85 
Smal\talk/V 286 200 169 

NEW RELEASES 
ProtoFinish by Genesis 
ProtoFinish creates program prototypes, 
demos and tutorials. Screen design 
module for ASCI I-based screens. 
Screen capture utility . 4thleneration 
language for simuJatinn loo and feel of 
~rogram . Run-time uti ity. Assembly 
anguage routines for incorporatiry. 

screens in C, PASCAL, BASIC, an 
C lipper code. 

List: $300 Ours: $269 

C-Clearly by V Communications 
C source code formatter, ideal for 

making obtuse code clear. Allows all 

of your code to be presented in a 

consistent format o f ~our choosin~. 

Templates are inclu ed for severa 

common styles as well as standard 

K & R. 

list : S 130 Ours: $115 


Help/Build by Pacific Firmware 
Help/Build is a complete help 
information and error screen generation 
tool. It allows you to develop any kind 
of pop-up help and error message 
system. Programmers and technica l 
writers use it to create context-sensitive, 
truly user-friendly help for both novice 
and expert. 

list : $249 Ours: $179 



. 	 (800)Service, Selection, $avmgs 445-7899 

Input Devices 
List Ours 

FastTRAP Serial i19 99 
FastTRAP Bus 139 119 
PC-TRAC Serial 149 125 
PC-TRAC Bus 169 143 
PC-TRAC PS/2 119 99 
logitech Series 9 Bus Mouse 129 85 
for PS/2 109 69 

logitech Ser. 9 Serial Mouse 119 79 
for PS/2 139 89 

MS Mouse w/ Wndws, Ptbrsh 150 109 
MS Mouse w/ Paintbrush 200 139 
ScanMan Plus 339 199 

LIST OURS 

APPLICATION SOF7WARE 

COMMUNICATIO NS 
Carbon Copy Plus 199 129 
l aplink Ill 150 99 
PC Anywhere Il l 145 99 
Procomm Plus 75 50 
SideTa lk 120 90 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Adobe Illustrator 695 409 
Corel Draw ! 595 399 
Gem Desktop Publisher 299 183 
HALO DPE 195 139 
Lanice HighStyle 375 319 
MKS SQPS 495 479 
PageMaker 795 509 
Ventura Publisher 895 525 

MATHEMATICS 
Derive 200 179 
MathCAD 495 315 
Mathematica 386 695 625 

SCIENCE & ENGIN EE RING 
AutoCAD Release 1 0 3000 CALL 
AutoSketch 150 95 
ChiWriter 150 129 
Control System Toolbox 495 375 
css 495 469 
Design CAD 3-D 400 292 
Drafix Windows CAD 695 CALL 
EXACT 475 380 
Generic CADD Level 3 300 179 
LABTECH Acquire 195 179 
LABTECH Chrom 995 779 
LABTECH Notebook 995 779 
MICRO-CAP Ill 1495 1269 
Orcad PCB 1495 CALL 
PC TEX 249 229 
SCHEMA II+ 495 449 
STATGRAPHICS 895 586 
Tango CAD Pack 995 949 
Tango PCB Se ri es II 595 559 
TECH'GRAPH'PAD 395 319 
T' 595 479 

UTILITIES 
386 MAX 75 66 
386 MAX Professional 129 115 
above DISC 100 84 
Command Plus 130 109 
FASTBACK Plus 189 109 
Help Build 250 179 
MACE GOLD 149 129 
Magellan 139 99 
Memory Mate 70 47 
MKS Toolkit 249 199 
Move'em 89 79 
Norton Commander 89 58 
Norton Utilities 100 65 
Norton Utilities Advanced 150 99 
PC/Tools Deluxe 129 80 
Pizazz Plus 149 79 
QEMM/386 60 55 
SpinRite 89 69 
XTreePro 129 109 

PRODUCTS BY VENDOR 

BO RLAN D 
Paradox 3.0 725 509 
SideKick Plus 200 139 
Turbo Assembler/Debugger 150 105 
Turbo C 2.0 150 99 
Turbo C 2.0 Professional 250 169 
Turbo Pascal 5.5 150 105 
Turbo Pasca l 5.5 Professional 250 175 

DIGITALK 
Smalltalk/V 100 85 

Communications 50 45 
EGNVGA Color Extension 50 45 
Goodies #1, #2 or #3 50 45 

Smalltalk/V 286 200 169 
Smalltalk/V PM 495 395 

LIST OURS 

IGC 
VM/386 245 199 
VM/386 Multi-User 895 819 
VM/386 NetPak 150 119 

MEDIA CYBERNETICS 
Dr. HALO Ill 140 99 
HALO DPE 195 139 
HALO 395 279 
HALO for OS/2 695 489 
HALOvision Ill 495 349 
HALO Window Toolkit 595 419 
HALO for MS Developers 595 419 

MICROSOFT 
MS BASIC Prof. Devel System 495 329 
MSC 450 289 
MS COBOL 900 629 
MS FORTRAN 450 289 
MS Macro Assembler 150 95 
MS OS/2 Present. Mgr. Toolkit 500 339 
MS OS/2 Softset 150 105 
MS Pasca l 300 209 
MS Programmer 's Library 395 275 
MS QuickBASIC 4.5 99 69 
MS QuickC 2.0 99 65 
MS QuickC w/ QuickAssembler 199 135 
MS QuickPASCAL 99 69 
MS Windows 99 69 
MS Wlndows/ 386 195 129 
MS Windows Development Kit 500 349 

PERISCOPE 
Periscope I 495 429 
Peri scope l/512K 595 509 
Periscope I/MCA 745 639 
Periscope II 175 125 
Peri scope 11 -x 145 105 
Periscope 111/1 0 MHz 1395 1059 
Periscope IV/25 MHz 2595 2195 

PO LYTRON 
Dan Brick lin's Demo II Program 199 159 
Persona l PVCS 149 125 
Plink86+ 495 395 
PolyAWK 99 85 
PolyDoc 199 169 
PolyMake 149 125 
PolyShell 99 85 
Professional PVCS 495 419 

SOUTH MOUNTAIN SOFTWARE 
Breakout II 125 99 
C Utility library 199 159 
Essent ial B-Tree 99 79 
w/source 198 159 

Essential Communications 249 199 
Essential Graphics 299 239 
w/source 598 479 

GUIDO CALL CALL 
Hold Everything 129 109 
/' resident C'/ 99 79 

w/source 198 159 
Screen Star 99 79 
w/source 198 159 

WHITEWATER GROUP 
Actor 495 395 
l anguage Extensions I 99 85 
Whitewater Resource Toolkit 195 169 
WinTrieve 395 339 

Programmer's Policies 
Phone Orders 

Hours 9 AM-7 PM EST. We accept 

MasterCard, Visa, American Express. 

Include $4.00 per item for sh ipping and 

hand ling. All domestic shipments by 

UPS ground. Rush service avai lable. 


Mail Orders 

POs by mail or fax are welcome. 

Please include phone number. 


International Service 

Phone number required w ith order. 

Call or fax for additional information . 


Dealers and Corporate Accounts 

Call for information . 


Unbeatable Prices 

We'll match nationally advertised 

prices. (Subject to same terms and 

cond itions .) 


Return Policy 

30-day no-hassle return policy. Most 

manufacturer' s products cannot be 

returned once disk sea ls are broken. 


ACTOR 2.0--New Version--More Memory 
Acto'® 2.0 is a significantly enhanced version of Actor, the most productive 
way to write programs for Microsoft Wi ndows. Actor is an interactive, 
object-oriented programming system, 
featu ring a large class library and source
code debugging. Since its release in 
1987,Actor has enabled thousands of 
developers to learn object-oriented 
programming wh ile creating MS-Windows 
appl ications in half the time it takes in C. 
This new version breaks the 640K barrier 
with automat ic memory swapping. It also 
includes support for user-defined 
primitives, as wel l as advanced object
oriented programming features . 

List: $495 ours: $395 • TheWhitewater Group 181 

Dr. Switch TM 
Run Dr. Switch from a program's Exit-to-DOS 
feature and swap all but 4k of it out of memory. 
Use Dr. Switch with MS Make or PolyMake to 
give your compiler, linker and vers ion control 
system an additional 1 OOK of RAM to work with. 

Dr. Switch allows you to swap RAM resident 
programs such as desktop utilit ies and help guides 
out of the way wh ile you compile, link and test 
your programs. The Doctor uses only 4k! And it 
can take full advantage of any expanded or ex
tended memory you have available. 

Black & -lte lnte.-loftal, Inc-

MS Basic Prof. Development System 
A complete solution for serious profess iona l BASIC programmers. This 
system allows you to create large programs w ith up to 16 MB of compiled 
code. And speed optimizat ions and more granular run-t ime l ibraries mean 
smaller and faster executables. Microsoft BASIC 

List: $99 Ours: $85 

r-MEDIA 
CYBERNETICS 

includes many new language features including 
a completely integrated ISAM for creating fast, 
powerful database applications. Expect produc
tivity ga ins using the MS Q uickBASIC extended 
environment. Full EMS support allows you to 
hand le larger programs than with QuickBASIC 
and the integrated debugger has twice the 
capacity. There's more, in fact everything you'll 
probably need in one package. 

List: $495 Ours: Ytlf $329 

HALO Window Toolkit: The Windowing Alternative 
The HALO Window Toolkit is a graphical user interface tool that speeds 

development ofgraphics and imaging applications. 


• 	 Extensive memory management facility 
detects ahd uses internal , extended, 
expanded and disk memory as needed 

• Includes HALO graphics toolkit 
• 	 Supports wide variety of graphics displays 

(including high reso lution), imaging devices, 
printers and scanners 

• 	 Practical time-saver for Microsoft C 
Programmers 

• 	 Provides a source code compatible develop
ment path to target both the DOS and OS/2 
operating envi ronments 
List: $595 Ours: $419 

International : 201-389-9228 New Corporate Phone #: 
Customer Service: 201-389-9229 800-422-6507 Fax: 201 -389-9227 

Call or Write for latest Free Catalog! 

1-800-445-7899 
f)i I 

~
A Division of Voyager Software Corp 

11 63 Shrewsbury Ave., Shrewsbury, NJ 

' 
07702 -

Circle 223 on Reader Service Card 



WHAT'S NEW 

SOFTWARE • PROGRAMMING 

Add PM or Windows 
Interfaces 
to Applications 

With Choreographer, 
you can design a custom 

interface for your application 
running under Windows or 
OS/2's Presentation Man
ager. According to GUidance 
Technologies, the interface 
you create can compile into a 
dynamic-link-library or exe
cutable file. An application can 
drive the interface, or vice 
versa. 

According to GUidance, 
you can call C code from with
in Choreographer or call 
Choreographer from C code 
using an Application Pro
grammer Interface. And you 
aren't required to run every
thing from Choreographer: 
When you compile the appli
cation, the development envi
ronment can drop out; what's 
left is an object module that's 
linkable, similar to some
thing you'd produce with a 
C compiler. 

Choreographer includes 
display and bit-map editors, 
class and instance browsers, 
an object inspector, an inter
active debugger, a thread 
manager, an interface object 
library , and a display editor. 

GUldance says that you 
can use Choreographer to build 
graphical user interfaces for 
Unix Motif, LAN Manager, 
Logical Unit 2 and 6.2, and 
Structured Query Language. 
Price: $2995 to $7500. 
Contact: GUidance Tech
nologies , Inc., 800 Vinial St., 
Suite 412, Pittsburgh, PA 
15212, (412) 231-1300. 
Inquiry 1155. 

Protected-Mode C 
Compiler 

A new version of Rational 
Systems' Instant-C incre

mental compiler uses the 
company 's DOS extender tech

56 B Y T E • MARCH 1990 
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With Choreographer's display editor, you can create interface 
elements that appear inside the client area ofthe application (in 
this case, the icons that can display flight information).. 

nology to let you compile and 
run protected-mode versions of 
C applications that can sup
port up to 16 megabytes of 
memory. The Instant-C 4.0 
environment runs exclusively 
in protected mode, but you 
can use the compiler's Mixed 
Mode feature to run the ap
plication in real mode, allow
ing you to run larger pro
grams. Mixed Mode also lets 
you compile an application 
without having to worry about 
the restrictions on assembly 
and object code that protected 
mode imposes . 

Instant-C 4.0 includes a 
code browser, data inspection 
windows, dynamic cross-ref
erencing for functions or data, 
and automatic generation of 
function prototypes. The com

piler runs on the IBM AT 

with 1 megabyte of RAM . 

Price: $795 . 

Contact: Rational Systems, 

Inc. , 220 North Main St., Sec

ond Floor, P.O. Box 480, 

Natick, MA 01760, (508) 

653-6006. 

Inquiry 1157. 


CASE:PM Opens 
Up to COBOL and C 

T he programming toolkit 
CASE: PM, which is de

signed to simplify the often
frustrating job of creating 
Presentation Manager (PM) 
applications , now comes in a 
version that lets you develop 
OS/2 applications in COBOL. 

Design DSP Applications on the Mac 

DSP Designer 1.0 from 
Zola Technologies is 

an integrated design envi
ronment for the development 
of digital signal processing 
applications for the Motorola 
56001 processor. , 

The program uses the ex
tensible environment of 
MPW 3. 0 to develop and test 
digital filters , create test sig
nals, and generate filter 
code. You can also perform 
real-time evaluations of 
DSP56001 programs run

ning on a Digidesign Sound 
Accelerator card . 

DSP Designer 1.0 runs on 
the Mac Plus or higher with 
at least l megabyte of mem
ory (2 to 4 megabytes is rec
ommended). 
Price: $895; withMPW3.0, 
$995. 
Contact: Zola Technol
ogies, Inc., 6195 Heards 
Creek Dr. NW, Suite 201, 
Atlanta, GA 30328, (404) 
843-2972. 
Inquiry 1156. 

With CASE: PM for CO
BOL (used along with the OS/2 
1.2 Software Development 
Kit), you can develop new Sys
tems Application Architec
ture-compliant applications or 
modify existing COBOL 
code for use under OS/2. 

Caseworks has opened up 
the internal knowledge base on 
both the C and the COBOL 
versions of CASE: PM. This 
lets you customize CASE: 
PM's proprietary internal 
Software Engineering Lan
guage to incorporate your 
own common instructions, 
rules, and procedures . 
Caseworks says that this is use
ful for programming teams , 
where incorporating standard 
routines such as communica
tions or disk 1/0 into the SEL 
knowledge base eliminates 
the need for rewriting com
monly used code. 

Also added to the newest 
versions ofCASE:PM is the 
ability to switch between a 
"build" view (for constructing 
PM screens) and a "test" 
view that lets you test your 
work (as though it were a 
running PM application) be
fore generating and compil
ing code. 

CASE: PM now supports 
multiple, overlapped, and tiled 
child windows. Also in
cluded is a code management 
facility that automatically 
brings forward programmer
added code each time you 
change or redesign the 
interface . 
Price: CASE: PM for C: 
closed knowledge base, $1995 ; 
open knowledge base, $3995 ; 
CASE: PM for COBOL: closed 
knowledge base, $2495 ; open 
knowledge base, $4495. 
Contact: Caseworks, Inc., l 
Dunwoody Park, Suite 130, 
Atlanta, GA 30338, (404) 
399-6236. 
Inquiry 1158. 

continued 



~u're 

wondering 

which tablet 
is the industry 

standard... 

© 1989 Summographics Corporation . All rights reserved. 

.. .ask our competition. 
More graphics software programs support the 

SummaSketch ® format than any other format on the 
market. CAD, CAM, CAE, design graphics, business 
graphics, desktop publishing, cartography-over 
250 software programs in all. 

Most tablets provide a lot of their compatibility 
with these software programs by emulating Summa
graphics SummaSketch (MM ®Series) and Bit Pad® 
technology-just look it up in their manuals. In fact, 
in a recent article comparing IBM ®PC version tab
lets, all nine competitive tablet manufacturers emu
lated Summagraphics for software compatibility. 

So if you're trying to decide which tablet to pur
chase, this may help: If other tablet manufacturers 
depend on our experience, shouldn't you? 

For literature and the name of a local dealer call 
1-800-888-2028, Ext.304. Fortechnical information 
call 203-881-5400. 
,--------------- 
• 	 Free Software Compatibility Directory 1 
1 D 	Send me my list of over 250 programs compatible with I 
1 Summagraphics tablets. I 
1 D Send me reseller information. /sell {qty) tablets I 

1 annually. I 
I D Send me OEM information. I 
I Name: Title: II Company: 	 I 
I 	Address: I 

City: State:_Zip: ----..iii I
I
LPho~-------~ 111!1 _ 

0 

Mail ta: Summagraphics ~orporation ' ' · .~ ·]\ 
Sixty Silvennine Road 
Seymour, er 06483 

Sunnagraphics. 
Every decision should be this easy. '" 

For IBM/Compatible information circle 272, for Macintosh information circle 273, for Dealer inquiries circle 274 on Reader Service Card. 



WHAT'S NEW 

SOFTWARE • BUSINESS 

The SAS program editor, log, and output. In the editor, you can 
tell SAS where to find your data, what data to analyze, and which 
application to invoke (here , an employee database). 

SAS Coming 
for OS/2 

S AS Institute is develop
ing a version of its SAS 

System integrated software to 
run under the OS/2 Presenta
tion Manager. The program 
will feature data management, 
statistical analysis, report 
writing, graphics, decision 
support, and applications de
velopment, while taking ad
vantage of all OS/2 PM 
features. 

The program, which 
should be available in the sec
ond quarter of this year, will 
run on the IBM AT with OS/2 
1. 1, a hard disk drive, and 
6 megabytes of RAM. 
Price: $695 for a one-year 
single-workstation license; 
$330 for renewal; quantity 
discounts are available. 
Contact: SAS Institute, Inc ., 
SAS Circle, Box 8000, Cary, 
NC 27512, (919) 467-8000. 
Inquiry 1160. 

Develop 
Realistic Plans 
with ProjectBASE 

P rojectBASE, a front-end 
tool for scheduling and 

tracking packages, helps you 
compose project plans and cost 
estimates. It consists of four 
modules: Lifecycle, Planning, 
Estimating, and Customizer. 

ProjectBASE now includes 
a form-generation utility that 

wi II generate a prompt list for 
the project manager. With the 
list you can cross-reference 
tasks and deliverables and de
termine what is needed to 
complete each task. 

As you select tasks from 
the Lifecycle module, the 
Planning module automati
cally computes a potential Pro
gram Evaluation Resource 
Technique diagram that dis
plays task dependencies. 
Once you've created a plan, 
the Estimating module helps 
you predict the cost and effort 
needed to complete the proj
ect using the historic database. 
When estimating, the pro
gram considers factors such as 
each employee's experience, 
know.ledge, and predicted per
centage of time available for 
work on the project. 

You can then export the es
timates to a program such as 
SuperProject, ViewPoint, or 

Form Design Under Windows 

FormMaster runs under 
Windows 2 .0 and lets 

you create typeset-quality 
forms in WYSIWYG format 
and scale, move, delete, or 
copy each of the objects that 
make up the form. 

You can use FormMaster 
to print blank forms, or you 
can type data into the form 

and print the form and data 
together. The program can 
import and export dBASE 
III Plus and ASCII data files 
and handle text, numeric, 
and formula data field types. 

FormMaster lets you save 
data entered into a form as a 
separate record . You can 
jump among data records 

Project WorkBench. Project

BASE runs on the IBM PC 

with a hard disk drive . 

Price: $2950 for all four 

modules. 

Contact: Center for Project 

Management, 18 Crow Canyon 

Court, Suite 290, San 

Ramon, CA 94583, (415) 

837-0397. 

Inquiry 1166. 


Link Files 
Under the Toccata 
Umbrella 

T occata is a Structured 
Query Language-based 

database repository that runs 
under Microsoft Windows and 
lets you integrate dBASE, 
Lotus 1-2-3, flat, and other 
file formats into a common 
platform. You don't.have to 
transfer or restructure data, 

and print forms with se

lected records . You'll need 

640K bytes of RAM to run 

the program. 

Price: $395. 

Contact: Information Inte

gration, Inc., 901 Russell 

Ave . , Gaithersburg, MD 

20879, (301) 840-8977. 

Inquiry 1162. 


and because it runs under Win
dows, Toccata lets you build 
applications without seeing the 
command-line interface. 

With Toccata's six appli
cation processors, you can 
create applications that per
form such operations as joining 
a Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet with 
a dBASE table or aggregating a 
hierarchical file to the 1-2-3 
format. 

Toccata runs on the IBM 
AT with 512K bytes of RAM. 
Price: $495. 
Contact: Business Planning 
Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 725, 
Carlisle, MA 01741, (508) 
369-2574. 
Inquiry 1161. 

A Contact 
Management 
Program 

T he newest version of 
Maximizer, a contact 

management program, lets 
you set up client lists with up to 
10 different columns, allow
ing one primary and up to nine 
secondary sorts. 

Richmond has revamped 
the program's editor to support 
boldfacing, underlining, ital
ics, centering, justification, 
page breaks, and other edit
ing functions. You can insert 
client and contact names into 
letters, notes, or diaries via 
Maximizer's paste buffer. 

In the day-at-a-glance por
tion of the program, you can 
add, move, print, or delete 
groups of appointments. You 
can now define, name, and 
store macro commands. 

Maximizer 2.0 works on 
theJBM PC with a hard disk 
drive. 
Price: $295; network ver
sion, $695. 
Contact: Richmond Tech
nologies and Software, Inc., 
420-6400 Roberts St., Bur
naby, BC, Canada V5G 4C9, 
(800) 663-2030 or (604) 
299-2121. 
Inquiry 1164. 

continued 
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INSTANT WORKSTATION. 

JUST ADD OPEi DESKTOP. 


T
ake a look at the vast majority of graphical workstations 

developed over the past decade and you'll see something 


they all have in common: 

An integrated UNIX®System environment. 

Now take a look at the vast majority of businesses that have put 

computing power directly onto their office desktops over the 

past decade, and you'll see something they all have in cqmmon: 

Industry-standard personal computers. 


It doesn't take a computer to forecast the platform that's going 

to put graphical workstations on the vast majority of business 


and engineering desktops in the next decade: 

An integrated UNIX System environment for industry-standard 

personal computers. 

And that's what Open Desktop'" is all about. 


pen Desktop is the complete graphical operating systemOthat's built on the most popular UNIX System platform of 
all time-SCO'". And it lets you create your own networked, 
icon-driven workstation environment using the industry
standard 386 or 486 computers and peripherals of your choice. 

The Complete Graphical Operali11g .~i·slem 

In a single, easy-to-use, fullysupported-and completely 
integrated- package, Open Desktop delivers: 

• the full 32-bit, multitasking computing power of SCO UNIX 
System V/386 

• 	compliance with POSIX'" and X/Open®standards 

• 	an OSF/Motif '"-based, Presentation Manager-compatible, 
graphical user interface 

• 	distributed SQL database management services 

• compatibility with existingDOS, XENIX®, and UNIX System 
applications and data files 

• NFS'", TCP/IP, and LAN Manager networking facilities 

And all at an unbelievably affordable price. 

Discover the complete graphical operating system that 
leading companies worldwide are choosing as their devel

opment platform for the '90s-and using to turn their 386 and 
486 PCs into instant workstations today. 
Open Desktop from SCO. 

sco 
For more information, call SCO today and ask for ext. 8400 

(800) SCO-UNIX (726-8649) (408) 425-7222 FAX: (408) 458-4227 E-MAIL: .. . !uunet!sco!info info@sco.COM 
SCO. thtSCO logo, Open Desktop. :and the~ Desk top '°1to2re tradtm:uksof ineSant:1CruxOpcntion, IDC. UNIX ls :1 ~lstered tnidem:ukof AT&T in the ll'\A:1nd nlhercnuntr~. POSIX is 21nidemark oCThe lnsHtu1eof t:lttlrical ;and Eltt:tmnk:sEnjtintt: r.i; UE.t:E).X!Open L~a 
~isttttd 1~rkoCX~ Comp2ny Ud. OSF/ Mocif ls a tn.dem:ark oCThe Open Sof1w:are Foundalion, Inc. XENIX is a ~istered tradem:1rkof Mk:rusof1 Corponlion. NFS ls :a tn demark of Sun M'°1lSystem.~. Inc. IMl9 
0 1989 ~SantaCruz Opcn 1ion, Inc. All R~hts R~rmt The Santa CrUl Optration, Inc., 400 F..ncin.al 5'rttt, P.O. Box !900,SantJ. Crin, C:alifornb 9S061 USA The Santa Cruz()pc:n.tion, IJd., Crnrky Centre, Hauer.> U ne, 'fhlford WDI KYN. Grn.1 Britain, +4" (0)92.\ Kl6;.i", 
FAX: +44 (0)9Z.\ 817781. TELEX: 9US1l SCOLOM G 
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Why wait? NorthgateTh 

·Own the Northgate 

Slimline™320 for 

only $72 per month~ 


Own the Northgate 

Elegance 386/25 for 

only $135 per month~* 


*Based on purchase price of $2399. 
**Based on purchase price of $4498. 


Terms subject to cred it approval. Prices subject to change without notice. 

Offer not valid for APO or FPO customers. 


Charge any ?)'Stem 

on the Northgate 


2153 oqns 2i35DB 

JOHM J DOEBig N' Credit Card 
instead ofyour major credit cards 



gives you credit now 

I 	 I

BIG 'N' REQUEST FOR CREDITPay for your Northgate 
NOTICE TO WISCONSIN RESIDENTS Amarried person may apply for individual credit. I am applying for (please check appropriate box): 

You mustd;sc1ose your mar;1a1 status. 0 JOINT CREDIT with another person. Complete entire application.system with budget-easing o married D INDIVIDUAL CREDIT but rely on income or assets of another person as abasis for repaying the credit I 	 Io unmarried requested. Complete entire application.monthly instalhrients. 0 l'llally separated D INDIVIDUAL CREDIT. Complete sections "a" and " b" only. 

Please complete all appropriate sections, providing at least two year 's residence and employment history. This will enable your application to be

Owning any Northgate system processed as quickly as possible. If you are self-employed , please be sure to complete section " D" on back.
I 	 IApplfcants must be 18 years of age or older.is easy and affordable when you 

useNorthgate's Big 'N' credit card. a. Your Personal Information Requested line of Credi t S 

Own the computer system voted 
Best Buy by Computer Shopper 

I Your Name: First 

Present Address Street 

Dlte of Residence: Month 

Initial 

Year 

Apt. II 

Last 
Mo. 

Cl!y 

Date of Birth: 
Day 
State 

Yr. 
Zi p 

Socia! Security Number: 

Home Phone 
( ) 

Buy Rent Olher 

I 
without straining your budget or 
tying up your major credit cards. I 

Previous Addrea: 

Your Employer: (If self-employed , see rea r paneij 

Monthly Payment: S 
Dltnol 
Resldence: 

Date ol Employment: Position: 
From To 

Monthly Income: 

0 0 0 

I 
When you Charge-it on Big 'N'your Employer's Addrns: Street 

Mo. 
City 

Yr. 
State 

Gross $ 
Bulln111Phone: 

Ne! $ 

payments fit your budget every 
month. 

Simply fill out the Big 'N' infor
mation fonn at theright and send 
it to Northgate Computer Systems, 

I 

I 

Previous 
Employer: 

Income from alimOr?J. child support 
or separate mainlerence payments 

Dlherlncome: 

tor repaying this otiigation. · ~~,:~ received since: 
~~t~':~i=:!J~f~ 

Name and Address of Nea res t Relative Not Living Wi th You: 

Addreu: Datesol 
Employment: 

( 

Monthly Income: 
Gross$ 

) 

From 

Net$ 

Relationship: 

To I 

I 
P.O. Box41000,Minneapolis,MN b. Credit Information Include iolnl app~canl's ;nformat;on, 11 i~nt accouni requested. 

Bank Name Address 	 O Checking55441. We'll do the rest. Better yet, Bank"=:lunt: 	 O Savings 

O CheckingI 	 IBank Account· 	 O Savingscall our toll free number and talk to 
aBig 'N' representative. 

After your credit is approved, 
one of our expert sales represen
tatives will help you design the 
Northgate system that's just right for 
you. Best of all,your system will be 
shipped promptly 

Northgate also offers flexible 
long tenn leasing plans for your 
business. You can choose the plan 
that best suits your needs,with up 
to 5 year terms available. 

Charge-it on Northgate's Big 'N' 
credit card! It's EASY to qualify, 
CONVENIENT to use with 24 
hours aday, 7days aweekservice, 
and assures FAST delivery after 
you order. 
Northt?tc, the Northg;ue Big'N' and SlimLim.• aR n:gislcm l trade marks 
of Non~te ComputcrS)'Slems, Inc. © Northg;llc Compu1cr S)'Slems, 
Inc. 1990. All righlS reserved. 

Bank Loan Reference: 

Payment Balance 

0 VISA 
Bank Card Reference: O MuterCard 

Other Credit 
Card Reference 

Other Credit Refemcn: Accoont No: Expires: 

I 

I Driver's Ucense No. 	 State: Expires: I 
·11 you are a married Wisconsin applicant. you must provide your spouse's inlormationbelow. c. oint A licant's Personal Information even though your spouse may not be signing this contract. 

Joint Applicant's Name: Arst Initial Last Dlte of Birth: Social Securtty Number: 

Mo. Day Yr.
I I
Address Streel Apl. • Ci ty State Zip Date of Residence: Home Phone 

Mo. Yr. ) 

Employer: 	 Date of Employment Position: Monthly Income: 

Mo. Yr. Gross $ Net$ 


I Employer's Addrns: Street c;1y State Business Phone: 

( ) 
 I 

d. Self-Employed Information Complete this section only ii you are sell-employed. 

Bu siness Name: 
O Proprietorship 0 Corpora tion O Partnership 

Bu siness Address: \ Business Telephone: 
I l -

Description of Bu siness: I Your Posi tion: I '"Business
Since: 

Your annual 
Income from business: 

I Business' 
annual Income: (gross) (net) 

You must provide It least one of the following : 

1. Business Name 
Bank: 

I Te lephone I Personal Banker's Name: 
( ) -

2. Acoountanl' s 
Name 

I Telephone
I I -

3_ Financial mtemenl on busJness attaclled. BY/390 

I 


I 


I 

_JL 

PHONE NORTHGATE NOW 
24 HOURS A DAY, 800-548-1993 

P.O. Box 41000, Minneapolis, MN 554417 DAYS A WEEK . FROM CANADA 800-338-8383 
Circle 205 on Reader Service Card 
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WHAT'S NEW 

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

Analog Connection 
WorkBench 
for the PC 

S trawberry Tree, a com
pany that develops data 

acquisition products for the 
Macintosh and IBM PC, has 
released a PC version of its 
Analog Connection Work
Bench program. Like the 
Macintosh version, Work
Bench PC lets you set up and 
execute data acquisition appli
cations by dragging icons and 
connecting wires on the screen 
to program, measure, and 
control analog and digital 1/0 
without writing a single line 
of programming code. The 
company has also changed 
the name of the Analog Con
nection WorkBench 3.0 to 
WorkBench Mac. 

In both versions, Work
Bench has 14 icons (e.g., cal
culation, meter, chart, IEEE 
488 , pulse , and average) that 
you pull down and connect 
with wires to create a symbolic 
representation of what will 
actually happen in the hard
ware . Once the connections 
are made, you see the results 
immediately. 

The program's fast mode 
s.upports data acquisition as 
fast as the hardware will 
allow. Strawberry Tree says 
the program can handle 80 
percent of the data acquisition 
needs of a laboratory. It sup
ports external functions, al
lowing you to program 
through a high-level language 
if the program doesn't sup
port your required application. 

WorkBench Mac requires 
at least 1 megabyte of RAM 
and is compatible with Excel 
and dBASE III. It works on the 
IBM PC with 640K bytes of 
RAM and a mouse. 
Price: $995 each. 
Contact: Strawberry Tree, 
Inc., 160 South Wolfe Rd ., 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 
736-8800. 
Inquiry 1167. 
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With either version of WorkBench , data acquisition can be as 
easy as connecting the dots. 

Tools for Electrical 
Engineers 

Anew version of DAPPER 
(Distribution Analysis for 

Power Planning, Evaluation, 
and Reporting) can handle 
transient motor starting anal
ysis, allowing you to predict 
the effects on an electrical 
system when a large motor is 
turned on. DAPPER is a set 
of programs for the design and 
analysis of industrial and 
commercial distribution power 
systems . 

According to SKM Sys
tems Analysis, DAPPER 3.4's 
Concurrent interface pro
vides a two-way communica
tion channel between it and 
any CAD program that accepts 
a DXF transfer file. DAP
PER 3 .4 produces load sched
ules and generates automatic 
one-line diagrams . It can han
dle feeder and transformer 
sizing, load flow, and fault 
studies. It generates reports 
for three-phase, single line-to
ground, line-to-line, and 
double line-to-fault duties . 

DAPPER 3 .4 runs on the 
IBM XT with 640K bytes of 
RAM, any graphics adapter, 
and a hard disk drive. 
Price: For 100 nodes , 
$3950; for 300 nodes, $6395. 
Contact: SKM Systems 

Analysis, Inc., P.O. Box 
3376, Manhattan Beach, CA 
90266, (800) 232-6789 or 
(213) 546-6121. 
Inquiry 1169. 

C ircuitSoft is composed 
of four modules that use 

decision matrices to automat
ically apply requirements, lim
itations, comparisons, and 
restrictions as defined by 
manufacturers and the Na
tional Electrical Code (NEC) . 
With CircuitSoft, you enter 
data once and forward it to the 
correct module. CSMain 
serves as the main menu 
program . 

The Busses module han
dles the basic tasks for an elec
trical design project, includ
ing load identification and 
determining the NEC load 
types. 

Distrib, the load calcula
tion program, calculates the 
load on each bus, the branch 
circuit loads, and the down
stream loads that are served 
by that bus. Wirsiz is the mod
ule that calculates transform
ers, overcurrent devices, phase 
and neutral conductors, bus
way sizes, conduit, equipment 
grouqd wires, and system 
ground wires. 

The Ctr! 'Z module calcu
lates voltage drop, short cir
cuit, and fault let-through of 
overcurrent protection devices. 

CircuitSoft runs on the 
IBM AT with 640K bytes of 

RAM and a hard disk drive. 

Price: $700 to $1200 per 

module. 

Contact: CHP Computer 

Services, 1726 Augusta Dr., 

Suite 118, Houston, TX 

77057, (713) 977-3581. 

Inquiry 1170. 


Graphics and Data 
Analysis for the PC 

A xum combines the capa
bilities of a business 

graphing package with statis
tics , data editing, and curve 
fitting, according to Tri
Metrix. After you import data 
in Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE, or 
ASCII format , Axum can pro
duce two-dimensional , three
dimensional , and contour plots 
and charts, including loga
rithmic axes, three-dimension
al mesh and line, and error 
bar plots. 

With the data editor, you 
can transform, generate, and 
analyze data. You can per
form statistical analyses, curve 
fitting, and smoothing on 
data sets as large as your sys
tem can handle, the company 
says. Axum's programming 
language includes 100 func
tions and operators. The graph 
editor lets you add com
ments, arrows, and symbols; 
you can combine multiple 
plots and rotate and reshape 
three-dimensional objects. 
More than 20 fonts, including 
scientific and Russian, are 
provided. 

Axum can generate output 
for Hewlett-Packard Graphics 
Language, PostScript, GEM, 
Lotus PIC, and Tektronix de
vices. The program runs on 
the IBM PC with 640K bytes 
of RAM. 
Price: $495 . 
Contact: TriMetrix, Inc. , 
444 Northeast Ravenna Blvd., 
Suite 210, Seattle, WA 
98115, (800) 548-5653 or 
(206) 527-1801. 
Inquiry 1168. 

continued 



eProtect 
rofitsBetter: 

We'llNever1.ell 

Because our key-interrogation routines are modular software managemen~ creative revenue 


encrypted, and our hardware is custom-wired to distin- collection, demo control and a path for future upgrades. 

guish each ofour clients' keys, our clients have the highest The information stored in the MEMORY KEY can be con-


degree ofsecurity available. veniently reprogrammed by your application software or at 

Unlike other manufacturers, our routines assume responsibility the end user's site via software disk or modem. 


for all hardware, software and timing issues. ...---------------. All our products attach conveniently to 
And what this means is that your engm·eering Encrypted routines Custom hardware the printer port, are transparent and allow 

provide the highest and software for 
time and money won't be wasted reinventing degree ofsecurity each developer for unlimited back up copies. 
protection schemes. For serious software protection, call now. 

We offer two high security products for copy No And start protecting your profits. 
control: the KEY™ and the MEMORY KEY TM batteries Hands down, we're better 


Our protection devices can also be used for to fail or 

replace

serialization techniques, software leasing, 
Can be dynamically 
reprogrammed at the Over551anguages MARKETING. INC:. 
user site via diskette supported in DOS, 
or modem. XENIX and 0812 '&lMICROPHAR 1-800-843-0413 Se lhbla Espanol 

In EUROPE: In the U.S., the AMERICAS & the PACIFIC: 
Mlcrophar, 42, Ave. Sainte Foy 92200, Neuilly Sur-Seine FRANCE ProTech, 9600-j Southern Pines Blvd. Charlotte, NC 28217 
Tel: 33-1-47-38-21-21Fax:33-1·46·24-76-91 Tel: 704·523-9500 Fax: 704-523-7651 
Call to obtain distributor addresses in: Hours: Mon-Thurs: 8:30-7:00 ET, Fri: 8:30-5:30 ET 
BELGIUM, IRELAND, ITAIY, NETHERIANDS, PORTIJGAL, FOR ADEMONSTRATION PACKAGE OR ADDITIONAL 
SPAIN, SWITZERIAND, U.K. Be W. GERMANY. INFORMATION, PLEASE WRITE OR CALL. 

Macintosh is a regislered trademark ol Apple Computer, Inc. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

SOFTWARE • OTHER 

Manage Duplicate 
Files with the 
Phantom Directory 

Athena Software's Disc 
Director lets-you visually 

reorganize your directory 
structure, eliminate duplicate 
files, and attach comments of 
up to 78 characters to pro
grams and directories . The 
program can also function as a 
menu system, allowing you to 
launch programs from data or 
executable files when you' re 
in a Disc Director session. 

Disc Director uses what 
Athena Software calls a phan
tom, or virtual, directory to 
manage duplicate files . The 
program scans your hard disk 
for all duplicate filenames . 
The phantom directory con
tains a list of pointers to each 
file . You can manipulate the 
pointers as if they were actual 
files in a directory, perform
ing such standard file func
tions as Copy, Browse, and 
Erase. The Remove command 
deletes the filename entry , 
but not the actual file . 

With the program, you can 
search for a file in eight differ
ent ways: by comment, text, 
attributes, date, duplicate, byte 
size, filename, and com
mented files . The program dis
plays information in bar 
graphs and directory trees. 
You can rearrange directories 
by highlighting a "branch" on 
a tree structure, dragging it 
to a different location, and 
then reattaching it. 

Disc Director works on 
the IBM PC with 512K bytes 
of RAM. 
Price: $79. 
Contact: Athena Software, 
4915 Twin Lakes Rd., Suite 
19, Boulder, CO 80301, 
(303) 666-9569. 

Inquiry 1171. 


Disc Director provides information on a branch as you highlight it 
and then paste it to another section ofyour hard disk. 

Integrated Security 
Program for the Mac 

Casady & Greene's Ac
cess Managed Environ

ment (A.M .E.) is a security 
program for the Macintosh that 
the company says will pre
vent unauthorized access and 
copying and protect your sys
tem's hard disk drive. 

With A.M.E., you can set 
access privileges for files , 
folders, programs, and disks 
that range from the basic, 
limited default for first-time 
users to access that requires a 
password or key disk. A 
TouchSafe Accessed Managed 
Environment (T.A.M.E.) op
tion works with a scanner to 
check your fingerprint: The 
scanner checks for blood flow 
so a photocopy or wax copy 

of the finger wouldn't fool the 
system, the company says . 

A.M.E. lets you create a 
hierarchy of users with varying 
levels of privileges . The pro
gram also lets you group files 
and applications in access 
sets for identical access privi 
leges, which can simplify the 
setting and modification of ac
cess on systems with many 
files . An activities log lets you 
define activities and users to 
log, filter for viewing specific 
activities or users , print the 
filtered log, and limit access to 
the log. With the log , you can 
bill clients for computer work. 

A.M.E. can encrypt files 
using fast or DES encryption. 
You can also set it to erase 
actual data, not just the file
name in the directory, when 
you delete a file. Another op
tion is multipass erase, de
signed to meet Department of 

Tempo Macro Utility for Windows 

T empo, the macro utility 
for the Macintosh that 

lets you record keystrokes, 
mouse-clicks, and mouse
drags to automate complex 
or repetitive tasks, is now 
available in a version for 
Microsoft Windows. 

Tempo for Windows 
works within and between 
applications and supports 
loop and branch controls for 

connecting or repeating 
macros and conditional 
statements. It can also replay 
macro commands at varying 
speeds. 
Price: $99.95. 
Contact: Affinity Micro
systems Ltd., 1050 Walnut 
St., Suite 425, Boulder, CO 
80302, (800) 367-6771 or 
(303) 442-4840. 
Inquiry 1173. 

Defense standards . 
Passwords can be case-sen

sitive, and you can require that 
users change passwords regu
larly. And for those quick trips 
down the hall that turn into 
extended absences from your 
desk, you can set A.M.E. to 
black out the screen so that 
only authorized users can log 
on and see your data. 

The INIT runs on the Mac 
Plus or higher and requires 
about I 30K bytes of system 
memory. 
Price: $279; five sites, $895; 
10 sites, $1495; T.A.M.E. 
starts at $3000. 
Contact: Casady & Greene, 
Inc ., P.O. Box 223779, 
Carmel , CA 93922, (408) 
624-8716. 
Inquiry 1175. 

Make Your 
Spelling Checker 
More Technical 

Geocomp has released a 
program called Tech

Words that you can merge 
with a word processor's spell
ing checker, allowing it to 
check for technical terms not 
commonly found in a spell
ing checker. 

Tech Words has vocabulary 
from computer science; aero
nautical, chemical , civil, 
electrical, industrial, and me
chanical engineering; math; 
bioscience; physics; and space, 
planetary , and earth sci
ences . You can choose to inte
grate just the categories that 
pertain to your work. 

The initial release will 
support WordPerfect and 
Microsoft Word for the IBM 
PC and Macintosh, and Xy
Write. Other word processors 
will be added, Geocomp 
reports . 
Price: $79. 
Contact: Geocomp Corp., 
66 Commonwealth Ave., Con
cord, MA 01742, (800) 822
2669 or (508) 369-8304. 
Inquiry 1174. 
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REGIONAL 

WHAT'S NEW 

MIDWEST 

vides technical support to tapes, which are the principal Jaspin cites significant 
newspapers and other media on medium for storing data on stories written using CAR, in-

Finding Needles in how to use the microcom- government mainframes . The eluding one that found sub-
Haystacks with CAR puter to analyze data on main- software makes it easy to fil- stantial wrongdoing at a Rhode 

frames to yield in hours the ter fields and records on the Island housing agency , rec AD, CASE, and CAM: necessary information that fly from mainframe data suiting in the jailing of the 
Many computerists are fa- would otherwise take weeks . sets, so that only the data you agency's director. 

miliar with these terms , but According to director need is saved to the micro- MICAR, a nonprofit orga
if you mention CAR, you ' ll Elliot Jaspin, the problem is computer ' s hard disk drive for nization , helps newspapers , 
likely draw a blank stare. But that most newspapers can ' t later analysis . radio stations , and other 
due to the efforts of the Mis- access , and certainly can ' t af- Jaspin first started using broadcast centers break similar 
souri Institute for Computer- ford , their own mainframe CAR while at the Providence stories in a number of ways : 
Assisted Reporting (MICAR) , computer to analyze the bi!- Journal. In response to a It sponsors week-long semi-
CAR may soon become as lions of records in a main- number of deaths of school- nars; analyzes data for news-
well known as CAD, at least to frame database . children getting run over by papers; provides technical as-
reporters and editors. To solve this dilemma , buses , Jaspin used a main- sistance; and is currently 

Directed by a Pulitzer- Jaspin devised a way to " sort frame to match the Social Se- researching several software 
prize-winning journalist and out the [mainframe] data curity numbers of school bus projects to analyze census, 
self-taught programmer, and , in other words, divide and drivers with different catego- hospital, and other data. 
MICAR teaches the Fourth Es- conquer ." While on fellow- ries : those having 10 or 20 Fees for the seminars and 
tate how to use CAR on ship at the Gannett Center for traffic violations or criminal research are on a sliding scale 
microcomputers to uncover Media Studies , Jaspin and his convictions , for example . "We based on circulation. MICAR 
stories hidden in the mass of research assistant Dan Woods were able to do a story on has also begun buying data 
data on government main- wrote a program for Chi con- some fairly strange people from the government and 
frame computers. MICAR troller cards that can read and driving kids around [in selling it to newspapers and 
conducts seminars and pro- write nine-track magnetic school buses]," Jaspin says . continued 

*Fast service 

Excellent prices with: *30 Day money back guarantee (less shipping)
*Free shipping for Visa &M.C. orders. 

80386-33 MHz 
64 KB cache RAM 
4 MB RAM memory 
1.2 + 1.44 floppy 
153 MB 18ms ESDI NEC 
1:1 Interleave+ D. Cache 
16 bit super VGA card 
512K RAM , 1024 x 768 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 parallel & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$3999 

80386-20 MHz 
1 MB RAM memory 
1.2 or 1.44 floppy 
42 MB 28ms MFM drive 
16 bit 256K VGA card 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 parallel & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$1999 

80386-25 MHz 
64 KB cache RAM 
4 MB RAM memory 
1.2 + 1.44 floppy 
68 Meg 23ms RLL Toshiba 
1:1 Interleave+ D. Cache 
16 bit super VGA card 
512K RAM , 1024 x 768 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 paralle l & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$2899 

80386-16-SX 
1 MB RAM memory 
1.2 or 1.44 floppy 
42 Meg 28ms MFM drive 
16 bit 256K VGA card 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 parallel & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$1699 

80386-20 MHz 
4 MB RAM memory 
384K shadow RAM 
1.2 + 1.44 floppy 
68 Meg 23ms ALL Toshiba 
1:1 Interleave+ D. Cache 
16 bit super VGA card 
512K RAM , 1024 x 768 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 parallel & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$2399 

80286-12 MHz 
1 MB RAM memory 
1.2 or 1.44 floppy 
22 Meg 38ms MFM drive 
16 bit 256K VGA card 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 parallel & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$1449 

Orders : (708) 628-0344 
Tech-Support: (708) 628-0304 Micro Image International Inc.
Order Status: (708) 628-0323 

1010 W. Fullerton, Unit G Fax Orders : (708) 543-1859 
Addison, Illinois 60101Telex: 590369 
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THE TRUE 80386 SYSTEM 

EVERYONE CAN AFFORD 


SPEC/Ai: 20MHZ ACT 286-20 SYSTEM FOR ONLY $695 

ACT 386·25 CACHE SYSTEM 

$1599 

• 25 MHZ l~tel 803£66 CPU 
• 1 Meg DRAM w/32 KB 

Cache Ram 
• 1,2or1.44 MB Drive 
• NCL H/F DisR Controller 
•2S0J:iel/1 R:ir©l/1 Gameioo.rt 
• Baby ifower Case 
• 220 Watt Power Supply 
• Mem0ry Expandable to 

16MB 
•Tactile 101 Enhanced 

Keylooarc;j 
•SI Rating=43 

$1125 

• 20 MHZ Intel 80386 CPU 
• 1 Meg DRAM Installed 
• 1.2 or 1.44 MB Drive 
• NCL H/F Disk Controller 
•2Serial/1 Faral/1 Game port 
• Baby TGwer Case 
• 220 Watt Power Supply 
• Memory Expandable to 

8MB 
•Tactile 101 Enhanced 

Keyboard 1 

•SI Rating=23 

$799 

• 16 MHZ Intel 80386SX CPU 
• 512 KB DRAM Installed 
• 1.2 or 1.44 MB Drive 
• NCL H/F Disk Controller 
•2Serial/1 Faral/1 Game port 
• Mini AT Case 
• 200 Watt Power Supply 
• Memory Expandable to 

8MB 
• Tactile 101 Enhanced 

Keyboard 
•SI Rating=18.7 

$569 

• 12 MHZ 80286 'O'Wait State 
• 512 KB DRAM Installed 
• 1.2 or1.44 MB Drive 
• NCL H/F Disk Controller 
•2Serial/1 Faral/1 Game port 
• Mini AT Case 
• 200 Watt Power Supply 
• Memmy Expandable to 

4MB 
• Tactile 101 Enhanced 

Keyboard 
•SI Rating=15.3 

Options; 
16 bit Platim;1m VGA Card (800X600) .. ... .............. ... .......... ................. $ 129 

16bitPlatinum512KVGACard(1024X 768) ................................ ... $ 149 

14" VGA Monitor (640X480) ............... .................................. .. .................. S 325 

14" VGA Monitor (800X000) .... ............... .................. ................................ $ 420 

14" VGA Monito~ (1024X768) , ......... .... ....... ............:........ .. .............. .. ...... S 435 

~2" M0l'IO Card & Monitor ................,........ .............................. .... ............. S 95 

Seagate ST 251-1 40MB 28MS ........................................................ .. ....... S 339 

Seagate ST 277R-1 60MB 28MS .......................... ...... .................. ............ $ 415 

Seagate ST 4096 70MB 28MS ................ ............ .... .. ...... .. .................... .... S 575 


lERMS & CONDITIONS: == Ill 
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
FOR ORDER: 

WE ACCEPT VISA />ND MASTERCARD. 3'1. SURCHARGE FOR ORDER. MONE'\' OllDERS 

/>ND CASHIER CHECKS WELCOME, PERSONAL CHECKS />ND COMPANY CHECKS. 

ALLOW 2 WEEKS TO CLEAR BEFORE SHIPPING. ALL SHIPPING COSJS />ND INSURl>NCE 

AllE EXCLUDED. SALES TAX APPLIES TO NATIVE STATE. 


ALL OUR PRODUCTS CARRY 1 RJLL YEAR WARRANTY ON PARlS AND l.ABOI!. All SALES 
ARE ANAL DEFECTIVE ITEMS REP\ACED OR REPAJRED AT OUR DISCREA~ON. NO RETURN 
ACCEPTED WITHOUT RMA NUMBER. ALL RETURN ITEMS MUST HA"" ORIGINAL 
PACKAGING. PRICE AND TERMS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUTNO= 

AMERICAN COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES CORP. 

809 So. Lemon Ave.• Walnut, CA 91789 • (714) 869-7789 • Fax (714) 869-7980 
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REGIONAL 

WHAT'S NEW 

MIDWEST 

broadcast centers for half 
price. 

Jaspin says he and Woods, 
now his partner, will eventual
ly sell his program in a sepa
rate commercial venture. 
Meanwhile, he'll continue to 
assist reporters in finding 
stories through CAR. 
Contact: Missouri Institute 
for Computer-Assisted Report
ing, 120 Neff Hall , Univer
sity of Missouri School of 
Journalism, Columbia, MO 
65211 , (314) 884-0684. 

Kawasaki: Don't 
Count Jobs Out 

More than 400 Macintosh 
enthusiasts braved the 

cold weather to hear Guy 
Kawasaki , the former Apple 
and Acius executive, speak at 

the Performing Arts Center in 
Milwaukee . In a talk spon
sored by North Shore Com
puters of Milwaukee, Kawa
saki promoted his book The 
Macintosh Way and spoke on 
a number of topics, including 
his views on Steve Jobs and 
the NeXT Computer. 

"I really would like to see 
Steve succeed, just because 
he's great. .. ; however, I'll 
tell you, I was sort of disap
pointed with the hardware. I 
wanted to see a computer that 
was to the Macintosh what 
the Macintosh was to the IBM 
PC. I don ' t think it's that big 
a leap , "he said. " Will NeXT 
succeed? I can give you six 
reasons why NeXT won't suc
ceed. Like $50 optical 
media, like the lack of evange
lism, like just freezing the 
system software. But I can give 
you one big reason that coun

terbalances and overshadows 
all the negative reasons : 
Steve Jobs himself. You should 
never, ever, ever, ever count 
Steve Jobs out of the game. " 

In addressing rumors that 
he was headed to work for the 
company, Kawasaki said, 
"They haven't called me . I'm 
not about to call them . Ru
mors of me going to NeXT are 
completely unfounded . At 
this time." This prompted 
laughter from the audience. 
He said , "I don't know I'd go 
to NeXT because I don't 
think I'd want to be merely an 
evangelist again . I don't 
think so .. . ; it's kind of like 
going to a baseball camp 
when you' re 40 years old and 
can afford it , and you go to 
the San Francisco Giants base
ball camp in Arizona and 
make a fool of yourself. I don't 
think that I would do that." 

However, he did say later that 
"money talks ." 

Kawasaki also had these 
comments: 

• On the Apple Royal versus 
Adobe ATM font feud: "I 
think that it ' s definitely a 
clash of personalities . Basi
cally , it says that Apple hates 
Adobe more than it fears 
Microsoft. And Apple should 
fear Microsoft more and hate 
Adobe a lot less ." 
• In respect to Apple Mar
keting: "You know what the 
largest group of migrant 
workers in California is? 
Apple marketing people . If 
you did a Karnak-you know , 
a Johnny Carson thing-and 
the answer was, ' Apple mar
keting ,' the question would 
be 'what is an oxymoron?"' 
-Reported by Jean 
Mickelson . 

BYTE BACK 

1987 
 1988 
 1989 
 1990 


January 

February 

March 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

October 

November 

December 

Inside the 
IBM PCs 

I S S U E S F 0 R S A L E 
Rates (postage and handling included): 
1987- '89 BYTE Issues $6.00* BYTE 1988 Index $4.00 
BYTE '83-'84 Index $4.00 1985 Inside The IBM PCs $4.00 
BYTE 1985 Index $4.00 1986 Inside The IBM PCs $5.00 

1988 Inside The IBM PCs $6.00 
•June 1988 (Benchmarks) $3.00 

*December 1988 $3.00 

The above prices include postage in the US. Please add $.50 per copy for Canada and 
Mexico; and $2 .00 per copy to foreign countries (surface delivery). European customers 
please refer to Back Issue order form in International Advertising section of book. 

Please indicate which issues you would like by checking (.,..) the boxes. 
Send requests with payment to: 

BYTE Back Issues, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458 
(603) 924-9281 

D Check enclosed Charge: D VISA D MasterCard 

Card# 

Exp. Date 


Signature 


Address 

City 

State-------------- Zip 

D Issues All orders must be prepaid. Please allow four weeks for domestic delivery 
Available and twelve weeks for foreign delivery by surface mail. 
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Buy with 


In an effort to make your 
telephone purchasing a more 
successful and pleasurable 
activity, The Microcomputer 
Marketing Council of the 
Direct Marketing Association, 
Inc. offers this advice, "A 
knowledgeable buyer will be a 
successful buyer. " These are 
specific facts you should know 
about the prospective seller 
before placing an order: 

Ask These Important 
Questions 
• 	 How long has the company 

been in business? 

• 	 Does the company offer 

technical assistance? 


• 	 Is there a seroice facility? 

• 	 Are manufacturer's warran
ties handled through the 
company? 

• 	 Does the seller have formal 
return and refund policies? 

• 	 Is there an additional charge 
for use of credit cards? 

• 	 Are credit card charges held 
until time of shipment? 

• 	 What are shipping costs for 
items ordered? 

ence 
Reputable computer dealers This message is brought to you 
will answer all these questions by: 
to your satisfaction. Don't 

the MICROCOMPUTER
settle for less when buying your 

MARKETING COUNCIL 
computer hardware, software, 

of the Direct Marketing
peripherals and supplies . 

Association, Inc. 
Purchasing Guidelines 6 E. 43rd St. , 

New York, NY 10017 • 	 State as completely and ac

curately as you can what 

m erchandise you want in

cluding brand name, model 

number, catalog number. 
 MMC 

MICROCOMPUTER 
• 	 Establish that the item is in MARKETING COUNCIL 

stock and confirm shipping of the Direct Marketing Association, Inc. 

date . 

• 	 Confirm that the price is as 

advertised. 


• 	 Obtain an order number 

and identification of the 

sales representative. 


• 	 Make a record of your 

order, noting exact price in

cluding shipping, date of 

order, promised shipping 

date and order number. 


If you ever have a problem, 
remember to deal first wi.th the 
seller. If you cannot resolve the 
problem, write to MAIL 
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/ o 
OMA, 6 E. 43rd St., New York, 
NY 10017. 

-~------
-	 ~t [{lf''tf'lltCfi'/ Cl

. ·; 
I 

) / ~ 
j 

I!;) Direct M arketing Assoc iation , Inc. 1988 
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MYODA computers are manufactured by PAO-KU Group, a highly respected, 
public-held corporation. The MYODA product line includes a full selection of 
desktop and laptop computers. Myoda is the one source supplier for costumer 
looking for quality, service & price. 

•INTEL 80286-12cpu •INTEL 80286-12cpu 
• 0 wait state • 1 wait state 
• 80287 coprocessor socket • 80287 coprocessor socket 
• 1MB on board (expand • 640 KB on board (expand 


able to 4MB) able to 2.6MB) 

• Gas Plasma 640 x 480 • Gas Plasma 640 x 400 


EGA mode, • 4 Gray scale CGA mode, * 4 Gray scale 

• 40M HOD (28 ms) • 40M HOD (28 ms) 
• 1.44MB FDD • 1.44MB FDD 
• 2 serial, 1 parallel port • 1 serial, 1 para! lei port 

• Owait state • 1 EGA/CGA /MGA CRT • 1 CGA/MGA CRT port 
• 80387 coprocessor socket 
•1 MB on board( expandable 

port LT5200NV $2599to8MB) 
• 32KB CACHE memory • INTEL 80286-12 cup/O wait state MYODA • Gas Plasma640/480 • 80287 coprocessor socket 


16Bit VGA Card 

SALE! 

• VAG mode, 16 gray scale • 1 MB on board (expandable to 

• 40M HDD(28ms) 4MB256K, Res. 800/600 
• 1.44MB Floppy Drive • Other configrations are same 
• 2 serial, 1 parallel port as L T5200CD (no CACHE $149 • 1VGA/EGA CRT port memory) 


with 512K $189 • 2 full size expansion slots 


Options: 

Memory expansion board(2MB/3MB/48M) External FDD(360MB/1,2MB) 
Expansion chassis(4 external expansion slots) 33Key keypad 
coverter(12V-110V) for use in car 5hr external battery 

SPECIAL ONQUANTITY 

DISCOUNT MOTHERBOARD


PRICE 
SUNTACNLSI 286-12 

AMI 386-25/64 cache 

MYODA 386SX-16 


Tower Case 
Large, medium & small 

MD3410 $685 MD2000 $319 
• INTEL 80286-12cpu • 8088-1(10MHZ) Micropro 

• o wait state cessor 

• 80287 coprocessor socket • 4.77/10 MHZ Clock Speed 
• 1MB on board (expanable • 256KB installed, Expand • INTEL80386SX-16cpu • INTEL 80386-25cpu 
to 4MB on motherboard) able to 640KB on Board • 80387 coprocessor socket • 0 wait state 

• 101 key enhanced • One 360 KB Floppy Drive • 1 MB on board (expand • 80387 coprocessor socket 
keyboard with Controller able to 8MB on mother ·AMI CACHE386-25 Markll 

•1.2 MB Floppy Drive •Four 1/2 Height Drive board) • 64 KB cache memory 
•1serial, 1parallel, 1 game Bays • 101 key enhanced • 4MB on board (expand 
port • Turbo Switch & LED keyboard able to 16MB) 

• 8 expansion slots • Reset Switch • 1.2 MB Flloppy Drive • 101 key enhanced 
• 1 :1 interleave HFDC • Hard Drive Access LED • 1serial,1parallel,1 game keyboard
•Baby AT case • 1 SOW Power Supply port • 1.2 MB Floppy Drive 

• 1O1 key enhanced • 8 expansion slots • 1 serial, 1 parallel, 1 
Keyboard • 1:1 erleave HFDC game port 


Options: 
 • 8 expansion slots 

Haid Drive 20MB(65ms) $219 40MB(28me)$339 80MB(28ms)$559 120MB(28me)$659 • 1 :1 interleave HFDC 

MYODA 14'NGA Monitor $339 12" Monochrome Monitor $75 MGP $41 


For Rogional Diatrib. Contorn, ploaao call: HI00-562-107 I • • J J d 
lllinoiB'. (708~ oao-2290 Fax: (700) oao-7760 pao-ku 1nternat1ona co., t . 

241 Jamaa St. Bonaonvillo, IL. 60106 
---~- -~-----------
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CALL! 

LT5200CD 
• INTEL 80386-25cpu 
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REGIONAL 

WHAT'S NEW 

• " MIDWEST 

Run-Time Graphing 
Modules 

New England Software 
has released run-time 

versions of Graph-in-the-Box 
2.0 and Graph-in-the-Box An
alytic for business software 
developers . You can embed the 
run-time modules in your 
finanical/accounting program 
to handle the graphing of 
numerical data, the company 
reports. 

Both programs capture 
data in text format from the 
screens of any program and 
display the data as graphs. Ver
sion 2.0 can create 11 types 
of single-axis categorical plots, 
while Analytic can create 16 
types of dual-axis x,y coordi
nate plots . 

Each run-time module re
quires less than lOOK bytes 
and supports Hewlett-
Packard Graphics Language , 
VGA, MCGA, PostScript , 
and Computer Graphics 
Metafile . 
Price: $15 to $45 each , de
pending on the number of pro
grams you sell. 
Contact: New England Soft
ware, Greenwich Office Park 
3, Greenwich, CT 06831, 
(203) 625-0062 . 
Inquiry 999. 

Convert Graphics 
Files into PICT 

p ICTure This converts 
graphics files from more 

than 10 formats into Macin
tosh PICT files . You can use 
the graphics as they are or 
edit them as you would any 
other PICT file, which lets 
you convert graphics files into 
a format that's readable by 
most packages that run on 
the Mac , FGM reports . 

According to the company, 
PICTure This will convert 
TARGA 16, CGM , PCX, 
Sun Raster , IFF (Amiga), 
GIF , TIFF, RIFF , X.11 bit 
maps, Macintosh Encapsulated 
Postscript, and MacPaint 
formatted files into PICT 
format. 

You can use the program 
as a desk accessory or as a 
separate application. The 
program works on the Mac 
SE/30 and the Mac II family 
with I megabyte of RAM and 
support for color . 
Price: $99. 
Contact: FGM , Inc., 131 El
den St., Suite 108, Herndon, 
VA 22070, (703) 478-9881. 
Inquiry 1002. 

Unix/Xenix Kernel 
Debugger 

T ronix is a symbolic de
bugger for system pro

grammers who need to con-
trot the execution and 
environment of software 
within Unix or Xenix. You can 
use this kernel debugger to 
set conditional or uncondi
tional breakpoints at instruc
tions; single-step through 
code; display and modify 
registers, code, and data; trace 
any process's stack; and exe
cute function calls, all 
within the kernel. 

It supports SCO System 
V /386 and Xenix/386, Interac
tive Systems' 386/IX, Ever-
ex's Enix , and AT&T's system 
V release 3.2. 

Tronix requires !SOK 
bytes of hard disk drive mem
ory during installation. Once 
installed, the new kernel is 
about 120K bytes larger than 
the regular kernel, the 
company says. 
Price: $475. 
Contact: Tronix Interna
tional Data Corp ., 10601 
South DeAnza Blvd., Suite 
216, Cupertino , CA 95014, 
(408) 973-8559. 
Inquiry 1003. 

Desktop Publishing 
for Under $60 

with Spinnaker's new 
version of its Better-

Working Word Publisher, 
you can work in text or graph
ics mode, letting you edit text 
in a WYSIWYG environment. 
The program combines word 
processing with the ability to 
create documents using fonts , 
columns , boxes, lines , and 
clip art images. 

Other enhancements in-
elude the ability to scale docu
ments to large, distorted , 
normal , reduced, and other 
sizes . You can also pick any 
column height, and the pro
gram automatically refor
mats the text , the company 
says. The program includes a 
spelling checker, outliner, and 
cut and paste capabilities. To 
run the program, you'll need 
an IBM PC with 5 I 2K bytes 
of RAM and a hard disk drive. 
Price: $59.95. 
Contact: Spinnaker Soft
ware, One Kendall Sq., Cam
bridge, MA02139, (617) 
494-1200. 
Inquiry 1004. 

Reduce Mortgage 
Payments with the 
Banker's Secret 

The Banker's Secret Soft
ware, a program helpful 

for people with long-term 
loans (e .g. , a home mortgage), 
calculates how much money 
you can save over the years 
using the prepayment _option, 
the practice of paying more 
each month than required by 
your loan agreement. The pro
gram can calculate how 
much money in interest you 
can save and how many mort
gage payments you can elimi
nate using prepayments. 

The program lets you use 

what-if analysis to see how 
much money you can save 
using different prepayments . 
You can also use it to deter
mine how much additional 
money you must pay above 
your normal monthly payment 
to reduce the term of a loan. 

The program runs on the 
IBM PC with 256K bytes of 
RAM. 
Price: $29 . 95 . 
Contact: Good Advice 
Press , P.O. Box 78 , Elizaville, 
NY 12523, (914) 758-1400. 
Inquiry 1001. 

Customized 
Reporting Added to 
System Architect 

Anew version of System 
Architect, the CASE tool 

for structured design analysis 
that runs under Microsoft 
Windows , will support cus
tomized reporting and auto
mated documentation, Pop-
kin Software reports . The new 
documentation preparation 
facility lets you integrate 
graphics and reports. 

System Architect 2 .0 com
bines diagraming, checks for 
rule compliance and balanc
ing , and a dictionary/encyclo
pedia in one package. 

Future versions, scheduled 
for delivery in the first half 
of the year, include an OS/2 
Presentation Manager version , 
a Structured Query Lan
guage server interface, schema 
generation, and interfaces to 
code generators. 

System Architect 2 .0 runs 
on the IBM AT with Microsoft 
Windows , 640K bytes of 
RAM, and a hard disk drive. 
The program is available in 
network and merge versions. 
Price: $1395; Booch Object-
Oriented Diagraming option, 
$495. 
Contact: Popkin Software & 
Systems, Inc . , 111 Prospect 
St., Suite 505, Stamford, CT 
0690 I , (203) 323-3434. 
Inquiry 1000. 

continued 
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THESQUARE3 


25 MHz 80386 PROCESSOR, 1MB RAM 

VGA GRAPHICS WITH COLOR MONITOR 


40 MB·19 MSEC HARD DRIVE, 1.2 MB FLOPPY 

For more than three years, we've SQUARE3 package-complete 

been a major supplier of PC with VGA graphics and high
$2,295

compatible computers to the resolution color monitor and a 
OEM and European markets. remarkably fast hard disk. Plus 
Now we've applied our experience and this system comes with MS DOS loaded, tested, 
expertise to business computers, and after a and ready to run so getting started is as easy 
year of testing, we're introducing the SQUARE as plugging it in. And every SQUARE is 
line of 80386-based business computers-four backed by a 1-year warranty and a 30-day 
models, plus custom configurations, to address money-back guarantee. Call today to order 
every business need. To help introduce the your SQUARE? or for more information on 
SQUARE line, we're offering this special the entire line of SQUARE computers. 

REASON 

TECHNOLOGY 

The solution ...Reason. 
290 Coon Rapids Blvd., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55433 • 612-780-4792 FAX 612-780-4797 
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SHEBR0 IBM Compatible Computers assembled by a highhly experienced team 

of top quality engineers since mid '87 in USA now introduces RACER series for the nineties. 


-
RACER 286 & 386SX 
BASIC FEATURES OF RACER 266 SYSTEMS: INTEL 80286-12 MHz CPU (Landmark 15 1 

MHz on O wait) • AMI-BIOS with built-in Setup & Diagnostic • 1 mb RAM expandable to 4mb I 

(8mb on 16 MHz & 386sx) on 4-layer Motherboard • Oor 1 wait state setting • 8 expansion slots 
Realtime Clock/Calendar • 1 Parallel ,,2 Serial & Game 1/0 • Math Co-Processor socket(s) • 101 
Enhanced Keyboard • 200 watts • Power Supply Barebone Systems include Motherboard with 

I-- I 
l- _____, 

manual, Case/PS & 1 mb RAM only, nothing else. 
Page Interleave & Shadow RAM support with in BIOS on 286·16MHz & 386sx Systems 
RACER ATM BAREBONE Motherboard, 1 mb RAM , Case & Power Supply only ......... $ 445 
RACER AT-JUNIOR 1.2mb FD• 30mb-40ms Hard Drive• 12" Amber Monitor . .... ... .... $1045 
RACER AT-SENIOR 1.2mb FD· 68mb-24ms Hard Drive• 14" OF Amber Monitor ...... . .. $1245 
RACER AT-PRO As above with 14" EGA Monitor 800x600 Res. Controller ... .. .. ......... . $1545 
RACER AT-SUPER As above with 14" Super VGA 1024x768 Res. Monitor Controller . .. $1645 

UPGRADE ON ANY OF THE ABOVE SYSTEMS 
with 286-16 MHz Motherboard .. .. .. ..... .... add .. ... ... .. .. $180 
with 386sx-16 MHz Motherboard ........ .... add ..... .... .. . $250 
Additional 1.2 or 1.44 Floppy Drive ........ . add ...... .. .. .. $ 85 

RACER 386 SYSTEMS 
BASIC FEATURES OF RACER 386 SYSTEMS: INTEL 80386-25 MHz CPU (Landmark 34 
MHz on 0 wait) • AMI -BIOS with built-in Setup & Diagnostic • 1 mb RAM expandable to 8mb on 
6-layer Motherboard + 8mb on 32-bit Card • O or 1 wait state setting • 8 expansion slots 
Realtime Clock/Calendar • 1 Parallel, 2 Serial & Game 1/0 • Math Co-Processor socket • 101 
Enhanced Keyboard • 200 watts • Power Supply (220W/33MHz) Barebone Systems include 
Motherboard with manual, Case/PS & 1 mb RAM only, nothing else. 
Page Interleave & Shadow RAM support within BIOS on systems 
RACER 386 BAREBONE Motherboard, 1 mb RAM , Case & Power Supply only ..... ... .. .. $ 995 
RACER SOLO 386-25/68 1.2mb FD • 68mb-24ms Hard Drive • 14" Amber Monitor . .... . $1840 
RACER GURU 386-25/68 As above with 14" EGA Monitor 800x600 Res. Controller . .. . .. $2140 
RACER GRAND 386-25/68 As above with 14" Super VGA 1024x768 Res. Monitor Controller 

····· · ···· · ·· · ·· ·· ·· · ·· ·· · ·· ·· ··· · ...... .. ... .. . .. .. .. . ..... .. .. $2240 

UPGRADE ON ANY OF THE ABOVE SYSTEMS 
••1NTEL 82385 Cache Controller chip and 32k 

SRAM integrated on Motherboard ...................... .. .. . add ..... ....... $ 700 
**INTEL 80386-33MHz CPU (Landmark 64 MHz) 

Motherboard with Cache Controller and32k SAAM .... .. add ... ... .... .. $1300 

RACER 486-25 MHz TURBO LANDMARK 114 MHz 

BASIC FEATURES: $4630 
INTEL 80486-25 MHz CPU incorporated with 8k Cache Memory, 80387 Math 
Coprocessor, 82385 Cache Controller (Landmark 114 MHz on O wait state)• 2mb RAM 
expandable to 8mb on 8-layer Motherboard + 8mb on 32-bit Card • 1024x768-5 12k 
VGA Controller with 512k 1 Parallel , 2 Serial • 250 watts Power Supply with 8 drive 
DC outlets, 2 Fans in Heavy Duty Steel Case with wheels, 5 open bays + space for 6 
more 5.25" H/H Drives and 16 serial port holes , Front dust cover swing open/close door 
1.2mb 5.25" Floppy Drive with MFM or RLL Controller for 2nd any capacity Floppy & 2 
Hard Drives • 101 Enhanced High Quality Keytronics Keyboard. 

All Systems Fully IBM Compatible. Operates under DOS/Unix/Xenix/OS2 Novell & other 
Net-woking Environments (IBM/Lotus-123 & Dbase- 111 are registered marks of other 
Corporations). 

FREE WITH EVERY SYSTEM 
Each system comes with Software packages that include DOS 3.3 or 4.01 , DOS Help, 
Tutorial , Word Processor, Spreadsheet (like Lotus 123) Data Base (like Dbase- 111) 
Communications, Graphics, Desk Top Organizer (Memo Pad, Do-List, Address Book, 
Dialer, Labels, World Clock) 

ONE YEAR FULL PARTS & TWO YEAR LABOR WARRANTY 
ON EVERY RACER UNIT 

1 Pacific TimeCall 1-800-266-3344 8 :00 am - 6:00 pm SHEBRO COMPUTERS, INC. 
MON. -FRI. 18025 E. Gale Avenue· City of Industry, Ca 9174810:00 am - 3:00 pm 

FAX: 818-912-5017 •INFORMATION: 818-912-2233 SATURDAY~-~= 
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Desktop Techno CAM System 	 Techno 
Replicator™ Systemfor Under $11,110 * ... Includes full 

3·D MasterCAM® software package, 
9"x15"x4" travel table plus all electronics! 

See U1ln 
Thomcat:DRAW IT Using your favorite CAD Book 22 

program: AutoCAD®, VersaCAD®, CadKEY®, 
etc. Then simply transter it to MasterCAM through an IGES file. 

MAKE IT On the Techno Replicator™ using a variety of materials ranging 
from machineable wax, wood and plastic to non-ferrous metals. 

ENGRAVE IT Using any font or design from your CAD package. 

The MasterCAM program provides full 3-D tool path motions 
and tool path compensation . Make any 3-D curved surface 
you can draw using simple menu commands. Seven milling 
table sizes available up to 4 ft. x 4 ft. Write, fax or call for detailed 
literature. 
See us at Booth #2201 at the National Design Engineering Show at McCormick Place, 
February 26th through March 1, 1990 

*Does not include IBM PC or milling head. 
MasterCAM® A registered trademark of CNC Software Inc . 

For immediate application, Circle 491. For future reference, Circle 492. 

2101 Jericho Turnpike 
New Hyde Park, NY 11040 

TEL.: (516) 328-3970 
FAX: (516) 326-8827 
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REGIONAL 

WHAT 'S NEW 

MIDWEST . 

Two Programs for 
Word and Phrase 
Translation 

Two companies recently re
leased or updated programs 
that can help you translate 
words and phrases from one 
language to another. 

MultiTrans , a TSR pro
gram for your word pro

cessor, can help you translate 
text in up to five languages. 
When you request a transla
tion for a particular word, the 
program presents a literal 
translation and a set of alterna
tives. You can then choose 
the best word or phrase . 

The program is avai lable 
in two versions . A Professional 
version contains about 
50,000 words in the core dic
tionary for each language, 
while the Standard version has 
about 20,000 words. You can 
switch from one language to 
another as you edit your 
document. MultiTrans is avail
able in English, French, Ger
man , and Spanish . Microlytics 
says it will release versions 
for other languages , including 
kanji and katakana for the 
Japanese market , later this 
year. 

The program runs on the 
IBM PC and consumes about 
70K bytes of RAM . 
Price: Professional , $395 
(includes three languages); $99 
for each additional language. 
Standard, $ 149 and $49, 
respectively. 
Contact: Microlytics , Inc., 
Two Tobey Village Office 
Park, Pittsford , NY 14534, 
(716) 248-9 150 . 
Inquiry 1005. 

W ith Translate 2.0, an 
English-to-Span ish 

phrase-translation program, 
you input an ASCII file of En
glish text , and the program 
returns the Spanish equivalent. 
The program's algorithms , 
based on an 80;000-word die-

Once you tell Mu ltiTrans to look up a word, the program gives 
you several options for both languages. 

tionary , translate complete 
sentences with the correct 
gender and number suffixes , 
Fina lsoft says. You can also 
enter text from wi thin Trans
late and translate text inter
actively using a spl it-screen 
interface. 

The company says that for 
basic , straightforward English 
sentences , you won ' t need to 
edit the translated text. You 
can customize the program ' s 
dictionary , adding often
encou ntered terminology . 

Translate runs on the IBM 
PC with 5 12K bytes ofRAM, 
DOS 3.0 or higher, and a 
hard disk drive. 
Price: $399 until June 30; 
$495 after. 
Contact: Finalsoft Corp., 
3900 Northwest 79th Ave. , 
Suite 215 , Miam i, FL 33 166, 
(800) 232-8228 or (305) 
477-2703. 
Inquiry 1006. 

Sideways Printing 
Utility for Unix 

F lipside , a program for 
Unix spreadsheet and 

database users , prints ASCII 
files sideways on Epson and 
compatible dot-matrix 
printers. You can use the pro
gram to set margins, font 

sizes, and character and line 
spacing from the command 
line or through an interact ive 
menu interface, according to 
System Essentia ls. 

The program is avai lable 
for Xen ix and SCO Unix 2.3 
or higher systems and con
sumes 256K bytes of RAM. 
Price: $195 to $995. 
Contact: System Essentials , 
Inc. , 14858 Grassmere Court , 
Chesterfield, MO 630 17 , 
(3 14) 537-9537 . 
Inquiry 1014. 

Utility Lets You 
Boot from Drive B 

YWSoft's B:Boot! utility 
lets you boot your IBM 

PC from the B drive , which 
is helpful when the operating 
system or program that 
you're trying to install requires 
you to boot from the A drive 
and that drive is the wrong 
size. 

For example, if you install 
a 3 1/i -inch floppy disk drive as 
drive A and a 51.4-inch 
floppy d isk drive as drive B, 
you previously cou ldn 't boot 
using 5 1A-inch disks. B:Boot! 
requires DOS 2.0 or higher. 
Price: $ 19. 90 . 
Contact: YWSoft Co., P.O. 
Box 223 1, Bloomington, IN 
4740 1, (8 12) 857-4772. 
Inquiry 1015. 

Hydraulic 
Calculator for 
Engineers 

With H-Calc , a TSR hy
draulic calculator for 

the fluid conveyance system 
design field, you can compute 
or verify hydraulic data 
within an application . 

H-Calc offers the Man
nings, Hazen-Williams, and 
Darcy-Wiesbach equations 
for modeling piping hydrau
lics. You can use English or 
metric units in your calcula
ti•Jns . H-Calc determines the 
flow , diameter , or head loss 
for a pipe . 
Price: $95. 
Contact: Engineeri ng Soft
ware, P.O. Box 8128 , 
Truckee, CA 95737, (9 16) 
582- 1525. 
Inquiry 1009. 

Color Scanning, 
Separation Module 
for Quark XPress 

0 ne limitation of Quark 
XPress , the pagination 

program for the Macintosh, 
is that it can generate four
color separations only from 
elements it creates or from 
graphics created in Adobe Il
lustrator and Aldus FreeHand. 
A company called Pre-Press 
Technologies says that its 
Quark extens ion , Spectre
Seps QX, solves this problem 
by lett ing you input images 
from a color scanner and 
create a four-color separation 
with a PostScript imagesetter. 

The extension requires a 
Mac SE/30 or II and Quark 
XPress 2 . 11 or higher. 
Price: $295. 
Contact: Pre-Press Technol
ogies , Inc. , 2441 Impala Dr. , 
Carlsbad , CA 92008, (6 19) 
931 -2695. 
Inquiry 1008. 

continued 
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2Y---- TY 
12Mhz 286 16Mhz386SX 20Mhz386 

•lMBRAM 
• l.2MB SW' or l.44MB 3Y2'' 
• 40MB/28MS Drive 
•High-Res Amber Display 
• 2 Serial/ 1 Parallel Port 
•Key Tronic 101 Keyboard 
•MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$1,395.00 


25Mhz386 

• lMBRAM 
• Optional 32K to 2S 6K Cache 
• 1.2MB SW' or l.44MB 3Yz" 
• 6SMB/28MS Drive 
• High-Res Amber Display 
• 2 Serial/ 1 Parallel Port 
•Key Tronic 101 Keyboard 
•MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$2,195.00 


• GE On-site Service. 

Corporate, university 
and dealer inquiries are 

welcome. 

• lMBRAM 
• l.2MB SW' or l.44MB 3Yz" 
• 40MB/28MS Drive 
•High-Res Amber Display 
• 2 Serial/I Parallel Port 
• Key Tronic 101 Keyboard 
•MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$1,495.00 


33Mhz 386 

• lMBRAM 
• 32K Cache up to 2S6K 
• l.2MB SW' or l.44MB 3Yz" 
• 6SMB/28MS Drive 
• High Res Amber Display 
• 2 Serial/ 1 Parallel Port 
•Key Tronic 101 Keyboard 
•MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$2,995.00 

d -~=-== §™ 

==- - -

"-ksvsTEMS 

11f 1111ovatio11, Quality and Support" 

630 E. Bronson, South Bend, IN 46618 

Circle 482 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 483) 

•lMBRAM 
• l.2MB SW' or l.44MB 3Y2'' 
• 6SMB/28MS Drive 
•High-Res Amber Display 
• 2 Serial/ 1 Parallel Port 
•Key Tronic 101 Keyboard 
•MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

$1,995.00 


The Omega 

Difference 


• 2-Year Warranty 
• 1-Year Upgrade Policy 
• 30-Day Satisfaction 

Guarantee 
•Express Parts Shipment 
• 100% IBM Compatibility 
• Cache Advance Program 
•Corporate and Personal 

Leasing Available 
•All Systems 100% Q.C. 

Checked and 48-Hour 
Burn-In Tested 

Visa, MasterCard, Discover Card no 
surcharge. American Express add 3%. 
All prices and specifications subject to 
change without notice. On-site service 
available in most locations and subject 
to restrictions; optional on 286 and 
386SX systems. 

Fax Orders and Quotes 
219-289-0847 

800-543-5044 

(In Indiana call 219-289-6688) 

Please call for current prices and warranty 

details. 


10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST Mon.-Fri . 
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. EST Sat.. 

http:1,995.00
http:2,995.00
http:1,495.00
http:2,195.00
http:1,395.00


REGIONAL 

WHAT'S NEW 

MIDWEST . 

Navigation 
Simulation 
for the IBM PC 

With Navmaster, you 
can simulate the tide, 

wind, weather, hazards, and 
other conditions that you'd en
counter as you navigate an 
area of the sea off Nantucket 
Sound. The program features 
a navigational chart with 
buoys, lighthouses, and depth 
contours. 

You can call up a three
dimensional panoramic view of' 
your surroundings, and, in 
three-dimensional mode , you 
can also use a hand-bearing 
compass to practice taking 
fixes off stationary objects. 
A binocular function provides 
closer views of landmarks. In 
addition to navigational charts , 
you can also view panels that 
display your compass , echo 
sounder, barometer, engine 
controls, and other cockpit 
instruments . 

The program includes pre 
programmed tide and weather 
conditions, or you can set 
your own wind and tide, which 
Jets you experiment with tac
tics . A Loran C receiver simu
lates the error patterns 
caused by hills and mountains 
that you'd get under real con
ditions , according to Nav
master's developer. 

Navmaster runs on the 
IBM PC with 512K bytes of 
RAM. A version for the area 
off Miami and the Bahamas, 
including the Gulf Stream, 
should be available later 
this spring. 
Price: $99. 
Contact: Better Boating As
sociation, Inc ., P.O. Box 407 , 
Needham, MA 02192, (617) 
449-9073. 
Inquiry 1010. 

Na vmaster displays your compass reading, wind direction and 
speed, and other indicators as you simulate the waters off 
Nantucket. 

Keep Track 
of Floppy Disks 
with d *Catte 

Asoftware system that lets 
you organize all the 

records and files on your 
floppy disk s now supports Ber
noulli disk drives and is net
work-compatible, Eagle River 
reports. Called d*Catte 2. 13 , 
the program reads the direc
tory and subdirectories on 
your disk and enters the disk's 
critical data in a group of re
lated databases, without writ
ing to or altering the contents 
of the disk . 

The program numbers 
each disk and lets you include 
information about each disk, 
including descriptions of files 
and programs. If you update 
the disk, you can edit or add 
comments as necessary . 

Each d*Catte 2. 13 data
base uses the dBASE III Plus 
DBF format to store informa
tion . You can print catalogs of 
files and floppy disks, and 
you can use the program to 
print labels for 31/2- or 5 1A
inch disks. 

The program runs on the 
IBM PC with 360K bytes of 
RAM and a hard disk drive . 
Price: $139.95 . 
Contact: Eagle River Soft

ware Associates, P.O. Box 
22549, Houston , TX 77277 , 
(713) 524-3407. 
Inquiry 1013. 

Put the World 
in Your Hands 

T he newest version of the 
World Atlas program con

tains more than 239 country , 
regional , topographic, and sta
tistical maps, including every 
country and most dependencies 
in the world, according to 
Electromap. In addition to 
maps , the program covers 59 
topics under six areas: geogra
phy , people, government, 
economy, communications, 
and traveL 

The new travel section pro
vides information on visa and 
immunization requirements , 
international telephone dialing 
instructions and codes, elec
tricity, weather, and environ
mental information. 

World Atlas 1. 1 runs on 
the IBM PC with 640K bytes 
of RAM . The CD-ROM ver
sion requires a CD-ROM drive 
with Microsoft MS-DOS ex

tensions and EGA graphics 

or better. 

Price: $159 . 

Contact: Electromap, Inc. , 

P.O. Box 1153 , Fayetteville, 
AR 72702, (800) 336-6644 
or (501) 442-2309 . 
Inquiry 1011. 

Computer-Aided 
Gardening 

A hypertext-based pro
gram called RootDirec

tory helps you decide what 
flowers , trees, and shrubs to 
plant, based on the region in 
which you Jive. RootDirec
tory's hypertext capabilities 
let you link text to documents 
and pictures . 

The program asks you in
formation like where you live 
and when you want the plants 
to bloom . Based on your 
answers, it provides informa
tion about your region . The 
program contains informa
tion on more than 1000 species 
and varieties of trees and 600 
flowers . Information is also in
cluded on plant care and 
propagatiori , flower heights, 
and colors ) 

RootDirectory can help 
you manage insects and other 
pests. You can describe the 
pest by appearance or damage 
caused , and the program 
helps you identify pests and 
recommends organic and nat
ural control procedures. 

The program runs on the 
IBM PC with 512K bytes of 
RAM and a hard disk drive . 
RootDirectory has three mod
ules: flowers, trees, and 
insects . 
Price: $39.95 per module. 
Contact: GardenTech, 1730 
Goodman Ave. , Redondo 
Beach, CA 90278, (213) 
372-5810. 
Inquiry 1012. 
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Large format plotters for designers 

who want performance, 


but can't afford expensive. 


ZERICOIV 
Mareplofter. Not more nwney. Circle 493 on Reader Service Card 

Best Price Performance 
These days more companies 
are concerned about CAD 
budgets but don't want to sac
rifice quality or performance. 
That's why more design pro
fessionals are turning to 
Zericon for large format plot
ting solutions.At 21 diagonal 
inches per second and 
advanced speed up features 
like look ahead vector 
analysis, you'll fly through 
curves as well as straight lines. 
When you buy aZericon plotter,you get 
the best throughput for your dollar in 
the industry today. 

$1695. -$2995. 

FactoryDirect Pricing 


Starting at $1695.for our ValueLine D 
size, to $2995. for our 
Designer Series A-E 
model,we make a 
large format plotter 
that's just right for 
your application. 

Japanese Warrior created on the Zericon Z4000 A-E 

Made in USA 

No Risk 

Money Back 

Guarantee 


Call Us Today and we'll send you a 
full-size sample plot and tell youabout 

our 1year reliability warranty and our 
customer support program which includes 

complete product satisfaction or your money 
back within 10 days of purchase.We'd like to win 
you over as aZericon customer. And we've got the 
products and service to do it. Give us acall. Zericon, 

Inc., 40491 Encyclopedia 
Circle,Fremont, 

CA94538. 
In CA (415) 490-8380. 
FAX (415) 490-3906. 

FEATURES 3610 3620 Z3000 Z4000 

MEDIA CI D CI D A-D A-E 

PRICE 1695. 1895. 2695 2995. 

8 PENOPTION 395. 395. 

DWSPEED 7ips 15ips 2lips 2lips 

REPEATABIL11Y .004 .004 .004 .004 

LCD MENU x x 

CUSTOM CABLE x x x x 



MONITORS 

12" VGA MONO PAPER WHITE PHOSPHORUS 
NEW 90 DAY WARRANTY $59.95 

14" VGA COLOR MONITOR .41 DOT 
DEMO UNITS LIKE NEW /90 DAY WNTY $225.00 

GRAPHIC BOARDS 
OAK VGA 256K 800 x 600 16 BIT XT I AT $120.00 

ABLE VGA II 256K EXPANDABLE to 512 K 
640x480 • 1024x768 16 BIT XT I AT $160.00 

PVGA PLUS 16 256K EXPANDABLE TO 512K 
640x480 • 800x600 16 BIT XT I AT $160.00 

MICRO -LABS VSI 256K EXP TO 512K 
640x480 • 1024x768 16 BIT AT $215.00 

MOTHER BOARDS 0 K 
8088/ 10 M HZ XT (PIM -TB10) 83.00 
286/ 10MHZ AT MINI (PTM-1030) 174.00 
286/ 12M HZ AT M INI (2 SER/ 1 PAR) (PTM-1230C) 247.00 
286/12MHZ AT MINI (UP TO 4 M B) (PTM-1230S) 247.00 
286/16MHZ AT MINI AT (PHOENIX BIOS) (PTM-1630C) 327.00 
286 / 12MHZ AT MINI (UP TO 8 MB) (PTM-1233C) 260.00 
386/20M HZ (PEM -2000) 767.00 
386/20M HZ M INI (PEM -2030) 794.00 
386/25M HZ (P EM-2500) 1327.00 
386/33M HZ (PEM-3300) 2134.00 
386/SX (PPM-1630) 434.00 

·RAM UPGRADE 
150NS 120NS 100NS SONS

256K x 9 IBM SIMM 17.00 25.00 31.00 38.00 
1Mx9SIMM 95.00 105.00 
1M x 1 DIP 9.25 9.50 
256K x 1 DIP 2.00 2.25 2.50 3.25 
256K x 4 DIP 9.00 9.25 9.50 
64K x 1 DIP 1.00 1.35 1.65 
64K x 4 DIP 3.00 3.50 3.95 

COPROCESSORS 
V-30 REPLACES 8086 5.00 80287 -10 (1 OM Hz) 219.00 
8087-3 (5MHz) 85.00 80387-16 (16MHz) 310.00 
8087-2 (8M Hz) 119.00 80387-20 (20MHz) 360.00 
8087-1 (10MHz) 159.00 80387-25 (25MHz) 460.00 
80287-6 (6MHz) 129.00 80387-33 (33MHz) 575.00 
80287-8 (8MHz) 199.00 

ADD ON CARDS 
MONOCHROME TEXT ONLY CARD (MTO) 6.00 640K RAM CARD XT (Pll -129) 22.00 
MGP (Pll- 143C) 35.00 386 RAM CARDEXP TO BM (PEl-301) 74.00 
CLOCK CARD (Pll- 146) 22.00 ARCNET CARD (PCl -001 P) 74.00 
COLOR GRAPHIC PRINTER 35.00 ACTIVE HUB (PCl-002) 167.00 
RS 232 CARD XT /AT (Pll-10B) 19.00 ETHERNET CARD 167.00 
NO SLOT CLOCK ON CHIP XT 20.00 GAME CARD (Pll-116) 12.00 
PRINTER CARD PAR XT/ AT (Pll- 109) 12.00 ELIMINATOR GAME CARD (GRAVIS) 31 .33 
AT /XT 1/0 S (OPTIONAL PAR) 30.00 AT IOE CONT. WITH S/P/G (PTl-217) 69.95 
AT / XT 1/0 S (OPTIONAL PAR/GAME) 26.00 AT IDE HD/FD CONT (PTl-215) 100.00 
FDC XT W/CABLE (Pll -101) 19.00 JOY STICK PC/ XT/ ATROC 13.33 
XT /AT HI DEN FC 1.211.44 (Pll- 151 B) 34.00 ANALOG JOYSTICK XT /AT(GRAVIS) 45.00 
XT/AT HI DEN 4 DRIVES (Pll-15B) 43.00 ENBEDDED H/D CONTROLLER AT (PTl-21647.00 

SPECIALS 
SERIAL MOUSE WITH DR HALO Ill 35.00 
IBM AT 512 M EMORY EXP BOARD 

HAS 512 K M EM. FOR 5170 AT 50.00 
MICROSOFT W INDOWS/386 50.00 
MS DOS VER 3.3 56.00 
MS DOS VER 4.01 60.00 

LIMITED QTY'S 
XT FLOPPY CONTROLLEH OEM PK 14.00 
KEYTRONICS 101 KEYBD XT /AT 59.00 
KEYTRONICS 101 KEYBD PS/2 59.00 
COMPUTER CLOCK BATTERY, RAYOVAC 4.5V 3.00 
200W POWER SUPPLY AT 50.00 
WO 1007A ESDI CONTROLLE R, OEM PK 125.00 
MONITOR TILT & SWIVEL BASE 3.95 
HARD DRIVE MOUNTING KIT 3.5 TO 5.25 7.00 
AT HARD DRIVE RAILS 2.25 
EGA CARD PARADISE OEM PK 85.00 

SYSTEMS 
DTK XT TURBO, 10 MHZ/ O WAIT, 150 
WATT PI S, 640K RAM, 360K FLOPPY, 101 
KEYBOARD, 1 YR. WARRANTY $429.00 
DTK 286/12, 80286 / 12 MHZ, 200 WATT 
PI S, 1 MB RAM, 1.2 MB FLOPPY, FD/ HD 
CONTROLLER, 2 SER l 1 PAR, 101 KEY
BOARD, 1 YR. WARRANTY $650.00 
DTK 386/20, 80386120 MHZ, 200 WATT 

-==..........-=- PI S, 1 MB RAM, 1.2 MB FLOPPY, FD/ HD 
CONTROLLER, 2 SER/ 1 PAR, 101 KEY
BOARD, 1 YR. WARRANTY $1250.00 

DTK BAREBONE SYSTEMS 
DTK-1000, 80881 10 MHZ, 0 WAIT STATES, OK RAM, 150 
WATT P/ S, AT STYLE CASE, 1 YR. WARRANTY $180-00 
DTK-1230C.1. 80286 / 12 MHZ, 0 WAIT STATES, OK RAM, 2 
SERl 1 PAH, 200 WATT PI S, MINI AT CASE, 1 YR. 
WARRANTY $380.00 
DTK-1 2300, 80286112 MHZ, 0 WAIT STATES, OK RAM, 2 
SER / 1 PAR (full size), 200 WATT PI S, AT CASE, 1 YR. 
WARRANTY $395.00 
DTK-12608 80286112 MHZ, 0 WAIT STATES, OK RAM, 
BUilT-IN MPG-FDC-HDC-SER-PAR, 150 WA TT P / S, MINI 
AT CASE, 1 YR. WARRANTY . $481-00 
DTK-2000, 80386/ 20 MHZ, 0 WAIT STATES, OK RAM, 2 
SER / 1 PAR, 200 WATT PI S, TOWER CASE, 1 YR. 
WARRANTY $1060.00 
DTK-2030, 80386 / 20 MHZ, 0 WAIT STATES, OK RAM, 2 
SER l 1 PAR, 200 WATT PI S, MINI 386 CASE, 1 YR. 
WARRANTY $1000.00 

ACCESSORIES 
- -- SURGE PROTECTORS & POWER CENTERS - - 

6 OUTLET W/SURGE METAL (WP002AI) 9.26 
6 OUTLET WALL MOUNT W/ LIGHT (WY1031) 10.60 
6 OUTLET WI EMl-RFI NOISE FI LTER (WP003AN) 12.67 
6 OUTLET EMI I RFI & MODEM (WP003C) 15.93 
POWER CENTER 5 LIGHT ROCKER SWITCHES (WP005) 23.93 

SWITCH BOXES 
AB PARALLEL (CE362) 15.93 AA/BB PARALLEL 
AB SERIAL (CE252L) 15.93 CROSSOVER (CE36X) 23.33 
ABCD SERIAL (CE254L) 22.60 AB 2 CENT 1 DB25 (CE25362) 19.95 
AA/ BB SERIAL (CE25X) 22.50 AB 2 DB25 1 CENT (CE36252) 19.95 

STANDS 
CPU STAND (UNIVERSAL) PLASTIC (CPUP) 7.33 PRINTER STAND 2PC.PLASTIC (PLP) 7.93 
CPU STAND !UNIVERSAL) METAL (C PUM) 15.93 MONITOR STAND 14" TILT &SWIVEL (41588) 3.95 
CPU STAND WI CASTERSMETAL (CPUMC) 23.93 METAL SWING ARM COPY HOLDER 80 COL 
KEYBOARD DRAWER OVER COUNTER (CHBOA) 14.60 

(OCKBD) 33.00 METAL SWING ARM COPY HOLDER 
KEYBOARD DRAWER UNDER CARRIAGE 132 COL (CH132A) lB.60 

(UCKBD) 23.95 COPY CUP PLASTIC (CHSA) 3.93 
KEYBOARD SLIDEAWAY (KSA) 32.33 COPY HOLDER 80 COL (CHBO) 7.33 
PRINTER STAND BO COL METAL (PSTMBO) 9.26 COPY HOLDER 132 COL (CH132) 11.33 
PRINTER STAND 132 COL METAL (PSTM 132) 10.60 MOUSE PAD 3.33 

OTHERS 
MONITOR STATIC PROTECTOR (SB) 5.95 DISK BOX 5'/• 100 PCS W/ LOCK (54 100L) 7.33 
11 PC TOOL KIT(TK10) 13.27 DISK BOX 3'h BO PCS W/LOCK 1312BOL) 7.13 
COMPUTER SER. KITW.VAC (TK25) 27.93 DISK HAND CARRIER 5'/• (DHC5410) 9.27 
COMPUTER CLEANING KIT (CCK) 15.93 DISK HAND CARRIER 3'h (DHC3210) 7.93 
MINI VACC(JM CLEANER (VAC) 7.00 LAP,TOP COMPUTER CARRY CASE 44.00 

------- GENDER CHANGER ------ 

9F /25F 3.B6 I 9M/25F 3.86 I 36M/36M 5.26 I 25M /36M 4.66 I 25F/ 36F 4.66 
9F /25M 3.86 9M/25M 3.86 36F /36F 5.26 25F / 36M 4.66 25M/ 36F 4.66 
9M/9M 2.80 9F/9F 2.80 25M / 25M 3.10 25F/25F 3.10 

- -------- CABLES - ------- 
KEYBOARD EXT (KB-0506) 2.86 SER. MOD. 9F / 25M 6' (SR-06) 4.20 
MONITOR EXT (MR-D906) 3.93 PC TO ITL MONO (ITL MONO) 4.50 
PAR. PRINTER 6FT (PA-1B06) 3.50 LINE CORD (LC) 3.00 
PAR. PRINTER 1DFT (PA-1B10) 4.95 MONITOR/ CPU POWER EXT 2.87 
PAR. R/ A 6FT (PRM-2506) 5.95 XT HARD DRIVE (XTHD) 2 PC 3.95 
RS232 M/ F 6FT (RSA-2506) 5.00 AT HARD DRIVE (ATHDFD) 3 PC 5.00 
RS232 M/ M 6FT (RSA-2506M) 5.00 SCSI 50P /50P (SCSI 50) 6.00 
RS232 M/ M 10FT (RSA-2510M) 6.33 SCSI 50P i 25P (SCSI 25) 10.60 
SERIAL F/F 10FT (RSA-2510F) 5.50 MONITOR EXT CABLE (MR 0906) 3.93 

NEW MERCHANDISE DAILY!!! Some items limited to stock on hand ORDER TOLL FREE 800-962-7795 


WE BUY ALL TYPES OF MERCHANDISE!!! SEND LIST OR CALL!!! 

15203 Midway Road • 1 Block North of Beltline • Addison, TX 75244 • FAX (214) 386-5642 • Phone (214) 386-5515 


TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX • PRICE MAY VARY FROM RETAI L STORE• PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE • TERMS: COD, MC/VISA, PRE-PAID OR CASH 
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E X PERT ADV I CE 

COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR • Jerry Pournelle 

~ DOUBLE YOUR
~ 

Jerry tries to teach 
an old hard disk drive 
some new tricks 

Y
ou're getting this part of the 
column live . That is, as I'm 
writing this, out in the Great 
Hall I'm doing a backup of Ro

berta Pournelle's Kaypro 386i onto a 
Maximum Storage APX-4200 WORM 
(write once, read many times) drive at
tached to the Zenith Z-386. The files are 
being transferred over Traveling Soft
ware's LapLink III , but they 're coming 
from downstairs , so I had to use the com
pany 's DeskLink cable adapters that 
allow you to send files through a tele
phone cable. 

To make LapLink III do that-transfer 
files over a telephone cable instead of the 
big hydra-like cable Traveling Software 
furnishes with the program-you have to 
invoke LapLink III with the command 
" LL3 /3," where /3 stands for "3-wire" 
(even though there are four wires in a 
telephone cable) . I know I've said all thi s 
before, but some may have tuned in late. 

Anyway, while that's going on, I'm 
writing this intro. I'm also kicking my
self because while LapLink in Turbo 
Serial mode is pretty fast, a much faster 
way to accomplish this would have been 
to take the WORM drive and its control
ler downstairs, install the WORM in Ro
berta 's machine , and use XCOPY to 
transfer all her files ; however, I didn ' t 
think of that until I'd done much of the 
job already. 

I didn ' t think of it because her ma
chine is set up in a manner that makes it 
awkward to get into its case, so we gener
ally back up her stuff with a serial con
nection-but today the whole point of the 
exercise is to get a complete backup onto 
a WORM disk cartridge so that I can in
stall a new disk drive controller into her 

PLEASURE 

machine. Clearly that's going to require 
me to open the case. 

Double Your Capacity 
It all started at Comdex. For some time, 
my son Alex, who does data recovery 
and hard disk drive installation consult
ing , had told me I ought to connect up 
with Perstor, a disk drive controller com
pany. Comdex in Las Vegas tends to be 
the most hectic week of my year, but I 
noticed that Perstor was having a recep
tion at Baily's, which is where many ex
citing new start-ups are assigned. 

At the reception , I started talking to 
Perstor Vice President Mark Fife, and I 
discovered that , in theory at least, they 
make exactly what we need to upgrade 
Roberta 's favorite machine: a disk drive 
controller that will let us nearly double 
the capacity of her hard disk drive. 

Since she mostly uses her machine for 
word processing and communications
she runs the education conference on 
BIX, as an example-she's more than 
happy with the speed of the Kaypro 386i, 
even though it's quite an old machine. 
I've offered to swap it for a newer com
puter, but she's not interested. She likes 
that Kaypro . The problem is that it came 
with a 40-megabyte hard disk drive , and 
she's just about filled that up . 

"No problem," Mark Fife told me . 
" The Perstor controller will let you re
format that drive to about double the 
original capacity. It will be faster, too ." 

When we got back from Comdex, the 
Perstor control )er , the PS 180- l 6FN, was 
waiting for us; so now we'll see, which is 
why I'm backing everything up . 

The "Gotcha" Syndrome 
It's probably as well that I'm writing this 
while I wait for the backup, but that isn't 
what I'd intended to do. I'd intended to 
play a game called Star Command from 
Strategic Simulations. When I first got 
the game, it seemed to have most of the 
elements I like in a computer game: sci
ence fiction, exploration as well as con

quest, and a varied scenario. Getting 
started is a bit tedious, and the user inter
face leaves much to be desired , but it 
looked interesting. 

What I found, though, is that the pur
pose of this game isn ' t for the player to 
have fun: the purpose of the game is to 
demonstrate the cleverness of the pro
grammer. No matter what you do in this 
silly game, there 's going to be a " got
cha." If you spend time exploring to dis
cover which planets need what items and 
then go find places that will sell them, 
you'll discover there's so little profit it's 
not worth your time. If you spend time 
bashing random bad guys-the only real 
way to raise money-so that you can buy 
expensive weapons, you'll find that the 
first thing that 's destroyed in combat is 
that expensive new equipment. 

Worse: it can 't get better. You don't 
get any new experience points (and thus 
ability upgrades) until you complete mis
sions, and about four missions into the 
game is one so tough that the only way to 
complete it, at the level you will have 
achieved by then , is sheer luck. 

I know, because after the first couple 
of futile attempts, I took the time and ef
fort to buy about the best equipment pos
sible for my troops; and it's still a series 
of random events whether I can even get 
to the place I need to go to begin the mis
sion scenario-and there the preliminary 
battle will unerringly destroy most of my 
expensive equipment before I can explore 
the stuff on the planet's surface. I sup
pose I could spend hours and hours col
lecting money to buy spares, but I doubt 
it would do any good. 

I doubt it , because so far, no matter 
what I've done, the programmer has an
ticipated me . I can imagine the program
mer cackling with glee as yet another ob
stacle is put into the game. " Think 
they ' ll outsmart me and have fun with 
this, do they? I'll fix them!" 

In part, the game is controlled by a 
random-number generator, so if you play 

continued 
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This Should Go On Your Desk 

for The Same Reasons II Goes 

On The Road. 
Remember when sending a fax meant leaving data messages 
your desk? Or when faxing on the road was unattended or 
almost impossible? wh ile you run 

applications.
Those clays are over. Introducing the 
WorldPort 2496"" portable faxand data But best of all , from your desktop or laptop, 
modem. youcan instantly connect with practically 

anyone anywhere who owns a faxor modem.Since it's external to your compute1; it's easily 

a scenario often enough, you'll probably 
get through it; but "often enough" can 
mean a dozen and more times, each time 
starting from the beginning because you 
can't save in intermediate situations. 
Where is the fun in that? 

Meanwhile, the user interface is really 
stupid: if a character buys a new weapon, 
he has to go pick a fight with someone 
before he can equip himself with it, be
cause the "change weapons" menu 
comes up only in combat. If you want to 
have characters exchange equipment, it 
must be done in space; you can't do it at 
the star base where you bought it. And 
on, and on, layer after layer of silly 
menus. They list a dozen play testers in 
the manual , but I can't believe they actu
ally played this game. 

The moral of all this is simple: games 
ought to be designed for the player, not to 
build the ego of the game designer. Stra
tegic Simulations usually does better 
than this. 

The Perstor Saga Continues 
Once I'd backed up Roberta 's hard disk , 
it was time to open the machine and 
change controllers; and that produced the 

first problem. Kaypro set up the 386i so 
that you can't put the cables in wrong. 
They did this by filling in one hole in 
each cable connector and cutting off the 
corresponding pin on the controller 
board. Since there aren't any cut pins on 
the Perstor board, it's physically impos
sible to connect up their board. 

That brought on the first of, alas, 
many calls to Perstor . " Be sure the little 
' l' etched on the board is in the same 
place on your old controller and ours, 
and then snip the corresponding pin, " I 
was told. "No controller uses that line for 
anything ." This took 5 minutes . I didn 't 
bother to remove the hard disk drive . 

Next: what kind of drive is this? As 
with many older machines , we have the 
user's manual for the 386i, but if there 
was ever a technical manual, it 's Jong 
gone. It 's a full-height Priam hard disk 
drive that formats to 40 megabytes and 
change. Typical of our experience with 
Priam and Kaypro equipment, it has 
never given us the slightest trouble de
spite its age and very hard usage . This 
was the first 80386 computer to come to 
Chaos Manor, and the drive has never 
been out of the machine. 

The only real clue was a sticker pro
claiming this a Priam ID40, but we 
couldn't find anything else about it. Un
fortunately, the software wants to know 
the number of heads and cylinders on 
your drive . Another call to Perstor. 

Perstor didn't have any record of the 
Priam ID40, which is apparently a desig
nation used by Kaypro. Kaypro no longer 
makes the 386i, and whoever answered 
the phone didn't think they could find out 
about the disk drive. Priam is reorganiz
ing, and I wasn't able to make contact 
there. Mark Fife suggested I try 1024 
cylinders and five heads . 

The PS180-16FN owner' s manual is 
typical of stuff put out by real techno
weenies. In some places it gives you com
plete information, and in some places it 
doesn't bother. It's all clear enough, but 
there are a few glitches, particularly 
when it comes to telling you how to make 
a working copy of their software disk . 

It 's all fine if you have two floppy disk 
drives , but if you've got only one, it 's go
ing to drive you nuts: they have a batch 
file that copies about 20 files one at a 
time. This means if you have only one 
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Y' Run DOS or OS/2 effortlessly. 

Y' Fast and simple switchless installation. 

Y' Auto-configuration for all operating systems. 

Y' Works in all Micro Channelr" computers. 

Y' Expanded memory 10 times faster than Intel. 

Y' . Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty. 

Y' IBM approved ID. Best price. Fast delivery. 


Call today 1-800-234-4232 or 617-273-1818 

Capital Equipment Corp. (~ Burlington, MA. 01803 

PS/2 and Micro Channel are trademarks of IBM 

disk drive , you'll be swapping disks until 
your arm is tired . My notes for this part 
of the operation start off with mild com
plaints and end up with unprintable lan
guage. 

Barring tennis elbow from disk swap
ping while making a working floppy 
disk, there was no problem. First you use 
your AT Setup program to tell your sys
tem there is no hard disk drive , and then 
you boot up with the painfully con
structed floppy disk and follow instruc
tions . In a minute , I came to the question 
of interleaving. 

The Interleave Obfuscation 
In what was probably the best book ever 
written on the game of bridge (Why You 
Lose at Bridge, alas , long out of print) , 
S. J. Simon said "a little knowledge is at 
least twice as dangerous." That's cer
tainly true for interleave settings . 

A disk drive is formatted into tracks 
and chunks of tracks known as sectors. 
Sectors are physically laid out end to end 
around the track; interleave refers to the 
way your disk drive controller reads in
formation from those sectors. An inter
leave of 1-to- l means that the sectors are 
numbered the way they lie on the track , 
in consecutive order. An interleave of 2
to- l means that the disk drive is for
matted so that consecutive logical sectors 
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don't correspond to the physical order; 
the controller reads every other sector. 
An interleave of 3-to- l means that the 
controller reads every third sector. 

You'd think , then , that you'd get the 
fastest data transfer with an interleave of 
l-to-1 , and indeed some controller man
ufacturers advert ise that their systems 
have a 1-to-l interleave, as if that's al
ways the best. The fact is, though, that a 
l-to-1 interleave isn ' t necessarily going 
to make for the fastest disk drive system, 
because the disk drive and controller 
aren ' t necessarily the slowest compo
nents of the system. 

That 's particularly true with the Per
stor controller, which strips data off the 
hard disk at a full 9 megabits per second, 
which i~ faster than most computer buses 
can acceict the data. At a I-to- I inter
leave , then , the controller gets a sector of 
data, but now, by the time the computer 
has accepted that data, the disk head has 
got past the beginning of the next sector. 
You now have to wait for the disk to rotate 
all the way around before you can get any 
more data. Thus, you have an effective 
interleave not of I -to-1, but of 9-to- l. 

The Perstor software offers to calcu
late the proper interleave for your com
puter system. You should let it do that. It 
takes longer than you think , and while 
it 's doing that, it looks as if your com

puter has locked up . I stared at an un
changing screen long enough that I 
thought something was wrong and had 
dialed Perstor when suddenly things be
gan to happen . 

I let the call go through to get someone 
there to make a note: they really ought to 
put a message on-screen, or make things 
flash, or at least note in the manual that 
this can take several minutes. I'm told 
they'll do something about that in the 
future . 

In our case, the proper interleave was 
3-to- l . That number will be right for 
many older AT systems, and it's more or 
less independent of the kind of disk 
drive . 

Problems 
The next step is low-level formatting . 
Unlike high-level formatting , which is 
what you get with the DOS FORMAT 
command, low-level formatting com
pletely and irrevocably removes all data 
from your disk . Some utilities can re
cover information after a high-level for
mat, but nothing will get it back after the 
low-level job. I'd previously backed up 
everything onto the WORM drive , so I 
let the program have at it. 

Everything seemed to go well. The job 
took about 10 minutes . Once the di sk 
drive is formatted , the software asks if 
you want a media examination. You 
should definitely do that. The test will 
destroy any data on the disk, but after a 
low-level format there won't be any. 

You're then asked whether you want to 
add any disk drive defects as listed by the 
manufacturer. The manual makes a 
point of saying it's important that you do 
it, but in fact you shouldn't. Often, the 
Perstor controller will be able to make 
use of sectors that your original control
ler had trouble with, and besides , the 
Perstor tests will have found any unus
able sectors. If you ' re at all concerned, 
the thing to do is finish the installation, 
and when your system is up and running , 
use something like Golden Bow' s 
Vmarkbad (which comes with their Vopt 
program, definitely recommended) to 
examine the disk drive just in case. 

Once the format job is done you can re
boot , still with the floppy disk of course. 

FDISK Is Stupid 
It was then time to partition the newly 
formatted disk drive. Alex is fond of the 
SpeedStor utilities for doing this , but I 
try to keep Roberta 's system as vanilla as 
possible , so I booted with my IBM DOS 
3.3 master disk and ran FDISK. 

FDISK couldn't find the hard disk 
drive . 
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Now, FDISK isn't a very smart pro
gram. As I've reported before, it will not 
only allow, but encourage, you to do 
things you 'II regret. Even so, it ought to 
find the drive. Time for another call to 
Perstor. 

Mark Fife referred me to a technical
support person. After I described what 
I'd done, he wondered about one of the 
steps. "When you used the Setup pro
gram to tell the system you don't have a 
hard disk drive , what hard disk drive 
type did it think you already had?" 

The Perstor installation instructions 
hadn ' t told me to record that , but fortu
nately I'd done it anyway, because if this 
Perstor upgrade didn't work, I'd have to 
put Roberta ' s machine back the way it 
was , and I would need that information. 
"Type 17," I said. 

"There's your problem ," he said. 
"That's five heads and 977 cylinders , 
not 1024. You ' ll have to reformat with 
the right information." He also assured 
me I'd done no harm: you can format a 
disk drive any way you like. It won't 
work properly if you lie to the controller, 
but you won ' t hurt the drive itself. 

"How do you know what type 17 is?" I 
asked. It turns out Perstor has a table that 
relates drive "type" as demanded by the 
Setup program and the actual drive 
specifications of heads and cylinders. 

Anyway, I gave the Perstor program 
the new parameters and set it to work, 
and then I had to go to an appointment. 
By the time I got back, it was after office 
hours in Perstor ' s time zone; and al
though I'd reformatted to the new (and 
correct) specifications and did every
thing else right, FDISK still couldn't 
find my hard disk drive . 

Reinforcements 
At this point, it was clearly time to call in 
the heavy artillery. I mean, what's the 
point of sending your kids to college if 
you can't pick their brains? So I called 
Alex , who got his degree in computer 
science and makes a good living recover
ing data from crashed hard disk drives. I 
explained the problem. " Worse," I said, 
"it's your mother's system , and she 
wants it working. Now. " 

Alex came over, but he couldn't make 
it work either. The best we could do was 
put the system back the way it was with 
the original Western Digital controller. 
Alex noticed that Roberta has a lot of lit
tle bitty files in her system, and he used 
SpeedStor to change the sector size from 
4K bytes to 2K bytes. This means that the 
minimum file size is now 2K bytes , thus 
saving some disk space at the minor ex
pense of having the SpeedStor driver 
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software take up a bit of memory ; but 
clearly we hadn't doubled Roberta's disk 
capacity despite our promises. 

Alex couldn ' t figure it out. " I know 
Perstor works. We install it for clients. 
We've put Perstor controllers in a couple 
of dozen systems , and I' ve never had any 
problems. " 

All of which left me in a dilemma, be
cause this column is based on what hap
pens here , and what had happened here 
was that it didn't work. 

Comes the Dawn 
Next day Roberta needed her machine , 
so I left it alone; the morning after that 
she had an appointment. "Did you make 
any new files yesterday?" I asked, but 
that was silly. Of course she had . I strung 
the DeskLink cable between her machine 
and the Z-386 with its WORM drive and 
used LapLink III; this time , I noticed 
there was a " date" feature in the LL3 
options . 

You can tell it to copy all and only 
those files from a given date , before that 
date , or after that date . I set that to our 
last backup date and let fly ; sure enough , 
LapLink searched through all the direc
tories and subdirectories and found the 
half-dozen or so files she 'd accessed and 
rewritten since the last backup. That's 
one great program. 

That done, I took the machine apart, 
reinstalled the Perstor controller, and di
aled-well, punched-the by-now-fa
miliar Perstor number. This time they 
weren't fooling around: they put me 
through to Safa Matin , who ' s one of their 
best technical people . We went through a 
number of tests , including making cer
tain that I'd chopped off the proper pins 
and had the cables connected up right. I 
removed the disk drive from the cage and 
checked to see that it had a terminating 
resistor. We did a bunch of other stuff. 

"Cables . Have you got a spare data 
cable?" 

I nearly kicked myself. For years I 
have been telling readers that if things go 
wrong, one of the first things to suspect 
is cables. Worse , I've known for years 
that the flat disk drive connector cables 
are subject to failure at the connector 
ends when you unplug them and plug 
them back in. I should have checked the 
cable first thing . 

This time, though, it wasn't the cable . 
We still had a problem . 

Under Safa Matin 's direction, I loaded 
in DEBUG and did some tesis. The re
sults weren't good. 

" The drive has changed state ," he 
said. "Let's try this . Leave the system 
powered up but pull the power cable off 

cominued 
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# 1 PROGRAMMABLE 
EDITOR 

• Mouse support 
• Pull-Down Menus 
• Columnar Blocks 
• Compiler Support 
• Regular Expressions 
• Best Multi-Level Undo 
• DOS, XENIX and FlexOS 
• Also VEDIT $69, VEDIT Jr. $29 

FREE Evaluation Copy 
Call 1·800-45-VEDIT 

After VEDIT hit the pages of BYTE 
magazine in 1980 it became the #1 pro
grammer's editor virtually overnight. In 
January 1982, VEDIT was the first editor 
available for the revolutionary IBM PC. 
Since then, nearly 100,000 programmers, 
engineers and writers have been enthusi
astic users of VEDIT. 

The new VEDIT PLUS version .3.2 offers 
stunning performance, versatility and 
ease of use. Completely written in assem
bly language, it's lightning ·fast and small 
(66K). New features include 1000 level 
undo, columnar blocks, regular expres
sions, pull-down menus with "hot" keys 
and context sensitive help. You also get 
multiple file editing, windows, unlimited 
keystroke macros, automatic indenting 
and total configurability. 

Source level debugging and easy assign
ment to keystrokes are just two reasons 
our macro language is the most powerful 
and practical available. The integrated 
compiler support is menu driven, highly 
flexible and ready to use for Microsoft, 
Borland and many other compilers and 
assemblers. 

OnlyVEDIT PLUS lets you edit really large 
files of upto8 million lines and 8000 chars/ 
line. Installation is easy; VEDIT.EXE is all 
you need -no overlays, no environment 
variables. 

Join the legend. The new VEDIT PLUS is 
the productivity breakthrough you have 
been looking for. $185. 

CompuView 
P. 0. Box 1586, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 

(313) 996-1299 • Fax (313) 996-1308 
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AutoPilot .. ... . ....... .... ........ ... .. $99 
Microcom Software Division 
55 Federal Rd . 
Danbury , CT 06810 
(203) 798-3800 
Inquiry 983. 

lnductel Reference Series 
Funk & Wagnall 's ....... ...... $79 . 95 
all others .. ........ .......... .. .. $49 . 95 

Inductel , Inc . 
18661 McCoy Ave . 
Saratoga, CA 95070 
(408) 866-8016 
Inquiry 984. 

PageGarden ..... .. ...... ..... .. ... $99 .95 
Software Garden, Inc. 
P.O. Box 373 
Newton Highlands, MA 02161 
(617) 332-2240 
Inquiry 985. 

the disk drive. " I did that and then went 
into DEBUG and used that to change sev
eral bytes in memory. I wouldn ' t have 
had the foggiest notion of what to do 
without directions . 

" Now try FDISK. " 
No problem . FDISK could find the 

drive; but when I rebooted , it lost it 
again . Going in with DEBUG showed 
that we were back where we'd been. 

"What is the model of that drive?" 
When I'd pulled the drive out of the 

case , I found a new label plate. "It says 
V-150. " 

"It's the 'seek complete' problem ," 
Safa said . "That is one of the oldest 
models of Priam disk drives . It doesn ' t 
properly handle the seek complete sig
nal. We called Priam's attention to the 
problem years ago, and they fixed it on 
all their subsequent models." All of 
which was fine, but it wasn ' t going to 
help me now. I thanked him and hung up 
to think about the situation. 

I could just put it back the way it was, 
but I hated to do that. Finally , I called 
Alex . "I need a hard disk drive . Got one 
in stock?" 

An hour later he brought over a re
conditioned CDC Wren-5 Model 94205
51, presumably one he 'd refurbished 
after recovering data from it for a client. 
The 51 indicates that its nominal capac
ity is 51 megabytes unformatted , mean
ing that it normally formats to about 40 
megabytes. It also comes with papers 
listing the number of heads and cylinders 
and other vital information. 

For years , CDC and Priam have had 

PS180-16FN ... ... . ... ...... . ..... . ... $345 
Perstor Systems, Inc . 
1335 South Park Lane 
Tempe, AZ 85281 
(602) 894-3494 
Inquiry 986. 

Star Command .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. $49 .95 

Strategic Simulations, Inc. 

675 Almanor Ave . 

Sunnyvale , CA 94086 

(408) 737-6800 
Inquiry 987. 

the reputation of being the best-quality 
drives on the market. Unfortunately , as I 
write this , Priam is in financial diffi
culty, and CDC has been bought out by 
Seagate, a company that , to put it deli
cately , doesn ' t have quite the same repu
tation for quality control that CDC has . 
Alex says that so far CDC remains an au
tonomous part of Seagate, with the same 
high standards as always . 

Happy Ending 
It took about 5 minutes to install the new 
CDC drive . Unlike the Priam drive it re
placed, this drive is half-height , and it 
has a " selected " light on the drive itself. 
There was no problem fitting it into the 
Kaypro case. 

There was no problem with the Perstor 
software, either. I merely followed in
structions, letting the software compute 
the interleave factor (3-to-l) , format the 
disk drive , and examine it for defects. 
When it asked for disk drive defect infor
mation, I didn ' t enter any, even though 
the drive had come with a list of about a 
dozen bad sectors. 

FDISK had no trouble finding the disk 
drive, nor in partitioning it. We got 
drives C and D at 33 megabytes each and 
drive Eat 11 megabytes, for a total of 77 
megabytes formatted on a drive that's 
supposed to have only 51 megabytes un
formatted (or 41 megabytes formatted) . I 
then transferred all Roberta's software 
from the WORM drive-Alex says it ran 
faster because the data was flowing down
hill-and ran Vmarkbad. No bad sectors . I 
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THE NEW STANDARD FOR 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE 

Apowerful, comprehensive, elegant, and super-fast statis
tical package for IBM (PC, AT, PS/2) and compatible 
computers. I The CSS optimized user interface with fast 
hierarchical menus incorporates elements of artificial intelli
gence; even complex analyses require only afew keystrokes 
(batch processing is also supported). I CSS features compre
hensive, state of the art implementations of: Basic st.ati,stics, 
Multi-way frequency t.abws, Nonparametric st.ati,stics, 
Explorat.ory dat.a analysi,s with analytic graphs, Multip/,e 
regressi-On methods, Time series analysi,s with modeling and 
forecasting (incl. full ARIMA), General ANOVAIANCOVAJ 
MANOVA , Contrast analysis, Discriminant function 
analysi,s, Factar analysis, Pri.ncipal components, Multidi
mensional scaling, Item analysi,s/R.eliability, Log-linear 
analysi,s, Cluster analysi,s, Non-linear estimation, LogitJ 
Probit analysi,s, Canonical analysi,s, Survival and Failure 
Time analysi,s (Censored dat.a), Quality Control analysi,s, 
and much mare. I All statistical procedures are integrated 
with fast data base management and instant, presentation 
quality graphics (over 100 types); full support for all mono 
and color graphics boards (incl. VGA) and over 100 plotters 
and printers (incl. the HP and Post.script standards). I All 
CSS screen output is displayed via customized Scrollsheet.sTM 

(i.e. ,dynamic,user controlled, multi-layered tables with cells 
expandable into pop-up windows); all numbers in a Scroll
sheet™ can be instantly converted into a variety of 
presentation quality graphs; contents of different Scroll
sheet.s™can be instantly aggregated, combined, compared, 
plotted, printed, or saved. I The flexibility of the CSS input/ 
output is practically unlimited: CSS offers an intelligent 
interface (read/write) to all common file format.s (Lotus, Sym
phony, dBII, dBIII +, DIF, SYLK, . . . ) and special utilities to 
easily access data from incompatible programs; graphics can 
be saved in files compatible with desktop publishing pro
grams (Aldus, Ventura). I CSS data files can be as large as 
your operating system (DOS) allows; OS/2 version coming 
soon. I CSS precision exceeds the standards of all common 
precision benchmarks. I Tuchnical note: The CSS user 
in1£rjace and all IIO were written in Assemb/,er and bypass 
DOS; graphi.cs and dat.a management were written in 
Assemb/,er and C; the computational algorithms were 
written in Assemb/,er and optimized Fortran. I $495 (plus 
$5 sh/h); 14-day money back guarantee. 
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FORTRAN IS OUR FORTE 

People are talking about us. 

F77L-EM!J2 F77L 

Port 4GB mainframe programs to 80386s The compiler of choice among reviewers and 
with this 32-bit DOS compiler. Winner of PC professionals. New Version 4.0 includes an 
Magazine's 1988 Thchnical Excellence Award. Editor, Profiler, Linker, Make Utility, Weitek 
$895* and 386 Real-Mode Support, Graphics. $.595 

F77L-EM/16 Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77 
Address up to 15MB on 80286s with this Full ANS177, Microsoft Cand Borland C 
award winning extended-memory compiler. interfaces, Debugger, at an unbeatable price. 
$695* $95 
*Requires DOS Extender ($195) 

"...much more powerful than CMD.EXE ...blindingly fast... 
we have a winner...a much-needed and well-done product." 

- MI]j'S Magazine 
The superior alternative to the standard Numerous utilities: cat, chmod, els , cp, 
OS/2 command processor. Faithfully rec- cut, diff, dirs, du, echo, eval, fgrep, 
reates the entire C shell language as de- grep, hashstat, head, history, label, 
scribed in the Berkeley 4.3 UNIX® Program- ls, kill, markexe, more, mv, popd, ps, 
mer's Manual. Created explicitly for OS/2. pushd, pwd, rm, setrows, sleep, split , 
Not one line ported from or created on any- strings, tabs, tail, tar, tee, time, 
thingbutOS/ 2. Extensivelymultithreaded. touch, tr, uniq, vol, wait, we and others. 

Features: Commandlineediting •History Supports HPFS and long filenames. 
• Filename and command completion • 

Requires OS/21.1 or later. All executablesArrow and function keys • Enormous 
will run properly in a Presentation Manager 64KByte command lines • Aliases and shell 
window. Not copy-protected. procedures • PATH hashing • Recursive 

filename wildcarding • Fully nestable $350.00. Unconditional satisfaction control structures • Powerful expression 

grammar • Command substitution • guarantee. MasterCard & Visa accepted. 

Background threads and processes. ($365.00Canada/Mexico; $395.00 elsewhere.) 
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tried Norton Disk Doctor. Same thing. 
We ran Coretest, the disk drive speed 

test utility. Coretest reported the speed 
index for Roberta's system is 3.9; with 
the old controller it was 1.3 , and al
though we changed the drive, that's 
about the improvement we would have 
got if we hadn't changed it, si nce the seek 
times and suchlike are about the same for 
the CDC and Priam drives. The speed 
difference is quite noticeable; even boot
ing up is much faster. 

So. Perstor's controller works fine. It 
will nearly double the capacity of your 
hard disk drive ; it will make your disk 
drive system faster; and it may recover 
some "defective " sectors while it's 
doing all this . While we've only just in
stalled it on Roberta ' s system, Alex has 
put Perstor upgrades into a number of cli
ent systems and has no hesitation in rec
ommending them. Provided that you 
have a standard drive in good condition 
and no defective cables, installation is a 
snap. 

The Perstor controller will work fine 
with most disk drives, including most 
older Priam drives ; if you have any 
doubts , check with Perstor. 

I especially commend Perstor's tele
phone-support troops. Certainly they 
knew who they were talking to; but I find 
from talking to other Perstor customers 
that I didn ' t get special treatment. These 
people know their product and know how 
to tell you what to do to locate the diffi
culty . Depending on just how much 
hand-holding you need , they reserve the 
right to charge you for telephone consul
tation; that doesn 't happen often, and if it 
does , the advice you get ought to be 
worth the money. 

Perstor has both 16-bit (AT) and 8-bit 
(XT) controller cards and software. If 
you have a computer that's good enough 
except that the hard disk drive is slow and 
doesn 't have enough capacity, consider 
replacing your controller with a Perstor. 
Roberta is sure happy with hers . Highly 
recommended. 

Comdex '89 
It was by far the biggest Comdex yet. 
One notable event was the BYTE Break
fast, where we presented the Shelly 
Awards. Named for Comdex founder 
Sheldon Adelson , these are the BYTE 
editors ' choices for hits of the show. 

The best party at Comdex was given 
by Seikosha Industries on Sunday night. 
It was quiet and elegant, excellent food, 
no loud entertainment-I have never 
understood why one would want to fill a 
room with interesting people and then 

continued 



and disk and printer sharing. 
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When something becomes a standard, 
using it becomes second nature. That's true 
about LapLink. It's so effective that it has 
become the most popular 
laptop-to-desktop and 
desktop-to-desktop file 
transfer program ever. 

And now Release III 
improves on the original 
with added power
while preserving the 
simple design that has 
made LapLink the 
choice of more major 
corporations. 

LapLink III offers 
both serial and parallel file 
transfer, and you can take 
advantage of parallel transfer 
speeds of 500,000 baud or higher. 
It comes with a "six headed" universal cable 
that provides you with everything you need 
to use both serial and parallel modes. 

And LapLink III will even install itself 
automatically on a remote computer. 

That's in addition to ease-of-use and 
productivity features like our popular split 
screen design, flexible transfer options, 

For the same fast, error
free file transfers between 
PCs and Macintoshes, get 

LapLink Mac. And for 
more information about 
any Traveling Software 
product, call us at 
(800) 662-2652. 

LapLink III. The 
standard in file transfer 
software. 

Suggesh•<I IMuil l'rke $149.95 

Lt\PLINKm
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Traveling Software, Inc. 
18702 North C reek Parkway, Bo1hell , WA 980ll 

(206) 483 -8088 

Traveling Software Europe 
Lo rds Coun, St Lcona rds Road , Windsor 

Berks, S L 4 30 8 , E ngla nd 

(44) 0753 831855 
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make it impossible for them to talk to 
each other. Seikosha has several innova
tions in printer technology , and I suspect 
you'll be hearing more about them. 

The most courteous act at Comdex 
came when the Cheetah people tried to 
set up their new i486 machine as one of 
the exhibits in the Pick operating-system 
room and discovered they didn't have a 
working VGA monitor. Zenith Data Sys
tems generously lent them a Flat Tech
nology Monitor (FTM) , not just for the 

day but for the length of the show. The 
Cheetah 486 ran the Pick operating sys
tem at impressive speeds, and with that 
wonderful Zenith monitor, it was one of 
the more colorful demonstrations. I got 
to meet Dick Pick, and I'll go to Orange 
County to see him sometime next month. 
More on Pick in another column. 

The most spectacular thing I saw at 
Comdex was a hospitality-suite demon
stration of VideoLogic ' s new video 
boards . I am supposed to be getting one 

MiniMod1de/AT Disk; 
Interlace to Embedded AT 

MiniMod1de/ SSP; Controller Disk Drive 
Dual Serial and Single 

Parallel Expansion . 

Little Board'Plus Minimodules· 

Embedded applications. Ampro's Little 
Board PC and AT compatible single board 
systems are ideal for embedded or dedicated 
applications. Specifically, applications which 
demand small size, high reliability, rugged 
design and low power consumption.Now, 
Ampro MiniModules allow you to build Little 
Board systems into awider range of applica
tions while meeting these same requirements. 
Little Board/PC or /286. Take your pick. PC 
compatible or AT compatible.Both single 
board systems are equivalent to amother
board and four expansion cards in asingle 
5. 75" X8" card. Both offer low power 
consumption, single 5V supply operation and 
0 to 70°C operating range. 
MiniModule Expansion. Extend your Little 
Board based embedded system using Ampro 
MiniModules. These compact 3.5'' X3.8" 
boards provide CGA or EGA video interfaces, 

LCD or EL panel controllers, Arcnet LAN 
controller, 2400 baud modem, serial/parallel 
port expansion or an interface to hard disks 
with embedded AT controllers.Stack 'em 
vertically or side by side. Build abig system in 
small space. 
Complete information. Fast Call us at the 
number below. We'll immediately foiward 
specifications and details on the Little Board 
family of single board systems and Mini
Modules.Then,you can build your embedded 
system. Any way but big. 
All trademarks are tl1e property of their respective owners 

408-734-2800 

~l::l=ICI 

SINGLE BOARD SYSTEMS 
Ampro Computers, Inc., 1130 Mountain View/Alviso Road 
Sunnyv:de, CA94089. FAX (408) 734-2939.ruc 4940302 

Distributon:: Reps: L&. · rontactA~IPRO for the rtune of )'Our rl(':!re;t n'P.~ -61 3720-3298; Austria 43·2'!.2/j 109 110; Canada · (60-1 )438.0028; Denmark -455 366 
20 20: Finbnd ·3S8 0 SSS-322; France -33 I 4842-2222; Germany,West -49 61 51 7305·3S; llongKong/PRC -586 1 .~ l 18; lsrad ·972349· 16-95; 1tafy ·3968 t 1·$>106,Jap:tn -1:1 1 3 

257-2630: Netherlands · 31 I0-4 l I 852 1;Norway -46 828-72-86; Swedcn -46828-72-86; ~V.i17.ertand -41 I 740-41·05; UnhedKlngdom -44 2%135511 

soon, so more then: but imagine being 
able to have your favorite TV channel go
ing in a small window in your Zenith 
FTM while you bang away at your word 
processor. And other such marvels . 

The most impressive small company
actually one of the most impressive com
panies of any size-was Sota, with new 
state-of-the-art (which is what their 
name stands for) high-resolution, mono
chrome VGA systems, upgrades for older 
AT systems, and generally a broad line of 
high-tech capabilities. It's worth keeping 
up with Sota to see what they're doing . 

I suppose the oddest event at Comdex 
was to be asked to go to the Ashton-Tate 
booth, where I was presented with a bot
tle of Russian cognac. It appears that the 
programmers' association over there had 
voted me the most popular computer col
umnist in the USSR and sent the cognac 
through the Ashton-Tate Moscow rep as 
a token. I haven't quite recovered from 
the shock, but then there are a lot of 
things happening over there. I certainly 
appreciate the honor . 

Look That Up ... 
Comdex this year spread all through Las 
Vegas. When leaving town, we stopped 
at the Tropicana, the last hotel on the 
strip, where we saw the Inductel people. 

Inductel , you may recall, publishes the 
Funk & Wagnall's Standard Desk Dic
tionary , as well as a 26-Janguage transla
tor and a bunch of McGraw-Hill techni
cal dictionaries. The dictionaries reside 
on your hard disk, and all of them can be 
accessed through the same software; that 
software can be memory-resident or in
voked as a stand-alone program. In my 
previous report, I was enthusiastic about 
the program but disgusted with their in
stallation procedures. 

Apparently someone at lnductel actu
ally listens . They're revamping the man
ual, changing the installation, and get
ting to work on the user interface. By the 
time you read this , the lnductel Refer
ence Series will be considerably im
proved, mostly along lines suggested in a 
previous column. 

My previous rating was "infuriatingly 
excellent." We'll see what comes out of 
the improvements. Meanwhile, they've 
sent replacements for the bad distribution 
disks I had before, and this time I got the 
program running without a hitch in Big 
Cheetah . It really is fast, and although I 
still think the user interface is counter
intuitive, you can get used to it . If you 
want an on-line dictionary system, this is 
very complete, and I'm rapidly becom
ing addicted to it. 

continued 
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ENAUY A debugging 
tool tough enough to 
handle the DOS 
Nasties. 

New Version 2.0 

Soft-
Nasty over-write? No sweat! 

Soft-I CE memory range break points help you 
track down memory over-write problems 
whether you are doing the ove r-w riting or 
another program is over-writing you. 

Hung program? No problem! 

When th e system hangs, you now have hope. 
W ith Soft~I CE you can break out of hung 
programs no matter how bad the system has 
been trashed. And with So!'t-I CE's back trace 
ranges you can re-play the instructions th at led 
up to the crash. 

Program too large? Not with Soft-ICE! 

Soft -ICE runs entirely in extended memory. This means 
you can debug even the largest DOS programs. And 
since your program runs at the same address whether 
Soft-ICE is loaded or not you can find those subtle 
bugs that change when the starting address of you r 
code changes 

System debugging? Soft-ICE is a natural! 

Soft-I CE is ideal for fu ll source level debugging ofTSRs, 
interrupt service ro utines, self booting programs. DOS 
loadable device cl ri vers, real-time kernels, non-DOS 0 / Ss 
and RO Ms. Soft -ICE can even debug within DOS & BIOS. 

How Soft-ICE Works 

Soft- ICE uses the power of the 80386 to sur
round your program in a virtual machine. 
Thi s gives you complete control of the 

DOS environment, while Soft-I CE runs 
safely in protected mode. Soft-I CE uses th e 

80386 to provide real-time break points on 
memory locations, memory ranges, executi on, 

I/ 0 ports, hard wa re & soft ware interrupts. 
With Soft -ICE you get all the speed and power of 
a hardware-assisted debugger at a softwa re price. 

Don't want to switch debuggers? 

You don't have to! 

Soft-I CE can run stand-alone 0 1· it can acid its 
powerful break points to the debugger you already 
use. Use your favor ite debugger until you require 

Soft-ICE. Simply pop up the Soft -ICE window to set 
powerful real-tim e break points. When a break point 
is reached, your debugger wi ll be acti vated automaticall y. 

MagicCV with Soft-ICE 

Using Soft-I CE with Code View gives you the features 
necessary for professional level systems debuggi ng. 
MagicCV and So l·t-ICE can work in concert with Code
View to provide th e most powe rful debugging platform 
you will find anyw here. 

'These may be the only two products I've seen in 
the last two or three years that exceeded my wildest 
expectations for power, compatibility and ease-of-use." 

-Paul Mace 
Paul Mace Software 

New Product/New Idea RUN CODEVIEW~. . TM 

IN BKSoft-ICE 
MagicCV 
MagicCV for Windows 

$386 
$199 
$199 

Buy Soft-ICE & MagicCV(W) 
-Save $86. 

Buy MagicCV and MagicCVW 
-Save $100. 

Buy All 3 

30 day money-back guarantee 
Visa. MasterCard and 
AmEx accepied 

-Save $186. 

DJ·w : 

Finds overwrites and un-initialized 
pointers automaticall y 
All the protection of a protected O/S 
under DOS 

Bounds Checker - $249 

™~Nu-Mega 
\l-TECHNOLOGIES 

CALL TODAY (603) 888-2386 
or FAX (603) 888-2465 

MagicCV _,_ .. 
CodeVicw is a great integrated dcbugger:but 
i1 uses over 2001< of conventional memo ry 
MagicCV uses advanced featu res of the 
80386 10 load CndeView and symbols in 
extended memory This all ows MagicCV to 
run CodeVicw in less th an SK of conven
tional memory on· your 80386 PC. 

NEW-Vers ion 2.0 includes EMS 4.0 dri ver. 

Attention Windows Developers! 
Version available for CVW. 

P.O. BOX 7607 • NASHUA, NH • 03060- 7607 
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AutoPilot 
One of my pet peeves is inadequate In
stall programs , as, for instance, last 
month's example of the WORM software 
that wouldn't install from the B drive . 
Incidentally, we do make progress: Max
imum Storage just sent me an update to 
its software, and this one will install 
from any drive you can get it on. 

One way to make reasonable Install 
programs would be to use something like 
AutoPilot. This program advertises that 
it "picks up where DOS left off"; and 
that 's not a bad description . AutoPilot is 
a job-control-language compiler. It will 
enhance your old DOS batch files, and 
much more . The language is rich and 
powerful. It will create menu-driven 
scripts. There's even an editor. It would 

· be ideal for making Install programs . 
Alas, you can't use AutoPilot that 

way, because it doesn't have any provi
sion for making stand-alone programs. 
The result is that AutoPilot falls between 
the cracks. It 's not a full-fledged lan
guage you can use to produce utilities for 
others to use ; at the same time, it re
quires considerable knowledge of DOS to 
make intelligent use of AutoPilot. The 
manual says that experts can create 
scripts and programs for naive users, and 
that 's correct-but so what? Their li
cense agreement specifically says that 
each user has to have his or her own copy. 

I can see AutoPilot used by a consul
tant in setting up a user system. The cost 
of the user 's copy would be part of the 
fee. Indeed , I can recommend that peo
ple in the business of setting up computer 
systems for others look into AutoPilot; it 
could save a lot of time in such applica
tions . In that context, recommended. I 
wish it had a stand-alone mode, though . 

Objects 
I'm only now beginning to appreciate the 
power of object-oriented programming 
(OOP). This may be one of the really sig
nificant breakthroughs of the small com
puter era. Specifically, I'm looking at 
Turbo Pascal 5.5; and every time I look, 
I am amazed at what you can do and how 
quickly you can get it done . 

Longtime readers know that I consider 
Modula-2 the language of choice for 
most professional programming jobs . I 
say this despite the popularity of C and 
the known problems of Modula-2 in the 
library standard and I/O departments . 
One reason for my preference is that 
Modula-2 modules are much like the 
" objects" in OOP. I know there are sig
nificant differences , and I expect some 
mail about this statement; but my point is 
that Turbo Pascal 5.5 with its OOP fea
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tu res is now a serious competitor of Mod
ula-2, especially for The Rest Of Us. 

For those interested in knowing more , 
there are two excellent books . Ben Ez
zell 's Object-Oriented Programming in 
Turbo Pascal 5. 5 (1989, Addison-Wes
ley , $22 . 95) assumes you al ready pro
gram in Turbo Pascal and gets right 
down to what you can do with OOP and 
how to do it. The book will make little 
sense to those unfamiliar with Turbo 
Pascal, but for those doing Turbo Pascal 
programs who want to know about ob
jects, this is the book to get. 

Tom Swan's Mastering Turbo Pascal 
5.5 (1989, Hayden, $25.95) is the third 
edition of a well-known standard intro
duction to Turbo Pascal. It assumes that 
you know something about computers 
and DOS, but not much more , and takes 
you from beginner's level to advanced in
termediate . No single book will make 
you a programmer, but this one comes as 
close as any could. I do recommend that 
after you've gone through Swan 's book, 
you get Ezzell 's. They're both excellent. 

Build Your Own Mac 

Outfits like Broderbund keep making ex

cellent print-shop tools for the IBM PC, 

but everyone I know who has access to 

both systems prefers the Macintosh for 

serious desktop publishing. This in

cludes Alex , who produced the program 

book for the recent LOSCON science fic

tion convention on my Mac Ilx but does 

most of his actual work on an 80386 PC . 


The problem with the Mac is the cost. 
Good machines, but they do tend to be 
pricey. There are two solutions to the 
cost problem. One is to get an Atari ST 
and the Gadgets by Small cartridge that 
turns the ST into a Mac. Dave and Sandy 
Small were demonstrating it in the Atari 
booth , particularly with the Atari Stacy 
portable ST, and you couldn't get into the 
demonstration because it was so thickly 
crowded with Apple engineering people. 
Atari can't make the Stacy fast enough . 
More on that another time. 

The other solution is to make your own 
Mac. That sounds harder than it is. The 
way to find out whether you want to try it 
is to get Build Your Own Macintosh from 
Catalog Parts-The Cat Mac by Bob 
Brant (Brant Associates, 4420 Southeast 
Mark Kelly Court , Portland , OR 
97222). In the Mac tradition, this rather 
thin book carries a high price of $24.95, 
but it's almost certainly worth it if you're 
serious about building your own Mac . 

Indeed, it's worth having the book 
even if you have a standard Mac out of 
warranty (as most Macs are, Apple being 
less than generous in their warranty 

terms) . This book goes into what's avail
able, from motherboards and hard disk 
drives to cables and connectors; who 
sells the stuff and for how much; and 
how difficult it is to replace or install. It 
covers everything from assembling a 
Mac from catalog parts , no soldering re
quired , to fixing up a " Hackintosh ." 
The book recommends that you build 
your own Mac SE and goes through the 
author's experiences in doing that. 

I've had a few MacExpert friends look 
through this, and they think it's nifty. 

Winding Down 
As usual , there are piles of stuff here I 
haven ' t a hope of getting to. There's 
PowerBasic , a new non-Borland edition 
of Turbo Basic from the original author; 
looks interesting, but I haven't tried it. 
There ' s Dan Bricklin 's PageGarden, a 
hard-to-use professional laser-printing 
program that is nearly indispensable if 
you ' re using the IBM PC for printing 
forms, notices , and anything repetitive. 
There are some new marvels from Sota , 
and at least three ways to refurbish your 
old AT into a machine that will last a few 
more years ; I'll get to those next month. 

Several books this month: Z88 Magic 
by Vic Gerhardi et al. (Kuma Computers 
Ltd., Pangbourne, Berkshire, UK), an 
excellent tour through the Cambridge 
Z88 computer. I still carry Sir Zed and 
remain fond of it. Second , The Cuckoo's 
Egg by Clifford Stoll , a fascinating ac
count of how an astronomer tracked 
down a computer cracker ( 1989, Double
day , $19.95) . [Editor's note : In this 
month's Print Queue, Hugh Kenner re
views The Cuckoo' s Egg.] Finally, Ter
ry Pratchett has a new "Discworld" 
book, Wyrd Sisters (Gollancz , London) . 
If you don 't know Pratchett and Disc
world , you've a treat in store. He' s the 
funniest fantasy writer I've come across . 

Next month, the Annual Chaos Manor 
Awards for most useful computer prod
ucts, and the Chaos Manor annual Or
chid and Onion parade for the best and 
most annoying things to happen . • 

Jerry PourneUe holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer 
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future . 
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and 
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE, 
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 
NH 03458. Please put your address on 
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due 
to the high volume ofletters, Jerry cannot 
guarantee a personal reply. You can also 
contact him on BIX as "jerryp. " 
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Standard Edition 
Op1i ml zing DOS comp iler, ln1egra1ed 

source-level debugger, sman linker, 

automa1ic make, comple1e ANS I 

li brary, 6 memory models, BGI lnler

fac e, li me-sli ced scheduler, MS-DOSI 

BIOS inierface, supe rse1of MS and 

Turbo Clibraries, and more. 

Extended Edition -
S1andard Edilion plus fu ll soun:e code 

to libraries, pOSl·mortem debuggin g, 

MS Windo-. suppon, suppon fo r DOS 

DLI.s (O\•rlays), assembler, disassembler, 

profiler, DOS call monitor, and more. 

OS/2 Edition -
Ex1ended Edilion (excepl for DOS com

piler) plus abi ll~· 10 gcnera1e DOSexe

cu1 :iblcs,fu ll suppon of OS/2 Kernel & 

PM calls, OS/2 smart linker, full yaulo

matic generation of Dlls, sou rce fo r 

pro1ec1ed mode libraries, and more. 

Bencllma1lsmeasu1edbvMark 
Hamilton, November 24 . 1989 

Copvr1gh1 ~. 1989, PC Business 

World and CW Communications Ltd 

TopSpeedC: 

Standard Edition $199 
IOOS Compiler &VIOi 

Extended Edition $395 
OS/2 Edition $495 
64-page TopSp eed C Technicel 
Specificationsboo klet availeble 
upon request 

Call on TopSpeed Modula -2 
compiler (with objects) Iii toolki ts. 

To Order: 

In the U.S., call : 

1-800-543-5202 
In Canada, ca ll : 

1-800-543-8452 
Cell on shipping &hand ling 
charges &volume discounts. 
VISA/MC accepted. 

30-day unconditional 
money-back guarantee. 

7bpSpeed and 7echKil are trademarks ofJensen & Pa rtners International. Other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks oftheir re.spedille holders. 

TopSpeed's seamlessly integrated 
multi·windowed environment 

VIO (Visual Interactive Debugger): 
asource-level, multi-windowed 
symbolic debugger. 

In England &Europe contact: 
Jensen &Partners UK ltd. 
63 Clerkenwell Road 
London ECIM 5NP 
Phone: (01)253-4333 
Fax: (01)251-1442 

CStandard Edition£t49; 
CExtended Edition £295; 
COS/2 Edition£370. 

Call on handling &VAT 
charges, and TopSpeed 
Modula-2product prices. 



support. 

TERMINAL EMULATION FROM TERM ISN'T THE NEXT 
BEST THING TO BEING THERE. IT IS BEING THERE. 

With TERM, you 

can operate remote 

systems exactly as 

if you were there. 

TERM is considered the industry standard for exact terminal emulations, but 
emulation isn't the only issue - regardless how precise it is. The real objective is access, 
and accessibility requires that your machine act like their machine. 

Exact Emulation. TermNET operates identically to TERM 
With SCO Color Console and TERM, and provides direct network connecti vity 

anything that runs on Xenix can now be featuring multisession TCP/IP, OSI and X.25 
operated remotely from your PC, Both TERM and TermNET pro-
Macintosh or Unix box. TERM vide inte lligent file transfer for 
literally puts you in front of fast data movement and a 
the remote system. You powerful, custom izab le script 
can now take advantage of language that automates every 
the full range of keyboard aspect of communication 
functions and screen attri sess ions. They run iden tica lly 
butes including function key on machines made by over 100 
programmability and complete manufacturers, providing key
color support. In short, your terminal 
becomes their terminal. T his is access. 

In addition to SCO ANSI, TERM fea 
tures very exact VT220, VT102, WyseSO and 
nine othe r te rminal e mulations on any phys
ical display device. Other em ulat ion features 
include a fully remap pable keyboard, 132 
co lumns, transpare nt print, graphics line 
draw and multinational character sup port. 

Network & Asynchronous Access. 
Exact emu lations are merely one featu re 

in a communications program wh ich is con
sidered the industry standard fo r asynchron
ous communications. And now Century 
Software introduces TermNET- all of the 
features of TERM in a network version. 

stroke-for-keystroke compatibility 
across multiple operating systems including: 
MSDOS, UNIX, Xen ix, Macintosh, VMS, 
BTOS, MS-Windows and X Windows. 
Access & Connectivity Solutions. 

Ce ntury Software is dedicated to meeting 
the cha ll enges of systems interoperability. 
With the add ition ofTermACS (Asynchron
ous Commun ications Server) and TERM fo r 
X Windows to our fami ly of software pro
ducts, we are creating The Access Standard 
a complete line of commun ications tools that 
provide sta te-of-the-art asynchronous and 
network connectivity. T hi s means access to 
in format ion from any system, any network. 

CENTURY IB THE ACCESS STANDARD. 

TERM AT A GLANCE 
•Multi-session Network &Async Access. 
• Oired TCP/IP, OSI & X.25 network support. 
•Exact VT220, VT102, W~e50 and SCO ANSI on 

all syslems. 
• Fully remoppoble keyboard. 
• Full numeric keypad support. 
•Full color support. 
• Automatically restartable file lranslers. 

•Stole-of-the-art Lempel-Ziv-Welch dala 
compression. 

• 38.4K sliding window file tronsfers. 
• KERMIT protocol for mainframes. 
• XMODEM and YMODEM protocolsfor bulletin 

boards. 
• Wildcard file send/ receive capability. 
•Auto-login, dial/redial modem conlrol. 
• Powerful script language for customized 

applications. 
• Performs unattended polling/file transfers. 
• Remote maintenance capability. 
• Electronic mail/TELEX/ FAX Easylink/MCI Gateway. 
•Superior XWindows xterm Replacement. 

~CENTURY
~SOFTWARE 


The Access Standard 

5284 Somh 320 Wesr, 
Suire C 134 
Salr Lake Ciry, Urah 84 107 
Phone: 80 1-268-3088 
Facsimil e: 801-268-2772 

UN ITED KINGDOM FRANCE FRANCE BELG I Ll~ l N ETH E lli .ANDS ITALY WEST GERMANY AUSTRALIA 
Systems Marketing Tauris Dara T op-Loi.: T op-Log T-Poim Soflwarc ESA ComplHcrs Tauri sD.irn Qun ix 
Phone: (!488-681004 Phone: ( I ) 30-2 1-.5.S-O.S Phone: ( 1) 42 -04-21- IX Phone: 02/872-22-40 Phone: 074-9 12470 Phom:: 0541-74 11 U Phone: (6 121) 509392 Phone: (07) 8.1 1-8666 
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E X PERT ADVICE 

THE UNIX /bin • David Fiedler 

LET YOUR FINGERS 

DO THE TALKING 


Unix has programs 
that let you 
communicate 
with the outside world 

A
Unix environment can be pro
ductive and seductive at the 
same time: productive because 
of all those wonderful tools, 

and seductive because there are so many 
tools and options on Unix that you can 
spend an afternoon just learning new 
ways of doing things, without actually 
getting anything done . 

Other than reading the manual and 
trying everything in it, or browsing the 
file tree and examining interesting files, 
there is probably no easier way of getting 
distracted than using the Unix mail and 
news facilities. For some people-I con
. :ss to being one of them-the ability to 
communicate with people all over the 
world from your terminal can be distract
ing beyond comprehension. While al
most everyone likes to communicate, 
somehow adding technology to the expe
rience makes it more interesting or (dare 
I say it?) fun. This explains the popular
ity of E-mail, amateur radio, fax ma
chines, cellular phones, and even paper 
cups networked by a piece of string. 

In the case of Unix, I have numerous 
ways to distract myself. The basic one is 
cu, which is a simple telecommunica
tions utility that will dial out via modem 
and let you connect to other computers. 
Once connected, your terminal becomes 
a remote terminal on the other computer, 
which doesn't have to be running Unix . 
You can also use cu to test a dial-up to 
another Unix machine, or to send char
acters to a modem for setup and diagnos
tic purposes. Commands internal to cu 
allow you to exchange files with other 
Unix machines, though without any pro
tocol or error checking. You can also run 
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commands (either locally or remotely) 
and send their output to your screen or to 
the modem . 

UUCP 
The next step up from cu is the set of 
commands that AT&T calls basic net
working utilities. BNU includes pro
grams to copy files (uucp, uuto) and 
execute commands across system bound
aries (uux), as well as to perform a num
ber of status and diagnostic functions 
(uutry, uustat, uulog). Everyone in 
the Unix world, however, refers to this 
entire command suite collectively as 
UUCP (for Unix-to-Unix copy). 

Once properly installed, UUCP runs 
more or less automatically, executing 
your remote commands and transfer re
quests without your having to do any
thing but specify the name of the system 
you want to call. And while you general
ly find software of this sophistication 
only with LANs, UUCP just needs regu-

Jar dial-up modems to operate. Log-in 
scripts for all systems are standardized 
and contained in a single file. Calls to a 
particular system can be made as soon as 
a request is issued for that system, or de
ferred until another time, perhaps when 
the phone rates are lower. 

UUCP has reached several important 
milestones since its inception. Several 
years ago, it was completely rewritten to 
provide more security, more generality, 
and, best of all, easier setup and installa
tion . Peter Honeyman, D. A. Nowitz, 
and Brian E. Redman created this ver
sion, and it is therefore generally known 
by the acronymish HoneyDanBer UUCP 
to distinguish it from the older version . 
HoneyDanBer (sometimes referred to as 
HDB) UUCP is the standard on all cur
rent AT&T-derived releases of Unix. 

More recently, the number of UUCP 
users reached a critical size that led Tele
bit ( 1345 Shorebird Way, Mountain 

continued 
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It Is Technology. 
VenturCom's real time UNIX product 
famtly has the only real time kernel for 
standard hardware platforms which is 
AT&Ts UNIX System V. Not a simple 
UNIX clone. Noc just UNIX on top of a 
real time executive. 

Real UNIX provides designers 
with SVID and POSIX standards, RFS 
and NFS, X-windows, Streams, complete 
development tools, multiple DOS under 
UNIX tasks. And early access to future 
technologies.

Real time adds performance 
and functionality to UNIX with preemp
tive and biased scheduling, contiguous file 
system, average interrupt latency of50 µs, 
bounded context switches, memory lock
ing, asynchronous 1/0, and much more. 

Ask us about VENixn' for 
80286/80386 PCs and Single Board Com
puters; RIX"' for other UNIX versions, 
such as Interactive System's 386/ix'," 
and small, diskless, and ROMable 
UNIX kernels. Find out why Foxboro, 
Toshiba, GE, and many others are using 
VenturCom's real time UNIX products. 

"~VenturCom
V- Real Time/Real Unix 

215 FU'St Street 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 661-1230 
Nippon VentwCom, Inc. 
Tukyo 102 Japan 03-234-9381 

UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T 
386/ix ita trademarkofInteractive Systems Corp. 
VENIX, RI'X are tradem.arlaofVentu.COm, Inc. 
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View, CA 94043, (415) 969-3800) to de
sign a series of modems with built-in 
support for the UUCP protocol. Its Trail
Blazer Plus has its own 68000 CPU and 
digital signal processor and connects to 
your machine via a serial port at 19,200 
bps . It needs that kind of speed to keep 
up, because it can converse with compat
ible modems at up to 18,000 bps while 
emulating UUCP in its own hardware . 
This approach takes a big load off your 
computer's CPU , allowing real-world 
throughput of between 900 and 1600 
characters per second (at least, that's 
what I get) . This corresponds to about a 
megabyte of data every 15 minutes or so 
and partly explains why the Telebit 
modems have become a de facto standard 
in the Unix community. Parenthetically , 
the TrailBlazer Plus also supports nor
mal modem protocols at 300, 1200, and 
2400 bps , and a new Telebit 2500 model 
supports the V .32 standard at 9600 bps 
as well. 

E-Mail 
Many first-time Unix users are astound
ed to find out that the regular mail com
mand can be used to contact users on 
other systems . The mail command auto
matically invokes the UUCP subsystem 
to transfer mail messages to another Unix 
machine . The catch here is that a UUCP 
connection must already be set up with 
the other machine, or else you must know 
an explicit "path" to the other machine. 

While I'll get into the specifics of set
ting up UUCP in a future column, all 
Unix users should know some of the ins 
and outs of mail addressing. The first 
thing to know is the "nodename" of your 
own machine-that is, the name by 
which other machines can address your 
machine. To find out, execute the com
mand uname -n. The result should be a 
name of eight characters or less . 

On my own computer, the nodename 
is infopro and my log-in is david, so my 
full E-mail address via UUCP would be 
infopro !david. While another user on 
my own machine would merely have to 
type mail david to reach me, a user on a 
machine with a direct UUCP connection 
to my machine would have to type mail 
infopro !david . 

This is fine for a small number of con
nections , perhaps among company sites . 
But with thousands of Unix machines 
talking to each other, it's not possible to 
set up a connection to every machine di
rectly. So an informal UUCP-Net has 
been set up with the mutual cooperation 
of system administrators around the 
world . Computers on UUCP-Net agree to 
pass mail messages to and through each 

other, so that you only have to know the 
correct path between machines to route 
your message . For this reason, many 
people on UUCP-Net provide, as part of 
their electronic signature, a number of 
well-known machines that their ma
chines "talk to ." This allows people they 
correspond with to answer them reliably. 

As an example, I might use the line 

{bytepb,hoptoad,pyramid} 
!infopro!david 

as part of my signature (actually, a 
.signature file in my home directory 
that is automatically appended to all my 
outgoing mail). This signifies, in C-shell 
notation, that the three machines byte
pb, hoptoad, and pyramid all talk to my 
machine, infopro, on a regular basis, 
and that mail sent through them should 
get to me. So, if your machine is called 
hello, your log-in name is george, and 
hello talks to pyramid, then typing 
mail pyramid!infopro!david would 
get a message to me. Similarly , I could 
talk to you by typing mail pyramid! 
hello! george. 

You can see where this is leading. If 
your machine doesn 't talk directly to 
pyramid, you ' ll have to find an interme
diate machine that does. Four or five 
years ago, one of the most valuable items 
an E-mail freak could have was a copy of 
Mark Horton's net map, which let you 
figure out the paths to any other machine 
by actually following lines between ma
chine names. · Now, there are so many 
machines on the network that all routes 
are generated electronically, using spe
cial software and volunteers around the 
world who coordinate map entries . 

My routing file contained 17 ,687 en
tries on the day this article was submit
ted, each one optimized for the fastest 
path from infopro to every other Unix 
computer on the planet known to be on 
UUCP-Net. Every morning, a set of shell 
programs that I wrote checks the latest 
map entries and regenerates the routing 
file if necessary. The mail software I use 
automatically reverses the path of any in
coming mail messages for sending re
plies and uses the routing file to find a 
way to other computers where only the 
final nodename is known. 

Usenet 
So where do these maps, entries, and 
software packages come. from? There' s 
another set of programs, apart from 
BNU and mail, that takes advantage of 
your UUCP capabilities. It allows any 
user at a participating site to read and 

continued 
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The new DigiC Lseries 

out-performsall otherleading


multi-usercommunications boards. 
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nications boards sets the new performance standard for 
terminal response time, especially under heavy user-load 
conditions. The key to this performance is the synergy 
between our hardware and our new Front End Processing 
real-time Operating System (FEP 0/S) software. 

The proof is in the numbers, and a good example 
is the DigiCHANNEL PC/ 16i. In benchmark tests, it beats 
every other leading board in the two critical areas that 
determine board performance: data throughputand 
processor overhead 

Data throughput is calculated by measuring the 
total amount of data that a board can handle per port 
and per system. The higher the data throughput, the 
faster the response time for each user on the system. 

Processor overhead is the amount of additional 

Raw Input Raw Output 

Anvil Arnet Computone Speclalix • Dlglboard 

ProcessorOverhead: Percentage ofhost CPU time utilized for 
!/O processing tasks. The lower the better. 

The new DigiCHANNEL 
series of multi-user commu

processing imposed on the CPU to handle the data 
input/output being controlled by the communications 
board. The less time the CPU needs to spend on 1/0 
chores, the more time it can spend processing 
applications for terminal users. 

Call for our FREE technical white paper with all 
the details on our benchmark testing. While you're at it, 
ask for our FREE booklet, How to Do Multi-User Right. 

No matter how simple or complex your 
multi-user systems, you can trust DigiBoard 
to put you at the head of the pack. And 
keep you there. 

Digil ~ !--~~- 
=Pl:;:n;yo:m~ t;,~r~ow- - . 

6751 Oxford Street • St. Louis Park, MN 55426 
1-800-344-4273 • In Minnesota (612) 922-8055 
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When we started selling MKS prod
ucts in 1986, the Tax Collectors were 
among the first to notice. They assessed 
our promise to bring the power and 
flexibility of a UNIX environment to the 
DOS desktop. 

And then they came to call. 
We're happy to report that the Tax 

People* quickly decided that MKS 
products were the perfect way to train 
users on UNIX operating systems using 
the PCs everyone was already fami liar 
with. And the perfect way to speed 
development of new programs and 
procedures. 
Get the new - but don't give up the old 

The MKS Programming , 
Platform gives programmers the 
best of both worlds - virtually ~)-
unrestricted access to the power and / 

flexibility of UNIX operating 

systems, and full DOS or OS/2 ' 

capabilities. With MKS your 

PC becomes a powerful and 

productive UNIX worksta

tion, whenever you need it. 


The Platform includes 
four proven members of the 
MKS family of software: 
MKS Toolkit, LEX & YACC, ·~ 
RCS, and Make. 

The heart of the Platfonn is 
the MKS Toolkit. It provides a 
complete set of utility pro
grams and over 150 com
mands compatible with UNIX 
System V.3. It also includes the MKS 
Korn Shell, a command interpretor, 
MKS Vi editor, and the MKS 
AWK programming lan
guage. 

Next is MKS LEX & 
YACC, which work together as a 

After Long Investigation, The 

Taxman Came To Talk To Us 


30 day money-back guarantee 
MKS Programming Platform prices are: 
DOS $665 
OS/2 $1225 

In Continental USA co ll : l ·800· 265· 2797 
Outside Continental USA coll: l ·519·884·2251 
Fax: 1·5 19-884-886 1 

·we're not allowed to use their official name. But you know who we mean. 

highly efficient program generator, 
simplifing the creation of languages and 
compi lers for DOS and OS/2. The set is 
completed with MKS RCS (Revision 
Control System), which gives total 
control of text file revisions, and MKS 
Make , which provides an efficient way to 
automate the production and maintenance 
of any size project. 

All together they are the most effi 
cient, most productive, and friend liest 
way to cross the bridge between DOS or 
OS/2, and UNIX. 

Beyond multiple platform support 
The Programming Platform performs 

on standard PC networks like Novell 
NetWare and PC NFS with the illusion of 
a complete UNIX timesharing system. 
This means you can hook your PC to PC 
NFS, allowing it to be used as a UNIX 
workstation. 

MKS is an active participant on the 
POSIX standards committee, and we 
track the shell and utilities standard to the 
fullest extent. We take care to bui ld the 
underlying POSIX kernel functionality on 
DOS and OS/2 into MKS software before 
moving utilities. That's why the Platform 

gives you 100% UNIX and POSIX 
compatibility, with no surprises. 

Ideal training tools 
Fast, painless training is another 

f, ,_ benefit of the Programming Platform. 
Developers can use their familiar PC 

keyboards while moving effortlessly 
to UNIX on the desktop, and 

exposure to new commands and 
functionality becomes part of 
the novice 's working day. 

The Taxman adds it up 
When you stack up all the 

advantages of the Programming 
Platform - access to powerful 

development tools, time-saving 
management functions, full porta

bility, easy training, and our 
unswerving dedication to the 

POSIX standard - it 's no wonder that 
the people with the toughest jobs to do, 

.like the Taxman, tum to MKS. 
To learn more about The Programming 

Platform and other MKS produc
tivity and development tools, 

call us today. Maybe we "' 
can make your job a little 

less taxing. 

Authorized MKS Dealers: Head Office: 
Belgium 2·736-6064 35 King Street North 
England 364-53499 or Waterloo, Ontario 

l ·833· l 022 or Canada, N2J 2W9 
0763-73455 

Netherlands 20· l 4· 24-63 
West Germany 551-792488 or •061·214908or 


721 ·886-664 
 More Power toYou 
MKS is a tradema~ ol Mortice Kern Systems Inc. Other trademarks have been cited and MKS acknowledges them. 
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write (or post) electronic articles in any 
one of hundreds of newsgroups. It is 
called Usenet News, Netnews, or simply 
"the news." The machines that run this 
software and that have agreed to pass the 
news articles on to others make up the 
Usenet. 

Newsgroups range from the deeply 
technical to the merely bizarre, and each 
one is a sort of interactive mini-magazine 
that is written largely by the same people 
who read it. While it's hard to character
ize Usenet in a few words, I believe I can 
honestly say there is something there for 
everyone. Think of it as an electronic 
version of Hyde Park. 

Ifyou aren't interested in communicat
ing with other Usenuts , there are more
pressing reasons to sign up (and by the 
way, Usenet is free). In the newsgroup 
comp.mail.maps , you will find the map 
entries that are vital to routing your E
mail. In addition, in comp .sources. 
unix, comp.sources .misc, and alt . 
sources, you will find more free and 
public domain software than you'll know 
what to do with . There are other groups 
specifically for source code for ma
chines such as the Sun and Macintosh . 

Usenet works in a way that will seem 
strange to anyone who has ever used an 
electronic information service such as 
BIX. On BIX, you place a call to one cen
tral computer where the information is 
stored. On Usenet, your computer calls 
another and gets all the current news ar
ticles . Then, everyone on your machine 
can read the news. This means that the 
news passes from one machine to an
other , each adding new articles gener
ated or collected at that site before pass
ing it on . This also means that you will 
sometimes find yourself reading the 
answer to a question before you see the 
question. Usenet is distributed network 
anarchy at its best-or worst , depending 
on what is posted on any particular day. 

In the next few columns, I'll discuss 
the practical matters involved in setting 
up UUCP and getting on the network, as 
well as how to obtain the public domain 
software necessary to make efficient use 
of the network. Also, there are more net
works available to Unix users, with even 
more mail-addressing schemes. • 

David Fiedler is publisher of the Unix 
Video Quarterly and the journal Root, 
as well as coauthor ofthe book Unix Sys
tem Administration. He can be reached 
on BIX as ''fiedler. " 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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TURBO EMS™ 5.0 
TWO PROGRAMS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE! 


All on one diskette for your slowest PC or your fastest 386. 

STANDARD 286 FEATURES: 
• 	Up to 32 MB of LIM 4.0 expanded 

memory 

• 	"Automatic Spillover" between any 

combination of expanded memory 

hardware, unused extended memory 

and disk file space 

• 	Special support for Windows, Excel, 

DESQview, Ventura and Lotus 3.0 

• 	Simulates LIM 4.0 expanded memory 

with LIM 3.2 hardware 

• 	Supports the LIM extended memory 

specifications (XMS) 

386 SPECIFICFEATURES: 
• 	Increases available DOS memory 

• 	Backfills low DOS memory 

• 	Shadows ROM to faster RAM 

• 	Relocates TSR and DEVICE DRIVERS 

• 	VCPI support 

• 	Tme network compatibility 

Turbo EMS 5.0 is your single solution 
for memory starvation. If you're using 
memory-hungry applications, you need 
the powerful leader in expanded 
memory technology - Turbo EMS 5.0. 
For an end to confusion about usable 
computer memory, you need to talk to 
our Sales and Technical Support 
experts today! 

Suggested Retail $99.95 
© 1990 ML'rri!I & Bry:1n EntL'rpri ....cs. Inc. Turbo EMS is 
:1 1rackm:1rk of TL' k·\\;;;in.: Cor por;11ion . All tllhcr 
prcxlucts mentiunL"d :ire tr:tdcmark ...:d and/ o r rL"gistL'red 
hy thdr n.:specl in.: man uf:u.:1 ure~ and a n.'. 
:u.: knrn\·kdgL"d. 
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E X PERT ADVICE 

DOWN TO BUSINESS • Wayne Rash Jr. 

THE FAMILY JEWELS 


If your company has 
lots of PCs, you need 
to develop a backup 
strategy and make sure 
it's carried out 

I 
could see the company vice presi
dent's concern as I spoke with him. 
He explained to me that the com~ 
pany had started out using only a 

centralized computer system on a VAX, 
but over the years had given its execu
tives personal computers rather than ter
minals. The executives were able to pro
duce reports using the superior tools 
available in the PC world, and to handle 
their financial responsibilities faster and 
with greater accuracy using tools like 
Lotus 1-2-3. 

There was little indication that their 
information was being protected against 
loss . The executives left their reports and 
their spreadsheets on their hard disks and 
rarely backed up anything. Eventually, 
the computers began to age and their 
disks began to fail. Suddenly, the truth 
struck home. 

A vast portion of the company's busi
ness was residing on a collection of aging 
$200 hard disks on computers spread all 
over the company. No longer was there a 
central repository for information. There 
was no way for the executives to be sure 
who had the latest copy of company
developed spreadsheet templates, nor 
any way for the company to ensure that 
everyone had the same version of impor
tant company data. 

There was no doubt that information 
important to t!le company would be lost, 
for that had already happened. The ques
tion was when information vital to the 
company would be lost. Clearly, some
thing had to be done. 

ILLUSTRATION: DEBORAH DRUMMOND © 1990 

Back to the VAX 
The vice president had decided that a 
corporate LAN was the answer to the 
company's need . Individual departments 
or divisions bought file servers to sup
port their employees. The employees 
were responsible for copying files to the 
server that needed to be backed up. Since 
the company was also installing network 
versions of WordPerfect and other soft
ware, most work stayed on the server 
anyway. 

While most departments started to 
make it a practice to back up their data 
weekly , the company installed Novell 
NetWare for VMS on its VAX and began 
to back up the file servers on the com
pany LAN to the VAX. The VAX was 
then backed up to tape by the computer 
room staff. Suddenly , corporate data 
was once again safe , software could be 
handled centrally , and one of the com
pany 's major assets , its data, was pro
tected from loss. 

But I Don't Own a VAX 
Obviously, this was a large company 
with a professional data center, so it al
ready had the personnel and financial re
sources necessary to handle this sort of 
project. But suppose you don't have a 
company with facilities this complete. 
Does this mean that you have to give up 
the idea of centralized data storage? In 
fact, it does not. There are ways to have 
all the benefits that this company had 
without investing in a VAX. 

What is important is to realize the 
need to protect your information. While 
employees tend to think of the informa
tion on the computer assigned to them as 
"theirs," in fact it is not. It belongs to the 
company, and the company needs to 
make sure that it is protected against 
loss, improper alteration, or theft. One 
way to do that is to make data backup 
easy to accomplish so that your employ
ees will do it. 

continued 
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DOWN TO BUSINESS 

They can make the process easier by 
backing up their data files to a file server 
on a LAN . This is as easy as copying a 
file to a place on the server where the 
LAN administrator will back it up for. ar
chiving. Alternatively, you can access 
each person's hard disk remotely and 
back it up through the LAN. Either way 
works , and you can use both ways if you 
really want to be safe. 

Regardless of which way you choose to 
handle security, you need to pick a back
up medium. You have a choice of several, 
including removable hard disks, optical 
disks, and tape. For most companies, the 
medium of choice for backups is tape. 
Tape is reasonably fast, reasonably inex
pensive, and quite reliable. It's also a 
medium with which most people, even 
those with very limited computer experi 
ence, are comfortable. 

You will have to choose a tape system 
designed to work in conjunction with a 
LAN, and you will have to find some
thing that will be able to hold all the in
formation to be backed up . A 40-mega
byte tape drive won't be suitable for a 
LAN with a gigabyte of data . Finally, 
you'll have to make sure that the system 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

Filetalk ... ........ ..... .............. .$495 

Series 2100 8-mm tape drive ... $7495 

(includes Filetalk) 

Mountain Computer, Inc. 

240 Hacienda Ave. 

Campbell, CA 95008 

(408) 379-4300 
Inquiry 1102. 

you buy will support the type of backup 
you plan to do and the network operating 
software you plan to use. 

Planning Protection 
Once you decide which way you're going 
to go, you need to develop a procedure to 
make sure that you keep your backups 
current. Most companies do this by mak
ing a complete system backup periodical
ly (e.g., weekly or monthly) and then 
performing a backup every day of only 
those items that have changed . They keep 
enough tapes on hand to have one for 
each day of the week, plus a couple for 
the full system backups, which are usu
ally stored in an off-site vault. These 

tapes are rotated less often. 
How you rotate the tapes is not as im

portant as the fact that you do , and that 
you actually back up the information. 
Backup is usually one of the assigned 
tasks of the LAN administrator. For this 
reason, it has a better chance of being ac
complished than if you depend on the 
company executives to remember. 

Deciding on the Approach 
First, you have to decide on the amount 
of data you need to back up. Second, de
cide where this data will reside. Once 
you have made these decisions, you can 
pick the type and size of backup unit you 
want. Remember that you should plan to 
have one entire backup fit on a single 
tape or disk, unless you plan to have 
someone hang around all night to change 
tapes . 

Tape drives suitable for backing up a 
company 's data are available from a vari
ety of sources, as are optical disks . Re
movable disk drives are rarely large 
enough to back up more than a small 
LAN, and they are probably not suffi
cient for an entire company, or even a 

continued 

AutoKey 400 programmable macro keys! 

Simplify DOS, D-base, Lotus 1-2-3. 
Boost your CAD performance. 
Automate word processing. 
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Booth 6 AB 6035 

• Plugs into your keyboard line. 
• Uses no system memory. 
• Requires no software. 
• Has its own microcomputer. 
• Eliminates complicated memory 

resident macro programs such 
as SuperKey and ProKey. 

Mextel Corp. 159 Beeline Road Call 1-800-888-4146 "I 
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IBM PC Image Processing Highlights. No. 3 in a series. 


MODEL DESCRIPTION 

ot2SGl·GOHt1 w/ frame G1abber & 

0118381 frame Processor 

Ol2862·50Hz' w/ frame Grabber & 

Dl2B58' frame Processor 

Ol2861 ·60Hz' Aii1hmetic Frame 

Dl286Vi0Hz' Grabber 

OT2861·6UHz1 w/ frame G1abber & 

Ol2858' frame Processor 

Frame Grabber&. 

RESOLUTION 

512X 512 

512x512 

512z512 

512x512 
Ol2861· 50Hz' w/ 
Dl2858' frame Pr ocessor 

om;1-soH z' High Resolution 512:<512 

Frame GrabberDT2851·50 Hz' 

COLOR IMAGE PROCESSI~ 
RE SOLUTION 

MODEl 
DT18i1·60Hz 
OT2B i 1·SO Hz 
OT1871·60 Hz w/ 
012858 
OT2871·50Hz wl 
OT2858 

Number ol R 

DE SC RIPTI ON s it ia l Colors 

{Hsn coior · fr.:ime 
Gr.ih 1 

Color frame GcJbbe1 

.ind fi.ime Processor 

Color frame Grabbet 
and Fume Pr ocessor 

OTlBSl-SQ· 60H z' Low Cost, 
Ol2SSJ·SQ ·50 Hz' Square Pixel 

frame Grabber 

Dl2803·60Ht 
Dl2803·50Ht 

Low Cost Frame 
G1abber 

8-bitor 
16-bit 1 

8-bitor 
1b-bil 1 

8-bi l 

S-bitor 
16-bit 1 

S-bitor 
16-bi11 

4-bit 

4-bitor 
16-bit 1 

4-bitor 
16-bit 1 

4-bit 

4-bil 

- Fred Moli nari, President 

Why clown around inblack and white 

when you can do it in color...just as easily. 

The DT2871 Frame Grabber. monochrome processing which performs gray 
The next logical ste . scale operations. 

The DT2871 connects directly toNow, moving from monochrome to color 
OT-Connect'" processor boards for fasterimage processing is as easy as plugging our 
compute-intensive color processing. And, isDT2871 (HSI) Co/or'" Frame Grabber into 
supported by our Aurora'" software foryour IBM®PC AT®-compatible computer. 
accelerated application developmentThe DT2871 features real-time 24-bit 

Now, color image processing can be muchcolor capture and display. It also performs 
less complicated and quicker to execute.real-time RGB/HSI and HSI/RGB color-space 

So, add alittle color to your actconversion for processing captured images in 
either the red-green-blue or hue-saturation Call (508) 481-3700 
intensity domain . .. intensity being the link to In Canada, call (800) 268-0427 

DAR TRANSLATION® 

FREE 1990 Image Processing 
Handbook. 

World Headquarters:Data Transla11on, Inc., !OOLocke Dr~e. Marlboro,MA01752·1192 USA.1508) 481·3700 Tlx 951646 
United Kingdom Headquarters: Dala Translation Lid., The Mulberry Business Park. Wokingham, Berkshire RGll 2QJ U.K.107341793838 Tix 94011914 
West Germany Headquarters: Data TranslationGmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Biet1ghetm·Bissingen, WestGermany 07142-54025 
lnternalional Sales Offices: Auslralia 121661·4155: Belgium 111466·8199: Canada 14161615·1907: China 111868·721 x4017: Denmark 1411174511: Finland 101371144; France 11169077801: Greece 111361·4300: Hong 
Kong 151 448963 :India 111113·!040: Israel 1511545685: llaly 111814 70.1: Japan 131502·5550.131348·8301.131555·llll: Korea 111756·9954: Nelherlands 170199·6360: New Zealand 16419-545313: Norway 121531150: 
Porlugal 111 545313:Singapore 16517797611: Soulh Africa 11118037680/93: Spain 111455·8111: Sweden 181 761·7810: Swilzerland 111713-1410: Taiwan 111701-0405. 

OT-Connect. (HSI) Color and Aurora are trademarks, and Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders. 
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DOWN TO BUSINESS 

department within a company. Optical 
disks of up to about 800 megabytes are 
available for personal computers. 

As I mentioned earlier, though, most 
LAN backup takes place using tape 
drives. These drives range from about 
150 megabytes at the lower end to 2.2 
gigabytes at the upper end. Most depart
ments can store all the data from their 
LANs in 2.2 gigabytes, although engi
neering shops that perform a lot of CAD 
work can create prodigious amounts of 
data. The tape drives that I looked at 
came from Mountain Computer, al 
though many other vendors make these 
devices. 

Mountain Computer makes a compact 
2.2-gigabyte drive, its Series 2100, that 
uses 8-mm tape as the storage medium. It 
uses the same easy-to-use software as the 
smaller drives . For the most part, its 
tape units are shipped ready to run after 
installation. 

One extremely useful software pack
age that Mountain Computer ships is 
Filetalk. This package lets workstations 
on an IPX- or NetBIOS-based network 
operate in a peer-to-peer environment. 
This environment lets you back up re

motely the hard disks of any workstation 
on the network. In fact, the software can 
be set up so that it will simply access the 
remote workstations one by one, copying 
each hard disk to tape before it proceeds 
to the next. 

Because it operates in a peer-to-peer 
manner , Filetalk doesn't require the use 
of the file server. In fact, you can operate 
it with the file server turned off and torn 
apart as I did. Filetalk will also let you 
use the hard disk of the remote machine 
to do anything you can from your own. 
The only difference is that all software 
loads a little more slowly, since it has to 
come across the network. 

This method probably gives you the 
ultimate solution to company-wide back
ups, assuming you have enough tape on 
hand. First you back up the file servers, 
and then you back up all the hard disks on 
the system. This method is sure to pre
serve the company data and protect the 
company from catastrophic loss of the in
formation it depends on. 

The way you choose to back up your 
company information depends on how 
your company operates and how it stores 
its data . You can, if you want, depend on 

each employee to remember and to take 
the time to do the backup . If you want to 
ensure backups really are being per
formed, you can use your LAN and have 
the network support the preservation of 
your company's records . 

Before you decide that instituting reli
able backup procedures is too hard or too 
expensive, ask yourself how much it 
would cost to replace the information 
stored on all the disks in your company 
offices. Then.ask yourself whether or not 
you could replace the data at all , and if 
so, how long you could remain in busi
ness while you waited for the information 
to be replaced. • 

Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor 
for BYTE and a member ofthe profession
al staff of American Management Sys
tems, Inc. (Arlington, VA). He consults 
with the federal government on micro
computers and communications. You can 
contact him on BIX as "waynerash, " or 
in the to. wayne conference. 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to : Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane , Peterborough, NH 
03458. 

Printer Know-How 
Tips & Tricks for your PC Printer is subtitled 
"understanding and using your PC printer more 
effectively". Your non-laser printer has dozens of built-in 
features that are probably untapped because you're not 
quite sure how to use them. This book makes it easy to 
understand and use all of these features. The companion 
disk has several practical printer utilities: online Printer 
Help; printer font editor; 
printer control aid , and more . 
Includes companion disk. 
Increase productivity with 
your printer by knowing how. 

ISBN 1-55755-075-1 
Book and companion disk 
with essential printer utilities. 
$34.95 

Available al B Dalton Booksellers, Waldens, and Software Etc. nationwide. In the UK contact 

Programming Know-How 
PC System Programming for Developers an 
encyclopedia of PC technical and progamming info. 
Features parallel working examples in MS-DOS. Pascal, 
C, ML. Includes memory layout, DOS operations, interrupts 
from ML, high level languages, using extended· expanded 
memory, device drivers, hard disks, PC ports, mouse 
drivers, fundamentals of BIOS. grapl1ics and sound, TSR 
programs, complete appendices and more. 

920+ page book includes 2 disks with over 1 meg of 
programs. 
ISBN 1-55755-036-0, $59.95 

PC Tools Complete · A COMPLETE relerence to the PC 
Tools soltware. Thoroughly covers all the many features 
ol each ol the utilities that make up this comprehensive 
package. Has many hints, tips that make using the software 
both easier and faster. Covers Version 5.5 of PC Tools. 

ISBN 1-55755-076-X, 390 pages, $22.95 

PC Tools Compaion ·hard back quick reference guide. 
ISBN 1-55755-012-3, 220 pages, $12.95. 

Abacus 

Computer Bookshops 021-706-1188. In Canada contact Addison Wesley 416-447-5101. Dept. 	B3, 5370 52nd Street SE • Grand Rapids, Ml 49512 

Phone: (616) 698-0330 • Fax: (616) 698-0325
To order direct call TOLL FREE: 1-800-451-4319 

In US and Canada add $4.00 postage and handling.

We accept Visa, Master Card or American Express. Please write for your free catalog. Foreign orders add $12.00 postage per book. 
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VIDEO COURSE 

earn ++ 

Learn C + + Now! 
The great exodus of 
programmers from C to 
C++ hos begun! Since 
C+ + builds on C, it's the 
easiest OOP language to 
learn. That's why it's co/Jed 
"the language of the 90's". 

Why the rush? 
PRODUCTIVITY! Yes, C++ 
programmers con write 
programs in less time 
requiring less maintenance. 
Large projects become 
much easier to manage. 

Unfortunately, learning 
C+ + can be very costly. 
Classroom instruction is 
expensive even without the 
travel and hotel costs. Of 
course, not learning will 
cost you even more in the 
long run. Now there is an 
alternative! 

The top C+ + video 
tutorial at the lowest 
possible price. 
The C+ + video tutorial 
from Zortech is the ultimate 
C+ + training tool for work 
or home at only $499. 95. 
It comes on six VHS video 
tapes containing 32 clear, 
extensive tutorials. 

Used in conjunction with 
the concise workbook and 
tutorial disk, you will find 
everything you need for 
fast-track C+ + tuition. 

The course is generic (i .e . 
compiler and hardware 
independent) and is 
available with or without 
the award winning Zortech 
C+ + Compiler for 
MS-DOS and OS/ 2 . 

Start writing C+ + code 
within a week. 
As a C programmer, you 
will start producing C+ + 
code within a week of 
concentrated use of this 
course. Alternatively, spend 
just an hour a day 
watching the video and 
working through the 
suggested exercises to 
learn C+ + in only six 
weeks! 

The Leader in video 

tutorials. 

If you don 't already know 
C, you can ioin tens of 
thousands of programmers 
world-wide who hove 
learnt C with the Zortech 
Complete C Video Course, 
described as: 

NO RUSHI 
NO TRAVEL! 
NO HOTELS! 
ONLY $499.95 

"An excellent bargain ... 
... I heartily recommend" 

Gory Ray, PC WEEK 

Save your company 

thousands of $$$'s. 

One programmer can train 
for only $499.95, but you 
can train ten programmers 

Only $499.95 complete 
• Six Videos with 32 lessons 
• 256 page workbook 
• Tutorial disk 
• Compiler & hardware 

independent 
• NTSC or PAL format 
• Tax deductible 

for iust: Don't delay, order now! 
Just mail the coupon or coll 

C++ Course $499.95 the order hotline for same 
9 Extra Workbooks $269.55 day shipment. 
Total 10 students $769.50 

USA: Zortech Inc., 
1165 Massachusetts Avenue, Yes! Only $76.95 each! 
ARLINGTON, MA02174 

(With all the FREE refresher Voice: 617-646-6703 

courses you need!) Fax: 617-643-7969 


EUROPE: Zortech Ltd.,Now, Zortech with its new 
106-108 Powis Street, LONDON

C+ + Video Tutorial has 	 SE18 6LU 
refined the art of video 	 Voice : 44-1-316-7777 


Fax: 44-1-316-4138
tuition and presentation 
even further for the 7990's. Australia: Noble Systems 

Voice: 02-564 1200 
Fax: 02-564 1465IN USA CALL: 

1-800-848-8408 

Ir--------------------------------.ORDER FORM 	 IName 

I 	 Company II Please rush me these items: I 
I Qty Description Price Address I 
I - c++ Video ruta rial $499.95 I 
I - Extra C++ Workbooks $. 29.95 I 
I - Zortech C++ Compiler $199.95 Stote_Zip I 
I _ Developer's Edition $450.00 Phone I 

: 	 Please odd $7.50 Shipping in USA MC, VISA or CHECK __ Expiry _ : 
/n ternotianol shipping charged at cost Cord No. _

L	 1 



Your Connection now 


Bitstream ... NCP 
[!]fontware-55 different typeface packages in 
points sizes &om 2 to 144 .... .. each $99. 
[!]fundamentals-3 typeface packages specifically 
designed to produce Presentations, Reports 
& Proposals, & Spreadsheets . . . each $159. 

o 31'2 " format available from us. Specify 

when ordering. 

[!] package includes both 51/4 " and 31/2 11 


disks. 

IBl 3112 11 format available from manufacturer 

by request. Call us for details. 

CP-copy-protected; NCP-not copy-protected. 


The four-digit number next to each product 
is the product's ITEM NUMBER. Please refer 
to this number when ordering. Thank you. 

SOFTWARE 

We only carry the latest versions of products. 
Version numbers in our ads are current at press 
time. 

Corel Systems .. . NCP 
OCorel Draw 1.1-PC Magazinecalled it "A 
walloping good freehand drawing program 
that is easy to learn and fun to use. Highly 
recommended!' . .. ... . . . .. .... . . $329. 

Aldus ••• NCP 
1332 D PageMaker 3.0 ... . . . ...... .. call 

Alpha Software . • . NCP 
5104 [!]ALPHA/four 1.1 .. .. .. .. .... . 319. 

Application Techniques ... NCP 
1214 [!] Pizazz Plus 1.3. . .. . . .. . ... . . . . 69. 

Ashton-Tate ... NCP 
4450 DdBASE IV 1.0 ......... . . .. . 499. 

Autodesk . . . NCP 
4519 DAutosketch 2.0 .. ...... ....... 95. 
6119 DAutosketch Animator 1.0 .. . ... 189. 

Avery 	... NCP 
6006 	 [!] Label Pro 1.0 ..... . ... . . . .... 49. 

Bitstream • . • NCP 
[!]fundamentals: 
Reports and Proposals, Presentations 
or Spreadsheets ... . ..... each 159. 
[!]Headlines (1 to 6) . . ...... each 99. 
[!] Individual Fonts .. . .. .. .. each 99. 
Bloc Publishing . . . NCP 

5414 D Fast Pak Mail 4.0 .. . .. .. . . .. . . 49 . 
1447 D FormTool 2.01 ....... .. . .. ... 55. 
6245 [!J PopDropPLUS 1.0 . .. . .. . . . ... 59. 
4594 DForm Filler 2.0 ... .. . . .. . .... . 89. 

Chipsoft ... NCP 

181 TurboTax 1989 Personal 1040 7.0-Award 

winning tax preparation software with over 

50 federal income tax forms & schedules. 

Includes across-referenced help system. 

1989 World Class PC Award Winner . $45. 


Borland International . . . NCP 

1498 IBJTurbo C 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105. 

4330 IBITurbo C Professional Pack 1.0 .... 175. 
5335 IBITurbo Pascal 5.5 .. . ...... . ... 105. 
4332 IBJTurbo Pascal Professonal Pack 1.0. 175. 
6242 [!]Quattro Pro 1.0 ... . ...... . .. 289. 
1514 	 [!]Paradox3 .0 ................ 469. 


Brightbill-Roberts . . . NCP 
5408 D Hyperpad 1.0 ............... 89. 
5843 DShow Partner F/X 3.5 . ... . .... 229. 

Broderbund .. . CP 
1434 D New Print Shop (NCP) . . . 39. 
1433 [!]Memory Mate 3.01 (NCP) ...... 45. 

ButtonWare . . . NCP 
6419 [!]PC-File 5.0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59. 

Caere ... NCP 
6004 [!]Qmnipage 386 2.0 599. 

Central Point . . . NCP 
5039 [!]PC Tools Deluxe 5.5 . . . . . .... . 77 . 
5038 OCopy II PC 5.0 ..... . .. .. ..... 27. 

Chipsoft . . . NCP 
1663 	 IBITurboTax for 1989 Taxes 7.0 ... . $45. 

IBllndividual States ..... .. . . . each 34. 
Chronos Software •• . NCP 

4387 [!]Who•What•When 1.09 . .. . .. . 119. 
Corel Systems .. . NCP 

5506 DCorel Draw 1.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . 329. 
Crosstalk Communications . . . NCP 

2908 DCrosstalkXVI 3.7 . . . .. ... 109. 
5611 DCrosstalk for Windows 1.0 . . . 129. 

DacEasy ••. . NCP 
6398 DRapid Tax 1.0. . . . . .. . .... 45. 
1748 [!J DacEasy Accounting 4.0 . . . . . . 89. 

Data Storm . . . NCP 
4798 [!J PROCOMM PLUS 1. 1 . . . . . . . . 52 . 

Delrina Technology . . . NCP 
4325 [!JPerFORM 2.0 . . . . . . . . 169. 

Delta Technology .•• NCP 
5829 [!]Direct Access 4. 1 . .. .. . ....... 52. 

Digital Composition Systems . . . NCP 
5876 [!]db Publisher Report Maker 2.0 . 185. 

Dow Jones . . . NCP 
5494 IBJNews/Retrieval Membership Pkg. 24. 

5th Generation . . . NCP 
5504 [!] Brooklyn Bridge 3.0 . . ... ...... 79. 
2762 D Mace Utilities 1990... . . . . . . . 89. 
3950 [!]fastback Plus 2.09 .... .. .. .. 109. 

FormWorx . . . NCP 
5810 D FormWorx with Fill & File 2.5 .. . . 85. 

Fox Software • • . NCP 
6188 IBIFoxPro1 .0 ......... .. . .. . 489. 
2233 IBI Foxbase Plus 2. 1 .. . . . ....... 199. 

Funk Software ••• NCP 
2228 DSideways 3.21 . . . . . . . . 42. 
4479 DAllways 1.0 ......... . . . ..... 85. 

Generic Software . . . NCP 
2265 IBIGeneric CADD Level 3 1.13. . . . 169. 

Great American Software . . . NCP 
4880 DOne Wr~e Plus Accounting Sys. 2.0 .179. 
5825 D Money Matters 1.0 . . . . . ..... 55. 

Harvard Associates . .. NCP 
2324 IBI PC Logo 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59. 

Hayes ... NCP 
2293 [!]Smartcom 11 3.0 . .. . .. . . . . . . .. 89. 

ButtonWare .. . NCP 

[!]PC-File 5.0-The most &iendl)1i compre

hensive database available. It includes letter

writing with mail merge, business graphing, 

and apowerful report writer. It also works 

directly on dBase files . . . . . . . . . . . . . $59. 
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burns the midnight oil. 

Hilgraeve . . . NCP 

2323 l!IHyperACCESS/51 .0(DOS&0&2) $115. 
IBM ... NCP 

6187 l!IStoryboard Plus 2.0 .......... 239. 
Individual Software . . . NCP 

2408 OProfessor DOS 4.0 ...... . ..... 27. 
6222 OResume Maker 1.0 .... . ...... 29. 

Intuit ... NCP 
2426 l!JQuicken 3.0 .... . .... . .. .... . 39. 

Lord Publishing ... NCP 
5191 l!IRonstadt's Financials 1.02. . . . . 145. 

Lotus ... NCP 
5417 01·2-3 3.0 . ....... . . ..... . .. call 
5653 01-2-3 2.2 .. . .... . ....... .. . call 
5134 l!IMagellan 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 149. 
4131 l!IAgenda 1.0 ........... ..... 275. 
2660 OFreelance Plus 3.01 ......... . 345. 

MECA ... NCP 
4603 IBIAndrew Tobias' Tax Cut 

for 1989 Taxes... . . . ..... . .... . 45. 
2798 OManaging Your Money 6.0 .... . 119. 

Mlcrocom ... NCP 
2775 OCarbonCopy Plus 5.1 (2 req.) . .. 115. 

Micro Logic . . . NCP 
2968 OTornado 1.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55. 

Mlcrolytlcs . . . NCP 
2731 OGO!er 2.0 (new version) . ....... 45. 

Microsoft . . . NCP 
2860 Olearning DOS 2.0 . . . ......... 35. 
2899 OWindows 286 2.1 ..... . .. . . . . 69. 
2904 OWorks 2.0 ...... .... . ........99. 
2900 1!1Windows386 2.1 ...... . .. .. 129. 
2901 OWord 5.0 .... . . . ..... . . . . . . 209. 
6195 l!IWord for Windows ........... 329. 
2856 l!IExcel 2.1 (req. 80286180386) .. . call 
6133 l!IExcel for OS/2 1.0 . . .... ..... 339. 
5188 OQuickPascal 1.0 .... . .... . . .. 69. 
2894 OQuickBASIC 4.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69. 
2895 oQuickC 2.0 .. . . . .. . . . . ...... 69. 
2853 IBIC Compiler 5.1 .... ......... 299. 

Multlsoft ... NCP 
4925 OPC-Kwik Power Pak 1.5 ........ 79. 

New England Software . . . NCP 
4337 OG B-Stat 1.5 ............... . 159. 

Software Publishing ... 
[!)Draw Partner 1.0-Add flavor to your Harvard 
Graphics business presentation with Draw 
Partner. Zoom1 Rotate1 Flip1 and Align are 
some of the advanced drawing tools availa
ble. (Requires Harvard Graphics) ... . . $59. 

Nolo Press . .. NCP 
2982 OWillMaker 3.0 .. . .... .. ...... $35. 

Norton-Lambert ... NCP 
4928 DClose-Up Customer 3.0 . . . . . . . 135. 
4929 DClose-Up Support 3.0 . . . . . . . . 165. 

Paperback Software . .. NCP 
3142 DVP-Planner 3D 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . 169. 

PC Globe ... NCP 
5902 DPC Globe 3.0 . ........ . . . .... 39. 
5900 DPC USA 1.0 .. . ...... . . ...... 39. 

Personics .. . NCP 
3126 l!ISeeMORE 2.0 .... . .... ... .. . 54 . 
4328 l!llook & Link 1.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 59. 

Peter Norton ... NCP 
3152 l!INorton Commander 3.0 . . . ..... 89. 
3146 l!IAdvanced Utilities 4.5 .... . .... 89. 
6397 l!IThe Norton Backup 1.0 ........ 89. 


Quarterdeck .. . NCP 
3221 DExpanded Memory Mgr. 386 5.0 . 59. 
3220 DDESQView 2.25 . ............. 79. 
4586 DDESQView 386 1.0 .. ... ... ... 115. 
6400 DManifest 1.0 .. ....... . ...... . 39. 
6422 DQRAM 1.0 .......... . . ...... 49. 

Quarterdeck ... NCP 
DManifest 1. 0-Gives you asnapshot of your 
PC with detailed information about it1s 
memoIYi hardware1 DOS1 and more. In
cluded &ee with other listed Quarterdeck 
products through March 311 1990 . . . . $39. 

Reference Software .. . NCP 
4396 l!IGrammatik IV 1.0 .......... ... 52. 

Revolution Software .. . NCP 
4480 l!IVGA Dimmer 2.01 (screen saver) . 19. 

RightSoft .. . NCP 
4155 l!IRightWriter 3.1 ...... .. • .. . ... 54. 

Samna ... NCP 
5799 l!IAmi Professional 1.0 ......... 319 . 

Softlogic Solutions . .. NCP 
3546 D Disk Optimizer 4.05 . . ......... 45. 
3542 o Software Carousel 3.01 ........ 55. 

Softview ... NCP · 
3474 IBIMaclnTax for Windows (1989 taxes) 65. 

1-800/776-7777 

MMC PC Connection 700B ,,........ _..., ____ 


6 Mill Street 

Marlow, NH 03456 


SALES 603/446-7721 FAX 603/446-7791 


MECA ... NCP 

IBIA11drew Tobias' Tax Cut-Manage your taxes 

this year with MECNs new Tax Cut for 189. 

Includes expert system which lets you con

sult with the tax experts while you prepare 

your return.Editor1sChoice! ........ $45. 


6289 
3499 
3478 
3496 
3493 
3482 

5383 
3427 
3425 
3431 

2987 

6253 

3724 
3726 
3720 

Software Publishing ... NCP 
l!IDraw Partner 1.0 ......... . ... 59. 
D PFS:First Publisher 2.1 ..... . ... 89. 
D PFS:First Choice 3.02 . . . . . . .. 105. 
1!1Professiona1Write2.11 . .. . ... . 149. 
l!IProfessional File 2.01 .... . .... 199. 
DHarvard Graphics 2.13 . . .. . ... 339. 
Symantec ... NCP 
IBIBudget Express 1.0 . .. . ....... 99. 

l!JQ&A Write 1.01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139. 

OQ&A 3.0 ... . ... . ... . .. .... 229. 

DTimeline 3.0 ..... . .. • . .. .... 399. 

Timeslips .. . NCP 

DTimeslips 1113.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 169. 

Timeworks ... NCP 
l!JPublish-lt! 1.1 ... . ........ . .. 115. 

TOPS ... NCP 
IBJNetPrint 2.0 (share printers) . . . . 125. 
IBITOPS Network Bundle 3.0 ..... 159. 
Flashcard 2. 1 (Apple Talk network card; 
1 yearwarranty) . . .. ..... . . . . . 179. 

Microsoft ... NCP 
~fuel for 0512 1.0-Spreadsheet which allows 
you to take full advantage of the power and 
flexibility of OS/2. Sophisticated analytical 
tools1 easy-to-use Presentation Manager 
interface1 and much more ...... . .. $339. 

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT 10 AVAILABILllY. PRICES SUBJECT 10 CHANGE WITHOUT NOflCE. 

http:1!1Professiona1Write2.11


--

While others sleep 


-

Symantec .. . NCP 
DQ&A 3.0-The top-rated, best·selling inte· 
grated database and word processor offers 
simple mail merge, detailed reporting, 
versatile word processing, advanced 
network support, and more ........ $229. 

DacEasy ... NCP 

All new versions with all new features for 

your business or home. Let DacEasy provide 

your business accounting and tax solutions. 

[!] f\ccowzting 4.0. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . $89. 

DRapid Tax 1.0for1989 Taxes ... . ......... 45. 


4190 
5179 
3727 

3561 

3765 

3799 
3804 
3806 

2825 
5000 

3812 

6161 

4393 

Traveling Software .. . NCP 

Battery Watch 2.0 (3 112" only) . 

@Laplink 111 3.0 .. .... . . . . ..... 

@Desklink 2.2. . . . . . . . . 

True BASIC ... NCP 

@True BASIC 2.1 .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 

Vericomp ... NCP 

@SoftBytes 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . 

WordPerfect Corp. .. . NCP 

@WordPerfect Library 2.0 . . . . 

OWordPerfect 5.1 . . . . . 

Additional Network Stations 5.1 . 

WordStar USA .. . NCP 

o WordStar Prof. Release 5.5 . . 

OUpgrade to Release 5.5 . . . . 

Xerox ... NCP 

OVentura Publisher 2.0 .... . ... . 

XTREE ... NCP 

@XTREE Pro Gold 1.3 . . . . ... 

XV QUEST . .. NCP 

OXyWrite Ill Plus 3.55 . . . . . 


35. 
85. 
99. 

52. 

35. 

75. 
265. 
169. 

229. 
89. 

call 

75. 

229. 

6022 	 @Colonel's Bequest .. .. . . ...... 36. 

1299 
4107 

5787 
578B 
5786 

5042 

1604 
1605 

6184 
6183

Stone & Associates ... NCP 
[!]1st Math-Animated graphics teach addition, 1608 
subtraction, & patterning. Ages 4-8 .. . $22. 

1690D2ndMath-Interactive tutorial and 7games 
1694"teach" then "test" beginningaddition 1707 

through pre-calculus. Ages 7-16 . . .. .. $27. 1708 

Spectrum Holobyte .. . NCP 
5993 @Welltris (Tetris sequel) . . . . . 22. 5655 

Spinnaker .. . CP 
5580 OSargon IV ....... ... ... .. .. . 32. 

Stone & Assoc. . .. NCP 1906 
3435 @My Letters,Numbers,Words (2 to 6)22. 1904 
3438 @1st Math (ages 5 to B) . . . . . 22. 5183 
3439 D2nd Math (ages 7 to 16) . . . . . . . 27. 1930 

Subloglc .. . NCP 	 4117 
6190 	 DAir Transport Pilot. . . . . . . . . . . . 33 . 1917 

True BASIC, Inc. ... NCP 4116 
IBIKemeny/Kurtz Math Series: 51B4 
10 titles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . each 45. 1052 

HARDWARE 3952 
Manufacturer's standard limited 
warranty period for Items shown Is 2304 
listed after each company name. 2307 
Some products in their line may 230B 
have different warranty periods. 

2318 

AST Research .. . 2 years 
Si xPakPlus 384k C/S/P . . . . . . 189. 
RAMpage Plus 286 512k . . 419. 
Brother International .. . 1 year 
HL-8e Laser Printer ........... 1899. 

HL-8Ps Postscript Laser Printer ... 

Toner/Drum Kit . . . ......... . 

Central Point .. . 1 year 

Copy II PC Deluxe Option Board .. 

Compucable .. . 2 years 

2-Position switch box ....... . .. . 

3-Position switch box . 

Corvus .. . 1 year 

ReadyNet Starter Kit ...... . .... 

ReadyNet Add-On Kit .......... 

Cuesta .. . 1 year 

Datasaver 400 Watt (power backup) 

Curtis .. . lifetime 

Diamond Plus SP-1 + . . . . . . . . . . . 41. 

Emerald SP-2 .. . . . .... .. 36. 

Ruby SPF-2 (6 outlets) . . . . . . . . . . 55. 

Ruby-Plus SPF-2 Plus. . 65. 

We carry the full line of Curtis products. 

Diconix ... 1 year 

150 Plus Printer (Parallel) . . . .. . .. 359. 

Epson .. . 1 year 

We are an authorized Epson SeNice Center. 

FX-B50 (BO col., 264 cps, 9 pin) . .. 369. 

FX-1050 (136 col., 264 cps, 9 pin) . 479. 

LQ-510 (BO col., 1BO cps, 24 pin) . . 349. 

LQ-B50 (BO col., 264 cps, 24 pin) . 549. 

LQ-950 (110 col., 220 cps, 24 pin) . 569. 

LQ-1050 (136col., 264 cps, 24 pin) 769. 

LQ-2550 (136 col., 333 cps, 24 pin) 989. 

LX-810 (BO col., 1BO cps, 9 pin) .. . 199. 

Printer-to-IBM cable (6 feet) . . . . . . . 15. 

5th Generation .. . 1 year 

Logical Connection 512k. 529. 

Hayes .. . 2 years 

Smartmodem 1200 . . . . . . 2B9. 

Smartmodem 2400 . . . 429. 

Smartmodem 2400B (w/Smartcom 11)429 . 

Hercules ... 2 years 

Graphics Card Plus....... . .... 189. 


call 
99. 

115. 

25. 
35. 

319. 
165. 

429. 

RECREATIONAL/EDUCATIONAL 


Broderbund ... CP 
1417 DWhere/Europe Carmen Sandiego? $29. 
5701 DWhere/TimeCarmenSandiego? ... 32. 

Electronic Arts . .. NCP 
5798 OFerrari Formula I . . . . . . . . . . 29 . 
4659 @Chessmaster 2100 (CP). . 35. 
5804 @Deluxe Paint II (Enhanced). 89. 

Microprose .. . CP 
4454 OF-19 Stealth Fighter . . 39. 
5823 D Red Storm Rising . . ... . .. .. . . . 39. 

Microsoft ... NCP 
2858 OFlight Simulator 4.0 . . . . . . . . . . 39. 

Parlor Software .. . CP 
3159 OBridge Parlor 2.3 .. . . . . . . 49. 

Sierra On-Line .. . CP 
6023 @Leisure Suit Larry Ill . . . . . 39 . 
5695 @Manhunter: San Francisco. 33. 
4456 @Police Quest II . 39. 
5106 @Space Quest Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 . 

Timeworks ... NCP 
[!]Publish-It! 1.1-This complete desktop 
publishing program includes advanced page 
layout, graphics, word processing, and 
typesetting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $115. 

- -	 - -- -- --- - -®-~-. .-. 	 -- --.-.-- -.R_._ 	 -- ~~ -~------
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PC Celebration. 

Ernie. You see, even though our 
picture postcard town now has more 
printers than people, we still know 
the traditional way to ring out the 
old and ring in the new. 

Oh sure, we've heard the talk 
about how technology is going to 

change everything. But, no matter how many megahertz 
you muscl e into your micro, or how much resolution 
you ram into your rasters, or how many points per inch 
you output to print, you can still rely on us to deliver an 
irresistible combination of down-home prices and up
country personal service. 
Better keep our sox on. 
It's important that we all keep our tootsies toasty as we 

stroll down the old stage road into 
the last decade of the 20th Century. 
So we're giving a free pair of genuine 
100 % wool PC Connection Sox to 
everyone who places an order of 
$500 or more between now and 
March 31. 

Furrier & Jive. 

(Or, welcome back to the gay nineties.) 


People are always asking if the celebrated rural 
outpost of Marlow, NH (pop. 561, Car. Rt. Sort 
03456), is really reacjy for the '90s. Ready???! Why, 

if you give us a few minutes to hitch up the horses, light 
the oil lamps, pop open the parasols, and set a few 
bonfires, we'll make Currier and Ives look like Bert and 

Enjoy safe sox all winter long with warm and toasty 
100%wool PC Connection Sox. Offer not available 
to accounts on net terms. One per customer. 

~ --- ~-- ~ @-~§§f_-.... ~ -- ---- -------- -- ____.,. - ._ ~--- ........... ~ -.....,,,...~-. -~ 
__.._.______ - -- ____ .__.....,.§ - -=-<Q::==== -------- -- ----...
--- --- ......_._ - ---- --- ._..._. ~ - -- ._,,_ -- ~ ....... ~__.._.- __. - -- - ~~ - ._ __... 
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Order line open'til 1AM. 

Mountain Computer . . . 1 year 

2917 40·60 Meg Internal Tape Drive ... $379. DISKS MEMORY 
2935 40-60 Meg Int. Tape Drive for PS/2 379. 3248 256k DRAMs (120 nanosecond) . call 
5502 83-152M Ext. Tape Drive. 759. All disks have a lifetime warranty. 4366 1 Meg x 9 SIM Ms (100 nanosecond) call 
5500 83-152M Int. Tape Drive . 629. 5510 1 Meg x 9 SIM Ms (80 nanosecond) call 
6153 DC2120 Cartridge (5 pack). 135. 51/4 " OS/DD Disks (360k) 5746 1 Meg Chips (80 nanosecond) . call 
5190 DC2000 Pre-formatted Cartridges ea. 35 . 3291 Sony (10 disks per box) . . . . $12. 

Pacific Rim .. . 1 year 2789 Maxell MD2-D (10 disks per box) . . 13. OUR POLICY 
5010 1.2 Meg External. . . 215. 4192 Verbatim Datalife (10 disks per box) . 13. 

e We accept VISA and MASTERCARD only. 5011 360k Ex1ernal 51/•" Drive . 179. 51/4'' OS/HD Disks (1.2 Meg) 
• 	 No surcharge added for credit card orders. Plus Development . . . 2 years 3770 Verbatim Datalife (10 disks per box) . 19. 
• 	 Your card is not charged until we ship. 3105 Hardcard 20 Meg (49 ms). 529. 3292 Sony (10 disks per box). 19. 
• 	 If we must ship a partial order, we never charge 

3106 Hardcard 40 Meg (28 ms). 599. freight on the shipment(s) that complete the order (in
6424 Hardcard II 80 Meg (19 ms) . . . . 699. the U.S.). 

Seagate . . . 1 year 	 • No sales tax. 
FREE PCTV® Hard Drive Installation • All U.S. shipments insured; no additional charge. 
Tape with purchase of 20, 30 or 40 Meg • 	 APO/FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail. 

• 	 International orders U.S. $250 minimum. Seagate drive for the IBM PC (not for 
• 	 Upon receipt and approval, personal and company AT). Beta or VHS. 

checks now clear the same day for immediate
2285 20 Meg Internal Hard Drive ST225 shipment of your order. 

(w/controller and cables, 65 ms) . 289. • COO max. $1000. Cash, cashier's check, or money
2286 30 Meg Internal Hard Drive ST238 order. 


(w/controller and cables, 65 ms) . 299. 
 • 120 day limited warranty on all products.· 
4554 40 Meg Int. HD ST251-1 (28 ms). 359. • To order, call us Monday through Friday 9:00 AM to 
2287 40 Meg Int. HD for PC ST251-1 1 :00 AM, or Saturday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM . You can 

(w/controller and cables, 28 ms) . 429. call our business offices at 603/446-3383 Monday 
through Friday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM.4624 80 Meg Int. HD ST4096 (28 ms) 619. Intel ... 5years Samna ... NCP 

Inboard 386/PC with Free Samna Ami-The 
Inboard 386/PC gives you80386 processing 
power, and a free Samna Ami Windows
based word processor (regularly at $129). 
Offer good through March 311 1990 . $579. 

XTREE ... NCP 
~XTREE Pro Gold 1.3-A treasure of advanced 
disk management features-Directory Tree 
Display, Application Menus, Archive Manage
ment, Autoview & Enhanced View. Single 
keystroke commands for all operations. $75. 

,,,. 
Peter Norton ... NCP 
~nze Nanon Backup 1.0-Save your data before 
you lose it with the all new Norton Backup. 
3 user modes for ease of operation at any 
level plus many more advanced features 
make your backupseasy . ... .. .. .. . $89. 

TEAC ... 1 year 
4950 PC, XT 360k Drive (5114'') . 79. 
4951 720k Drive (specify XT or AT, 3 112") . 79 . 
4670 1.44 Meg Drive for XT (3112''). 99. 
4326 1 .44 Meg Drive for AT (includes Bastech 

software utilities, 3 112" copy prot.) . 119. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Checkfree 
6360 CheckFree Xpress .. 25. 

CompuServe 
1676 CompuServe Information Service . 24. 

Cables . . . lifetime 
1019 Smartmodem-to-AT cable (10 feet) 15. 
5511 Right Angle Printer cable (6 feet) . 15. 
1050 Parallel Printer cable (15 feet) 19. 

~ 

Practical Peripherals .. . 5 years 
2400SA MNP-Fully supports error-free MNP 
Level 5 data transmission, givingyou more 
confidence in your communications. Also 
supports Hayes compatible 2400 bps 
standard operation ............... $209. 

2790 Maxell MD2-HD (10 disks per box) 19. 

3112 11 OS/DD Diskettes (720k) 
3297 Sony (10 disks per box) . 14· 
3772 Verbatim (10 disks per box) . 15. 
2792 Maxell (10 disks per box) . 15. 

3112 11 OS/HD Diskettes (1.44 Meg) 
3298 
3773 
2793 

Sony (10 disks per box) . .. 
Verbatim (10 disks per box). 
Maxell (10 disks per box). 

29. 
29. 
29. 

SHIPPING 
Note: Accounts on net terms pay actual shipping. 

Continental US: 


• 	 For monitors, printers, Bernoulli Boxes, computers, 
hard drives, and power backups, pay actual charges. 
Call for UPS 2nd-Day & Next-Day-Air. 

• 	 For all other items, add $3 per order to cover UPS 
Shipping. For such items, we automatically use UPS 
2nd-Day-Air at no extra charge if you are more than 2 
days from us by UPS ground. 

Hawaii: 
• 	For monitors, printers, Bernoulli Boxes, computers, 

hard drives, and power backups, actual UPS Blue 
charge will be added. For all other items. add $3 per 
order. 

Alaska and outside Continental US: 
• 	Call 603/446-3383 for information. 

--~ ~ 	 -- --~--- ._ --	 - -- -- ~ ....._ - _.._,,_....._.-. - - -=-<;:_==~== ---- ---- --- -- - .. - ==- ----------- - ---- -	 ~ -::::::;;;;;;::-:"'=-==== -:...,.;;: - -::::::;;;;;;::-:"'=~§~~ 
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we're happy to toil. 


PC Globe ... NCP 

DPC USA 1.0-lnstant profiles on all 50 states 

and Puerto Rico, including maps, graphics, 

and data .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39. 

DPC Globe 3.0-Provides profiles of 177 coun

tries. Exports to many popular programs . 39. 


4696 

2352 

5119 

6420 

2346 

2339 

4266 

4267 

5336 

5342 

4272 

5396 

4275 

4857 


2370 

2369 

4750 

2371 

2372 


2582 

5697 


4518 


5801 

5800 

5802 


5464 

5151 

6029 

4297 


5818 

5821 


2897 

2898 


6007 

6010 


Intel ... 5 years 

2400B Internal Modem ......... 159. 

2400B Internal Modem 2 (for PS/2) 249. 

2400 Baud External Modem . . 

2400EX MNP Modem. . ........ 

Inboard 386/PC w/1 Meg (wtfree AmD 

Inboard 386/AT (req. inst. kit) 

Above Board Plus 512k .. 

Above Board Plus 1/0 512k . 

Above Board Plus 8 2 Meg .... 

Above Board Plus 8 1/0 2 Meg . 

Above Board 2 Plus 512k ..... 

Above Board MC 32 Ok .. 

Connection Coprocessor . 

Visual Edge ......... '. ' .. ''. 

MATH COPROCESSORS 

80287-8 (for 8 MHz 80286 CPU's) . 


179. 
229. 
579. 
859. 
419. 
449. 
699. 
739. 
469. 
359. 
579. 
449. 

199. 
80287-10 (for PS/2 Models 50 & 60) 229. 
80387SX (for 80386SX CPU's) . ... 309. 
80387 (for 16 MHz 80386 CPU's) . . 349. 
80387-20 (for 20 MHz 80386 CPU's)399. 
Kensington Microware .. . 1 year 
Masterpiece Plus . 

Expert Mouse (Trackball for PS/2) . 

Key tronic ... 3 years 

101 Plus Keyboard . . 

Kraft ... 5 years 

New Game Adapter (2 game ports). 

3 button Thunder Joystick. 

Trackball . . . . . . .. 

Logitech ... limited lifetime 

Series 2 Mouse (C9 for PS/2's) ... 

HiREZ Mouse (C9) ... 

Trackman (Trackball) serial 85. bus 

ScanMan Plus (hand scanner) . . 

Micron Technology ... 2 years 

E31¥>nd 640 EMS Board 1 MB ..... 

E31¥>nd EX Extended Man. Brd. 2 MB 

Microsoft . .. lifetime 

Mouse with Paintbrush . . 

Mouse with Windows 286 2.1 .. 

MicroSpeed ... 1 year 

PC-TRAC Trackball serial 75. bus 

FastTRAP 3D Trackball sen'al 99. bus 


109. 
115. 

99. 

27. 
29. 
69. 

69. 
85. 
89. 

185. 

369. 
599. 

109. 
139. 

85. 
109. 

5845 

5997 

4306 


4799 

5085 


4690 


3202 

3200 


3101 

3100 

3103 

3102 

5286 

5285 

4542 


Mouse Systems ... lifetime 

White Mouse (bus or serial) . ..... 

Trackball (1 yr. wrnty) serial 75. bus 

PC Mouse II w/PC Paint +. . . 

NEC ... 2 years 

Multisync 2A (VGA Monitor) . . 

Multisync 3D Monitor . . . . 

Orchid Technologies ... 4 years 

ProDesigner VGA (800 x 600) . 


$69. 
85. 
89. 

499. 
689. 

249. 
PC Power & Cooling Sys. ... 1 yr 
REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 
Turbo Cool 150 (25° - 40° cooler) 129. 
Silencer 150 (84% noise reduction) 115. 
Practical Peripherals ... 5 years 
1200 Baud Internal Modem . 69. 
1200 Baud External Modem (mini) . 77. 
2400 Baud Internal Modem . ... . 139. 
2400 Baud External Modem. 179. 
2400 Baud Int. MNP Modem (Lev. 5) 175. 
2400 Baud Ext. MNP Modem (Lev. 5) 209. 
2400 Baud Internal Modem for PS/2 . 229. 

Intel ... 5years 
2400EX MNP Modem-MNP support allows 
error-free transmission as well as data com
pression providing 2400 bps throughput up 
to 4800 bps. Also supports Hayes compatible 
operation .............. ... . . .. . $229. 

4561 

4562 


5107 

5111 

5402 


4899 

6037 


5598 

4887 

5140 

5828 


Safe Power Systems ... 2 years 

Safe 250W (standby power bkup) 249. 

Safe 425W (standby power bkup) 369. 

SOTA Technology ... 2 years 

Floppy Drive Controller (SS!p). . . . 99. 

SOTA 286i-12 (12 MHz accelerator) 269. 

SOTA 386i-16 (16 MHz accelerator) 389. 

Targus ... lifetime 

Nylon Laptop carrying case . 55. 

Premier leather carrying case . 199. 

TheComplete PC . .. 2 years 

TheComplete Half Pg. Scanner 400 189. 

TheComplete FAX 9600. 429. 

TheComplete Page Scanner. 549. 

TheComplete Communicator . 559. 


1-800/776-7777 

•1011MMC PC Connection 700B 

"...-........,, ·"" 6 Mill Street 
Marlow, NH 03456 

SALES 603/446-7721 FAX 603/446-7791 

TOPS ... NCP 
IBNetwork Bundle for DOS 3.0-Allowsyouto 
quickly and easily share files, electronic mail 
and printers between your Apple Macintosh, 
IBM PC and/or Sun Workstation. Now 
includes lnboxEMail software . .... $159. 

3684 

4958 


6201 

6019 

6018 


5883 

4931 


6248 


5116 

5117 

5113 

2499 

2500 


Toshiba .. . 1 year 

T1000 Laptop (80C88, 6.4 lbs.). 

T1600 Laptop (12 MHz, 20 Meg) . 

Tripp Lite ... 2 years 

Isobar 8 (8 outlets, 12 ft. cord). . . 

LS 600 Line Stabilizer . . . . 

LC 1200 Line Conditioner . . . . . 

Video 7 ... 7 years 

1024i VGA (includes 512k) . . . 

VRAM VGA 512k . . . . 


DRIVES 

OTC ... 1 year 
AT Floppy/Hard Drive Controller. 
IOMEGA ... 1 year 
Bernoulli II Single 44 Meg Internal 
Bernoulli II Dual 44 Meg External 

669. 
3249. 

69. 
85. 

159. 

289. 
449. 

129. 

995. 
1969. 

44MegCartridgeTripak(5%") ... 249. 
PC2 Card (controller required) 169. 
PC2B Card (bootable card) . 229. 

Microlytics ... NCP 
DGOfer 2.0-The original, affordable, simple, 
painless, quick, easy, and fast text-retrieval 
software package for IBM PC and compati
ble computers .. .. . .. ............. $45. 
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ARefreshing Idea.... 
ANew Standard.... 

Computing Goes Better Wit 

'Fil CeBIT ' 90 HANNOVER lY!!ill!li HALL 8, 027/1 and HALL 5, E64 

FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. 

HEAD OFFICE: 
2 FL. NO. 8, LANE 50, SEC. 3, 


NAN-KANG RD .. TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R.O.C. 

TEL: (02)785-2556 FAX: (02)785-2371 

TELEX: 22233 FL TCO 


U.S.A. : 
3008 SCOTT BLVD .. SANTA CLARA, CA. 95054 U.S.A. 

TEL: (408)727-7373, 727-7374 FAX: (408)727-7375 


WEST GERMANY: 
MENDELSSOHNSTRASSE 53, 

6000 FRANKFURT AM MAIN 1, WEST GERMANY 

TEL: (069)746-081, 746-453 FA X: (069)749-375 


HONGKONG: 
B12, 8 FL .. BLOCK B, TONIC INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, 
19 LAMHING ST., KOWLOON BAY, KOWLOON, 

HONG KONG 

';;<'' ' 

CRARY-I 
The Book Size Computer 
The Book you'll read over and over again 

CARRY-I 8088 
10MHZ XT/AMI BIOS /256K RAM expandable to 640k/One to two 720KB 3.5 " FOO/ 
Serial/Paraltel/Game/CGA/MGA/Standard keyboard connector/16Watt Power adapter 
Dimension: 240mm x 185mm x 45mm Weight: 1.9kg·2.4kg 

CARRY-I 80286 
12MHZ, 0 Wait State AT/AMI BIOS with Diagnostic/1MB RAM/20MB Hard Disk 
Drive optional/One to two 1.44MB 3.5" FDD/2 Serial/1 Parallel/CGA/MGA/Standard 
keyboard connector/30Watt Power adapter 
Dimension: 240mm x 185mm x 45mm Weight: 2. 1 kg-2.8kg 

CARRY-I KEYBOARD 
82 Key/XT-AT Autoswitch 

Dimension: 310mm x 145mm x 27mm 


It 's priced lower than you'd expect for a PC with this kind of power and portability. 

But don't take our word for it. Call us today for more information. 
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E X PERT A D V I C E 

MACINATIONS • Don Crabb 

• 

A moral for Apple, 
and evaluations of a 
multimedia product 
and a font utility 

A
pple suffers from a serious dis
ease. Not corporate malaise , 
whatever that is . Not bad fiscal 
management. Not even reorga

nizational plague (well , at least that dis
ease shouldn ' t be fatal) . No, Apple's real 
disease is the "not invented here" syn
drome (or NIH for short) . That is , if the 
software wasn't written at Apple, the 
company either is not interested in it or, 
worse , will implement a less practical 
way to do the same thing. 

Apple has been suffering from this 
syndrome for years. Unfortunately, it' s 
getting worse . And it's got to stop, or the 
Macintosh will eventually fade into the 
halls of computing obscurity now occu
pied by the likes of the Amiga and the 
Atari ST. 

Murmurs the gentle reader , "OK , 
Don, what proof do you have of Apple ' s 
disease?" Simple: Apple loves propri
etary system software. That's not my 
analysis, but a fact. The first Apple II 
didn't run CP/M, but Apple' s own oper
ating system. This proprietary seed fa
thered a whole series of proprietary oper
ating systems for the Apple II , Apple III, 
Lisa , and Mac computers . 

AI UX, which is Apple's Unix imple
mentation, has been the company's one 
attempt to go with an industry-standard 
operating system. But even here , Apple 
has tried to wire in its own proprietary 
Mac Toolbox routines and graphical user 
interface, rather than relying on standard 
Unix device drivers and windowing sys
tems , like the X Window System (al
though in a fit of sanity, the A/UX team 
has supported the X Window System and 

ILLUSTRATION: NICHOLAS WILTON © 1990 
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many other Unix basics). 
While proprietary operating systems 

themselves aren ' t necessarily bad , this 
acute NIH syndrome has fostered unfor
tunate developments. The worst of these 
are those lawsuits designed to protect 
Apple's proprietary systems. Lawsuits 
are no substitute for innovation. The 
speed' of technological development in 
the past 10 years proves that markets 
can ' t be stalled for the long term when 
innovation revolves around proprietary 
ideas . In short , proprietary software 
equals development stagnation. 

Meanwhile , critical non-Apple con
nectivity products have still not been re
leased. Where is Network File System 
(NFS) for the Mac? TCP/IP? DECnet? 
Where is . .. ? 

If Apple doesn ' t snap out of this pro
prietary system software binge, the com
pany will eventually be done in by 
cloners, who will succeed in spite of 
Apple ' s legal efforts . And Apple will get 

clobbered by other systems whose speci
fications are released to the public do
main (like Sun did with NFS) , where 
they can be incorporated into other soft
ware . That would be a shame. 

Record the Screen 
with MediaTracks 
Whatever you think of multimedia (and I 
think the concept has been overmarketed 
before it's been ready to stand on its own 
technical merits) , there is no doubt that 
the Mac is the preeminent multimedia 
platform. More software and hardware 
accessories for the manipulation of digi
tized images, sound, music , full-motion 
video , animation , and the like exist for 
the Mac than for any other general com
puting platform. If you ' re interested in 
doing multimedia development work, the 
Mac is the machine that you should look 
at first. 

One of the most talented companies 
continued 
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MACINATIONS 

Adobe Type Manager ... ........ ... . $99 

Adobe Systems, Inc. 

1585 Charleston Rd. 

P.O. Box 7900 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
(800) 344-8335 
Inquiry 981. 

trying to sell into this market is Farallon 
Computing. You may know the Farallon 
name from its twisted-pair AppleTalk 
networking products, but you should also 
know it from products such as Screen
Recorder and MacRecorder. 

ScreenRecorder can record and play 
Mac screen events , but its capabilities are 
quite limited since it lacks basic video 
editing tools. It is useful for creating 
self-running demonstrations. Without 
editing tools, however, the demonstra
tions must be kept simple. MacRecorder, 
on the other hand, is a sound digitizer 

. and editor that lets you capture sounds, 
including music, using its built-in micro
phone or a patch cord to another source, 
such as a compact disk player. Unlike 
ScreenRecorder, MacRecorder is quite 
flexible, letting you filter, edit, copy, 
and paste captured sounds. 

To improve on ScreenRecorder and 
put some balance back between its two 
multimedia products, Farallon is releas
ing a program called MediaTracks. Un
like ScreenRecorder, MediaTracks is a 
real-time video editing system for edit
ing "frames" of Mac images. 

Essentially, MediaTracks works like 
an automated videotape editing system, 
the difference being that it records Mac 
screen images onto virtual "tapes" and 
edits them, rather than controlling an ex
ternal video deck. These "tapes" can be 
chopped up into video clips and then re
assembled in any order that you like . 
Thus, you can create some amazingly so
phisticated moving images on the Mac's 
screen . 

MediaTracks also allows you to adapt 
sounds that you've captured with Mac
Recorder (or other sound applications) 
and play them along with the images . 
The results are pretty impressive, even 
with the beta copy I've been testing. The 
program includes a set of draw tools, so 
you can annotate your video clips; you 
can also add some rudimentary program
ming functionality to a clip. This works 
much like the demonstrations or tutorials 
that you can build using WingZ and its 
built-in scripting language . Media
Tracks is a good choice for creating in
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Media Tracks 
(Price not yet set, but it's expected 
to be under $300.) 

Farallon Computing, Inc. 
2201 Dwight Way 
Berkeley, CA 94704 
(415) 849-2331 
Inquiry 982. 

teractive screen demonstrations or help 
systems. 

Of course, MediaTracks won't cover 
the needs of everyone. First of all, it's 
not a full-motion video editor. It can't 
control external peripherals (e.g., video
tape decks or laser disk players). It 
doesn't work with video frame grabbers, 
so its image source is strictly standard 
Mac screens. It lacks the video special 
effects that real videotape jockeys use all 
the time . While the first version of 
MediaTracks will lack these features, 
Farallon has every intention of incorpo
rating many of these full-motion video 
features in a later release . 

Its biggest limitation is that Media
Tracks records only in black and white . 
You can paste color images from other 
applications, but that process is tedious if 
you plan to build a lengthy interactive 
screen session. 

Since MediaTracks is still in beta test
ing , pricing hasn't been set (although 
MediaTracks should be out by the time 
you read this) . Farallon expects to sell 
the system for less than $300. Bundled 
with MacRecorder and called Multime
dia MediaTracks, the full system will 
cost a bit more. 

Tip of the Month 
In the past, I've reported on bugs , prob
lems, and fixes for the System and im
portant Mac applications. To keep this 
information current, I'm going to start 
giving reports on these problems every 
month, as much as space allows. 

You've probably heard of the Adobe 
Type Manager. This new utility from the 
people who make Postscript purports to 
get rid of the jaggies when you display 
fonts on the screen and on dot-matrix 
printers like the Apple ImageWriter II. It 
does this by essentially bypassing Quick
Draw. Once you install ATM in your 
System Folder (it's a cdev), it's loaded at 
start-up time. 

ATM works by intercepting Quick
Draw font calls to the screen or printer 
and replacing them with outline fonts. 
That is, ATM displays screen fonts using 
Adobe font outlines. Unlike the normal 

Mac screen fonts, which are bit maps, 
these outline fonts look crisp and clear at 
all sizes and on many output devices . 
I've used this utility for over a month 
now, and I've found some problems you 
should know about. 

First of all, ATM can ' t fix the problem 
of "too few dots." On the ImageWriter 
II, for example, you are limited by its 
nine-pin print head and overall print den
sity of less than 144 dots per inch. ATM 
can make large fonts (e .g., 72-point Hel 
vetica) look good on an ImageWriter II 
because there are plenty of dots to work 
with. But smaller fonts, in the 10- to 18
point range, don ' t come out that much 
better than ifthe System had used Quick
Draw and the old bit maps. 

Second, ATM slows down your sys
tem. You can set its font cache to help 
overcome this, but I've found that unless 
you kick up the cache to I megabyte, the 
effect is minimal. Most Mac users don't 
have a megabyte of RAM to spare on a 
font cache. 

Finally , ATM causes severe screen 
updating problems with some applica
tions. Apart from its general slowness, 
ATM brings havoc to applications like 
Nisus, 4th Dimension, and WingZ . 
Screen updating is seriously impaired 
with ATM . You can even see the applica
tion stop the screen update while ATM 
sorts out the font details before continu
ing , which I find very annoying . 

On the plus side, ATM displays or 
prints fonts (particularly at the large 
point sizes) without wasting megabytes 
of disk space for large bit-mapped font 
images. In PageMaker 3.0, it's handy for 
people who have to zero in on detail by 
displaying the page at the 200 percent 
setting and need the proper kerning for 
the text at this expanded scale. 

As it stands now , I'd take a pass on 
ATM . Although it ' s inexpensive at $99, 
it introduces some quirks into formerly 
stable systems. Keep in mind, also, that 
Apple will be releasing its outline fonts 
as part of System 7 .0 . How ATM and 
Adobe's fonts work with System 7 .0 is 
anyone 's guess, but I do know that Apple 
is very protective of its system software. 
Remember where you heard it. • 

Don Crabb is the director oflaboratories 
and a senior lecturer for the computer 
science department at the University of 
Chicago. He is also a contributing editor 
for BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as 
"decrabb." 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 



AUTQCAD®386. Zoom faster Pan faster Draw faster AutoCAD 386 
combines world-standard CAD performance with full-force 32-bit workstation 
power-right on your 80386~-based PC. 

AutoCAD 386 is built for speed. It loads, redraws, and saves drawings up to 
62% faster than before. It accesses up to 16 megabytes of RAM and 4 gigabytes of 
virtual memory, making more room available for larger AutoLISP®and other appli
cations programs, memory-resident drivers, network interfaces 
and other utilities-which translates directly into more speed. 

Quick! Call Autodesk now to arrange a power-demo at 
the authorized Autodesk reseller nearest you. And upgrade AUTODESK 
your present version of AutoCAD for as little as $300. 2320 Marinship Way, Sausalito, CA 94965 

Auicxksk. 1hc Aur0<ksk loi.:o. ,;u1uCi\D ;md 1\utoUSI' arc rL1:iMcred in the U,S. l ~1tcnt and Trademark Oma: by Autodc'ik , Inc. tl038li ~a n,>gisicn_-d u adcmark of Intel Corpora tion 800-445-5415 Ext. 65 
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MICROVITEC HAS 

SOME BRIGHT IDEAS AT 
REASONABLE PRICES. 
You're looking at Micro
vitec's new VGA-Scan 
color monitor. It's the first 
in a complete range of products 
that put maximum quality on your 
desk at a minimum price. 

Ergonomics are eveiything to The new VGA-Scan monitorgivesyou 
a bnght, sharp, stable displqy atthe VGA-Scan. Brilliant, sharp, 
an e.xtreme(y competitive price.stable pictures are displayed on a 

14" non-glare screen. All controls 
Microvitec Pie, Bol ling Road, Bradford, West Yorkshire. are right up front, yet covered BD4 711J, UK "feJ, (+44) 274-390011 
Microvitec, tnc., Atlanla, USA "lei. (+ 1) 404 991 2246 when not in use. And the small- Microvitec GmbH, 'Aest Germany "IeJ, (+49) 211 24 30 51 
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footprint tilt/swivel base fits 
comfortably on any desk. 

Microvitec thought hard 
about OEM needs, as well. 

We developed innovative 
'common chassis' manufactur

ing techniques to meet custom 
needs in very short lead times. 

Whether you want one dis
play or one thousand, think 
Microvitec. We're sure to have 
some creative solutions for you. 

MICROVITEC 




EXPERT ADVICE 

OS/2 NOTEBOOK • Mark J. Minasi 

TOHPFSOR
• NorroHPFS 

How to use OS/2' s 
High Performance File 
System without 
reformatting your 
boot-up disk 

T
his is an early report detailing 
what I've found out about OS/2 
1.2. In particular, I found out 
something that the manuals do 

not tell you about the new High Perfor
mance File System (HPFS) . I want to 
share that with you and then move on to 
some other version 1.2 topics. 

If you've read my previous columns, 
you know that the highlight of version 
1.2 is the HPFS, which allows longer 
filenames, extended file attributes, and 
faster file access, for starters. However, 
version 1.2 seems to bring with it a di
lemma: to HPFS or not to HPFS. The 
manual and the IBM support folks claim 
that in order to use HPFS, you 

• must reformat your hard disk 
• cannot use the dual-boot feature 
• cannot access the hard disk under DOS 

They're partly right: If you run the 
automatic installation program shipped 
with OS/2, it offers only the "HPFS or 
no HPFS" option. But there's a way 
around that limitation, assuming that 
you've previously partitioned your drive. 

Using Partitions 
If you don't know, you can, under DOS 
3.3 and higher, divide a single physical 
drive into two partitions. The first one, 
called the C drive, is a primary DOSpar
tition. Under DOS 3.3, the maximum 
size of this partition is 32 megabytes, and 
there is no minimum size. The remain
der, no matter how large, can be given to 
an extended DOS partition, which is di-

ILLUSTRATION: DAVID ROSE © 1990 

vided into logical drives, each no larger 
than 32 megabytes . 

For example, one of my OS/2 worksta
tions has an 80-megabyte drive. This 
drive is divided into a 32-megabyte pri
mary DOS partition (the C drive) and a 
48-megabyte extended DOS partition, 
which is further divided into logical 
drive D (32 megabytes) and logical drive 
E (16 megabytes) . Two partitions, three 
logical drives. This is all accomplished 
with the DOS program FDISK or, under 
OS/2 1.2, the new program FDISKPM . 

Before I leave the subject of drive par
titions, here are two not-well-docu
mented tidbits : 

Tidbit 1: If you have two physical drives, 
the drive letters are not assigned intu
itively. The primary DOS partition on 
physical drive 0 is named C. The ex
tended DOS partition on physical drive 0 
is then skipped for the moment, and the 
primary DOS partition on physical drive 

l gets the name D. Only then are the log
ical drives in the extended DOS partition 
of drive 0 used as drives E, F, or what
ever. The drive letters finish up with the 
logical drives in the extended DOS parti
tion in physical drive l. 

Tidbit 2: If your primary DOS partition 
is lost or erased, DOS or OS/2 can't ac
cess the extended DOS partition. If I 
took my partitioned 80-megabyte drive 
and reformatted C as, say, an HPFS par
tition, logical drives D and E would be 
untouched but unreadable to DOS. 

How to Protect Partitions 
and Still Use HPFS 
With those partition basics out of the 
way, it's now possible to explain what 
OS/2 l.2's installation program does to 
my 80-megabyte drive. The installation 
program asks whether or not to reformat 
the boot partition with HPFS . Since 

continued 
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OS/2 NOTEBOOK 

TCP/2™ 


TCP/IP 


Networking 


for 

OS/2® 

• Support for Ethernet,™ 
Token Ring, and SLIP 

• Network accessibility from 
protected and real modes 

• Full server operation for 
telnet, ftp, rsh, and rexec 

• IP gateway capability 

• VT102® emulation for 
telnet and rlogin 

• Coexistence with other 
protocol manager packages 

• Developer's kit 
with socket library 

A 
Dan Lanciani 

Product 

TCP/ 2 ... $475 Dev. kit. .. $750 

OEM inquiries are invited. 

For further information contact: 

Essex Systems, Inc. 
One Essex Green Drive 
Peabody, MA 01960 
(508) 532-5511 (orders) 
(508) 532-5510 (info) 

TCP/2TM is a trademark of DLD Consulting. Ethernec™ is 
a trademark of Xerox Corporation. OS/2® is a registered 
trademark of International Business Machines Corpora 
tion. VT1 02® is a registered trademark of Oigical Equip· 
ment Corporation. TCP/2 is based in part on work done 
by the University of California at Berkeley. 

reformatting the boot partition-the C 
drive , recall-eliminates what used to be 
the primary DOS partition (OS/2 pri
mary partitions were identical to DOS 
primary partitions prior to version 1.2), 
the extended DOS partition containing 
drives D and E disappears also as far as 
DOS is concerned . 

Thus , HPFS becomes an all-or-noth
ing proposition . That's kind of a pain, 
because the machine is then , as you've 
seen, committed to OS/2, and its drives 
are unreadable by DOS . The only alter
native offered by the installation pro
gram and the OS/2 manual is to forgo the 
HPFS altogether. That ' s not satisfactory 
for many people . Thankfully, there's an 
(undocumented) third alternative. 

The trick is to realize that HPFS vol
umes can be created after install time: 
The FORMAT command under OS/2 
can format a logical drive to either HPFS 
or file allocation table format. The syn
tax FORMAT d: / FS:FAT creates a FAT
based volume, and FORMAT d : / FS :HPFS 
creates an HPFS-based volume. (In both 
cases, d: refers to a drive Jetter.) So tell 
OS/2 to install itself as a FAT-type vol
ume on C without reformatting the drive . 
Then you can format one or more of the 
logical drives in the extended DOS parti
tion-D, E, or whatever-as an HPFS 
volume, and then you have an HPFS 
drive to experiment with. 

Before you can do that, however, there 
is one more catch. The CONFIG.SYS 
file requires the following line for HPFS 
support: 

DEVICE=C: \ OS2 \ HPFS.IFS -C:64 

You won't find that line in your CON
FIG.SYS file if you didn't tell the instal
lation program to reformat the partition 
under HPFS. Add it to the CONFIG.SYS 
file , reboot, and you're ready to reformat 
a drive in the extended DOS partition as 
an HPFS drive . Of course , once you re
boot under DOS, only the FAT-based 
logical drives will be visible to DOS. 
This will save you a lot of trouble, as this 
way you needn't clean off your hard disk 
prior to installing HPFS on your drive . 

HPFS Performance Measurements 
I know you're all wondering ifthe HPFS 
is, indeed, High Performance. Here are 
the results of a few quick-and-dirty tests. 

First, I wanted to test how both file 
systems performed with fragmented 
files. The easiest way I know of to create 
fragmented files is to start with a simple 
one-line file-call it AB-and then 
COPY AB+ AB CD and COPY CD+ CD 
AB . Do the two COPY commands over 

and over until you get about a 3-megabyte 
file . I thought I'd try it on version 1.2 . 

To make the test as fair as possible, I 
partitioned a 30-megabyte drive into two 
15-megabyte partitions: one HPFS, one 
FAT . I also installed a 64K-byte cache
the IBM default-on both the FAT and 
the HPFS partitions . Then I did the 
COPY commands to create the 3-mega
byte file. Result: The HPFS partition 
took 41 seconds; the FAT partition took 
38 seconds. Just for grins, I tried the test 
on the FAT partition again after booting 
under DOS: 26 seconds . 

Ah, well , I thought, perhaps it's the 
COPY command. I decided to try a real
world application. I've been using Mi
crografx Designer in its beta version 
under OS/2 for a few months now, so I 
fired it up and loaded a drawing . The file 
is about l 76K bytes, a fairly large draw
ing. I copied it to the HPFS partition and 
to the FAT partition, rebooted, and read 
the HPFS copy. Then I rebooted again 
and read the FAT copy. 

The results were the same: The HPFS 
copy was a bit slower (53 seconds) than 
the FAT copy (43 seconds). Then I re
membered that DOS handles disk parti 
tions smaller than 16 megabytes differ
ently than it does partitions larger than 
16 megabytes, so I decided to get brave 
and reformat the 80-megabyte drive in 
the system . 

When the FAT and HPFS partitions 
were each 32 megabytes, the story was a 
bit different. The COPY test took 31 sec
onds in the FAT partition and 28 seconds 
in the HPFS partition. The Designer test 
took 45 seconds in the FAT partition and 
51 seconds in the HPFS partition. 

Finally, I did a quick test of sequential 
and random reads . The sequential reads 
were identical for FAT and HPFS, but the 
random reads favored HPFS-1000 ran
dom reads took 12 seconds for the FAT
based partition but only 8 seconds for the 
HPFS-based partition. HPFS decreased 
by 33 percent the total read times. 

So the initial results aren't exciting 
speedwise, save in the random access 
test. But the other features, like long file
names and extended attributes (which I 
discussed in January), have been long in 
coming, so it's nice to see them at last. • 

Mark J. Minasi is a managing partner at 
Moulton, Minasi & Company, a Colum
bia, Maryland,firm specializing in tech
nical seminars. He can be reached on 
BIX as "mjminasi. " 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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Power Output 120 Volt Models 208-240 Volt Models 

250 WATI $ 379.00 $ 429 .00 
300 WATT $ 549 .00 N/A 
500 WATT $ 699.00 $ 799 .00 
600 WATT $ 899.00 $1049.00 
900 WATT $1249 .00 N/A 

1200 WATT $1499.00 $1749.00 
1600 WATT $1999.00 $2299 .00 

STANDBY UPS MODELS 

TRUE ON-LINE UPS MODELS 
Power Output 120 Volt Models 208-240 Volt Models 

1000 WATT $2249.00 Available 
3000 WATT $5495.00 Available 
5000 WATT $8950.00 Available 

FOR L.A.N . 

NOVELL L ABS® TESTED AND 
APPROVED 
~NetWmeCompot,ble 

LISTED 

PARA SYSTEMS, INC. 
14 55 LeMay Dr ive ~ Telephone: 

Carrollton , TX 75007 (214) 446-73 63 

1-800-238-7 2 7 2 

FAX: (21 4) 4 46-901 1 TELEX: 14027 5 OMEGA 
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Smalltalk!V® PM. 

Think ofit as a bold, 

"seat-ofthe-pants" solution 

that cuts to the heart of the 

OS/2 Presentation Manager 

complexity challenge. Thus 

unlocking the potential ofthis 

powerful operating system. 

With the introduction 

of Smalltalk/V PM,object

oriented programming 

Introducing SrnalltalkN PM. The 
to fulfill the promise of OS/2. 

moves out of the realm of mystery 

and into a new era of breakthrough 

applications that promises to be of 

legendary proportions. 

OS/2 PM is designed to push 

Is The Most Important Part Of Your 
Developer's Kit Missing? 
OS/2 PM offers you a powerful, rich environment 

loaded with advantages like a Graphics Program

ming Interface (GPn, a LAN manager, multitask

ing, SQL, just for starters. And all of these 

components are accessible in a standard way using 

SmalltalkN PM through Dynamic Link Libraries 

(DLLs). Combined with DDE (Dynamic Data 

Exchange), you can call and exchange data with 

other PM services or applications. Seamlessly. 

Now developers can write truly reusable compo

nents, which grea tly increases their value. And 

you' ll find SmalltalkN PM the perfect "glue" 

between applications written in other languages. 

"user friendly" to a whole new level 

of sophistication. Ifyou compare it 

to an orchestra, OS/2 has capabili

ties no ordinary assemblage of in

struments has ever dreamed of 

possessing. Yet to tap 

its potential, OS/2 

PM demands a con

ductor capable of true 

genius. That conduc

tor is Smalltalk/V 

PM. 

You'll find Small

talk/V PM a perfect 

language for repre

senting and manipu

lating high-level 

information. Because 

you go from designing to prototyp

ing to delivering a completed a ppli

ca tion in one seamless step, you 

cleanly avoid the old costly "crash 

and burn" delays so common with 

languages born in the age of main

frames. 

UNLEASHING THE AWESOME 
POWER OF OS/2 PM 

Smalltalk/V PM. It helps stop 

the natural drift toward vaporware 

so common in software develop

ment today. It lets you dive right in 

and get to the creative parts with

out the usual grunt work. For ex

ample, if you want to ignore the 

complexities of understanding 

OS/2 PM details you can immedi



"THIS IS THE RIGHT WAY 

TO DEVELOP APPLICA

TIONS FOR OS/2 PM. 

OS/2 PM is a tremendously 

rich environment, which 

makes it inherently complex. 

SmalltalkN PM removes that 

complexity, and lets you con

centrate on writing great pro

grams. SmalltalkN PM is the 

kind of powerful tool that will 

make OS/2 the successor to 

MS/DOS." 

Bill Gates, Chairman 
Microsoft Corp. 

fast, seat-of-the-pants way 


THE FIRST debugger simplifies ap
FULLY-COMPILED plication development 
SMALLTALK. 

and gives you instant 
Because Smalltalk!V 

PM is fully compiled response when you im

it provides you with a plement an idea. Our 
more responsive enviextensive user manuals 
ronment than ever 

an d tutorials h ave before. Now you'll be 


able to generate earned us high praise. 

stand-alone applica


tions (. EXE). SMALLTALK/V PM. 

THE TALKING HAS 

ALREADY STARTED. 

"Digitalk's Smalltalk/V PM is a 

However, if you're the curious masterful implemen tation ofa clas 

type, we have tools called browsers sical object-oriented programming 

to help you fathom the masterpiece language and a state of the art 

called OS/2 PM. You'll also find graphical user interface. Any pro-

our incremental program develop

ment capability and push-button Smalltalk/V 

ately start creating without any 

limitations on your efficiency. 

grammer struggling with the com

plexities of Presentation Manager 

should take a close look at this 

product." 

Charles Petzold, Contributing Editoi; 
PC Magazine 

"Digitalk's SmalltalkN PM is 

dazzling! This product makes Pre

sentation Manager pay off." 

JeffDzmtemann, Contributing Editoi; 
D i'. Dobbs Journal 

"SmalltalkN PM is an ex

cellent tool for rapid deliv

ery of prototypes which 

have all the functionality 

and user interface of a com

plete PM application." 

Richard A . Landsman, 

System Architect, Lotus Development 

" Smalltalk/V PM from 

Digitalk is the greatest! This is an 

incredible product." . 
J.D. Hildeln'and 

Editor-in-Chief, Computei· Language 

THE BEST PM INVESTMENT 
YOU'LL EVER MAKE 

Smalltalk/V PM $499.95 
Prices and information on these and 
other Digitalk products arc avai lable 
on request: 

Smalltalk/V, Smalltalk/V 286, 
Smalltalk/V Mac 

Smalltalk/V. A product of Digitalk Inc., 
9841 Airport Blvd., Los Ange les, CA 
90045. For information or to find a dealer 
near you ca ll: 

1-800-922-8255 
1-213-645-1082 
CompuServe 71361 ,1636 
FAX 1-213-645-1306 
Snulltalk/V is a rcf,risrcrcd rradernark o f Digit.Ilk Inc. 


Prices subject to change \\~thom notice. ; 

Other product names :ire trndemarks or registered 

trademarks of their respective holders. _ 


. 
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• 
DEDICATED SERVER SYSTEMS 
Dedicated server systems are a necessary part of today's 
high-powered LAN. Dedicated servers distribute the power of 
individual processors to specific LAN tasks. They protect your 
fileserver from the pitfalls of unexpected crashes, and 
increase performance by offloading tasks from your main 
system processor. 

A GOOD IDEA-But look what you'll need: 
• 	 A standalone computer for each dedicated function. 

• 	 Extra networking hardware and expensive cabling to 
connect them together. 

• 	 A spare piece of office real estate in which to keep them. 

• 	 An explanation why you can't use your expensive 
computers for anything else. 

DEDICATED SERVER BOARDS 
QL Series boards-one, two, or four XT- and one or two AT
compatible computers on a card-are elegant replacements 
for dedicated, standalone machines . They have all the 
performance and processing power of a computer, but plug 
into the bus of your fileserver, bridged system, or expansion 
chassis- out of sight, ready to process tasks on demand. 

A BETTER IDEA- Look what you can do: 
• 	 ASYNCH DIAL-IN-With QL boards and communications 

software, you can dial into network resources from your 
home or remote office PC. 

• 	 ASYNCH DIAL-OUT-Dial out using communications 
software from any network node to bulletin boards, 
information services, and other networks. 

• 	 DEDICATED FILE SERVICES-Manage unattended tasks 
such as message handling for electronic mail, background 
batch processing, and print queuing. 

For better dedicated server solutions, 
IBM. PC/AT. and PC/XT are registered trademarks CUBIX
call Cubix Corporation today at 1-800-829-0550of International Business Machines Corporation CORPORATION 

Cubix Corporate Offices • 2800 Lockheed Way, Carson City, Nevada 89706 U.S.A. • Tel (702) 883-7611 • Fax (702) 882-2407 

Europe • Unit4 Colonial Business Park, Watford, Hertfordshire, WD2 4PR, England • Tel (44) 923 51150 • Fax (44) 923 37021 
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NETWORKS • Bill Catchings and Mark L. Van Name 

A new generation 
of servers brings 
minicomputer power 
to PC LANs 

F
or several years now , buying a 
LAN serve r has n 't involved 
much thought. You put together 
a fast 80286 (or an 80386), a 

couple megabytes of memory, and a 150
megabyte hard disk drive , and you were 
in business . 

But now that 's changing. Server tech
nology is improving in every way-and 
just in time. 

Servers had to get better. Faster LAN 
hardware , such as the 16-megabit Token 
Ring , and an ever-increasing number of 
PCs per LAN are pushing current serv
ers to their breaking points . And, as 
more data finds its way onto those 
LANs, reaching that breaking point be
comes less tolerable. To solve these prob
lems, server vendors are trying to in
crease the performance and reliability of 
every aspect of their machines. 

Faster Processors 
The most obvious improvements are in 
processor power. When the first 16
MHz 80386 systems hit the streets, they 
were speed demons . Today , anything 
less than a 25-MHz 80386 is a perfor
mance yawn. 

The real action in servers is with the 
33-MHz 80386 and the i486. Vendors 
like Samsung now offer 33-MHz flag
ship systems, and every vendor has either 
announced an i486 server or will soon. 
You can still use most of these new ma
chines to run DOS, but they ' re best suit
ed to the server life . 

If that's not enough processing power 
for you, don't panic; multiple processors 
are on the way. Compaq's new System
pro, for example, can run with dual 

ILLUSTRATION: LINDA BLECK © 1990 

SERVING THE 
POWER-HUNGRY 

80386 or i486 processors, and special 
versions of such network operating sys
tems as NetWare 386 and LAN Manager 
will be able to take advantage of both 
CPUs. LAN Manager 2.0, for example, 
uses one processor for network functions 
and one for server applications, such as 
the Structured Query Language Server 
database manager. 

More and Faster Memory 
But faster processors alone are just not 
enough. They need memory that' s fast 
enough to let them run without wait 
states. Because such DRAM is prohibi
tively expensive, vendors long ago 
turned to small caches of high-speed 
memory. That technology is now a stan
dard part of most servers. 

The amount of memory commonly 
available in those servers has increased 
dramatically . The main reason is the 
drop in memory prices in the last year. 
We recently reviewed an 80386SX sys-

tern that offered an 8-megabyte upgrade 
for only $1100; about a year ago, we paid 
more than $400 for 1 megabyte. 

Large system memory is particularly 
important for LANs with many users. 
Every client machine consumes some 
server memory for its current state, file 
locks, and so on. As the number of users 
increases, so, too , does the operating 
system's need for memory. 

Intelligent Disk Drive Controllers 
Intelligent disk drive controllers can also 
take advantage of extra memory for on
board caches. Controllers with caches of 
4 megabytes or more are increasingly 
common, and they yield large perfor
mance gains. Many high-performance 
servers now use the popular Distributed 
Processing Technology (DPT) and Konan 
caching controllers with 4- to 8-mega
byte caches. The hyperSTORE-1600 
controller from Perceptive Solutions can 

continued 
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have a cache as large as 20 megabytes . 
Faster controllers become important 

as disk traffic increases. The best main 
processor in the world is no good if so 
many users are making disk requests si
multaneously that the controller can't 
keep up. These intelligent controllers 
can bring average access times down 
from the range of tens of milliseconds to 
hundreds of nanoseconds-so individual 
users get what they want faster , and more 
users can get to the disk per unit of time. 

Faster and Bigger Disks 

The disks themselves are also faster and 

bigger than ever. Drives with average ac

cess times of less than 20 ms are com

mon , and you now can get drives with 

average access times of 10 ms or less. 


While access times are dropping, ca
pacities are increasing. As more users 
store more data on their servers, a system 
with a single 300-megabyte hard disk 
drive is no longer a big server. Our 150
megabyte server disk filled up far faster 
than we ever anticipated. 

Now coming to the rescue are servers 
whose drives dwarf ours . The Seattle
based Mission Cyrus Group, for exam-

Vector™ TEX 

pie, has a server whose base configura
tion includes a single 720-megabyte hard 
disk drive. Further, it has the drive bay 
and power supply capacity for four of 
those drives-2.8 gigabytes of hard disk. 

In a few years, even that amount will 
be unimpressive, as erasable optical 
disks and WORM (write once, read 
many times) disk drives become more 
common on servers. Intelligent control
lers can greatly improve the normally 
anemic performance of these devices. 

Hard disk subsystems are also becom
ing more reliable . The Mission Cyrus 
server included an uninterruptible power 
supply as standard equipment. Some 
vendors are selling drives in matched 
pairs designed to support disk mirroring 
(a technique in which the server uses one 
disk drive as an ongoing exact duplicate 
of the other). 

Sum of the Parts 
When you put all these fast technologies 
together in a typical AT clone, you still 
have only a very fast, very high-capacity 
AT. Even that's beginning to change. 
These new servers are becoming mini
computers in PC-size cases-and the 

The most complete micro lypesetting system avail
able today. SColoblefonts. font effects. TEXstondord 
and powerful new features. Saves more than 80% of 
storage as compared to other TEX' s. Supports all ma
jor plinters. Leaves otherTEX's In the dust. Only $249. 

NewFaseTM for WordPerfect 
The Instant font generator for WP 5.0/5. l . Create 
high-quality fonts as you need them. Use 90% less 
storage than wtth BttStreom. Get camera-ready out
put on most losers and dot-matrix plinters. Cornes 
wtth not 1 but 10 scalable fonts. SpecloI symbols. 
foreign characters. and more. Optional Greek, Cylil· 
lie, APL. astrological fonts. From $149. 

Fonts a-la-carte 
LaserJet soflfonts generated in seconds! Much foster 
than BttStreorn. Much higher quality than Glyphix. 
Save time, $S's, space. From $25. 

MICRO 
~ Call today for the latest catalog. 

~ (718) 575-1816 
PRESS 67-30 Clyde Street, #2N Forest Hills, NY 11375 

cases are growing, too. (Many minicom
puter vendors started offering similar 
small cases several years ago.) 

One key aspect of this change is the 
system's bus. Servers are rapidly becom
ing the biggest battleground in the war of 
Micro Channel architecture versus In
dustry Standard Architecture (ISA) ver
sus Extended Industry Standard Archi
tecture (EISA) . The main issue is the 
ability to support bus-master cards . 
Without such boards, the processor must 
spend cycles on work better suited to a 
disk drive controller or network adapter. 

It ' s possible to build bus-master cards 
on an ISA (AT-architecture) bus. A few 
vendors, including Racal (in its Inter
LAN), already offer ISA bus-master net
work adapters. Still, the ISA bus wasn't 
designed to support such cards. Some 
systems just won't work with these cards , 
and others experience intermittent prob
lems. Further, because there's no stan
dard ISA protocol for bus-master cards, 
multiple bus masters in a single system 
are likely to collide. 

Both Micro Channel and EISA, by 
contrast, were designed with bus-master 

continued 

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 
• The Teletek X~dlt was apeciflcally designed to 
utilize the advanced features of the Lotus/lnteV 
Microsoft EMS 4.0 Speclflcatlon. Further, lhe X· 
Bandit's Segmented Memory Mapping capability 
allows the user to -nd DOS size beyond the 
640K barrier. It Is avallable In both 8 and 16 bit 
versions for use In the IBM XT, Irr, and compatible. 

MEMORY . 
• Segmented Memory Mapping allows the user to 
fill out unused memory segments between 640K 
and 1024K. By "claiming" unused portions of 
memory In 16K Increments, the user elfectlvely 
Increases TPA size. LAN or custom software 
modules, for example, can be loaded Into these 
high memory areas thus rellevlng the lower 640K of 
TPA for other application programs. 
• Spilt Memory Addre881ng allows lhe user to fill 
out conventional memory to 640K. 
• Extended Memory Add1888lng Is avallable tor the 
PC/Irr version. 
• 2 Mb capacity In a single slllt. Up to 8 Mbhlyslem. 
• Parity checking. 

SOFTWARE 
• Eesy menu-drlwn auto configuration software. 
• Device drlwr Includes print spools• and RAM 
drive. 
• Supports multltasklng with Iha appropriate shell
resident software pacicage. 

SPEED 
• 618110 MHz speed with Owait states. 12 MHz 
speed with 1 wait state. 

WARRANTY 
•One )'88r parts and labor. 
• Now Includes SYSTEM SLEUTH'" from OTG, Inc. 
A $149 value. 

ELETEK~: 
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3X-LINK16, 

THE LIGHT ANDDIGESTIBLE LAN FOR 

SMALL WORKGROUPS 

AT $139 PER NODE. 

"Once configured, using it is a breeze as it seems to 

transfer files and print documents among PCs severals 

times faster than sofware LANs we 've used" 


Computer buyers guide and handbook 

"ft all works. and the nice part is 
that it's easy to set it up, use it" 

Jerry Pournelle/lnfoworld 

"3X Link1 6 is an extremely cost 
effective, high speed zero-Slot 
Lan" 

Doug Allinger/LAN Technology 

As your stomach takes a long 
time to digest heavy meals , so do 
small workgroups with heavy LANs. 
Expensive and heavy LANs sold nowa
days are hard to install , to use and maintain. 
They require qualified people and are not suita
ble for small workgroups. 

We offer you a light solution : the 
3X-Link16. It's a zero slot LAN , extremely easy 
to use without any special qual ification . It has 
been specially designed for small workgroups . 

3X-Link16 is a small networking system 
that fits directly into the parallel port , between 
the computer and its printer, with no need 
to dedicate a port. 3X-Link 16 can be connected 
on PCs, PS/2 or Laptops without using a 
slot and opening the computer. Set-up couldn 't 
be easier. 

3X-Link16 is 
now available in 

two versions: 
• 3X-Link16 for DOS with 

file transfer at 500 000 Bps, 
printer sharing and E Mail. 
• 3X-Link16 for Netbios which allows to 
run multiuser applications with 3X-Share16 
operating system, fully Netbios compatible . 

Both versions are priced at $ 139 per sta
tion , hardware and software included. They are 
delivered with a 30 days money back guarantee 
to ensure you r satisfaction . 
For further details, call your nearest dealer or 
3X USA at: (800) 327 9712 or (201) 592 6874 
You may also use the coupon located at the 
bottom of th is page for your convenience. 
3X-Link 16. PS/2. are registered trade marks of 3X. International Business Machines 

3X USA Corp. One Executive Drive Fort Lee N.J. 07024 
Phone: (800) 3 27-9712 

l - - U - 3~SA Corp.~e Ex~tive -;;:-i:- - - 

S Fort Lee N.J . 07024 _ Phone: (BOO ) 327_9712 I A 

Tel l me more about 3X -link16.I Name/Title _ _ __ -

Lcompan~ - -=-- ~ ----~---=--==-== 

- - - - - - - -

Number of employees 

- - -

0 

- -

1-99 

- - - - -

0 100 pl us 

, 

I 
De aler 0 or End User O 

Add ress 

City --- -- State ---
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cards in mind. A system with a fast pro
cessor, lots of memory , and intelligent 
bus-master LAN and disk drive control
ler cards would be a real screamer. 

Enter the Systempro 
Compaq's Systempro provides a glimpse 
at the future of server technology. It can 
hold either one or two processor boards, 
each of which can sport a 33-MHz Intel 
80386 or i486. It can contain up to 256 
megabytes of memory. (We recent! y saw 
an over-$20,000 32-megabyte Systempro 
card that was less than 6 inches long.) 

The Systempro couples its processors 
and potentially vast memory with a 32
bit EISA bus. Its bus-master disk drive 
controller can handle four drive arrays of 
two 210-megabyte drives each, for a total 
of 1.6 gigabytes of hard disk storage. The 
controller can also use the drive pairs for 
disk mirroring. 

Compaq claims that the Systempro can 
support six bus-master LAN cards run
ning at full speed and still have some 
cycles left. We're leery of such claims, 
but a recent Novell demonstration gave 
this one some credence. It showed a sin

If you've ever used a NetWare server 
with 40 or 50 clients, you know just how 
impressive this demonstration was . 

Don't plan to put a tricked-out System
pro in your house soon, however. For one 
thing, it would be a waste of money to use 
it as a DOS system. DOS can barely fig
ure out what to do with one i486, let 
alone two. And you can spend upwards of 
$200,000 if you go for all the options. 

Sounds like a minicomputer's price, 
doesn't it? It should. The Systempro is, 
for all practical purposes, a minicom
puter. Even Compaq is aware of that fact, 
although the firm might be slow to admit 
it. For example, when it came time to 
benchmark the Systempro, Compaq 
chose Digital Equipment's VAX and the 
Hewlett-Packard 9000 Series mini
computers. 

Those industry pundits who said that 
PC LANs would replace minicomputers 
were half right. PC LANs probably will, 
but at their heart will be minicomputer
size servers in PC cases. 

Riding the Curve 
It almost had to happen. PCs are follow 
ing the same development curve as thegle Systempro that was serving 250 PCs. 

AUDIO Fix----------... 
STEREO SOUND For PC's and Compatibles 

FEATURES INCLUDE: 
• Digital recording and playback (greater than 44.1 Khz). 
• Unlimited recording and playback time. 
• Built in stereo music synthesizers. 
• On board amplifiers for direct cabling to stereo speakers. 
• DMA and Interrupt driven for background operation. 

Used in applications such as: 
• 	 Advertising, Presentations, Training, Education, 

Multimedia Products, Games, Etc.. 

Packaged complete with: 

• SONA TA, a full featured 

.,,.. ,,. ~II': , •. , w I~ :!JI lilt'"''"'" .. "' -- I 
•iJ .,.. " .,,..., .,...,

ha-1 _ '"""'' I llouU•• 14' ,:'(. T~1
~I ~ I I , · 

MIDI compatible music editor. 


Digital recording and playback 

utilities. 

Show Partner FIX drivers. 

Recording patch cable. 

PISCES, DRUM, and DEMO, 

sound and music files. 


Also available: 
• 	The Sound Editor, a powerful 

digital sound editor. 
• DJFX - Digital reel - reel . 
• Spelling Voice - Teach spelling. 
• Annotator - Voice comment text. 
Coming soon: 
• 	 SIERRA games compatibility. 

$349.95* Retail 
30 Day Money Back 
Guarantee. 
Trademarks : SIERRA • S ierr a On·line Inc. 
Show Parlner FIX - Hrightbill·Robert s l.td. 

1•1 uni uuo 1not mn um am n r: IOOruio 

FORTE 
72 Karenlee Dr. 
Rochester, NY 14618 
Phone (716) 427-8595 
*REV 3.0 

mm1computers and mainframes before 
them, but at a much faster pace. They 
started as slow single-process comput
ers . They grew in power and capacity as 
they shrank in size. Faster processors led 
to faster memory, then to memory 
caches, and then to multiple processors. 

We're now nearing the same point in 
the development cycle as mainframes 
and minicomputers. When our PC LAN 
servers have reached the same stage of 
multiprocessor technology as their big
ger cousins, large performance gains 
will be much harder to achieve. 

Fortunately, until we reach that point, 
there will always be a hot new server just 
around the corner. We'll try to keep you 
abreast of those developments . • 

Bill Catchings and Mark L. Van Name are 
BYTE contributing editors. Both are also 
independent computer consultants and 
freelance writers based in Raleigh, North 
Carolina. You can reach them on BIX as 
"wbc3" and "mvanname, " respectively. 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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32MB to 200MB 40ms to 12ms $429 & up 

Hermit Crab Shell $89 
SCSI Hard Drive 32MB to 760MB $3o9 &up 
SCSI Tape Drive 60MB to 155MB $389 & up 
2HD/4Floppy 286/386 Controller 

l:l 16MHz MFMJRLL 
XT/AT/286/386 SCSI/ESDI/MCA Controller 
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Our Printer Sharing Unit 

Does Networking! 


An Integrated Solution 

Take our Master Switch '", a sophisticated 

sharing device, combine it with MasterNet '" 

networking software for PCs, and you've 

got an integrated solution for printer and 

plotter sharing, file transfer, electronic mail, 

and a lot more. Of course you can also 

share modems, minis, and mainframes or 

access the network remotely. Installation 

and operation is very simple. 

Versatile 

Or you can use the Master Switch to 

link any computer or peripheral with a serial 

or parallel interface. The switch accepts 

over 20 commands for controll ing the flow 

of data. It may be operated automatically, 

by command, or with interactive menus. Its 

buffer is expandable to one megabyte and 

holds up to 64 simultaneous jobs. The 

Masterlink '" utility diskette for PCs 

comes with every unit and unleashes the 

power of the switch with its memory-resident 

access to the commands and menus. 

Other Products 

We have a full line of connectivity solutions. 

If you just want printer sharing , we've got 

~) ROSE 
~, ELECTRONICS 

it. We also have automatic switches, code

activated switches, buffers, converters , 

cables, protocol converters, multiplexers, 

line drivers, and other products. 

Commitment to Excellence 

At Rose Electronics, we're not satisfied 

until you're satisfied. That's why we have 

thousands of customers around the world 

including large, medium, and small 

businesses, factories, stores, educational 

institutions, and Federal , state, and local 

governments. We back our products with 

full technical support, a one-year warranty, 

and a thirty-day money-back guarantee. 

Call now for literature or 
more information. 
(BOO) 333-9343 

----------tJWea- 'ie~~~~----------

P.O. Bo x 742571 • Houston, Texas 77274 • Tel (713) 933 - 7673 • FAX (713) 933-0044 • Telex 4948 88 6 
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OK. So you don't have the biggest budget in the world. 

But that doesn't mean you have to think small. 

Introducing the Dell System® 316SX, 16 MHz 386'"SX. 

Now you can get into 32-bit computing with this 

complete 20 MB system. Including 512 KB of RAM, a VGA 

Monochrome monitor, and three 16-bit industry standard 

expansion slots. With a 51/4" or a 31/z" diskette drive. 

More important, it's built by Dell. The computer 

company rated number one for overall customer satisfaction 

in the last four PC Week polls of corporate volume buyers. 

Over IBM. Over Compaq. 

And every Dell System comes with a one-year 

warranty, toll-free technical support and next-day desk-side 

service provided by the Xerox Corporation." So for $1899, 

you don't have to buy a cookie cutter clone 

and go it alone. 

Call Dell. You'll get a lot of computer. 

With a lot of company. 

800--426--5150 

To order. call. For Dell in Canada, call800-38J-5752. 
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SHORT TAKES 


BYTE editors' hands-on views ofnew and developing products 

Draw Perfect 

Microsoft C 6.0 

Okilaser 400 

SuperScope 

PC-File 5.0 

WordPerfect's Graphics Companion 

WordPerfect Corp. de
signed DrawPerfect as 

the graphical "better half" of 
WordPerfect 5.0. However, 
an early look at prerelease 
version 1.0 indicates that 
Draw Perfect could also stand 
on its own as a presentation 
graphics program. 

The connection with 
WordPerfect is built into 
DrawPerfect. Using a soft
ware component called the 
Shell , you can switch back 
and forth between the word 
processor and the drawing 
program with one keystroke. 
If you've got enough mem
ory in your system, you can 
keep both programs running, 
making it easy to hop from a 
docum-ent to the drawing 
board; work on an image, 
chart, or figure; and hop back 
to the text and quickly place 
the image on the page. If you 
do any kind of work involv
ing text and graphics, you 
know this sure beats what can 
seem like an endless shutting 
down and firing up of appli
cations. You can also keep 
DrawPerfect running while 
you switch to another DOS 
application. 

DrawPerfect itself takes 
up 384K bytes of memory, 
which is remarkably spare 
when you consider the capa
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bilities of the program. 
Draw Perfect produces vec

tor, not bit-mapped , graph
ics, so you 're working with 
objects instead of pixels , cre
ating images by defining 
beginning, ending, and join
ing points. The program's 
toolkit, represented by large 
icons on the left side of the 
screen or embedded in menus 
along the top, includes the 
type of tools you'd find in , 
say, Adobe Illustrator or 
Aldus FreeHand: functions 
for quickly generating lines, 
squares, circles, curves, el
lipses, arcs, and polygons. 

After you 've drawn an 
object , it's easy to manipulate 
it in certain ways, such . as 
changing its shape, size, or 
orientation (although in some 
instances you have to first se
lect the Modify command, 

THE FACTS 

DrawPerfect 
$495 

Requirements: 
IBM AT or compatible 
with two 720K-byte floppy 
disk drives or a hard disk 
drive and a graphics 
display ; the program takes 
up 384K bytes; a mouse is 

which I found easy to forget). 
The one thing you can't 

do is go in and manipulate 
just a bitofan object, because 
this type of program treats 
each object as a solid entity; 
if you're crossing over from 
a paint package, you might 
keep looking to grab the 
eraser. 

Besides the shape-making 
and object-editing tools , 
Draw Perfect has text-render
ing functions . The program 
comes with 25 "base" fonts , 
from the commonplace (e.g., 
Helvetica and Courier) to 
display typefaces (e.g., Old 
English and others called 
Brushscript and Hobo). The 
program will scale these fonts 
from very small to very large; 
I set text in sizes ranging from 
6 points up to 130 points and 
thought the printed output 

recommended but not 
required ; it works with 
WordPerfect 5.0 or 
higher. 

WordPerfect Corp. 
1555 N. Technology Way 
Orem, UT 84057 
(801) 222-5000 
Inquiry 988. 

looked fine and crisp. 
As part of its role as a 

presentation graphics pack
age, DrawPerfect has capa
bilities for making bar and pie 
charts. More sophisticated 
charting programs are avail
able, but you won't find a 
more accessible means of in
corporating this kind of vi
sual data . 

DrawPerfect images are 
not limited to use only in 
WordPerfect documents . 
Although .WPG is their na
tive format, they can be 
pulled in by any program that 
works with CGM (Computer 
Graphics Metafile) and 
HPGL (Hewlett-Packard 
Graphics Language) files. 
You can send the output to 
just about any dot-matrix or 
laser printer (the list of 
supported printers runs on for 
several screens), film re
corder, plotter, or a slide bu
reau . 

This program is about as 
easy to use as it could be. I 
had it up and running (on a 
BitWise 386) in a few min
utes, without a hitch . The 
installation program is pain
less. If something doesn't 
make sense, the help menu or 
the documentation will 
clarify it. The prerelease 
manual even took time to 
explain what boxes and 
circles are. 

Although the images on 
the screen looked a bit rough 
and ragged, the printed out
put was slick and sharp, with 
that familiar Illustrator/Free
Hand look. I must confess I 
didn't expect to be impressed 
by this program. A drawing 
package from a word proces
sor company? That's like the 
Boston Pops trying to play 
the blues. But it's not, really. 
WordPerfect Corp. made its 
name in the world of words. 
Now it has a chance to do the 
same in the world of images. 

-D. Barker 



Microsoft C 6.0 
Weighs In 

T he newest Microsoft C 
compiler doesn't do 

C + +,as many industry watch
ers thought (and hoped) it 
would. Instead, Microsoft has 
wisely chosen to consolidate 
and refine the set of tools that 
C programmers need to write 
software for DOS, Windows, 
and OS/2. The new tools in 
Microsoft C 6.0 include 
quick and optimizing com
pilers for both DOS and OS/ 
2, CodeView 3.0 for DOS 
and OS/2, and a Xenix-de
rived Make. You can deploy 
these from the command line 
or from within a new inte
grated environment called the 
Programmer's Workbench . 
The Workbench runs identi
cally under DOS and OS/2, 
with a character-mode graph
ical user interface, in the style 
of Microsoft's "Quick" lan
guages. 

The list of target environ
ments includes DOS com
mand (.COM) and executable 
(.EXE) files , Windows .EXE 
and dynamic link library 
(.DLL) files , and OS/2 single
threaded and multithreaded 
. EXE and . D LL files, in both 
Presentation Manager and 
non-PM flavors, with embed
ded or external (DLL-style) 
run-time libraries. Yikes! No 
wonder the installation-for 
just the small memory 
model-ate up 10 megabytes 
of my disk space. 

The Workbench makes a 
programmer's life easier in 
a couple of ways. For start
ers, it derives Make scripts 
from a list of sources (i.e., 
.C, .H, .RC, and .DEF files). 
The Set Dependencies option 
looks for #include state
ments-transitively-and 
adds the referents to the 
script's list of triggers. Infor
mation collected from Work-

L:I.... ,... ,, I J 
I ••M·• • • 

bench dialog boxes boils 
down to compile and link 
switches in the make file , so 
you don't have to remember 
(or, more likely, cut and 
paste) incantations like cl 
-c - Asnd - G2sc -Od -WJ 
-Zip. 

Once you've got a baseline 
compile under your belt, the 
quick (incremental) compiler 
really speeds up a large proj
ect. But the niftiest new fea
ture is the Browse tool . Given 
a program symbol (i.e., a vari
able, function , type, or 
macro), you can answer ques
tions like, " Where was this 
symbol defined?" and 
"Where is it used?" In the 
case of a function, you can 
also answer the questions 
"What functions call it?" and 
"What functions does it call?" 

The compiler itself builds 
the Browse database. In or
der to do its job, an optimiz-

THE FACTS 

Microsoft C 6.0 
$495 

Requirements: 
IBM PC or compatible 
running DOS 3.0 or OS/2 
1.1 or higher with at 
least 512K bytes of RAM 
and a hard disk drive with 
8 megabytes of free 
space. Microsoft 

ing compiler builds an elabo
rate representation of a pro
gram's structure. Recycling 
that information for the pro
grammer's use is a great idea . 
Of course, the technique 
requires a successful initial 
compilation. I wanted to in
vestigate an include-file clash 
between OS/2 and an appli
cation I was testing, but
catch-22-the compilation 
failed, so I couldn't use 
Browse to find out why. Once 
you get rolling on a project, 
though, Browse quickly be
comes indispensable. 

A more powerful optimizer 
works on entire functions . 
The new 16-bit-based pointer 
behaves like a far (32-bit) 
pointer, by relying on an 
implied base segment. New 
optimizations include regis
ter allocation based on an 
analysis of entire functions 
and the ability to pass pa-

recommends at least an 
8-MHz 80286 with 1 
megabyte of RAM or 4 
megabytes for OS/2. 

Microsoft Corp. 
16011 Northeast 36th Way 
P.O. Box 97017 

Redmond, WA 98073 

(206) 882-8080 
Inquiry 989. 

rameters in the registers. 
CodeView's data inspec

tor has improved, and you can 
now run the DOS version of 
the debugger in extended 
memory on an 80286 or 
80386. Extensiveon-linehelp 
pops up from within every 
tool. 

No other programming 
system so comprehensively 
attacks all the Microsoft en
vironments. Professionals 
who target those environ
ments will doubtless come to 
rely on Microsoft C 6.0. Make 
no mistake, though , it's a 
world of its own. A great 
place to live, perhaps, but a 
difficult one to visit. 

-]011 Udell 

A Slightly 
Different Laser 
Printer 

When is a laser printer 
not a laser printer? When 

it's a new low-price compact 
LED printer from Okidata . 
The new OkiLaser 400 is 
very similar to a standard laser 
printer except that it's smaller 
and less expensive. And one 
other thing: It doesn't happen 
to use a laser. 

How does it print? The 
OkiLaser is the latest of a 
small group of page printers 
that use a simple linear array 
of LEDs rather than a laser to 
produce a print image. The 
advantage of the LED is that 
it allows the printer manu
facturer to use a much more 
simple and reliable design. 

In a standard laser printer, 
a complex system of lenses 
and moving mirrors causes a 
laser beam to scan across a 
rotating light-sensitive drum 
located inside the printer. In 
fact, the laser beam must scan 
the length of the drum hun

conri11ued 
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SHORT TAKES 

dreds of times per second. 
In an LED printer, the array 

is approximately 8 V2 inches 
long, and it consists of two 
rows of 1270 LEDs that are 
offset with each other, yield
ing a total of 2540 pixels at a 
density of 300 dots per inch . 
The LED array remains 
slower than what I expected . 
In graphics, it was a little 
faster. 

One of the advantages of 
this printer is its assortment 
of extra fonts. A total of 21 
fonts are resident, including a 
14-point Helvetica and a set 
of 10-point Roman faces. 
Four of the fonts are in land
scape rriode. The printer is 
compatible with LaserJet 
downloadable fonts and with 

/ 

THE FACTS 

OkiLaser 400 Okidata 
$1395 532 Fellowship Rd. 

Mount Laurel, NJ 08054 
Requirements: (609) 235-2600 
Personal computer with Inquiry 990. 
parallel or serial interface. 

Hewlett-Packard-compatible 
software. 

As in a few other printers, 
the OkiLaser's toner and print 
drum are separate units, so 
you can replace toner without 
having to replace the ex
pensive drum. However, 
found that installation of the 
drum and the toner can be a 
bit tricky. 

If you want laser-quality 
output without going into 
major debt and without giv
ing up the air rights over your 
desk, the OkiLaser 400 may 
be an excellent choice. The 
LaserJet IIP will give it strong 
competition-and rightly so. 
But the OkiLaser uses much 
more interesting technology. 

-Rich Malloy 

Data Acquisition as Easy as a Mac 


Data acquisition is never 
a pretty sight. There are 

wires to run, connections to 
make, and sensors to cali
brate. Then there has to be a 
way to store and examine all 
the data these sensors serve 
up. A microcomputer is a 
cost-effective means of serv
ing as both a data acquisition 
and data storage device-as 
long as you can figure out 
how to use the software. GW 
Instruments, maker of Mac
Adios data acquisition boards 
for the Macintosh, realized 
that simply buying the board 
wasn't enough: You had to 
be able to use it. Ideally, you 
want a program that converses 
with the boards, displays the 
captured data in a meaning
ful form, and then saves the 
data. 

The result of GW Instru
ments' work is SuperScope, 
a Mac application that pre
sents analog or digital mea
surements from their data ac
quisition boards as waveforms 
on a "virtual" oscilloscope 
front panel, with options to 
save this data to disk. Since 
scientists and engineers of
ten work with an oscilloscope, 
they will be able to make use 
of SuperScope's capabilities 
immediately. 
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SuperScope can display 
up to eight oscilloscope-type 
windows, with each window 
showing up to eight wave
forms . Each waveform is 

THE FACTS 

SuperScope 
$990 

Requirements: 
Mac Plus, SE, or II family 
with 1 megabyte of RAM, 
running System 4 .2 or 
higher. 

labeled with a unique name 
and is color-coded for easy 
identification . Waveforms 
can be plotted versus time, 
frequency, or other signals. 

GW Instruments 
35 Medford St. 
Somerville, MA 02143 
(617) 625-4096 
Inquiry 991. 

Like many Mac applications, 
SuperScope makes extensive 
use of the computer's cut, 
copy, and paste capabilities. 
You can select a portion of 
the waveform in the oscillo
scope window by clicking and 
dragging, and then cut or copy 
the highlighted area to the 
Clipboard. Menu selections 
under the Wave menu let you 
select a signal by name and 
copy it to the Clipboard, ei
ther as a graphic or as a list of 
text data points. 

You can also direct mea
surements to journal files, 
which save the captured data 
as text in formats for export 
to either spreadsheets or word 
processors. 

SuperScope uses a modu
lar approach to software 
design, so you can control 
peripheral devices from 
within it. Extensive documen
tation , software libraries, and 
source code are available for 
writing your own custom 
processing modules. GW 
Instruments supplies modules 
for pulse analysis , delay 
processing, and data transfer 
to and from disk. Modules to 
control GW's time-stamping 
board, IEEE-488 boards, and 
GW's function generator are 

continued 



Embedded systems designers have already used CrossCode C in over 577 different applications. 

CrossCode C comes with four 

powerful tools to help you program your 


68000-based ROMable applications 

From C source to final object, each tool takes you 

one step closer to your finished ROMable design 


CrossCode C is designed specifically 
to help you write ROMable code for 

all members of the Motorola 68000 
family. Four powerful tools take you from 
C source to object code: 

1. COMPILER: To get truly ROMable 
code, you have to start with a truly 
ROMable compiler. Here are three 
CrossCode C features that you won't find 
in any ordinary C compiler: 

•Compiler output code is split into five 
independent memory sections that you 
can assign into ROM or RAM as you 
please. 

• You 	 can optimize the code for your 
application because you control the sizes 
of data types. For example, you can 
optimize for speed by using two byte 
ints, or get maximum versatility by 
using four byte ints. 

• You can easily write assembly language 
routines that call C functions and vice 
versa, because the compiler uses simple, 
well documented parameter passing 
conventions. 

2. ASSEMBLER: CrossCode C 
comes with a Motorola'-style assembler 
that has all the features that assembly 
language programmers require. In fact, 

you could write your whole application 
with it: 

• The 	assembler features an advanced 
macro language, conditional assembly, 
"include" files, and an unlimited size 
symbol table. 

• Detailed 	 cross references show you 
where you've defined and referenced 
your symbols . 

•After a link, you can actually convert 
your "relocatable" assembler listings 
into "absolute" listings that contain 
absolute addresses and fully linked 
object code. 

3. LINKER: The CrossCode C linker 
is designed to handle truly huge loads. 
There are no limits on the number of 
symbols in your load or on the size of your 
output file . And you can always count on 
full 32 bit target addressability, because 
the linker operates comfortably in the 
highest ranges of the 68030's address 
space. 

4. DOWNLOADER: CrossCode C 
comes with a downloader that puts you in 
touch with all EPROM programmers and 
emulators. It can convert your load into 
Motorola S-Records, Intel Hex , Tek Hex, 
Extended Tek Hex, and Data 1/0 ASCII 

Hex. You can also produce a binary image 
and convert that image into any format 
you might want. In all formats, bytes can 
be split into EPROMs for an 8, 16, or 32 
bit data bus. 

Why Wait 
Once you start using CrossCode C, you 
may just won::ler how you ever got the job 
done before! It ' s available under 
MS-DOS for just $1595, and it runs on all 
IBM PCs and compatibles (640K memory 
and hard disk are required). Also available 
under UNIX, XENIX, and VMS. 

CALL TODAY for more information: 

1-800-448-7733 

(ask for extension 2002) 

Outside the United States, please dial 

PHONE: 1-708-971-8170 
FAX: 1-708-971-8513 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC. 
DEPARTMENT 22 

4248 BELLE AIRE LANE 
DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515 USA 

CrossCode"' is a iradcmark of SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
SYSTEMS, INC. MS-DOS® is a regis1ered iradcmark of 
Microsort. UNIX® is a regi stered trademark of AT&T. XENIX® 
is a regi stered trademark of Microsoft 
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also part of the package. 
r tried a beta version of 

SuperScope (version l.Obl) 
on a Mac II equipped with a 
SuperMac 19-inch monitor, 
5 megabytes of RAM, and a 
Rodime Cobra 210e hard disk 
drive. It was running System 
6.0.3 software. To handle data 
measurements, GW Instru
ments provided its MacAdios 
II/16 data acquisition board, 
MacAdios-fg function gen
erator, and MacAdios ABO 
analog breakout box. 

Due to a mailing glitch , I 
didn't receive a SuperScope 
manual. However, I found 
that I could do without it. By 
simply pointing and clicking, 
I was able to set up a display, 
save its configuration, and 
make measurements without 
the manual. In order to make 
a new display, you just click 
on an arrowhead on the scope 
window. To add a new data 
channel, you just have to press 
one key. And deciding what 
signals will appear on the 
display is simply a matter of 
dragging names about inside 
a dialog box . It was also easy 
to build a new display and 
plot one signal against an
other to get a Lissajous fig
ure in the second window. 
When I wanted to change the 
MacAdios-fg function gen
erator's output , I just had to 
select from the menu and 
dialog box. 

If you're famil iar with the 
way an oscilloscope oper
ates, SuperScope should also 
be familiar to you, and you 
probably won't need to refer 
to SuperScope's manual, ex
cept for the finer points ofop
eration. SuperScope goes a 
long way toward making the 
lab worker's life easier when 
handling the storage and 
display details involved with 
data acquisition . 

The combination of GW 
Instruments' MacAdios data 
acquisition boards and its 
SuperScope software now 
makes the Macintosh a pow
erful tool for laboratory and 
research work . Now, if some
one would only develop tools 
to make the wiring easier. ... 

-Tom Thompson 
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PC-File Grows Up 


W hat began as a simple 
flat-file database ori

ginally sold as shareware is 
now ready to take on other 
dBASE compatibles. PC
File 5.0 is larger and a little 
easier to use than previous 
versions . 

I've used PC-File+ to build 
a database of all products and 
companies mentioned in 
What's New over the last five 
years. It started as a simple 
method of fact-checking and 
has blossomed into a valu
able resource of information 
contained in about 3000 
records. And as any database 
gets larger and more com
plex, its uses grow, and the 
need for a sophisticated yet 
simple method of managing 
the information becomes 
crucial. 

I now need to import and 
export files from other data
bases over a network, and I 
was afraid I'd chosen the 
wrong product for the job. 
But along came PC-File 5.0. 

In order to import my old 
PC-File records, I learned, 
through a kind of klutzy 
processs, that I couldn't just 
import the original records . I 
first created an empty data
base structure with fields that 
matched the original, and 
then I went back to the origi
nal and converted the old 
records to dBASE format 
before importing them. Once 
I figured it out, the process 
went quickly. But it wasn't 
intuitive, nor was it explained 
clearly enough in the manual. 

Once the records were 
imported, I was able to pro
duce reports faster and more 
easily than with PC-File+. 

This may be because the 
free-form report interface is 
easier to use than in version 
5.0. Searches were also amaz
ingly fast, as long as I 
searched on the indexed field. 
And wild-card searches are 
supported , which made it fast 
and simple to produce a 
lengthy report. To index, you 

THE FACTS 

PC-File 5.0 
$129.95 

Requirements: 
IBM PC or compatible 
with 1 megabyte available 
on the hard disk drive, at 

least 512K bytes of RAM, 
and DOS 2.0 or higher. 

ButtonWare, Inc. 
P.O. Box 9605 8 
Bellevue, WA 98009 
(206) 454-0479 
Inquiry 992. 

choose the field or fields you 
want indexed (up to nine) 
when you define the data
base. Searching through 
almost 3000 records on an 
unindexed field was so slow 
that I decided I'll never do 
that again. · 

Just a few of the new fea
tures added to version 5.0 
include a maximum of up to 
128 fields per database (up 
from 70) , mouse support, 
auto-dialing, and a new Drop 
to DOS feature. This last 
feature is handy if you have 
to free up as much as SOOK 
bytes of RAM to run another 
application. Another addition 
is a Global find, which looks 
in all fields at once. The user 
interface appears much the 
same as in earlier versions, 
but it is refined somewhat and 
easier to use. One vast im
provement is the ability to 
perform an add right after a 
find, when in the past you had 
to drop back to the main menu 
and start all over from the 
beginning. Also added is the 
ability to output graphics to 
PostScript-compatible de
vices . 

PC-File also lets you pro
duce a variety of charts and 
graphs, including vertical bar 
charts, line graphs, scatter 
charts, and pie charts. Graphs 
can be fairly complex , and 
they can show moving aver
ages, or you can include grids. 

The manual is well written, 
and it's organized with 
simple installation instruc
tions, a tutorial, and fairly 
straightforward explanations 
of the database's functions. 
However, I would have been 
happier if it were clearer on 
how to import data from ear
lier versions of the pro
gram. 

When it comes to function, 
version 5.0 is no longer in the 
shareware league. It has 
stepped out to take its place 
among the leaders of the flat
file database pack. And its 
price is about $200 less than 
some of its leading competi
tors in the market. • 

- Anne Fischer Lent 



Beyond 
640KDOS. 


Build multi-megabyte 
programs with Phar Lap's 
386 IDOS-Extender. '" 

If the DOS 640K limit is driving younuts, 
get all the memory you want with 
386\DOS-Extender from Phar Lap~ 

Large-scale benefits. By turning DOS 
into a true 32-bit operating system, 
386 IDOS-Extender shatters the 640K 
barrier. It lets you create protected mode 
applications that use all the memory in 
the machine - up to 4gigabytes. You work 
within aflat, 32-bit address space. No more 
suffering with overlays, bank-switched 
EMS, or segmentation. 

With full 32-bit memory and power, you 
can finally build workstation-class applica
tions for the PC. Your Extended-DOS 
programs will run considerably faster, have 
room for more features, and be more re
sponsive than those in 16-bit DOS. 

And if that's not enough,add Phar Lap's 
386IVMM '" virtual memory manager. With 
true demand-paging, 386 IVMM enables 
your application to grow bigger than availa
ble RAM. Both code and data are automati
cally swapped to disk as needed. 

Total compatibility. Because 386 IDOS
Extender is embedded into your program, 
it is invisible to the end-user. Your program 
looks exactly like any other DOS applica
tion. There's no new operating environment 
for your end-users to buy or learn. 

Every 80386 PC that can run MS-DOS or 
PC-DOS can run 386 IDOS-Extender. It is 
completely compatible with all DOS-based 
software, including TSRs and network 
managers. 

386 IDOS-Extender is backed by a full 
complement of 32-bitlanguages. Choose 
your favorite from among C, Fortran, Pas
cal, Ada, Assembler, and others. And with 

Phar Lap, you'll be using the finest, most 
widely used 386 software development 
tools in the world. 

Proven success. AutoCAD 386, IBM 
Interleaf Publisher, and Paradox 386 are just 
afew of the hundreds ofExtended-DOS 
applications already being shipped with 
386IDOS-Extender. Utilizing this exciting 
new technology, industry leaders are keep
ing their competitive edge by deliveringthe 
speed and power that 386 users have been 
waiting for. 

So ifDOS is looking smaller than ever, 
call Phar Lap today. 

And see what it's like beyond 640K. 
Phar Lap 386 IDOS-Extender. 
!#;open a world ofmemory. 

Phar Lap Software, Inc. 
60 Aberdeen Avenue 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
617-661-1510 
FAX 617-876-2972 

Trademark holders: 386 1DOS-Extender '" and 386 IVMM '" - Phar Lap Soft1"1fe, lnc.; lnterleaf Publisher'" - lnterleaf, lnc.; Paradox'" - Borland International. Registered trademark holders: Phar Llp® - Phar Lap 
Sofl\"1fe, Inc.; Ada® - U.S. Dept. ofDefense; MS-DOS® - Microsoft Corp.; AutoCAD® - Autodesk, lnc.; IBM® - IBM Corporation. © l989 PharLap Software, Inc. 
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wevepulled

the plu on 386SX 


tee ology. 

The top of a desk is no longer the only place 386

based computing gets done. That's because we've come up 
with a battery-powered alternative that works anywhere. 

, "- .1 It's known simply as the T3100SX. 
') First of all, we gave it a powerful 386SX 

processor. So it can handle multitasking operating ' Since the r 310osx is 
. l"k Wi d d QS/Z "th batteryo/1erated,youI environments 1 e Ill OWS 386 an Wl ease. can util£ze powerful 

• • • • 386 aj1plications any
. ;; I Next, we devised an ingenious display system where you choose. 

.~ ~ ' I unlike a:iything you've ever seen on a battery-powered portable. 
l . r-.. :, It combines both VGA and gas plasma technology, boasts a 100:1 
.;i: • contrast ratio and can support both an internal display and an 

fi .. ,,_ external monitor simultaneously. 


_ r:, i Finally, we gave it a 40MB hard 
1 

~ t \ :· disk, a l.44MB 3.5" floppy disk drive11 1 

The T3100SX's slim case is only 3.15 and 1 megabyte of RAM 
inches thick and weighs just 14.9 pounds • ' 


including its two standard batteries. which you can expand 

up to 13MB. All in an easy-to-carry, 14.9-pound 

k · The ergonomically-designed 86-key keyboardpackage that goes Wherever your WOr IS. features ei11htdedicatedcursorcontrol 
So now you can put the latest 386 com- keys, 121unctwnkeys andanumerickeypad. 

puting power to work for you, even if there_ isn't a plug anywhere in sight. 
The Toshiba T3100SX. Take it. See how far you can go. 

T3100SX: 14.9 jJounds, 16MHz 386SX with 80387SX math coprocessor socket; 40MB hard disk with 25111sec access, two removable, rechargeable 

balleries; three dedicated 7/Jshiba memory slots, one dedicated Toshiba 111ode111 slot, one 7/Jshiba general purpose slot; IMB RAM expandable lo 13MB, 

gas plasma VGA display wit/116 gray scales and 100:1 contrast ratio; l.44MB 31/z · diskette drive. For more information call l-800-457-7777. 


In Touch with Tomorrow 

TOSHIBA 

Toshiba America Information Systems Inc., Computer Systems Division 
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Compaq's Reason to Believe 


T
he 80386 is riding high; there 's 
no doubt about that. We are 
faced with so many choices now 
that each new entry in the end

less parade of systems only serves to con
fuse us more . With all the sameness out 
there , something had to come along to 
shatter the mold , to bring us to the start 
ofa new era. 

If you believe Compaq and other ven
dors who support the Extended Industry 

inEISA 

• 


Tom Yager 

Standard Architecture (EISA) bus , the 
reign of the ISA (Industry Standard Ar
chitecture , or 16-bit "AT bus") is all but 
over. From what I've seen of Compaq 's 
Systempro, ISA should be deep-sixed by 
people who expect their total system per
formance to match the capabilities of 
their CPU. 

The Source of the Power 
The Compaq Systempro is housed in a 

large , impressive tower case, driving 
home the point that Compaq does not ex
pect thi s system, with its $16,000 base 
price , to wind up on your desk. The com
pany is targeting this machine as a net
work file server and high-end Unix 
system. 

To understand why the Systempro is 
particularly well-suited to these tasks, 
you need to dig down to its roots . The 
soul of this new machine is its bus , actu
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ally buses. The first of these , which 
Compaq has dubbed Flex/MP (the MP 
stands for multiprocessing), makes it 
possible to install multiple CPUs in the 
Systempro and have them share a fast 
path to memory . The peripheral bus is 
the much-ballyhooed EISA. This opens 
the door to vastly improved performance 
for high-speed 1/0 controllers for de
vices such as networks and hard disk 
drives. As if to illustrate the capabilities 
of these buses , Compaq has introduced 
its own coprocessor board for the Sys
tempro that lives on the Flex/MP bus. 
The strength of EISA is well demon
strated by Compaq 's Intelligent Drive 
Array (IDA) hard disk drive controller. 

The makeup of the CPU portion of the 
Systempro (with a single processor) is fa
miliar : a 33-MHz 80386 processor with 
64K bytes of cache memory , and sockets 
for Weitek 3167 and Intel 80387 numeric 
coprocessors . Beyond this , there 's noth
ing typical about the Systempro. As men
tioned above , the Flex/MP's claim to 
fame is its capacity to support multiple 
processors . Compaq presently offers a 
second 33-MHz 80386, with a promise 
to provide the i486 when it becomes 
available in quantity. 

Shifting to Second Gear 
Compaq's performance claims for multi
processing-" from 8 to 40 million in
structions per second" -are staggering, 
if not a bit unbelievable. The addition of 
the second 80386 is reported to add up to 
100 percent to performance, but this op
timistic figure is based on applications 
that can run entirely in the cache. Since 
access to memory is exclusive , when 
both processors want to access memory 
at the same time, one of them has to wait. 
This presents the most serious impact to 
performance. While adding a second 
processor won't double your perfor
mance , you can expect an increase of 80 
percent or 90 percent , depending on your 
application. 

I can ' t stress the previous sentence 

• 

EISA brings superb 


performance to 

the Compaq Systempro 


network file server 

and Unix powerhouse 


• 

enough. Anyone who purchases thi s sys
tem with an expectation of cutting his or 
her Lotus 1-2-3 reca lculation time in half 
will be disappointed. To work with mul
tiprocessing , your software must be ca
pable of multitasking. To wit , DOS won ' t 
even notice the second processor, and 
unless your version of Unix or OS/2 has 
been doctored, they won't see it , either. 
Software must be specifica lly aware of 
multiprocessing as Compaq imple
mented it to gain anything. 

The best illustrat ion of the System
pro ' s multiprocess ing prowess comes 
from The Santa Cruz Operation, which 
enhanced its Uni x product with software 
from Corollary, Inc. These patches to 
Unix set things up so that when a task is 
scheduled for processor time (which is 
done severa l times a second), it can run 
on either of the two processors . Further, 
the Unix kernel has been modified; reen
trant portions are marked as safe to run 
on the second processor. 

Still , the implementation is not per
fec t . Only the primary processor can 
handle 110, so that any program that does 
a lot of it , like a network driver , is 
limited to running as it would in a single
processor system. The other flaw lies in 
Compaq's weak support of a multipro
cessing OS/2 . A version of LAN Man
ager has been bu ilt to run on the second 
processor , but on ly that program , and 
the handler for the High Performance 
File System , can run there; the rest of 
OS/2 , along with applications, must run 
on the primary processor. Further , since 
all 1/0 is handled by the primary proces
sor , only the housekeeping portions of 
LAN Manager (e .g. , busting up incom
ing network packets) can be handled by 
the coprocessor. As a result , the increase 
in performance is minimal , since the 
load on the second processor would like
ly never rise high enough to take any rea l 
load off the primary one. OS/2's threads 
and multitasking make it an ideal target 
for full multiprocessing support , and 
perhaps we'll see that in the future. 

Brains with Your Drive, Sir? 
Compaq 's other innovation is, again , an 
accessory that illustrates the strength of 
the Systempro 's design . The new IDA 
controller (standard with the Systempro) 
brings uncommon speed and storage ca
pacity to this machine. Equipped with an 
on-board 80186 CPU , th is card can ser
vice up to eight hard disk drives (actu
ally, four drive pairs). Each drive has a 
separate control cable , and each pair 
shares a d ata cab le. Drives can be 
searched simult aneou sly with thi s 
scheme, and multiple drives not on the 
same data cable can be read or written to 
at the same time. Further, the controller 
makes all attached drives appear as one 
huge drive. In its present maximum con
figuration , the controller can handle up 
to 4.28 gigabytes of storage. 

Sector striping , a concept familiar to 
minicomputer and mainframe use rs, 
provides the fi nal boost for the IDA. As 
noted , the entire cluster of drives appears 
as one large drive, but the layout is not 
what you might expect: Instead of orga
nizing the storage sequentially (i .e., the 
first 210 megabytes on drive 1, the sec
ond 210 megabytes on drive 2, and so 
on), striping places data on the disks 
such that sector I is on drive 1, sector 2 is 
on drive 2, and so on. Reading data from 
a large (but sti II less than the size of one 
drive), contiguous file, from beginning 
to end, would involve all the drives . 
Since the IDA is capable of reading from 
multiple drives simultaneously , data 
flies off the disks. 

The controller uses bus mastering to 
transfer data directly from the disks to 
system memory , so I/O can be done 
asynchronously . The driver can move on 
to handle the next 1/0 request without 
waiti ng for the previous one to fini sh. 
Compaq has developed drivers for DOS, 
OS/2 , Uni x, and Novell's NetWare 386, 
and you can expect others . Another ben
efit of asynchronous I/O is that, as addi
tional tasks (i.e., users or processes) are 

continued 
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS 

COMPAQ'S REASON TO BELIEVE IN EISA 

______, 

32-bit EISA slots 

·----- 
Four 31/2-inch 
210-megabyte 

hard disk drives 
(room for four more) 

• 
Two 33-MHz 80386 

processor boards with 
sockets for 33-MHz 

Intel 80387 or Weitek 3167 
math coprocessors 

12-megabyte memory, 
shared by both processors 

Intelligent Drive Array 
hard disk drive controller 

Highlights ofthe Compaq Systempro as evaluated. 

added , the performance curve stays rela
tively flat. The IDA excels at juggling 
mountains of requests , so five users 
doing heavy disk 1/0 can· expect nearly 
the same performance . 

Striping creates one problem that is at 
least as large as the one it solves : What 
happens ifa drive dies? That would leave 
holes throughout the file system , so a sin
gle drive failure would be immediately 
fatal-nothing would run . To answer 
this, Compaq built two levels of fault tol
erance into its IDA : mirroring and data 
guarding. NetWare/SFT users know all 
about mirroring, which is the practice of 
having twice as many drives as you need; 
half of them simply maintain mirror 
images of the others . When a drive fails , 
the mirrors kick in and no data is lost. 
Not everyone is willing to accept the high 

CO:\IP..\~Y I~FORMATIO~ 

Compaq Computer Corp. 
P.O. Box 692000 
Houston, TX 77269 
(800) 231-0900 
Inquiry 1091. 

cost overhead in maintaining large disk 
farms , so Compaq ' s alternative , data 
guarding , is attractive. 

Requiring half the overhead (25 per
cent instead of 50 percent) of mirroring, 
data guarding involves setting aside one
quarter of your disk space for a combined 
drive image. Each time a byte is written 
to a drive , the byte at the same position 
on all other drives is read . The results are 
then XORed together and placed in the 
data guard area. When a drive fails, its 
data can be recovered by reversing the 
process : Read 1 byte from all but the 
failed drive, XOR them together , and 
you get the missing data. The IDA can be 
instructed to restore data to a newly re
placed drive in the background, reducing 
downtime to the time it takes to remove 
and replace the damaged drive. The 
drive array can be used while it is being 
restored. 

A Perfect Fit 
The Systempro has seven EISA slots and 
four Flex/MP slots. Six of the EISA slots 
are left open in the standard configura
tion, and two of the Flex/MP slots are left 
open. An Integrated Video Graphics 
System provides up to VGA-quality reso

lutions; aided by an accelerator, this card 
is up to 50 percent faster than a typical 
VGA , according to Compaq. The Sys
tempro has 11 hard disk drive slots , and 
the floppy disk and tape drives are angled 
upward slightly for easier insertion . Sev
eral third-party vendors are offering 32
bit network adapters, making it possible 
to push Ethernet arid Token Ring net
works to near their potential. 

All things considered, the Systempro 
seems nearly a perfect fit for the market 
Compaq is aiming for: high-speed , high
traffic network file-serving and demand
ing multiuser applications . The IDA is 
the star of the show, with obvious advan
tages over even souped-up ISA control
lers. The real benefits of multiprocessing 
will become apparent later , but Compaq 
has shown real courage in building the 
capability into its first EISA machine . 
For all its new technology , and for show
ing so plainly the strengths of the EISA 
bus, the Systempro deserves an award for 
innovation . Users of large or perfor
mance-intensive networks will agree. 
The Systempro is a winner. • 

Tom Yager is a BYTE technical editor. 

You can reach him on BIX as "tyager. " 
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PRODUCT Focus • VGA MONITORS 

As prices fall and color 

applications take over, 
VGA now belongs on 

almost any PC 

Stanford Diehl 
and Howard Eglowstein 

I
n these heady days of dazzling color 
applications and graphical user in
terfaces, VGA seems irresistible. 
At the very least, it deserves soft

ware's highest rating: not required, but 
strongly recommended. With street 
prices falling within the realm of the 
strictest budgets, the question is no 
longer "Why do you need graphics?" but 
"Why not?" Aesthetic considerations 
aside, graph ics has now become an issue 
of productivity. 

Only a few short years ago, the first 
color graphics standard, CGA, was re
leased for the IBM PC. CGA could sup
port a maximum resolution of 640 by 200 
pixels in monochrome or 320 by 200 
pixels with four colors. We've come a 
long way since then . Every major display 
manufacturer now uses VGA as its stan
dard color display adapter. Most of these 
boards are functionally the same, but the 
monitors can vary widely in quality and 
price. 

The VGA monitor that you choose for 
your machine will depend on your appli
cations, your budget, and your future ex
pansion plans. It stands to reason that the 
more you spend on a monitor, the better 
the image you ' II get. A good display for a 
graphics application should have bright, 
vivid colors , while the ideal word pro
cessing display should have clear, easy
to-read characters. Another factor to 
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AVGA 
on Every Desk 

consider is your plans for the future. Are 
you planning to use this monitor with the 
emerging, higher-resolution display 
boards? Monitors with multiple video 
synchronization rates can handle well be
yond VGA's maximum of 640 by 480 
(columns by rows) pixels. Inexpensive 
monitors may work well with the VGA 
card you buy today but might not handle 
the new card that you buy next year. 

The BYTE Lab staff evaluated 26 
color monitors, all priced between $399 
and $750 and sold specifically for VGA
compatible display cards. (Budget-mind
ed buyers, take note: VGA-compatible 
monochrome displays cost substantially 
less than their color cousins, and by sub
stituting gray levels for color, they let you 
run all your favorite VGA software.) 

Color Basics 
A video monitor uses a beam of electrons 
to " paint" the image onto a vast array of 
red, green, and blue phosphor dots. 
Starting from the upper left, the beam 
scans across to the right, turning the dots 
on and off as required. When the beam 
reaches the edge, it zips back to the left, 
goes down one line, and repeats the pro
cess over and over, until the entire screen 
has been zapped. This process takes 
place 60 or 70 times per second on a VGA 
monitor. It's the VGA display card's re
sponsibility to direct the beam, but the 
overall display quality depends largely 
on the precision of the display electronics 
and the size of the phosphor dots . 

At the maximum VGA resolution, the 
beam aims for 640 discrete points across 
the screen. If a monitor has fewer than 
640 groups ofRGB dots , a pixel will span 
more than one physical group, giving a 
grainy appearance. Generally, the closer 
together the phosphor dots are, the better 
the display . Distance between the RGB 
dots is the dot pitch, usually given in 
millimeters. 

Misconvergence is typically the reason 
why some monitors have difficulty dis
playing white text. To display white, the 

electron beam has to hit the red, green, 
and blue phosphor dots that correspond 
to a pixel. Ideally , the beam will hit all 
three dots in a group without hitting any 
in adjacent groups. When the beam hits 
the three intended RGB dots, the group 
looks white. A common problem is that 
the beam will also touch on one color of 
the RGB dot group next door. The result
ing image will have a slight shadowed ap
pearance, as if there's a colored halo to 
one side. The convergence of a monitor 
will probably change as the monitor gets 
older. 

Unless there's a serious problem with 
the display tube, misconvergence can 
often be corrected by a qualified techni
cian. You should not try it yourself
there are some pretty scary voltages in a 
color monitor. Some monitors have a 
"text" mode that displays the text with 
one or two phosphor colors, minimizing 
the effects of misconvergence. 

VGA cards generate video at frequen
cies ofup to 34 MHz. The more dots the 
card has to address, the higher this fre
quency will be. A 34-MHz bandwidth is 
sufficient for the VGA's maximum (640
by 480-pixel) resolution . However, all 
VGA-compatible monitors can change 
their scan rates as needed . CGA display 
modes require about half the bandwidth 
of a VGA screen. While all the monitors 
we tested can handle the lower scan rates, 
none of them are intended to scan any 
faster. Should you later decide to buy a 
fancier display card, you might have to 
buy a new monitor. As an alternative, 
consider spending a bit more for one of 
the many multiscanning monitors. These 
will adapt to faster display cards, possi
bly saving you hundreds of dollars in the 
long run. For most of us , though, any of 
the monitors in this test are a good bal
ance between price and features. 

Fingertip Control 
Most people, when buying their first 
color monitor, will use a TV set as their 

continued 
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VGA MONITORS 


When selecting a VGA monitor, you should consider several fea tures, the most revealing of which is the dot pitch 
specification. Most VGA monitors support 640- by 480-pixel graphics resolution and use 720 by 400 pixels for text . 
The Princeton PSC-28 goes a step further, delivering 770- by 570-pixel resolution for Super VGA boards. (•= yes, 0 =110.) 

Model Price Size (inches) Diagonal size Maximum Dot pitch Bandwidth V. scan Weight 
(inches) resolution (mm) (MHz) freq. 1 (lbs.) 

Acer7013A $510 14.2 x 14.6 x 13.6 14 640 x 480 0.3 1 30 50- 70 Hz 28.6 

Amstrad PC14 CD $399 14.6 x 13 x 14.8 14 640 x 480 0.42 28 60-70 Hz 26.9 

Amstrad PC14 HRCD $639 14.6 x 13 x 14.8 14 640 x 480 0.29 28 60-70 Hz 26.9 

ASTASTCVGA $695 14.1 x 12.2 x 14.2 14 640 x 480 0.31 30 60-70 Hz 31 

CTX CVG-5432 $579 14.8 x 14.4 x 14.2 14 640 x 480 0.29 30 60- 70 Hz 26.4 

Epson A804031 $599 14.4 x 15.5 x 12.8 14 640 x 480 0.31 28.5 60-70 Hz 26.5 
IBM 8512 $623 14.6 x 15.5 x 14 14 640 x 480 0.41 31 .5 60-70 Hz 35 

IBM 8513 $750 12.3 x 14.5 x 12.6 12 640 x 480 0.28 31 .5 60- 70 Hz 23 
lmtec 1430V $399 14 x 13.8 x 15.2 14 640 x 480 0.31 30 60-70 Hz 25.3 
Laser6448 $499 14 x 13.2 x 16.3 14 640 x 480 0.3 1 30 50-70 Hz 33 
Magnavox CM9032 $499 12.8 x 14 x 16 14 640 x 480 0.42 18 60-70 Hz 25.7 
Magnavox Pro 9CM082 $649 12.8 x 14 X1 6 14 640 x 480 0.31 18 60-70 Hz 25.7 
Mitsuba 710V $495 13.7 x 14.1 x 14.6 14 640 x 480 0.3 1 20 60-70 Hz 37 

Mitsu.bishi XC1429CH $658 12.3 x 13.9 x 15.4 14 640 x 480 0.28 30 60- 70 Hz 26 
Packard Bell PB8531 VG $699 12.75 x 14 x 15.75 14 640 x 480 0.31 28 50-70 Hz 25.3 
Packard Bell PB8552VG $469 12.75 x 14 x 15.75 14 640 x 480 0.52 28 60-70 Hz 25.3 
Princeton PSC-28 $695 2.6 x 12.3 x 14.3 13 770 x 570 0.28 30 50-70 HZ 27 
Quimax DM-3114 $699 13 x 12.7 x 13.4 14 640 x 480 0.31 30 50 70 Hz 30 
Relisys RE9513 $699 14.3 x 14.2 x 14.8 14 640 x 480 0.31 35 5070 Hz 31 
Samsung CJ4681 $699 14.5 x 14.1 x 15.1 14 640 x 480 0.31 30 6070 Hz 26.46 
Tandy VGM 200 $499 12.2 x 14.5 x 14 14 640 x 480 0.42 28 60-70 Hz 29.2 
Tandy VGM 300 $629 12.2 x 14.5 x 15 14 640 x 480 0.31 28 6070Hz 29.2 
Tatung CM-1296 $625 12.7 x 11 .2 x 12.4 12 640 x 480 0.28 30 50-70 Hz 23.1 
Tatung CM-1496 $685 14.3 x 12.4 x 15.8 14 640 x 480 0.31 30 5070 Hz 27.5 
WyseWY650 $669 12.6 x 12.6 x 14.5 12 640 x 480 0.28 25 50-70 Hz 23.3 
Zenith ZCM-1390 $699 12.98 x 14.2 x 14.97 13 640 x 480 0.31 25 60-70 Hz 29 

1Horizontal scan frequency on all monitors is the VGA standard of 31 .S.kHz. 
2This monitor has separate sync controls tor each of the VGA display modes. 

reference . On a VGA display monitor , 
expect to find both brightness and con
trast controls . These have the same func
tion as the equivalents on your TV . Miss
ing will be the hue (ti nt) and saturation 
(color) controls-since the video is sent 
to the monitor as separate RGB signals, 
these controls, which a lter the way in 
which a TV interprets color, are not 
necessary. 

Most of the 26 reviewed monitors have 
what's known as " VSYNC" control s that 
allow you to tweak the vertical sync to 
match your VGA card. One feature that 
we were surprised to find on some mod
els was multiple VSYNC control s. Be
cause a VGA display has to synchronize 
differently at CGA , EGA , and VGA 
video rates, it makes sense that each of 
the thre e ver ti ca l sy nc rates ca n be 
adjusted separately. It's not a really use
ful feature , but it cou ld come in handy in 
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adjusting your monitor for some VGA 
cards. The Imtec 1430V, Packard Bell 
PB853 I VG and PB 8552VG, Samsung 
CJ4681 , and Tandy VGM 200 and VGM 
300 a ll include multiple VSYNC con
trols. 

Horizontal and vertical size controls 
let you adjust the width and height of 
your display. These adjustments give you 
greater control over the displayed image. 
Of the two, the vertical size controi is the 
more useful. The Acer 70 I3A, CTX 
CVG-5432, Epson A804031, Mitsubishi 
XC l429CH, and Reli sys RE9513 offer 
only vertical size control. Keep in mind, 
though, that width and height must also 
remain in a proper relationship , or aspect 
ratio. Otherwise, your image wi ll appear 
distorted , and a ci rcle may appear to be 
an oval . You may have trouble maintain
ing aspect ratio if you adjust the height of 
your image without also adj usti ng its 

width. The Magnavox and Zenith moni
tors deliver both vertical and horizontal 
sizing controls. 

The positioning controls , on the other 
hand , move the entire display im age 
around on the screen . In th is way , you 
can center the image properly. The AST 
ASTCVGA , CTX CVG-5432 , Magnavox 
CM9032 and Pro 9CM082 , Mitsuba 
710V, and Zen ith ZCM-1 390 provide 
both hori zonta l and vertical positioning 
controls . The full complement of adjust
ment knobs for the Magnavox monitors 
are tucked away under a fo lding cover at 
the front of the uni t. Zenith placed a ll the 
knobs (except those for brightness and 
contrast) at the rear of rhe unit , and you 
need a sc rewdriver to get at them. If you 
demand precise alignment of the display 
image and easy access to the control 
knobs, on ly the Magnavox models can 
deliver. 
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Controls 
Base/screen in addition to brightness and contrast 

Tilt/ Nonglare Polished H. v. H. v. v. Text Warranty
swivel position position size size sync mode (years) 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0• 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 2 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 	 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 	 0 0 0 0 0 0• 
0 	 0 0 0 0 0 0• 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 	 0 0 0 

It's good to see that vendors have fi
nally discovered what a pain it is to reach 
around to the back of a monitor to get to 
its controls . The important controls on 
all these models are conveniently placed 
on the side or on the front of the monitor. 
Along similar ergonomic lines, two of 
the units (the Mitsuba 710V and Quimax 
DM-3114) use slider controls instead of 
round knobs. The slider controls are 
much harder to set precisely. If you in
tend to set your brightness and contrast 
controls once and leave them alone, it 
shouldn't be a big deal , but if you require 
the kind of precise control that we did, 
slave-driven by the slightest deflection of 
a light meter, slider controls can get 
downright infuriating. 

The VGA Connection 
All the test monitors had standard VGA 
cabling with 15-pin analog connectors . 

Cable length varies, but most units had 
cables about 3 feet long. This should be 
fine for desktop installations , but people 
with tower CPUs might need a cable ex
tension . We ran into that problem during 
the test and wound up making our own 
extension out of a 6-foot length of shield
ed cable. 

On the aesthetic side, consider the 
monitor mount and antiglare coating. A 
good, adjustable base might be just the 
ticket to raise the monitor up and help 
you avoid neck strain. The best of the ad
justable bases let you rotate the display 
from side to side and tilt it up and down. 
Others provide only a tilt function. Most 
of the monitors we tested came with a 
tilt/swivel base (see the table). For the 
other monitors, you can buy stands from 
most computer retailers . 

If you think glare might be a problem, 
look for a nonglare coating on the surface 

of the display tube. The manufacturer 
etches a textured surface onto the glass or 
coats the glass with a special material. 
Monitors that have it are easier to read in 
bad lighting but might have a slightly 
fuzzy appearance. Most of the monitors 
in this review come with a nonglare 
coating. Should you opt for a monitor 
without some nonglare treatment, you 
can buy nonglare filters to retrofit most 
monitors . 

Two last issues to consider: availabil
ity and warranty. Where can you buy the 
monitor? There's al ways mai I-order 
companies, which often have the best 
prices, but then you run the usual risks of 
mail-order purchases. Certain monitors 
are available only from dealers. If you 
decide to buy a Tandy or IBM monitor, 
you'll have to walk into a dealer. And 
while you may pay a higher price, it 's far 
easier to get service on the equipment 
that you buy from dealers . 

A Fine Line Between Good and Bad 
We submitted each of the monitors to the 
unerring eye of the Microvision Super
spot testing system , a computer-con
trolled device that measures the light in
tensity coming from a small area of the 
monitor surface. The Superspot software 
displays red, green, and blue lines in turn 
and measures the width, intensity, and 
alignment of each . 

The Superspot uses a sensor made up of 
2048 CCD (charge-coupled-device) ele
ments set in a single line. The software 
samples each of the elements and inte
grates the average light reading from each 
element over a short period of time. The 
small size of the elements (0.0005 inch) 
makes it possible to get a very accurate 
measure of a screen dot's shape and size. 
Width calculations are based on light in
tensity in a given area. Variance measure
ments (jitter, swim, and drift) are based 
on a dot's motion over longer periods. 

For the best results, we adjusted each 
of the monitors to the same overall 
brightness. The setting that we were 
most concerned with was the " black 
level," which is the light intensity of the 
unlit black areas of the screen. On most 
monitors, this level will range from com
pletely black to a fairly light shade of 
gray. We set our standard monitor, an 
IBM 8513, so that the black level was just 
barely visible in a darkened room . On 
subsequent monitors , a light meter en
sured that each monitor displayed the 
same black level. 

We got back a dizzying amount of 
information. The line width is calculat
ed by measuring the intensity on both 
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Figure 1: (a) line width measurements reveal a monitor 's basic resolution. The Mitsubishi XC1429CH excelled. All monitors 
are indexed to the BYTE Lab Model 80 monitor, an IBM 8513. (b) A monitor with pe1fect convergence would register no 
displacement between a red line, a blue line, and a green line. Poor convergence places color f ringes around white areas ofthe 
screen. The Quimax DM-31I4 and the AST ASTCVGA posted outstanding convergence. The index is based on the IBM 8513. 

sides of a single pi xel-width line. Any 
reg ion whose br ightness is more than 
50 percent of the max imum is consid
ered to be par t of the line. T he actua l 
line w idth should be exactly 11640 of 
the viewable di splay width . Theoreti
ca ll y , thi s measurement revea ls the 
performance of a monitor at its most 
basic level. A broad line width would 
indicate poor resolution, showing up as 
the grai ny appearance mentioned earl i
e r. In ge nera l , th e sma ll e r th e line 
width , the bette r. However, we indexed 
our res ult s aga in st the BYTE L ab 's 
IBM 851 3 moni tor to provide a consis
tent frame of reference. So, when you 
study fi gures 1, 2, and 3, remember 
that , in all cases, a longer bar indicates 
superior performance . 
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Our convergence tests measure the 
accuracy with which the moni tor lines 
up the individua l red , green, and blue 
phosphors that make up one do t , or 
pi xel. The Superspot displays separate 
red , green, and blue lines and expects 
them to be as close as possible . A big 
misconvergence measurement suggests 
that certa in images could be subject to 
a fa ir amount of ghosting or colored 
ha los . 

An image that appears steady on the 
screen is really bei ng updated 60 or 70 
times per second. The variance mea
surement indicates how accurately the 
monito r can dis play an image in the 
same place w ith each success ive up 
d ate . Sma ll , rapid movements of th e 
image are termed j itter. Larger , slower 

image motion is ca lled swimming and 
often appears as a wavy motion, sweep
ing down the length of the display . The 
last motion-related measurement is drift , 
which is an indication of how stable the 
picture is over time. A poor variance in
dex suggests that the image is likely to 
move subtly across the screen, often im
perceptibly. As the monitor warms up , 
the image may shift slightly to one side . 
These effects can contribute to discom
forts such as eyestra in and headaches , 
among othe rs. 

In a well -des igned monitor, the li ne 
width will remain fai rly constant as the 
intensity increases. If the li ne width ex
pands, the image will bloom, result ing in 
poor resolution at higher intensities . We 

conrinued 
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Seven great reasons to own the newest 
high-resolution SuperVGA graphics card: 
theVideo SevenVGA 1024i. 
1 	

It's sharp. Our new graphics 
card dramatically improves the 
performance of all your appli

cations. You can choose up to 800x600 
or 1024x768 resolution with 16 on
screen colors, or 256 colors at 640 x480~ 
Plus, 132-column text support helps 
you get the most from your spread
sheet applications. 

"1024x768 resolution is interlnced; 1024 x768xl6 and 640x480x256 
resolution requires 512K DRAM configuration. 

It's fast. 50% faster than 

2 standard VGA. 'frue 16-bit 
technology increases the speed 

of all your graphics and text applica
tions on an IBM PC/AT/ XT, PS/ 2 
Model 30 or compatible. 

It's versatile. It works in an

3 8-bit or 16-bit slot. You can 
easily upgrade it from 256K to 

512K DRAM. And it lets you get the 
most out of today's popular MultiSync, 
Multiscan and 8514 monitors, including 
the MultiSync 3D and Seiko CM-1430. 

It's 100% compatible. Guaran
4 teed to run all your VGA, EGA, 

CGA, MDA and Hercules soft
ware applications. It's even easy to 
install. 3 easy steps is all it takes. 

It supports more software. No 
graphics card gives you more 
high-resolution drivers, 

including Windows/286, Windows/386, 
Presentation Manager, AutoCAD, 
AutoShade, P-CAD, VersaCAD, GEM/3, 
Ventura Publisher, Lotus 1-2-3, 
Symphony; WordPerfect, and WordStar. 

rl It comes with a full 7-year 
warranty. We can do that 
because we build all our 

products using our own Headland 
Tuchnology chip and card design capa
bilities to ensure they will live up to 
our reputation for quality and 
performance. 

Plus, the new VGA 1024i card comes 
with the exclusive Best of Seven support 
package that InfoWorld rates a "hearty 
excellent'.' You'll get free disk and BIOS 
updates, bulletin board service, and our 
unlimited toll-free technical support. 

II And it's affordable. The new 
Video SevenVGA 1024i, a very 
sharp, very fast high-resolution 

Super VGA graphics card for only $397 
with 256K DRAM. $497with 512K. 

So before you settle for just any 
VGA card, ask to see the big news in 
high-resolution graphics: the new VGA 
1024i from Video Seven. 

Distributed exclusively by 
Tuch Pacific Pty. Ltd. 

(02) 697-7111(03)523-0866 
(07) 371-7866 

Some reslrictions npply to Headland Tuch nology's warranty nnd com· 
patibility i;ci.mrantcc. Video Seven is n trademark of Headland 1l"<!hnology 
Inc. A ll other brand and product. numes mny be trademarks of their 
respective comp11n[es. 

VIDEO SEVEN 

Best ofSeven 
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Figure 2: (a) The variance test measures line movement at intervals ofone-halfsecond (jitter), 10 seconds (swim), and 60 
seconds (drift). Monitors with a poor variance index can contribute to eyestrain and headaches. The Tatung CM-1296 displayed 
the most stable image, while the Imtec /430V was stricken by thejitter bug. (b) The bloom test determines how much a spot size 
swells as brightness increases. As intensity increases on a monitor with a low bloom index, the pixels start to merge, effectively 
lowering resolution. The Tatung CM-1296 was a rose among the thorns. 

took measurements at a predefined low 
intensity and high intensity and then not 
ed the change in the line width. Although 
you should not subject your monitor to 
excessive intensity, blooming might also 
indicate design flaws. 

Under the Spotlight 
Perhaps the biggest problem with our Su
perspot system is the sheer volume of 
data that it pumps out . We have worked 
hard to boil down this data into some 
meaningful information. The graph in
dexes represent an accumulation of test 
results. The line width index (see figure 
1a) is an average score for 16 tests. 

We started by measuring the center of 
the screen at low intensity. To get an ac
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curate line width, we measured the hori
zontal and vertical widths of a single 
scan line and took the vector sum of 
those results . We then used our light 
meter to set the monitor to a standard 
high intensity and again took horizontal 
and vertical measurements. We repeated 
the entire process with the Superspot sys
tem concentrating on the upper left cor
ner of the screen. This gave us a glimpse 
of line width at the best (center) and 
worst (corner) areas of the screen. 

We also intended to make some design 
judgments by gauging the amount of line
width change from center to corner. 
With larger monitors, this change can of
fer some valuable insight. In the case of 
these monitors, however, we found the 

changes not significant enough to be of 
clear value . Instead, we simply averaged 
the results of the different tests and in
dexed the resulting figure against the 
IBM 8513 . 

The Superspot takes such a fine snap
shot of a displayed line that it sometimes 
interprets a coarse line as two distinct 
elements . This reveals a very poor spot 
size. Normally , the Superspot returned a 
raw line width result in millimeters and 
also performed a "curve fit" to offer a 
more consistent sampling of the data. If 
the system picked up two discrete lines, 
however , the curve fit was aborted. The 
Acer 7013A, Amstrad PC14 CD, IBM 
8512, Magnavox CM9032, both Packard 
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Introducing the Hercules Graphics Station Card. With more features than any card 
in its class. And more power. The company that took the monotony out of monochrome 
now puts more zip into analog monitors. 

tast ~ra~nics 
In today's competitive business world, time is more 
precious then ever. But Windows applications like 
PageMaker, Excel, and Corel Draw can make you wait 
while they work. Not with the Hercules Graphics 
Station Card-it'll run Windows up to five times faster 
than a regular VGA card. At higher resolutions, too. 

The secret is the on-board Texas Instruments 34010 
graphics processor. It frees the CPU from the 
drudgery of graphics functions and screen memory 
control so you won't have to wait for your screen 
to catch up with you. 

A whole megabyte of video memory lets the Hercules 
Graphics Station Card offer a full range of modes-from 

VGA up to 1024 x 768 resolution with 256 colors, and plenty 
in between. So it will run all your software-from general business 

to complex design programs. And as your software needs become even 
more sophisticated, you won't need to shop for a new video card. 

lifB-liKB lma~BS 
Computer images can look realistic when software can access more 
colors. The 16- and 24- bit color 
modes on the Hercules Graphics 
Station Card allow any standard 
analog monitor to display up 
to 16.7 million colors for high 
quality photo-realistic images. 

And best of all, you can have all 
these features for less than you'd 

think. Call us at 800 532-0600, ext.190 (U.S.) or 800 323-0601, ext.191 
(Canada) for the quickest way to your Hercules dealer. 
© Copyrigh 1, 1990 Hercules Computer Technology, Inc .. 911Parker Stree t. Berkeley, CA 94 710. Hercules and Hercules Graphics Sra1ion Card are tr ademarks 
of Hercules Compu1er Technology, Inc. All 01her pro duc1names are tr ademarks of 1heir respec1ive owners. Circle 115 on Reader Service Card 
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Figure 3: The VGA index is a weighted geometric mean ofthe other indexes, 
emphasizing line width and misconvergence. Monitors are listed according to price, 
with inexpensive models at the top. Long bars reveal outstanding performers, so look 
for long bars at the top ofthe graph. For example, while the Laser 6448 and the 
Zenith ZCM-1390 have similar indexes , the Laser delivers a higher 
price/performance mix. 

Bell models, and the Tandy VGM 200 all 
displayed two lines when subjected to the 
discerning eye of our equipment. As you 
can see in figure la, each of these moni
tors returned a poor line width index. 
Even under close scrutiny by the naked 
eye, a single line appears as a pair of 
braided lines. In this case, poor resolu
tion is obvious. 

The Mitsubishi XC1429CH turned in 
the optimum line width measurement, 
while the CTX CVG-5432, both of the 
Tatung models, the Wyse WY650, and 
the IBM 8513 were close behind. As ex
pected, line width results were closely 
tied to dot pitch specifications. 

Our misconvergence index graph also 
represents a battery of tests, 12 in this 
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case. In a single pass, the Superspot reg
isters the displacement between a red and 
a green line, a green and a blue line, and 
a blue and a red line. We then took hori
zontal and vertical measurements at the 
center and at the corner of the screen. 
The results can be either a negative or 
positive number, but the only significant 
information is how close to zero the num
bers are . Therefore, we took the absolute 
value of the numbers and derived an 
average misconvergence. Once again , the 
IBM 8513 provides the base figure for 
the misconvergence index (see figure 
lb) . 

The CTX CVG-5432, Princeton PSC
28, and Quimax DM-3114 boasted pre
cise convergence on our tests . To verify 

our assumptions, we examined some text 
applications on the monitors with high 
misconvergence indexes and saw the fine 
quality of white. Ifyour applications call 
for heavy use of text, one of these moni
tors would be a good choice. 

The Superspot 's variance test runs for 
2 1/z minutes , charting line movement at 
three intervals : a half-second (jitter), 10 
seconds (swim) , and 60 seconds (drift). 
Again, we took horizontal and vertical 
measurements at the center and the 
corner of the screen. An average result 
for each type of variance, indexed to 
the IBM 8513, is displayed in figure 2a. 
Each segment of a bar represents one 
type of variance, while the full bar pre
sents the cumulative result. Generally, 
the monitors with low levels of jitter 
also displayed small amounts of swim 
and drift, and the monitors with poor 
variance returned unacceptable results 
across the board . 

The Tatung CM-1296, Wyse WY
650, and Mitsubishi XC1429CH por
trayed excellent stability. The results of 
our variance test dampened our enthu
siasm , though , for an inexpensive mon
itor that otherwise posted surprising 
scores-the lmtec 1430V . Unfortu
nately, the l 430V suffered from exces
sive variance. 

We derived our bloom index (see fig
ure 2b) by subtracting the line width of 
a monitor at high intensity from its line 
width at low intensity. Monitors with a 
poor bloom index will tend to blur as 
the intensity is tweaked. As mentioned 
earlier, blooming may also indicate a 
poor design . The Tatung CM-1296 dis
played outstanding consistency, while 
the Acer 7013A , Amstrad PC14 CD, 
and Packard Bell PB853 l VG revealed a 
tendency to bloom. 

We rounded out our tests with a mea
surement of voltage regulation . A com
mon problem with inexpensive moni
tors is that large areas of active pixels 
can cause the high-voltage power sup
ply to go bonkers . As you add bright 
areas to the display image, the power 
supply in the monitor is required to 
pump out more and more current. Inad
equate power supplies, common in in
expensive monitors, often cannot pro
vide enough juice to keep the picture 
stable. This most often appears on the 
screen as bright areas that tend to 
shrink in size. Take away some of the 
bright pixels , or turn down the bright
ness, and the size goes back to normal. 
The Superspot system determines the 
amount of" shrink" as the brightness of 
an image changes . 
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12Mhz 
2.86 VGA 
COMBO KIT 

• 	80286-12 CPU 
•I MegRAM 
e l.2MegAoppyDrive 
• 	 l.44MegFloppyDrive 
• 	40 Meg 28 ms Haid 

Drive 
• 	 16 bit VGA Board 
• 	 14'" VGA color 

Monitor 
• 2S/1P/1G ports 
• 	 101-key Keyboard 
• 	Genius MOll'ie 
• 	WSDOS4.01 
• 	Paimmic l 180printer 
• 	Surge Protector 

$1850 

• 	80386-16.SX CPU 
• 1 MegRAM 
• 	 l.2MqF1oppyDrive 
• 	 l.44Megf'kwyDrive 
• 	66 Meg 25 ms Haid 

Drive 
• 	 16 bit VGA Boiud 
• 	 14* VGA oo1or 

Monitor 
• 	2S/1P/1G ports 

• 	 101-key Keyboard 
• 	Gellim MOll'ie 
• 	WS DOS 4.01 

$1995 
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Polky. 

"ALTEC Zip 38(is are solid madlines 
featuring brand-names parts. 
A good buy, they are dearly afilrdable." 
PC Maga7ine May 30, 1989" 

• Samt d:ty tldpmrnts with standard codigurations ror ordtt before 
3:00 pm E.S.T. 

• 	 Shlppktc ad bandlina: extra. Penoml ..t company cbttki require 10 
days to dear. Prices ere subject to dwt&e amt d items are subject 10·-r· Al .....,.,. ...,. bo sblpped lftll9iel. -. 1n originol
coadltioaMdCOOIPidewitbdocumeotdoa.Alrdunn_...havt RMA

• 

• 	80386-20 CPU 
• 	2MegRAM 
• 	 l.2MegFloppyDrive 
• 	 l.44MegFloppyDrive 
• 	66 Meg 25 ms Haid 

Drive 
• 	 16 bit VGA Board 
• 	14* VGA color 

Monitor 
• 	 2S/1P/1G ports 
• 	 101-key Keyboard 
• 	Gelli111 Mouse 
• 	WS DOS 4.01 

$2395 

• 	80386-25 CPU 
• 2MegRAM 
• 	1.2 Meg Floppy Drive 
• 	 l.44Meg FlcglyDrive 
• 	 (i6 Meg 25 ms Haid 

Drive 
• 	 16 bit VGA Board 
• 	 14* VGA color 

Monitor 
• 	2S/1P/1G ports 
• 	 101-key Keyboard 
• 	Genim Mouse 
• 	WSDOS4.01 

$2495 

25Mhz 
CACHE 
386VGA 

• 	80386-25 CPU 
• 	32K 25ns Cache 

Memory 
• 	4MegRAM 
• 	 1.2 Meg Aoppy Drive 
• 	 l.44MegAoppyDrive 
• 	 ISOMegl8msFSDI 

Drive 
• 	32K Fast Cache FSDI 

Controller 
• 	 16 bit VGA Boiud 
• 	 14.. VGA color 

Monitor 
• 	2S/1P/IG ports 
• 	 101-key Keyboard 
• 	Genius Mouse 
• 	WSDOS4.01 

$3595 

• 	80386-33 CPU 
• 	32K 25ns Cache 

Memory 
• 	4MegRAM 
• 	 1.2 Meg Floppy Drive 
• 	 1.44 Meg Floppy Drive 
• 	 ISO Meg 18 ms FSDI 

Drive 
• 	32K Fast Cache ESDI 

Controller 
• 	 16 bit VGA Board 
• 	 14" VGA color 

Monitor 
• 	 2S/IP/IG ports 

• 	 101-key Keyboard 
• 	Genius Mouse 
• 	WSDOS4.0I 

$3995 
The ALTEC-286 turned in some of the best. 
performance times of all the machines lfliled." 
PC Magazine Feb. 14, 1988 

Altec's Another Standout'::se--icerv'......,......,._..J 
• 30 Day Money Back Guara11tee 
• 1 Year Warranty for Parts and Labor 
• Free 4 Months On-Site Service 
• Lifetime ToU-Free Technical Support 

18555 East Gale Ave. Technology Corp. 
Industry, CA 91748 
Tel: 818/912-86881-800-255-9971 FAX: 818/912-8048 
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These photos show portions 
ofeach ofthe 26 monitors. 
Poor spot size is evident in 
the worst displays, resulting 
in a grainy appearance. The 

photos are approximately 
35 percent larger than the 

actual screen . 
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Acer 7013A 

Amstrad PC14 CD 

Amstrad PC14 HRCD 

Epson A804031 

IBM 8512 

IBM 8513 

lmtec 1430V 

Laser6448 

Mltsuba 710V 

Mitsubishi XC1429CH 

Packard Bell PB8531VG 

Packard Bell PB8552VG 

Princeton PSC-28 

ASTASTCVGA Magnavox CM9032 Qulmax DM-3114 

CTX CVG-5432 Magnavox Pro 9CM082 Rellsys RE9513 
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Samsung CJ4681 

Tandy VGM 200 

Tandy VGM 300 

Tatung CM-1296 

Tatung CM-1496 

To gauge this effect, we displayed a 
line at the top of the screen and then 
measured its displacement as the screen 
changed from black (all bits off) to 
white (all bits on) . We also took a mea
surement at the left side of the screen. 
Although we did not graph these test re
sults, the AST ASTCVGA, CTX CVG
5432 , Epson A80403 l , and Princeton 
PSC-28 turned in poor results . The best 
voltage regulation was achieved by the 
IBM and Tandy monitors. 

Bringing It All Together: 
The VGA Index 
So what does it all mean? We have tabu
lated this conglomeration of objective 
data and tried to put it in a format that is 
easy to grasp. The result is our VGA in
dex (see figure 3) . Those monitors with 
the longest bars deliver superior overall 
performance. We have also listed the 
monitors according to price (the most in
expensive monitor at the top , the most 
expensive at the bottom) so that you can 
make some simple price/performance 
judgments . Long bars at the top reveal 
outstanding deals, while short bars at the 
bottom reveal monitors that tested poorly 
yet carry expensive price tags. For exam
ple, although the Zenith ZCM-1390 and 
the Laser 6448 share roughly the same 
performance index, the Laser monitor 
offers a superior price/performance 
mix. 

To tabulate the VGA index, we as
signed a weight to each of the other in
dexes. Line width and misconvergence 
each received a weighting of 3, since we 
believe those factors will more heavily 
determine the image quality . Both of 
those measurements can tell you a lot 
about how well a monitor is designed. We 
gave the variance index a weighting of2, 
and since we deemed jitter to be the most 

annoying defect, it received a weighting 
of 1, while swim and drift were each 
weighted at 1h . We gave the bloom index 
a weighting of 1. We then calculated the 
geometric mean of the weighted results 
to establish the final VGA index for each 
monitor . We employed the same basic 
formula used to derive our system appli
cation index. 

The Human Touch 
As good as our testing equipment is, it 
cannot replace your own subjective tastes 
and unique needs. When you go out to 
buy a VGA monitor, keep in mind the ap
plications that you'll use. 

Ifpossible, you may want to bring your 
application disks with you when you shop 
around. Even if your applications are 
limited to traditional text-based software 
(word processing and spreadsheets), you 
should take a look at some graphical ap
plications as well . The next release of 
your software will probably incorporate 
some graphical features . Most of the 
popular word processors are incorporat
ing features like preview mode, which 
will exploit a monitor's graphics capabil
ities . Some word processors also use the 
higher resolution of VGA to deliver 43 or 
50 lines per screen. The latest version of 
Borland's Quattro and a forthcom ing 
product from Lotus Development (Lotus 
1-2-3/G) are bringing a graphical inter
face to those spr~adsheets . With this in 
mind, you should try to take a look at 
packages such as Microsoft Windows or 
Quarterdeck's DESQview before buy
ing. As a starting point, the photos at left 
show output samples for each of the 26 
monitors . 

Even more important is the hardware 
that you 'II run with your monitor. Two 
monitors , the Packard Bell PB853 l VG 

continued 

WyseWY650 

Zenith ZCM-1390 

Three ofthe best: (from left to right) the Laser 6448, the Tatung CM-1296, and 
the Mitsubishi XC1429CH. 
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COVER STORY 

VGA MONITORS 

COMPANY INFORMATIO~ ' .,, 

Acer America Corp. IBM Packard Bell Samsung Information 
(7013A) (8512, 8513) (PB8531 VG , PB8552VG) Systems 
401 Charcot Ave. Old Orchard Rd . 9425 Canoga Ave. (CJ4681) 
San Jose, CA 95131 Armonk, NY 10504 Chatsworth, CA 91311 3655 North First St. 
(408) 922-0333 (914) 765-1900 (818) 773-9521 San Jose, CA 95134 
Inquiry 1071. Inquiry 1076. Inquiry 1081. (800) 624-8999 

Inquiry 1086. 
Amstrad Laser Computer, Inc. Philips Consumer 
(PCI4 CD, PC14 HRCD) (6448) Electronics Co. Tandy Corp. 
1915 Westridge Dr. 800 North Church St. (Magnavox CM9032, (VGM 200, VGM 300) 
Irving, TX 75038 Lake Zurich, IL 60047 Magnavox Pro 9CM082) 1700 One Tandy Center 
(214) 518-0668 (708) 540-8086 One Philips Dr. Fort Worth, TX 76102 
Inquiry 1072. Inquiry 1077. P.O. Box 14810 (817) 390-3011 

Knoxville, TN 37914 Inquiry 1087. 
AST Research Leading Technology (615) 521-4316 
(ASTCVGA) (Imtec 1430V) Inquiry 1082. Tatung Co. of America 
2121 Alton Ave. 10430 Southwest Fifth St . (CM-1296, CM-1496) 
Irvine, CA 92714 Beaverton, OR 97005 Princeton Graphics 2850 El Presidio St. 
(714) 756-4945 (800) 999-5323 (PSC-28) Long Beach, CA 90810 
Inquiry 1073. Inquiry 1078. 1100 North meadow Pkwy., (800) 421-2929 

Suite 150 (213) 637-2105 
CTX International, Inc. Mitsuba Corp. Roswell , GA 30076 Inquiry 1088. 
(CVG-5432) (710V) (800) 221-1490 
161 Commerce Way 650 Terrace Dr. Inquiry 1083. Wyse Technology 
Walnut, CA 91789 San Dimas, CA 91773 (WY650) 
(714) 595-6146 (714) 592-2866 Quimax Systems, Inc. 3471 North First St. 
Inquiry 1074. Inquiry 1079. (DM-3114) San Jose, CA 95134 

Troy Office Center (800) 438-9973 
Epson America Mitsubishi Electronics 1259 Route 46 E, Building #4 ( 408) 4 73-1200 
(A804031) (XC1429CH) Parsippany, NJ 07054 Inquiry 1089. 
2780 Lomita Blvd . 991 Knox St. (201) 334-0019 
Torrance, CA 90505 Torrance, CA 90502 Inquiry 1084. Zenith Data Systems 
(800) 922-8911 (213) 515-3993 (ZCM-1390) 
(213) 539-9140 Inquiry 1080. Relisys 1000 Milwaukee Ave. 
Inquiry 1075. (RE9513) Glenview, IL 60025 

320 South Milpitas Blvd. (800) 553-0331 
Milpitas , CA 95035 (312) 699-4800 
(408) 945-9000 Inquiry 1090. 
Inquiry 1085. 

and the Zenith ZCM-1390, would not 
sync correctly with the VGA card made 
for our Superspot system. They ran fine, 
however, when we substituted a Genoa 
Super VGA card. If your system already 
includes a VGA component, make sure 
that it will drive the monitor you select. 
Otherwise, solicit suggestions from your 
dealer or the manufacturer to determine 
the best card to go with your new mon
itor. 

Ultimately, you need to follow your 
own instincts. Take a good look at the 
color quality of the monitor. Check for 
fuzziness in the corners. See what con
trols are available and how well they 
work. Is the intensity range sufficient? 
Turn the monitor into strong light and 
see how well it handles glare. You might 
even try putting it close to a source of in
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terference (e.g ., another monitor) and 
see how well it handles that. After all, 
there's no better testing equipment than 
your own eyes. 

The Best and the Brightest 
Taken as a whole, the various indexes 
highlight some clear winners. Both the 
Tatung models were impressive . The 
CM-1296 scored higher on our tests and 
carries a price tag $60 below that of the 
CM-1496, but the CM-1496 has a 14
inch diagonal screen, compared to the 
CM-1296's 12-inch screen. Our Super
spot system clearly recommends the 
CM-1296, and we concur. It displayed 
vivid colors and pure white text. Another 
fine choice is the Mitsubishi XC1429CH 
(see the photo on page 137 , bottom 
right) . It, too, kept showing up at the top 

of our test results. At $658, it's a little 
more expensive, but keep in mind that 
street prices should be considerably 
lower . In any case, it's an investment that 
we wouldn't hesitate to make. 

If you'd rather pay a little Jess, the 
Laser 6448 sports a list price that's $159 
less than the Mitsubishi XC1429CH and 
still posts good numbers on our tests . In 
general , we were impressed with the 
quality of the monitors, and VGA prices 
continue to fall. If you' re still living in a 
monochrome world, perhaps it's time to 
become a card-carrying member of the 
VGA revolution. • 

Stanford Diehl and Howard Eglowstein 
are testing editors for the BYTE Lab. 
They can be reached on BIX as "sdiehl" 
and "heglowstein, "respectively. 





Most VGA monitors this colorful, 


Image created on the Samsung VGA-GraphicMaster™ color monitor using RIX Softworks, Inc. Software. 

Unretouched photograph. © 1989, Samsung Information Systems America, Inc. 



The Monarch butterfly iscost 20°/o more. one of Mother Nature's 
most splendid creations. 

And as you can see, 
Samsung's new high res
olution VGA color mon
itor vividly brings to life 
its rich colors and striking 
contrasts. 

Capable of displaying 
an unlimited palette of 
colors, the VGA-Graphic 
Master's™ 14-inch screen 
with 640 x 480 resolution 
creates images of superb 
quality. The tight .3lmm 
dot pitch keeps every
thing from graphics to 
type super-dear and razor 
sharp. 

Add to that convenient, 
up-front controls, a non
glare screen and tilt
swivel base for comfort
able viewing, and you've 
got an array of features 
that add up to a monitor 
costinghundreds more. 

But this, of course, 
should come as no sur
prise. Because along 
with outstanding perfor
mance, Samsung has for 
years enjoyed a reputa
tion for unmatched value 
and reliability. All of 
which have gone a long 
way toward making 
Samsung the world's 
largest monitor maker, 
with over 8 million units 
sold. 

So if you're looking for 
high performance, for a 
lot less, take a good look 
at Samsung. 

For literature or the 
name of your nearest 
Samsung distributor, 
call 1-800-446-0262. 

c8 SAMSUNG 
Circle 247 011 Reader Service Card 
(DEALERS: 248) 



Remember your 
first day at school? 

Today's monitor 
market is just as scary. 

Decisions, Decisions, Decisions. 


Back then, you worried about which lunch box to 

carry. Which seat to sit in. And to make things 

worse, you knew Mom and Dad wouldn't be there. 


Today, Choosing a Monitor is even Harder. 

Because of new graphics standards, you have to 
consider resolution, interfaces, software and 
compatibility. And you have to select the best 
monitor for tomorrow's applications, too. 

Relisys, the Next Best Thing to Mom and Dad. 

Where can you turn for honest answers? To a 
company whose products have been rated "Best Buy" 
from PC World and "Best In Its Class" by lnfoWorld. 
In fact, lnfoWorld said that, "Because of the helpful 
technical support, Relisys earns a very good score." 

We're With You All The Way. 

So before you choose any monitor, call us and ask a 
few questions. Our marketing and technical personnel 
are there to help make that scary buying decision feel 
like your last day of school, instead of your first. 

320 South Mi\pitas Boulevard 
Milpitas, California 95035 
408-945-9000 Fax: 408-945-0587 

[TEFAX RA-2110 [ for Apple Macintosh $1595 [for IBM $1495[ 

© 1989 Relisys Corp. 
Circle 239 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 240) 

Monitor , Model Resolution Frequency List 
Super Multiscan - 1520 1,024x768 30-50 kHz $1099 
EGA/CGA- 5154 640x200 350 15.75 21.85 kHz $699 
Multiscan - 5155 800x600 15.5-35 kHz $799 
VGA Color - 9513 720x480 31 .5 kHz $699 
VGAGrayScale - 9503 800x480 31.5 kHz $249 
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80386SX systems fulfill 

the promise of 803 86 

power at low prices 

Mark L. Van Name 
and Bill Catchings 

As the 80286 versus 80386SX 
debate goes on , PC clone ven
dors are announcing 80386SX 
systems in droves. Two such 

systems, Gateway 2000 's 386SX and PC 
Brand 's 386/SX-16, offer a great deal of 
power at very reasonable prices . Both 
products are available directly from the 
vendor via mail order. 

Our evaluation versions of these ma
chines show just how much you can get in 
a low-cost 80386SX system. Each unit 
included a 16-MHz 80386SX and an 
80387SX math coprocessor, 8 megabytes 
of memory, a 40-megabyte hard disk 
drive , a 5 1A-inch 1.2-megabyte floppy 
disk drive , a 3 1/2 -inch 1.44-megabyte 
floppy disk drive, two serial ports , one 
parallel port, a 10 I-key keyboard, and a 
16-bit VGA adapter with 5 I 2K bytes of 
video RAM . Both also came with multi
sync monitors: Gateway 2000's Crys
talScan 860 (made by Tatung) and, with 
the PC Brand 386/SX-16, an NEC Multi
Sync 2A. The Gateway 386SX used a 
standard AT-size case and included MS
DOS 4.01. The PC Brand 386/SX-16 
came in a minitower chassis that in
cluded two more options: a 40-megabyte 
tape backup unit and a Microsoft-com
patible bus mouse . PC Brand sells MS
DOS 4.01 separately. 

The cost? Only $3445 for the Gateway 
and $3943 for the PC Brand. 

Those figures suggest that the Gate
way is about $500 cheaper than the PC 

Inexpensive 

SXes by Mail 


The Gateway 386SX (left) and the PC Brand 386/SX-16. 

Brand-but it's not that simple. To make 
a price comparison, you have to config
ure systems as similarly as possible . 

For one thing, Gateway 2000 began 
offering a 65-megabyte run-length
limited (RLL) Microscience hard disk 
drive with its standard 386SX configura
tion as this review went to press . A PC 
Brand system with a comparable hard 
disk drive-the 386/SX-16 with a 66
megabyte , modified-frequency-modula
tion (MFM) MiniScribe drive with a 25
m i II isecond access time-costs an 
additional $225. Further, PC Brand in
cludes shipping in the cost of each sys
tem, so we should add Gateway 2000's 
$75 shipping charge to its unit's price. 
Finally , we must subtract the costs of the 
extras on the PC Brand evaluation unit : 
the tape drive, the mouse, and the mini
tower case (an AT-size case is standard). 

The resulting comparison prices are 
$3520 for the Gateway and $3884 for the 
PC Brand-a difference of only $364. 

There are still more cost games you 
can play. While Gateway 2000 provides 
its multisync Crysta!Scan monitor stan
dard with its base system, PC Brand in
cludes a plain VGA monitor; the NEC 
MultiSync 2A added $120 to our unit 's 
cost. Ifyou don ' t need a multi sync moni
tor , you can go with the standard VGA 
monitor and save the $120, lowering the 
price difference to $244. If you want a 
tape drive, Gateway's 40-megabyte unit 
is an additional $325, while PC Brand's 
is only $199, bringing the two units $126 
closer. Both vendors also offer many 
other configurations and options. 

So, while the Gateway is cheaper, the 
exact cost difference between these two 

continued 
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Gateway 386SX 

Company 
Gateway 2000 
106 West Eighth St. 
P.O. Box 2000 
Sergeant Bluff, IA 51054 
(800) 233-84 72 
(712) 943-2000 

Components 
Processor: 16-MHz Intel 80386SX; 
socket for 16-MHz Intel 80387SX math 
coprocessor 
Memory: 2 megabytes ol 80-ns DRAM 
in two 1-megabyte SIM Ms, expandable to 
8 megabytes on the motherboard; 128K 
bytes of BIOS ROM 
Mass storage: 5V4-inch 1.2-megabyte 
TEAC floppy disk drive; 3V2-inch 1 .44
megabyte TEAC floppy disk drive; 40
megabyte 28-ms Seagate hard disk drive 
Display: Gateway 2000 Crysta/Scan 
860 color 13-inch, multisync VGA monitor; 
AT/ VGAWonder-16 16-bit VGA card 
Keyboard : 101 -key IBM Enhanced 
layout 
110 interfaces: One 9-pin and one 25
pin serial port; one 25-pin parallel port; 
six 16-bit and two 8-bit AT-style 
expansion slots 

Options tested 
6 megabytes ol 80-ns DRAM in six 

1-megabyte SIM Ms: $750 
16-MHz 80387SX: $350 
Additional 256K bytes of DRAM on 

16-bit VGA board : $50 

Price 
Base system: $2295 
System as reviewed: $3445 

Inquiry 851. 

machines depends on the specific con
figuration you choose . 

Performance and Compatibility 
The two machines also turned in remark
ably close results on BYTE's system 
benchmarks. The Gateway 386SX had 
an overall application index of 11.2, 
while the PC Brand 386/SX-16 was just 
behind it with an application index of 
10.6. For comparison, the Compaq 386s 
had an application index of 11.5; the 
Gateway lagged behind it by a mere 3 
percent, the PC Brand by 8 percent. 
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PC Brand 386/SX-16 

Company 
PC Brand, Inc. 
954 West Washington 
Chicago, IL 60607 
(312) 226-3500 

Components 
Processor: 16-MHz Intel 80386SX; 
socket for 16-MHz Intel 80387SX math 
coprocessor 
Memory: 512K bytes ol 80-ns DRAM in 
256K-byte S/Ps, expandable to 8 
megabytes on the motherboard ; 128K 
bytes of BIOS ROM 
Mass storage: 5V4-inch 1.2-megabyte 
Mitsumi Electric floppy disk drive; 
3V2-inch 1.44-megabyte TEAC floppy 
disk drive; 40-megabyte MiniScribe hard 
disk drive 
Display: NEC color 13-inch. VGA 
MultiSync 2A monitor; AT/ VGAWonder
16 16-bit VGA card 
Keyboard : 101 -keymodified IBM 
Enhanced layout 
110 interfaces: One 9-pin and one 25
pin serial port; one 25-pin parallel port; 
live 16-bit and three 8-bit AT-style 
expansion slots 

Options tested 
Model with 40-megabyte hard disk drive 

and 16-bit VGA card with color VGA 
monitor: $1937 ($848 over base) 

Minitower case: $50 
NEC MultiSync 2A monitor (replacing 

the standard VGA color monitor): $120 
8-megabyte memory upgrade: $1120 
16-MHz 80387SX: $275 
Additional 256K bytes of DRAM on 

16-bit VGA board: $72 
3V2- inch 1.44-megabyte floppy disk 

drive: $80 
MS-DOS 4.01 : $55 
Microsoft-compatible mouse: $35 
Colorado Memory Systems 

40-megabyte tape drive: $199 

Price 
Base system: $1089 
System as reviewed: $3943 

Inquiry 852. 

The main reason that these systems 
lost to the Compaq 386s is disk speed . On 
BYTE's raw disk benchmark, the Com
paq beat the Gateway by about 16 percent 
and the PC Brand by nearly 30 percent. 
Both machines actually beat the Compaq 
on the raw CPU tests by about 30 per
cent. The Gateway's now-standard 65
megabyte Microscience RLL drive 
should improve its performance some
what, but the message is clear: For maxi
mum speed, you should order these ma
chines with faster hard disk drives. 

Besides performing well, both sys-

terns passed our compatibility tests with 
flying colors. On the software side, they 
successfully ran all our test programs, 
including Borland's Paradox/386 2.03, 
Quattro 1.0, SideKick Plus 1.00A, Su
perKey l .16A, Turbo C 2 .0, and Turbo 
Pascal 4.0 ; Digitalk's Smalltalk 1.2; 
Foresight's Drafix CAD Ultra 3.03C; 
Lotus 1-2-3 release 2 .2; MicroPro's 
WordStar 4 .0; Microsoft's Windows/386 
2 .0 and Word 4.0; Novell ' s NetWare 
2. 15; Peter Norton's Norton Utilities 
3.00; the public domain Kermit 2.32/A; 
Quarterdeck Office Systems' DESQ
view 2.00 and Expanded Memory Man
ager 386 1.10; Symantec's Q&A 1.1 ; 
Wolfram's Mathematica 1.2; and Word
Perfect's WordPerfect 5 .0. The success 
with Paradox/386, Windows/386, Dra
fix CAD Ultra, and Mathematica is par
ticularly worth noting; those programs 
use DOS extenders and 80386 instruc
tions that exercise the 80386SX CPU far 
more than conventional DOS programs 
do . Both systems worked with all our test 
hardware , including an internal Western 
Digital WD8003 Ethernet adapter, a 
Microsoft Serial Mouse, and an external 
Xircom Pocket Ethernet Adapter. 

Going Inside 
The Gateway and the PC Brand perform 
and test so similarly largely because they 
are remarkably alike on the inside. Sure, 
their cases look very different-the AT
size chassis of the Gateway seems huge 
next to the PC Brand's minitower-but 
this is just an illusion. The heart of each 
machine is its motherboard, and PC 
Brand offers the same Trump mother
board in its standard AT-size case as in 
our minitower evaluation unit. 

The Gateway 386SX's FTK mother
board is a modest 8 1/ 2 inches wide by 13 
inches deep . A few years ago, it would 
have seemed a wonderful piece of engi
neering; today, it's just another small 
motherboard . Highlighting its 51 non
memory chips are four key chips from 
Chips & Technologies' NEAT (New En
hanced AT) chip set. 

An 80387SX lay in its motherboard 
socket. The 80386SX was not socketed. 
The CPU can run at full speed (the de
fault) or at a slower compatibility speed 
of 8 MHz. You can change the CPU's 
speed either with a turbo button on the 
front of the unit or from the keyboard . 
The turbo button worked, but its status 
light didn 't change. 

The unit's 8 megabytes of 80-nanosec
ond memory was in eight I -megabyte 
single in-line memory modules (SIMMs) 
that provided parity checking and were 

conrinued 
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Gateway 386SX, PC Brand 386/SX-16 

11 .2* APPLICATION-LEVEL PERFORMANCE Gateway 386SX 

WORD PROCESSING Gateway PC Brand DATABASE Gateway PC Brand 
XyWrite Ill+ 3.52 Med./Large Med./Large dBASE Ill + 1.1 

Load (large) :13 :14 Copy 1:29 1:1 4 PC Brand 386/SX-16 10.6
Word count :04/:26 :04/:26 Index :20 :08 
Search/replace :06/:27 :06/:27 List 1 :20 1:14 
End of document :02/:16 :02/:1 6 Append 2:30 2:38 
Block move :1 0/: 10 :10/:10 Delete :03 :04 
Spelling check :11/1:21 :11 /1:21 Pack 1 :23 1 :39 

Microsoft Word 4.0 Count :17 :04 
Forward delete :17 :17 Sort 1:25 1:09 

Aldus PageMaker 1.0a 
Load document :10 :1 1 D Index : 1.32 1.77 
Change/bold :26 :31 
Align righ t :27 :23 SCIENTIFIC/ 
Cut 10 pages :20 :20 ENGINEERING Gateway PC Brand 
Place graphic :05 :05 AutoCAD 2.52 
Print to file 2:22 2:31 Load SoftWest :56 :54 

Regen SoftWest :43 :44 
D Index: 2.24 2.21 Load StPauls :13 :13 10.6 

11 .2 Regen StPauls :07 :08 
SPREADSHEET Gateway PC Brand Hide/redraw 14:17 14:42 
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01 STATA 1.5 

Block copy :04 :04 Graphics :31 :31 
Recalc :02 :02 ANOVA :12 :12 
Load Monte Carlo :18 :15 MathCAD 2.0 
Recalc Monte Carlo :06 :06 IFS 800 pis. :19 :20 
Load rlarge3 :05 :04 FFT/IFFT 1024 pts. :19 :19 
Recalc rlarge3 :01 :01 
Recalc Goal-seek :04 :04 D Index : 3.06 3.00 

Microsoft Excel 2.0 
Fill right :06 :06 COMPILERS Gateway PC Brand 
Undo fill 2:30 2:34 Microsoft C 5.0 
Recalc :02 :02 Xlisp compile 4:59 5:02 
Load rlarge3 :31 :28 Turbo Pascal 4.0 
Recalc rlarge3 :02 :02 Pascal S compile :06 :05 

D Index : 2.11 2.17 D Index: 1.89 2.01 

All !Imes are 1n minutes: seconds. Indexes show relative performance; for all indexes. an 8-MHz IBM PC AT= 1. 

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE• 

CPU Gate- PC DISKl/O Gate- PC VIDEO Gate- PC 
way Brand way Brand way Brand 

Matrix 6.79 6.81 Hard Seek3 Text 
String Move Outer track 4.47 3.33 ModeO 5.05 4.50 

Byte· wide 26.71 26.58 Inner track 4.31 3.30 Mode 1 5.05 4.51 
Word·wide: Half platter 9.99 13.34 Mode2 4.56 4.12 

Odd·bnd. 36.14 36.14 Full platter 13.30 19.96 Mode3 4.56 4.12 
Even·bnd. 13.38 13.35 Average 802 9.98 Mode 7 N/A N/A 

Doubleword-wide: DOS Seek Graphics 

Odd-bnd. 26.20 26.16 1·sector 16.65 18.77 CGA: 

Even-bnd. 13.37 13.35 32·sector 31.65 30.60 Mode4 2.53 2.55 

Sieve 32.94 32.83 File 1/04 Mode5 2.58 2.52 
Sort 31 .45 31.40 Seek 0.15 0.21 Mode6 2.52 2.48 

Read 1.24 0.87 EGA: 
D Index: 2.43 2.44 Write 1.07 1.07 Mode 13 4.92 4.78 

1-megabyte Mode 14 4.86 4.83 
FLOATING Gate- PC Write 5.68 3.97 Mode15 N/A N/A 
POINT way Brand Read 5.55 2.95 Mode 16 4.89 4.83 
Math 11 .36 11 .15 VGA: 

Error2 D Index: 1.37 1.50 Mode 18 5.05 5.07 

Sine(x) 3.19 3.21 Mode 19 2.54 2.53 


Error Hercules NIA N/A 

e X 3.40 3.50 

Error D Index: 1.81 1.92 

D Index: 5.07 5.04 

NIA~ Not applicable. CONVENTIONAL 
1 All times are in seconds. Figures were generated using the 808818086 BENCHMARKS Gate- PC 

and 80386 versions (1.1) of Small-C . way Brand 
z The errors for Floating Point indicate the difference between expected and LIN PACK 249.63 255.73 

actual values. correct to 10 digits or rounded to 2 digits. Livermore Loopss 
'Times reported by the Hard Seek and DOS Seek are for mul tiple seek 

(MFLOPS) 0.1 154 0.1085 
operations (number of seeks performed currently set to 100). 


4 Read and write times for File 1/0 are in seconds per 64K bytes. 
 Dhrystone (MSC 5.0) 
s For the Livermore Loops and Dhrystone tesls only. higher numbers mean (Dhry./sec.) 4065 4065 

faster performance. 

IBM PC AT 5.0 

Word DProcessing 

Spreadsheet D 
Database D 
Scientific/ 


Engineering 
 D 
Compilers D 

· cumulative application index . Graphs are based on 
indexes at left and show relative performance. 

Gateway 386SX 

PC Brand 386/SX-16 

IBM PC AT 

CPU D 
FPU D 

Disk 1/0 D 
Video D 

For a lull description of all the benchmarks. see " Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks. · June 1988 BYTE. 
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INEXPENSIVE SXES BY MAIL

SeeYour Data 

Maplnto sottware can tind, display and analyze your data 
geographically. See your prospects, customers, facilities 
-anything in your database. Find addresses by street, 
ZIP code, city, etc. (We can even supply the maps.) 

Any point or region on the map can have acomplete 
record of data behind it. See your actual dBASE data in a 
window to view, edit, and print. Draw your own 
boundaries . Add titles and legends for high quality 
presentations. 

Perform analyses on your data to sum, average, or count 
your database records by location. Color sales territories 
by volume of orders, ZIP codes by numbers of leads, 
countries by your demographic data. 

From street-level to worldwide, Maplnfo 
can merge your databases with maps. Play 
visual "what if" with your data. See 
patterns, trends, and opportunities you 
never knew existed. If you need to map 
your data, Maplnfo can do it for as little as 
$750. 
Mapl~fo now includes a map of the world and the U.S. 
with all ZIP code locations. Runs on IBM PCs or com
patibles with 640K memory, ahard disk drive, and 
graphics, and comes network-ready. 

MapOmfl@™Carp. 
Changing The Way The World 
looks At Information™ 

200 Broadway, Troy NY 12180 
To order, call 1-518-274-8673 
or 1-800-FASTMAP Toll free. 
Maplnlo is a trademark of Maplnfo Corp. dBASE is a trademark of Ashton-Tate. 

mounted in four pairs on the mother
board. The NEAT chips implemented a 
two-way interleaved memory architec
ture that let the system run without wait 
states most of the time. One consequence 
of this approach, however, is that you can 
install memory only in identical banks. 
The NEAT chips can handle total system 
memory configurations of 5 l 2K bytes or 
1, 2, 4, or 8 megabytes . 

The PC Brand's motherboard used the 
same four NEAT chips . It was even about 
the same size (8 inches wide by 13 V2 
inches deep) as the one in the Gateway. It 
was, however, a more modern-looking 
board, with fewer nonmemory chips (44) 
and more surface mounting than the 
Gateway's motherboard. 

Its 80387SX was also socketed; its 
80386SX was not. As it used the same 
four NEAT chips, the PC Brand offered 
the same CPU compatibility speed and 
memory architecture as the Gateway. 
The PC Brand's turbo button, however, 
did not work. A PC Brand spokesperson 
said the company was aware of this and 
pointed out that you could still change the 
CPU speed from the keyboard. 

The PC Brand's memory also ran at 80 
ns and had parity checking. Its memory 
came in eight I-megabyte single in-line 
packages (SIPs) rather than the SIMMs 
used in the Gateway. 

The motherboards shared one other 
characteristic: Both had expansion slots 
arranged so that cards in them would run 
between and very close to the memory 
modules . In the PC Brand, for example, 
an expansion card in one slot was actu
ally touching two memory SIPs. Spokes
persons for both vendors said that this 
tight fit should not cause any trouble, and 
we had no problems with our review 
units. Still, it seems risky for anything to. 
be touching a memory module. 

Another common component of both 
systems is the BIOS. Both use the same 
128K-byte, 150-ns, 4/30/89 ROM BIOS 
from American Megatrends, Inc. AMI's 
BIOS products have become increasingly 
popular among PC clone vendors , and 
for good reasons. This B'IOS displays a 
full screen of system information when 
you boot, and it contains some excellent 
and easy-to-use diagnostics. 

Finally, both systems offer eight ex
pansion slots. The Gateway has six 16-bit 
and two 8-bit slots, all full-length. The 
PC Brand has five 16-bit and three 8-bit 
slots; all are full-length except for two of 
the 8-bit slots. 

Mass Storage 
Both units have almost identical comple
ments of mass storage devices, although 

the PC Brand contained a tape backup 
unit, while the Gateway did not. The two 
machines even used the same TEAC 3 112
inch floppy disk drive . Both also had five 
total drive bays. All five in the Gateway 
were 5 1-4-inch half-height openings, 
while only two in the PC Brand were that 
size; the other three were 3 112-inch half
height slots . (But if you buy PC Brand's 
full-size desktop case , you get the same 
drive bay options as in the Gateway.) 

Despite these many mass storage simi
larities, the hard disk drive in the PC 
B.rand beat the one in the Gateway by 
about 10 percent on BYTE's raw disk 
performance tests . The PC Brand uses a 
40-megabyte MiniScribe RLL drive with 
an average access time of only 45 ms . 
The Gateway's 40-megabyte Seagate 
hard disk drive has a faster 28-ms aver
age access time, but it is a standard 
MFM , not RLL, drive. These results 
will probably change, however, if you 
buy the Gateway with the 65-megabyte 
RLL Microscience drive . 

Video and Keyboard 
The similarities between these two ma
chines continue with their video adapt
ers: both used ATI's VGAWonder-16 16
bit VGA card with 512K bytes of video 
memory installed. The PC Brand beat 
the Gateway on video performance , 
however, because it was using a newer 
version of the ATI card . The PC Brand 
VGA card also included a bus mouse con
troller and connector that were missing 
from the card in the Gateway. 

The two multisync monitors are also 
similar , but for our taste the NEC Multi
Sync 2A had a slightly better picture. 

Both systems have keyboards that fol
low the 101-key IBM Enhanced key
board layout. The Gateway 's Key Tronic 
keyboard implements that layout exactly ; 
the PC Brand's keyboard (by Mitsumi 
Electric) uses the common modified lay
out in which the Enter key is larger . 

Software and Documentation 
Not surprisingly , these two systems also 
offer similar standard software and 
documentation . The Gateway includes 
the FTK Trump-386 Utility Software. 
The PC Brand includes the PC Brand 
286/ 12-20 and 386/SX Utility Software 
and the Ontrack Disk Manager/Disk 
Manager Diagnostics disk. Both systems 
come with manuals for the systems them
selves and for the utility programs (al
though the documentation for the On
track utilities consists of just a few lines 
on the disk sleeve) . The manuals for both 
machines include all the information 
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Mitsubishi Has AMonitor 

For Whatever You Have In Mind. 


For a wide range of application versatility including 
desktop publishing. presentation graphics. CAO/CAM 
and more. Mitsubishi®has the right monitor with the 
right performance features. 

With a variety of CRT sizes. resolutions. and spot
frequency or auto-scanning performance ranges. 
Mitsubishi enables you to choose the monitor to fit your 
exact needs. Expect only the very best from 

You'll also have confidence in knowing you're fully 
supported by Mitsubishi 's continuing commitment to 
customer seNice and satisfaction. So whatever you have 
in mind, keep Mitsubishi in mind for all your monitor 
requirements. 

For a demonstration and more information on our full 
line of color monitors contact Mitsubishi Electronics today 

Call 1-800-556-1234, ext. 54M in the U.S. and 

• MITSUBISHI 

Mitsubishi with bright vivid colors. and Canada (in California 1-800-441-2345, ext. 54M) . 

clear, crisp text. Best of all, Mitsubishi mon

itors are designed and manu

factured to exacting standards 

to ensure the highest quality 
 i"& ELECTRONICSpossible for long-term reliability 

Mitsubishi Electronics America. Inc.. Information Systems Division. 991 Knox Street. Torrance. CA 90502 

Mitsubishi Electric Sales Canada. Inc.. 8885 Woodbine Avenue. Markham. Ontario L3R 5GI 
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Visual Business Systems (VB #5); Dynaware Corp. (Oynaperspective); Adobe Systems, Inc. (Photoshop); Designs executed by Mac 'N' Stein. 


"Man's greatness 
lies in the power 
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REVIEW 

INEXPENSIVE SXES BY MAIL 

you're likely to need. Both vendors also 
included manuals for a ll the compo
nents-disk drives, VGA card, and moni
tor-with their systems. 

We were pleasantly surprised, how
ever, by the high quality of DOS support 
that both vendors offered. Gateway 2000 
includes MS-DOS 4.01 or 3 .3 (your 
choice) with each system. You have to 
buy DOS 4.01 separately from PC 
Brand, but it costs only $55 . So far, noth
ing special. If you buy DOS, however, 
both vendors install it on your hard disk 
for you . That's a good service that all 
vendors should supply. 

After the Purchase 
Both vendors also offer strong support 
plans : toll-free technical-support and 
main telephone nur.ibers, and on-site ser
vice for the first year . To keep down 
their service costs, both vendors will try 
to guide you through problem diagnosis 
and repair over the phone-they'll mail 
you replacement boards if you are willing 
to install them-but both will dispatch a 
service person to your site if necessary. 
They even use the same service firm , 
TRW Nationwide Service. 

We also had good luck with both tech
nical-support staffs . All the technical
support people for both firms with whom 
we spoke were able to answer all our 
questions, from the simplest to the most 
complex . We had some trouble reaching 
Gateway 2000's technical-support staff 
and had to leave a message for a support 
person to call us back, but a staff mem
ber always called within an hour. 

In addition to the high quality of their 
basic support programs, both vendors 
also offer additional support features . 
Both have a 30-day money-back guaran
tee. Gateway 2000 also has a support 
BBS . Finally, each PC Brand system 
comes with a five-year prorated limited 
warranty. The firm pays 100 percent of 
all repair costs the first year, 80 percent 
the second , and so on, down to 20 per
cent during the fifth year. Only the first 
year automatically includes on-site ser
vice, but you can buy additional years of 
on-site service for about $100 per year . 

80286 or 80386SX? 
With their support options, Gateway 
2000 and PC Brand make it clear that you 
don't have to be an industry leader to 

treat your customers right. We applaud 
them for offering standard on-site ser
vice and toll-free support lines . We also 
like the performance and compatibility 
of their systems . If, however , you 're 
shopping around for a low-cost , high
performance system, the real question is , 
do you need an 80386SX, or will a fast 
80286 meet your needs? 

If you want to run software designed 
for the 803 86 and you' re on a tight bud
get, check out these machines. They're 
fast and inexpensive, and they have ex
cellent support programs. 

If you just want a fast processor, how
ever , then you can still find cheaper 
comparable 80286 systems-but the gap 
is narrowing fast. With Intel trumpeting 
the demise of the 80286, we expect to see 
more 80386SX systems like these rapidly 
approaching the prices of the high-end 
80286 systems. • 

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are 
BYTE contributing editors. Both are also 
independent computer consultants and 
freelance writers based in Raleigh, North 
Carolina. You can reach them on BIX as 
"mvanname "and "wbc3, " respectively. 

THE FIRST NAME IN TRUE Buying from the manufacturer 
OEM COMPATIBILITY always guarantees the finest 

NATIONWIDE quality, best service and
1-800-292-6272 lowest pricing.FAX MARYLAND LOCAL 

1-301-561-4659 1-301-561-0200 
9566 Deereco Road • Timonium. Mary land 21093 We manufacture our products with the blackest matrix 

Hours: Monday - Friday ~"'""_...-:;;:Ma. NCRC GUARANTEE ~ ·  ink, premium high density nylon, precision engineered 
"We will never, knowingly, disappoint you. If for any reason plastics and "Rem " air refrigerated loading equipment 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. EST your purchase does not give you complete satisfaction, the full 
purchase price will be cheerfully refunded immediately upon COLORS
return of the merchandise. 

We have always believed that no sale is complete until the BLUE - GREEN - PURPLE - RED 
WE ACCEPT PURCHASE ORDERS & CHECKS. ~--~ customer has received total satisfaction from our products. Add $1 .1 O to your price per unit 

Use of equipment manufacturer's names is for iden 'it'~ £ . a'~. Presid~~ r.tification only. NCRC is in no way affiliated with the ei---------..--n:o--w1. ..w•--uwr-- aOEMS listed. 
CARTRIDGE RIBBONS !NYLON) 

No. Description Price Ea. (Black) 
180 Apple lmagewriter II 4/C .... .. 8.50 
114 Apple lmagewriter ·-·-· ··· ··· ·· 3.25 
127 Brother M1509/1709 ... .. .... . . 5.75 
104 Canan A-1200 •• ..... ....... •... 4.95 
109 Centronics 350/351 /352/353 •. 9.35 
118 Citizen LSP 120D/180D ..•..... 4.95 
169 Citizen MSP 10/20 .... .. ...... . 2.75 
167 Citizen MSP 15/25 .•.••• .••• •.. 3.85 
123 Comrex 420 ... .•• •.... . ...... .. 7.55 
131D Data Products B-300/600 ••.... 5.45 
280 Epson EX 800/1000.. .. .•••. ... 4.65 
165 Epson FX/MX/ RX 70/80/85 ... 2.75 
167 Epson FX/MX/RX 100/185/286 .. 3.85 
288 Epson Lq500/lq800/ lq850H.D .• . 3.85 
289 Epson Lq1000 H.D./ Lq1050 ..•. 4.95 
163 Epson Lq1500 ... ... . .. ....... .. 3.25 
281 Epson Lq2500 H.D ...... . ....... 4.95 
283 Epson Lq2550 .... .... .......... 4.95 
283C Epson Lq2550 4 color .. •. ..... 23.00 
287 Epson Lq950.. .... .............. 4.60 
175 Epson LX 80 /90 ... ... .... .. . ... 2.75 
145 Hewlett Packard 2631A ... .. .. 12.05 

No. Description Price Ea. !Black) 
181 IBM 3287/3615 SD Loop .. ..... 1.95 
195 IBM 328713619 SD Cart. .. ... . . 2.75 
188 IBM 4201 ProPrinter II .. ...... . 4.15 
176 IBM 4202 ProPrinter XL ... •.... 4.95 
177 IBM 4207 ProPrinter X24 .. ... . . 4.95 
211 IBM 4208 ProPrinter XL24 ... . . 6.35 
184 IBM 4224.... .. . .. . . ... ..... . ... 11.25 
875 IBM 4234.. ... . . ............. .. . 22.95 
286 Mannesmann Tally 85 ... ... ... 4.35 
285 Mannesmann Tally 86 ... ... .. . 4.95 
204 Mannesmann Tally 120/160... 3.35 
205 Mannesmann Tally 140/180... 3.85 
660 NEC Pinwriter P1 /P2 /P6 ... .. .. 3.95 
661 NEC Pinwriter P3 /P7 ... ....... . 4.35 
662 NEC Pinwriter P5/ P9 .... . .. . ... 4.35 
663 NEC P2200 H.D ..... .. . . ... .. . .. . 6.05 
210 NEC 5200 /5300 Nylon ... ... .. . . 5.95 
210M NEC 5200 /5300 M/S .... ....•. 11.75 
210C NEC 5200 /5300 4 co lor.... . .. . 23.00 
209 Okidata 182/183/192/193/ 

320/321 ..... . .. .. •... ' . . ' . . .. ... 3.95 

206 Okidata 292 ..... .. . . ... . ... ... . 5.35 

208 Okidata 293/294 ..... ... ...... . 6.15 


No. Description Price Ea. (Black) 
212 Okidata 393 .... .. . ... . ... .. . .. 17.95 
215 Panasonic KXP 1124 .•....... . . 4.95 
217 Panasonic KXP 1080 /1091 .... . 3.95 
220 Panasonic KXP 1524 .. ... .. .. . . 7.95 
226 Radio Shack DMP 400/LPVI ... 3.25 
235 Radio Shack DMP100 / LPVll ... 4.35 
282 Radio Shack/ DMP 130.... ... .. 4.15 
282 Seikosha SP800/1000.•...... .. 4.15 
261 Star Micronics 

NB/NL/NP/NX 10 .... .•. ..... .. 3.95 
264 Star Micronics NL/NP/NX 15•. . 5.75 
266 Star Micronics NX1000 ... ... . . 3.65 
266C Star NX1000 4 color.. ..... . ... . 9.85 
267 Star Micronics NX2400 ..... .. . 4.75 
262 Star Micronics Radix10/SR10 .. 3.95' 
263 Star Micronics Radi x15/SR1 5 .. 4.55 
290 Star Micronics SD10 ...... . .... 4.15 
291 Star Micronics SD15 .. .. . . .. . .. 4.55 
245 Toshiba P321 /P351 .... . . ...... 3.45 
245 Toshiba P1340/P1350/P1351 .. 3.45 
246 Toshi ba P321SL/P341SL .... . . 5.05 
247 Toshiba P351SX .... .. . .. ...... . 5.70 
135 lritel ...... . .. . .... .. .. .. . .•.. ... 2.85 

Nylon only 

Minimum Order 6 Ribbons 

No. Description Price Ea. (Black) 
CARTRIDGE RIBBONS (FILM) 
(correctable I multi-strike! 

307 Brother EM200 HR15 M/S : ... . 4.15 
158 Diablo Hytype 11 M/S . .. ... . ... 3.25 
202 NEC 3500/8800 M/S Flip •... .. 5.85 
320 IBM Selectric II H.Y. Corr. ..... 1.75 
334 Olivetti ET 201 / 121 Corr.•. .. •• 3.35 
334B Olivetti ET 121 /351 M/S ... .... 4.85 
227 Ricoh 130011600 MIS ... .. .. .. . 3.25 

TWIN SPOOL (NYLON) 
454 Decision Data 6807/6811 I 

6814... .... . . .... .. . ' . .. . .• .. ... . 9.1 5 

455 Dec writer LA 30 /36 .. ... . . . ... 3.35 

462 IBM 3262 /5262 ...... .. . .. .. .. . . 6.55 

465 IBM 3525 T/S.... .. . .. . .....•.. . 4.05 

464 IBM 5225 /5250 /5280 .... . . .. . . 19.15 

470 Okidata 80, 82, 92, 93 .. .. .. . ... 1.65 

467 Printronix 150/300/600 ... ... .. 6.55 

470 Star Micronics Gemini 10/10X .. 1.65 


CALL US FOR 
VOLUME DISCOUNT PRICING 

See why corporations such as General Motors, Mobil Oil, AT&T, Eastman Kodak, the U.S. Postal Service and thousands more are now using National 
This is only a partial list of our products. Computer l/lilVJQNS'' brand products. S5.00 shipping/ handling on 
Prices Subject To Change SAVE • a ,.. all orders under S5o.oo. over00,
Without Notice. 5 10 or more with our National Computer ~ brand products. S5o.oo actual frt. Is charged. 
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1990 ... The Year for VGA 

crx is ready to offer you a wide choice of colorful 
14" . VGA monitors; from . the most economical 
standard VGA to the versatile Super VGA, and the 
ultimate Universal VGA. 

The crx standard VGA monitor, with its advanced 
design gives you rainbow colors with unmatched 
brightness and clarity at one of the most attractive 
prices on the•market today. Key design features in
clude the auto-sense power supply (90VAC-260V AC), 
upfront sizing, centering as well as iQrightriess and 
contrast controls, detat::hable tilt.:swivel base, and a 
selection of various dot CRT's. 

The CTX Super VGA is designed to meet tlie 
standard 640x480 as well as VGA extendec;i modes of 
800x600 and 1024x768 interlaced IBM 8514_com
patible format. Featul'illg a super fine .29mm dot 
pitch, dark-tinted non-glare CRT, the Super VGA 
provides picture qualify for advanced applications. 

The C'fX Universal VGA, a true analog multi-sean 
monitor, is the answer to the variable frequencies in 
VGA video adapters: Whe:tJier standard modes of 

.. 
~ ~ ..~ \ 

~. 

640x840, 800x600 or 1024x768 interlaced, the · 
Universal VGA is also totally compatible with 132 
column m,odes and imaging frequencies. With a range 
of 20-38khz and the fine dot .28mm CRT, the Universal 
VGA is the ultimate analog color monitor. 

In addition to the 14" VGA series, C'fX offers a full 
lineup including CGA, EGA, VGA and multiscanning 
monitors. For more information and the distributor 
nearest you, please call crx International at 
714-595-6146 or in the East CTX South at 
404-729-8909. 

CTX INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
161 Commerce Way 

Walnut, California 91789 

Phone (714) 595.6146, Fax f714) 595.:6293 


CTX SOUTII, INC. 

6090-F Northbelt Parkway 

Norcross, Georgia 30071 

Phone (404) 729-8909, Fax (404) 729-8805 


CHUNTEX ELECI'RONICS CO., LTD. (Factory) 
6F, No. 2, Alley 6, Lane 235, Pao Chiao Rd. 
Hsin Tien, 23115 Taipei Hsien, Taiwan, R.O.C. 

· Phone 886-2-9175055, Fax 886-2-9172736 
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We've got the guts, 

you get the glory. 


Whether you're building systems 
or simply upgrading existing hard
ware, you can bet your reputation 
on DTK. 

We offer clearly superior 80386, 
80286 and 8088-based Bare Bone™ 
systems with FCC, UL, CSA and . 
TUV certification. Plus motherboards 
and fully compatible add-on cards. 
~ built to deliver the performance 
and reliability today's sophisticated 
computer users demand. 

More Guts. Choose from a 
,,. 	 dozen Bare Bone systems designed 

to fit every need-and every desk. 
Including a 33MHz 386 file server 
with cache memory. Or select from 
an extensive line of motherboards 
(our XT and AT compatible models 
are widely regarded as industry 
standards). 

Want LAN adapters? Or VGA, 
1/0, or disk controller cards? Maybe 
you need to gain an extra slot or two 
with multiple function cards. DTK 
can provide the solutions. 

At prices you11 really like. 
Better Quality. Our suestantial 

R & D capabilities and stringent QC 
procedures mean you can depend on 
us for the most reliable, highest per
formance products available today. 
And tomorrow. Our inspection con
forms with MIL-STD-1050, and our 
boards enjoy an overall reliability 
rate of 98%. 

So why take chances? We've got 
all the guts you need at prices that 
are hard to beat. Go for the glory. 

Call or write DTK COMPUTER, 
Inc., 15711 E. Valley Blvd., City of 
Industry, CA 91744. Tel: (818) 333
7533 Fax: (818) 333-5429 BBS: (818) 
333-6548. Chicago, IL (3U) S93-3080 

Edison, NJ (201) 417-0300 
Houston, TX (713) 568-6688 
Miami, FL (305) 477-7440 
West Germany (0211) 656031 

Clearly superior. 
DTK is a registered trademark and Bare Bone is a trademark of Datatech Enterprises Co., Ltd. 

Intel 386 is a trademark of Intel Corporation . XT and AT are registered trademarks of !BM Corporation. 
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HARDWARE REVIEW 

.• 
Jasmine's DirectServe 
provides low-cost relief 

for Macs that languish 
as AppleShare file 
servers 

Don Crabb 

The most popular network file
server technology in the Macin
tosh market is Apple's own Ap
pleShare. It succeeds because it 

resides on a Mac to provide true file , vol
ume , and account access control for all 
the disk volumes. Unfortunately, a com
plete and expensive Mac must be dedi
cated solely to this task . 

Jasmine's new DirectServe promises 
all the benefits of a Macintosh/ Apple
Share server without hogging a valuable 
Mac. The DirectServe is a hardware file 
server that uses AppleShare-compatible 
software and a Macintosh-compatible 
file system to store, retrieve, and control 
Mac files just like an AppleShare server. 
But at $1795 (without a disk drive) , the 
DirectServe is thousands of dollars less 
expensive than Macintosh/ AppleShare 
combinations, while offering compara
ble performance. 

50 Users 
The DirectServe is a compact plastic box 
that is roughly the size of Jasmine's Di
rectDrive hard disk drives. Its start-up 
sequence loads the server software from 
an attached hard disk volume, pushing 
the software into cache memory. Once 
the server has been loaded, it mounts all 
the attached disk drives, and the system 
notifies the attached LocalTalk network 

AppleShare 
Without a Mac 

Jasmine's DirectServe (top) and Direct Serve I 80. 

that it's alive and well. The DirectServe 
supports a network of 50 active users and 
handles up to seven daisy-chained SCSI 
hard disk drives. 

SCSI hard disk drives attach to the sup
plied rear-panel DB-25 SCSI port, and 
LocalTalk connects through the supplied 
rear-panel DIN-8 port. Unfortunately, 
the DirectServe does not support any al
ternate twisted-pair Ethernet wiring 
schemes, so you must use LocalTalk
compatible wiring . This limits the band
width to 230K bytes per second. Al
though the DirectServe does not support 
EtherTalk or any other kind of Ethernet 
wiring, SCSI alternate wiring cards may 
be available in the future. 

The DirectServe is not a Mac , even 
though its hardware design is similar to 
one (see figure 1). It doesn ' t include the 
Mac ROMs, Toolbox, or Hierarchical 
File System (HFS) . Instead, it provides 
its own operating system, which I found 
to be compatible with AppleShare 2.01 

and the AppleTalk Filing Protocol 2.0. 
Since the DirectServe provides only file 
service, its 10-MHz Motorola 68010 
CPU performs quite nicely. 

My biggest hassle in setting up the 
DirectServe came when I copied all the 
files to its attached disks . Since they are 
not HFS-compatible, you can't hook the 
disks up to a Mac for a quick direct SCSI 
copy. Instead , you have to pump it all 
across LocalTalk-not the most pleasant 
of alternatives . Copying my 40-megabyte 
set of application files to the DirectServe 
took almost 2 hours. Still, once this ini
tial setup is done , loading new software 
should be a lot less onerous. 

I couldn't back up the server by direct
ly attaching a tape drive because Direct
Serve doesn't recognize HFS volumes. 
Likewise, CD-ROM and di_gital-audio
tape drive HFS file systems aren't Di
rectServe-compatible . Also, Direct
Serve won't run concurrent applications , 

continued 
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REVIEW 

APPLESHARE WITHOUT A MAC 

Jasmine DirectServe 

Company 
Jasmine Technologies, Inc. 
1740 Army St. 
San Francisco, CA 94124 
(415) 282-111 1 

Hardware Needed 
One or more SCSI hard disk drives; 
LocalTalk, PhoneNet, or equivalent 
connectors 

Documentation 
User's manual 

Price 
$1795 
Bundled with DirectServe 180 hard disk 

drive: $2799 

Inquiry 853. 

so I couldn't use it as an E-mail server or 
as a print spooler. 

Test Results 
I connected the DirectServe to a Jasmine 
DirectServe 180 hard disk drive (a Jas
mine 180-megabyte DirectDrive with 
DirectServe software already installed) . 
Then I linked the server to a 12-node 
LocalTalk network consisting of 10 Mac 
Pluses, one Mac Ilcx, and one Mac II. I 
copied applications software from the 
Mac Ilcx across the network to the server 
and then established user accounts and 

groups on the server. 
I tested file access, remote application 

launching, file updating, and other basic 
functions from each workstation. The 
DirectServe worked just like an Apple
Share 2.01 server. To verify this, I re
moved the DirectServe and loaded Ap
pleShare 2.01 onto the Mac Ilcx and 
performed the same basic tests. I noted 
few substantive differences . 

For the record, I performed all my 
tests on the second DirectServe that I re
ceived from Jasmine. My original review 
unit was defective, and my best efforts to 
resuscitate it failed. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the results of my 
speed tests, file searches, and sequential 
searches through a database, plus the 
time necessary to index the database file. 
. The tests of single and repeated file oper
ations from a single workstation node 
show that the DirectServe was the slow
est of my four configurations. This dis
tinction is to be expected, especially 
with the DirectServe 180-to-local disk 
drive comparisons. I attribute the Direct
Serve ' s slowness to the AppleTalk/Lo
calTalk network, not to the server's in
ternals . Even with this slowdown, the 
DirectServe compared favorably with the 
AppleShare/Mac Ilcx network. 

Unfortunately, these benchmarks do a 
poor job of testing the DirectServe's re
sponse when all nodes on the network are 
blasting packets around. Jasmine claims 
that, in most instances, the DirectServe/ 
DirectServe 180 is about twice as fast as 

INSIDE THE DIRECTSERVE 

Timekeeper 
(clock) 

5380 
SCSI 

controller 

10-MHz Address bus 
Motorola 
68010 

microprocessor 

ROM 
(firmware code) 

8530 
serial 

Data bus controller 

RAM 
1-8 megabytes (expandable) 

150-ns or faster SIMMs 

Drives 

SCSI 

Aux 

Local-
Talk 

D Buffer 

Figure 1: The DirectServe 's 68010 CPU incorporates an instruction cache. SCSI 
and Apple Talk logic ensures compatibility with standard Macintosh peripherals. 
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a Mac Plus/ AppleShare network and al
most as fast as a Mac llcx/ AppleShare 
network. The DirectServe actually be
comes comparatively faster than a Mac 
Ilcx server as network loading increases , 
which I confirmed in my own informal 
testing on a 12-node network. 

Specialty Software 
The DirectServe file system is designed 
for only one purpose: to provide file ser
vice . As such, it excels , given the con
straints of AppleTalk/Loca!Talk. The 
software automatically sets data blocks 
at a 4K-byte page size, which is optimum 
for AppleTalk packetization. This means 
that the DirectServe always fills the 
Loca!Talk pipeline to full without over
flowing it and without wasting band
width . Also, DirectServe administrative 
software (akin to AppleShare's Adminis
trator application) easily finds files on 
the disk , thanks to special disk data 
structures on the server disks. 

The DirectServe operating system 
loads into the system RAM cache when 
the server boots (1 megabyte comes stan
dard, and you can upgrade to 8 mega
bytes) . About 450K bytes of that 1 mega
byte holds the operating system, and the 
rest is available for a processor cache to 
maximize the processor hit rate . The at
tached SCSI disk drives and the Apple
Talk port can also use this cache mem
ory to improve throughput . 

Cached data remains in RAM until all 
the RAM is full. Even if the RAM data 
has been changed, it stays in memory . 
Dubbed a " Copy Back" cache design, it 
further reduces disk access. By contrast , 
the Mac uses RAM caching to improve 
performance, which doesn ' t help as 
much in a file server situation . Also, a 
Mac maxes out at 1.4 megabytes of cache 
as a file server, while the DirectServe 
can go to 7 .5 megabytes when you have 
installed all 8 megabytes of cache RAM . 

The DirectServe cannot be adminis
tered directly, since it's a headless de
sign lacking keyboard, mouse, and 

. screen . Instead , its administration soft
ware consists of two programs, the In
staller and the Administrator. Any Mac 
connected to the DirectServe (and run
ning AppleShare Workstation software 
and the Jasmine Administrator software) 
can administer the file server. 

The Installer disk initializes any hard 
disk that the DirectServe will use (it sup
ports Jasmine and most other SCSI disk 
drives) and transfers the DirectServe op
erating system to the server volume. 
Since the DirectServe's operating system 
is not HFS-compatible, a DirectServe 

continued 
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Compared to Plotter in aCartridge, 

everyone else is behind the times. 

For fast HPGL output, there really is no comparison. Pacific Data 

Product's Plotter inn CnrtridgeTM is up to 100 times faster than pen 
plotters or PC-based software emulations. 

Simply plug it into your LaserJet Series II or Canon LBP-8II printer 
and it's ready to print precise, high-quality graphics. And we also 
have a version for the HP LaserJet IIP and IID printers. Plotter in a 
CartridgeTM is compatible with all of the major CAD/ CAM, engineer
ing and graphics software packages. 

For your neares t authorized dealer, or for more information on our 
full line of laser printer enhancement products, call Pacific Data 
Products at (619) 552-0880. 

Pacific Data Products-Plug into Power 

9125 Rehco Road,PACIFIC San Diego, Ca li fornia 92121 
DATA P RODUCTS (619)552-0880, Fax (619)552-0889 

Plots run at 8 Mhz with parallel interface. Times quoted reflect PC processing time. Plotter in a Cartridge is a trademark of Pacific Data Products, 
!nc. All other company and product names are trademarks of the company or manufacturer respectively. Cl 1990 Pacific Data Products, Inc. 
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Systemizing 
The truly universal LAN alternative ... 

The Systemizer SC - features memory r esident 
pr inter controller, spooling, E-Mail and fi le 
t ransfer. For all M&DOS® PC's and compatibles. 

unshiel:@
I four~wire cable 

I~~~;~1' ~y 
I / \ \ I 

Example: 17 micros, of various brands, plus a mainframe, all sharing printers, data and E·Mail via 
Systemizing. Note how some PC's on a token-ring LAN are also part of the Systemizer LAN. 

Systemizing has become the connectivity standard 
at many of the world's largest corporations and 
throughout the federal government. Ten's of thou
sands are already in use. The new Systemizer SC 
is the latest model in Applied Creative Technology's 
line of Systemizing products, and it delivers what 
95% of corporate computer users want from a 
Local Area Network- at far less cost and com
plexity, and yet with much more versatility. 

Corporate computing managers prefer Systemizing 
over other connectivity methods because it offers: 
• Guaranteed software/hardware compatibility. 
• Ability to mix PC's, LAN's, mainframes, laptops. 
• Easy owner installation. Low cost cabling . 
• 5 min . user training with no support needed after. 
• Flexibility; readily accomodates growth and changes. 
• Distributed processing for high speed and reliability. 
And with the new SC, everyone can afford to Systemize! 

The CONr\EXPERTS™ \: Ca/11-800-433-5373 A Div is io n of A p plie d Creative Tec hnology Inc . 

8333 Douglas Ave., Suite 700ta get a Ff!EE demof. ~_ Dallas, Texas 75225 U.S.A. 
(214) 739-4200 

.. ! •:·. "'" " : ' ••! "' '. '. ·' !'' '"' ,. '''" "':' ' ' ! .,, '°'". 
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REVIEW 

APPLESHARE WITHOUT A MAC 

DIRECTSERVE VS. APPLESHARE 


40 

(/) 30 
Cl> 
5 
c 
~ 

20 

10 

25-megabyte 25-megabyte 50,000-record 50,000-record 
backup backup FoxBASE+/ FoxBASE+/ 
write read Mac 2.0 search Mac 2.0 index 

EJ Jasmine DirectServe/DirectServe 180 1 

O AppleShare 2.01 /Mac llcx 2 

3O AppleShare 2.01 /Mac llcx 

• AppleShare 2.01 /Mac llcx with external DirectServe 180 3 

1 Timings are measured from a Mac flex workstation's Internal BO-megabyte hard disk drive to the Direct· 

Serve's DirectServe 180. 

2 Timings are measured from the Mac flex workstation's Internal disk drive to the internal disk drive of a · 

Mac flex AppleShare server. 

3 Times measure performance of a Mac flex with no file server, for comparison. 


Figure 2: Modified MPW scripts use the MPW backup facility to make the initial 
copy (the backup write test) from the internal BO-megabyte Mac flex hard disk drive 
to the Direct Serve 's attached Direct Serve 180 hard disk drive. Backup read tests, 
which use incremental backups, come from MPW's backup facility and the MPW 
duplicate command. The test file was a 25-megabyte directory with dozens of 
subdirectories and various-size files. Sequential search and index tests used a 20
megabyte FoxBASE+ /Mac database. Times are the average of10 repetitions in 
minutes: seconds. 

volume cannot be used directly by a Mac 
without being reinitialized. 

The Administrator software performs 
the same kind of housekeeping functions 
as the AppleShare administrator. It adds , 
deletes , and modifies users , groups, and 
passwords. It also retrieves network diag
nostic information. But the Administra
tor lacks several AppleShare features , 
including the ability to show current log
ins and to copy-protect individual files . 
Of course , the AppleShare Administra
tor runs only from the server, so it ' s less 
convenient for network administration . 

On the whole, the Jasmine software 
works much like AppleShare from both 
an administrator's and a workstation 
user ' s point of view. I didn ' t miss the ad
ditional AppleShare features . Direct
Serve uses the same password/group/ 
user accounting scheme as AppleShare 

does , so network security is comparable 
on the two platforms . 

Economical, for Some 
The DirectServe competes directly with 
TOPS , Novell Net Ware/Mac , 3Com 3 +, 
and other Mac-compatible file servers. 
But its real challenge is a Mac running 
AppleShare. Based on price/perfor
mance , DirectServe is a winner: A Di
rectServe with a Jasmine DirectServe 
180 costs $2799 (the DirectServe alone is 
$1795) , while a Mac Ilcx with an exter
nal DirectServe 180 (and no internal 
hard disk drive) costs nearly $7000. Of 
course , the Mac Ilcx is a general-pur
pose computer , and the DirectServe is 
not. Still, the comparison is important if 
you only need AppleShare file service. 

I was quite surprised by how fast the 
continued 
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PostSL£gfa!Pr 

Just 

Got 


More 

Affordable! 


GoScript: $1M 

~~ 

( 13 rant s) r$149
1s now only 

GoScript Plus: $3M 
(35 fon ts) r 

is now only $299 

GoScript allows you to print 

Postscript language text and 

graphics on the most popular 

laser, ink jet and dot matrix 

printers. 


VERSION 3 
FEATURES: 

• 	 EGA and VGA screen drivers 
g ive you screen preview 
capabilities. 

• 	 GOPRINT'''printing utility 
a llows you to use our sca lable 
fonts to print plain tex t files. 

• 	 An expanded Bitmap Save 
option allows the bitmap 
image to be saved in TIFF 
or PCX format. 

• 	 Send back the reg istration card 
to receive 4 extra fonts. 

For Catalogs, Brochures, Benchmarks, 
Compatibility Lists, Print Samples & 
Ordering Information, contact us at: 

1-800-955-FO NT 
or 

LaserGo, Inc. 

Attn: New Products 


9369 Carroll Park Drive 

Suite A 


San Diego, CA 92121 

GoScripl is a rcgbicrcd 1rndcmark of LascrGo .. Inc. GoPrint is a 
trademark oflascrGo. Inc. Pos1Scrip1 is a registered 1radcmark of 
Adobe Systems. Inc. All other product names arc m1ttcmarks of 
their rl:s ··c1ivc manufacwrcrs. 
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REVIEW 

APPLESHARE WITHOUT A MAC 

FILE SEARCH 
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Directory Nisus MacWrite MacWrite 40 openNisus 
search open resave open resave 

1 

40 resave 

El Jasmine DirectServe/DirectServe 180 

D AppleShare 2.01 /Mac !lex 
2 

D AppleShare 2.01 /Mac !lex 
3 

Iii AppleShare 2.01 /Mac !lex with external DirectServe 180 
3 

' Timings are measured from a Mac llcx workstation's Internal SO-megabyte hard disk drive to the Direct· 


Seive's DirectSeive 180. 

2 Timings are measured from the Mac llcx workstation's internal disk drive to the internal disk drive of a 


Mac llcx AppleShare seiver. 

' Times measure performance of a Mac llcx with no file seiver, for comparison. 


Figure 3: The benchmarks use MPW's Where is command to search for a 
nonexistent file and report the time necessary to zip through the benchmark folder. 
In addition, I timed file opening and resaving using a 30K-byte Nisusfile, a 70K
byte Mac Write I/file , and a 2.5-megabyte 4th Dimension file. Times are the average 
of JO repetitions in seconds. 

DirectServe performed . For many in
stallations, its speed makes it a perfectly 
satisfactory server. It' s much faster than 
a Mac Plus or SE server and far cheaper 
than a Mac Ilcx. I suspect that increasing 
the DirectServe's cache memory could 
eliminate some disk-bound 1/0 slow
downs , although the ultimate bottleneck 
in any LocalTalk network is its 230K
byte-per-second bandwidth . . 

Keep in mind that Jasmine will play 
catch-up as Apple revises its software. 
Still, software upgrades should be easy 
with Jasmine ' s one-button installer. Jas
mine promises to stay committed to up
grading the DirectServe so it' s always 
compatible with the latest Mac system 
and networking software. Even if Jas
mine upgrades the DirectServe 's firm
ware , the changes should be made avail
able as system patches on floppy disks. 

Another consideration is your network 
cabling system. The currenrDirectServe 
does not directly support media that is 

compatible with non-LocalTalk net
works (although it works on worksta
tions sitting on EtherTalk networks that 
have been bridged to LocalTalk , using a 
Kinetics FastPath , for example) . Jasmine 
hints that SCSI Ethernet adapters may be 
sold for the DirectServe in the future. 
But if high network traffic requires you 
to run state-of-the-art AppleTalk, you'd 
be better off with a Mac Ilci / AppleShare 
server hooked to a.n EtherTalk network . 

However, if you need basic Apple
Share file service and can live without 
concurrent applications like E-mail, the 
DirectServe fills the bill , especially if 
you can't afford to waste money on a Mac 
Ilcx used solely for file service. • 

Don Crabb is the director of laboratories 
and a senior lecturerfor the University of 
Chicago department of computer sci
ence. He is also a contributing editor for 
BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as 
"decrabb." 



InOurBusiness, the 

most important thingis 


Your Bottotnline. 

You're reading a magazine 

with hundreds of "look-alike" ads for 
IBM Compatible Computers, they all 
claim similar performance, outstanding 
quality, low price and great support. 

How do you make your choice? 

Price: Some show unusable 
entry level or giant overkill units, and 
sock-it-to-you on the drives, monitors 
and video cards you really need. Some 
add outrageous freight , handling and 
customization charges. We don't. We 
advertise the industries largest selec
tion of complete drive and video con
figurations all unbe lievably priced. All 
priced delivered to your door. 

Quality: Some claim quality 
but offer only a 30, 60 or 90 clay 
warranty. Our 5 year program is the 
best and longest in the business ... 

.. .PC Magazine, PC Buyers Guide, 
Computer Sboppe1; Byte, and Personal 
Computing all say the same thing 
about PC Brand: "Outstanding quality .. . 
Rock Bottom Price." We couldn't have 
sa id it bette r ourselves. 

Suppo11: Eve1ybody claims it , 
but check our facts; 30 Day Money 
Back Guarantee (no RMA's required), 
Toll Free Technical Support, Toll Free 
Customer Service, On-Site Service, On
Site Installation, Leasing and Custom
ized "Bui lt to your Specs" configura
tions. Even our FAX's are on Toll Free 
Lines. Our support is so good it wins us 
Awards. 

Put it all together and it spe lls 
our commitment to you, the Bottom 
Line, the Best one in the Business. Call 
us at 1-800-PC Brand Today. 

PC BRAND OFFERS A FULL 

RANGE OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS 


NAME BRAND PERIPHERALS 

AT THE LOWEST PRICES 


FREE FREIGHT 

TOLL-FREE SERVICE & SUPPORT 


5-YEAR WARRANTY* 

30-DA Y MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 


ON-SITE SERVICE 

24-36 MONTH LEASING 


([tiBRAND.. 

Turn page f or PC Brand Systems ... 
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• 

FindOutWhy

We'reRatedNol for 

Service&Support. 


"PC Brand is the LL Bean of personal computer mail order ... 

. . . PC Brand wants no unhappy customers, ... it's service and support policies help to insure that." 


-Personal Computing's 10 Best Mail Order Companies, Feb. 1989 

PCBRAND 286/12 __$599 
12 Ml-lz Clock, Zero Wa it O pe ratio n , 
Norto n SI 15.3 Landmark"" Speed 15.1 Ml-lz 
512KRAM, 1. 2MB o rl. 44MB Drive, 101-Keyboa rcl 

PCBRAND 286/16__$749 

16 MJ-Jz Clock, Zero Wait O perat io n , 
Norto n SI 19 .0 Landmark ™Speed 20.6MI-Iz 
512K RAM , 1.2MB o r J.44MB Drive , 10 1-Keyboarcl 

PCBRAND 286/20 __$899 
20 MJ-Jz Clock , Ze r o Wa it Operat ion 
NortonSI 23.0 Lanclmark"'Speecl 26.7MI-Iz 
512K RAM , 1.2MB orl.44M B Drive, I OI -Keyboa rd 

Standard System Features: 
• 80286-12, 80286-16, 80286-20 operating at 

12 MJ-Jz, 16M l-l z, o r 20MJ-J z w/ Zero Wait 

States delivering 15.3MI-l z, 20.6 MI-lz, 
o r 26.7M I-l z Effective Thro ughput 

• 	 512K RAM expandable to 8MB on the System 

board using 256K or lMB lOOns RAM 
• J. 2MB 5.25"or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive 

• FCC Class "A", Intended for business use 

• 	 1-l igh performance 16bit VGA Cards with 

1024x768 capabili ty on a ll VGA syste ms 

• 1:1 Inte rleaved I-lard/Floppy Drive Controlle r 

• Enhanced '101-key Click/factile Keyboard 

• 2 Serial & 1 Para lle l ports on std-configuratio ns 

• I-l igh Capacity System Power supply 
• Rea l Time Clock/ Calendar w ith 5 Year Batte ry 

• 80287 Co-Processor Support 

• 	 AM I BIOS w/ full MS/DOS, OS/ 2, XEN IX, UN IX, 
NOVELL, 3COM and PCNET compat ibility 

• Built-in System Board LI M 4.0 EMS hardware 
• 	 User configurable 1/0 timing permitting comp

atible operation w/olcle r periphera ls o r faster 
1/0 for newer devices 

• 8 Slot mothe rboard design (5 16Bit & 3 8Bit) 

• Medium foot p rint case w/6 Disk Drive bays 

Options: 
• 	 Low profil e Slim Line Case w/ 3 Disk Drives 

ava ilable at !lQ extra charge(pictured above) 
• 	 Mini Size desk top Tower® Case w/4 Disk 

Drive bays 

• LCD or Plasma Portable 
• Factory Insta lled RAM Upgrades 

• 	 Custom configurations w/ Name Brand 
peripherals of your cho ice 

PC BRAND 286/12 

w/S'I 2k , I-lard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card 
Hard Drives: 
MU/MS 20/40 40/25 66125 100/25 

No Video 5929 5i029 5i209 5i349 
Mo no 51049 Si 149 5i.129 51469 
VGA-Mon o 51229 Si329 5i509 51649 
VGA-Color 5i459 Si559 51739 5i879 
SVGA/Colo r 5i569 Si669 5i849 Si989 

PC BRAND 286/16 

w/ 512 k, I-lard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Carel 
Hard Drives: 
MB/ MS 20/ 40 40/25 66/25 100/2 5 

No Video Si079 Si i79 Si359 Si499 
Mono Si i99 Si 299 Si479 5i6 i9 
VGA-Mono Si379 Si479 51659 S\799 
VGA-Color 5i609 Si709 5i889 52029 
SVGA/Color 5i7 i9 518i9 5i999 S2 i39 

PC BRAND 286/ 20 

w/ 5 l 2k, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Carel 
Hard Drives: 
MB/ MS 20/40 40/25 66/ 25 100/25 

No Video 5i229 5i329 Si509 5i649 
Mono 51349 51449 Si629 Si769 
VGA-Mono 51529 51629 5i809 5i949 
VGA-Color 51759 St859 52039 52179 
SVGA/Color 5i869 Si969 S2 i49 52289 
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!Mb RAJ\'1, VGA Card, Color Moniior 
40M b H:trd Disk, DOS, 1/0 

I 

I 

---~~ 

i 

lntel386 
Technology 
at286 Prices 
the 386SX-16 
Only$899 


PC BRAND 386/SX:-16 $899 
16 MHz Clock , Zero Wait Operat ion • Norton SI 18.7 Landmark™ 18.3MI-Iz 
512K llAM , 1.2Ml.l or I.44Ml3 Drive, IOI -Keyboard 

Standard System Features: 

• 	 80386SX Processor Operating at 16MHz deliv
ering l 8MHz Effective Throughput 

• 	 512K RAM expandable to 8Ml3 on the System 
board using 256K and/ or IM!.l RAM 

• 	 1.2MB 5.25" or I.44Ml.l 3.5'' Diskene Dri ve 
• 	 FCC Class "A", Intended fo r business use 


High performance 16bit VGA Cards w ith 

1024x768 capabil ity on all VGA systems 

I :! Interleaved HarcVrloppy Drive cont roller 
Enhanced 101-key Clickf r actile Keyboard 
2 Serial & I Para llel pons on std-configurations 
High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply 
Rea l Time Clock/ Calendar with 5 Year l.lattery 
80387SX Co-Processor Suppo rt 
AM I l.l lOS w ith fu ll MS/ DOS, OS/ 2, XENIX, 

UNIX, NOVELL, 3COM compatibility 
8 Slot motherboard design (5 161.lit & 3 813it) 
Medium foot print case w / 6 Disk Drive bays 

(Shown w/optiona l Mini Size Tower ®Case) 

Options: 

• 	 Low profile Slim Line Case w/ 3 Disk Drive 
bays at .QQ extra charge 

• 	 Mini Size desk top Tower ®Case w/ 4 Disk 
Drive bays (as pictured above) 

• 	 LCD or Plasma Portable 
• 	 Factory Installed RAM Upgrades 
• 	 Custom configurations w / Name Brand 

peripherals o f your choice 

S0.386sx 16MHz Systems wit h: 

$5,000 

$4,300 

$3,600 

S2,900 

$2,200 

St,500 

PC BRAND 386SX-16 

w / 512k, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card 
Hard Drives: 
MB/ MS 20/ 40 40/25 66/25 100/25 

No Video St229 $1329 51509 $1649 
Mono 51349 51449 51629 51769 
VGA-Mono 51529 51629 51809 51949 
VGA-Color 51 759 51859 52039 52 t79 
SVGA/Color 51869 51969 52149 52289 

Call 1-800-PC BRAND 

(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 
PC Brand, Inc. 954 W. Washington St., ChiG1go, IL. 60607 Canadian Fax= 3 12-633-2888 Canadian Voice = 312-226-5200. 
We an;_· open Mon. thru Fri.: Sam lO 6pm C1.:n1ral Time. MasterCard, VISA , Discover, Checks (lX5J ~~ 
and Approved P.0.s :ire A<..u:pted . Prices :rnd specifications subject 10 change. BITE lS-3 ~ l..i ~ 
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''TheBest 

Low--Cost 


Alternative 

Around!" 


-PC Magazine, 25MHz 386 P C 's, Feb. 14, 1989 

Standard System Features:PC BRAND 386/20 __$1349 
• True 20MHz or 25M HzZ Intel 80386 CPU 

20 Ml-lz Clock, Zero Wait Opcr:11ion, 
Operating with Zero Wait States

Norton SI 23.0 Landmark Speed26. 1Ml-lz. 
• 1024K RAM standard expandable to 16MB 

1024K R>\M, 1.2MB or J.44MB Dri ve, 101-Keyboard 
using 256K and/ or l MB RAM 

• 1.2MB 5.25" or J.44MB 3.5" Diskeue Drive 

PC BRAND 386/25 _ $1499 • FCC Class "A" , Intended for business use 
• 1-ligh performance 16bit VGA Cards w ith 25 Ml-lz Clock, Zero Wa it Opera1ion, 

1024x768 capability on all VGA systems Norton SI 28.2-Llindmark Speed 33.6MI-lz 
• 1:1 Interleaving Dual I-lard Drive/Floppy Drive Norton SI 31.6-Landmark Speed 43.5 w/ Cache, 

controller, 977.6 KB/SEC Caching Controller l024K RAM, l.2Ml3or l.44MB Drive, 101 -Keyboard 
w/ ESDI Configurations 

• Enhm1cecl 101-key Clickf factile Keyboard 

• 2 serial & 1 parallel ports on std-configurations11The PC Brand 386/25 
• High Capacity 200Watt System Power Supply 

is a fascinating machine. • Real 'rime Clock/ Calendar w ith 5 Year Bauery 

• 80287, 80387,orWeitek Co-Processor Support 
It offers flexible configura • AMI BIOS with fu ll MS / DOS, OS/ 2, XENIX, 

UNfX, NOVELL, 3COM compatibility tion...at a bargain price ... 11 

• 8 Slot motherboard design (5 I 6Bit & 3 8Bit) 
11and the company backs • Medium foot print case w/ 6 Disk Drive bays 

(as pictured above) 
it all with what may be the Options: 

longest warranty on the • Low profile Slim -Line Case w/ 3 Disk Drive 
bays ava ilable at !lQ extra charge 

market .. .PC Brand makes • Full Size Tower® Case w/ 6 Disk Drive bays 
• Mini Size Tower ® Case w/ 4 Disk Drive bays it possible to buy two com
• LCD or VGA Plasma Portable Case 

plete sytems for less than • 32k or 64k Cache upgrade (25Mhz only) 
• Custom configurations w/ Name Brand most competitors charge periphera ls of your choice 

for just one. 11 

PC BRAND 386/20 
- PC Magazine, 25MHz 386 PC's with Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card 

Feb. 14, 1989 Hard Drives: 
MB/ MS 40/25 66/25 100/25 200/ 19 

80:~8(, 20 Mhz Syswms wi1h: No Video S1959 $2549 St779 S2099 
2Mb ltAM, VGA Card, Color Monitor 
IOO+Mb Hard Disk, DOS Mono Sl899 52079 522 19 $2669 

S6.200 VGA-Mono S2079 52259 52399 S2&19 

VGA-Color S2309 S2489 S2629 S3079 
SS,500 

SVGA/Color $2419 $2599 $2739 53 t89 

S4,800 
PC BRAND 386/25 

w ith Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video CardS4, IOO 
Hard Drives: 
MB/MS 40/25 66/25 100/25 200/19 

No Video SI929 S2 109 S2249 S2699 
$3,400 

S2,700 .0 Mono S2049 S2229 S2369 $28 19 

VGA-Mono S2229 $2409 S2549 52999~ $2,000 
VGA-Color S2459 S2639 $2779 53229/'i' .-Jei.,.Q o('-r co....lh co~0. 4:-,, SVGA/Colo r $2569 S2749 52889 53339 

~r/ <P.,0 r{.I. '"'9•
%/ 
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386/33 CACHE_ _ _ $2299 
33 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation 
Norton SI 45.9 • Landmark 58.7 MHz 
1024K RAM, 1.2MB or 1.44MB Drive, IOI-Keyboard 

"Here's a price $2799 ... 
[Now $2299] Must be 
stripped to nothing, Right? 
Wrong.. You don't sacrifice 
quality for low price either. 
The PC Brand machines 
are an efficient comb
ination of in-house en
gineering and top-notch 
off-the-shelf Parts." 

-PC Magazine, 33MHz 386PC's, 
October, 31, 1989 

Simply put... We couldn't 
have said it any better 
ourselves! 

Standard System Fea tures: 

• 	 True 33 MHz INTEL 80386-33 CPU operating 

w/ Zero Wa il Scates Delivering up to 58.7 MHz 

Effective Throughput 

• 	 Intel 82385-33 Cache Processor w ith 32K 25NS 

Static RAM Standard, Field Upgradable to 64K 

• 1024K RAM Standard Expandable to 16MB 

• FCC Class 11N 1
, Intended fo r business use 

• 	 High performance 16bit VGA Cards w ith 

1024x768 capability on all VGA systems 

• 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5'' Diskette Drive 

• 	 1:1 lnterleaving Dual Hard Drive/Floppy Drive 

Controller, 977.6 KB/ SEC Caching Contro ller 

w/ ESDI Configurations 

• Enhancecl 101-key Click/lllctile Keyboard 

• 1/0 Ports-2serial ,1 para llel 

• High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply 

• Rea l Time Clock/ Ca lendar w ith 5 Year Battery 

• 80387 or We itek Co-Processor support 

• 	 Phoenix BIOS w ith Full MS/DOS, OS/2, XENIX, 

UNIX, NOVELL, 3COM compatible 

• 8 Slot motherboard design 

• Full size case w/6 Disk Drive bays 

Options, 

• 	 Full size Tower ® Case w/6 Disk Dri ve bays 
(as shown above) 

• 	 Custo m configurations w / Name l3rand 

peripherals of your choice 

• Factory Ram Upgrades 

Call 1-800-PC BRAND 


80386 33Mhz S}1Stems with: 
~ Mb IV\M 1 VGA C;1rd, Color Monitor, 
tOO+Mb Hord Disk, DOS, VO 

57,200 

56,;oo 

5;,soo 

s;, too 

54,400 

53,700 

53,000 

PC BRAND 386/33 CACHE 


w ith Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card 

Hard Drives: 

MB/ MS 40/ 25 66/25 100/25 200/ 19 


No Video 52679 52859 52999 53449 

Mono 52799 52979 53 11 9 53569 

VGA· Mono $2979 531;9 53299 53749 

VGA·Color 53209 53389 53529 53979 

SVGA/Color 53319 53499 53639 54089 

Tum the page fm· Portables & Peripherals 

(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 
PC Brand, Inc. 954 W. Washington St.. Chicago, IL. 60607 Canadian Fax :r 312-633-2888 Canadian Voice :r 3 12-226-5200. 
We are open Mon. thru Fri.: 8am to 6pm Cen1ral Time. Mas1crCard , VISA, Discover, Checks ~ffil ~ 
and Approved P.0 .s are Ao:epted. Price!' and specificat ions subject to change. BYfE lS-3 ~~ 
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Portables 
withMore 
Power than 
Desktops. 

Backlit CGA/Monographic LCDs from __$1745 
VGA Gas Plasmas from 

512K (286) o r 1024K (386) RAM 
Se ri a l, Para ll e l, and Game Po rts 
l.2MB o r l.44MB Floppy, 86-Keyboa rd 

The p ower, re lia b ili ty a nd p e r
fo rm a n ce o f ou r d esk to p sys te m 
mo the rboa rd s co mb in e w ith o ur 
po rtable casing to m ake our s ystems 
technically unique! 

We suppo rt 3 bu il t- in , 
ex te rna ll y accessib le d isk 
dr ives, e n a b li ng d ua l (3 .5'' 
a nd 5. 25") fl o pp ys for total 
media compatib ility. Including 
tape CD-ROM drives o r other 
d ev ices to de live r deskto p 
functionality in a Portable Unit. 

Simu ltaneous inte rn a l 
AND exte rn a l mon ito r s u p
port, VGA functionality, 2open 
ca rd slots and our unique 3 
drive support, permit th is fam
ily to be used as a complete "in the 
office system" which you can pick up 
and take anywhere. 

VGA Gas Plasma Portables 

Drives 286/ 12 286/ 20 }86/SX-16 386/ 20 386/25 

I Fl oppy 52595 52795 52895 53350 53550 
·IOMB-25MS 52995 $3 195 $3295 53750 53950 

66' 11 l -25'1S 53095 53295 53395 53850 54050 
100:-0 ll\-25MS 53395 53595 53695 5·1 t 50 54350 

200;\IB-19:0. IS S.~960 54 160 S·i260 547!0 54910 

$2595 

Standard System Features: 
All perfo rmance and compatibility features as 

in desktop models featured on previous pages 
3 Accessible Dri ve Bays for 2 5.25" & I 3.5" UniL5 
2 Available Peripheral Ca rd Slots 
16 Grey Scale 640x480 VGA Plasma or 4 Grey 
Scale 640x 400 CGA/Mono Graphics Backlit 
Supertwist LCD Display 

Simultaneous inte rnal and external displays 
200Wan Auto Voltage Switching Power Supply 

Actual VGA PLASMA Screen Image 
16 grey scale display operates 
concurrently in all VGA modes with 
external monitor 

LCD Backlit Portables 

Drives 286/ 12 286/20 386/SX-16 386/ 20 386125 

I Fl oppy SI 745 5 1945 52045 52495 52695 
·i0:-.IU-25MS 52 t45 S2345 $2445 52895 53095 
66:-.tB -25~ 1 ~ 52245 52445 $2545 52995 53 195 
100:0.IH-25;\IS $2545 5274 5 52845 53295 53495 
200;\ llH 9MS 53 11 0 53310 534 10 53855 54055 
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Monitors• Modems Video Cards 
Magnavox 
CM8762 13" llG IJ Colo r (640x200) ............................... 5230 

Mitsubishi 
1381 14" Diamo nd Scan VGA/EGA (to 800x600 ) .. .....5499 

HL6605 16" VGA/EGA (to 1280xl024) ............. .... ......... 1295 
HL6905 20" VGA/EGA (to 1280xl024J ...... .. .... 2325 

NEC 
MultiSync GS-2A 14" Multi Mono (to 800x600J ... ...... .... 5249 

MultiSync 2A 14" VGA (to 800x600) . .................. 479 

MultiSync 3D 14" VGA/EGA (to 1024x768i) ...... 649 

MultiSync 4D 16" VGA/EGA (to 1024x768J .................. 11 50 

MultiSync 5D 20" VGA/EGA (to 1289x l024) .. ... ........... 2350 

Panasonic 
C1391 PanaSync 14" VGA/EGA (to 800x600) ..... ... ....... 5489 

M1 500 15"Mono(l280x960J. . .... 559 
M 1900 19" Mono (I 280x960) ............................ ............ ... 849 

Princeton Graphics 
Max 15 14" Mult ifreq . Mo no (to 1024x768i) .... 5249 

Ult raSync 14 14" VGA/EGA (to 800x600) ...... ............ .... . 520 

UltraSync 16 16" VGA/EGA (to 1024x768i) ..... ................ 879 

Princeton Publishing Labs 
Multiview 15" Full Page w/adaptor (800x l000) ............ 5890 

Relisys (Top Rated by lnfowo rld and PC World) 
9503 14" VGA Mo no (640x480) ........ Sl 35 

9513 14" VG A (640x480) . . ................ 369 

1520 15" VGA/EGA Multifreq (to 1024x768) .................. 679 

Seiko NEW! 
1440 14" VG A . . .. S599 1450 14" VG A ................ S779 

Sony 
1304 14" VG A (to 1024x768) . 

Zenith 
ZCM-1492 14" Fla1'creen VGA (640x480) 

. .... ... .. S689 

..... 5619 

Disk Drives 

360K 5.25" Half Height lllack .... ................... S75 

720K 3.5" HH lllack w/ 5.25" Mo unting . .... 80 

l.2MB 5.25" Half Height Grey ...... 85 

l.44 MI3 3.5'' HJ-I Grey w!;.25'' Mou nt ing . .. 95 

PS/2 Floppy Drives 
CMS 5.25" 360K-PS/2 Ext.Flo ppy . ................... ........... 5199 

Iomega 
B1 20l Single 5.25" 20MB Int. w/ o lnlcrface .............. .... 5765 

B1 441Single5.25" 44 MB Int w / o Inte rface ......... . 995 

B244X Dual 5.25 ~ 44MB Ext w/ o Inte rface ....... 1995 
PC2/50 Nonbootable Inte rface .................... ... 230 

PC2 B/ 50 llootabk Interface ..... 230 

Hard Disk Drives: 

Connor 
100Mll 25ms IDE (3.5'' in 5.25") ...... ....... ............ . 5679 

200MB 19ms IDE (3.5" in 5. 25") .. ... .. 1249 

Micropolis 

330MB 18ms 1558- 15 ESDI Full Height .. ......... Sl 550 

640MB 18ms 15 Mbit ESDI Full Height .... 2695 

Seagate 
20MB 65ms ST225 ...... S209 20MB 35ms STl 25 . . ... 5245 

30MB 35msSTl 38 .... .... 3 10 40Mll 28msST251- I MFM ... 349 
40MB 241m ST l51 ....... 419 44Mll 25ms STl 57 IDE .. .. 399 
BOMB 28ms ST4096 Full Hgt. MFM ... 590 

Add $50/or XTKitforSTlxx, ST2xx 
Toshiba 
66MB 25MS MK1 34 llLL (3.5" in 5.25") ....... S429 
1lOMB 25MS MK72 RLL Full He ight .. 669 

Tape Backups 

40/80MB Colorado Memory-Inte rnal QIC-40 .. S249 

60MB Archive Int. o r Ext. w/Cntrl. ... 590 
60MB Maynard Maynstream Po rtab le ... 889 
l 50MB Archive Internal/ Exte rnal . . . ............ 925/ 1250 
150MB Maynard Maynstream Portable ..... .... 1395 

2. 2GB Maynard Maynst ream Po rtable ... . .. 4350 

All 
2400ETC Inte rna l Modem w/ MN P5 . ................ Sl65 

2400ETC External Modem w/ MNP5 . .. .. ..... . 205 

Hayes 
1200B Int. w/ Smartcom . .... Sl 89 

2400B Int. w/ Smartcom . ....... ............... 249 

1200 Ext. .. .. Ca ll 2400 Ext. ..... Call 

PC Brand 10096 Hayes Compatible/ 
l 200 In ternal (w / Bitcom Software) ..... ...... .. ........... $49 


1200 External ..... .. ... .... .. .. ...... ..... . ... ... ..... .... .... ........ ... . 70 


2400 In te rnal (w / Bitcom Sofn~:arc) .... ...... ........ ......... 89 


2400 Extcn al .. .... .... ... ..... ..... .. ... ... .......... ... ... .... ... ...... .. 129 


2400 Internal w / MNP5 .. ....... .. ... .... . ..... . ....... ... .. .. ...... 129 


US Robo6cs 

Courie r HST 14.400 .. .. S599 


Courie r V.32 %00 Exte rna l ................ 889 


Courier HST/V.32 Dual Standard Modt:m ....................... 995 


Courier 300-%00 Internal . ................... 579 


Printers• 
Brother 
Hl.-8c b1ser (Lj-11 , HPGL) Editor's Cho ice .. .... ...... Sl 875 

HL-BPS Postscript Editor's Choice ......................... .... ... 3295 

Canon 

!lJ1 30e Wide Camidge, 360dpi , QUIET! ........ ..... S769 
LBP4/ LBP8-lll Laser Printe rs w/ Fonts . ............. 1025/ 1725 

Ci6zen 
GSX 140 .. .... 5339 Colo r Kit . . ... .. .. S49 

Epson 
LX8 10 180/ 30 CPS ....... S 189 LQ5 10 180/ 60 CPS ....... S329 

FX850 330/88 CPS ... . 345 FX I050 264/ 54 CPS ........ 445 

LQ850 330/88 CPS ........ 509 1.Q I 050 330/ 88 CPS .. ... . 695 
LQ950 264/88 CPS ........ 509 l.Q2550 400/ 108 CPS ..... 945 
LQ l OIO (New) . ... Ca ll 

Kodak Diconix 

150Pl us 150/ 50 CPS ..... S3 I 5 300WP 310173 CPS ...... S439 

Hewlett Packard 

Deskje1 Plus . .. S710 Lasetjet II . .... S l720 

L1se rje t IIP . ...... 1025 
Laserjc t ll D .. . . ..... ............ 2995 

Call ahollt 400dpi Postscn/Jt Compatible Laser Priw ers 

Laser Jet Accessories 
PDP Pla ner in Cartridgt: . .. .. S249 

PDP25 in I Cartridge .......... .... 285 
PDP P~1 cific P:ige Postscript Emulatio n Ca rt ridge ..... .... 449 

CPI Superfo n1 Cartridge adds 150 fonts . . .............. 295 

CPI IMIJ Memory Kit ..... 269 CPI 2MB Memo ryKit ...... 549 

Prince ton Publishing 
PS-388 Postscript Emulatio n HISC bo ard . ....... $2250 

Fast Postscnpt Printing / or your HP Lasetjetlf.I 
NEC 
P2200XE 192154 CPS ... S335 P9XL 400/140 CPS . ... . S 1030 
l.C890 Postscript ....... .. 3190 LC890XL L1ser ........ .... .. 4495 

Okid ata 

ML320 300/62 CPS ...... S3·15 ML32 I 300/ 62 CPS ..... .. S479 

ML380 180,60 CPS.. ... .... 359 M L390 270/ 90 CPS ......... 475 

ML391 270/ 90 CPS ....... 655 ML393 450/ 120 CPS . ..... 995 

Panasonic 
11 80 192/38 CPS . . ... . S l89 11 91 240/48 CPS . .. . S245 
11 24 192/63 CPS. . .... 299 1624 192/ 63 CPS ......... ... 429 

All 
VGA Wonder w/ 256K/5 12K ( 16 bit ) .......... .......... S279/ 349 

Cardinal 

VGA 100 (8 bit ) to 800 to 600 ................ ...... .... .... .... ...... 599 

NEC 

Graphics Engine 512K 5999 Graphics Engine IM .. $13-19 
Paradise 

EGA Autoswitch 480 W/ 256K (SEGA 640x980) ...... . 5139 
VG A+ w/ 256K (8 b it) to 800x600 ................ .... ... . 219 
VGA+ w/ 256K (16 llit) to 800x600 ..... 249 

VGA 1024 w/ 512K (to 102-1x768i) ................................. 239 
85 14/ A .................. ...... Ca ll 85 14/ A w/VGA .............. Ca ll 
PC Brand 

EGA Au toswltch w/256K (8 bit) .... ..... .... ... .. .. ......... $99 
VGA w / 256K (16 h it) ( Pa ra dise compatible) .. ...... 139 
Video Seven 

1024i VGA w/256K ( 16 bit ) (to 1024x768i) ................. S259 

VRAM VGA w/ 5 I 2K (1 6 bit ) ( lo I 024x768) ................... 495 


Networking 
Novell 
4 User EL5 286 Level I ................................... ......... .. S429 
8 User ELS Level II (Vers io n 2. 15) .. ... .. 939 

Advanced Netware 286(Ver. 2.15) . ......... ... 1850 

SFT Netware 286 (Ver. 2. 15) ... ......... .. ..................... .... 2850 

Netware 386 (free upgrade 10 3. 1) .............................. 4550 

Lontastic - Easy to Insta ll Nt:twork ................................ Ca ll 

Standard Miera 
PC130 Arcnet Board .. . . ............ ......................... Sl35 
PC270E Tw isted Pair Arcnc t Card ...... ... 139 

PC500-WS 16 Bit Wo rk Station Board .. ......................... .. 375 
PC500-FS 16 13it File Server Board ........ .......... ... 449 

PC550-WS 16 Bit Twisted Pair Work Sta tion Bd . ... 395 
PC550-FS 16 Bi t Twisted Pair Fi le Servt: r Bd ................. 495 

PSI 10 Arcnet Board for PS/2 ....... ..... ........... .............. ..... 439 

AHCNET passive/ Active Huhs ... 72/ 359 

Tiara 
4 Po rt/ 8 Po rt Hubs . ... ........................ S49/285 


Lancard/ A 8 \lit AHCNET Board .. .. ........................... ........ 89 

Lancard/ E 8 Bil E"Il-I EH NET Board ... .. .... ........ 199 


Lancard/E 8 Bit Twisted Pair ETH EHNET ...................... 329 


Western Digital 

Etherca rd+ w/ Novdl Drivt:rs ..................................... S2 19 

Ethcrcard+ A for PS/ 2 . ... ....... 320 

Ethcrcard + Tw isted Pair Ethcrnel Board ......... 319 


Software 
Aldus Pagem:ikcr. . ....... S499 

AMI Word Processor for Windows .... .......................... 129 


Ashton-Tate DIJASE IV . .. 449 


Bo rl and Q ua tt ro ..... ......... 95 Borland Q uatt ro Pro ..... . Ca ll 


Centra l Po int PC Tools 5.5 ...... . 79 

Lotus 123 r. 2.2 o r 3.0 .. ... .. ..... .......... ... .. ..... .. .. 339 


Microsof1 Excel 2. 1 .... 309 Microsofl Window:-; 386 . 125 


Microsoft Word 5.0 ....... 205 Microsoft Works . . .. .... ..... 99 

Q uarterdeck Desqvicw 386 . . ........................ 11 5 

Word Perfec15. 1 ................................ 249 


Xerox Ventura Publishe r 2.0 ............... ·i99 


Please Call Fo r Otber Business Software Titles! 

• Oversized Items excluded fro m Free Freight 

Call 1-800-PC BRAND 

(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 
PC Brand, Inc. 954 W. Washingto n St. , Chicago, IL 60607 Canad bn Fax = 3 12-63.:S-2888 Canadian Voice • 312-226-5200. 
We are ope n Mon. thru Fri.: 8am to 6pm Central Ti~1e . ~:1 sterC:1_rd . VISA. Discover, Checks ~~ra 
and Approved P.0.s are Accepted. Prices and speci fi rnt10ns sub1ect to change. BYTE lS-3 l9i11 ~ 
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1. The check is in the mail. 
2. My diet starts tomorrow. 
3. Performance doesn't matter 

in 3270 communications. 

The truth is, 

for most 3270 PC-to-mainframe applications, performance DOES matter. 


When you're linking multi· 
pie PCs - a few, a dozen, or 
hundreds - to your IBM main· 
frame, it just makes sense to do it 
with the highest speed and effi· 
ciency available. Often, a simple 

32 sessions with no impact 
on yourgateway PC 

plug·and·play product isn't 
enough. 

Consider DataTalker 3270. 
It's designed specifically for 
high-performance, multiple-user 
applications. 

We deliver DataTalker 3270 
on a powerful co-processor 
board with on·board memory. 
This allows you to oftload all 
communications processing from 
your gateway PC, freeing it for 
applications processing. 

The result is that users can 
perform up to 32 simultane· 
ous mainframe sessions 
with no impact on 
your gateway PC's 
performance. 

We offer ,__ 
DataTalker 
3270 in both DOS· 
and UNIX-compatible 

, 
- -

versions. Each provides full IBM 
3278179 terminal emulation, 
32 LUs, file transfer (INDSFILE), 
BSC or SNA support, NetView 
support, and Application Pro· 
gram Interface (our own plus 
IBM's HLLAPI 3.0). Only lK 

of PC memory is required 
for API applications. 

DataTalker 3270 
also provides full emu· 

lation of IBM 3174, 
3274, and 3276 control· 

lers, as well as IBM 
3287 printers. 

Only JKofmemory required 
for API applications. 

To learn the truth 
and nothing but the truth 
about our high-performance 
DataTalker 3270, call us today at 
1-800-233-2536. Or write to us 
at 3796 Plaza Drive, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan 48108. FAX: 313/662·1965. 

£!!Q~

ADivision ofInter/ace Systems, Inc. 



SOFTWARE REVIEW 

Novell's next-generation 

LAN operating system 
is ready for prime time 

Jon Udell 

No more Netgen! Novell's new 
NetWare 386 version 3.0 does 
away with the much-hated in
stallation and configuration 

program that drove countless NetWare 
286 customers into the arms of value
added resellers. A colleague and fellow 
Netgen sufferer watched with me as Net
Ware 386 made good on its claim: It 
transformed an 80386 PC into a NetWare 
server in 20 minutes. It delivers compati
bility with its 80286 cousin, radically 
improved performance and capacity, and 
new and enhanced utilities. NetWare 386 
is a sophisticated, open operating system 
that will compete with Unix and OS/2 for 
the hearts and minds of software devel
opers. Unfortunately, there's no upgrade 
program for NetWare 2. lx users. Even if 
you 've already spent $4995 for NetWare 
2.15 with all the trimmings , you'll still 
have to fork over a full $7995 for the 
80386 product. 

NetWare 386 holds to the design goals 
of its predecessors. Unlike DOS, OS/2, 
Unix, and the Mac OS, which are all 
general-purpose operating systems that 
have been adapted for use as file servers, 
NetWare has always been a specialist-a 
pure file server engineered for maximal 
1/0 performance. To that end, NetWare 
2.15 runs in 80286 protected mode, mul
titasks cooperatively rather than preemp
tively, and uses a proprietary , server
adapted file system. NetWare 386 fits 
that description, too, but it requires an 
80386 or i486 processor. It runs these 

NetWare 386: 

Less Pain, Great Gain 


The most noticeable difference between NetWare 2 .15 and NetWare 386 is 
the size ofthe packages: 45 floppy disks and 13 manuals for Net Ware 2.15 versus 
nine floppy disks and four manuals for Net Ware 386. 

processors in its native 32-bit mode and 
breaks new ground in several critical 
areas . 

NetWare 2.15 topped out at 100 con
nections (concurrent users), 1000 open 
files , and 32 gigabytes of disk storage. 
NetWare 386 boosts those numbers to 
250 connections, 100,000 open files, 
and 32 terabytes of storage. The number 
of volumes per server (32) stays the 
same, but with NetWare 386, a volume 
can span multiple disks . So storage can 
grow by convenient increments to vast 
proportions. That ' s a scenario that 
should make a prospective minicomputer 
buyer stop and think. 

Of course, performance and storage 
capacity aren't the whole story. Buyers 
who favor minicomputers over PC LANs 
do so because minicomputer operating 
systems, such as Unix and VMS, intrin
sically support the client/server applica
tion model that LANs are now struggling 
to emulate. NetWare value-added pro
cesses, the foundation of server-resident 
utilities like Btrieve and NetWare for the 

Macintosh, added invaluable capabilities 
to previous versions of Net Ware and were 
a step in the right direction. But VAPs 
never lived up to their full potential. 
Writing a YAP required an intimate 
knowledge of NetWare internals and 
YAP-specific development techniques 
that third-party programmers found dif
ficult to assimilate . 

NetWare 386 loadable modules are the 
new VAPs . NLMs borrow two great 
ideas from OS/2: They link dynamically 
to the kernel and can execute as multiple 
threads. By providing NetWare-specific 
ANSI C- and POSIX-compatible librar
ies , a convenient development and testing 
environment, and extensive application 
programmer interface documentation, 
Novell has flung open the gate to third
party developers . Given Novell's com
manding market position, it's likely that 
the company will charge through and 
create a significant base of server appli
cations. 

Novell will have to compete for those 
co11ti11ued 
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REVIEW 

NETWARE 386: LESS PAIN, GREAT GAIN 

developers, however. OS/2 LAN Man
ager makes OS/2 a potent environment 
for building distributed applications, 
particularly in view of the new OS/2 1.2 
High Performance File System, the just
announced 80386-specific version of 
HPFS for LAN Manager 2.0, and the im
minent , full-blown 32-bit OS/2. And 
while OS/2 , like NetWare 386, still lacks 
maturity and a strong base of applica
tions, LAN Manager/X, Microsoft's 
OEM-only version of LAN Manager for 
Unix systems, will link established Unix 
applications to DOS and OS/2 clients and 
offer yet another attractive development 
platform. NetWare's new open arch itec
ture comes not a moment too soon for 
Novell. 

An Architecture for the 1990s 
NetWare 386 arrived on nine 1.2-mega
byte floppy disks and came with four 
manuals. That was a welcome relief: 
2.15 comes on 45 360K-byte floppy 
disks with a shelf of documentation so 
formidable that Novell felt compelled to 
supply a separate book entitled "Guide to 
Manuals" (see photo) . I installed the 
software on a 4-megabyte Fortron 
386/33 with a 140-megabyte hard disk 
drive. (The minimum requirement for 
NetWare 386 is 2 megabytes of RAM.) 
The choice of LAN adapters is limited, 
initially, to Novell's own Ethernet and 
ARCnet and IBM's Token Ring boards . I 
used an NE2000 and connected it to Syn
optics Lattisnet (twisted-pair Ethernet) 
cabling by way of an external trans
ceiver. 

Installation was a snap. I didn't even 
crack open the manuals ; the " Quick 
Path" cheat sheet covered everything I 
needed to know. Although it is amaz
ingly simple, the installation procedure 
tells you a lot about how NetWare 386 
works. To begin, you set up a small boot
able DOS partition. Why boot DOS? One 
reason is that the Net Ware kernel, SERV
ER. EXE, is a DOS-executable program 
that accepts command-line arguments. 
For example, the server -C8KB com
mand instructs the kernel to use SK-byte 
cache buffers rather than the default 4K
byte buffers . 

More generally , the DOS partition is 
where NLM developers will ply their 
trade. You write source code and run the 
NetWare compiler and linker in the DOS 
partition and then fire up the NetWare 
kernel and l oad the resulting NLM to 
test and debug it. (The compiler is a ver
sion of the Watcom C 386 compiler [see 
" Power to the Programmer," December 
1989 BYTE].) Another new NetWare 
console command, exit , returns you to 
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DOS to continue programming. 
Next, you copy the operating system 

and the support NLMs to drive C, create 
a simple AUTOEXEC.BAT that calls 
SERVER.EXE, and boot the server. The 
NetWare console prompt (a colon) comes 
up instantly. At this point, a NetWare 
2. lx veteran's eyebrows shoot up. Net
Ware 286, like Unix, uses a conventional 
linker to attach drivers to the kernel. 
That makes installing the 286 product a 
tedious exercise and necessitates down
time whenever you reconfigure the sys
tem. NetWare 386 loads drivers on the 
fly and, equally important, can also un
load them. 

The NLMs come in four flavors: disk 

l e DOS 
partition is where 

NLM developers will 
ply their trade. 

drivers (.DSK files), LAN drivers 
(.LANs), name-space support modules 
(.NAMs), and general-purpose loadable 
modules (.NLMs) . The console com
mand : load isadisk . dsk configures 
the system for a standard AT-type con
troller, and the : load ne2000. lan com
mand sets up the NE2000 Ethernet 
adapter. The command : load mac .nam 
prepares the server to store Macintosh 
files . The NLMs that replace the Macin
tosh VAPs haven 't been released yet, but 
Mac users can connect to an 80386 
server on a multiserver network that in
cludes a NetWare 2.15 server running 
NetWare for Macintosh's AppleShare 
emulation (version 1.1 is required) . The 
loadable name-space support is a nifty 
invention. For example, Novell might of
fer an HPFS name space to support OS/2 
1.2 clients; however, there's a price . 
Each name space requires an extra direc
tory entry for every file, and server 
RAM in which to cache those directory 
entries . 

The next step in installation is to liter
ally bind a transport protocol to the LAN 
driver: bind ipx to ne2000, in my case. 
Novell's new "Open Data-Link Inter
face" is a strategic standard designed to 
free NetWare from dependence on its na
tive IPX/SPX transport protocol. Any 
protocol written to the ODI will run on 

any LAN adapter whose driver conforms 
to the ODI. Moreover, under ODI , multi
ple protocol stacks can share a single 
LAN adapter . The company plans to 
write ODI-compliant AppleTalk (Macin
tosh) , NetBEUI (OS /2), and TCP/IP 
(Unix) protocols . 

Just as ODI isolates protocols from un
derlying hardware , another new Novell 
standard, modeled on a Unix facility 
called Streams, isolates service proto
cols from transport protocols. NetWare 
Core Protocol is the native protocol that 
clients use to access NetWare 's file and 
print services. By the means of NLMs, 
Novell is planning to extend support to 
the AppleTalk Filing Protocol , IBM's 
Server Message Block, and Sun 's Net
work File System. What does all this add 
up to? NetWare 386 is, in principle, a 
universal file server. Although DOS cli
ents are the primary focus, for now 
OS/2, Unix , and Macintosh clients can 
share the powerful engine that is a Net
Ware 386 server. And they'll do so quite 
naturally , in terms of their native trans
port and service protocols . 

Up and Running by Lunchtime 
Once you've bound IPX to the LAN 
driver, you load the install NLM . With 
it, you create disk partitions, mirror 
drives, create and mount volumes , copy 
system and utility files to the server, and 
create two start-up files called START
UP .NCF and AUTOEXEC.NCF. The 
STARTUP.NCF file lives on your DOS 
boot device-either a floppy disk drive 
or drive C partition. It loads disk support 
so the server can access AUTOEXEC . 
NCF on the more secure NetWare SYS: 
volume, which in turn loads everything 
else. 

NetWare 386 runs each console task in 
its own screen group ala OS/2 . It's a nice 
convenience. For example, while run
ning install, a full-screen menu-driven 
utility, I needed to get at the console 
command line to mount the volume I'd 
created. No problem: You press Alt-Esc 
to cycle from screen to screen . Another 
nice touch is the command-line recall at 
the console. 

All this takes longer to describe than 
to accomplish. In remarkably short 
order, I added a NetWare 386 server to 
an existing Net Ware 2 .15 network. I then 
immediately discovered that NetWare 
386 doesn't handle multi server adminis
tration any differently than 2. lx. There's 
no concept of a "domain" or "global 
name space" distributed throughout a 
network. Each server has its own super
visor, user accounts , and public utilities. 

continued 



Why Experienced Computer Users 
Don't Think Very Much About Modems 
Our research shows that knowledge
able MIS managers, PC coordina
tors, and end users simply don ' t 
want to think of modems at all. 

Not exactly what modem 
makers relish hearing! But it's 
hardly surprising that you want to 
save your thinking for bigger and 
more important things. 

Modems are a lot like plumb
ing. As long as the da ta is flowing , 
they' re practically invisible. How
ever, when something goes wrong, 
those little boxes are just lavished 
with attention. 

By then, you've lost data, time, 
money, and perhaps an opportu
nity. Both senders and receivers are 
dismayed and disarrayed . 

Fortunately, there are simple 
ways to limit this aggravation. 
Our research suggests a few points 
to keep in mind. 

The cost of the modem is not 
the modem's cost. 

The fixed price of the modem 
is relatively insignificant. Ongoing 
costs matter far more. 

In the long run, for example, a 
high-speed modem can save you a 
small fortune on phone bills. More 
data sent in less time means less 
money to the phone company. 

You can also save with more 
reliable and robust modems that 
communicate over a wide range of 
telephone line conditions. 

Resending data costs both time 
and money. The less time you 
spend transmitting data, the more 
time you have to spend on your 
business. 

Downtime and adaptation time 
can also cost you dearly. 

Be sure to ask if the 
modems are compatible 
with their earlier gener
ations. You don 't want to 
start with suppliers who 
regularly obsolete their 
own products, or who 
don ' t offer you an 
upgrade path. 

Modem support can be a real 
hassle with the wrong vendor. 

Se tting up and installing your 
modem can affect both your 
budget and your sanity. Many 
manufacturers forget to make their 
modems easy to use! 

This becomes expensive when 
you want to start up fast or need to 
support a large number of users. 

Dip switches, on-line help 
screens, and easy-to-use manuals 
should be demanded. It also helps 
to have a quick-reference guide 
printed on the bottom of the case. 

In sticky situations, it's vital to 
have toll-free support and applica
tions engineering. 

Bottom line: 

The data must get through. 


A bit of data traveling from 
your computer is converted by your 
modem and sent to your local 
telephone office. 

From there, it is exposed to the 
vagaries of phone lines, various 
transmission media, and weather 
patterns. 

They all conspire to corrupt 
your data and slow down your 
throughput. 

All modems are not created 
equal; some are less sensitive to 
noise and have be tter error
correcting protocols. 

Some are simply more robust 
and have better filters . 

Modems are more than mere 
commodities - technology does 
count. 

"When things go wrong, I want 
the supplier there." 

That's when you need the right 
supplier on board. Look for one 
who gives fast turnaround time on 
repairs and adjustments, and who 
doesn't vanish after the sale. 

Look for a company with 
history and promise - one that 's 
here today and here tomorrow. 

Not everyone needs the same 
modem. 

The best way to keep modems 
from wasting your time and money 
is to buy them from a reliable 
supplier with a broad product line. 
Those with limited lines sometimes 
try to cram square pegs into round 
holes. 

People with differing applica
tions have differing requirements. 
Dealing with a broad-line supplier 
simplifies ordering, reduces 
training/support time and cost, 
and limits hassle and coordination. 

In the end, if you give enough 
consideration to choosing the right 
supplier, you' ll hardly have to give 
modems any thought at all. 

U.S. Robotics has been making modems 
and communications equipment for 
discerning customers sin ce 1976. 

lli1'ilobotics® 
The Intelligent Choice in Data Communications 

Call us toll-free at 1-800-DlAL-USR 
(In Illinois, 312-982-500 I ) 
U.S. Robotics is a registered trademark 

of' U.S. Robotics . Inc. 

In Canada. call 1-800-553-3560. 

In th e Uni ted Kingdom. Miraco m Techn ology, 

Ltd. (0473) 233-888 


.........~~~----------------------, 


Data---~ 
Communications 
Concepts 

L _ 


FREE REFERENCE BOOK 
Please send me the 108-page Data Communications Concepts-Ii lied with illustrations. \ 
di agram s, and clear explanation s - absolutely free and without obligation. I 
Print Na me ________________________ _ 


Title ___________________________ I 

Company ------------------------- I 

Address-------------------------  I 
City__________Statc_ ______Zip l 
Phone(__) _______________________ 

Mail 10: U.S. Robotics, Inc., Attn: Marketing Dept. 8 100 N. McCormick Blvd.. Skokie , IL 60076, I 
~r .:.' ~oll-fr~t~OO-D~USR ~!=0~12-982-50~.- ____ BY 3/90_J 



Circle 242 on Reader Service Card REVIEW 

RUPP TECHNOLOGY 
presents 

DPT SmartCache™ Controller 

for ESDI, RLL or ST506 drives 

• 0.5 ms Access Time 
• 4.5 MBytes of Cache in a Single Slot 

•Cache Expandable to 16 MBytes 

•On-board 68000 microprocessor 

•Supports All Operating Systems - No 
Drivers! 

• Fault Tolerance Hardware Disk 

Mirroring Option 


New release for ESDI also has: 

• Floppy controller built-in! 

• Optional SCSI adaptor built-in! 

Not just a memory cache, but an intelligent 
controller card with advanced caching fea
tures such as: automatic disk read-ahead and 
elevator sorting during cache writeback. 

Created by DPT, the recognized leader in disk 
controller design and development, this is the 
most effective performance tool ever avail 
able for disk-intensive applications. It looks 
exactly like a standard AT disk controller to 
your computer, so it operates transparently 
-no special drivers are needed. Compatibility 
with all PC operating systems is assured. 
Also, with the addition of the Hardware Disk 
Mirroring option, the controller can write data 
to two disk drives simultaneously providing 
true disk fault tolerance for any 286/386 AT 
system. 

M3011n5 Caching Controller ..... $1125 
M3011E Hardware Disk Mirroring .. $795 

Call: New York 212/517-7775 

FAX 212/249-8243 


Colorado 303/494-5987 
FAX 303 I 494-6084 

Dealer Inquiries Welcome 

Charge Cards Accepted: Amex, Visa, MC 

Exceptional Computer Products.-----------...; 
Rupp Technology 


835 Madison Avenue 

New York City, NY 10021 
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NETWARE 386: LESS PAIN, GREAT GAIN 

NetWare 386 version 3.0 

Company 
Novell , Inc. 
122 East 1700 South 
Provo, Utah 84606 
(801) 429-5900 

Hardware Needed 
80386- or i486-based computer; 
2 megabytes of RAM 

Software Needed 
DOS 3.1 or higher 

Documentation 
Installation manual; utilities reference 
manual; system administration manual; 
networking concepts manual 

Price 
$7995 

Inquiry 881. 

Novell should fix this problem . Micro
soft's announcement that LAN Manager 
2.0 will support domain management 
may encourage Novell to follow suit. 

Is NetWare 386 twice as fast as 2.15, 
as Novell claims? Yes, depending on how 
you define your terms. Here's one way to 
look at it. The 2.15 server was a 10-MHz 
80286-based NEC PowerMate IV with 4 
megabytes of extended memory and a 16
bit MICOM Interlan adapter. The Net
Ware 386 server was a 33-MHz 80386
based Fortron that had 4 megabytes of 
extended memory and a 16-bit NE2000 
adapter. I used the BYTE File 1/0 bench
mark (see " Battle of the Network Stars, " 
July 1989 BYTE), which opens multiple 
files and performs seeks , reads , and 
writes in a pattern designed to simulate a 
typical database application. Under these 
conditions-each server operating sys
tem running on the class of hardware for 
which it was designed and with access to 
equal (and ample) quantities of cache 
RAM-the NetWare 386 server ran the 
File 1/0 test in half the time of the 2.15 
server. 

On a more disk-intensive test-a 20
megabyte XCOPY from each server to a 
workstation-the NetWare 386 server 
again outperformed the 2.15 server, but 
not so dramatically. The NetWare 386 
server did the XCOPY in three-quarters 
of the time of the 2.15 server. This test, 
which clearly overwhelmed both serv
ers' caches, shows the leveling influence 
of the standard AT-style I/O bus common 
to the two machines. If you add 32-bit 
Extended Industry Standard Architec
ture or Micro Channel architecture disk 
drive controllers and LAN drivers to the 

setup, it's a good bet that NetWare 386 
will put them to work . When you have a 
huge multidisk volume hooked up to your 
server by way of a disk coprocessor 
board, the DCB driver will be able to use 
those disks in parallel by taking advan
tage of the SCSI disconnect feature . 

The Old and the New 
NetWare 386 introduces a handful of 
welcome new features . The print server, 
which was integral to the 2. lx kernel, 
emerges as a separate NLM. This means 
that you don't have to shut down the 
server and run Netgen to add or recon
figure a printer. Instead , you unload the 
PSERVER module, update the printer 
database with PCONSOLE (the NetWare 
utility that controls printers and queues) , 
and then reload PSERVER. 

The printing services are much im
proved, too . You can associate a "notify 
list" with each printer so that the print 
server can route status messages (e .g ., 
"printer offline" or " printer out of 
paper") to one or more users. Even bet
ter , PCONSOLE extends direct control 
over printers to individual workstations . 
Users can check the printer's status and 
pause , restart, or abort a job. The long 
walk to the laser printer won't become a 
thing of the past, but you won't need to 
do it nearly so often. 

Administrators will app reciate the 
new DSPACE utility , which restricts the 
amount of hard disk space users or direc
tories can consume. For example, you 
could put a IO-megabyte cap on all user 
accounts ; that limits the total space 
permitted for all the files owned by each 
user. At the same time , you might re
strict each user ' s private backup direc
tory to, say, 2 megabytes. Net Ware 2 . Ix 
had the former capability ; NetWare 386 
adds the latter. With CHKDIR, another 
new tool , users can view the restrictions 
in effect for volumes and directories. 

In NetWare 2. lx , access rights (e.g ., 
trustee assignments) apply to directories. 
NetWare 386 extends rights to individual 
files. The 2. lx SALVAGE utility , which 
recovers deleted files, remembers only 
the most recently deleted file . NetWare 
386's SALVAGE retains information 
about those files as long as possible-that 
is, until you purge them or the server 
runs out of disk-allocation blocks. Asal
vaged file reappears in the directory 
from which it was deleted , unless the di
rectory itself is gone. In that case, Net
Ware 386 'restores the file to a hidden di
rectory called DELETED.SAY. If you 
have accidentally deleted a whole direc
tory tree, you'll lose its structure , but at 

continued 



DSC NEXOS 386 LAN BEATS NE1WARE! 

NEXOS is the clear winner! 

NEXOS 386 beat NetWare® in oper
ating system benchmark tests per
formed and guaranteed by the 
Lanquest Group, an independent test 
lab for the LAN industry. The results 
reveal the truth about NEXOS' supe
rior performance over NetWare. In 
fact, NEXOS proves to be as much as 
SIX TIMES FASTER THAN NetWare. 

Fast! 

In real-world , user traffic envi

ronments on industry standard hard
ware using well accepted, multi-user 
applications for data base , spread
sheet and word processing, NEXOS 
beat NetWare in performance 
with an advantage of as much as 
637%. You'll work fas ter and expand 
your LAN with confidence when you 
choose DSC NEXOS 386. 

MS·WORD MULTI-USER STRESS TEST 

Smaller is better! 

12 

WORKSTATIONS 

NEXOS' fast , reliable and consistent perfor
111a11ce is clearly shown using a Compaq 386/ 25 
server and 12 JBM PS/ 2 workstations rtt1mi11g 
the Lanq11est Group's MS-Word benchmark. 

Secure! 

It's important to protect fast mov

ing data from corruption . NEXOS 
features a complete data integrity 
and protection system so powerful 
tha t your data is protected even if 
your powe r fai ls-without the 
expense of a mirrored system or 
UPS. NEXOS always writes complet
ed transactions to disk. If hardware 
problems occur during a transac
tion-your data w ill remain intact. 
Just restart the transaction with the 
original-unchanged data. NEXOS is 

tion logging to the serve r's tape 
drive. With NEXOS your critical data Easy!is safe! 

NEXOS ' power has been harFlexible! nessed with an easy to use menu 
sys tem that will have the system 's 

NEXOS gives you the flexibility, administrator and users up and run
power and connectivity of 100% DOS ning in minutes. Simple instru c
and NETBIOS application compati tions, familiar, DOS-like commands 
bility. Run all the applications your and DSC techni cal support means 
users demand and have access to your NEXOS LAN system will work 
UNIX, SNA hosts and the public net for you - for the users - and for 
work. your company. 

With all this power it's likely you'll NEXOS 386 is an o ther quality 
want to put lo ts of data on -line. netwo rking product from DSC, a 
NEXOS' large-drive support pro $340 million leader in advanced 
vides access to virtually unlimited disk communications. From your desk
storage. top to aro und the world , DSC is 

The unique disk handler makes delivering the quality networking 
multiple hard drives appear as one, solutions you demand! 
providing contigu To learn more 
o us file space about NEXOS or 
across multi pie to become an 
drives. authorized DSC 

Connecting to dealer call now. 
your exist ing Be sure to askfor 
workstations is a a FREE copy of 
breeze. NEXOS the full series of 
s upports more benchma rk 
than 30 worksta results! 
tion interface 

1-800-BUY-NEXOS
cards for PC, XT, 

1-800-289-6396
AT and PS/ 2 Fax: 408-954-5158
workstations and 

The DSC NEXOS 386 LAN Operating System 
your choice of 

prepared with a continuous audit topologies: Ethernet, ARCnet and 
trail of entries and updates recorded Token Ring support is standard ~ DSC Con:imunications 
in real-time by NEXOS' tape transac- with every NEX:OS IAN! ~ Corporation 
Netwarc® is a registered trademark of Novell , Inc. Circle 91 on Reader Service Card 



REVIEW 

NETWARE 386: LESS PAIN, GREAT GAIN FREE 

FITTING 

Try a free Microstat-II demo-pack 
and see if it isn't a perfect fit for your statistical 
computing needs. You '!! get your work done faster, 
easier, without costly training. Micros/a/-// is 
easy to use - there's no complex command lan 
guage to learn. You 'll be running Micros/a/-// 
in minutes rather than weeks. 

" ... using Microstat-11 is a breeze:· 

PC Magazine 


Micros/at-II has what you need, from descriptive 
statistics to multivariate analysis. 

"Microstat-11 by Ecosoft is a genuinely 

excellent menu-driven statistics pack

age at a moderate price:· 


Computer Language 
"Microstat-11 provides you more tools 
at less than half the competition 's price:· 

Review Responses
lnfoWorld 

Micros/at-II is up to eight times faster than other 
packages without compromising accuracy. 

" ... one of the fastest IBM PC statistical 
packages we have tested:' 

lnfoWorld 
"Results are unusually accurate:· 

Computer Language 

Try our free Microstat-lf demo and see if it can 't 
simplify your statistical workload. This free demo 
offer is good only while supplies last, so order 
yours today! 

Ecosoft Inc. 
64 13 N. College Drive 


Indianapolis, Indiana 46220 

1-317-255-6476 (Info.) 

1-317-251-4604 (FAX) 


1-800-952-0472 (Orders) 

I::C'i•l;i•lj• 

least you'll be able to recover the files. 
To do that, the new FILER utility comes 
in handy. FILER has gained the point
and-shoot directory navigation capability 
that its predecessor lacked. 

If you add a NetWare 386 server to a 
2. lx network, you can copy the NetWare 
386 workstation utilities to the 2 . lx 
server's Public directory. If you take ad
vantage of NetWare 386's new password 
encryption, you'll have to transfer the 
utilities ; otherwise, the 2. lx server will 
be locked out. Utilities that are compat
ible with the older file system, such as 
FILER, work just fine and deliver some 
new features. Ones that aren't, such as 
DSPACE, will politely refuse to work on 
the 2. lx server. 

One of NetWare 386's handiest fea
tures operates behind the scenes: The 
server dynamically configures itself to 
adapt to changing loads. With 2 . lx , 
some tuning is possible . You can, for ex
ample, specify the number of directory 
entries that a volume can support. That, 
in turn, governs the amount of RAM re
quired to cache the volume's directories. 
To change this configuration you must
you guessed it- shut down the server and 
run Netgen. NetWare 386 dynamically 
allocates memory for file and directory 
caching, and also for things like packet 
buffers, record locks , transaction track
ing system activity, and NLMs . The 
server tunes itself. In fact, Novell ad
vises reviewers to run benchmarks sev
eral times to give the server a chance to 
adapt to the task at hand. I tried that and 
found that on the second pass the File 1/0 
test did indeed run marginally faster on 
the 386 server (but it ran just the same on 
the 286 server). 

Unanswered Questions 
Should you upgrade? Ifyour organization 
uses NetWare 2.15, you'll want NetWare 
386. Even if you're not pushing 2.15' s 
performance envelope, NetWare 386 
eliminates several maintenance head
aches and is a passport to the world of 
distributed applications that's finally 
ready to open up . Unfortunately , you 
can't get there from here . The 2.1 x serv
er is a dead end. You'll have to write off 
your investment in it and start over with 
NetWare 386. That's a shame. The loyal 
customers who've given Novell the lion' s 
share of the PC LAN market deserve a 
break. Big companies may not feel the 
bite, but a lot of small- to medium-size 
operations are going to be left out in the 
cold. 

Will developers support NetWare 
386? In view of that lion's share, the 

· answer is undoubtedly yes. There is, 

however, a spirited debate in the devel
oper community concerning the new 
NLM architecture. NLMs multitask co
operatively and run at the 80386's high
est privilege level , in the same address 
space as the kernel. Because an NLM 
can't be preempted , an NLM could re
fuse to relinquish control and hang the 
server. Of course, applications running 
under MultiFinder on the Mac are in the 
same boat, and yet, order generally pre
vails-thanks to a strong educational ef
fort on Apple's part. The more serious 
objection relates to Novell's utter rejec
tion of Intel's segmented architecture . 
The 80386 processor devotes a lot of sili 
con to the support of memory protection. 
The 80386 implementations of Unix use 
that protection to isolate processes from 
one another. The 80386-specific OS/2 
will do the same. 

But memory protection requires seg
mentation , which Novell religiously op
poses on the grounds that it's too costly 
in terms of performance. So there's 
nothing to stop a rogue NLM from tak
ing out the kernel-and with it, your mul
tigigabyte disk farm . Novell's response 
is twofold. First, the company likes to 
point out that Unix and OS/2 can't be 
made bulletproof either: They depend on 
drivers that require unrestricted access to 
hardware . Second, Novell plans to run 
an NLM certification program . The 
company will test third-party NLMs, 
and, presumably , you can buy Novell
certified NLMs with confidence. No
vell's own NLMs-including the IN
STALL, MONITOR, PSERVER , and 
VREPAIR utilities shipped with Net
Ware 386-are clearly functional and 
solid . 

It's really a cultural issue. Developers 
who like working with DOS will prob
ably love the radical freedom NetWare 
386 gives them. Those who prefer OS/2 
or Unix should expect headaches. Either 
way, developers are bound to aim for the 
NetWare market and wil\ undoubtedly 
create (and port) many useful server
based applications, and that's the name 
of the game. First-generation PC LANs 
were pale imitations of the minicomput
ers they sought to replace. The next gen
eration has now arrived. NetWare 386 
isn't the whole story-both OS/2 and 
Unix are making strong bids as server 
platforms-but it is a very important 
chapter. The drama that plays out over 
the next year or so will be fascinating to 
watch.• 

Jon Udell is a BYTE senior technical edi
tor at large. You can reach him on BIX as 
"judell. " 
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Networks are wonderful- but 
they can also be a lot of work. An 
increasingly popular and economical 
alternative is a multiuser system, 
where a number of people share one 
386 computer. 

VM/386 MultiUser makes it simple. 
Add a multiport or graphics card to 
your 386, and up to 32 users can 
continue to work with their familiar 
DOS graphics and text programs. 
Each user has their own copy of 

DOS and 640K of RAM. Best of all, 
every user is totally independent of 
all the others. 

VM/386 MultiUser is based on 
VM/386 Multitasker;" the bulletproof 
multitasking program which has 
won both the Technical Excellence 
award and the Editor's Choice award 
from PC Magazine. 

Get the benefits of a network
wi thout the work! Call toll-free, 
800-458-9108 , or 408-986-8373. 

Yes! Send me information on 

VM/386 MultiUser! 


Name __________ 


Title ___________ 


Company _________ 


Address _________ 


City, St, Zip ________ 


Telephone _________ 


IGC, 4800 Great America Parkway, 

Santa Clara, CA 95054-1221. 


The- No Work Network 


Now you can connect as many 
as 32 PCs or peripherals to 
one 386 computer, without a 
network. VM/386 MultiUser" is 
completely DOS-compatible. 
Each user operates indepen
dently from all the others. 

Circle 127 on Reader Service Card 

C1 1989 1GC. 

VM/386 Multi User and VM/386 Multitasker are trademarks ol IGC. 


386 ls a trademark of Intel Corp. 
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BEST From Quality to Service 
386/25 WORKSTATION $4,395.00 


80386 25 MHz system board with 32 KB static cache 
80387 25 MHz Math Coprocessor INCLUDED 
4 MB SIMM RAM 
ATI VGA Wonder Card/512 K 1024 X 768 res. 
ATI Bus Mouse 
NEC Multisyn 30 Color Monitor 1024 X 768 res. 
150 MB ESDI Hard disk 
1.2 MB 5.25" floppy drive 
1.44 MB 3.5" floppy drive 
ESDI hard disk/floppy drive controller 
2 se ri al. I parallel and I game ports 
Vertical case 
IOI Enhanced keyboard 
MS DOS 4.01 
AMI BIOS with full MS DOS. OS/2. SCO Xenix, Novell. 3COM and 
PC NET compatibility 

286 LCD PORTABLE 

80286 12 MHz 0 wail states system board 
AMI BIOS 
640 KB RAM expandable to 4 MB 
1.2 MB Floppy drive 
40 MB Hard disk (28ms) 
Color graphic ca rd with 
Exte rnal CGNMono adaptor 
640 X 200 LCD screen 
2 serial. I parallel and I game ports 
86 keys keyboard 
200 Watts 120/220V power supply 
Padded soft carrying bag 
Weight: 22 lbs. 
Size: 16" x 9" x 7" 
LCD400 with 640 X 400 High Resolution screen available 
LCDEGA with 640 X 400 EGA LCD screen available 

$1,395.00 


I 386/20 WORKSTATION $2,695.00 

80386 20 MHz system board 
1 MB SIMM RAM 
ATI VGA Wonder Card/ 2 5 6 K 

NEC Multisyn 2A Color Monitor 800 X 600 res. 
80 MB Seagate Hard disk 
1.2 MB 5.25" floppy drive 
1.44 MB 3.5" flopp y drive 
I: I interleave ha rd disk/floppy drive controll er 

2 serial. I parallel a nd I game ports 

Vertical case 

101 Enhanced keyboard 

MS DOS 4.01 

AMI BIOS with full MS DOS. OS/2. SCO Xenix. Novell. 3COM and 

PCNET compatibility 


286 CRT PORTABLE $1,195.00 

80286 12 MHz 0 wait states system board 
AMI BIOS 
640 KB RAM expandable to 4 MB 
1.2 MB Floppy drive 
40 MB Hard disk (28ms) 
Mono graphics card 
2 se ri a l. 2 parallel a nd I ga me ports 
86 keys keyboard 
200 Walts 120/220v power suppl y 
3 slots available 
Weight: 26 lbs. 
Size: 17.25" x I 9" x 7" 

286 CRT EGA Mono $1,295.00 

286 gas plasma mini portable $1,945.00 
EGA gas plasma screen 720 X 400 
286-12 MHz 0 wait 640K Ram 
1.44 MB fl oppy drive 
40 MB Hard disk (28 ms) 
2 serial I parallel 
86 key keyboard 
180 watt power supply 
Carrying bag 
Weight: 16 lbs. 
Size: 16" X 9" X 5!!.i' 

30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTY ONE YEAR P/L WARRANTY CALL FOR QUANTITY PRICE 

Circle 32 on Reader Service Caro 
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CAF Has Landed! 
CAF has been selling computers a nd laptop systems in Europe for yea rs and now CAF has finally arrived. 


Simple and Efficien t design combined with superb Engineering give CAF compute rs the reliability and power no 

other computer can beat. 


Judge a 'Board' From its Cover 

All CAF computer system boards are manufactured usi ng Surface Mou nt Technology - one of the most advanced 

technology in circuit board manufacturing industry. thereby providing the dependab ility you can count on. After all. 

if yo u do n't like the cove r. why bother to open it? 


More to Come . .. 

The wave of 486's a re coming. and CAF Are ready for it. CAF are introducing five new products shortly. These 

include a 486 workstation. a 486 accelerator board for existing 386 computers. a 80C86 battery computers in a size of a 

book. and fin a lly, a SCSI Host adapto r for ATs in both the MCA and EISA architecture. 


$2,495.00 CAF ProLITE 286/ 16 $1,375.00 CAF MASTER 286/20S 
80286 16 MHz 0 wa it sta tes system board 
AM I BIOS 
10.25" Gas Plas ma sc reen 
720 X 400 resolu tion. 4 level gray scale 
EGA graphics card with externa l adaptor 
I MB RAM expandable to 8 MB 
1.44 MB Floppy drive 
40 MB Hard disk (Connor, 28ms) 
I seri al, I para llel ports 
External Floppy drive and keyboard connectors 
Padded soft ca rrying bag 
Weight: 16 lbs. 
Size: 15" x 14.25" x 3.5" 
Software: MS-DOS 4.0 GW basic. si lk 

80286 20 MHz 0 wa it states mono system 

I CAF MASTER 386SX/16S $1,845.00 
80386SX 16 MHz 0 wait states system board 

AM I BIOS 

I MB SIMM RAM expandable to 8 MB 

1.44 MB Floppy drive 
40 MB Hard disk ( 28ms) 
2 seria l. I parallel ports 
Externa l Floppy d rive connectors 
I0 I keyboard 
VGA 14" Color Monitor 
3 slots avai lab le 
Software: MS-DOS 4.0 GW basic 

To Order Call 
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Unleash Your 80386 & 80486! 

If you own or are about to buy a386, 386SX, For Model 70 and 80 owners, we offer a 486 Your PC! 

or 486-based system, you are losing 50% or WeitekMicroChannelcardthatruns200%faster Number Smasher-486™ is a 25 MHz re-
more of your system's speed if you are still than an 80387. For Compaq Deskpro owners, placement motherboard for ATs and 80386s. 
running 16-bit code or have not installed a our Weitek daughterboard takes a 3167 and This motherboard supports an optional Weitek 
coprocessor. To date, hundreds of mainframe Cyrix CX83087. We also offer RAMpak one and 4167 numeric coprocessor and up to 16 
applications have been ported to the 386 that four megabyte Deskpro RAM upgrades. megabytes of 32-bit page mode memory. The 
take advantage of the real power of the 386. NOP Fortran-386 is as close to VMS Number Smasher-486 has been designed with 
Many of these new applications were compiled FORTRAN as you can get in a non-VAX en- Cache Shadow RAM for BIOS and video, and a 
with MicroWay NOP Fortran and C. Our com- vironment, while our C conforms to both the 32-bit BURST memory bus which takes ad-
pilers break the 640K barrier wide open , UNIX System V and ANSI standards and in- vantage of the enhanced features of the 486. It 
making it possible to run programs up to 4 eludes MicroWay and Microsoft extensions . If is ideal for applications such as CAD/CAE 
gigabytes in size. They also run in virtual you plan to mix FORTRAN with C or Pascal , workstations , statistical analysis , linear program-
memory under DOS, UNIX or XENIX, general- our languages are the only choice. Our com- ming, and multi-tasking operating environments, 
ing mainframe quality , globally optimized code pilers include GREX, a library of 135 character such as UNIX, XENIX, and OS/2. It supports the 
capable of driving every coprocessor on the and pixel oriented graphics routines that auto- Phoenix, AMI, or Award BIOS. The Number 
market, including the latest high performance matically detect and support CGA, Smasher-486 with OK is priced at $3995. 
devices from Weitek and Cyrix. If you have a Monochrome, Hercules, EGA and VGA. We NOPFortran-486™, NOPC-486™, and NOP 
question about coprocessor performance, call complement our compilers with a complete line Pascal-486™ compilers will be released in 
for a free copy of an article by Stephen Fried, of 386 tools listed below. March 1990 at $1195 each. 
"The State of PC Numerics in 1990". Please call 746-7341 for more information. 

386 Compilers and Tools 
NOP Fortran-386™, NOP C-386™, and NOP 
Pascal-386™ compilers generate globally op
timized, mainframe quality code that runs on 
the 386 or 486 in protected mode under UNIX, 
XENIX, or Phar Lap extended DOS. The com
pilers address 4 gigabytes of memory while 
supporting the 80287, 80387, Weitek and Cyrix 
coprocessors. Appl ications can mix code from 
all three compilers and assembly language. 
The DOS versions allow the user to write his 
own numeric error handlers and interface 386 
real mode programs from protected mode. The 
VM versions use Phar Lap's Virtual Memory 
Manager to run programs which exceed the 
size of your system memory. NOP Fortran-386 
is a full FORTRAN 77 with FORTRAN 66, BSD 
4.2, DOD, and VMS extensions. NOP C-386 is 
a full K&R C with both MS and ANSI exten
sions. It is 100% compatible with UNIX C and 
is substantially faster than the C which comes 
with UNIX. NOP Pascal-386 isa full ANSI/IEEE 
Pascal, with extensions from C and BSD 4.2 
Pascal. 

DOS versions (require Phar Lap Tools) $595 
VM versions (requireVMM and Tools) $695 
UNIX/XENIX versions . ... ... . ... ..$795 
Phar Lap Development Tools . .. ....$495 
Phar Lap Memory Manager (VMM) ...$295 

NDPWindows™ Library: $125, C Source: $250 
NOP HOOPS™ ................. . ... $575 
NOP Plot™ ..................... . .. $325 
NOP/FFT™NDP or80x87 version . .. ea. $250 
NOP to HALO '88 Graphics Interface $100 
NOP NAG™-The NAG Workstation library is 
a subset of the NAG mainframe libraries. It 
contains a library of 268 routines designed to 
solve differential equations and eigenvalue 
problems, perform matrix operations, fit curves , 
do statistics and regression analysis, generate 
random numbers, and compute special func
tions and integrals : $795, Weitek version : $995 

NEW! C++ 
NOP C++ is a Micro Way port of the UNIX C++ 
preprocessor version 1.2. It runs in protected 
mode under DOS, UNIX, or XENIX, and is ideal 
for writing numerics and graphics applications. 
The product comes with an example of how to 
support complex numbers in C++ . . ......$295 

Parallel Processing 
Micro Way's IBM compatible Monoputer, Quad
puter, Videoputer, and Linkputer boards work 
together using lnmos transputers to provide 
expandable, plug-in mainframe performance 
for your desktop PC. 

Monoputer™- Includes one T800 and up to 
16 meg of RAM for parallel code development. 
The 4 MWhetstones T800 makes it the ideal 
FORTRAN engine for cost-effective execu
tion of your mainframe programs .. . from $1295 

Quadputer™ - This board for the AT or 386 
can be purchased with 1 to 4 transputers and 
1 or 4 meg of memory per transputer. Two or 
more Quadputers can be linked together to 
build networks of up to 100 or more transputers 
providing mainframe power . . . from $1995 

Videoputer™ - The highest performance 
graphics card on the market. Uses a TBOO and 
Tl 34010 in conjunction with an 80 MHz Brook-
Tree DAC ...... . ... .... With one meg $4495 

Linkputer™- Links up to 8 boards to provide 
dynamic transputer topologies ...... .. . $1500 

Transputer Compilers and Utilities 
These parallel languages are designed for use 
with the Monoputer, Quadputer and Videoputer. 
Logical Systems Parallel C ........ $595 
3L Parallel C, FORTRAN, or Pascal .. $895 
TBUG - debugger for 3L ... ...... . $330 
Parsec Parallel C/static .. .......... CALL 
ParaSoft EXPRESS Package - Includes 
transputer communications libraries, parallel 
code development library, C source level debug
ger, and system performance monitor ... . $1500 
Helios PC/s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1250 
Nexis Windows File Server - Lets you run 
parallel applications under the Microsoft 
Windows environment .. ...... . ...... $495 
T800/NAG™ - Port of the complete NAG 
mainframe library. Contains 570 functions: $2750 
3ii78Asic;.; = '6~7 i6 '. t;ff MS ~;;;;;:;~!ibi~ 
compiler introduces numeric register vari
ables to produce the fastest 80x87 code on 
the market. For "floating-point and other 
complicated mathematical calculations , 
you 'll appreciate the extraordinary speed with 
which 387BASIC handles these processes". 
PC Magazine 10/31 /89 ...... ... . . .....$250 

NEW! Cyrix FasMath™ 
Cyrix CX83087 FasMath™ - Fastest BO-bit 
Intel compatible coprocessor. Performs transcen
dentals up to 3 times faster than the 80387. 
20MHz:$647 25MHz: $814 33 MHz:$994 

Weitek-Based Coprocessor Boards 

mW1167™ and mW3167™ coprocessor 
boards are built at MicroWay using Weitek 
components . Each includes an 80387 socket. 
mW1167-16 ...... . .. . ........... $695 
mW1167-20 ..... . ............. .. $895 
mW1167 Micro Channel-16/20 . . from $995 
mW3167 Micro Channel-25/33 . from $1795 
3167-20 .............. . . . ..... .. $995 
3167-25 ..... . ................. $1295 
3167-33 ..... . ...... ..... . . .... $1695 
mW3167/80387 Board . . . . . . . . .. $200 

Intel Coprocessors and RAM 
8087 ....... $84 8087-2 .. .. .. $1 20 
80287-8 ... $195 80287-10 .... $220 
80387-16 . . $330 80387-16SX .. $310 
80387-20 .. $375 80387-25 .... $460 
80C287A .. $280 80387-33 . ... $550 
287Turbo-20™This coprocessor board runs a 
specially qualified Intel CMOS 80287 at 20 
MHz regardless of the main CPU speed .. $450 
RAMpak™ - one or four meg 32-bit memory 
expansion module for Compaq Deskpro 386 
20/25. One meg .. $240, Four meg .. $700 

386 Your AT! 
NUMBER SMASHER-386™-A full-sized card . 
that replaces the 80286 microprocessor on your 
IBM AT or compatible motherboard with an 80386 
that runs at 25 MHz. It runs numerically intensive 
applications up to a factor of 60 times faster, while 
maintaining full hardware and software com
patibility when running all 386 applications. In
dudes sockets to optionally add up to 8 megabytes 
of 32-bit memory, an Intel 80387, Weitek, or Cyrix 
numeric coprocessor, and 64K or 256K of high 
speed cache memory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . from $1195 

12 MHz PC Accelerators 
SuperCACHE-28612 MHz .. . . . $399 
FastCACHE-286 12 MHz . ....... ... $299 

World Leader in PC Numerics Micro 
Corporate Headquarters: P.O. Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364 USA (508) 746-7341VVay 

32 High St., Kingston-Upon-Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466 
USA FAX 508-746-4678 Italy 02-74.90.749 Holland 40 836455 Germany 069-75-2023 
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

Slick three-dimensional 

looks, a hypertext 

help system, and a faster 

file system raise 

OS/2 to new heights 

Martin Heller 

Zaftig, for anyone not familiar 
with the word, is Yiddish for 
"pleasantly plump." And that is 
exactly how I describe OS/2 

1.2; it 's pretty, but it needs to go on a 
diet. 

OS/2 has always featured preemptive 
multitasking, protected-mode operation, 
multiple threads of execution, and a rich 
application programmer interface (API) . 
OS/2 1.0 operated in character mode , 
and OS/2 1.1 added a graphical user in
terface, the Presentation Manager (PM). 

OS/2 1.2 brings even more . There 's a 
new High Performance File System 
(HPFS) and a hypertext-based help sys
tem called the Information Presentation 
Facility (IPF). The PM has been en
hanced with the addition of new File, 
Desktop, and Print Managers . OS/2 1.2 
adds polish to the PM's appearance and 
to the System Editor. It also improves the 
DOS compatibility mode and adds some 
device drivers. Finally , certain system 
limits have been removed, and a file-typ
ing facility called Extended Attributes 
has been added. 

Installation 
I installed IBM OS/2 1.2 on an ALR 
FlexCache 20386 with 6 megabytes of 
RAM, two ESDI hard disk drives-one 
150 megabytes and the other 300 mega

OS/2 1.2: 

A Zaftig System 
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A bird 's-eye view ofsome new OS/2features: The three-dimensional look 
(notice how the scroll bar's arrow buttons stand out), hypertext help facility, and 
Desktop Manager. 

bytes-and a Video Seven VRAM VGA 
card. I had DOS 3.3 and OS/2 1.1 in
stalled previously , and I used Micro
soft's dual-boot utility to choose one or 
the other at boot time. 

Half an hour and seven disks later , I 
had a working OS/2 system. Just for the 
sake of science, I tried the new dual-boot 
utility . Instead of letting you choose 
OS/2 or DOS from a menu at boot time , 
the 1.2 dual-boot utility actually swaps 
the boot block and CONFIG.SYS and 
AUTOEXEC.BAT files on your hard 
disk with the saved files from the 
"other" system. This allows the machine 
to boot unattended and still lets you 
switch systems at will. Switching from 
OS/2 to DOS worked perfectly , but 
switching back to OS/2 was strangely un
reliable. I reinstalled OS/2 1.2 twice , but 

to no avail. Some experimentation re
vealed that my DOS disk cache (PC
Kwik) was giving the OS/2 boot utility 
fits . I wrote a little batch file to disable 
my disk cache before invoking the dual
boot program, and the process worked 
smoothly and reliably. 

At this point, however, I had not in
stalled HPFS. It took another morning ' s 
work to do this properly , and a few days 
of intermittent experimentation with the 
disk-caching parameters to fine-tune it. 
For anyone else trying to install both 
HPFS and dual boot , there are a few 
things to keep in mind . 

Most important , you must make your 
first partition a file allocation table 
(FAT) system so that DOS will recognize 
it. Don ' t bow to the temptation to install 

continued 
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OS/2 1.2 

Company 

IBM Corp. 

Old Orchard Rd. 

Armonk, NY 10504 

(914) 765-1900 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PS/2 , AT, or AT compatible with an 
80286 or 80386 processor, 4 megabytes 
of RAM , a hard disk drive, a graphics 
adapter, and a color or monochrome 
display 

Documentation 
Installation guide; advanced user 's 
manual; on-line command reference 

Price 
$340 

Inquiry 889. 

the OS/2 system on HPFS-DOS won't 
be able to boot that way. 

To enable HPFS, you must add a line 
of the form 

IFS=C: \ OS2 \ HPFS .IFS-C:512 

to your OS/2 CONFIG.SYS file . IFS 
stands for Installable File System, and 
HPFS is presently the only one. IBM ex
pects others to follow, both from IBM 
and third-party developers . The declara
tion above sets up HPFS as an installable 
file system and sets its write-behind 
cache to 512K bytes. While this may 
seem excessively large, my experiments 
proved that IBM's default, 64K bytes, 
was too small. 

You also need to add a line like 

RUN=C:\OS2 \ CACHE.EXE 

/ LAZY:ON 


This starts the background process that 
works the write-behind ("lazy") cache. 
With these two lines added to CON
FIG.SYS, you can reboot and have the 
HPFS loaded into memory. 

If your partitions are not as you want 
them, you need to use the new FDISKPM 
utility, which you can start easily from 
the Utilities group in the Desktop Man
ager. I consolidated my unused 32-mega
byte drive L through drive Q partitions 
into one large drive L partition so that I 
could test the performance of HPFS on a 
large partition. 

Finally , you can issue a command like 

FORMAT L: / FS :HPFS 
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to create the HPFS disk structures on 
drive L. FORMAT also modifies your 
IFS command in CONFIG.SYS so that 
HPFS automatically checks your HPFS 
volumes for integrity each time that you 
boot OS/2. 

Performance 
If that all sounds like a lot of work, well, 
it is. But it 's worth it. HPFS has many 
advantages over the old FAT file system. 
For starters , it's much faster : I did a 
series of benchmarks and found the 
HPFS was between 30 percent and 400 
percent faster than the FAT system on the 
same hardware . The worst-case perfor
mance was for very large files. Here, the 
cache did not help , but the HPFS still 
outperformed the FAT. The best perfor
mance was for small files : Here the 
cache algorithms in the HPFS worked 
wonders . In a test that wrote to and de
leted small fi les, the diagnostics could 
not even measure an elapsed time-the 
HPFS cache was smart enough never to 
write the files out to disk. 

My diagnostics show that, with HPFS 
loaded, I have only I megabyte of free 
memory out of 6 megabytes total . Pre
sumably, I could reduce my cache sizes 
to reduce the memory requirements. 
However, until OS/2 goes on a diet , I 
would expect HPFS to cause memory 
swapping on a machine with less than 4 
megabytes of RAM (or 5 megabytes on a 
development system), which would make 
it a net loss . 

HPFS also has less wasted space than 
the FAT system and is much less prone to 
file fragmentation . It also supports long 
filenames; you are not limited to horrid 
"XXXXXXXX.YYY" filenames on 
the HPFS. You can write files called 
THE-THIRD-REVISION-OF
MY-OS2-ARTICLE, if you like . In a 
future release, you ' ll be able to use 
names like "The Fourth Revision of the 
BYTE Review of OS/2 1.2 ," but em
bedded spaces and mixed-case filenames 
are taboo for now. If you use the File 
Manager, you won't ever have to type 
such a long name after you create it; you 
just double-click on the file, or drag the 
file onto the name or icon of the applica
tion that you want. 

OS/2 1.2's Graphical User Interface 
The OS/2 1.2 File Manager looks more 
like the Xerox Star than does even the 
Macintosh. The new catchphrase is " di
rect action," which is used to describe 
the ability to treat a visible entity (such as 
an icon or filename) as an object. You 
can make these objects interact in prede
fined ways by manipulating their graphi

cal representations with the mouse . 
OS/2 1.2 implements , to good effect, 

its version of direct action with two 
mouse buttons, rather than the Mac 's 
one. The left mouse button selects, and 
the right button acts . You can drag while 
pressing the left button to extend a selec
tion to include more objects . Once se
lected, you can drag and drop an object 
(or group of objects) to any sensible des
tination: A program icon causes that pro
gram to execute with the objects dropped 
onto it as command-line arguments, and 
other destinations behave just as intu
itively. The mouse pointer changes shape 
to a forbidding symbol whenever objects 
are dropped where they don ' t belong. 
The Control , Shift, and Alt keys modify 
the action of the mouse . Discontinuous 
selection of multiple files is done by 
pressing the Control key and then select
ing with the mouse . To select a range, 
you press the Shift key. Pressing the Alt 
key while you are dragging a file per
forms a move regardless of the destina
tion, while pressing the Control key per
forms a copy. 

All this pointing and dragging is much 
harder to describe than to use, and it is a 
great improvement over the File Man
ager shipped with OS/2 1.1. Mac users 
might miss the Trashcan, but pressing 
the Delete key deletes currently selected 
objects after you confirm the deletion for 
an incredulous dialog box that asks, "Do 
you really want to erase those files? " 

While it may seem like fluff, the new 
appearance of 1.2 is something to be
hold . Through creative use of shading, 
elements of OS/2 's new user interface 
have a convincing three-dimensional ap
pearance. Buttons, for instance, appear 
to sink into the background when they 
are pressed. A similar effect is delivered 
with more impact in the Open Software 
Foundation 's Motif interface (which is 
patterned after PM), but the three-di
mensional look makes Microsoft Win
dows look (literally) flat by comparison. 

The new File Manager displays a sin
gle directory tree and up to 32 directo
ries. You can switch the tree from disk to 
disk at will, although there is a slight de
lay as each disk directory tree is read . 
You can display each directory in a name 
view or an icon view, or as a split window 
with file details . You can also sort direc
tories by filename , type, creation date, 
modification date, or access date . The 
directory displays can include or exclude 
files , directories, programs, data, hid
den files, read-only files, and archive 
files . Directories can be zoomed or icon
ized, and the File Manager can arrange 

continued 



Seagate's ST1096 Family 

DISC DRIVES 

ven to the experi
enced observer, 
adisc drive is a 

technological marvel. With discs 
spinning at 60 revolutions per second, 
the mechanics involved are astound
ing. It takes acompany with aunique 
level of skill and experience to pro
duce drives in volume that perform 
reliably year after year. Acompany 
like Seagate. 

Our 3.5" ST1096 family is a 
great example of Seagate craftsman
ship. Featuring achoice of 42, 60 or 
83 formatted megabytes, these high 
performance (24 msec average access 
time) drives are ready for demanding 
PC and Apple®applications. The 
family offers ST412/MFM and SCSI 
interfaces for application flexibility. 
And they all feature a50,000 hour 
mean-time-between-failure rate. 

Like the artist who spends years 
perfecting his craft, Seagate has spent 
the past decade mastering the fine 
art of disc drives. For more informa
tion on our multi-faceted product 
line, contact your authorized Seagate 
distributor, or call Seagate directly at 
800-468-DISC, or 408-438-6550. 

&5'Seagate 

Apple is a regisicred trade mad: of Apple Computer, Inc. 
ScagatcandlhcSugatclogoan:registcredtradcmartsofSeagatcTechnology,lnc:. 
C i989Scaga1e Technology, lnc. 
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the directory and tree windows in tile or 
cascade style. You can view multiple di
rectory windows simultaneously and 
carry out actions on any visible file or di
rectory. 

Overall, I judge the File Manager de
sign, finally, to be worth using. In the 
inevitable comparison with the Macin
tosh Finder, OS/2 1.2's File Manager ac
quits itself honorably , whereas Finder 
simply left 1.1 's File Manager in the 
dust. And in the comparison with the 
many graphical and character-mode 
DOS shells, File Manager comes in near 
the head of the pack. 

The 1.2 on-line help system and tutori
al are nice, too. The IPF is particularly 
well done. Using it , any application can 
have context-sensitive , hypertext help 
bound to it and integrated seamlessly 
with the rest of OS/2 's help system. The 
IPF can do much more than OS/2 on-line 
help requires of it, and you can expect 
coming applications to make good use of 
this new functionality . One of the goals 
of PM is to make PCs easy to learn and 
use, and good help and good tutorials go 
a long way toward this goal. I wouldn't, 
however, suggest that a novice computer 

t eDOS 
compatibility box is not 
perfect, but it is much 
better than it has been. 

user start with OS/2 on hi.s or her PC . 
I was pleasantly surprised to find that 

you can start DOS applications from the 
File Manager and from desktops. The 
Managers recognize DOS applications 
and give them a special DOS icon. The 
Managers display custom icons for OS/2 
applications that have associated icon 
files. OS/2 programs without special 
icons get one of two generic OS/2 icons: 
A sharp-cornered rectangle for programs 
compatible with the PM , or a rounded 
rectangle for programs that run in their 
own screen group. 

How good is the DOS compatibility 
box? Not perfect, but much better than it 
has been. It doesn't deserve the "penalty 

box " moniker anymore-most of my 
DOS programs run fine in OS/2 1.2's 
DOS compatibility mode. The Norton 
Utilities are still a no-no, and very big 
programs (like CAD programs) won't fit 
into the 520K bytes of RAM that is avail
able. DOS extenders are out. Flight Sim
ulator comes up perfectly , however. An
other pleasant surprise is that DOS 
applications running in OS/2 l.2's DOS 
mode can use the HPFS. They can even 
run from an HPFS disk, but they can' t 
see long filenames or extended attri
butes . 

Naming Files: 
Win Some, Lose Some 
Many users have chafed at the limits of 
DOS's file-naming convention. When 
your directories fill up with hundreds of 
files with names like LETT316A .DOC , 
finding a specific file can become a chal
lenge. And when six different programs 
use the DOC extension to signify six in
compatible forl!lats , chaos can set in 
rather quickly. 

Long filenames solve most of the 
problem of identifying the data. Ex
tended attributes (EAs) provide the rest 
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of the solution. Unfortunately, the imple
mentation of these in OS/2 1.2 is imper
fect. Worse, there is little software to 
support them as yet. 

EAs are in hidden files as ASCII text 
strings. They work on the FAT system as 
well as on the HPFS, but long filenames 
work only on the HPFS. If you try to 
copy a long filename from HPFS to the 
FAT system, OS/2 gives you an error 
message and then lets you rename the 
file. Ifyou use DOS to copy a file that has 
EAs, the file will copy, but any EAs will 
be lost. A utility lets you turn EAs into 
files and vice versa, but it's a nightmare 
keeping track of EAs that you can't see. I 
found that the system becomes unboota
ble when EAs get corrupted. 

Promises, Promises 
As with all versions ofOS/2 to date, part 
of the story is what hasn't shipped. At 
this writing, the biggest omission is 
drivers: OS/2 1.2 has two disks carrying 
maybe a dozen drivers for video displays 
and printers. No driver for the Hewlett
Packard LaserJet family is included; nei
ther are Super VGA drivers. Screen 
drivers that worked under 1.1 don't work 

under 1.2 . So much for my 800- by 600
pixel PM screen. [Editor's note: IBM 
now has a BBS through which IBM OS/2 
users can download new drivers.] 

Support for mixed-case filenames is 
missing, too. However, it is promised 
real soon now, along with HP printer 
support, Extended Edition, the 32-bit 
OS/2, and the avalanche of "real " appli
cations for OS/2 PM . Some or all of these 
may be available by the time this article 
sees print. 

Is It Worth It? 

I handle OS/2 support calls in the Boston 

Computer Society's "Dial Help" pro

gram. The question I hear most often is, 

"Should I adopt OS/2?" Before the ad

vent of version 1.2 , the answer was sim

ple: If you're not a developer , it isn ' t 

worth it. 


Now I'm changing my tune: OS/2 1.2 
has enough good stuff and enough worth
while software waiting in the wings that 
I'd answer that question with a qualified 
"Yes." If you've got the resources, now 
is the time to look into OS/2, even if you 
don't develop any software. Don't throw 
away DOS-you'll still need it. If you 

need a good reason , consider multitask
ing: Most of the time, while writing this 
article , I was simultaneously uploading 
big files to BIX at 9600 bps-with no 
time-outs. You can't get that kind of per
formance with DESQview or Windows . 
At other times, I have gone even further , 
simultaneously compiling and linking 
20,000 lines of C code, downloading my 
BIX conferences, and editing new code. 

Ifyou're a DOS developer, you should 
consider working under OS/2-even if 
your target is still DOS. After you 've 
worked with OS/2 a while , you may find 
yourself wanting to target OS/2. The port 
from DOS to OS/2 is simpler than you 
might imagine, and along the way you ' ll 
discover bugs that have been lurking in 
the DOS version for years. OS/2 is still 
one of the nicest development platforms 
around. Judging from the improvements 
in version 1.2 , it ' s going to continue to 
get better. • 

Martin Heller develops software and 
writes about technical computer applica
tions. He lives in Andover, Massachu
setts. He can be reached on BIX as 
"mheller." 
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Whether you're a software developer writing new applications for 
the IBM or Mac, or a PC user securing proprietary data files, 
software and data pliotection has never had a brighter silver 
lining. For a number of very good reasons. 

Beginning with the 'whether-expert' Rainbow Technologies. 
And ending with its Software Sentinel family 0f hardware keys. 
Starring five models that fit virtually any software program or 
data file you need to protect. 

There's the best-selling Sentine!Pro for the IBM PC/XT/AT, PS/2 
and compatibles, and even the.Atari ST. Knowm worldwide for its 
virtually unbreakable security. And its ASIC technology. And its 
invisible operation. A close relation, the Sentinel-C stands at-the
ready for custom configurations and mU!tiple software packages. 

In the Apple market, security-minded Mac software developers 
turn to Eve. For completely transparent operation and world
class security of the protected software. Just by plugging Eve into 
tlie Mac ADB connector. 

PC usei; wanting a low cost, user-friendly solution to the prob.1 
!em of se<mring sensitive data can call on the DataSentry. Using 
a proprietary Rainbow algorithm or DES, the DataSentry 
encrypts data tiles on individual PCs, protects modem transmis
sions and secures data on local area networks. 

Rainbow's latest protection strategy is the Sentine!Shell-that 
lets users place a 'shell' around existing, 0ff-the-shelf programs. 
Because access can be limited to those issued a key, libraries, 
universities and corporations can very simply guard theii; 
s0ftware investments. 

Whatever your whether, Rainbow Technologies has the software 
and data protection products that make the difference. For more 
information, call 714-261-0228 in the U.S., or contact Rainbow 
Thchnologies Ltd. in the United Kingdom for the distributor 
nearest you. Whethercasters are stanc!lng by. 

• Runs under DOS, OS/2 

and Xenix •Algorithm 

technique (Never a fixed 

response) •Ext er nal 

parallel port installation 

•Minimal implementation 

effort •Higher level lan

guage interfaces included 

• 100 times faster than fixed

response devices (1 ms) 

·ASIC design for reliability 


•Protects multiple packages Senfine/-C™ 

with one device • 126 bytes 

ofnon-volatile memory pro

grammed before shipment 

of the software •Rainbow 

supplies a unique adapter 

for programming the unit 

•Higher level language 

interfaces included •Runs 

underr DOS, OS/2 and Xenix 

• E;;ternal parallel port 

installation 


• /i'or the Macintosh SE and Eve™ 

II • Complies with Apple 

Desktop Bus Int erface 

requirements • Rainbow

assigned developer pass

words to prevent tampering 

by other developers or 

sophisticated "hackers " • 7 

locks per key, usable indi

vidually or in combination, 

on one or up to seven appli

cations 


· Completely user-installable Data Sentry TM 

•Pocket-sized external 
device • Men(l-driven, user
friendly interface• Single- or 
multi-user security system 
•Audit trail, log-on fdenti
fiers and automatic encryp
tion /decryption of entire 
directories •Secures data 
transmitted by modems 
•Prevents recovery of data 
by utility programs 

• Runs under DOS on IBM 
PC s a'nd compatibles 
•Protects without requiring 
access to the source code 
• Completely transparent to 
the end user • User-friendly 
software • Pocket-size key 
attaches quickly to any 
standard PC parallel port 
•ASIC design for reliability 

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 


18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • (714) 261-0228 • TELEX: 386078 • FAX: (714) 261-0260 
Rainbow Technologies, Ltd., Shirley Lodge, 470 London Rd., Slough, Berkshire, SL3 8QY, U.K., Tel: 0753-41512, Fax: 0753-43610 

<!l 1989 Rainbow Technologies. All product names are trademarks of their respective manufacturers. 
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APPLICATION REVIEW 

Art in Motion 


Create moving desktop 
presentations with 
Autodesk's Animator 

Sue Rosenberg 

It's a paint program. It's an anima
tion program. It turns your VGA 
display into a silent alternative to 
Saturday morning TV . It's Auto

desk' s Animator 1.0, a special-effects
filled desktop video program for the 
IBM PC and compatibles. Combining 
Animator's image-processing tools with 
its five types of animation techniques, 
you can generate complex animations (or 
flies) in very little time and with very lit
tle effort. 

Animator requires an IBM PC or com
patible 80x86-based computer with an 8
MHz or higher clock speed, 640K bytes 
of RAM, a IO-megabyte hard disk drive, 
a VGA display, and a Microsoft-compat
ible mouse or Summagraphics digitizing 
tablet. The program runs most efficient
ly on an 80386-based computer. 

If you have a spare 2 or 3 megabytes of 
memory for a RAM disk, Animator can 
use that space for its workfiles, speeding 
up some buffer swapping operations and 
animation playback, but not to any dra
matic extent. In one case that I timed, the 
RAM disk configuration saved 10 sec
onds of a 150-second color rendering op
eration. I tested the program on both a 
12.5-MHz AT clone with a Paradise 
VGA board and Logitech mouse and a 
PS/2 Model 50 with a Microsoft Mouse . 

Included in the Animator software are 
the Animator program to create and dis
play flies and images, and two conver
sion programs: One for Amiga, Atari 
ST, Macintosh, and Targa image and 

(OPAQUg)f• ...i Gf;':ADl · 
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Animator's polymorphic tweening automates the changes from one shape to another. 

animation files, and the other for Auto
CAD and similar vector graphics files . 
There ' s a public domain animation play
er that you can distribute freely with your 
own flies . Also contained in the $299 
package are a reference manual, tutorial 
manual, sample flies and images on disk, 
and a videotape demonstration to inspire 
you . 

Like a Paint Program, 
Only Different 
Animator has the typical paint program 
tools-draw, line, box, and circle-that 
draw freehand lines , straight lines, rect
angles, and circles . The circles , how
ever, are not round; Animator uses the 
320- by 200-pixel VGA graphics mode, 
but it doesn't correct for the 8-to-5 aspect 
ratio . If you want to draw a circle, you 
can use the oval tool. The word oval 
sounds like a normal, everyday shape, 

but to Animator, this shape-like some 
of the program's other shapes (e .g., pet
al, polygon, regular polygon, shape, spi
ral, star, and spline curve)-is known as 
a "tweenable." 

Tweenables behave just like ordinary 
shapes in a single picture or frame, but 
they spring to life in animation. You 
draw the starting and ending tweenable 
shapes, specify the number of frames in 
the animation, and Animator's polymor
phic tweening supplies the magic kiss 
that smoothly transforms a frog into a 
handsome prince. Or a petal into a star. 
(I've tried several times to turn a frog 
into a prince, but my frogs always end up 
looking like a Matt Groening rabbit.) 

Other drawing tools apply color in dif
ferent patterns. You can choose to paint 
whole areas of the screen with the se
lected ink, or you can paint a border 

continued 
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ART IN MOTION 


Autodesk Animator 1.0 

Company 
Autodesk 
2320 Marinship Way 
Sausalito, CA 94965 
(800) 525-2763 

Hardware Needed 
An 8-MHz or faster IBM 80286- or 
80386-based PC with a VGA card and 
compatible monitor, 640K bytes of RAM, 
a 10-megabyte hard disk drive, and 
a Microsoft-compatible mouse or 
Summagraphics digitizing tablet 

Documentation 
Reference manual; tutorial manual ; quick
start card; videotape (VHS) demonstration 

Price 
$299 

Inquiry 887. 

around an object. The Move tool, inde
pendent of ink and brush settings, re
arranges an image within the drawing 
screen. The Separate tool replaces one 
color with another, or switches a single 
color with a cluster of colors. 

Multiplying the effect of the drawing 
tools are the ink options. There are 26 
ink types. Some apply the active color 
solidly or translucently and some apply it 
in a gradient. Others act on the screen 
colors to blend, increase contrast, dark
en, lighten, or mix up colors . The Tile 
option applies the contents of one image 
buffer in a tile pattern . The Scrape option 
reveals the contents of another image 
buffer beneath the current screen. 

If you are familiar with other paint 
programs, you'll find that they are of lit
tle help in guiding you through Anima
tor's environment. Unlike most paint 
programs, you don't see the full set of 
icons and paints on the screen. In fact, 
you don't see any icons; almost every
thing has a name. The closest thing to an 
icon is a double arrow-like the play but
ton on a VCR-which you click on to play 
an animation . 

Animator's main screen has three sec
tions: A menu bar across the top, the 
Home panel across the bottom, and the 
visible portion of drawing area between 
the two. The menu bar and Home panel 
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hide the rest of the drawing board. You 
can draw over the Home panel, and what 
you don't see is what you get. However, 
you can display the whole screen by 
clicking the right mouse button on the 
visible part of the drawing. You can also 
move any panel up or down by clicking 
on the panel name and dragging its out
line . You can't move the menu bar, and if 
you try to draw over the bar, you'll pull 
down a menu instead. You have to display 
the full screen, hiding the tools and 
menus, to draw in the menu bar region. 

Many things hide in the Home panel. 
Only six of the 22 drawing tools are visi
ble. Through a series of mouse-clicks, 
you can select a visible tool, access any of 
the 16 hidden tools, or get a brief de
scription of the way a tool works. Some 
tools also have options that control color, 
shape, and range of effect. 

Spilling a Little Ink 
Similarly, only six of the 26 ink types ap
pear in the Home panel. You access the 
ink types panel just as you do the drawing 
tools panel. Two options that are com
mon to many ink types are ink strength 
and dithering . 

You can access all 256 VGA color reg
isters, but it's not possible to see them all 
on the Home panel. Four color displays 
are on the panel: the currently selected 
color , a seven-color mini-palette, a mul
ticolored cluster used by the gradient 
inks, and the key color. Screen and buf
fer areas in the key color are considered 
to be transparent when one image over
lays another. The key color is also an 
eraser . When the key color button is 
turned off, the key color is opaque. 

Animator can do wondrous things 
with color, depending on settings and 
menu choices in the palette panel. It will 
squeeze up to 21,000 colors into one 256
color palette . It can maintain menus in 
visible colors when palette colors have 
been altered . And it will find the best 
color fit for the existing scre~n colors 
when the colors in the existing screen 
color registers are changed. You can 
change the color in any register to any of 
the 262, 144 possibilities. 

Color cycling is one of Animator's 
five types of animation . You can select 
Cycle Draw from the Palette menu to 
cycle through the current cluster, and 
then duplicate the drawing over several 
frames and animate by shifting the clus
ter colors one register per frame . This 
type of animation can produce a marquee 
effect-similar to what's on TV weather 
maps to show a cold front moving down 
from Canada. 

Although the Brush tool is not exactly 

hidden, it's not very visible on the Home 
panel. Initially, it's only l pixel large, a 
mere black dot more likely to be brushed 
off as a speck of dirt than as an important 
tool. But you can toggle between 1 pixel 
and a larger setting of up to 11 pixels. 
You can't change the shape of the brush; 
however, tools and inks influence the 
kind of line that the brush draws. 

Even with all its image-processing 
features, including menu-selectable spe
cial effects, you could use Animator only 
as a paint program. But that would be 
like using a spreadsheet as an adding ma
chine. People do it, but that doesn' t even 
begin to use the program's capabilities. 

The great power of Animator comes 
from the way it automates actions over 
time. Typically, you determine a start
ing point and an endpoint, as with the 
tweenable shapes, or a path, a motion, a 
color gradient, or all of these. You deter
mine the length of time, in frames, dur
ing which the action occurs, then you let 
Animator take over the hard part of cal
culating and rendering all the steps . 

In addition to polymorphic tweening 
and color cycling, Animator performs 
titling animation, scrolling text in any 
direction , character by character or pixel 
by pixel. For "eel" animation, the tradi
tional frame-by-frame drawing, Anima
tor supplies guides to help you position 
frame-to-frame changes. But the one I 
like best, which produces the maximum 
effect for the minimum amount of work, 
is optical effects . You can rotate a two
dimensional element around thex, y, or z 
axis , independently or proportionally 
shrink or enlarge the x and y dimensions, 
move on a straight line, move along a 
path, combine all actions, and apply the 
combined action to a single eel, a tweena
ble shape, or even an existing animation. 

The Animated Reviewer 
After I faithfully completed all the exer
cises in the tutorial, I felt confident 
enough to try my own thing. I wasn't go
ing to draw something from scratch-not 
if I wanted the result to look good. Ani
mator stores a single-frame picture GIF, 
so I started with a GIF, downloaded from 
BIX, of a countryside landscape of bal
loons ready for launch. My plan was to 
isolate one balloon from the crowd, draw 
a freehand path to waft the balloon 
across the sky, shrink the image as it 
moved higher and higher, and merge the 
resulting flic with a skyline; at the end, 
the fading balloon would slip behind one 
of the skyscrapers. 

The first step was to load the picture 
file and clip out one balloon. The Get 
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When we putour minds to designing the next 

generation ofpointing devices, we started with our 

hands. It turns out that thumbs 

have over twice the muscle 

and agility ofother 

fingers-which only 

go up and down. 

We tested dozens ofprototypes. None beat the 

. design that is now TrackMan. A trim 4.25"x5.25;' fully 

equipped with a low-inertia, lightweight ball (placed 

under the thumb), three buttons (under the fingers), 

and room to rest the hand. 

TrackMan is smart too: adjustable from 50 to over 

15,000 d.p.i. resolution (default at 300); on-the-fly 

ballistic driver; lots ofbuilt-in menus to speed up 

popular keyboard based applications. Even a shell 

for Lotus 1-2-3:" 

Simple to install, this stationary mouse is compatible 

• with all other top-selling mice. TrackMan is guar

anteed to work with any application on a 256K IBM 

(or compatible) personal computer. Price? $149,* 


complete with Satisfaction Guarantee, and 


7-Days-A-Week Product Support. 


For further information call: 

Ext. 342 

In California: (800) 552-8885 

In Canada: (415) 795-8500 


In Europe: ++41-21-869-9656 


~~ 
~~~ 
lOGIHCH 

'Serial version. Bus version is $169. "'1 ·2 ·3 iso trademark of Lotus Corp. 
TracJt.Mon is a trademorli of Logitech, Inc. 
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Wejustblewthelid offBASIC. 


We didrit just unveil our revolutionary 
new Microsoft®BASIC Professional Development 
System-we unleashed it. 

Because this BASIC comes loaded with 
enough power to produce the smallest,fastest, 
slickest BASIC programs you've ever imagined. 

In less time than you've ever dreamed 
To make sure you make history; we made 

history with the first totally integrated BASIC 
ISAM ever to grace a PC. Which makes this the 
first truly efficient system for turning out BASIC 
database applications. 

Pluswe addedextramemorycapacityto our 
famous Microsoft QuickBASIC* environment to 
create an editing/debugging/compiling phenome
non called Microsoft QuickBASIC Extended From 
now on, you can fly through 64-0K DOS and 64K 

string space barrierswithout any clumsyhit-and
miss kludging to get larger BASIC applications. 

Whafs more, this high-speed,low-stress en
vironment includes Microsoft's 
instant compiler, to give you 
the smooth convenience of an 
interpreter with the lightning 
executables of a compiler. 

Foracopyofour compli
mentary white paper,"BASIC .._____ 
Breakthroughs;' give us a call at (800) 426-9400. 

Or pick up new Microsoft BASIC now. 
And have a blast. 

Aficlosofl® 

Making it all make sense~ 

'Microsoft BASIC Professional Development System is the new memberof the Microsoft BASIC fami ly, which includes the award-winning Microsoft QuickBASIC version 4.5. Customers inside the 50 United States, call (800) 
426·9400. In Canada, cal l (416) 673-7638. Outside the U.S.A. and Canada. call !206) 882·8661. ©1990 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. Microsoft, the Microsoft logo, MS, MS·DOS and CodeView are registered 
trademarks and Making it all makesense is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Borland and Turbo Pascal are registered trademarks of Borland Internat ional, Inc. 







APPLICATION R EVIEW 

IBM's Current is a 

PIM with many features 
but little depth 

Lamont Wood 

You would expect that any soft
ware from IBM would have to 
be memorable . Current 1.00, a 
$395 personal information 

manager (PIM) running under Microsoft 
Windows, is certainly that. 

Current is an astonishing grab bag of 
desk-accessory-style functionality . Pic
torial, numeric , and text databases ; 
appointment calendars; telephone dial
ers ; address lists ; form letter generators; 
and hypertext-you name it, and it's 
probably there . You can invoke this func
tionality with a few mouse-clicks . 

The downside is that Current's func
tionality is wide but not deep, and you 
have to work Current's way or not at all. 
For most users, this might be just fine-a 
simple-to-use package that lets you im
mediately computerize most of your of
fice work. Depending on how you use 
your computer, Current may be either 
the answer to your prayers or too simplis
tic to merit a second glance. 

I ran Current on a 16-MHz Club 
American 386 with 3 megabytes of 
RAM, Hercules monochrome graphics , 
and a 30-millisecond, 40-megabyte hard 
disk drive running Windows/386 2.11. 
Although a mouse is not required, I used 
one for this review. 

The Current World 
With Current, you organize data around 
categories, which are broken down into 
items and fields. If you rendered your 
business card collection as a category , 

Jack of All Trades 
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Current organizes a variety of information for you. 

each card would be an item, and a field 
would be an individual entry from that 
card , such as the name or phone number. 

You relate items in separate categories 
to each other through connections. Ifyou 
have a "to-do" list category, you can set 
up connections between the people you 
need to contact and their entries in your 
business card category . Then , while 
looking at an item in one category, you 
can call up any connected items in the 
other category. Suddenly , you have a 
crude form of hypertext (computerized 
footnotes). 

Meanwhile, your categories are pre
sented in six formatted views: report, 
list, book, calendar, Gantt chart, and 
connection diagram. Report and list are 
listings of the items in a category , with 
the list view being limited to two fields 
per item. The book view shows the infor
mation as a too-cute graphical represen

tation of an open address book. The cal
endar is just that, and the Gantt chart is 
the graphical representation of any 
scheduling data in the category. The con
nection diagram shows the connections 
in force, although the underlying cate
gory items can also be brought to the sur
face. (A seventh view, the detail win
dow, shows the contents of an individual 
category item.) 

Before items in a category are present
ed in a view, you can run them through a 
filter. They can also be filtered on the 
basis of the connections in force. 

All interactions take place through di
alog boxes, where you input text in a 
field , or point and shoot at a choice in a 
list. The views appear in their own pop
up windows, and you can stack one win
dow atop another as you follow more 
connections. Ifyou don 't have Windows, 
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JACK OF ALL TRADES 

you can still run Current, since Current 
includes a single application environment 
version of Windows . But with Windows, 
you can take advantage of the Windows 
clipboard, which lets you import text and 
graphics from other programs. (Aside 
from a mainframe terminal emulator , 
Current is the only IBM software offered 
under Windows.) 

Categories and Connections 
Current supplies the building blocks for 
creating your own categories in the form 
of field types . Each item in a category is 
made up of a selection of fields, and each 
field can be one of 13 different types. 
There is the usual text, time, date, nu
meric, and currency formats that you 
would expect from most database pro
grams. But from there things get interest
ing. (Current, incidentally, cleverly in
terprets your input to the data fields, so 
that it knows the exact date if you type 
"Thursday" or even "two weeks from 
Thursday.") 

An image format lets you load any 
graphical image imported via the Win
dows clipboard into an image field , in ef
fect creating an image database. 

A field can also be set equal to a cell in 
Microsoft Excel, the Windows-based 
spreadsheet. The contents of the field 
will change as the cell changes. Simi
larly, a calculation field derives its nu
meric contents from other fields using a 
formula that you specify. 

You can set up a field as a set of radio 
buttons (i.e., fixed options that you de
fine, of which only one can be "set"), or 
as a check box (to indicate a yes or no sta
tus). A data-file format lets you set the 
field equal to a data file of another Win
dows program, and an attempt to view 
the field invokes that program in a new 
window. 

You can use the special telephone 
number format in conjunction with Cur
rent's automatic dialer, assuming you 
have a Hayes-compatible modem. An
other special field can represent the con
tents of a canned form letter. 

So, if you were a real-estate agent, you 
could set up a "properties" category. 
The image format could contain pictures 
of the houses you carry. A text field 
could carry your comments. Currency 
fields could carry pricing information, 
summed in a calculation field. Check 
boxes could indicate whether or not a 
house has central heating. With a wider 
range of options , you would use radio 
buttons to show, for instance, whether 
the roof is wood shingle, composition 
shingle, metal, or tile. And you can do 
all this with a few mouse-clicks. 
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C urrent 
supplies the building 

blocks for creating your 
own categories. 

Provided that you also keep a category 
of prospects, you would want to keep 
track of who has looked at what house. 
To accomplish this, you can define con
nections that state relationships between 
an item in one category and an item in 
another . In this particular case, you 
would define-by invoking the correct 
command and filling in the blanks pre
sented by various dialog boxes-two con
nections: "Houses-Visited By-Pros
pects" and "Prospects-Who Visited
Houses." In other words, each connec
tion is two category names connected by 
a verbal phrase. 

Using other dialog boxes where you 
again select category items from lists, 
you can connect the houses that clients 
have visited with the potential buyers. 
Then, any time you call up the detail 
view of a particular item, Current lists 
the connection associated with it at the 
bottom of the window. Clicking on an 
entry in this list will bring up a window 
showing the connected items in the other 
category-the visitors to this house, for 
instance. Then you can call up the detail 
view for each visitor. From that screen, 
you could examine the detail views of any 
other houses that person has visited-go
ing in circles if you like, piling window 
upon window . Or you can fol low the trail 
of any other connections associated with 
that person. 

Connections need not be assigned 
manually~an automatic connection as
signer will use rules that you specify. 
For instance, you can connect all houses 
with tile roofs to prospect Joe Kiln, be
cause you know that's what he wants. 
You can apply the rule to existing catego
ries and then leave it in force so it's auto
matically applied to new entries. 

Viewing Filtered Data 
Connections are especially useful when 
it comes time to look at your data-to list 
the items in a category. You can, in this 
case, list only the houses that a certain 
prospect visits , or the prospects who 
visited a certain house. After the items 
are listed, you can call up the detail 

screen of individual items and start fol
lowing the connection trail. 

But what if you want to see all houses 
within a certain price range and within a 
certain ZIP code? To create such an ad 
hoc display, you can use filters . A filter 
can involve up to four criteria concerning 
the contents of selected fields in the cate
gory. The kind of criteria that you can 
use are preset and depend on the field's 
format. With a currency or numeric 
field, you can filter for fields equal to, 
not equal to, greater than, or less than a 
given value. For a date field, you can fil
ter for items that are on, before, or after a 
given date. For text fields, you can filter 
for items that contain, do not contain, or 
are equal to a given text string. Each 
field format works a different way. In 
this example, you'd use three criteria: 
one for the ZIP code and two (greater 
than and less than) for the price range. 

When it comes to actually looking at 
the contents of a category, the report 
view is the most interesting. You can 
choose not only which fields will appear 
and in what order, but also which of four 
previously installed fonts will be used for 
that field and for the labels at the top of 
the page. 

You can also have the report show the 
sum and average of selected fields. This 
immediately gives you a flexible flat-file 
database, since the calculation takes 
place after the filtering. Therefore, in a 
travel expense category, you could see 
the sum of all items that involved New 
York and took place in October. The 
views can also be printed out, although 
the book view is simply a listing of the 
fields and does not include the graphical 
booklet representation. 

After defining just the view you want 
with various filters and display options, 
you can name and save it under an icon, 
·to be summoned again with a mouse
click. You can also tag a particular view 
for later reference in the tagged-views 
windows, but the list is not stored on disk 
for later use. 

Extra Functions 
One of the field formats is the contents of 
a form letter. The letter can be defined as 
the contents of other fields in that cate
gory (e .g., name, address, salutation, 
and any other applicable field's contents 
that you have defined) plus the body text 
that you write . Current includes a basic 
word processor and spelling checker. 
You can send a letter to everyone in a 
category or to individuals , and Current 
can log the creation of each letter for later 
reference. 
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Rack &Desk 

PC/AT Chassis 

Integrand's new Chassis/ System is not 
another IBM mechanical and electrical 
clone. An entirely fresh packaging design 
approach has been taken using modular 
construction. At present, over 40 optional 
stock modules allow you to customize our 
standard chassis to nearly any requirement. 
Integrand offers high quality, advanced 
design hardware along with applications 
and technical support a// at prices competi
tive with imports. Why settle for less? 

Accepts PC, XT, AT Motherboards 
and Passive Backplanes 
Doesn't Look Like IBM 
Rugged, Modular Construction 
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling 
Optional Card Cage Fan 
Designed to meet FCC 

204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized 
145W & 85W also available 

Reasonably Priced 

~ow
~a~le 
~ 
Backplanes 

Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices: 
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291 

209/651-1203
TELEX 5106012830 (INTEGRAND UD) 


FAX 209/651-1353 

We accept Bank Americard/VISA and MasterCard 

IBM. PC. XT, AT trademarks of International Business Machines. 


Drives and computer boards not included. 
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JACK OF ALL TRADES 

Current 1.00 

Company 
IBM Desktop Software 
472 Wheelers Farms Rd. 
Milford, CT 06460 
(800) 472-7699 ext. 294 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PC, AT, PS/2, or compatible with 
640K bytes of RAM, a 20-megabyte hard 
disk drive, a 3112-inch or a high-density 
5V4 -inch floppy disk drive, and a graphics 
display compatible with Microsoft 
Windows 

Software Needed 
DOS 3.3 or higher 

Documentation 
User's guide; installation guide; quick
start and reference manual; application 
guide; Microsoft Windows guide 

Price 
$395 

Inquiry 888. 

The calendar breaks your day down 
into 5-minute intervals , or you can look 
at things on a daily , weekly , or monthly 
basis. As you log appointments, the cal
endar charts graphically how much of 
the day is booked and shows overcom
mitments. In addition , Current will beep 
you 5 minutes (or whatever interval you 
set) before a scheduled appointment. You 
can enter information into the comment 
field of each appointment and then con
nect the information to items in other 
categories. 

Anytime you use the phone number 
field and automatic dialing, you can log 
in the time of the call and other informa
tion that you care to record . You can also 
log in incoming calls using a special 
menu command and pop-up window. 

Ifyou have a category with at least two 
dates per item (which can represent a 
start and end date of something) , you can 
represent that category as a Gantt chart. 
Scheduling software often employs Gantt 
charts, but all scheduling here has to be 
manual-the Gantt chart is purely a dis
play option. Another function lets you 
write an outline (presumably of some 
project) and connect each line to some 
category item-a sort of basic hypertext. 

A Thin Coat of Everything 
The designers of Current chose speed 
over data capacity. To ensure respon
siveness , a category can only have 2000 
items. More important, there can be only 
27 connections employed in a category. 
If you want to probe a hard disk full of 

data with hundreds of keywords, Current 
is not for you . 

The "2000 and 27 limit" might not 
seem onerous to most users , however, 
and it does indeed result in speed. Cur
rent sorted a category with more than 
1700 items (about lOOK bytes) on four 
filter items in about 12 seconds. (How
ever, it took about 10 minutes to import 
that file from ASCII .) To do a simple 
sort of the file (from a report window) by 
field took only a couple of seconds. 

Current comes with context-sensitive 
help screens to coach you through every 
dialog box and has a thorough tutorial. 

Current's word processor hardly im
proves on Windows' own notepad facil
ity. (However, the form-letter text is ac
cessible by the clipboard, so you can 
move it easily to a real word processor.) 
The report view can serve as a flat-file 
database, but it's limited to sorting, add
ing , and averaging the data-forget so
phisticated trend analysis . The provision 
for a calculation field does not make 
Current a spreadsheet , since a calcula
tion field cannot use the contents of an
other calculation field . 

The idea of an image database be
comes less intriguing when you learn that 
you have to load each image separately 
through the Windows clipboard. I also 
found clicking all the connections in dia
log boxes to be tedious, and the limit of 
27 connections began to seem merciful. 
You can load data from the clipboard, but 
only one field at a time. You can import 
raw data from DIF, dBASE, and ASCII 
files , but the system's rigidities get in the 
way . For instance, each item has to have 
a "name" field . My dBASE financial 
transaction file did not have unique 
names for each transaction, so I refor
m~tted it to assign an ID number to each 
one. Current imported the ID numbers 
as text (names have to be text , it turns 
out), and so , after sorting, the items were 
ranked 1, 10, 100, 1001, 1002, and so 
forth. 

But you can ' t be all things to all users . 
Current is aimed at the person who needs 
to do many things superficially-a midc 
die-level manager, for instance, who pri
marily oversees other individuals . (In 
fact, the tutorial examples concentrate on 
projects and the assigning of tasks to 
people.) If that description fits your job, 
then Current may be for you. Otherwise, 
you had better look for specialized 
software. • 

Lamont Wood is a computer journalist , 
desktop publisher, and data broker living 
in San Antonio, Texas. You can reach him 
on BIX as "lwood. " 



25 Cartridges in One!™
172 fonts and 20 symbol 
sets in one cartridge. 

Not that long ago printing 
with more than one font 
seemed like it took 40 days 
and 40 nights. You had to wait 
to download soft fonts. Or you 
had to switch any number of 
cartridges in and out looking 
for the right font. 

Then along came Pacific 
Data Products. Now you have 
fast and easy, yet economical 
access to more high-quality 
fonts and symbols than ever 
before. And there's also in
creased symbol set support 
including international symbols, 
currency and diacritical marks. 

25 Cartridges in One! is ideal 
for almost any type of applica
tion-like word processing, 
presentation graphics, and 
spreadsheet publishing. With 
19 printer drivers included, 
there's increased support for 
most of the popular software 
packages. 

Now that it's loaded with 172 fonts and 20 symbol sets, 
go ahead-print up astorm. 

25 Cartridges in One! is fully 
compatible with the HP Laser
Jet Series II, IID, and the new 
HP LaserJet IIP. 

For the dealer that carries 25 
Cartridges in One! in your area, 
call Pacific Data Products at 
(619) 552-0880. 

Pacific Data ProductsPACIFIC Plug into Power 
DATA PRODUCTS 

9125 Rehco Road, San Diego, CA 92121 	 25 Cartridges in One! is a trademark of Pacific Data Products, Inc. All 
other company and product names are trademarks of the company or 

(619) 552-0880, Fax: (619) 552-0889 	 manufacturer respectively. © 1989 Pacific Data Products, Inc. 
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1. 45 Day "Risk Free" Money-Back Guarantee"Best Buy.." Special! 
2. Two Year System Warranty386SX Only! $995 3. Unlim,ited Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support 

Complete with Intel 's 80386SX- 16MHz CPU, !MB 4. Replacement Parts Air Expressed To You FREE! 
RAM, choice of l .2MB or l .44MB floppy , paral 5. Fastest Delivery In The Industrylel & serial ports, I: I interleave controller 
and enhanced IOI-Key Keyboard 	 6. Ownership Made Easy With Flexible Purchase Programs 
(See below). 7. Hea~ing And Speech Impaired TDD Service 

When PC Magazine searched for words to 

descriDe Arma, they chose... 


hnpressive! Performance! Our Favorite! 


Complete 286 Business Package 
Only $1,295 

FREE Surge Protector and Printer Stand 
ACMA's 286/12with Intel 's 80286/12MHz CPU  New Enhanced 
AT CHIPSet  AMI BIOS  Owail state  page mode interl eaving 
- 512K RAM expandable lo 8MB - 80287 math coprocessor 
support - ROM based setup  shadow RAM - 1.2MB or 1.44MB 
floppy drive - 20MB hard drive - dual hard/floppy controller 
- parallel and serial ports - eight expansion slots - 200Watt UL 
approved power supply - enhanced 101 -key keyboard -
monochrome monitor and vdeo card - Panasonic 1180 printer 
(192138 cps)  6' parallel printer cable  ten diskettes  computer 
paper- User's Guide and 'Easyview" stand-MS-DOS,PC -DOS, 
OS/2, Unix, Xenix and Novell compatible. Upgracle with EGA 
or VGA displays and/or larger hard drives and printers. 

386SX Color-VGA Package 
Only $2,245 

FREE Surge Protector and Printer Stand 
ACMA's 386SX with Intel's 80386SX-16MHz CPU-AMI BIOS 
New Enhanced AT CHIPSet - Owait state - page mode inter
leaving  1MB RAM -80387SX math coprocessor support -eight 
expansion slots - 200watt UL approved power supply -
40MB/28ms hard drive - a 1.2MB or 1.44MB floppy drive -
parallel and serial ports - enhanced 101 -key keyboard - 16-bit 
VGA card and VGA color monitor with tilVswivel stand -
Panasonic 1191 printer (240/48 cps) - 6' parallel printer cable 
ten diskettes - computer paper - Use(s Guide and "Easyview" 
stand  MS-DOS, PC-DOS,OS/2, Unix, Xenix and Novell com
patible. Uprgrade with various video options and/or larger hard 
drives and printers. , 

Complete ~86/20 Power Package 
Only $2,750 

FREE Surge Protector and Printer Stand 
ACMPl.s 386120 with Intel's 80386120MHz CPU · AMI BIOS · 0 
wail stale · page mode interleaving · 1MB RAM expandable to 
16MB · 80387 math coprocessor socket · built-in ROM ba sed 
setup · 1.2MB or 1.44MB flop11f drive · 65MB (28ms) hard drive 
· 1:1 interleaved hardfflop11f controller · parallel, serial and game 
ports · eight expansion slots · 200 watt UL approved power 
supply · enhanced 101-key keyboard · 16 bit VGA card · Color 
VGA monitor · Panasonic 1124 (24 pin NLQ) printer · 6' parallel 
printer cable · ten diskettes · computer paper · User's Guide and 
"Easyview" stand · MS·DOS, PC·DOS, OS 2, Unix, Xenix and 
Novell compatible. Upgrade with hard drives, tape backups and/or 

ACMA286/12 A'.CMA 386SX ACMA386/20 ACMA386/25 
Desktop Svstem Executive Svstem Professional S11stem Business S11stem 

Only $775 Only $995 Only $1,395 Only $1,795 
- 45 Day Money-Back Guarantee! - 45 Day Money-Back Guarantee! - 45 Day Money-Back Guaranteel - 45 Day Money-Back Guarantee! 
- Intel 80286-t2CPU runn ing at - Intel 80386SX-t6MHz CPU - Intel 80386-20CPU running at - Intel 80386-25 CPU running at 

61t 2MHz (keyboard switchable) 618/t6120MHz 618/t6125MHz- Chips &Technologies "NEAT' 
- Chips &Technologies "NEAT' CHIPSet,and AMI BIOS - AMI BIOS - AMl810S 

CHIPSet,andAMI BIOS - lMB 32-bit high-speed RAM - tMB 32-bit high·speed RAM, - Cache Upgrades:32K or 64K 
- 5t2K RAM,expandable to 8MBon - owait state with page mode expandable to t6MB cache options available 

system board inteneave architecture - Owait state & page mode - tMB 32·bit high-speed RAM, 
- 0waitstate &page mode - Shadow RAM for system &video interleaved architecture expandable to t6MB 

interleaved architecture BIOSrelocalion - Shadow RAM for lightning-last - Owa!t state &page mode 
- 384K Shadow RAM w/tMB option - Suppons EMS/LIM4.0 system &video BIOS relocation interleaved architecture 
- Eight expansion slots - Suppons 80387SX malh - Supports EMS/LIM 4.0 - Sha~ow RAM for lightning·last 
- 200WUL,CSA &TUY approved coprocessor - Supports 80287, 80387 and system &video BIOS relocation 

powersupply(t t0/220V) - Seven expansion slots Weitek math coprocessors - SupROrtS EMS/LIM 4.0 
- Supports EMS/LIM 4.0 - 200W UL approved power supply - Eight expansion slots offer - SupROrtS 80287, 80387 and 
- Supports 80287 math coprocessor _ ROM·based setup tremendousegrowth Weit~k math coprocessors 

- t .2MB or t .44MB lloppy drive - t .2MB or t .44MB l!oppy drive - 200W UL,CSA &TUY approved - Eigh\ expansion slots offer 
power supply (t t01220V) trem~ndous growth

- High perlormance t :1interleaved _ t :t interleaved dual hard/lloppy 
dual hard/floppy disk controller drive controller - Built-in ROM based setup - 200W UL,CSA &TUY approved 

- 1.2MB or t .44MB floppy drive power supply (t t0/220V)
- Parallel, serial&game pons - Parallel, serial&game pons 

- High perlormance t :t interleaved - Buill·inROM based setup
- Clock calendar w/battery back-up - Clock/calendar w/ battery back-up 

dual hard/floppy drive controller - 1.2MBor 1.44MB floppydrive 
- Enhanced tOt-keykeyboard - Enhanced tot-key keyboard 

- Parallel, serial &game ports - High perlormance t :t interleaved 
- User'sGuide &"Easyview" stand - user'sGuide &"Easyview" stand dual hard/floppy drive controller 
- MS/PC-DOS, OS/2, Unix, Xenix - MS/PC-DOS,OS/2, Unix, Xenix 

- Clock calendar w/battery back·up 
- Parallel, serial &game ports- Enhanced tOt -key keyboardand Novell compatible. and Novell compatible 


- User's Guide &"Easyview" stand 
 - Clock calendar w/battery back-up
- Choice ol Mini or Standard case - Choice of Mini or Standard case 

(Venical case $t75) (Venical case $175) - MS;PC-DOS,0$/2, Unix, Xenix - Enhanced t01-keykeyboard 
and Novell compatible. - User'sGuide &"Easyview· stand 

- Standard case (Vertical case $t 75) - MS/PC-DOS, OS/2,Unix, Xenix 
- 2year warranty - 2year warranty 

~~:nS::l Mono EGA VGA w~ho;:,~/a/ leases start at $40/mth.• and Novell compatible. 

40MBl28ms $t,259 $t,559 $t,659 ""''""'" Mono EGA VGA 


- 2year warranty 
Commercial teases start st $56/mth.• - Standard case (Vertical case $t75)

65MBl2Bms $t,399 $t,699 $t ,799 65MB/28ms $t,695 $t ,995 $2,095 
w:~:ds Mono EGA VGA - 2year warranty121JMBl28ms $2,095 $2,395 $2,495-

~Video Only $89 Open 7 Days A Week! 
Combos 	 Now, for a limited 

time, get PFS: FirstShip Free!" 	 800-456-1818 
Choice for $89 

NEC 3D Monitor, & AT! Video Card With when you purchase Hearing &Speech Impaired TDDB00-456-8901 
Mon- Fri 7am to 6pm, Sat - Sun 9amto 3pm PST 

Hyundai Color VGA Monitor &Acma VGA puter. You save al-
Mouse tPC Mag. Ed1ors Choce 6189) $890 any Ac ma com

~ A ··a IES1COMPUTERS.
Video Card $458 most 60% off the 
Hyundai EGA Monnor & Acma EGAVideo regular retail value ~ cm ~ printers. 
Card $4t9 of $1491 t t7 Fourier Ave., Fremont,CA 94539 (4t5) 438-4400 (415) 438-4408 Fax 

We accept Visa. Mastercard (no surcharge). American Express. C.0.0. via certitied check, qualified P.0.'s, money orders, wire trans!ers. and personal checks (allow 7days to dear). Cash, dleck or wire transfer f)'epayments gel 1%discourrt. Add 3% for shippi'lg and hancling ($3 
min.), or 4% for second day air on systems. ln California aclf 7% sales tax. Call for shipping cosls lor Mi ~tary addressed (APO/FPO), or 11 outside the continental United States. 45 day money back guaran1ee OOes not incl.Ide monitors, accessories, return shipping and haOOliig. 
S~are, accessories. Prilters. monitors and shipping are not refun:table. Replacement parts are cross-shipped via 2n:t day air at #cma's expense with an approved AMA. Customers assume all responsibl ities :ind costs lor relUming defec1Ne parts 10 N:.ma. We are not responstile 
10< errors in lypography or photography, and reserve the right lo subsl~ule equivalent. or better. parts. Prices and spec~icatbns are subje~ to change w~hout notice, and all brand names are registered trademalks of thei" respective companies. 'Two year system warranty -1st year 
parts and labor, 2nd year labor. Prodix:ts not made by Aana ate covered by !he manufac!JJrets warranty. Commercial leasi"lg is for qual~led businesses only, and the amount listed is based on a36 mOfllh, zero OOwn,$1 buy-0ut tease on ba$ic conliguratkms. ··Free shipping a 
V(jeo Combos is by UPS g1ound, and covers the m~nitor and videocardwtieo purchasedseperalelylrom anyolherproduds. Circle 9 Oil Reader Service Card 

286/16 

w~~~~~& Mono EGA VGA 
40MB/28ms $t ,459 $t,759 $t,859 
81JMBl28ms $t,699 $t,999 $2,099 

Commercial leases start at $72/mlh. •65MB/28ms $2,099 $2399 $2,499 

~. : 
t'f~ F"1NU.;..-iiot 
,anl(!cii"'.•cm 120MBl2Bms $2,499 $2,799 $2,899 ~~:&;':;l Mono EGA VGA 

6SMB/28ms $2,399 $2,699 $2,799 
120MB/28ms $2,799 $3,099 $3, t99 

'" ' 



APPLICATION REVIEW 

Fast and Easy 
CAD on the Mac 

Origins is a fast, 
easy-to-use 2-D and 3-D 

competitor to AutoCAD 

Don Crabb 

It's tough to keep track of the explo
sion of programs in the Macintosh 
CAD market. Programs that handle 
two-dimensional mechanical and 

electrical drawings lit up the market
place during 1988 . The biggest PC CAD 
programs , AutoCAD and VersaCAD , 
were released as Mac programs. Major 
vendors, such as Claris (ClarisCAD), 
even jumped into the fray, taking on 
smaller companies ' products, such as 
MacDraft, Pegasys , PowerDraw, MGM
Station, and Dreams. Three-dimension
al visualization programs, such as Mini
CAD and SpaceEdit, were also released 
for the Mac. Even basic 3-D solids-mod
eling programs, such as Mac3D, found 
eager audiences. 

Origins 1.0, from Deltasoft, is a new 
entry into this crowded Mac CAD mar
ket. It boasts the 2-D drafting prowess of 
AutoCAD and VersaCAD plus easy-lo
use 3-D surface-modeling capabilities. 
Additionally , Origins' basic 2-D draft
ing functions are in a league with Claris
CAD 's first-rate ease of learning and 
use. To make it an even more attractive 
package, Deltasoft sells the color version 
of Origins for only $595. 

One thing Origins is not, however, is a 
true solids modeler. Although it does 
3-D surface modeling and can integrate 
wire-frame, surface, and solid geometry 
together in any drawing, it lacks a solids 
modeler 's geometric and construction 
orientation. Deltasoft expects to remedy 
this soon with an extension program 

Origins can integrate wire-frame and solid geometry in a drawing. 

called Origins Solids. You 'II be able to 
access solids directly from Origins , so it 
will be fully integrated with Origins' 
surface-modeling features . 

Origins lets an engineer, drafter, ar
chitect , or designer manipulate lines, 
points , and geometric primitives to pro
duce precision drawings representing 
things as diverse as building floor plans, 
electrical system drawings , and mechan
ical systems. 

The program includes the necessary 
tools for you to produce exact wire-frame 
and surface-model drawings. Origins 
does not include a numerical control in
terface , so you can't control machine 
tools , robots, or other mechanical equip
ment directly. 

With Origins, full-time engineering 
professionals have the sophisticated 
CAD tools needed to draw the compo
nents and systems that others build . Un

like AutoCAD and VersaCAD, Origins 
is accessible to the casual user . Besides 
being easy to learn and use, Origins is 
less expensive than its immediate compe
tition. It is priced far below AutoCAD 
($2995) and VersaCAD ($1995). It even 
beats ClarisCAD's $795 price. 

Drawing on Origins 
Unlike AutoCAD, which is clearly a port 
of the PC version and retains that ver
sion's difficult interface, or VersaCAD , 
which adopts a minimalist interface ap
proach (and suffers from Mac interface 
lapses of its own), Origins was designed 
from the ground up for the Mac. In fact, 
Origins will even run on a Mac 512KE 
and Mac Plus, something that VersaCAD 
and AutoCAD can't do. 

When you fire up Origins, you will 
quickly get a display that automatically 

continued 
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REVIEW 

FAST AND EASY CAD ON THE MAC 

Origins 1.0 

Company 
Deltasoft, Inc. 
P.O. Box 550B9 
Tulsa, OK 74155 
(91B) 250-5594 

Hardware Needed 
Mac 512KE, Plus, SE, SE/30, 11 , ll x, llcx, 
or llci with two BOOK-byte floppy disk 
drives or one BOOK-byte floppy disk 
drive and one hard disk drive; a math 
coprocessor is recommended 

Documentation 
User's guide; reference card; quick
reference guide 

Price 
$595 

Inquiry 889. 

sizes itself to take advantage of all your 
screen real estate. On my 19-inch Super
Mac color monitor, Origins filled the 
screen from side to side and top to bottom 
with its menu bar, tool palettes, and four 
view drawing windows (e.g., top , bot
tom, side, and orthographic/perspective 
views) . 

The Origins menu bar contains the 
usual File and Edit items, plus Specifi
cations, Design, Precision , Font, Style/ 
Size, and Help. On-line help is particu
larly strong, and a separate HyperCard 
learning stack augments it. 

To create a new drawing, you just go to 
the File menu and select the submenu 
" Create a New Design." Then you start 
using Origins' built-in palette of lines, 2
D and 3-D objects (e.g., rectangles, cir
cles, ovals, triangles, cylinders , cubes, 
pyramids, polygons , arcs, Bezier 
splines, strings, and 3-D surfaces), and 
symbols to construct your design . You 
convert 2-D drawings into 3-D surfaces 
using the extrude tool. All the geometric 
primitives allow composition attributes, 
such as hol low-shel I, sol id-parallel 
frame , or solid, so you can flesh out 
these objects to look the way your design 
requires. I put together a simple 2-D 
drawing of a house in about an hour, 
without even pulling the shrink wrap off 
the manual. 

Once you've created your drawing, 
you can then spruce it up so that it goes 
from being a simple affair to a real draft
ing image. You can automatically calcu
late and display your object's dimen
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sions, annotate sections, and rescale 
everything in either English or metric 
measurements. 

Editing and modifying drawings are 
also a snap with Origins' combined point 
and object orientation. Object orienta
tion, similar to the object orientation of 
more familiar Mac drawing programs, 
lets you move individual objects around 
on the screen, relative to all the other 
objects you 've created. Point orienta
tion , on the other hand , is one of Origins' 
big claims to fame. With point orienta
tion , you can select a cluster of points or a 
single point to be modified within an 
object. I don't know of any other Mac 
CAD program with this useful editing 
feature. 

Like other Mac CAD programs, Ori
gins has a full set of editing and basic 
2-D geometric functions. You can trans
late, rotate, resize, skew, tilt, fillet (and 
inverse-fillet), extrude, mirror, dupli
cate, zoom, pan, chamfer, and flip your 
drawings and parts of them. Since you 
can also specify precise geometric parts 
with Origins , it 's easy to find intersec
tions, centers, percentages, and other lo
cations within a complex geometric 
drawing. 

Origins supports all the industry-stan
dard paper sizes for plotting and print
ing , plus many other custom sizes that 
you can define . You can select any line 
widths you like, along with customized 
fill and crosshatching patterns. You can 
also plot up to 256 layers in a single 
drawing so that you can use Origins for 
electronic CAD; however, it does not 
come with the special electronics symbol 
libraries needed for PC board or VLSI 
design, nor does it include VLSI cell 
geometric and optimization functions . 

Origins will print to practically any 
Mac-compatible printer and most Mac
compatible plotters, including my Hew
lett-Packard 7442 eight-pen flatbed 
plotter. 

When you 
fire up Origins, you get 

a display that 
automatically sizes itself 
to take advantage ofall 
your screen real estate. 

3-DProwess 
Although Origins can't do true solids 
modeling, it does integrate wire-frame, 
surface, and solid geometry in a unified 
database representation. The program 
also supports math coprocessors for 
making these unified calculations. Ori
gins' 3-D surface-modeling capabilities 
let you create and render both wire
frame and shaded 3-D surface models. 
To make these renderings more realistic, 
Origins removes hidden lines auto
matically. 

Solids modeling takes into account the 
properties or characteristics of the solids 
it has modeled, so that data such as mass, 
center of gravity, and surface tension can 
be evaluated. In other words, solids 
modeling tries to deal with the world in 
real terms . On the other hand, 3-D visu
alization techniques do not. You can 
make a 2-D or 3-D wire frame appear as 
a solid model using 3-D visualization 
techniques ; you can then move the object 
around in space to get a better idea of 
how it should be microdesigned. The dif
ference is that 3-D visualization tech
niques don ' t process any information 
about the properties of the solids you 
have rendered , so you don't know the 
mass or center of gravity for a particular 
object you ' ve created on the screen. 

A separate 3-D viewing mode, where 
you can't edit the renderings, lets you 
view vector, raster , or PICT2 3-D files. 
Like 2-D designs created within Origins, 
such 3-D views allow for real-time rota
tion, panning, and zooming. You can 
even do cutaway, transparency , and per
spective calculations that let you effec
tively "fly" about within a 3-D surface 
model and examine it from different 
viewpoints. This capability comes in 
handy for architectural CAD, where you 
need to validate interior designs. 

The biggest problem with Origins ' 3
D solids viewing is the time it takes to so
lidify a wire-frame drawing. My simple 
house drawing, which contained fewer 
than 300 primitives, took almost 30 min
utes to render as a solid. Once rendered , 
it was easy to zoom, pan, and manipulate 
the view, but that rendering time made 
the process far from interactive. 

A more complicated drawing of the 
space shuttle Columbia (which I im
ported into Origins using the Claris 
Graphics File Translator , since Origins' 
optional file translator was unavailable at 
press time) was even more problematic 
when rendered as a solid. It took more 
than 4 hours to turn a wire frame into a 
partial wire-frame, partial cutaway solid 
rendering. This drawing was composed 

continued 



FOR SALE: DRAWING BOARD, I-SQUARE,

DRAFTING PENS•••BARELY USED. 
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It's time to consider computer
aided design and drafting 
(CADD). Join over 200,000 
users who create better draw
ings faster with Generic CADD. 
From simple floor plans to 
detailed engineering draw
ings, there's a Generic CADD Generic CADD. 


then revisions are just a "stretch;' 
II II II II V move or copy away. 1ou 
can enhance your image w hile 
saving time with this precision 
drawing tool. 

Powerful PC CADD starts 
at under $200. Order either 
Generic Software program now 

solution to all your draw- Abetter way to draw. and you'll receive FREE a copy
ing needs. of the book, "Converting to 
Get started quick with The CADD Starter Kit. CADD-A Beginner's Guide to Computer-Aided 
Computerized drawing is easier than you think. Design'.' Just note on your registration card that 
Create your own drawings and designs in just hours you saw this offer~ 
using the Starter Kit's step-by-step tutorials, sample It's a real bargain. See your local software 
drawings and pre-drawn design symbols. dealer to buy the right Generic CADD product for 
Draw like a pro with CADD Level 3. Draw you. Or call us at 800-228-3601, ext. 703 (U.S. 
blueprints, floor plans and schematics just once .. . and Canada) for the dealer nearest you. 

©1990 Generic Software, Inc. Generic 1191 1 North Creek Parkway SouthGeneric 
Software is o Trademark of Generic Software, Bothell , WA 98011

0 f T W AInc.* Offer good through Moy 31, 1990 in 800-228-3601 ext. 703 
FAX 206-483-6969 the U.S. ona Canada only. ~J AN AUTODESKCOMPANY 
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FAST AND EASY CAD ON THE MAC 

URX™ 
Fault Tolerant 

MicroframeTM 

==== 

• "Hot Pluggable" 
Peripherals 

• Zero Down Time 
• Mirrored Hard Disks 
• Up to 128 Ports 
• 2.4 GB ytes, 33 MHz 

CALL TOLL FREE: 
1-800-229-4220 

THIRDCoAST 
TECHNOLOGIES,INC. 
Home Office: 
2 19 North Milwaukee Street 
Mil waukee, WI 53202 
(4 14) 272-4220 FAX: (414) 272-1 338 
Marketing and Sales Office: 
2 10 I Webster Street 
Oakland, California 946 12 
(415) 446-7888 FAX (4 15) 446-7887 
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N/A ~ not applicable. 

of over 2000 primitives, so it's a fairly 
complicated design . 

Despite the poor speed of its 3-D so
lidification, Origins is fast. Deltasoft 
claims that its generally good perfor
mance is because Origins is written in 
68000 assembler code. Indeed, Origins 
was faster than AutoCAD, VersaCAD , 
ClarisCAD, Dreams, and most other 2-D 
CAD programs I tried. To give you some 
idea about Origins' speed, I timed sev
eral functions using the Columbia draw
ing (before it was made solid) and com
pared those to the same timed functions 
in AutoCAD and VersaCAD . The results 
of these benchmarks are shown in the 
table . By and large, Origins was faster 
than either program at every timed task . 

Compatibility and Glitches 
Origins saves files in its own format , and 
it uses Clipboard, PICT, and PICT2 files 
directly . It can ' t, however, read IGES, 
DXF , FEA, CAM, or other CAD format 
files directly. Deltasoft sells a file trans
lation program to overcome this file 
compatibility problem, but it wasn ' t 
available when I wrote this review . In 
contrast, AutoCAD and VersaCAD can 
both read and write to IGES files , which 
have become a sort of industry standard 
in CAD file interchange. 

The program is quite slow on anything 
less than a Mac II-class machine (includ
ing the SE/30) , and you 'II really miss not 
having color capabilities for rendering 
different layers and objects . Origins 
works best on an 8-bit color Mac II , Ilx, 
Ilcx, or Ilci , with a large-format high
resolution RGB monitor. 

I ran into several annoying glitches 
while testing Origins; most of these oc
curred while using the Columbia draw
ing. The program would freeze, the cur-

Origins proved notably faster than AutoCAD and VersaCAD working with a 
drawing ofthe space shuttle Columbia. (Times are in seconds.) 

Open file Save file Redraw Zoom window Pan left 
(50 percent) to right 
and redraw 

Origins 6 1.2 1.8 2 .5 1.9 

AutoCAD 49 2.3 2.5 3 .3 3.0 

VersaCAD 20 6.7 4.8 5.0 N/A 

Notes: All benchmark resulls are lhe average of 10 l imings and were made using a hall solid. half wi re·lrame drawing of 
lhe space shull le Columbia. originally rendered in AuloCAD and saved in IGES and PICT2 formals. All lhree packages 
were lested on a Mac II wilh B megabyles of RAM, a 40-megabyte Apple internal hard disk drive, a 180·megabyte 
Jasmine external hard disk drive, a SuperMac high-resolut ion 19-inch color monitor, a SuperMac Spectrum/8 NuBus 
video card , Syslem 6.0.3/Finder 6.1, no MultiFinder, no RAM cache, and minimal fonts. cdevs, and INITs. 

sor would die , the screen manager would 
get trashed, and the drawing window 
would go blank or the entire screen 
would break up , requiring a hard reboot. 

After spending almost a week trying 
to get help from Deltasoft ' s technical
support line , the company finally got 
back to me with a fix. Under Multi
Finder, you can ' t use the program with 
the default memory size (1024K bytes) . 
Increasing the MultiFinder region to 
2048K bytes fixed those problems . Dur
ing benchmark testing, though , I did not 
use MultiFinder. 

I also ran into several other annoying 
little quirks that mostly involved screen 
redraws jerking along. Deltasoft did not 
have any fixes for these quirks, except to 
say that a bug fix release would be avail
able sometime this year once the Solids 
program has been released . 

If you need direct compatibility with 
IBM PC CAD programs , then you'll be 
better off buying either of the much more 
expensive AutoCAD and VersaCAD pro
grams. Even the most accurate file trans
lation programs will lose some of your 
geometric database when you translate 
from these formats to Origins. If you 
don ' t need IBM PC CAD compatibility 
and want an easy-to-use and powerful 2
D CAD and 3-D surface modeler, then 
Origins is quite a buy. If the promise of 
Origins Solids is fulfilled, you could put 
together a full-fledged 3-D solids-mod
eling system on your Mac for well under 
$1000 . That's quite a feat. • 

Don Crabb is the director oflaboratories 
and a senior lecturer for the University 
of Chicago department of computer sci
ence. He is also a contributing editor for 
BYTE. He can be reached on BIX as 
"decrabb." 
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Enter the picture ... the Bay Tech H-Series 
Multiport Controllers-stand-alone multiplexers 
that connect one host computer lo as many as 
23 peripheral devices. By cascading, the number 
of devices you can connect is practically unlimi
ted. Full duplex transmission of asynchronous 
data is provided at speeds up to 38,400 bps. 
These intelligent multiports will operate with 
any RS-232C seri_al computer or peripheral 
device. (Optional RS-422A). 

The H-Series models have been used ex
tensively in each of these areas: 

Courtesy Honeywell Protection 
Services. 

Courtesy Siemens life Support Systems. 

• industrial robotics-control environments, 
where multiple numerical or assembly-line 
machines can be centrally controlled 

Courtesy ford Motor Company. 

• data exchange among point-of-sale devices, 
through which a myriad of business equipment 

~~:"'''from ooe ooms~ 


Courtesy Hugin Sweda. 

fd1x MODES OF 
~MUlTIPlEXING 

To meet individual needs, these flexible, 
multifunctional devices are easily tailored by 
selecting one of six modes of multiplexing: time
division, port expansion/sharing, and four modes 
of buffered message multiplexing. In a typical 
application, the host port may be connected to a 
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computer and the peripheral ports may be con
nected to such devices as: bar code readers, cash 
registers, fire alarms, numerical machines, 
modems, plotters, printers, security systems, 
and terminals (see illus.). 

fDI RODUCT 
I!]SUPPORT 

Bay Tech offers unlimited hotline technical 
support before and after you purchase a unit. 
Designed and manufactured in the USA, the reli
able H-Series is UL- and CSA-listed and fully 
covered,by a one-year warranty. 

So put yourself into the picture . .. call us 
today to learn about the many ways the H-Series 
Multiplexer-Controllers can benefit your 
business. 

BayTech 
Bay Technical Associates, Inc. 
Data Communications Products Division 
200 N. Second Street, P. 0 . Box 387 
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520 USA 
FAX: 601-467-4551 
Phone: 601-467-8231 or toll-free 

800-523-2702 
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Introducing ~V:-0~ft()() With AccuSaver™soft- protection in a smaller package. 
Accupower.® . '-(\, ware, everything's saved And there's an Accupower 
The first com- 42('1 and restored automati- designed to protect your entry
plete UPS protectio;n~~~......~ cally-even if you're not level PC, your networks, file 
designed to fit on ~very desk- there. Thanks to a tech- servers, all the way up to engi
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With Accupower, you get com- actually To see how easy it is to pro
plete protection from the spikes, get more tect your little ones-and all the 
surges and brownouts that hap- I' _ I'. -_..-.- time and data you've put into 
pen dozens of times a year. And - .. - them-see your Emerson dis-
if the power ever fails, you'll get I- tributor today. Or call us at 
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Reviewer's 

Notebook 


Reviewer 's Notebook is a 
compilation ofbrief reviews and 
updates to previously published 
evaluations. BYTE will publish 
Reviewer 's Notebook each month 
as space permits. 

Where Were You When the Lights Went Out? 

T he slings and arrows of outrageous 
(or nonexistent) AC line power make 

a backup power supply a necessity if you 
use a computer for more than a few hours 
a day . With the heavy-duty batteries and 
electronics needed to keep a fully loaded 
PC running , most backup power supplies 
are big, heavy, expensive, and ugly. 

Emerson Electric, a venerable name in 
electrical appliances, has taken a differ
ent approach to backup power supplies. 
Its AccuCard fits inside your system unit. 

AccuCard's battery measures 1 ~by 3 
by 1Ya inches and plugs into the side of a 
half-length PC add-in card . This makes 
for an odd, side-heavy arrangement that 
nonetheless is a perfect fit for the right
most (next to the power supply) expan
sion slots in most standard PC cases . 

Installation was easy. I just unplugged 
the power connections to my system's 
motherboard , plugged them into the Ac
cuCard, and used a patch cord to connect 
the AccuCard to the power connections. 

A battery this small simply doesn ' t 
have the capacity to keep a fully packed 
system powered up for a long period of 
time , so Emerson does things different
ly. Included with AccuCard is Accu
Saver, a memory-resident program that 
takes up a paltry 8K bytes of RAM. If the 
AC line power to your system fails for 
more than 1 second , AccuSaver kicks in 
and saves an image of your machine 's 
state (registers , RAM contents, and so 
on) to disk . It then shuts down the sys
tem. The whole process usually takes 
less than 15 seconds, depending on how 
large your system 's memory (and how 
fast your hard disk drive) is . 

When the AC power returns, the Ac
cuSaver software restores your system to 
where it was when the lights went out. It 
works flawlessly . My AT clone has a 
board in every slot. Even though Accu
Card is rated at 86 watts , it had no prob
lems when I unplugged my system's 

power cord. When I plugged the cord 
back in, I was quickly returned to where 
I'd been. If you ' re worried about data se
curity, AccuSaver ' s setup software gives 
you the option of password access before 
it restores the system . 

At $249 , AccuCard costs about half as 
much as a standard back up power sup
ply , and its autosave feature offers dis
tinct advantages over the usual manual 
method of saving data and shutting down 
a system during a power fa ilure . But Ac
cuCard is not a magic answer to power 
glitches, nor does it claim to be . It does 
not have built-in surge suppression. (But 
because it floats full-time on the DC 
lines, it does act as a buffer between the 
motherboard and the power supply.) 

Since AccuCard is designed for a sin-

Th e Emerson 
AccuCardfits 
inside your PC 
and provides 
backup power. 

gle user, you still need a standard backup 
supply for a file server or a multiuser sys
tem. But AccuCard is inexpensive and 
easy to install, and it does what it claims. 
And if you ' ve ever lost a day (or more) of 
work to a power failure, you know that 
$249 is a reasonable investment for peace 
ofmind .-Stan Miastkowski 

AccuCard 
Emerson Electric Co. 
Computer Power Division 
3300 South Standard St. 
P.O. Box 1679 
Santa Ana, CA 92702 
(714) 545-5581 
$249 
Inquiry 854. 

A Disassembler for the Curious 


P rofessional programmers have long 
relied on disassemblers to unravel 

machine language instructions and view 
generic assembly language. But simple 
disassemblers, like Microsoft's Code-

View , won't help you examine the result 
of a program's I/O calls, the invocation 
of operating-system functions , or com
plex jumping or branching sequences. 

continued 
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Enter Dis-Doc Professional , a stand
alone disassembler that quickly takes 
apart complete programs . Dis-Doc rec
ognizes .EXE, .COM, and device-driver 
files, and it includes a utility to unpack 
LINK-compressed .EXE files. Dis-Doc 
names branch labels with a letter and a 
hexadecimal label address , so the labels 
are in numerical order and easy to find. 

I had some trouble with the installation 
program hanging my system; the instal
lation software crashed if I denied it per
mission to change my AUTOEXEC .BAT 
file . But once it was installed, Dis-Doc 
loaded and ran without any problems . To 
start, I used something simple : the stan
dard MS-DOS TREE.COM program. 
Dis-Doc disassembled the file in its in
teractive window. Here, I used cursor 
keys or my Microsoft Mouse to move the 
cursor about and look at the code that 
Dis-Doc generated. Since the program 
recognized TREE.COM as a .COM file , 
it knew what registers the file would con
tain and commented the source code ac

cordingly . For example, a PUSH BP 
early on in the code was commented to 
; Save the argument pointer. 

Dis-Doc paused at times to disassem
ble more of the file as I scrolled. While 
annoying for a small file , it lets Dis-Doc 
disassemble even the largest executable 
files without running out of memory. 

After viewing the file , I saved the as
sembly output as a file . I was impressed 
that the program assembled without any 
trouble or editing. The convenient Edit 
menu let me add labels and change data 
types. If the assembler had incorrectly 
marked a listing area as data, I could eas
ily rename it as program code (or vice 
versa) . Also, if Dis-Doc marked a range 
of data as code, I could use the Data 
Block choice in the Edit menu to change 
the designation to initialized data. 

The package is designed to review 
small sections of existing code, rather 
than to completely reengineer existing 
applications. Nevertheless , Dis-Doc pro
vides strong support for disassembling 

BIOS code. In fact , I wonder if Dis-Doc 
uses canned information to recognize 
common BIOS sets , as it appeared to 
more clearly comment and more accu
rately analyze BIOS code. Unfortunate
ly , this disassembly was noticeably 
slower than the disassembly of a file, pre
sumably because of the size of the BIOS. 

Overall, Dis-Doc is a good tool for the 
curious. It isn't powerful enough to com
pletely disassemble many applications, 
but it can be great for studying existing 
programs . Those interested in exactly 
how their BIOS works will find it useful 
in disassembling the ROM programs. 

-Michael Blaszczak 

Dis-Doc Professional 
RJ Swantek, Inc. 
178 Brookside Rd . 
Newington, CT 06111 
(203) 953-0236 
$195 
Inquiry 855. 

Flat Color Display Brightens Macs 


C olorPage 15 from E-Machines pro
vides a 15-inch, flat-screen display 

and impressive color for Mac users who 
might otherwise settle for Apple ' s 13
inch color monitor. Obvious ColorPage 
benefits are its 768- by 576-pixel resolu
tion (versus Apple ' s 640 by 480 pixels) 
and its larger format-a full page, com
pared to the three-quarter-page Apple 
display. But the $2095 price may be high 
enough to make Mac users think twice 
before choosing the ColorPage. 

The monitor and video board display 
256 out of 16. 7 million possible colors. 
The monitor's noninterlaced refresh rate 
is 67 Hz, with a horizontal scan rate of 
41.6 kHz . Dot density totals 72 dots per 
inch, while dot pitch is rated at 0.31 mil
limeter. The monitor provides a 32-bit
wide data path . ColorPage rests on its 
own tilt/swivel stand and ships with a 
video board and cable. A utilities disk in
cludes brightness and contrast controls 
that you can access through the Mac's 
Control Panel. Like other NuBus boards, 
the video board slips easily into place, so 
monitor setup is quick and uneventful. 

If you're new to flat-screen monitors , 
allow yourself time to adjust to an FTM 
(flat tension mask) display before passing 
judgment on image quality. Our eyes 
have learned to ignore distortions caused 
by traditional monitors, which bow out in 
the middle. When I first fired up the flat 
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ColorPage, the screen looked positively 
concave. My eyes remained convinced of 
this illusion even after I slid a ruler along 
the screen, proving the glass was flat. 
After a couple hours, my eyes no longer 
registered the distortion. Instead, they 
reeled at traditional monitors' ungainly 
images , which now looked inflated, like 
people in carnival mirrors . 

The Zenith-made FTM screen and 
antireflection coating produce rich, 
warm colors. E-Machines redesigned the 
electronics for the Mac . I ran the Color
Page and the 13-inch Apple monitor side
by-side on a Mac Ilci, which enabled me 
to split color images between the two 
screens. I compared PixelPaint Profes
sional files and found that hues blended 
together more smoothly and lines looked 
crisper and better defined on the Color
Page. Colors on the Apple were blotchy, 
with sharp contrast between similar 
tones . In addition, blues tended toward 
green and browns flared to red on the 
Apple. ColorPage colors appeared truer. 

When I displayed Aldus PageMaker 
text files , the ColorPage showed some 
flaws. Clearly defined letters in the 
screen's center became blurred when I 
moved them to the screen's edges . How
ever, except for this border distortion, 
the ColorPage's color and sharpness out
matched its competitor's. 

The ColorPage is over twice the price 

£-Machine's Color Page monitor for the 
Mac provides glare-free images and rich 
colors. 

of Apple's 13-inch monitor , but E-Ma
chines believes the better resolution and 
full-screen display will encourage Mac 
users to pay the difference for precision 
in designing overhead presentations and 
reports. Many Mac users, I suspect , will 
consider The ColorPage a well-designed 
but expensive luxury.-Alan loch• 

ColorPage 15 
E-Machines, Inc. 
9305 Southwest Gemini Dr. 
Beaverton, OR 97005 
(503) 646-6699 
$2095 
Inquiry 856. 
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After centuries of practice,
mankind perfects engineering

calculations: MathCAD. 
Announcing MathCAD 2.5: 
The Dawn ofa New Age. 

What the historians will call it, 
only time will tell . 

Perhaps the Century ofSpeed, or 
the Era ofEase. But whatever the 
name, this is the age ofMathCAD 2.5, 
the only math package that looks 
and works the way you think. 

M athCAD 2.5 inclttdes 3-D pkJtting, HPGL sketch 
impqrt, and PostScript 011tp11t. 

MathCAD is far and away the 
best-selling math package in the 
world. Because it lets you perform 
engineering and scientific calcula
tions in a way that's faster, more 
natural and less error-prone than 
the way you're doing them now
whether you're using a scratch pad, 
calculator, spreadsheet or program 
that you wrote yourself. 

And now we've made the best 
even better. MathCAD 2.5 is a dra
matically improved version that in
cludes three-dimensional plotting, 
enhanced numerical analysis, and 
the ability to import HPGL files 
from most popular CAD programs, 
including AutoCAD."' And now you 
can print on PostScript"' compatible 
printers. 

And like before_ MathCAD's live 
document interface"' lets you enter 

£J>IGINEEl\~c~ 
fl.cNP..\SSP.. 

equations anywhere on the screen, 
add text to support your work, and 
graph the results. Then print your 
analysis in presentation-quality 
documents . 

It has over UO commonly used 
functions built right in, for handling 
equations and formulas, as well as 
exponentials, differentials, cubic 
splines, FFTs and matrices. 

No matter what kind ofmath you 
do, MathCAD 2. 5 has a solution 
for you. In fact, it 's used by over 
60,000 engineers and scientists, 
including electrical, industrial, and 
mechanical engineers, physicists, 
biologists, and economists . .------i 

But don't take our word 
for it; just ask the experts. 
PC Magazine recently 
described MathCAD as 
" everything you have ever 
dreamed ofin a mathemat
ical toolbox." 

And for Macintosh"' 

Marchl4, 
1989 issue. 

Best of'88 
Best of ' 87 

users, we present MathCAD 2.0, 
rewritten to take full advantage of 
the Macintosh interface. Entering 
operators and Greek letters into 
equations is pure simplicity! 

Look for MathCAD 2.5 at your 
local software dealer, or give us a 
call. For more information, a free 
demo disk, or upgrade information, 
dial 1-800-MATHCAD (in MA, 
617-577-1017). 

Available for IBM"' compatibles 
andMacintosh computers. 
TM and @signify manufacturer's trademark or 
manufucrurcr's registered trademark respectively. 

Math CAD" 
MathSoft, Inc. One Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA 02139 

U .K.: Adept Scientific 0462-480055 ; France: ISE CEGOS 1-46092768; Germany: Softline07802-4036; Japan: CRC 03-665-9768. PE 
#3 
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3 pages per 
minute. 

Sharp 
graphics. 

TheHPDeskJet PL 

300 DPI, inkjet 

Whisper-quiet. printing. 

It prints copy that looks like 
a connect-the-dots game. 
And it sounds like a war 
zone. The dot matrix printer. 
Why put up with it? 

The HP DeskJet PLUS 
printer uses advanced ink
jet technology to deliver The $995* HP DeskJet PLUS printer. 



USvs.the dot trix printer. 


Connect the dots. 

Earplugs not included. 

Speed : You're not 
getting any younger. 

Rubble, rubble 
everywhere. 

laser-quality text and 
graphics. It's also compact. 
And very quiet. 

And at only ·$995, it could 
spell the end for most dot 
matrix printers. Because 
there's hardly a printing job 
that DeskJet PLUS can't do 

faster, quieter and better. It's 
even reliable enough to carry 
a 20,000-hour MTBF rating. 

Of course, DeskJet PLUS 
works with all your major 
software and with any 
IBM-compatible PC. So call 
1-800-752-0900, Ext. 712J 
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for your nearest authorized 
HP dealer and see for yourself. 
Th , · eres no companson. 

There is a better way. 
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IN DEPTH 

Life Within 

1 Megabyte 

A

t a time when an economic 
slowdown is creeping across 
the nation , rumors of the death 
of the 80286 have been greatly 

exaggerated. For many people and com
panies, now is the time to get as much out 
of current computer systems as possi
ble-whether they are ATs, Macs , or 
smaller machines-not to dump them for 
the latest and greatest. 

Getting more out of equipment you al
ready have can be a challenge, especially 
if you ' re running at near capacity now. 
Careful planning and the use of some of 
the techniques described in this special 
In Depth section can significantly extend 
the life of your current computer. 

The section begins with "The Succes
sion Crisis," in which Bob Ryan sets the 
stage for the space-saving tools and tech
niques explored in this section. He looks 
at the ongoing battle between OS/2 and 
Unix for the title of King of the Desktop . 
The big question is , can either of them 
unseat MS-DOS? 

Then , in "Expanding the Limits," Jeff 
Holtzman describes ways to work around 
the frustrating 640K-byte DOS limit on a 
I-megabyte machine without changing to 
another operating system. Both hardware 
and software solutions exist. 

Next , in "Mac at the Minimum," Tom 
Thompson examines the I-megabyte 
limit from a different viewpoint-the 
Macintosh's. MS-DOS users aren't the 
only ones who have to work with memory 
constraints. The I -megabyte Mac user 
must live with its limits as well. Tom 
looks at programs you can and can't run 
in I megabyte and provides hints to help 
you get the most out of what you have. 

In "Easing the RAM-Cram Blues," 
Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings 
look at some DOS utilities that help you 
manage your TSR programs. A wonder
ful idea, TSRs, but they eat memory for 

lunch. If you're not careful, you can end 
up with RAM cram and no room for ap
plications. These utilities and others can 
cure this terminal condition. 

Then, in "Saving Space," Steven J. 
Vaughan-Nichols shows how data com
pression can save your disk from infor
mation overload and your budget from 
disaster. These utilities are too useful not 
to have-packing more information into 
less space on your hard disk-and some 
work better than others . 

In "More Bang for Your Buck," Mark 
L. Van Name and Bill Catchings discuss 
some of the smaller integrated packages 
and how they can help you fit more func
tions into the memory space you have . 
The inexpensive packages described here 
include at least word processing, spread
sheet, and database functions-the 
workhorses of PC software. 

Finally, in "Coping with Diversity," 
Bob Ryan looks at the age-old problem of 
compatibility between different ma
chines from a different angle : interoper
ability. If you can transfer information 
easily and conveniently between differ
ent computers, why should you care 
whether the machines are compatible 
with each other? There are more options 
than you may realize. 

There 's no shame in keep~ng your cur
rent machine as long as it can do the job. 
It may not be as bright and shiny or have 
as many bells and whistles as the latest 
box off the assembly line, but it works, 
and that's what counts. A line from an 
old song seems particularly apt right 
now: "Let's hang on to what we've got." 

-Jane Morrill Tazelaar 
Senior Technical Editor, In Depth 
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IN DEPTH 

LIFE WITHIN 1 MEGABYTE 

The Succession 

Crisis 


OS/2 and Unix are both vying to replace DOS on your desktop, 
but the best choice may be no change at all 

Bob Ryan 

A ~i~~:~h~n:f!~~~ r1:·
!.;,-...}1987, BYTE has l!'.;. 

polled attendees about which :<' 

operating system they thought ~-.. 

~~;}f~~~]~~~~iti 1~:; 

most startling fact that comes i>: 
out of these polls is that, a!
though both the industry and 
users have been griping about 
its limitations for years, the 
combination of standard and 
extended DOS is expected to 
dominate the industry for the 
next few years. 

This confirms the matura
tion of the computer industry 
over the past five years. Users 
are more interested in solu
tions than they are in jumping 
into the latest technology-
you wouldn 't describe DOS as 
cutting-edge. The result also has pro
found implications for anyone consider
ing an upgrade to OS/2 or Unix . Quite 
simply, it may still be premature to 
choose either OS/2 or Unix over DOS. 

Upgrade Downside 
Just as it was in 1987 when the BYTE poll 
began, the decision to move to an inher
ently more capable operating system than 

ILLUSTRATION: DAVE CALVER © 1990 

DOS is still fraught with uncertainty . 
Whether you are a single user or a com
pany with hundreds or thousands of DOS 
machines , upgrading is expensive. For a 
business especially, upgrading to OS/2 
or Unix involves more than the cost of the 
operating system and necessary hard
ware; it involves a lot of retraining and 
frustration until everyone in the organi
zation becomes settled with the new sys-

tern. As the national economy 
comes in for its "soft land
ing," now may not be the best 
time to invest in new equip
ment or to move to a new op
erating environment. 

One other major problem 
with switching to a new oper
ating system is that you may 
be forced to leave some or all 
of your application base be
hind. Unless the applications 
you need are available under 
the new operating system, you 
may be out in the cold. 

I will contrast the advan
tages and disadvantages of 
OS/2 , Unix, and DOS from a 
practical standpoint. OS/2 
and Unix are certainly tech
nically superior to DOS, but 
that doesn ' t mean that either 
one is the right choice for you . 

Heir Apparent 
When it was announced in the 
spring of 1987 , OS/2 was 

hailed as the operating system of the fu
ture. It corrected two major deficiencies 
of DOS-limited memory and lack of 
multitasking-and it promised to bring 
the ease-of-use features of the Macintosh 
interface to machines with Intel micro
processors . It also promised to run appli
cations written for DOS . Although the 
cost of upgrading to OS/2 was stiff, it 

continued 
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The expectations of Comdex attendees have flu ctuated greatly in regard to OS/2 
versus DOS. OS/2 hit its peak of popularity at Spring Comdex 1988, when voters 
chose it over DOS as the dominant operating system ofthe future. By the fall of that 
year, however, DOS had regained its form er luster as problems with OS/2 became 
evident. 

was thought that business buyers would 
pay the price in order to reap the advan
tages of the newer operating system. 

Events-and some poor planning
have conspired against the acceptance of 
OS/2. RAM prices took off as chip com
panies had trouble bringing I-megabit 
DRAM chips to market and after govern
ment attempts to protect the domestic 
DRAM producers failed. This increased 
the cost of upgrading to OS/2. 

In addition, the DOS "compatibility 
box" was not as compatible as it should 
have been. DOS compatibility was of 
prime importance : IfOS/2 could have of
fered complete DOS compatibility from 
the start , users would still have had ap
plications to run until OS/2 applications 
were ready . As things turned out, the ab
sence of true compatibility meant a lack 
ofOS/2 purchasers, causing software de
velopers to question whether OS/2 was 
the best place to put their resources. 

OS/2 has also suffered because of the 
piecemeal way in which IBM and Micro
soft have made it available. It took them 
over two years to get the Presentation 
Manager (PM) in place , thus giving users 
an excuse to delay committing to OS/2 
and time to consider alternatives. Also, 
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pronouncements by many in the industry 
that the 80286 was not powerful enough 
to use OS/2 to its best advantage has 
probably done more harm to OS/2 sales 
than it has boosted the sale of 80386 ma
chines in anticipation of an 80386-spe
cific version of the operating system. 

The Perception of Failure 
Almost three years after it was an
nounced , OS/2 has a tiny installed base 
compared to DOS. Although the latest 
release is fully functional and uses the 
PM interface, OS/2 suffers from a histo
ry of not-quite-complete releases . Once 
considered a sure thing, the easy accep
tance of OS/2 is now in doubt. Given its 
lackluster reception by developers and 
users , OS/2 backers are searching for 
some type of killer application that will 
differentiate OS/2 from competing oper
ating systems. Microsoft and others 
think that application will be a database 
server running on a LAN. Time will tell , 
however, whether the presence of OS/2 
on a server machine will lead to its ac
ceptance on the client machines . 

When and if OS/2 develops the range 
of applications available under DOS, it 
may finally live up to its billing as the 

successor to DOS. Until that time, how

ever, moving to OS/2 is not a step to be 

undertaken by the faint of heart. 


The Unix Riddle 

Unlike OS/2 , Unix has been around for 

20 years. It was developed at Bell Labs 

for a DEC PDP-8 minicomputer. Over 

the years, it has become the preferred op

erating system for scientific and engi

neering computers . It is the dominant op

erating system on desktop workstations. 


Unix has many advantages over DOS. 
It is both multitasking and multiuser, it 
has sophisticated memory management 
capabilities, and software written for one 
Unix machine is (theoretically) easily 
portable to other Unix machines. 

The problems with Unix stem from its 
origin. Essentially , it was developed by 
technical people for technical people. 
Unix users didn't want to be protected 
from the complexities of their computers, 
they wanted to wallow in them. As a re
sult , Unix has developed a well-deserved 
reputation for providing a decidedly un
friendly operating environment. 

Efforts to overcome the unfriendly na
ture of the Unix interface, which can in
volve using two or three hundred syntac
tically obtuse commands such as grep 
and lp, have generated some good results 
and some bad. Two major interfaces , 
OSF/Motif and Open Look, and minor 
ones such as the NeXT Workspace Man
ager, greatly improve on Unix's user 
friendliness. On the downside, these dif
ferent interfaces threaten the portability 
that has been a Unix hallmark . 

The Shrink-Wrap Question 
Portability is one of Unix ' s greatest as
sets . It is also one of the prime restraints 
against the adoption of Unix outside the 
technical community . Unix has tradi
tionally offered source code compatibil
ity : Source code developed on one ma
chine could be recompiled on a different 
machine with few , if any, changes. Out
side the technical community, however , 
users don ' t want to have to buy and com
pile source code. They want to buy 
shrink-wrapped, ready-to-run software. 
This presents an enormous challenge to 
Unix developers. The number of differ
ent architectures that run Unix is stag
gering. To develop for only one architec
ture would be too limiting; to develop for 
more might be too costly. 

So, unlike OS/2, which runs on 80x86 
boxes only, a Unix program must be able 
to run on many architectures . Unix , 
which is well standardized at the source 
code level , is terribly fragmented at the 

continued 
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binary level. Efforts to change this situa
tion are under way, but they either are 
limited in scope or face enormous tech
nical challenges. For example , Motorola 
has established the 880pen organization 
to ensure binary compatibility among 
programs running on machines that use 
the Motorola 88000 RISC chip set. On 
another front, the Open Software Foun
dation has advanced the Architecture 
Neutral Distribution Format , a shrink
wrap standard for Unix, whereby a com

pliant program would self-install on any 
machine. Success in this area, and con
sequent success for Unix in the general 
marketplace , is at least a few years away. 

The DOS Response 
Although both of its primary challengers 
have encountered problems in trying to 
supplant DOS on the desktop, there is no 
doubt that , in the long run (and with the 
exception ofXTs and laptops) , both OS/2 
and Unix can let you get more out of your 
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hardware. The point is, can they do it 
now? With the exception of a few special
ized areas, the answer remains no . 

This has rekindled interest in DOS at 
both the developer and user levels. In 
fact, many of the areas where DOS has 
been deficient have been the particular 
focus of developers . In memory manage
ment, for example, this interest has led to 
advancements in expanded memory (see 
"Expanding the Limits " on page 205) 
and to the development of extended mem
ory for machines using the 80286 and 
higher . It has led to the development of 
multitasking operating systems based on 
DOS and, finally, to the widespread ac
ceptance of the Windows interface. 

DOS Forever? 
The popularity of Windows , in fact, may 
be one of the prime factors obstructing 
the emergence of both Unix and OS/2. 
Windows already incorporates many of 
the features of the more powerful operat
ing environments, and Windows 3.0 
(now in the hands of developers) will un
doubtedly add many more . The success 
of the Windows environment has had a 
negative impact on OS/2 acceptance. 

The success of Windows also led to 
one of the more curious scenes at Fall 
Comdex last November. Jim Cannavino 
of IBM and Bill Gates of Microsoft took 
the stage together to outline the future of 
Windows and OS/2. In exchange for 
"recognizing" Windows as a legitimate , 
entry-level operating environment for its 
"hardware (and apparently for killing off 
the rumored "PM Lite" project) , IBM 
extracted promises from Gates that Win
dows would not continue to evolve capa
bilities that put it into direct competition 
with OS/2. This curious tableau, with a 
representative of IBM prescribing the 
limits of Windows , indicates how seri
ously IBM considers the challenge that 
Windows poses to OS/2. 

Currently , through expanded and ex
tended memory , multitasking managers , 
and graphical user interfaces, you can al
ready equip your DOS-based computer 
with many of the capabilities offered by 
OS/2 and Unix . Until either of these 
challengers can offer the range of solu
tions offered under DOS , you should 
probably defer any decision to move to 
another operating system and instead fo
cus on how you can get the most out of 
what you have. For most people , the 
practical advantages of staying with DOS 
currently outweigh the technical advan
tages ofOS/2 or Unix. • 

Bob Ryan is a BYTE technical editor. You 
can reach him on BIX as "b. ryan. " 
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Expanding 

the Limits 


If the DOS memory limitations have you thinking 
about jumping ship, think again 

JeffHoltzman 

I 
n 1981, the I-megabyte 
address space of the 
newly introduced IBM 
PC seemed spacious, 

indeed. Less than a decade 
later, however , that same 
amount of space seems claus
trophobic. DOS users search 
continuously for any nook or 
cranny into which they can 
stuff a few K bytes of valuable 
RAM, to provide a little more 
breathing room for today's 
insatiable application pro
grams, network drivers, and 
TSR programs. 

One solution to the memory 
crunch is to upgrade to OS/2 
or Unix, but that can mean 
buying a new system-and 
then waiting until the applica
tions you need become avail 
able. If you aren't yet ready 
to commit yourself to either 
OS/2 or Unix, you should 
probably stick with DOS for 
the near term. There are prov

en ways to get more out of the memory 

DOS gives you . You simply have to know 

where to look. 


Family Ties 

Understanding DOS memory limitations 

requires examining the memory-ad

dressing capabilities of the Intel family 

of microprocessors . In rough order of ca

pability, this family consists of the 8088, 
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the 8086, the 80186, the 80286, the 
80386SX, the 80386, and the 80486 . The 
80386SX and 80486 have memory-ad
dressing capabilities that are nearly iden
tical to those of the 80386, so I won't dis
tinguish among them. Other processors I 
won 't discuss specifically are the 8086, 
which has the same addressing capability 
as the 8088, and the 80186, which is used 
primarily as an embedded controller. 

The 8088 is paradoxically 
both the least and the most 
powerful member of the fam
ily . It is the least powerful be
cause it has only 20 address 
lines , while its younger sib
1 i ngs, the 80286 and the 
80386, have 24 and 32 lines, 
respectively. However, the 
8088 is also the most power
ful, because the majority of 
PC software conforms to its 
limitations. 

Because .each address line 
from a processor can assume 
one of two states, 20 address 
lines lets you access 220 or 
1,048,576 different locations. 
To the microprocessor, the 
vast majority of those loca
tions (except some at the very 
top of memory and some at 
the very bottom) are function
ally identical; it is the operat
ing system that assigns mean
ing to them. I'll refer to the 
first 640K bytes in a DOS ma

chine as conventional memory and to the 
remainder of the first megabyte as upper 
memory (see figure 1). 

The 80286 and the 80386 have more 
address lines than the 8088, and the loca
tions that they access above 1 megabyte 
are known as extended memory. In gen
eral, extended memory is not available to 
DOS applications. The 80286 and the 

continued 
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EMS MEMORY MAPPING 


Frames in 
DOS address Frames in 

space : expanded 
memory 

DCOOO 

D8000 

D4000 

DOOOO 

Figure I: DOS breaks memory into 64K-byte segments. These segments fall into 
three primary areas. Conventional memory, also called user memory, occupies the 
lower 640K bytes. Upper memory, normally reserved for system and expansion 
ROM, uses the next 384K bytes. Extended memory, which is beyond the address 
ranges ofboth DOS and the 8088 processor, starts above 1 megabyte. 

80386 must switch into a different mode 
of operation to get at locations above the 
I-megabyte mark, and this protected 
mode is incompatible with the real mode 
that DOS applications run under. 

The 80286 can switch from real mode 
to protected mode, but not the reverse. 
To switch to real mode, you must reset 
the microprocessor, a time-consuming 
process during which you can lose inter
rupts. Intel corrected that deficiency 
with the 80386SX and up. 

There is one exception, · however, to 
the rule about accessing extended mem
ory in real mode. Through a quirk of the 
microprocessor, you can access the first 
64K bytes of memory (less 16 bytes) 
above 1 megabyte without switching into 
protected mode. That area is known as 
the high-memory area (HMA); Micro
soft has released a specification, called 
the XMS, or extended memory specifi
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cation, and a software driver that pro
vides an orderly means of allocating and 
deallocating memory within the HMA. 
Applications must be "HMA-aware" to 
use it, though, and few are. Windows is 
the only major HMA-aware program re
leased to date. 

Memory Block 
You can view the first megabyte of DOS 
memory as consisting of 16 64K-byte 
segments or memory blocks. The first 10 
segments are reserved for the RAM into 
which you load DOS, device drivers, and 
application programs . These 10 seg
ments-from address 0000 through ad
dress 9FFF-make up conventional 
memory. (For one approach to getting 
more from conventional memory, see the 
text box "The 640K-byte Solution?" on 
page 208.) 

The next two segments (AOOO and 

BOOO) are reserved for video buffers. 
The memory on Hercules (and simple 
MDA) adapters occupies 4K bytes start
ing at the bottom of the BOOO segment; 
graphics modes can use as much as 32K 
bytes. The memory on CGA cards starts 
halfway up the BOOO segment (B800); 
CGA requires either 4K bytes or 32K 
bytes, depending on the video mode. In 
text modes, EGA and VGA adapters also 
use 4K bytes of the B800 segment; their 
graphics modes can require as much as 
128K bytes of memory ranging from 
AOOO through BFFF. 

A Hercules (or nongraphics mono
chrome) system has a 64K-byte gap be
tween itself and the top of DOS memory, 
and a CGA system has a 96K-byte gap. 
Several products are available that let you 
reclaim that area and add it to your con
tiguous DOS memory pool. With such a 
product installed, you can end up with 
more than 640K bytes of free memory 
after booting. 

Hard disk drive and video controller 
ROMs are often located in the COOO seg
ment. In an XT-compatible system, the 
hard disk drive's controller ROM is lo
cated at C800. In an AT system, this area 
is free because the hard disk routines are 
located in the ROM BIOS. EGA and 
VGA BIOS ROMs live in the bottom of 
the COOO segment, but some VGA cards 
also claim space for RAM buffers higher 
in the COOO segment and elsewhere. 

The 128K bytes of space in the DOOO 
and EOOO segments are usually available 
for expanded-memory cards, network
interface cards, and the like. (Officially, 
the EOOO segment is reserved for BIOS 
extensions, but in many machines, it is 
free.) And last, the ROM BIOS is located 
in the FOOO segment. 

There are two things to note about 
these segment divisions . First, they're 
arbitrary; another division could have 
been used. Hindsight makes it easy to 
suggest allocations that might have been 
more efficient, but the current alloca
tions seemed reasonable given the con
text in which they were made. 

Second, not all segments are used in a 
given machine. This allows the latest 
generation of hardware and software 
memory management products to per
form their tricks. It also creates possible 
conflicts and incompatibilities. 

The Expanded PC 
There's nothing magical about the 640K
byte DOS user limitation; it's an arbi
trary value that seemed viable when it 
was selected. Back in the late 1970s, 
advanced CP/M users filled out their 

continued 
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The 640K-byte Solution? 


Some people call it "dynamic seg
ment swapping," but undoubtedly 

the name VROOMM is bound to attract 
more attention . VROOMM stands for 
Vir tual Real-time Object-Oriented 
Memory Manager. It is Borland's solu
tion to the limitations that are imposed 
by DOS's 640K-byte memory cap. 

Anyone who has ever gotten an "Out 
of memory " message while juggling a 
TSR program and the latest, feature
stuffed word processor or spreadsheet 
can appreciate VROOMM's purpose: to 
permit increasingly sophisticated DOS 
programs to live within the 640K-byte 
memory limit. According to Borland, 
the VROOMM technology makes it 
possible to create programs with more 
features and better performance for 
DOS systems. 

Tasty Morsels 
VROOMM performs its magic by swap
ping chunks of code (usually 2K bytes 
to 4K bytes, but sometimes as large as 
16K bytes) in and out of memory. These 
segments, called objects, make up the 
complete application . Using dynamic 
segment swapping, VROOMM allows a 
program to swap objects on the fly 
based on its needs at the moment. If a 
VROOMM program needs to create a 
bar graph , for example, it requests the 
small amount of code needed for that 
task only , not the entire file for creating 
all graphs . Also, a VROOMM program 
can dynamically trade off between code 
and data in memory , which, according 
to Borland , is what sets VROOMM 
apart from traditional overlay systems. 

Before VROOMM , the DOS programs 
that could fit into 640K bytes used seg
ment overlays. With this method , fixed 

machines to the maximum of 64K bytes 
of memory. By the time DOS was intro
duced a few years later, it allowed 544K 
bytes at first, and later a staggering 640K 
bytes of memory- IO times the amount 
available to CP/M users. 

But the PC industry continued to 
evolve. Software designers started add
ing features to programs, and users were 
building ever-larger spreadsheets and the 
like. Thus, by the mid-1980s, DOS users 
had essentially run out of memory space. 
As a consequence, Lotus, Intel, and 
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overlay files (often ranging from 30K 
bytes to more than lOOK bytes) are 
loaded into memory in their entirety 
when needed (see figure A) . Because of 
the large size of these overlays , there 
was often little free memory remaining 
for documents , spreadsheets, or what
ever data you were using. And on low
end systems, large overlays could leave 
you impatiently tapping your keyboard , 
waiting for the overlay file to load . 

Granular Solution 
Borland claims that what separates 
VROOMM from run-of-the-mill seg
ment overlays is the granularity of its 
code segments. These segments allow a 
VROOMM program to use less mem
ory, since the only function loaded into 
memory is the one the user requests . 
This leaves m@re space for data. 

VROOMM also lets a program swap 
more or less by itself out to disk as the 
need for data space grows or shrinks . 
With this feature, called object granu
larity , VROOMM loads only the parts 
of a program that are needed. 

For example, as you add data to your 
spreadsheet, VROOMM discards ob
jects (program code) to make room for 
the additional data. When you call up a 
different subsystem of the program, 
VROOMM loads into memory only the 
objects needed to complete the specific 
task you requested . Furthermore, the 
new objects may replace some of the ob
jects that had been loaded previously. 

Persistence Makes Perfect 
When swapping between disk and mem
ory , VROOMM decides which objects 
to hang on to by using persistence algo
rithms . These algorithms establish a 

Microsoft got together and designed a 
means of adding memory to the PC : what 
everyone now knows as the Lotus-Intel
Microsoft Expanded Memory Specifica
tion (LIM/EMS) . 

Expanded memory has some advan
tages over extended memory. For one, 
you can access it without switching into 
protected mode . For another, it works 
with the 8088 processor as well as with 
later models . That's because expanded 
memory is in the DOS address space. Al
though it is not addressed linearly, it is 

priority among the objects and attf.ch a 
persistence value to each object. An ob
ject is assigned a value based on its pop
ularity with the program. 

VROOMM collects information on a 
program's habits. It determines which 
objects are used most often and, when it 
needs memory space, discards the ob
jects that the program is least likely to 
use. Whenever the program must load a 
new object into memory, or whenever 
more data space is needed, VROOMM 
discards those objects with the lowest 
persistence value. VROOMM can also 
discard more active objects if the pro
gram needs more data space. 

Persistence prioritization is another 
advantage VROOMM has over tradi
tional overlay systems. With traditional 
methods, an overlay is loaded whenever 
the user requests a subsystem not cur
rently in memory. Standard overlays 
and persistence don't mix. 

Yet another intei:esting feature of 
VROOMM is its ability to store discard
ed objects in expanded memory. This 
feature is called VROOMM ' s object 
cache . VROOMM can load objects 
from expanded memory instead of from 
disk, which can speed up the perfor
mance of a program considerably. 
Many traditional overlay systems don't 
use expanded memory to store discard
ed modules. However, the object-cache 
feature is of little use to PCs with 640K 
bytes or less of memory. 

DOS Savior or Sales Pitch? 

Early reports on the effectiveness of 

VROOMM have been mostly positive 

(see " VROOMM Goes the Spread

sheet," October 1989 BYTE) . It re

mains to be seen , however, just how 


switched into the address space in 16K
byte chunks. On the other hand, relative
ly few applications know how to use ex
panded memory , and the hardware to 
implement it is more complicated (and, 
hence, more expensive) than the simple 
decoding circuitry required for extended 
memory. In addition, you need a special 
software driver to control the hardware. 

An early version of LIM/EMS, 3 .2, 
allowed up to 8 megabytes of memory, 
which it accessed by switching 16K-byte 
chunks in and out of a 64K-byte window 
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Figure A: By using f inely granulated objects, VROOMM uses all the available 
physical memory. Overlays waste space whenever any but the largest overlay is 
in memory. 

well the VROOMM technology wi ll 
work on smaller systems. Although the 
slender VROOMM objects do indeed 
load quickly, they must also be loaded 
more frequently than overlays, which 
results in a considerable amount of disk 
swapping . (Running a VROOMM ap
plication from a floppy-disk-based PC 
would be a test of patience , indeed .) 

Thus fa r , Borland has int roduced 
VROOMM versions of several existing 
programs (Reflex 2 .0 and Quatt ro Pro , 

(see figure 2) . The window was normal
ly located below the I-megabyte mark 
and above the 640K-byte mark. How
ever, several commercial products capi
talized on a loophole and located the win
dow in the first. 640K bytes. Then they 
shuttled data to and from it, not via ex
panded-memory hardware, but by using 
extended memory or even a hard disk. In 
both cases , performance and compatibil
ity suffered, and you lost 64K bytes of 
conventional memory. 

Later, AST Research enhanced EMS 

for example) . It wi ll be interesting to 
see if the company chooses to license 
the VROOMM technology to outside 
developers or to hang on to what could 
be its " competitive adva ntage ." If 
VROOMM can deliver on its promises, 
the 640K-byte limit of DOS may not 
seem like such a handicap after all. 

Jeffrey Bertolucci is an associate news 
editor for BYTE in San Francisco. He 
can be reached on BIX as "bertolucci. " 

to let you locate those 16K-byte pages 
anywhere beneath the I-megabyte limit; 
AST's version is known as EEMS , for 
enhanced EMS. AST's method is more 
flexible and provides better performance 
than standard LIM/EMS 3.2 hardware. 
One of EEMS's biggest advantages is 
that it allows the quick context-switching 
needed by multitasking environments . 

More recently , LIM /EMS was up
graded to EMS 4.0, which incorporates 
AST's EEMS enhancements , increases 
the maximum expanded memory to 32 

megabytes, and increases support for 

multitasking environments. 


Watch Your Step 

Subtle differences exist among ex 

panded-memory boards . The biggest dif

ference is in so-called EMS 4.0 compati

bility . After the 4.0 specification was 

released, many vendors of 3.2 boards re

leased software upgrades that provided 

4.0 compatibility. However, that com
patibility is limited in most cases because 
3.2 boards don't have the hardware-map
ping registers that provide the greatest 
flexibility . There are even degrees of 
compatibility among boards with true 
EMS 4.0 hardware support. 

Qualitas, which specializes in DOS 
memory management software, identi 
fied three classes of expanded-memory 
boards . Type III boards allow a single 
64K-byte page frame ; they adhere to the 
LIM/EMS 3.2 specification. Type II 
boards allow an expanded-memory win
dow larger than 64K bytes , but all the 
pages in it must be contiguous. Type I 
boards, which are the most flexibl e , 
allow multiple, variable-size, expanded
memory page frames. For example, 
Qualitas rates AST 's RAMpage Plus and 
Newer Technology ' s Concentrati on 
boards as Type I, and Intel ' s Above
Board Plus as Type II . 

Some EMS 4.0 cards have the ability 
to make memory available to DOS appli 
cations . Teletek' s X-Bandit, for exam
ple, can "backfill" memory to the 640K
byte mark and beyond, adding 64K bytes 
or 96K bytes of memory in the video buf
fer area. (You must be running a mono
chrome or CGA video adapter to take ad
vantage of that capability .) Software 
products are available that allow Type I 
boards to perform the same trick. 

In addition, when you have unused, 
unallocated segments in the upper mem
ory area, a Type I expanded-memory 
board and proper control software will 
let you load TSRs (and in some cases, de
vice drivers) into upper memory. 

EMS on the Job 
You can use expanded memory in various 
ways. Some programs , notably Lotus 
1-2-3, have built-in support for it. EEMS 
and EMS 4.0 boards are quite useful for 
running multitasking software. You can 
also use expanded memory as a disk 
cache or a RAM disk. In a multitasking 
environment, the most efficient way to 
use an expanded-memory board is to re
move as much memory as possible from 
the system board and let the expanded
memory board fill in the gap. Then, 

continued 
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(Physical limit of 80386 addressing) 

CPU must be in protected 
mode to access memory 
above 11 0000 
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EMS page frames , network adapters, etc. 

EGA/VGA ROMs and XT hard disk drive controllers 
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Figure 2: Under expanded memory, a number of16K-byte frames from the 
expanded-memory store are available to the microprocessor in the normal DOS 
address range. The frames can come from any part ofexpanded memory. Under 
LIM/EMS 3.2 (shown here), the frames must be contiguous in the DOS address 
space and are limited to four. EMS 4. 0 can store up to 64 frames anywhere below 
the ] -megabyte limit, but it requires a four-! rame window to ensure backward 
compatibility. 

when a multitasking environment switch
es tasks, it can swap entire 16K-byte 
chunks of memory with just a few I/O in
structions, rather than copying memory , 
byte by byte, from an expanded-memory 
window in upper memory. 

It is important to understand that, al
though expanded memory solved a prob
lem plaguing many users , it introduced 
some new problems, because the micro
processor does not control the memory 
hardware directly, and the software 
driver that controls the hardware isn't 
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part of the operating system. Thus, there 
is room for variation among vendors. 

The first problem is that one manufac
turer ' s expanded-memory driver won 't 
work on another's expanded-memory 
board. So you can't mix boards from dif
ferent manufacturers in the same system. 

The second problem is that boards 
have widely varying amounts of flexibil
ity in their configurations , requiring 
several different types of code corre
sponding to different expanded-memory 
levels and board types. Ideally, you 

wouldn't have to worry about those de
tails: The operating system would do it. 
(Sophisticated operating systems , such 
as Unix and OS/2, handle such details . 
That's one of their greatest appeals .) 

The third and biggest problem is the 
one you face when you try to use ex
panded memory. To install and use an 
EMS 4 .0 board correctly , you must 
understand an awful lot about how your 
system and expansion boards use the 
upper segments and I/O ports . 

Boardless EMS 
As expanded-memory boards caught on, 
the major chip vendors got involved at 
the system level. For example , in 1988, 
Chips & Technologies introduced the 
NEAT (for new enhanced AT) chip set, a 
set of four VLSI !Cs that , among other 
things, have built-in LIM/EMS 3.2 sup
port (or EMS 4 .0 support with the addi
tion of a special Mapper chip). 

NEAT system boards can also map 
memory from the extended region to the 
upper region . The primary purpose of 
this type of mapping is to enable ROM 
shadowing (in which the contents of slow 
ROMs are copied to faster RAMs and 
executed from there) . But at least one 
software product, Move 'em from Quali
tas, uses the mapping capability to in
crease usable DOS memory. (A $35 
·shareware program called CTMAP per
forms the same function on 80386 sys
tem boards with 82C302 or 82C307 
DRAM controllers made by Chips & 
Technologies. It is posted on BIX as 
CTMAP091 . ZIP .) [Editor ' s note: 
CTMAP is available in a variety offor
mats. See page 5 for more details.] 

The 80386 microprocessor contains 
special hardware that can map any 4K
byte page of physical memory (above or 
below the I-megabyte mark) to any 4K
byte slot in logical memory (i.e., to a 
given DOS environment). Under control 
of the appropriate software, an 80386 
can thereby provide complete hardware
level EMS 4 .0 compatibility, but without 
the added expense of an expanded-mem
ory card . Several vendors sell products 
that take advantage of this feature, in
cluding Quarterdeck (QEMM) and 
Qualitas (386MAX Professional). 

The 80286 doesn't have the flexible 
memory-handling capabilities of the 
80386. Retrofitting a pre-existing 80286 
for flexible memory management re
quires a Type I EMS 4.0 card or a device 
such as the All ChargeCard from All 
Computers. You install the ACC between 
the 80286 CPU itself and the system 
board. Coupled with a software driver, it 
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gives the 80286 most of the memory
mapping capabilities of the 80386. Spe
cifically, you get a fully hardware-com
patible EMS 4.0 environment that can 
provide efficient context switching and 
efficient access to memory above the 1
megabyte mark. The ACC also includes 
software to load DOS programs and de
vice drivers into the upper 384K bytes. 

However, being a retrofit, the ACC 
has a few problems of its own. For one, it 
does not reboot properly via a hardware
reset switch, so it may not be appropriate 
in a development environment. In addi
tion, the ACC does not handle DMA op
erations properly, so some tape backup 
units, for example, don't work with the 
ACC software installed. 

The ACC is also physically difficult to 
install, and it's expensive (about $400, 
plus another $100 for an adapter kit re
quired for systems without a PGA-type 
CPU socket) . By contrast, in late 1989, 
you could buy a replacement 80386SX 
system board for somewhat less than the 
cost of the ACC, or a full 80386 board 
for slightly more. 

All Computers also has a version of 
the ACC for 8088-based systems. 

Let's Get Physical 
Given the history of DOS and expanded 
memory, let's look at various scenarios 
and see how you can get more physical 
memory for a DOS system. 

The best possible setup if you want to 
maximize conventional memory is an 
80386 system with several megabytes of 
memory and an 80386 memory man
ager. However, since you can't simply 
pull out an 8088 or 80286 board and re
place it with an 80386 board, you need an 
80386 (or 80386SX) coprocessor board 
to have such a system on an XT or AT. 

Short of a coprocessor or motherboard 
swap, the options for an AT system are 
the ACC or an expanded-memory board. 
The ACC is an impressive technical 
achievement, but it has a few problems, 
and it's priced quite close to 80386 sys
tem boards. Most people will opt for an 
expanded-memory board. 

Unless you're sure you'll be satisfied 
with LIM/EMS 3.2 compatibility, how
ever, steer dear of the bargain-basement 
boards. Most have LIM/EMS 3.2 hard
ware and an EMS 4.0 emulation driver 
that can't do the kinds of tricks I've 
talked about. Even true 4.0 boards from 
well-known vendors have varying capa
bilities, so check the specifications. 

One good choice is the Teletek X-Ban
dit. It's flexible, and it includes its own 
upper-memory program loader (you 
would have to buy this separately with 
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most boards) . One drawback is that the 
X-Bandit can hold only a maximum of 2 
megabytes of RAM; however, you can 
have more than one X-Bandit in a system. 

In an XT environment, the choices are 
similar to those available on the AT. An 
accelerator card such as SOTA Technol
ogy's 386si gives you an 80386SX run
ning at 16 MHz. However, because the 
XT's expansion bus is limited to 20 ad
dress bits, the only way to add memory 
that an 80386 memory manager can con
trol is to add it to the card itself. If you 
plan to stay with the XT, an EMS 4.0 
card and an upper-memory manager 
probably constitute the best upgrade 
path. Teletek, for example, makes an 8
bit version of the X-Bandit. 

Be Prepared 
Once you have mappable-memory hard
ware in your machine, you have to put it 
to work. Before jumping into memory 
management software, however, you can 
take a few steps that will make running 
your memory manager easier. 

When using any of the memory man
agers I'll discuss, you should configure 
your expansion cards-video adapters, 
network interfaces, and so on-to use a 
single contiguous block of memory, if 
possible. That lets you allocate a single 
block in which to load DOS programs 
and device drivers . A single 64K-byte 
block of contiguous memory is more val
uable than four separate 16K-byte 
chunks, because a smaller chunk severe
ly limits the maximum size of the pro
gram you can load. 

When allocating upper memory, you 
have to balance the number of expanded
memory page frames against the amount 
of memory that DOS can Jiddress direct
ly . In general, you should allocate just as 
rriuch upper memory as you need to load 
the necessities, and set the remainder up 
as expanded-memory page frames. Try 
to find out how your primary application 
uses expanded memory; older programs, 
such as earlier versions of Lotus 1-2-3, 
won't take advantage of more than four 
expanded-memory pages; newer ones, 
such as Windows, will. 

Also, choose your video adapter with 
care; if you can get by without EGA or 
VGA, do so. A Hercules monochrome 
adapter lets you add an extra 64K bytes to. 
contiguous DOS memory, and that alone 
improves the performance of many ap
plications (including Windows) greatly. 

The Driving Force 
All DOS memory management hardware 
depends on software. Some programs, 
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by Rod Roark 

A common decision managers make when 
automating a business is whether to install a 
multiuser operating system or a LAN. Making 
the right choice involves evaluating the way 
the business operates, the daily tasks employees 
perform, and existing resources. 

In general, multiuser systems are ideal for 
communication within intensely interactive 
workgroups, such as those found in specialized 
departments like accounting or sales. LANs 
were once the only way PC users could share 
information, and today are an ideal way to tie 
multiuser workgroups together. 

Compared to LANs, multiuser systems are 
economical, provide faster disk access, and 
are easier to install, configure and maintain . 
They also work well when several people need 
to share the same high-cost peripherals, such 
as laser printers, check printers and plotters. 

The daily demand users will put on the system 
is a critical factor to consider. CPU-intensive 
activities, such as CAD/CAM , work well in a 
distributed processing (LAN) environment, 
while disk-intensive activities, such as data 
entry, are well-suited to a shared processing 
(multiuser) system. Most businesses with 
more than a handful of employees are best 
served by a hybrid system of several multi
user workgroups tied together by a LAN . 

The company's resources, including budget, 
current installed hardware and software, and 
technically-minded people, cannot be over
looked in determining the optimal system. 

If the company has an existing base of PCs, 
but needs a way to share information, printers 
and other peripherals, a LAN is a good choice. 
If the company has more users than PCs, and 
needs a way to provide more processing ability 
inexpensively, a multiuser solution is optimal. 
Some multiuser operating system companies, 
such as The Software Link, provide options 
that incorporate existing XT- and PC-style 
computers into a multiuser system. 

Because multiuser systems, particularly DOS
compatible ones, are easier to use and main
tain than LANs, it is usually unnecessary for 
a company to hire a network administrator. 
Once a local consultant or dealer configures 
and installs the initial system , most com
panies are able to handle daily maintenance. 

Consulting a local specialist or dealer with 
experience in multiuser systems and LANs is 
a good way to determine the best option. 

Rod Roark is co1ounder of The Software Link, 
a multiuser operating system and local area net
work software development company founded in 
1983. Its core products, PC-MOS and LANLink 
5X, have more than 100,(JOO users worldwide. 
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such as Lotus 1-2-3 , use expanded mem
ory automatically when it is present. 
Specialized memory managers provide 
other functions . 

In an 80386 environment, 386MAX 
Professional provides full EMS 4.0 emu
lation and the ability to load DOS pro
grams, TSR programs, and device driv
ers into upper memory . It also gives you 
a powerful environment for running 
some multitask ing software . It is, how
ever , incompatible with software that 

needs to run in protected mode (e .g., 
Windows/386) . I boot my 80386 system 
with one CONFIG.SYS file that loads 
386MAX for use in DOS and another 
(without 386MAX) for use in Windows. 

In AT or XT environments with true 
EMS 4 .0 memory , Move'em provides 
several of the features of 386MAX . 
Move'em is unique in that it can help you 
optimize the order in which you load pro
grams into upper memory. In fact, about 
90 percent of the source code in both 

T he new microtype space-saver keyboard saves an amazing 60%of 
the desk space used by eq uivalent standard keyboards. Without loss of 
fun ctionali ty or abili ty to touch type! 

microty p e is ideal fo r CAD 
systems, poin t-of-sa le, mobi le or 
imbedd ed appl ications or anywh ere the 
keyboard must co mpete for valu able 
desk or co unter space . 

Space is saved by compressing rows 
(not columns) and eliminating wide 
borders. Re-arranging and elevat ing th e 
fun ctio n key cluste rs also saves space 
whi le improving access ibility with 
reduced eyescan and head move ment. 
Keys have fu ll trave l with a light tactill y 
res ponsive touch. All standard features 
such as auto- repeat, caps, num and scroll 
lock are included on the microtype. 

The microty p e works with most 
PC, XT, AT and 386 IBM co mpatibles . 
IBM PS /2's require an adapter. 

Actual size 10.75"x 6.0'.' · Fu ll One 
Year Wa rranty.· Guarantee-Full 
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special te rm s. 
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UPS shipment by ground 6.00 
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461 Carlisle Drive 
Hernd on, Virginia 
22070 
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386MAX and Move'em is identical. 
(Quarterdeck Office Systems has a simi
lar product called QRAM .) 

Hard Cache 
Many office PCs are 80286s with 1 
megabyte of memory . The extra 384K 
bytes is mapped as extended memory 
into the address space above 1 megabyte 
and often goes unused. A simple way of 
increasing overall system performance is 
to use that memory as a disk cache. 
SMARTDRV .SYS, which comes with 
Windows , will do this . It is reliable, easy 
to set up , and conservative in its use of 
low memory . VCache from Golden Bow 
Systems is another caching utility that 
uses upper extended memory on an AT. 

A program called Memory Master 
plays a sneaky trick for EGA and VGA 
users : It gives the first 96K bytes of 
upper DOS memory (i.e. , the memory 
actually on the video adapter) to DOS , 
allowing you to run text-mode-only pro
grams . This is a kludge, but it could be 
useful. However , aside from possible 
software incompatibilities , be aware that 
video memory is typically five to 10 
times slower than regular RAM. 

Memory Master comes with a driver 
that allows you to map EMS 4 .0 memory 
into the upper segments and load TSRs 
there , as well as a number of utilities for 
swapping specific TSRs (e.g., SideKick 
and Gofer) in and out of main memory , 
reducing main memory usage to about 
IOK bytes. Programs like Switch-It and 
Dr . Switch provide similar swapping ca
pabilities. (For further information on 
managing TSRs, see " Easing the RAM
Cram Blues" on page 227.) 

An Old Friend 
Gaining access to more than 640K bytes 
of memory on a DOS system is possible . 
In fact , with some solutions, you can use 
several megabytes. It 's also possible to 
use upper DOS memory to load device 
drivers and TSRs and to create a window 
into expanded memory , but it isn ' t easy. 
You have to work at it. 

The solution that many vendors are en
couraging is to solve all those problems 
by upgrading to OS/2 or Unix. That's 
fine if you want to buy a new system or 
upgrade your old one and you have the 
time to wait for applications software . 
But the hardware and software exist to 
get more mileage out of your current 
DOS system.• 

Jeff Holtzman is a freelance writer and 
computer consultant in Ann Arbor, Mich
igan. You can contact him on BIX as 
"jholtzman. " 
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The Ultimate 

Business Computers 


NOVELL'91 
c..rtified Model212D 80286-12MHz I Model210D 80286-IOMHz 

Model 316SX 80386SX-16MHz 

The Ultimate Business Computers 
In 1986, CLUB American Technologies introduced the first 

personal computers designed for heavy industrial and commercial 
use. Since then, over 175,000 CLUB computers have been installed 
worldwide and have been well accepted by the Fortune 500, 
Government Institutions and thousands of small businesses. 

-

"WI. lb .. 11.. . 1en 1t comes tot 1e as1cs, price, 
perfonnnnce...capaciti;... CLUB American 
Technologies ...delivers outrageous value."Model 320 80386-20MHz 

PC WORLD September 1989 

Sparrow 1/16 
80286-16MHz 

If your business is looking for a 
computer that can give you the edge 
in today's competitive marketplace, call today 
and find out more about the Ultimate Business 
Computers from CLUB American Technologies. 

This overwhelming success in CLUB's computers is a result of 
excellence in engineering during which no details are overlooked ~---~(415) 683-6600 - '"' - - I._.from the initial design to the final product. Also during manufac -·- -·-- -. ·In Ca nada, PC Centre: (416) 470-0560 - •• ... I - '-!..!!....!~~turing, each system is subject to an intensive SCBI process International: (415) 683-6659 

American Technologies, Inc.followed by In-Circuit Simulation Field Testing. Technical Support: (415) 683-6580 

Corporate P.O's Welcome. Government and OEM VARS Welcome. CLUB Amerirnn Technologies Inc. 3401 West Warren Avenue, Fremont, CA 94539 Club Ad6 v.1 7 /89 
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Now, snew 
Memory is gold. 

And like gold, some of it is hidden away 
inside your computer. For years, we've been 
working toward putting it all under your 
control. And now we can. 

Now you can make today's more powerful 
programs run without giving up network and 
mouse drivers and TSRs. 

Introducing Manifest-the 

Quarterdeck memory analyzer 


Many PC users know there are nuggets of 
memory sitting unused in most PCs. But those 
little pieces of memory can add up to 130K! 

That's why Quarterdeck Office Systems, 
publisher of DESQview, developed a new utility 
that helps you find and use this memory. It's 
called Manifest. And it does for memory what 
PC Tools does for disks. For under $60. 

Quarterdeck's seven years of 
memory expertise made Manifest 

Manifest guides you deep inside your PC. 
It locates unused (or underused) 

memory and suggests where you 
could load networks, buffers, mouse 
drivers, TSRs and other utilities to 
increase perfom1ance. It even 
analyzes what type and amount of 
RAM you have available, and which 
portions of your memory are faster. 

what benefits you'll get. 
And unlike a lot of hot new software, 

Manifest works on virtually any PC: 8088, 8086, 
80286 or 80386. It's aproductivity breakthrough 
from the memory experts at Quarterdeck. 

Introducing QRAM-the 
Quarterdeck memory optimizer 
End RAM cram in your 8088, 8086 or 80286 

PC once and for all. QRAM (pronounced cram), 
is a package of utilities that gives you unprece
dented control over memory, letting you set up 

Before After 

Your current memory is full of holes. Our tools can fill 
blocks of unused addresses between 640K and 1024K to 
free up memory your programs can use. 

Manifest shows you the contents of 
AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files. That 
can be a big help when diagnosing problems. 
Manifest tells you all about your hardware, too 
-from your cpu type to what boards you have 
installed. Manifest even tests memory speed. 

Administering a number 
of PCs? Manifest's diag
nostic and reporting
capabilities reduce tech
nical support time. It not 
only identifies problems 
but helps to solve them. 

And it runs benclunark tests on 
expanded memory boards so you 
can make informed buying
decisions. 

You won't need a PhD to under
stand what you're doing.Manifest 
has an interactive 'manual' that tells 
you how to use the program and 

If you have EMS 4.0 or EEMS boards, QRAM 
can find unused addresses and 'map' memory to 
those addresses.Then it looks at your AUTO
EXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files and figures 
out what TSRs, network and mouse drivers and 
DOS resources can be loaded high and where. 

And, like all Quarterdeck memory products, 
QRAM is compatible with the Microsoft XMS 
specification used by Windows 286, V 2.x. 

If your PC has 'shadow RAM,' there's even 
more gold in your PC. QRAM finds the unused 

QRAM optimizes your memory performance by moving 
utilities and drivers out of the area between OK 640K
freeing it up for your programs to use. 

parts and puts them under your control. 
And if you have an EGA or VGA-equipped 

PC and don't need graphics at the moment, 
QRAM will make an additional 96K 'nugget' ot 
memory available! When you need graphics 
again, QRAM will switch you back to graphics 
mode! Think how helpful that will be for those 
big dBASE files. 

QRAM can't work miracles, but if there's 
memory available anywhere, QRAM lets you 
use it to increase your PCs speed and 
performance. 

QRAM is available bundled with Manifest 
for just a few dollars more than Manifest alone. 

Manifest and QRAM-two more examples 
of Quarterdeck's commitment to mining the 
most productivity out of the PC and software 

• 
. 
. 
. 

. 
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Manifest shows you what's 'under the hood' of your PC. your memory the way it will work best for you. you own today. 



Introducing QEMM 50/60 
VersionS.O 

QEMM (Quarterdeck Expanded Memory 
Manager) 50/60 is the gold standard in memory 
management for the IBM PS/2" series 50 and 60. 
It works with IBM's Memory Expansion Option, 
Expanded Memory AdapterIAand compatible 
memory boards. 

It supports all three specifications for 
expanded memory: EMS 4.0, EMS 3.2 and EEMS 
memory so you can run all expanded memory 
programs. 

And it also works with Microsoft's XMS 
specification, in case you want to useWindows. 

QEMM lets you use memory locations 
between640K and 1024K to run TSRs, mouse 
and network drivers, OOS resources and MCA 
adaptors. That means you can gain up to 130K of 
memory space below640K for your programs. 

Best of all, QEMM is designed to be easy to 
use-even for those new to the PC. Just install it 
and type 'optimize,' and it looks at 
your AUTOEXEC.BAT and 
CONFIG.SYS files and loads 
whatever it can in high 
memory Automatically. 

QEMM 50/60 is priced 
economically. It's the biggest 
boost you can give your PS/2 
for under $100. 

QEMM and DESQview let you multitask and window 
with the programs you know and use today. 

Introducing QEMM 386 
VersionS.O 

QEMM 386 can expand thememory of all 
386-based computers, includingPCs with 80386 
upgrade boards. It makes your memory 
compatible with EMS 4.0, EMS 3.2and EEMS 
memory without having to add special hard
ware. It's compatible with protected-mode 
programs (like1-2-3 Release 3, IBM Interleaf and 
Paradox 386) using OOS extenders compatible 
with theQuarterdeck/Pharlap VCPI spec. 

QEMM also works with Microsoft's XMS 
spec to extend memoryfor Windows users. 

QEMM gives you maximmn control over 
your memory between 640K-1024K. It can find 
unused memory nuggets as small as 4K and use 
them to free up room for programs to use. 

• 
ools can mine it for you. 

QEMM 386 even monitors how your pro
grams use memory while they're running.Then 
it shows you where there's additional memory 
you can use. It even measures which partsof 
your memory are fastest and 'decides' how to 
use them for better performance. In action, it's 
easy and fun-almost like having an artificial 
intelligenceprogram to help tune up your PC. 

All these capabilities add up to greater 
performance at a very lowcost. And QEMM lets 
you go for the gold without having to become an 
expert on the PC memory puzzle. 

Like all Quarterdeck products, it works with 
your current PC and favorite software. 

Afew words about DESQview 
What's the smartest thing to do with all that 

additional memory? Rw1 DESQview and 
multitask your favorite 
programs in windows. 
Use a mouse or keyboard 
and you can run graphic 
and text-based programs 
side-by-side. All without 
having to invest in a 
bigger hard disk or more 
memory 

DESQview's recent
From Manifest to awards. 

QRAM, QEMM and 
DESQview, Quarterdeck helps youmine the 
most from thesoftware and PC you have today. 

C l989,Quart~rl.OfficeSystl!mS 
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INTERCON IS RAINING 
FONTS! NOW WATCH 
YOUR CREATIVITY GROW! 
It's a "PERFECT" spring day. And you now have all the 
right tools to make your word processing flourish. The 
result: professional , eye-catching documents that burst 
with style! Blossom with creativity! Bloom with impact! 

THE "PERFECT" FONT CARTRIDGE 
FOR WordPerfect! 
Like bees with flowers. "PERFECT" is made especially 
for WordPerfect 5.0/5.1 with a technically advanced de
sign. You take full advantage of WordPerfect's capabili
ties. No waiting for download fonts. No additional printer 
memory needed . 

• MORE TYPE SIZES • Three 
Popular Faces • Portrait and 
Landscape • Extensive Symbols 
Century 702 and Swiss 721 (Bitstream's® Schoolbook® 
and Helvetica®) in 6 to 30 point medium, bold , italic. 

Prestige Elite in 10 point {12 pitch) to match typewriter 
style and 7 point 16.66 pitch for spreadsheets. 

126 symbols for commercial, legal, scientific, mathe
matical, and linguistic usage. Symbols are the same size 
as the font you select. 

Operational with the HP® II, 110, llP, and Canon® 
LBP 811 laser printers. 

If you 're not satisfied, send it back within 30 days 

for a full refund! 

For immediate service using MasterCard or Visa 


1-800-422-3880 outside New York State 

(716) 244-1250 inNewYorkState 

FAX: (716) 473-4387 
Order 10 "PERFECT" cartridges and lntercon will incor
porate your logo into your cartridge for FREE! 

e !s~n!A~S ~ch~e9v1!! 

lntercon 's font cartridge line includes: Pro llP for the HP llP 
printer; PHont + for the Epsone EPL 6000, Toshibae Pagelaser 
6 and AT&r e 593 printers; C3 for Data General© CEO/ 
WordPerfect 4.2 users. 
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LIFE WITHIN 1 MEGABYTE 

Mac 

at the Minitnum 


You and your Mac can accomplish at lot 
with just 1 megabyte ofmemory 

Tom Thompson 

U 
se a Mac with 
only 1 megabyte 
of RAM? You ' re 
kidding , right? 

Look at all those color graph
ic s applications that must 
need megabytes of RAM just 
for themselves , on top of what 
the Mac 's graphical user in
terface needs. Everybody 
knows GUis are memory-in
tensive. Why, MultiFinder 
alone needs at least 2 mega
bytes of RAM. Why are Macs 
shipped with just 1 megabyte 
of memory , anyway? 

The misconception of large 
memory requirements occurs 
because of what the Mac does 
best : graphics and color , 
which tend to require copious 
amounts of RAM . Color 
painting and drawing applica
tions produce results with an 
immediate, attention-grab
bing impact , unlike the output 
of a spreadsheet or word pro
cessor. Accounting and word processing 
are not as splashy as artwork , nor do they 
demand tons of RAM to get the job done . 
This is the main reason the standard 
RAM configuration for a Mac is still l 
megabyte . 

So , to answer the question: Yes, you 
can use a I-megabyte Mac . I'll show you 
what you can do (and what you can't) 
with l megabyte and explore several re-

ILLUSTRATION: DAVE CALVER © 1990 

alistic configurations to give you ideas 
on how to do it. Wherever possible, I'll 
supply hints to help you make the best 
use of available RAM . 

A Mac and Its Memory 
Before you can figure out how you 're go
ing to work within the confines of a 
megabyte, you need to know which ac
tions on the Mac use memory and which 

actions free it. As you might 
expect, not all the RAM is 
available for your application. 
Part of it goes to system over
head for interrupt vectors , de
vice drivers, buffers , and 
other data structures (see fig
ure l) . I' II examine memory, 
from the lowest addresses 
(low memory) to the highest 
(high memory), to show you 
how it's used . 

Low memory starts with 
exception vectors . They con
tain addresses that point to 
routines for dealing with traps 
(microprocessor exceptions) , 
such as a bus error, divide-by
zero, or an illegal instruction. 
The Mac OS calls and Tool
box routines are implemented 
as an exception (the line A 
emulator trap) whose vector 
points to a trap-handler rou
tine . This routine redirects 
the microprocessor 's execu
tion to the appropriate operat

ing-system or ROM code. Also in low 
memory are the system global variables, 
which are used to maintain the Mac and 
its operating system. For example, one 
global contains a pointer to the first ele
ment in the device list, another points to 
AppleTalk variables, and another holds 
the address of the stack base. 

Next comes the system heap. It holds 
continued 
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TYPICAL MAC MEMORY MAP 

High memory 

System error-handler use 

Jump table 

Application parameters 

Application globals 

QuickDraw globals 

Stack----------· 9 --··  -------

--- - - - -  -~- ---  -  -  -  -

Application 
space 

Application heap 


System heap 


System globals 


Exception vectors 


Low memory 

0100000 

0000000 

Figure 1: A generic memory map for Macintosh computers. Your application 
runs in the application space. The Mac Plus and SE screens and sound buffers are 
located in high memory. The QuickDraw globals and jump table are used to 
manage the operation of the application and maintain its graphical user interface. 

the system resources, such as device 
drivers . It also contains the patch code 
and initalization resources (INITs) that 
fix bugs or add enhancements to the sys
tem software. The size of the system 
heap is fixed . It starts at an initial prede
fined size. It can expand at boot time to 
hold additiona l resources (such as INITs) 
loaded into it. 

Above the system heap is the applica
tion space. Outside the application space 
the contents of memory are usually 
static, because code, such as device 
drivers, must be available to the system 
as it goes about its duties. But the con
tents of the application space change each 
time you load a new application and as 
the application runs. 

The application stack grows from the 
top of the application space. At the bot
tom of this space is the application heap, 
where an application's code and re
sources are loaded . As the application 
runs, more resources load, and it makes 
requests for additional memory for tem
porary variables or buffers . Both of these 
actions allocate extra memory on the 
heap, which grows toward higher mem
ory as the stack grows downward . 

Ideally, the stack and the heap never 
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meet. There are safeguards to prevent the 
heap from colliding with the stack (the 
system global ApplLimi t defines the 
upper limit to the heap's growth), but 
none to prevent the stack from smashing 
into the heap. If you get a bomb box with 
an ID of28, that 's what happened. 

When the Mac starts up, the Finder is 
inside the application space , displaying 
the Desktop and carrying out file opera
tions. When you double-click on a docu
ment , the application that created the 
document replaces the Finder in the ap
plication space. 

The system error handler uses some of 
the high memory. The error handler is 
the routine that gives you the bomb box 
when things are seriously out of whack. 
High memory is also used as the RAM 
cache if it is switched on. This is one area 
of memory outside the application space 
that changes constantly. Certain older 
INITs also install themselves in this 
memory region . 

Finally, some of the high memory is 
allocated to specialized buffers , depend
ing on the specific Mac hardware you 
have installed. For example, both the 
Mac Plus and the SE use about 22K bytes 
of RAM to serve as a screen buffer. (In 

the Ilci, the on-board video screen buffer 
is located in low memory.) The SE/30 
and the Portable have their own dedi
cated video RAM and thus don't require 
a screen buffer in RAM, while the Mac 
II's screen buffer exists on a NuBus 
video board. The Plus and SE also have a 
sound buffer located in this buffer re
gion . The other Macs use the Apple 
Sound Chip (ASC), so they don ' t need 
RAM for a sound buffer . 

So you actually have something less 
than a megabyte of RAM for your appli
cation to begin with . How much exactly? 
It depends on the Mac , since various 
patches and buffers on certain Macs use 
different amounts of memory. To give 
you a rough idea of how much RAM 
you're actually left with, I installed the 
minimum System 6.0.4 configuration on 
various Macs . I used Symantec's SUM II 
Tools to report on the size of the applica
tion space. The results are in figure 2 . 

The Mac Portable has the most mem
ory to spare , and the SE the least. The 
Portable's RAM surplus is due to its 
hardware video memory, the ASC , and 
the fact that its ROMs incorporate the lat
est bug fixes , which reduce the patch 
code in the system heap. 

The IIci benefits for the same reason: 
Its ROMs incorporate all the bug fixes 
accumulated over time from earlier Mac 
Us. However , on the Ilci , the computer's 
display uses a NuBus video board. If you 
use its on-board video instead, the appli
cation space dwindles to 508K bytes, be
cause 320K bytes is allocated in RAM 
for an 8-bit screen buffer. 

Sizing It to Fit 
Now that you know how much memory 
you've got , you need to find out what you 
can run within the application space. The 
quickest way to determine what's going 
to fit is to list what you can't use. You can 
eliminate MultiFinder, since it requires 
at least 2 megabytes of RAM. It needs 
the additional memory because of new 
data structures maintained by Multi
Finder and because a copy of the Find
er-which uses 160K bytes of RAM-re
mains in memory. (The Finder hangs 
around to manage the Desktop .) 

Mac II owners can strike 32-Bit 
QuickDraw from the list as well. The 
stated RAM minimum for 32-Bit Quick
Draw is 2 megabytes . There are two rea
sons for this limit. First, since 32-Bit 
QuickDraw was introduced long after the 
Mac II was, it isn't part of the Mac II 
ROMs. (The IIci's ROMs are up to date, 
however , and have 32-Bit QuickDraw in 
firmware .) Therefore , 32-Bit Quick
Draw is "added" to the Mac as a RAM 
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patch : The new code is loaded into the 
system heap, and the QuickDraw traps 
are rerouted to this code rather than to 
code in the Mac ROMs. These patches to 
QuickDraw and to the Slot Manager con
sume 120K bytes of RAM . 

The second reason is the critical one, 
however. Depending on the number of 
colors you use, each pixel on the screen 
uses 2 to 4 bytes of RAM . An image 
using lots of large pixels can gobble up 
memory rapidly. For example, a small 
340- by 386-pixel image (one that would 
fit comfortably within a Mac SE/30's 9
inch screen) using 32-bit pixels requires 
about 512K bytes of RAM . The larger 
the image, the more memory you need . 
This is why you often hear of graphics 
professionals using 5 to 8 megabytes of 
RAM with 32-Bit QuickDraw . Since 
such images inhale available RAM , you 
really can't consider using 32-Bit Quick
Draw on a I-megabyte Mac Ilci. By 
eliminating 32-Bit QuickDraw , you also 
toss out any application that requires it to 
function . 

I eliminated both MultiFinder and 32
Bit QuickDraw because their memory 
demands are clear-cut. However , from 
that point on, finding out what will fit
and work-within the confines of a sin
gle megabyte isn't as easy. 

I'll start with applications. It seems 
simple enough: You can ' t use any appli
cation that requires more than a mega
byte of RAM. You can find out how 
much memory an application needs by 
selecting the application on the Desktop 
with the mouse and requesting a Get Info 
(either from the Finder' s File menu or by 
typing Command-I) on it. The "sug
gested memory size" value indicates how 
much memory the application needs 
under MultiFinder , but it a lso gives a 
rough idea of how much it wants under 
the Finder. Consider safe any application 
whose value is less than a megabyte. 
However, it's the borderline cases, where 
the application 's memory requirements 
are just over a megabyte , that can give 
you headaches . 

The only way to find out is to try using 
the application. It sounds simple, but I 
can give you two examples that show how 
daunting this task can be. According to 
the memory-size value, FullWrite Pro
fessional 1.0 requires l 124K bytes of 
memory, and Adobe Illustrator I.9. 3 re
quires 2000K bytes . Care to guess which 
application works? If you launch Full
Write Professional, you get a "FullWrite 
requires at least 1024K to operate" alert, 
and you get dumped back into the Find
er. But Adobe Illustrator runs . 

Be careful , however. Even if an appli-

APPLICATION SPACE 


1 Mb 

827K768K 
762K 

512K 

256K 

0 

Mac Mac 
Plus SE 

•508K ii on· board video in B·bit mode is used. 

864K 829K* 804K 

Mac Mac II Mac llci 
Portable 

All Macs had System 6.0.4 (m1n1mum system) installed, with no additional INITs or cdevs. The Mac Plus 
used an external Apple HD-20 hard disk drive; the rest used internal Apple hard disk drives. Hard disk 
sizes were: Mac SE. 20 megabytes; Portable. II , 40 megabytes; and llci. 80 megabytes. Both the Plus and 
llci had ex tra memory. which was removed from use by adjusting the size ol the RAM cache in the Control 
Panel. 

Figure 2: The size ofthe application space for various Macintoshes. The values 
were measured using SUM II Tools and are approximate. The Mac Portable had the 
most RAM to spare, the Mac SE the least. 

cation runs, it may not be usable. Adobe 
Illustrator complains about low memory 
frequently , and certain Clipboard opera
tions require that you exit Illustrator and 
then relaunch it to scavenge extra mem
ory to complete the act ion. Whether or 
not you care to put up with such nui
sances is up to you. Just be aware that 
some applications that appear too large 
may be usable. 

Another gray area is the realm of 
INITs and cdevs . The Mac loads INITs 
at boot time; they extend its capabil ities 
in various ways, typically by patching the 
Mac OS . You use cdevs to provide con
trol of system functions via the Control 
Panel desk accessory (DA). I lump cdevs 
into the same category as INITs because 
they use an INIT resource to add features 
to the operating system . 

Some of these enhancements are quite 
useful , and others are a bit fr ivolous. 
However, they all use memory in two 
ways. First, their code is installed per
manently into the system heap . Second , 
as they function , INITs and cdevs might 
grab additional memory to complete an 
operation. 

Don ' t plan on having dozens of INITs 
or cdevs on your I-megabyte Mac. While 
some of them only use a few K bytes of 
RAM , others can snap up 40K bytes or 

more. As the system heap grows to ac
commodate them , your application space 
shrink s. The bottom line is how much 
you need the INIT and how much mem
ory you can spare for it. 

For example, I couldn ' t do without 
Steve Christensen's SuperClock! INIT, 
which puts the time and date in the menu 
bar and chimes the hour. It only uses 
16K bytes of memory . Another can ' t
li ve-without cdev is the Adobe Type 
Manager (ATM). It 's a real memory con
sumer, requiring not only 128K bytes for 
code, but an additional 64K bytes (mini
mum) for a font cache . Nevertheless, its 
ability to provide quality screen fonts at 
different point sizes is very important in 
my work, and so I choose to cope with its 
memory demands. 

By examining a certain resource with 
Apple ' s resource editor , ResEdit , you 
can determine quickly if your favorite 
INIT or cdev is easy on the memory or 
not. Use ResEdit to open a copy of the 
INIT or cdev. Scroll through the re
source li st until you find one called 
sysz. Select and open this resource , and 
then open the sysz ID = 0 resource . 

According to Inside Macintosh volume 
V, the first Jong word in this resource in
dicates the number of bytes the INIT 

continued 
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requires on the system heap. At boot time, 
the Mac 's INIT 31 mechanism uses this 
value to allocate memory for each INIT 
resource as it is installed . You can order 
ResEdit from Apple Programmers and 
Developers Association for $25 . 

Packing It In 
Now let's put the Mac's memory to some 
real-world use. Typical jobs that you 
might need to do on a Mac are word pro
cessing , graphics, page layout , and soft
ware development. Using System 6.0.4 
software, I set up a configuration for 
each of these jobs that would work in a 
megabyte. I tried most of these setups on 
a Mac Plus, SE, II, and Portable . I en
countered few problems with each setup , 
but my tests were by no means exhaustive 
and they may not match your prefer
ences. However, they should give you a 
good place from which to start tweaking 
your system. 

One of the first decisions you need to 
make is what you want to use to manage 
your DAs and fonts . You can install them 
in your System file . But INITs such as 
Suitcase II and MasterJuggler let you 
have your fonts and DAs in separate files 

and eliminate some of the Mac OS's an
noying limits. These INITs are useful , 
and I suggest you check them out. Both 
offer nearly the same features, so what 
you should consider above all else is the 
amount of memory they use. Suitcase II 
l.2 .3 is the clear winner : Its sysz re
source indicates that it requires only 
about lOK bytes , while MasterJuggler 
1.16 needs 60K bytes . 

Word processing makes little demand 
on memory. Most word processors fit 
easily within a megabyte and give you 
few problems unless you' re trying to 
paste gigantic graphics into them. I used 
MindWrite 2.1, which requires 750K 
bytes under MultiFinder . This is a worst
case memory usage; most word proces
sors use a lot less. I was able to run 
MindWrite in combination with ATM 
1.01usinga64K-byte font cache, Super
Clock! 3.6, and Suitcase II . 

For graphics, most black-and-white 
paint packages require less than a mega
byte. If you're looking for high-resolu
tion output, you might want to try Adobe 
Illustrator. It works in l megabyte , but 
be aware that you're working at the edge 
of its limits. Illustrator l.9 .3 worked 

with SuperClock! and Suitcase II. It dis
played fair ly complex graphics but got 
cranky when I tried using the tools exten
sively . Occasionally it would run out of 
memory if I tried to save the file with a 
preview image. If you plan on using 
Illustrator a lot, you should keep the 
ar twork simple. 

For page layout , I used PageMaker 3.0 
with Suitcase II , SuperClock! , and ATM 
to work with an eight-page document that 
contained several typefaces but no 
graphics. I could place Encapsulated 
Postscript graphics or a TIFF image 
scanned at 75 dots per inch into the docu
ment. I had no problem examining the 
pages at any size or printing the docu
ment to a LaserWriter . If your output 
consists primarily of text , then you 
should have no difficulty with Page
Maker. However , don ' t try to place a 
TIFF image scanned at 300 dpi into a 
document and expect it to work in l 
megabyte, because the higher the resolu
tion of the scan, the more memory it 
requires. 

For software development , I tried both 
Apple ' s MPW C 3.0Bl and Symantec's 

continued 

Clorthe 8051 
Compare: 
Benchmark Results -Sample program: Eratosthenese sieve 
Program from BYTE (1/83) expanded with 1/0 and interrupt handling. 

Archimedes 
ICC51 

v2 .20A 

MCC51 

v1.2 
FRANKLIN 

C51 v2.1 

Compilation time 
Linkage time 

Execution time 
Total code size 
Sieve module 

size 

12 sec 
29 sec 
11.45 sec 
5318 bytes 

736 

~ 18 sec 
9 sec 

9.00 sec 
3798 
1021 

17 sec 
6 sec 
0.88 sec 
1726 
541 " 

rl 

r1 

rl 

Call now for your free DEMO disk. 

FRANKLIN 

SOFTWARE, INC. 

888 Saratoga Ave. #2 • San Jose, CA 95129 

(408) 296-8051 • FAX (408) 296-8061 

Europe A: (0222) 25 36 26 B: (010) 22 34 55 CH : (032) 41 01 11 D: KEIL 
(089) 46 50 57 DK: (02) 65 82 00 F: (1) 64 07 85 64 GB: (0962) 73 31 
40 NL: (01858) 16133 S: (040) 92 24 25 Far East : Aust: (61) 02 65 41 
873 R.O.C. : (02) 76 40 2156 N.Z. (64) 04 694 129 (fax). 
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Video Textbook Training • Video Textbook Training • 

~ 
<:>The Ultimate Training Solution 

40 to 60 hours of in-depth training per course. Lessons ~ 
~ 

consist of objectives, lectures, examples with detailed g:. 
explanations , exercises with the presentation of multi- ~ 
pie solutions per problem and lesson reviews. The course 
review even comes on a separate tape so it can easily ~ 
serve as a refresher course in the future! Developed by ;:;· 
professionals that have taught these courses to thou- ~
sands of students. Courses currently available include: •

• 	The UNIX Operating System, 

Utilities and Bourne Shell Programming 


• 	The UNIX Operating System, 
Utilities and C Shell Programming ~ 

• 	The ANSI C Programming Language and S. 
Libraries g 

• 	 Programming with QUICK C "'""' 
• 	 Programming with TURBO C ~ 

>:\
• 	 INFORMIX/ SQL Applications Development ;:;· 
• INFORMIX/ 4GL Applications Development ~ 

Designed to be your personal video textbook, the price of 
each course is an affordable $150, plus applicable sales • 
tax. Check, VISA and MasterCard accepted. 

Video Textbook Training [
200 Lakeside Drive, Building A4 g-

Morgantown, WV 26505 ~ 
(304) 292-0917 FAX (304) 296-4032 

~ 
UNIX is a registered trademark ol AT&T. 	 ;::s 
INFORMIX/SOL and 4GL are registered trademarks of INFORMIX Software, Inc. ;;i · 
QUICK C is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 	 
TURBO C is a registered trademark of Borland International. 	 ~. 

L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__J 

• Video Textbook Training • Video Textbook Training • 
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HITACHI 361JOl3650 ............................$589.n 
NEC Extemal................................ .. ....................559.10 

NEC lnlemal ................................................................499.55 
NEC XT I AT I PS/2 .... ........ .......... ..............................................138.93 

TOSHIBA CD-ROM External ........ .. ....................................... .........799.29 

WHY PAY 
RETAIL? 

TOSH IBA CD-ROM PS/2 Ex1ema............................ ................................1069.12 

lRWIN 145C 40MB Internal ...... .................................................................. .$339.94 
IRWIN 2080 BOMB Internal PS/2 .......................... ..... .................................442.70 
IRWIN 445AT40MBExtemal.. llWIN ..........472.27 
IRWIN 745SP 40MB External. ::::::::: . . . . ......... .499.98 
IRWIN 785SP BOMB External.. ......... . .. .. .. ......... .567.05 
IRWIN 485A BOMB External AT ...................... ....................................... .538.64 

CDW"' SettJ 
For le99 

IRWIN 6451E 250MB External ........10n.66 
lRWlN 787SP 120MB ln!emal .................................. ................................ ..592.n 

COMPUTERS 

SAMSUNG 
S-3000. 4.7711 0 MHz .............................. .........551 9.11 
S-550 AT Comp.. 8112 MHz, ................... .......885.64 
S-550. 20 Meg ... .... ................. .. .......... ......... .. 1275.80 

~t~~·u4JGM~8 re;~i~aili2ii6.' ... ..... .......,..._·:.: ::::.~~~~:~g 
S-630 · 286 .................. .................... ................709.50 

PACKARD BEU 
P8 686. 12MHz  ............................... . . ....$717.00 
PBro0. 12MHz .........................................................................1198.86 

P800J. 
16

MHz i'osiiiBA··· ··-·1
366.70 

T-IOOOSE .. ...CALL T5200, 40 Meg 
T\600 .. ......... ... ..CDW T ·· ·--····· ·· ···· "''''-'' 
Tl200. 2 Drive. .... FOR T Meg
TSIOO............ ........TH E T 
T1200, 20 Meg .LATEST T 

CARTHS"/i t'/'JON 1\' 

EARTHSTATION V40 or 286. 
Arcnel or Etherne t ................ ....................................CALL 

WYSE 
MDL 2108 . ..... .5895.50 MDL 2214 ..... ..... ..51921.30 
MDL2112 ............1271 .20 MDL 3216 ... ........... 1998.17 
MDL 2116................. NEW MDL 3225 . ............3476.22 

IBM PS/2 
30286. 30 Meg ..... 1845.55 MDL SSSX, BO Meg. 3178.39 

~gt ~82~.~"8r mm ~gt~~6~~--mii~~ 
MDL 7361 Pon.....5449.75 MDL 80. 70 Meg.....5069.37 

comPAll ' 
286. MDL 1 ....... .$1549.95 386S84 .... ...... .....$3280.40 

~~~o~Dlob Megmrn ~-~o~ 4~1~fi 
386S. MDL I .....2324.49 LTE laplops.............CA LL 

llEAilSTART 
1-l3a:lslart 111 l)( CD Uri! .............................................NEW MODEL 
Headstan Ill CD Unit ...........................................TOO LOW 
Headstar1 XT Explorer ...............................TO ADVERTISE 

TIN1TH Idata ,,,,....- systems LAPTOPS 

~~i~~~rt· 2ese;supe·rs··c;ri'3assx··:::::.~~6~i~~~ 
Superspon 286. 20140 ~eg .......................... ZENITH 
Superspon 286e ......................... .....PRI CING 

DESKTOPS 
Z-248 12 MHz .. ..... .. ............................... ............ALL 
Z·386 25 MHz Mod. 1.............................DESKTOPS 
Z·386 33 MHz Mod.1 ... .............................IN STOCK 

TERMINALS 
WYSE 50160 Amber or Green. ..$373.40 / 300.16 
WYSE 85 130 Amber ........................ ...........375.90 I 294.10 
WYSE 99GT I WYSE 150 ...........................394.82 1272.45 

14!·}Ii; ;fi'I , j 13' i f3 3; fj:£i1''; I: I§ ;t• 
~Ca/Comp 

1023...... ..............53498.40 12 x 12 .... ................5358. 12 
1043DM ...... ..........5825.15 12 x 18 .................719.10 
1025 ....... ............ ...4544.06 36 x 48 ... .......... ..3236.15 

l-IURTR 
12121s1... .............$349.06 36x48.............. ...52891.53 
12 x 17 ... . .......499.35 4 Bunon Cursor ......... .75.00 

Sc:arrnanPC... 
Sc:arvnan PS'2... 

lOGiHCH ... ...... .... ....... ...sm.ss 
. .................$214.50 

~.. 
Summa 11 12 x 12 ... 
Summa ll 12x 18 ... 

.......... ...5367.40 
...............5599.50 

1-KJUSTD\J 
I N51llU~·t f~T 

HI DMP-52 1DMP·52MP 
HI DMP -6 IDUDMP62DL 

HI DMP -61 
HI DMP-62 

Image Maker/Jetpro 

MOST ORDERS RECEIVED 
BY 5:00 P.M. c.s.T. 

SHIP SAME DAY 

COW" EXnNDED HOURS 
Sales 7:3>-7::11 CST Mon-Fri. 

9:00-3::11 CST Sal. 
Tech 5upport 9:00-5:00 CST Mon-Fri. 

Ct'ilO!c..a~-nDl...c<r<::ea - -OIV>ttntl'll ~ 

-~ro;y- ()i-llf.~ ...... ~-$2'DDO Ptnt 
1<X1$SIXINrd::1glHl~t-llie,ta!O~IH 
MP"<ftt•!lea:l""O-IOtCGllA.'bw10D0'"""• 1111VSICI' 
~ ...l'wr\Jlll,.ng~-nalCf>llOSollWJ... Chf>S ...">(1011\tl 
-~a... ne1~A.'ll>"IOr'Q$Ul¥dlOCNnQ&• Roogw-~...-....... <l.18M ancCQP.!NiO 
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PRINTERS 
EPSON' 

LX810 ..................CALL ............ALL EPSON 
L0850 ................CDW'" .... ..........MODELS 
FX850 .............FOR BEST ...READY 
FX1 050 ...............PRICE SHIP 
LOIOIO ........ ....... EVER C RIES 

COwru stocks all CUI sheel feeders and ribbons. 

NEC 
P2200XE ...............5344.65 P5300. ....................$685.63 
P5200 .....................509.12 P960XL ................ .... 1039.24 

@001\! I ~~( by KODAK 
150P 1300 .................................................5309.17 1418.17 

TOSHIBA 
Expresswriler 311 .....cow~ 321SL.......... ...........MODELS 
Expresswri!er 301 .......HAS 341SL...................IN STOCK 
35 1SX ........ ALL TOSHIBA CALL FOR PRICES 

brother 
M-1809 .... ...... .......5363.63 M 1909 ... 5457.10 
M-1824L .. .... .. ... ....482.95 M·T924L .....................599.65 

Ol(IDATA 
ML 182 Turt:>o S234.48 ML321 ......................5479.28 
ML 172 .................... 199.95 ML390 .......................475.96 
ML 3BO . .... 357.95 ML 391 639.48 
LASER 400 .............930.00 ML 393 ......................995.90 
ML'.l20 .. 329.68 ML 393 Color ...........1067.60 

Panasonic 
1124 ..................5292.75 1592 .........................$409.44 
1695 ......CALL 1191 ........................232.12 
11 80 ............ ... ........ .. 193.95 1624...... ...... .445.32 

LASER PRINTERS 
BROTHER HL-8e Postscnp! .S1799.90 ! 32n.20 
H·P LaserJel Model 2lllD ......................1699.95 12744.95 
H-P Des~et PluSIH-P Laserjet llP ..............679.3311034.07 
H·P Deskwriter ... . ... .. .....................819.22 
NEC LC890 ..................................... .....................3095.60 
PAC IFIC DATA 25 in 1Canndge ...... .........................272.86 

~~g:~:g 8~i~ ~~;~~~'ba~~e :::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~~:~ 
~~m~i~~\~GUro:i~$~ .. ......... m:~ 
PACIFIC DATA Headliner.....................................268.28 
TOSHIBA Page Laser 12 CALL 

Sa les 
Ser vices/Sup1>ort 
Product Knowledge 
On Time Deli very 
Frequent Buyers Program 

DRIVES TAPES & CARDS 

MIN-8051A ..........$388.10 MIN-3085 ...............5591.40 
MIN·3180E .. ........1027.44 MIN·9380E ...... ...... 1523.68 

~Sl!agate 
SEAGATE 20 Meg .5259.58 SEAGATE 4096 BO ...559.95 
SEAGATE30Meg ...269.32 SEAGATEST251 -I 325.23 

MICROPOLIS 
1335 70 Meg ......5565.40 1355 142 Meg .....Sl 050.40 
1375153Meg.....1469.85 1558338Meg ....... 1512.52 

SOFTWARE STARTER KITS 
Entry-Level 286 Staner Kit. 4 Users ....................CALL 
Entry-Level 286 Stan er Kit. 8 Users ...........FOR BEST 
NOVELL Netware 386 .... ...... .... ........ ... ....NOVELL 
NOVELL 286 Sollware V. 2.15 ......................PRICING 
NOVELL SFT Nelware V. 2.15.. .. ....... AUTHORIZED 
NOVELL NETPRO ....................... SALES & SERVICE 

INTERFACE CARDS 
3COM ETHERLINK .. . . 5375 45 
ARCNET PC110 LANboard PS/2. ......................343.75 
ARCNET PC130 LANboard ........................ ....... 164.27 
AACNET PC 130E LANOoard 189.50 
ARCNET SMC 16-Bit File Server Board ............393.50 
ARCNET SMC 16-Bil Workstation Board ..........276.15 
ETHERNET Interface Connector (NE1000) ...... 156.25 
G·NET Interface Card w/Cable ..................... ......298.52 
NOVELL NE2000 ............ ........................ .. ..... .. .. .209.40 
THOMAS CONRAD 16 Pon Hub. .............. .....699.25 
THOMAS CONRAD 8 Port Hub ........................378.65 
Ethernet Termina!ors ..................... ........................39.50 

- ~[ ·l· l2! f"J:l3·l.~ l.~li J:ll., . )jC•J:t• 
INTEL 2400 l mr>rn~I Eloprnnl 149.75176.94 

~ERElf-
EVEREX 1200B I 2400B ..... ........ .. ...........569.95/ 116.88 
EVEREX 2400 Ext. / 2400 PS/2.............164.40 1161.n 

HAYES 
1200 External ......$278.60 2400B ln1f'.>rnnl ..... S224 45 
1200B Internal ....... 163.20 2400 PS/2 . ...........345.40 
2400 External ........338.84 Personal Modem ..... 109.70 

IJ),'tlobotic!i 
Courier 1200 .......$189.60 1200 External ........$129.10 
Courier 2400 279.60 2400B ...................199.70 
1200B ... ... .. .......... ... 108.45 14400 HST 586.75 
Dual 14,400 HST ...952.65 

Mfl"2 MEGAHERTZ CORPORATION 
2400 lor ZENITH..$167.10 laxlb'COMPf-OSLT..$259.00 
2400 for NEC ........225.88 2400 for TOSHIBA ... 183.74 

BATTERYJIACKUP .JLS.u.R 
AMERICAN 

AME -1200VX ..S91 1.45 AME-520ES...........S3n.48 
AME ·330XT ..........257.72 AME-800RT .............699.19 
AME -l50AT.. 321. 82 

•e,etaShield 

500 Wan .............$555.05 SS700+ ... ...............$787.90 
800 Wall.. . 628.56 1200 Wan ..... ...........962.75 
S100 ...... ............... ...59.55 6 Outlet Surge ............ 27.85 

• Durant Tec hnologies, Inc 
BPS-300 ...... ........5314.00 BPS-550.................5474.11 
BPS -500 .............465.88 BPS-1200 ................698.82 
BPS -800 ..... .......648.30 

GB 
BC 450 ...... $3 49.50 4 Outlet. ....................$44.25 
BC -1200 ........ ...... .. 649.55 LC -1200 ...................158.85 
BC -2000 ..... ......... 1179.BO LC -1800...............196.80 

MISC. & 4CCESSORIES 

A·B Switching Box /ABX Box) ...................$39.95/ 44.95 
BASF 5 Pack ol 10 OS/OD w/Case ........ ................. 29.00 
INTE LLICOM Long Link .........................................129.70 
KEN SINGTON Maslerpiece. ........ ..........................99.99 
KEN SINGTON Masterpiece Plus ... .. ........... .......... 123.10 
KEYTRONICS 5151 IBM or AT&T . ........ .... ..... ......133.95 
KEYTRONICS 101 94.95 
STHGEN.LDgi:aCome.:OOn 256Kl 512K .....447.72 1514J6 

~~~~~ ~~~ry~~8c~~t mg 
t\• . ~' · \ 3 : 11nif1 · ': .1 : ; •t · ' i 1 • ~ 

HIGH VOLUME BIDS INVITED 
2840 MARIA, NORTHBROOK, IL 60062 FAX (708) 291-1737 

SOFTWARE 

WORDPEAFECT 5.1 5.25" or 3.S- ..... ................$246.39 
ASHTON TATE dBase Ill+ / dBase IV .....424.00 1476.10 
ASHTON TATE Multimate Advantage JI ..... ... .......288. 12 
LOTUS 1-2-3 5125"I 3.S- V2.2.... ........................... 339.95 
LOTUS 1·2·3 V3 / LOTUS N'" !1'.C "" '.:l r.. .3~7 .00 r 1!:92 20 
BORLAND Paradox 3.0 ........................ ............. .....439.17 
BOA LAND OJaltro I Quattro Pro ..................94.52 / NEW 
BORLAND Sdekk:k Plus .......... ...... .. ..................... 131.25 
MICROSOFT Excel I Windovvs 386 .........299.04 1129.05 
LAN Spool / LAN Space ............................265.101319.00 
MERIDIAN Carbon Copy ........................................119.37 
SYMANTEC O&A .... ..................... ............ ..............217.40 
SOFTV/ARE PUB Ha•vard Gr~;:::h.cs . 274.71 
XEROX Ventura Sof!\vare Version 2.0 ...... ..... .. ......489.00 

MONG_ M__ONITORS & CARDS 

CDW- Color I Mono Cards w/P .................$99.00 / 89.00 
HEACULESt\I Color I Mono Cards w/P..146.14 1179.84 
AMDEK 410A I 12B0.... ....... ..... ................. 149.99 / 679.78 
COMPAQ Mono I VGA Mono......... ..........167.00 1209.95 
IBM PS/2 8503 ....... .... ................................ ...... .......209.95 
SAMSUNG Amt~r .. . .. .94 10 
PACKARD BELL 1472 Amber or WMe ................ 124.35 
PGS MAX 12E I MAX 15 .......................... 139.40 1258.20 
PACKARD BELL Green or Amber............ ............. .. .89.95 

G!L(!) ;l?l;f·i:J:ittj '..(•J : l ij•l;[:W 
IBM PS/2 8512 18513 . ... .. ............ ........ ...$449.401540.20 
SAMSUNG AGB Color .... ............. ........ ....... .. .... 219.36 
MAGNAVOX 8762 ... .......................... ....................259.05 

VGA & EGA PRODUCTS 

VGA & EGA MONITORS 

COMPAQ VGA Monnor......................................5499.68 
MAGNAVOX g43EGA .............. ................ ............ ..365.40 
MAGNAVOX 9CM062 ........................................... .372.52 
MITSUBISHI 1410 ......... ........ .................................360.50 
MITSUBISHI 1381 Diamond Scan ......... ... .......... ..499.BO 
NFC Mul11sync 40 SD .. ..... 11 8~ . 3S ~'?37 .75 
NEC Multisync XL 19-lnch ·········· ........................1n8.40 

~fg~~~~ELi"s'~~~~~--3 .°. ·.·....... 4 .~:8~.'-~~~:~ 
PACKARD BELL 8531 ..........................................359.70 
PACKARD BELL 8530 . ................................... ....383.BO 
PGS Ultrasync 12 ..... ................ ...... ........... .............493.33 
PGS Ut1rasync 111 16 51 9.56 8lfl.n 
SAMSUNG VGA ............. .... ..... ...... .......... ..............392.50 
SONY Muttiscan 1302 11304 . ...............619.95 1660.52 
ZENI TH Z·1492 ............. ........ ... ..............................594.BO 

VGA DISPLAY CARDS 
ATI VGA Wonder 256 1512 ...... .... ...... ..$26 2.98 1327.84 
GENOA 6100 ......... ........................ .... .. ... .............. 144.76 
GENOA 6300 16600 ............................. ... 157.26 1309.85 
PARADISE 102 41 272.10 
PARADISE VGA / VGA+ 16 ...................168.70 1204.30 
VIDEO 7 1024i .......................... ...........................272.10 
VIDEO 7 VRAM VGA ..... ... ............... ....... ...............405.25 

EGA DISPLAY CARDS 
PARADISE Auto Swnch EGA 480................ .......$104.70 
VIDEO 7 Vega Deluxe... .................... 187.05 

CAD MONITORS & CARDS 
MITSUBISHI 6905 . 19 Inch ..S2':)63 90 
MITSUBISHI 6605..... .. ... ... .....................................CALL 
MITSUBISHI 3905AOK .. .....................................1798.80 
SIGMA Laserview ...................................... ..........1687.18 
VERMONT Cobra. ... .........................2m.75 
METHEUS 1104 .......................................... ........1039.00 
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IN DEPTH 

MAC AT THE MINIMUM 

Nine 

Track 

Tape... 


One 

Track 

Mind. 


If you can't get your mind off 9 
Track Tupe ... there's good reason. 

It's still the number one choice in 
the entire world for exchanging 
infonnation between computer 
systems. 

Using a 9ll'ack-Tape drive, you literally 
turn your PC into a mainframe. 

\Vie not only sell more 9ll'ack Tupe drive 
systems than anyone else .. .we're known 
as problem solvers. People who develop 
and nurture solutions for other people. 
Give us a call today and let us solve 
your next conversion problem. 

GSA# GSOOK89AGS6390p- FLAGSTAFF 
_. ENGINEERING 
~Helping people read 


a world of information 

1120 Kaibab (602) 779-3341 
Flagstaff, t<l. 86001 FAX 602-779-5998 
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Think C 4 .0. In a megabyte of RAM , 
neither development system can run its 
source-level debugger, so you have to re
sort to the low-level debuggers. You can 
choose either Apple's Macsbug 6.1 or 
TMON 2.8.2 from !COM Simulations. 
After installing the two debuggers and 
measuring the size of the application 
space, I determined that in the memory 
sweepstakes, TMON is the winner . The 
amount of memory used by each debug
ger varied depending on the type of Mac
intosh , but TMON consistently left me 
more memory to work with. 

Think C operated fine in 1 megabyte 
with SuperClock! and Suitcase II . I could 
launch to the test application from the 
compiler, enter the debugger, and exit 
from the application back to the compiler 
without problems. MPW , unfortunately , 
had problems when compiling multiple 
files. I'd frequently get an "Unable to 
swap in shell segment" message when 
the C compiler completed a file . I fared 
better when I removed the debugger , but 
this meant that I first had to compile and 
link a program and then reboot the Mac 
to install a debugger before I could test it. 
I'm not faulting Apple's excellent devel
opment software: MPW actually re
quires 2 megabytes of RAM , but you can 
make do with 1 megabyte. 

Hints for Life at the Edge 
Here are a few hints to help you conserve 
as much of that 1 megabyte of memory as 
possible. 

Use IN/Ts and cdevs that ha ve a sysz 
resource. The !NIT 31 mechanism will, 
by default , allocate l 6K bytes of RAM 
for !NIT code that lacks this resource . 
This default might allocate too much 
memory for an !NIT (wasting precious 
memory) or not enough. The latter can 
cause a ll sorts of problems , no tably 
crashes , which are unpleasant no matter 
how much memory you have. 

Watch your memory! In tight-memory 
situations, you want some leeway so that 
an application can recover gracefully if 
memory runs dry. Try to have a buffer 
zone of 30K or 40K bytes so that the ap
plication can at least present an "out of 
memory " alert. An excellent shareware 
DA called Memrometer 3.0 graphically 
displays the remaining memory as the 
amount of mercury in a thermometer. 
Memrometer was developed by Dana 
Basken and costs $5. 

Go easy on the beep sounds. Custom 
beep sounds are installed in the system 
heap at boot time . The longer the sound , 
the more memory it takes . Ifyou insist on 
something other than that dry depart-

ment-store Mac beep , use a short tone. A 
long beep sound of HAL 9000 explaining 
that he " can ' t do that" is nice, but it also 
consumes around 80K bytes of RAM. 

The following hints are for Mac II 
owners . 

Avoid the start-up screen. Those color
ful images that pop up on the monitor 
when the Mac II boots can be real show
stoppers , but they also wind up in the 
system heap , and that ' s RAM that you 
can't get back. Even a modest-size image 
can use over lOOK bytes of RAM , which 
effectively implodes your application 
space. 

Use a small screen-preferably one of 
the 13-inch, 640- by 480-pixel types. 
The larger the screen , the larger the win
dow an application creates, and larger 
windows use more memory . Using a 19
inch SuperMac monitor , I could not get 
Adobe Illustrator to open a file. Once I 
swapped to a smaller monitor , the appli
cation worked adequately . 

Use black-and-white mode only. The 
same reasoning that made me reject 32
Bit QuickDraw applies here . A display 
that uses 8-bit pixels requires more mem
ory than one using a single bit per pixel. 
For the Mac IIci, you can reduce the size 
of the on-board video buffer from 320K 
bytes to 64K bytes by switching from an 
8-bit display mode to a 1-bit black-and
wh ite display mode and rebooting. 

Exploit virtual memory. Connectix 
has a virtual memory product called Vir
tual that allows you to use your hard disk 
as additional memory. You'll need a 
paged memory management unit chip to 
be able to use Virtual on a 68020-based 
Mac II , but you ' ll need only the software 
itself to use it on a 68030-based Mac II . 
The cost of the kit , including the 
PMMU , is $275 . 

Let's Get Real 
You can get work done with a ! -megabyte 
Mac . You won ' t be doing sophisticated 
graphics or a fancy newsletter loaded 
with high-resolution scans of the staff, 
but you can do quite well with text-only 
newsletters and .simple artwork. 

As long as you realize the Mac 's limits 
and try not to exceed them, you can ac
complish a great deal without becoming 
frustrated by "out of memory" alerts. 
And with the price of RAM falling, you 
may soon be able to add extra memory to 
your Macintosh . Then it will really 
perform . • 

Tom Thompson is a BYTE senior techni
cal editor at large. He can be reached on 
BIX as "tom_thompson. " 



..( Eight-pen changer •' 

../ LCD user interface display +; 

./ One-year warranty +~ 
:/ Plot optimization +•• 
{ "Quick scale" feature +; 
../ Standard media up to 36 11 x48 11 

.,/ Sizzling speed up to 40 ips 

..;' High resolution of 0.0005 inch 

./ Roll-feed option +; 
/ Scanner option 

./ 1 Mb buffer option 

These are just some of the many 
standard features packed into HI's new 
DMP-60 DL series of pen plotters. 
Based on the popular DMP-60 line, the 
new DL series delivers a blend of proven 

performance and state-of-the-art 
iMlovation. At a surprisingly 

low price. 

Top of the line. Heavy 
duty. Large format. 
Loaded with standard 
features. Priced as low 

as $4,895.* 

Check it out by calling 
1-800444-3425 or1512-835-0900. 

HOUSfON 

INS I RUMENJ: 


A DIVISION OF.\Ml!Tl!K 
8500 Cameron Road, Austin, TX 7S753 

• U.S. sugge~_ted retail price. Subject 'le change. 
Houston lnst1'ument is a trademark of AMETEK. Inc. 
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ln the 1990s, code will be generated by the 
click of a mouse or a tap of a key. With 
Matrix Layout 2.0 you can·do that now. And 
the results wi ll surprise you. 

Preview the 1990s with Layout 
In Layout, you create programs by designing 
an object-oriented flowchart , with all the 
options of traditional programming. It 's a 
technology we call desktop programming. 

Once you 're done, simply choose the lan
guage you want for the fini shed program. 
There's Microsoft C, Lattice C, and Turbo C, 
as well as Turbo Pascal and Microsoft 
QuickBasic. You can even create a .EXE file 
that 's ready-to-run on any IBM PC or 
compatible. 

1990s Power without 1980s Pain 
Because Layout works with today 's stan
dards, you can painlessly take advantage of 
the power behind Layout - object oriented 
programming, CASE (Computer Aided 
Software Engineering) technology, hypertext 
databases, and graphical user interfaces. All 
without giving up your favorite computer 
language. 

An Architecture for the 1990s 
Layout comes with objects that produce real 
code for everything traditional computer lan
guages can do - math, branching, variable 
management, complex data structures - and 
it extends each language to include powert'ul 
user interface and hypertext database capa

bilities. But best of all , you can extend 
Layout past the 1990s by building your own 
objects - BlackBoxes - that can do anything 
you imagine. Added together, Layout cuts 
your development time by up to 70%. 

Welcome to the 1990s 
Ready to jump into the 90s? Get Layout 
today. It's available for just $199.95. Or for a 
glimpse of the 90s, see the Layout video tape 
for just $9.95. Give us a call at 

1-800-533-5644 
In Massachusetts ca ll (617) 567-0037. 

·~Doli14t=llX 
M A r R 1 x s o F r w A R E 

In the 90s, this is how 

you'll write code. 


?• 

CJ Read9-to-Run Pro!Jl"a~ 

DD HicroSort C, Lattice C, turbo C 

CJ Turbo Pascal \ 

CJ Microsoft QuickBas ic 

FINI) KAlCtt FOR 
Result of' screen! 

"ATCtf OSJE'.CJ 11 
MelcoMe on Screen1 

Matrix Software Technology Corporation• One Massachusetts Technology Center • Harborside Drive• Boston , MA 02128 

Matrix Software Technology Ltd. • Matrix House , Derriford Business Park • Derriford, Plymouth • Devon PL6 5QZ, Eng land • 0752-796-363 


Matri x Software Technology Europe N.V. • Geldenaaksebaan 476 • 3030 Leuven, Belgium• 016202064. 

All trademarks and registered trademarks are of their respective companies . 
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IN DEPTH 

LIFE WITHIN l MEGABYTE 

Easing the 

RAM-Cram Blues 


TSRs can almost lock you out ofyour own system
but there is help 

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings 

T
SR programs are 
great. They give 
you the illusion ~hat 
you are runnrng 

more than one program si
multaneously in DOS: TSRs 
"pop up " when you press the 
right combination of " hot 
keys ." They're always around 
and always available. How
ever, each one consumes 
some of DOS's precious 
memory. If you' re not care
ful, you can end up with lots 
of useful TSRs and not 
enough memory to run your 
applications. This is known as 
"RAM cram." Luckily , util
ities exist to help you ease the 
RAM-cram blues . 

The Origin of RAM Cram 
To understand how these util
ities work, let's review how 
DOS views a PC 's memory. 
Because DOS was originally 
written for the Intel 8088 
CPU , it was limited by the 8088 ' s ability 
to address only 1 megabyte of memory. 
(The 8086 has the same limitation.) By 
the time most PC users realized the se
verity of constraints enforced by the I 
megabyte address-space limit , it was too 
late: The world was full of PCs. To pro
vide compatibility with those PCs, Intel 
gave its 80286 and 80386 processors a 
special operating mode, called real 

ILLUSTRATION: DAVE CALVER © 1990 

mode, where the processor can address 
only 1 megabyte . Thus , DOS can run on 
those processors , but only in real mode. 

The PC architecture itse lf further 
limits the available memory to a mere 
640K bytes . It uses the "top" 384K bytes 
(between 640K bytes and 1 megabyte) 
for its own purposes: Things like ROM 
and memory-mapped devices, such as 
screen memory , live there . Applications 

have access to the remaining 
640K bytes, known as con
ventional memory. 

DOS also needs memory
at least 40K bytes-in which 
to run. And since it loads at 
the "bottom " of the available 
memory (starting at address 
0) , PC applications actually 
get less than 600K bytes in the 
middle of the address range, 
from just above DOS to ad
dress 640K (see the figure) . 

Things get worse . Many 
devices , including mice and 
RAM disks, require special 
drivers, each of which con
sumes even more memory. 

Then there are the TSRs, 
each of which uses still more 
of that 640K bytes . A typical 
set of TSRs might include a 
thesaurus, a spelling checker, 
a keyboard enhancer, and a 
personal productivity tool 
such as Borland's SideKick. 
This is where the utilities 

come in: They let you recover some of the 
memory your TSRs consume. 

How TSRs Work 
Most DOS programs interact with mem
ory in a very simple way: DOS loads 
them into memory just above itself, the 
programs use all the available memory 
they want, and then they relinquish that 

continued 
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IN DEPTH 

EASING THE RAM-CRAM BLUES 

TYPICAL 

DOS MEMORY MAP 


16Mb 

, Extended memory : 

1Mb 

640K 

BIOS 

EMS window 

Video memory 

Applications 

0 

TSRs 

Device drivers 

MS-DOS 

A memory map ofa typical 

DOS environment. Note how elements 

other than application programs

operating system , device drivers , 

and TSR programs-nibble away at the 

oft-quoted 640K bytes ofuser memory. 


memory when they' re done . 
A TSR is different. It also loads into 

the lowest available memory, but it 
doesn't go away when it terminates. In
stead, it stays resident in a kind of dor
mant state , doing nothing but occupying 
memory. Other DOS programs run as 
usual , except that the TSR's memory is 
unavailable to them . 

If you load more than one TSR, each 
one loads on top of the previous ones in a 
sort of TSR stack. When you hit the ap
propriate hot keys to bring up a TSR, 
you're just activating a program that's al
ready in memory. 

The TSR wasn't running when you hit 
those hot keys, however, so how did it 
"hear" them and start executing? By 
using a trick that involves interrupt vec
tors . A PC must handle certain events , 
such as pressing a key, very quickly , so it 
generates a special condition-an inter
rupt-each time such an event occurs . 
Different events cause different inter
rupts . Pressing a key, for example, gen
erates interrupt 09 hexadecimal. 

When an interrupt occurs, the system 
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has to find the routine that should handle 
it. The system multiplies the interrupt 
number by 4 and uses the result to find an 
address in the interrupt-vector array in 
memory . Each address in that array 
points to the routine, typically one in the 
system's ROM RIOS, that should handle 
the corresponding interrupt . 

A TSR hears a keystroke by putting it
self in the middle of this process . In ef
fect, the TSR "steals" the normal key
board interrupt by replacing the address 
of its interrupt vector with the address of 
one of the TSR's routines . That routine 
checks each key sequence to see if it is 
the TSR's hot-key sequence . If so, it 
starts the TSR . If not, it passes the key 
sequence to the original BIOS key-han
dling routine-and you never know the 
difference . The only cost is a tiny bit of 
system time to execute the TSR's key
board-interrupt routine . 

The situation can actually become 
much more complicated, because many 
TSRs can be in memory at the same time, 
and all of them can steal the keyboard in
terrupt. When that happens, the TSR 
loaded last hears each keystroke first. 
Then it either starts running, or it passes 
the keystrokes to the interrupt-handling 
routine whose address it removed from 
the interrupt-vector array . With more 
than one TSR, this address points to a 
routine in the next TSR on the stack. This 
process repeats until either a TSR finds 
its hot keys or the keystrokes reach the 
BIOS for normal processing. 

TSRs can steal other interrupts . An
other common one is the timer interrupt , 
which lets a TSR activate frequently re
gardless of whether you hit a key . TSRs 
can also become active on interrupts that 
involve communications activity-a fea
ture especially useful for print spoolers. 

A Light in the Dark 
If you load a few TSRs into your PC's 
memory , you can end up with a lot of 
stolen interrupts and considerably less 
available memory than you think. Unfor
tunately, it's not easy to tell exactly 
which interrupts are stolen or precisely 
how much memory you have left. Enter 
Quarterdeck Office Systems' Manifest. 

Manifest offers a menu of displays that 
tell you a great deal about your PC. Most 
of the information has nothing to do with 
TSRs, but some of it does . One particu
larly useful display is Manifest ' s map of 
the first megabyte of memory. It shows 
how much memory DOS is taking, as 
well as where each device driver and TSR 
is loaded and how much space each is 
consuming. You can also see how much 
memory is available for your applica

tions . Manifest even shows you the name 
of each TSR, if possible (as long as the 
TSR has not released its DOS "environ
ment space," the memory area where 
DOS stored the program's name). The 
same display shows you the items 
mapped into the memory above 640K 
bytes and below the I-megabyte limit. 

Another display presents the inter
rupt-vector table . It lists every interrupt 
and tells which program (BIOS, DOS, 
TSR) currently owns each interrupt. 
Manifest even highlights the stolen inter
rupts so you can spot them easily. From 
these two displays, you can see just what 
your TSRs are doing to your machine. 

Manifest can also tell you a great deal 
more, everything from details about your 
machine's configuration (e.g., BIOS 
maker, disk type, and available DOS 
variable space) to the results of the pro
gram ' s built-in memory benchmarks . 
With a retail price of only $60 and a pol
ished user interface that is so simple to 
use that you never need to crack the man
ual , Manifest is one program that we 
think most PC users ought to own. 

Blowing the Whistle on TSRs 
As nice as Manifest is, however, it only 
shows you that you're suffering from 
RAM cram; it does nothing to remedy 
the situation. Persoft's Referee gives you 
one way to reduce that problem. Basical
ly, Referee lets you remove TSRs from 
memory. Most TSRs provide a way to re
move them, but you have to use a differ
ent command for each one. Referee Jets 
you remove any TSR with a single com
mand. To use Referee, you must load its 
own TSR, REFWATCH, before you load 
any other TSRs. REFWATCH keeps 
track of all the TSRs that you load after 
it. Then , when you want to remove a 
TSR, you run the Referee program. 

One of the best ways to use Referee is 
in a batch file . Ifyou had a TSR, such as a 
spelling checker, that you wanted to load 
only when a certain application is 
loaded, typically your word processor, 
you could run that application with a 
batch file like this one: 

spell-checker 
word-processor 
REFEREE #spell-che·cker 

where spell-checker and word-pro
cessor are the DOS program names of 
those applications . 

As with the other products in this 
group, Referee can remove only the most 
recently loaded TSRs-the top ones on 
the TSR stack. This limitation makes 

continued 



How an upside down 

idea made the 


mouse obsolete. 


Frankly, we thought any input device that operated by More Application Productivity 
dragging it across an already cluttered desk was great If you work with the latest graphics-based applications,
technology misapplied. We took a different approach. such as desktop publishing, CAD/CAM/CAE or any object

Now RollerMouse makes the conventional mouse oriented PS/2, PC or Mac operating system , don't be held 
obsolete. 

Control Without 

Bending Your Elbow 


All the pointing accuracy and speed 
you only hoped for from your old 
mouse is right at your fingertips. 
Moving from point to point with 
our oversized trackball is fluid, effort
less and fast at 200 CPI resolution . 

Using our exclusive four-button 
control, you have maximum click 
and click lock versatility. With 
programmable pop-up menus, 
RollerMouse works with software 
written with or without a mouse in 
mind. And RollerMouse technology 
means you never need to disassemble 
it for cleaning. 

back by old mouse technology. 

TM

R0llerMOuse 

The other kind ofmouse. 

Buy from the leader in precision 
pointing devices. CH Products perfected 
computer control technology more 
than 2 5 years ago. And the latest 
technology is at a dealer near you . 

For more information , call : 

(619) 744-8546 


8: 00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. PST 

For credit card orders, call: 


USA (800) 624-5804 

CA (800) 262-2004 


8: 00 a. m. - 4:30 p.m. PST 

ADivision of joystick Technologies, Inc. 
1225 Stone Drive, San Marcos, CA 92069 

All product names are registered trademarks of 
their respective owners. All rights reserved. 
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......- PC Compatible--. 
Single Board Computers 
ci:[U1c2·q,. for the OEM 
~DR DOS®Now Available 


: -iiiii -.:.:,!:~.:·:
Quark®/PC + I-, 
- l .~ti· ,' , • • ~• 	NEC V-40® Processor ! . ' ' ' h 

• 	Video/LCD Controller i~ ~.::I -- ..·' I 
• 	 8 or l 0 MHz Frequency 
• 	Up to 768K Memory 4" x 6 11 

Quark®/PC II 
• 	80386 SX based 
• 	EGA® Video/Color LCD 


Controller 

• 	SCSI Hard Disk Control4" x 6 11 

• 	Floppy Disk Control 
• 	Up to 4 Mbytes Memory 

To order or enquire call us today. 

Megatel Computer Corporation 

(416) 245-2953 FAX (416) 245-6505 


125 Wendell Ave., Weston, Ontario M9N 3K9 

REPS: Italy 39 331 256 524 Austria 43 222 587 6475 

W. Germany 49 6074 98031 Finland 358 0757 1711 
U.K. 44 959 71011 Sweden 46 4097 1090 
Netherlands 31 838 541 301 Norway 47 986 9970 
Australia 61 03 568 0988 Denmark 45 244 0488 
France 1 47 46 94 52 

Tra demarks: Quark - F. +K. Mcnulacturlng Co. 

DRDOS - Dlgllol Research Ltd. EGA - IBM Corp. V·40 - NEC Corp 


---rnegatel-

Only your imagination 
limits how you benefit 

from PERCON® 
keyless data collection. 

Checking out books or checking in employees-input 
data quickly and accurately using bar codes or magnetic 

stripes. PERCON has proven bar code solutions for IBM®, 
DEC"', and Apple Macintosh®. Call 1-800-8-PERCON. 

PERCON 
2190 W. 11th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97402-3503 

(503)344-1189 FAX(503)344-1399 
©1989 Percon. Inc. PEHCON. IBM . DEC and Apple Mac intosh are trademarks. 

EASING THE 

RAM-CRAM BLUES 


sense , however , because removing lower 
TSRs would leave holes in memory that 
DOS programs couldn't use anyway. 

You can also use Referee to deactivate 
a TSR; it removes all references to the 
TSR from the interrupt-vector table . 
Later, when you want to use the TSR, you 
can reactivate it. These two features were 
quite useful when TSRs conflicted with 
one another on a regular basis, but most 
TSRs today are well behaved and pass 
stolen interrupts from one to another. 

The PopDrop Swap 
Another product , BLOC Publishing' s 
PopDrop , works much like Referee . You 
run PopDrop before you load any TSRs 
that you might later want to remove . It es
tablishes a "low watermark" in memory. 
Then you load your other TSRs. The next 
time you execute PopDrop, it removes all 
the TSRs above that low watermark. Like 
Referee, it's a quick and easy way to re
move TSRs. 

PopDrop actually lets you go a bit fur
ther than Referee , because you can estab
lish up to 16 layers ofTSRs , each with its 
own PopDrop low watermark. To define 
a new layer, you execute POPDROP UP 
and then load the TSRs you want in that 
layer. To remove the topmost layer, you 
execute POPDROP DOWN. You can 
also roll back several layers at a time, or 
merely make certain layers inactive. 

To help you see any interrupt con
flicts , PopDrop can display a list of the 
stolen interrupt vectors. Similar to Ref
eree , one of the best ways to use PopDrop 
is in a batch file that lets you bring up a 
few TSRs with a specific application , as 
in the following: 

POPDROP UP 
spell-checker 
thesaurus 
word-processor 
POPDROP DOWN 

PopDrop is actually one half of a package 
called PopDrop Plus, which al so in
cludes a second TSR-management utili 
ty, PopLoad. PopLoad is useful only if 
your PC has extra memory that obeys the 
LIM/EMS 4.0 standard, which defines 
how DOS programs can deal with ex
panded memory, that is , memory outside 
the 640K-byte user address space. EMS
compliant programs can make EMS 
memory visible to DOS by mapping sec
tions of it into 16K-byte areas , called 
"page frames ." These page frames can 
be anywhere in the I-megabyte DOS ad
dress space. There are usually four such 
frames, so applications can see a 64K

conrinued 
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Now There's aPeriscope

Board for Your IBM PS/2® 


With the new Periscope® Model I/MC, you now 
have the same robust Periscope Model I debugging 
capabilities using a PS/2 with Micro Channel® 
architecture that you already have using a PC, XT, 
AT, or AT-compatible 80386 machine. 

Just like the current Periscope Model I, 
Periscope Model I/MC has a 32K footprint in 
system memory, above 640K but in the first 
megabyte. The board stores the Periscope software 
and all debugging information (symbols, etc.) 
in its write-protected RAM. 

Designed for use in machines with the IBM 
Micro Channel bus architecture, the board 
allows you to add chips to extend the 512K 
of write-protected RAM to a full two megabytes, 
if need be. (Most developers find 512K to be 
quite enough, however.) 

Don't worry about trashing your 
debugger, debugging large 
programs, or erratic bugs. 

With this new board in your 
IBM PS/2 or compatible, 
Periscope uses zero memory 
in the lower 640K. So you don't 
have to worry about things 
like a runaway program 
trashing your debugger, 
or not being able to 
debug a very large program, or having 
bugs appear or disappear when you load your debugger. 

Use the break-out switch, which plugs into the board, to 
break in to your system safely any time. It keeps you from 
having to power down and back up when your system 
hangs. You can just press the little red 
"panic" button to find out exactly what 
is going on. 

Periscope Model I for PCs, XTs, 
Periscope· ATs, and AT-compatible 80386s. The 

manual, disk, and quick-reference card 
shown come with all models of Periscope. 

Real-time hardware
assisted debugging of 
programs running on 

PS/2s is now possible! The 
remote feature of the new 

Version 4.3 Periscope software 
enables Periscope IV to support 

real-time debugging of programs 
running on DOS-based machines, 

including those with Micro Channel 
architecture. The open architecture 

remote debugging feature will 
support OS/2® and other protected

mode environments in the near future. 
Call for details. 

Choose from a full line of 
professional software and 

hardware-assisted models. 

All models include Version 4.3 software, 
manual, and: 

•New Periscope I/MC (MC Board for short) 
has 512K Micro Channel-compatible board 

& break-out switch .......... . ..... . . . $745. 
• Periscope I has 512K PC- and AT-

compatible board & break-out switch .... . $595. 
• Periscope II has break-out switch . . .. $175. 

•Periscope 11-X has no hardware . . .. .. $145. 
• Periscope III has PC- and AT-
compatible real-time board (to lOMHz) & 

break-out switch ......... .... ... . ... ... $1395. 
• Periscope IV has 80286 and 80386 AT
compatible real-time hardware (to 25MHz) 
& breakout switch ................. $2195-$2995. 

•PLUS board is Model I board (no software), 
optional with Models III & IV ......... .$500. 

Call Toll-Free Today For More 
Information 800-722-7006 
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS AND QUALIFIED 
COMPANY PURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTED 
----~ IBM, PS/2, OS/2, and Micro Channel are 

registered trademarks of the IBM Corporation. 
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byte "window " into EMS memory . 
PopLoad lets you put TSRs into EMS 

memory . To use it, you must first put the 
POPLOAD .SYS driver just after the 
EMS driver in your CONFIG.SYS file. 
Then you enter 

POPLOAD tsr-name 

to put that TSR into EMS memory. One 
important limitation : The TSR must be 
no larger than the largest EMS window 
your system supports. 

You must tell PopLoad all the TSRs 
that you want to use, as well as the hot 
keys that you want to use to summon each 
TSR . PopLoad keeps all those TSRs in 
EMS memory. When you hit the hot keys 
for one of them , PopLoad makes it visi
ble through the EMS window so you can 
use it. One consequence of th is approach 
is that you can only use PopLoad with 
TSRs that you activate with hot keys. It 
won't work with TSRs, such as print 
spoolers, that activate themselves by 
stealing other interrupts . 

Making Headroom 
Like PopLoad , Heli x Software' s Head
room can also use EMS memory to re
move TSRs from DOS memory space
but it can do much more as well. Rather 
than having TSRs live in expanded mem
ory, Headroom stores them in a "swap 
area" until you need one of them. That 
swap area can be LIM/EMS 3.2 or 4.0 
memory, extended memory, or even a 
hard disk file. (Extended memory is 
memory above the I-megabyte line. It is 
available only on 80286, 80386, and i486 

processors, and then only when those 
processors are not running in real mode , 
to which DOS is bound.) 

Using Headroom is a multistep pro
cess. First, you run Headroom before 
any TSRs you want to swap. Then you 
load those TSRs and run another Head
room program, Swapout, which creates 
an image of the target TSRs in the swap 
area. Then you must bring up Headroom 
and tell it which hot keys you want to use 
to activate them. Headroom saves those 
key assignments, as well as other infor
mation it needs , in a configuration file 
on your disk . Finally, you add Headroom 
to your AUTOEXEC .BAT file and re
boot your PC. When Headroom runs, it 
uses the configuration file to load those 
TSRs automatically. 

When you hit the hot keys of one of the 
swappable TSRs , Headroom rolls the ap
propriate TSR into conventional mem
ory. When you exit the TSR, Headroom 
moves it back to the swap area. The only 
difference between swapping a TSR to 
expanded memory, extended memory , 
or a hard disk is speed. 

Unlike PopLoad, Headroom offers a 
long list ofTSR-activation events , includ
ing timer ticks, a set amount of CPU idle 
time , serial-port communications activ
ity , and DOS function calls. You can 
also use a special command, XRUN, to 
execute TSRs smaller than 64K bytes di
rectly from an EMS window-much like 
PopLoad runs them. 

Headroom offers many other features 
as well. If you have EMS memory , you 
can swap out any device driver that fits in 
the 64K-byte EMS window . This works 

with the ANSI.SYS, MOUSE.SYS, and 
VDISK.SYS drivers. But , you should use 
this feature with care because it might 
not gain you any memory . ANSI.SYS 
and VDISK.SYS , for example , are 
smaller than the driver that Headroom 
uses for swapping. 

Headroom even lets you swap entire 
applications , so that inactive applications 
wait, as TSRs do , in the swap area. You 
can have up to 32 application partitions , 
or memory areas, each of which can be 
as large as the amount of conventional 
memory left after DOS and Headroom 
load . Headroom stores the inactive parti
tions in the swap area. When you hit a 
partition 's hot keys, Headroom moves 
the current partition into the swap area 
and the one you summoned into conven
tional memory . 

Headroom 's biggest drawback is its 
hypersensitivity to system changes. You 
must redefine your Headroom TSR con
figuration file every time you make any 
change in system-memory usage, even if 
you just change the number of buffers in 
your CONFIG.SYS file . The documen
tation is rough and opinionated, but 
Headroom offers more raw TSR-man
agement features than any other product 
in the group. 

Low-Cost Multitasking 
While application swapping is almost a 
secondary feature of Headroom, it is the 
central focus of SoftLogic Solutions ' 
Software Carousel. This product works 
much like the application-swapping fea
ture of Headroom. You can hot-key up to 
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World Class Software Security li1 

Secure software and data with reliable, effective 
protection products that won't burden honest users. 
Glenco is a world leader in the area of software security products and 
serv ices. Our copy protection products and data security products are second 
to none. They are designed to function on a wide variety of third party 
hardware. We have over 3500 satisfied software firms utilizing our products. 
We also have a full line of disk based protection systems. 

• MACHINES SUPPORTED - IBM • LANGUAGES/COMPILER - Over 50, 
PC/XT/AT & PS/2, Macintosh including runtime packages, data bases and 

spread sheets. We have a non-programmers• OPERATING SYSTEMS - MS-DOS, 
interface as well.XEN IX, Netwo rk , Finder. & Multifinder. The parallel port interface (PP!) connects between the printer port on a PC and the 


printer cable. The PP! holds two Key Tags, one on each side. Each Key Tag contains 

a secure custom chip which is pre-programmed by Glenco to only work with the 

assigned software package. A second Key Tag can be employed to protect another Call or write for more information. 

package, or may be used to turn other software packages "on", remotely or on-site. 
 Ill• STANDARD KEY TAG - Software is • READ/WRITE KEY TAG - With GLENCO 
protected for an unlimited number of programmable memory. Perfect fo r companies 
executions. They are pre-programmed to which have multiple produces or a product with ENGINEERING INC. 
include a sequentiall y assigned SIN. several optional modules. By having several SERVING THE SOFTWARE INDUSTRY SINCE 1979 

• COUPON KEY TAG - Software is va lid for packages protected using one Key Tag, your 721 W. Algonquin Road, Arlington Hts., IL 60005, (312) 364-7638, FAX 364-7698 
a preset number of executions. The Coupon costs are lowered. 

In Europe contact: SDC Security Systems, The Netherlands 
count can be reset remotely or on the cust • DURATION KEY TAG - Has a clock on Tel: +31-45-441535, FAX: +31-45-444747 
omers site by using a second update Key Tag. board. (Available late '89) 
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THE COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS' BOOK SOCIETY 

The easy, reliable way to satisfy your professional book needs .

4 books for only $295 (Values to $127.80) 

2978P 517 .959815 $38.95 3007P 517.95 9764P 519.95 

TESTING 
COMPUTER 
SOFTWARE 

c 

2959 529.95 2951 p $18.95 2763 527.50 3016P 517.95 

Understand ing 

To1ccommunlcot lons 

•.. ~.-

9808 534.95 3229 524 .95 3240 529.959813 539.95 

SOFTWA R E 
PORTABILITY 

• • • • Iii 

"' ,... . ., "' 
• • I 

3188 538.95 2993 529.95 3101 529.959823 529.95 Counts as 2 

How the Club Works 
YOUR BENEFITS: You get 4 books for $2.95 plus shipping and handling when 
you join . You keep on saving with discounts up to 50 % off as a member. 

YOUR PROFESSIONAL BOOKSTORE BY MAIL: Every 3-4 weeks , 
you wi ll receive the Computer Professionals ' Book Society News describing the 
Main Selection and Alternates , as well as bonus offers and special sales, with scores 
of titles to choose from. 

AUTOMATIC ORDER: If you want the Main Selection, do nothing and it 
wi ll be sent to you automatically. If you prefer another selection , or no selection 
at all , simply indicate your choice on the reply form provided . As a member , you 
agree to purchase at least 3 books within the next 2 years and may resign at any 
time thereafter. 

BONUS BOOKS: Starting immediately. you will be eligible for our Bonus 
Book Plan, with sav ings of up to 80% off publishers' prices. 


IRONCLAD NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not satisfied with your books . 

return them within 10 days without obligation! 


EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY: All books are quality publishers ' editions 
especially selected by our Editorial Board. (Publishers' Prices Shown) 

BYP390 

2810P S22.95 

3026 $22.95 

3069 526.95 

COMPUTER 
ARCHITECTURE 

2870P 516.95 

80386 
IBM COMPATIBLE 
AND SAVE ABUNDLE 

3131 524.95 

Expe rt 
Syslc ms 
ProprJmmin~ 
1n Tutbo C 

2990P $17.95 8139 527.95 

8038& 

ASSlllllYLAllCUAGE,.:,.,- ..~........ -.. 


IIll_ '"':':__.. __ 
3047 $34 .95 

Counts as 2 

3261P 521.95 

3066P 526.95 

8150 529 .95 

3049 536.95 
Counts as 2 

2890P 522 .95 

9786 532.95 

TURBO C 
PROGRAMMER'S 

RESOURCE BOOK 


·~ 
-3030P 517.95 

ftl'P'/ I 

t(~LEl 

""""'" "''..,.,,. ..,.. I 

tNn.·•IJ,..fffr ;..HI 

3246P $23.95 

3263 $39.95 
Counts as 2 

The 
PARADOX 
Companion 

9810P 524.95 

AU books are hardcover unless number is followed by an " P" for paperback . 
~' 1990 Computer Professionals' Book Society , Blue Ridge Summit PA 17294-0870 
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NOW!-Non-DOS Formats for 31/2 and 


And ask about Victory's or Melbourne (61·3) 5254088. 

51/4 inch disks 
COPIES MOST 
FORMATS 
FLAWLESSLY. 

NEW: The V3000 
now supports non-dos 
formats, i.e., Unix, 
Xenix, NCR, etc., in 
addition to all IBM 
formats. 

Attach a Victory V3000 

Autoloader to your 

IBM/PC or Macintosh, 

enter one or more 

jobs, and walk away! 

The system automat

ically copies 5\/4 or 3\/2 

inch disks-up to 180 


per hour. Switching 
the copy drive takes 
less than a minute. 
Auto-Dup tests the 
quality of each copy, 
sorting the disks into 
one of two output bins. 

Do-It-Yourself 
Servicing. 
The Autoloader's 
simple component de
sign and diagnostics for 
checking drive align
ment and speed allow 
you to maintain the 
system without outside 
service. 

Call (800) 421-0103. 

family of affordable 
Autoloaders that sup
port Serialization and 
Custom Label Printing. 

VICTOY 

ENTERPRISES 
Technology, Inc. 

Victory Plaza 
lOll E. 53Vi Street 
Austin, TX 78751-1728 
(512) 450-0801 
Internationally call UFI: Frankfurt 
(49·6074) 40980, London (H ·G22J 
882,167, Milan (:l~·2J 33 100535. or 
LOADPLAN: London (44-1) 2CXJ77:!3 

IN DEPTH 

EASING THE 

RAM-CRAM BLUES 


12 applications. Each application lives in 
a partition that can be as large as the 
amount of conventional memory left 
after DOS and Software Carousel load. 

Also, like Headroom, this program 
keeps all but the active partition in a 
swap area in expanded or extended mem
ory , or on disk. But because you can put 
TSRs in each partition, Software Carou
sel can manage TSRs as well as applica
tions . Only the TSRs in the active parti
tion consume conventional memory. 

Not surprisingly, you can run only the 
TSRs in the active partition. Also, each 
TSR can work only with the application 
and other TSRs in its partition. If you 
want to use a spelling checker with a 
word processor, both must be in the same 
partition. 

When it comes to TSRs, Software Car
ousel is most useful in two situations. 
The first is when you have a TSR, like 
SideKick, that you can put in its own par
tition. The second is when you have TSRs 
that you want to use only with specific 
applications . You can, for example, have 
one partition with a spelling checker , 
thesaurus, and word processor, while an
other partition contains a mouse driver 
and paint program . No partition has to 
pay the memory cost of a TSR that it 
doesn ' t need. Software Carousel also lets 
you have several applications available at 
once when you don't have the money or 
system power to run a more complicated 
application manager, such as Microsoft 
Windows or Quarterdeck's DESQview. 

Curing Claustrophobia 
All these products can help you manage 
TSRs, so, to some degree, you can't go 
wrong with any of them. Be sure, how
ever, that your PC has the resources that 
your choice requires. For example, while 
Manifest, Referee, and PopDrop will 
run on any system, PopLoad requires 
LIM/EMS 4.0 memory. And Headroom 
and Software Carousel need expanded or 
extended memory, or a hard disk. 

TSRs are extremely useful tools, but 
when allowed to run rampant in mem
ory , they can make your applications 
claustrophobic. You can end up almost 
locked out of your own system. However, 
one of these utilities can help you get 
your space back. You don't have to sing 
the RAM-cram blues anymore. • 

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are 
BYTE contributing editors. Both are also 
independent computer consultants and 
free-lan ce writers based in Raleigh, 
North Carolina. You can reach them on 
BIX as "mvanname" and "wbc3," 
respectively. 
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Don't 
take our 
word for it, 
take theirs ... 

Technical Specifications 
Power Cincludes: Power Ccompiler with integrated Make . 
Power CLinker, Power CLibraries (450 functions). the Power 
Cbook (680 pages). and support for.. 
,,. ANS I standard 

7 IEEE floating point
7 8087/80287 coprocessor
7 auto-sensing of 8087/80287 
7 au tomatic register variables 
7 unlimited pro gram size 
7 mixed model (near & far pointers) 
"" graphics on CGA , EGA , VGA , & Hercu les 

Optional Products: 
,,. Power Ctrace debugger

7 Library source code 
7 BCD bu siness math 

0rder now by calling our toll free 
number or mail the coupon to 
Mix Software , 1132 Commerce 

Drive, Richardson , TX 75081 . 

1-800-333-0330 
For technical support call: 1-214-783-6001 
Minimum System Requ irements: 
DO S2.0 or la ter. 320K memory. 2 floppy drive s or hard drive. 
Run s on IBM PC . XT. AT. PS/2 and compatibles. 

60 day money back guarantee 
Name ____________ _ 

Street---------- - 
City ______________ 
State ______ Zip _____ _ 

Telephone --  ----- - - 
Paying by: 
D Visa 

D Money Order 
D MC D AX 

D Check 
D Discover 

Card # ------------ 
Card Expiration Date _________ 
Computer Name Disk Size 
-------- 0 51/4'' 
Product(s) (Not Copy Protected ) 

D Power C compiler ($19 95) 
D Power Ctrace debugger ($19.95) 
D Library Source Code ($10 .00) 

(includes assembler & li brary manager) 
D BCD Business Math ($10 00) 

Add Shipping ($5 USA  $20 Foreign) 
Texas Residents add 8% Sales Tax 
Total amount of your order 

D 3V2" 

$_ _ 
$__ 
$__ 

$__ 
$__ 
$_ _ 
$__ 

B 

''Do you know what the underground bargain C compiler of this year is? It ' s 
the Mix Power C compiler. For under $25 with shipping, it is one heck of a 
good compiler.'' 

Victor Schneider 

Dr. Dobb's Journal , June 88 (Letter to the editor) 


"Overall, Power C's pe1formance is remarkable for the price. Quite 
compatible with the Microsoft C and Turbo C " standards" , Power C is a 
heavyweight contender in the educational, hobbyist , and perhaps even th e 
professional market - at a bantamweight price." 

Stephen Davis 

PC Magazine, September 13, 88 (Review) 


"Power C is an unbelievable product for $19.95, and is very competitive with 
Turbo C, Microsoft C. and Microsoft's new Quick C in both f eatures and 
performance. It is excellent for the beginner who wants to learn C, or f or the 
experienced programmer who wants to develop professional applications . The 
manual alone is worth the price of this package, and the generous library 
source code and assembler offer adds to the value of it. If you have any 
desire to program in C, or want a more powerful C compiler, get a copy of 
Power C!' ' 

Michael Cortese 

Computer Shopper, August 88 (Review) 


"The Ctrace debugger is where Mix really shines. It is magnificent . It's not 
only better than the stripped down debugger Microsoft includes with Quick C, 
it's better than the full debugger Microsoft provides with its high-end 
compiler (Codeview)." 

David Weinberger 

Computer Shopper, November 88 (Review) 
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Tillle Wands - The Obvious Choice 

You have specific bar coding requirements . 
That's why we give you a choice! 

The TimeWand II is a ruggedized bar code 
reader ready for heavy-duty use. Its 
programmability allows your custom applications 
to be pre-set with prompts and cross-reference 
files. The large internal memory sizes of 32, 64, 
and 128K easily hold a day's worth of 
transactions along with the date and time of 
each entry. 

If you r data collection needs are 
simpler, the original TimeWand 
offers a cost effective 
alternative . The TimeWand 
date and time stamps each 
bar code scan , like the 
TimeWand II , but is 
contained in a smaller and 
lighter package. Even though it 

Both TimeWands transfer their data through the 
host computer's serial port where the data is 
stored in an ASCII text file. This allows the data 
to be easily combined with a wide variety of 
software packages. 

Choosing either the original TimeWand or 
TimeWand II provides you with a quality bar code 
reader at an affordable price. Call Videx at 503
758-0521 and ask for your free information kit. 

TimeWand (8K) ................... $248.00 

TimeWand II (32K) ..... ......... $698.00 


1105 NE Circle Blvd. 

Corvallis, OR 97330-4285 


503-758-0521 * FAX 503-752-5285 

is compact, the TimeWand can still 

See us at ID Expo, May 15-17, Chicago, booth #350; gather an impressive 2000 scans. 
and at COMDEX/Spring '90, June 3-6, Atlanta, booth #7421 

Videx and TimeWand are registered trademarks of Videx , Inc. 
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IN DEPTH 

LIFE WITHIN 1 MEGABYTE 

Saving Space 

Data compression can add years to the life ofyour hard disk 

for a lot less than the price ofa new drive 

Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols 

I 

t's not that your com

puter is any slower or 
smaller than it ever was 
before , it's just that you 

seem to keep running out of 
disk space. Hardware keeps 
getting bigger and faster, and 
software keeps getting fatter 
and fatter. 

There was a time not so 
Jong ago when dBASE and 
WordStar would fit on a single 
floppy disk. Now, rio matter 
what size hard disk you have , 
it's probably nearly full. 

There must be a better way 
to keep all this capability ac
cessible without having to add 
more storage space every few 
months or save it all on floppy 
disks . Well , as a matter of 
fact, there is. Data compres
sion won ' t make your hard 
disk any faster, but it will 
allow you to keep more of 
those overweight applications 
on the hard disk where they 
belong instead of gathering dust on flop
py disks in your desk drawer. 

Making More Room 
Most of us already have a word proces
sor , a spreadsheet, and a database pro
gram. These days , those alone may be 
enough to overflow a hard disk. By itself, 
dBASE IV takes up almost 3 megabytes 
of storage space. However, using a pro-

ILLUSTRATION : DAVE CALVER © 1990 

gram called PKzip, you can squeeze it 
down to about 1.6 megabytes . 

If you don't want to be bothered with 
shrinking and expanding files manually, 
you can set up batch files to do it auto
matically. I wrote a batch file for dBASE 
IV named pack4 .bat containing 

pkzip -m -xpack4.bat -xgobase.bat 
dbase.zip *·* 

This moves all the files in my 
current directory , except for 
the batch files , into the ar
chived file dbase . zip. Then, 
when I want to use dBASE, I 
run the gobase.bat batch 
file , 

pkunzip dbase.zip 
del dbase .zip 
dbase 
pack4 

which lets me run the pro
gram. When I'm finished , it 
packs dBASE up again and re
leases more than a megabyte 
of disk space for work. 

The pack4. bat fil e isn't 
fast, taking almost 5 minutes 
to run, but it certainly beats 
having no room on your hard 
disk. Once compressed , 
though , the file takes only a 
minute to deploy the program 
for action . You could set up 
similar batch files for almost 

all your applications . 
Realistically , you could , with a watch

ful eye on total space requirements , 
maintain a 20-megabyte hard disk con
taining 25 megabytes of files . Data-com
pression programs squeeze files down 
more effectively than this indicates. 
However , they require available space 
equal to the size of the uncompressed 

continued 
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IN DEPTH 

SAVING SPACE 

Squeeze, Squash, and Crush 


P rograms that archive files can sel
dom make heads or tails of their 

competitors ' file formats . The compres
sion methods are disguised under color
ful names like squeeze , squash, freeze , 
pack, and crush , but they are all based 
on four data-compression algorithms : 
Shannon-Pano, Huffman , Lempel-Ziv , 
and its close relative , Lempel-Ziv
Welch (LZW). 

Having the same theoretical under
pinnings , however , doesn't mean that 
the file formats they produce are any 
more compatible than most word pro
cessors' text files. If anything , the prob
lem is even worse than trying to read 
WordPerfect files with XyWrite . 

Data-compression algorithms are de
ceptively simple . Almost anyone can 
translate one into a program . However, 
the results depend on the programmer, 
whose skill determines whether the fin
ished product will be a triumph or a 
disaster. 

Currently , the most popular data
compression algorithm is LZW, which 
has been used in both ARC and PKzip. 
It has the dual advantages of being both 
fast and effective and thus is the one I 
will concentrate on here. 

To follow the LZW algorithm, you 

prepare a matrix that can hold several 
thousand items. Positions 0 through 255 
are initialized to the standard ASCII 
character set. The uninitialized posi
tions have strings assigned to them as 
new data is entered. Each unique string 
is assigned its own position. 

These positions serve as codes that 
are used to encrypt a file into its com
pressed form . If a particular string al
ready has a position, then the output is 
the position that corresponds to the 
string , and the data-compression pro
cess has begun. 

When the matrix is full, the oldest or 
least-used position is reinitialized to the 
new string. There's no attempt to make 
the best possible choices for effective 
compression , but it gets the job done re
markably well. 

The decompression algorithm incre
mentally rebuilds the string table from 
the encoded data. It re-creates the trans
lation table, positions, and data ele
ments from the compressed version of 
the origina l string data. 

This is one of LZW's strongest fea
tures . The other data-compression algo
rithms , notably Huffman coding , re
quire that a translation table be included 
in the compressed file . Since LZW files 

don't have to carry this extra baggage 
around, they have an inherent space ad
vantage over the other data-compression 
schemes. 

There are two problems with imple
menting the LZW algorithm. The first 
is that you can't predict the optimal ma
trix size in advance. This variable de
pends entirely on the type of data being 
handled . Attempts to deal with this 
problem quickly lead away from the ele
gant simplicity of LZW. 

The second difficulty is that every 
time you add a new string, you must 
search the table. In other words, you 
must install a hashing system to provide 
quick searches during the compression 
process. 

This is easier said than done. A poor 
implementation can be extremely slow. 
Extracting data , fortunate ly , is much 
faster. 

Because of these and other problems 
with the remaining three algorithms, 
data-compression programs are diffi
cult to perfect. The usefulness of the 
end product and the fascination of such 
simple solutions (which are so hard to 
put into effective practice) ensure that 
more data-compression programs will 
be forthcoming. 

files that they're working on. 
Theoretically, you could keep even 

more files on disk, but juggling space re
quirements during decompression would 
be too much trouble . The only files that 
you should never place in an arch ive are 
your essential DOS files and anything 
that's importaP.t enough to put in your 
path statement . 

You can also save a significant amount 
of space by compressing just your data or 
text files. Worksheets, manuscripts, and 
databases frequently contain large 
amounts of empty space and redundant 
characters, which makes them ideal for 
data compression . You can easily use a 
data-compression program to bundle to
gether , for example, your correspon
dence files. 

Evolution by Frustration 
Two forces have pushed the evolution of 
data-compression programs. The first 
was the limited size of microcomputer 
hard disks: They have never been big 
enough. 

There must be a rule somewhere that 
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dictates that files will increase to fill a 
disk's capacity within three months of 
that disk ' s installation . It wasn't long ago 
that 5 megabytes was considered a de
cent-size hard disk, but now 30- or 40
megabyte disks seem limited . Even 80 
megabytes seems none too big. Some 
days, when I look at WordStar 2000 or 
Oracle with their multiple floppy disks, 
it doesn't seem like much progress has 
been made . 

The second impetus to data-compres
sion programs came when people started 
using 300-bps modems to send files back 
and forth to each other. The only thing 
that didn't take long at 300 bps was be
coming frustrated at how long it took to 
do everything. 

The solution to these two problems 
was to squeeze files into smaller-size 
packets so that less time was spent star
ing at flickering modem lights as the 
files crawled back and forth . Although 
file transfer rates have increased signifi
cantly since that time , the desire remains 
to increase the speed on these activities 
even more. (See the text box " Squeeze, 

Squash, and Crush" above.) 
The first archiving programs were in

vented almost a decade ago when CP/M 
was microcomputing's dominant operat
ing system . Dick Greenlaw created the 
first of many programs in this software 
family when he released SQ and USQ 
(short for squeeze and unsqueeze) into 
the public domain . Not long after that, 
programs like LU (library utility) and 
NULU (new library utility) enabled 
users to collect sets of related files into a 
library. 

Today , there are five major data-com
pression programs for DOS users to 
choose from: ARC 6.02, LHarc 1.13, 
PAK 2.1 , PKzip 1.02, and Zoo 2.01. In 
some ways , all these programs are very 
much alike. You issue commands to them 
by setting flags after their names at the 
DOS prompt. 

These are commands that only a DOS 
guru could love . However, once you 
learn the command syntax for one of 
these programs, you are close to know
ing it for all of them, because they're all 

continued 
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Our experienced engineer
ing staff have designed
to-spec, many products 

using the latest tech
nology, for OEMs that 

do their own manufac
turing. And we can provide 

P 
ictured above is 
a portion of the 
products made 
by JCIS. Our fac
tories in California 

have been producing boards 
for VARs and OEMs since 1979. 
These boards have been de
signed by JCIS for performance 
and reliability. 

Our boards are used by 
OEMs worldwide as the basis 
for many of their own systems. 
More than 1/4 million end 
users are using JCIS designed 
products. More than 450 
dealers offer our boards and 
systems to their clients. 

Made 

LJS,4>\ 
.. 

JC Information Systems Corp. 
High Performance Company Since 1979 

161 Whitney Place 
Fremont, CA 94539 
Tel : ( 415) 659-8440 
FAX: ( 415) 659-8449 
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you as well, with a design that
in offers world class performance. 

Call or FAX for a complete 
catalog of our current pro

ducts. Experience the extra
ordinary quality, performance 
and engineering that goes into 

each JCIS product. 

What can we build for you? 
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SAVING SPACE 

Legal Seagull 


". _,,:'.remarkably strong.386 perform· 
ance at bargai·n prices. PC WORLD's 
Best Buy recommendation." 

- PC WORLD, .June 1988 
".''. .its price/perlorma~ce r~tio easily 
justifies PC WORLD's Best Buy 
recommendation." 

' . - PC WORL[), AugusH988 
··A·Teasonably priced system .(Blackship 386/33) 
tha) performed well ... it's easy to recommend 
'this computer:· 

.- BYTE IBM Special Edition, Fall 1989 
"The Blackship offers low price 33-MHz perform· 
anee : . . we rate it .a very good value:· 

- INFOWORLD. July 1989 

SYSTEMS 
The Best Price/ Performance and 
Service Available for Networking 
and CAD/ CAM. 

Introducin g '486/25 MHz ... $7,249 
'386/ 33 MHz System. . . $4,949 
'386/25 MHz System .... .. .. $4,595 

ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE: 

• 4 Mb RAM Memory 
• ESDl 2 FD I 2 HD Controll er 
• 150 Mb ESDl Hard Disk 
• l.2 Mb Floppy Disk Drive 
• 16 Bit VGA Card 
• Multiscan Monitor (1024 x 768) 
• 2 Serial , 1 Parallel , and 1 Game Port 
• Keytronic 101-Key Keyboard 
• 8 Expansion Slots 
• Clock/ Calendar with Battery Backup 
• Tower Case with 220 Watt 

Power Supply 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 

. 
For all your 286/386 requirements and 

all your other computer needs, call: 

1·800-877-6249 


•Po1~~l'J!HN~ 

Your System Integrator 

4031 Cli pper Court • Fremont, CA 945 38 
Tel: 415-770-9300 Fax: 415-770-8674 

PLEASE CALL OR FAX 

YOUR VAWABLE ORDERS NOW! 

ASK FOR OUR NEW CATALOG. 


Limi ted time offer. Prices subject to change. 
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T he cottage industry of DOS data
compression software weathered 

the storm of its two biggest players, Sys
tem Enhancement Associates (SEA) 
and PKware, battling in court in 1988. 
The stakes may not have been as high as 
in Apple versus Microsoft , but the feel
ings ran as strong . 

SEA sued PKware for its use of 
SEA's trademark "ARC" to describe 
PKware's data-compression program, 
for piracy of SEA 's unique code, and 
for stealing the look and feel of SEA 's 
program. 

SEA was successful. The case was 
settled out of court in August 1988 . 
PKware 's program, PKarc, was taken 
off the market, its source code has been 
turned over to SEA, and PKware has 
paid an undisclosed amount in compen
sation to SEA. 

What SEA won in the courtroom, 
though, was lost in public relations. The 
on-line community saw the company as 
having violated the spirit of shareware 
and was almost universally hostile to 
the suit. It showed its disapproval by at
tempts to organize boycotts and letter
writing campaigns . 

No one could have guessed that sys
tems operators, shareware program
mers , and on-line users would feel so 
strongly about what most observers 
thought was a minor dispute . 

Matters oniy got worse for SEA when 
it filed another lawsuit claiming that 
PKware had violated the agreement 

descended from NULU's commands . 
These programs not only share com

mands , they also share bugs . Data com
pression is an extremely disk-intensive 
operation. All the programs require at 
least as much free space on the disk as the 
files being worked on occupy. Unfortu
nately, none of them bothers to deter
mine whether sufficient space exists on 
the disk to accomplish the job before 
starting . 

Not only does this imprecise approach 
waste your time, but Zoo and ARC also 
leave temporary workfiles around clut
tering up your disk. Adding insult to inju
ry, the programs that leave these half
done files behind don't even tell you that 
they've done so. 

Despite these problems, however , 
every one of these programs excels in one 
area: They don't lose data very often. 

from the first suit regarding the use of 
the term " ARC. " This second suit 
merely poured gasoline on the already 
hot flames of public opinion. 

SEA tried to reclaim support with a 
policy statement spelling out its position 
and stating that it would continue to fos
ter shareware. The statement does not 
appear to have worked . 

SEA lost the second suit in October 
1988 and found itself in a catch-22 situ
ation. SEA had to defend its trademark , 
which it had taken great pains to estab
lish , but in doing so, it was alienating its 
potential users . There were predictions 
that within a year the ARC standard for 
file libraries would disappear from on
line services and BBSes. 

The prophets were , for the most part , 
correct. SEA won the primary legal bat
tle, but lost the business war. Undamp
ened by the turn of events in the court
room, Phil Katz , president of PKware, 
returned to the keyboard and came up 
with his best work yet. 

The combination of public sentiment 
and PKzip's marked superiority over 
the rest of the field quickly swept it to 
undisputed leadership in on-line data 
compression. 

SEA continues to hold a strong pres
ence in commercial software products 
where ARC is used to store programs 
until they are installed on a hard disk. 
However, with its roots in BBSes and 
on-line services , ARC is vanishing from 
its birthplace . 

PAK and Zoo let you overwrite files of 
the same name when they extract files 
from archives , but you have to go out of 
your way to make a mistake like that. 
The others always ask you if you really 
want them to overwrite a file before 
they ' II do it. 

The data-compression routines in all 
these programs are robust. I've never lost 
a single byte , and I've been using them 
for years . 

ARC6.02 
System Enhancement Associates (SEA) 
was one of the first companies in the 
data-compression field . For several 
years, its product , ARC, was synony
mous with data compression. 

But things have changed. ARC is a 
run-of-the-mill performer that has been 

cominued 



INTRODUCING BLAST 

WITH REMOTE CONTROL! 

It's Making Other Communications Software Obsolete 


If you're familiar with BLAST, our high 
performance communications software, 
you know it connects more different hard
ware and software environments than any 
other communications link. You may also 
know that BLAST contains a uniquely fast 
and reliable asynchronous file transfer 
protocol plus data compression for added 
throughput. But you probably don't know 
that the latest version ofBLAST incorporates 
many new features , including remote con
trol. In fact, new BLAST is so comprehen
sive, it's making single-use communications 
software obsolete. 

SPEED 

100r----·B•L.;;A~S~T~l~I---.. 

gives you complete control of a remote 
PC, including its programs, data, disks , 
screens and keyboards. 

But BLAST does remote control better 
than the competition. For example, remote 
control software is notoriously slow
particularly when running over 1200 or 
2400 bps modems. But BLAST's unique 
sliding window protocol greatly speeds 
remote control throughput, doubling it in 
many cases. 

And since noisy phone lines, static, 
and defective modems are a fact of life
so are errors! While most remote control 
programs bog down under poor conditions, 
BLAST keeps going! 

Some remote control applications require 
full control at each.end of the link . And 
BLAST is perfect for those jobs! But the 
majority of applications only require a 
central host to control multiple remote 
sites. So, unlike the others, BLAST offers a 
low-cost satellite version for one-way con
trol of remote PCs by central systems. 

When it comes to the basics, like file 
transfer , terminal emulation, unattended 
operation , and other general purpose 
communications functions , BLAST does it 
all! With Lotus-style menus , easy auto-dial 
and auto-set features, BLAST is simple to 
use but powerful enough for the toughest 
data communications tasks. 

BLAST built its reputation on reliable 
file transfer. Even under worst-case condi
tions , BLAST's performance exceeds its 
competitors' best throughput under good 

RELIABILITY 

Error Rate/Second 

conditions! And unlike other communica
tions programs that send one block of data 
at a time, BLAST transmits simultaneously 
in both directions , with automatic retrans
missions if errors or disconnections occur. 

BLAST is the best connected communi
cations software in the industry! It runs 
on PCs , MACs, laptops , VAXes , Wangs , 
Primes, IBM mainframes and UNIX/XENIX 
systems of all kinds. In fact , BLAST runs 

on over 100 different computers under 30 
operating systems. 

CONNECTIVITY 
Vendor/System 
IBM-PC & PS/2 
APPLE 
IBM 
DEC 
DATA GENERAL 
WANG 
PRIME 
HP 
HARRIS 
TANDEM 
UNISYS 
UNIX/XENIX 

O/S 
MS-DOS 
MACINTOSH 
VM/CMS or MVS/TSO 
VAXNMS; PDP/RSX; RT-11 
ADOS ; AOS ; AOSNS 
vs 
PRIMOS 
3000/MPE; 1000/RTE 
VOS 
LXN 
BTOS. CTOS, UNIX 
AT&T; Altos; NCR; Sun 
HP; VAX & mVAX; 386 PCs. 

Many others available. 

Any computer wilb 
BLAST can talk lo any 
otber computer witb 
BLAST! 

. 
115 110 1/ 

Errors/Second 

Remote control speed 
tests run using tbe 
DOS "TYPE " command 
for an !BK "C" 
source file at 1200 bps 
between IBM-XTs. 

BLAST 's new remote control module 

:; 
Q. 

-§, 80 
::i 
2 
~ 4 

BLAST II 

Noise si11111 /atio11 tests 
run witb a JOK binary 
spreadsbeet file at 
1200 bps wilb IBM-ATs. 

And with BLAST 's new capabilities, there 
are new possibilities. Like remotely con
trolling a group of PCs through a centralized 
VAX or UNIX system. Or automating polling 
and data collection jobs using BLAST's 
script language. 

For more information, or to order BLAST, 
call the number below. We'll show you 
how to shake the cobwebs off your old 
communications connection! 

1-800-24-BLAST 


Communications Research Group 

5615 Corporate Blvd ., Baton Rouge, LA 70808 


504-923-0888 Fax: 504-926-2155 

Circle 56 011 Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 57) 
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Compre~sed file size 
(in thousands of bytes) 

D PKzip D PAK D LHarc D PKarc D ARC Zoo 

Solid bars = compression time 

Crosshatched bars = decompression time 

Starting with a combined file size ofover 300,000 bytes, the different archiving 
programs achieved quite different results. Notice that to achieve a compressed file 
size ofless than 130, 000 bytes requires, on average, considerably more 
compression/decompression time. 

left in PKzip 's dust. Ever since PKware 
entered the field, SEA has been playing 
catch-up. 

ARC just doesn't work as wel 1 as 
PKzip. It also has a bad habit of not 
cleaning up after itself. When it doesn't 
have enough room to finish compressing 
fi les , it plows ahead anyway until lack of 
space forces an abort and leaves you with 
a half-baked archive file. 

ARC was a good product in its day , but 
its day is over unless changes are made. 
There are other programs now that run 
faster , squeeze tighter, and have more 
options. 

If, however, you download programs 
from on-line services like BIX and Com
puServe or from BBSes, ARC is worth 
having, because there are still a lot of 
ARCed files out there. Otherwise , I'd 
recommend you spend your time and 
money elsewhere . 

LHarc 1.13 

The newest entry in the file-shrinking 

derby is LHarc. This program is the re

sult of several Japanese computer hobby

ists' efforts to perfect the process of data 

compression (it is copyrighted by Har

uyasu Yoshizaki). 
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This program is effective at shrinking 
files, but it takes its own sweet time 
doing so. It is by far the slowest of the 
five programs. 

LHarc has problems that keep it from 
becoming the dominant player in the 
data-compression game. For one thing , it 
is somewhat more difficult to use than 
the other programs . The LHarc com
mands don't work quite the way you ex
pect them to. In fact, some of them don 't 
work at all . For example, I never was 
able to get the self-extracting archive fea
ture to run. 

This program follows the usual com
mand syntax . That's a good thing , be
cause the program's manual is just plain 
awful. But you can at least get the basic 
instructions by running the program 
without any parameters or arguments on 
the command line . 

There is one great virtue to LHarc, 
however: It makes very small files (the 
prime purpose of data compression). De
spite this , the program is so slow that I 
can't recommend using it on XT-class 
hard disk drives . The increased speed of 
an AT-class-or-above hard disk drive 
should help a little. 

It's encouraging to see a good public 

domain program, but , as with many 
other free programs , you get more of a 
work-in-progress than a finished (never 
mind polished) product. Future editions 
of the program may solve its problems , 
but , for now , I'd pass LHarc by. 

PAK2.1 
NoGate Consulting's program is called 
PAK. Rather than trying to beat PK ware 
at the speed game, its main selling point 
was that it makes smaller files than its 
competitors. Consequently, it is neither 
the most efficient nor the fastest. 

One of the advantages of PAK is its 
simple graphical display that shows how 
much progress the program has made in 
shrinking or expanding fi les. This is 
very reassuring. It certainly beats watch
ing the hard disk drive 's light flicker on 
and off and wondering if the program is 
working or if your hard disk is in serious 
trouble. 

PAK is the one program that tries to be 
compatible with the others. It can convert 
files made by older versions of ARC and 
PKarc to its own system. It can also 
create archives that ARC and PKarc can 
read and extract. 

PAK 2.1 is a good program that , until 
this recent release, had been left behind 
in the rapidly changing world of data 
compression. It was never one of the 
more popular programs , being far out
distanced by ARC and PKzip. However , 
the current version may put it back into 
the race. 

PKzip 1.02 
PKzip is the undisputed champion of 
data compression. The program simply 
does everything better than all the others 
in th is group . PKzip makes the smallest 
files without taking a great deal of time , 
and that 's the name of the game in this 
business. 

If you spend a lot of time file-hunting 
on BBSes and on-line services, you know 
about PKzip . It ' s the de facto standard in 
the IBM PC-compatible communica
tions world . 

Informal standards grow in computing 
with a life of their own. However, there 
are times when a good program or idea is 
the one that takes hold, rather than sim 
ply the first program that works. PKzip 
is one program that you definitely won't 
regret being "forced" to use . (Another 
reason for PKzip's popularity is detailed 
in the text box "Legal Seagull" on page 
240.) 

PKzip is well ahead of the pack. It 's 
the only one of these programs that can 
be used safely on a LAN . The program 
uses the SHARE command, available in 
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DOS versions beginning with 3.0, to en
sure that the files involved in a zip opera
tion won't be damaged by another user 
trying to access them while PKzip is 
working. 

This isn't to say that PKzip is perfect; 
it's not. You have to use a separate pro
gram , PKunzip, to extract files from a 
zipped archive . 

It's unclear why the archive-making 
and archive-extracting processes are di
vided into two separate programs. There 
is nothing to be gained by making the 
program slightly harder to use . PKzip 
does, however, allow you to make com
pressed files that extract themselves at 
the cost of an additional few K bytes of 
file size. 

Another problem is that its most effec
tive setting is also its slowest. This can be 
irritating, but sometimes space benefits 
outweigh time penalties . 

PKzip ' s advantages make it the best 
choice of the many data-compression 
programs now available . For once, the 
most popular program and the best prod
uct are the same. 

Zoo2.01 
Zoo isn ' t the best data-compression pro
gram, but it does have certain advantages 
that the others cannot claim . It lets you 
automatically store and selectively ex
tract multiple generations of the same 
file . This may not sound like much , but it 
can be an invaluable aid for keeping ear
lier, but still valuable, versions of code 
or manuscripts . 

Unlike the other data-compression 
programs, Zoo spans several operating 
systems . There are versions of Zoo for 
Unix, VAX/VMS, and AmigaDOS. File 
transfers between these very different 
operating systems are much easier with 
Zoo 's help . 

Zoo is the most difficult of these pro
grams to operate. There is an on-line 
help screen, but it's not terribly helpful. 
Its writers clearly knew more about bytes 
than help. 

Zoo comes equipped with a utility 
named Fiz to restore data from damaged 
Zoo archives . Although it's not quite as 
hard as restoring a damaged file alloca
tion table with only DEBUG, you're al
most better off starting over with a back
up copy. I've never had a Zoo file go bad , 
though, so I think it 's unlikely that you ' ll 
need to use Fiz. 

If you need to keep multiple copies of 
works in progress, or if you are frequent
ly porting files between the Zoo-sup
ported operating systems, Zoo is well 
worth picking up . However, it simply 
doesn't work well enough to be consid-

These results show the utilities tested in order oftheir compressed file sizes 
(which is, after all, the purpose ofdata compression). Some ofthe programs 
are listed more than once due to the use ofdifferent algorithms. (Method = 
the type ofcompression algorithms used by the program; Size = the number of 
bytes in the compressed file ; Ratio = the size ofthe compressed file versus 
the size ofthe uncompressed file; and Time= the average time, in seconds, 
required to perform the operation.) 

Ratio Compress Extract 
Software Method Size (percent) time time 

PKzip/PKunzip 1.02 ZIP 

PAK2.1 PAK 

LHarc 1.13 LHarc 

PKzip/PKunzip 1.02 z1P1 

PKarc/PKxarc 3.5 PKarc 

PKarc/PKxarc 3.5 ARC2 

PAK2.1 ARC 

ARC6.02 ARC 
ARCE 3.1c3 NIA 

Zoo 2.01 Zoo 

123,572 40 29 10 

126,450 42 37 14 

126,844 42 66 30 

153,257 50 10 13 

156,928 52 13 10 

156,957 52 13 11 
157,421 52 23 22 
161 ,319 54 24 15 

N/A N/A N/A 14 
175,852 58 304 16 

1 	PKzip has two options le• file compression. The first is slower but does a better job. The second is much laster but 
does only a slightly better than average job of compressing data. 

2 PKarc allows users to make ARC-compatible files. 
'ARCE is an SEA utili ty that decompresses archives laster than ARC . 
'Zoo 2.01 doesn't handle wild cards the same way the other programs do. Specifically. when given the DOS wild 

cards · . ·or · , Zoo drd not compress the file "manual. " The test wrote a batch file that made Zoo add the file to the 
archive immediately af ter the archive had been created with the other files. This process made the program 's time 
slower than the others. since it had to be invoked twice. On the other hand. the time is still faster than it would have 
been in real-world operations on the same files. 

ered for hard disk tuning. The program, 
copyrighted by Rahul Dhesi , is available 
at no charge. 

Testing, Testing 
To determine which program was best, I 
ran a series ohests on each one. I used an 
AT-compatible computer running at 12 .5 
MHz with a 40-megabyte hard disk drive 
with an average raw access time of 28 
milliseconds and a 32K-byte hardware 
disk cache adding to its speed, operating 
under MS-DOS 3.3 . I ran all the tests on 
a defragmented hard disk. I cleared off 
the files produced by one test before run
ning the next one. 

I ran the tests on a set of 10 files . Nine 
of them consisted of the executable, over
lay, and text files for Procomm 2 .42 , a 
shareware communications program . 
The tenth file was a 96,921-byte ASCII 
text file . 

The test data 's final tally came to 
184,456 bytes of binary files and 
118 ,635 bytes of ASCII files for a total of 
303 ,091 bytes spread across 10 files. 
This was a large-enough sample of real
world files to allow each program a 
chance to show its stuff. Although most 
of these programs let you use a different 
disk or directory for workspace while the 

compression process is running , I didn ' t 
use this option to test them . 

To provide a comparison with the last 
generation of software, I have included 
results for PKarc 3.5. See the table and 
the figure . 

Too Useful Not to Have 
A data-compression program belongs on 
every small hard disk, and on a lot of big 
ones as well. These programs may have 
crude user interfaces, but they 're too 
useful not to have . 

My recommendations? PKzip should 
be the program of choice for most peo
ple. However, Zoo's ability to bridge a 
variety of different operating systems 
makes it a must, despite its warts , if you 
need to move data from one system to 
another . 

Both of these programs show their 
humble origins in shareware with their 
packaging, but they can add years of life 
to your hard disk for a lot less than the 
price of a new drive . • 

Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols is a program
mer/analyst for Bendix Field Engineering 
Corp. (Seabrook, MD) supporting NASA 
communications. He can be reached on 
BIX as "sjvn. " 
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The ViVa24 Modem knocks 'em dead with style and convenience. 

Finally! An affordable, state-of-the art 
modem designed to maximize any work 
station or desktop and take up minimal 

1r====iiii-~-~•1 space. The new 2400 baud modem fromIMOOEMtJI Computer Peripherals, Inc. is a 100% 
~-iiiiiiiiiiiiii:-----:-:-:i Hayes compatable external modem 
which boasts more high-tech features than its competition 
at an unbelievable price tag. ~ 

The compact, distinctively sleek tower design simplifies 
placement, and it's easily accessible, front panel power 
switch eliminates fumbling around the back of the unit. 
The handsome weighted base holds the ViVa24 firmly in 
place, and sharp LED indicator lights are aligned for com
fortable viewing, utilizing international graphic icons that 
make the ViVa24 simple to understand. 1t 

The small tower design creates a natural flow of air over 
the surface of the board, allowing the ViVa24 to run cooler 

The ViVa24 modem represents innovation from its foot
print up with features such as: use of the Hayes "AT" com
mand set, asynchronous data format, auto-dialing, auto 
answer, adaptive equalization, non-volatile memory, auto
matic tone and pulse dialing, remote access while your 
computer is unattended, self-test and built-in diagnostics. 
Best, of all, the ViVa24 is fully backed with a five-year 
limited warranty. ~ 

Before investing in an ordinary modem, be sure to 
investigate the ViVa24. "'\; 

Call your nearest dealer or call us for details. 

Circle 63 011 Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 64) 

HfGnflIDEL/1Y. 

and affording you 24-hour, worry-free operation. The 

By Computer Peripherals, Inc. Viva24 modem provides the user compatability with IBM 
667 Rancho Conejo Blvd. •Newbury Park, CA 91320PC, XT, AT, IBM PS/2, Apple Macintosh computers and any 
TEL: (805) 499-5751 • Toll Free (800) 854-7600 

computer that supports RS-232C. :~: FAX (805) 498-8848 • TLX: 59299 CPI 
Trademarks: IBM, International Business Machines, Corp.; Hayes Mi crocomputer Products; Apple Macintosh; High Fidelity, Computer Peripherals, Inc. 
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More Bang 

for Your Buck 


These integrated software packages cram a lot offeatures 
into a small space-for a small price 

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings 

T 
hree applications
word processing, 
spreadsheets, and 
database systems

have long dominated micro
computer software. Just about 
every personal computer user 
works with at least one of 
them, and many use all three. 
Not everyone, however, re
quires expensive, full-fea
tured packages. Some micro
computers, in fact, lack the 
resources to properly handle 
many large applications-lap
tops and older XT and AT sys
tems being prime examples. 
Ifyou own such a system, or if 
you want to keep costs and 
memory requirements to a 
minimum, you should con
sider integrated software. 

Integration's Advantage 
Integrated software packages 
cram spreadsheet, word pro
cessing, and database appli
cations into a single product. The indi
vidual applications typically don't have 
the power of dedicated programs, but the 
combination can meet all the day-to-day 
needs of many users. 

These products come in many sizes, 
from huge, multimanual brutes to small
er and simpler programs that you can 
learn quickly and easily. If you need to 
outfit a laptop, portable, or other 1

ILLUSTRATION: DAVE CALVER © 1990 
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megabyte (or less) machine, these small
er products offer many advantages be
yond their ease of use. 

For one thing , they're inexpensive. 
We'll examine four products in this arti
cle: Alpha Software ' s AlphaWorks, 
Microsoft's Microsoft Works, Software 
Publishing's PFS :First Choice, and 
Spinnaker Software's BetterWorking 
Eight-in-One. All retail for under $200. 

For another thing, these 
products demand little from a 
microcomputer: They run 
easily in 640K bytes of main 
memory (using overlays) and 
take up at most a few mega
bytes of disk space . Microsoft 
Works even has an installa
tion option (ideal for laptop 
owners) that lets you prepare a 
working copy of the program 
that fits on a single 3 1/2-inch 
720K-byte floppy disk. (That 
disk, however, has only 45K 
bytes free, so plan on using a 
second data disk.) 

Although small , these pro
grams do require some room 
on a hard disk. With all the 
available tutorials, features , 
sample data, and help files in
stalled, they consume from a 
low of about 1. 3 megabytes of 
disk space (PFS:First Choice) 
to a high of about 2.5 mega
bytes (Microsoft Works) . 
Those numbers don't include 

space for data, so it's best if you have a 
few megabytes of free hard disk space. 

Those few megabytes of disk space 
contain a wealth of features, however. 
All these products offer a strong set of 
basic word processing, spreadsheet, and 
database functions. All support a wide 
range of printers. They also add some 
basic communications functions to the 

continued 
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big three applications. Most also include 
a few personal-information-management 
extras , such as a calculator, appointment 
calendar , or simple DOS file manager. 
These products are ideal for the many sit
uations where using full-featured soft
ware is an exercise in overkill. They can 
also cut training costs by providing a 
consistent interface across applications. 

Power to the People 
At $195 , AlphaWorks 2.0 is both the 
most expensive and , probably , the most 
powerful product in the group. 

AlphaWorks calls its individual mod
ules "services"; it co"ntains word pro
cessing , database, spreadsheet , and com
munications services. You can have up to 
nine of each of the first three services 
and two communications services active 
at one time, and you can switch among 
them . You can fill the screen with one , or 
split it into top and bottom windows that 
show two different services. 

You start by choosing a service from a 
menu. Once you ' re in a service, you con
trol it with a menu bar at the top of the 
screen; a status line at the bottom gives 
you information . You choose a menu by 

pressing the function key shown above its 
title or by pressing the slash key (/) to get 
to the menu bar. You move around there 
by using the left and right arrow keys. 
You pick choices from the menus with the 
up and down arrow keys. You can also 
use a mouse. 

Some nice touches include the ability 
to print in the background, a keystroke 
macro facility, and on-line help. If you 
run short of memory , you can remove 
from memory such nice but nonessential 
tools as its spelling checker or thesaurus. 

While the individual modules of 
Alpha Works compare well with those of 
the other products in this group , th is is 
the only product without any personal
information-management tools . 

The AlphaWorks word processor 
limits documents to a maximum size of 
64K bytes, or 2000 lines of up to 255 
characters each. It has the usual 'basic 
functions, such as word wrap, support 
for different type styles (boldface , italic , 
subscript , and superscript) , multiple 
rulers , headers and footers, and block 
moves .. You can even move blocks of text 
among different word-service windows. 
You can also import and export both 

ASCII and DIF documents. The spelling 
checker has 100,000 words, and the the
saurus has 120,000 synonyms. 

The spreadsheet resembles a subset of 
Lotus 1-2-3 release 2.0. It even stores its 
files in the 1-2-3 release 2.0 file format. 
It can also import and export DIF and 
ASCII files. It does not , however, sup
port 1-2-3 macros or database functions. 

Spreadsheets can have up to 8192 rows 
by 255 columns . There are more than 80 
1-2-3-style functions. The spreadsheet 
can also recalculate large worksheets in 
the background. There is a reasonable as
sortment of graphs, including scatter
plots and bar, stacked bar, line, pie, and 
exploding pie graphs. 

With version 2 .0, AlphaWorks' data
base service has become one of its stron
gest features. It stores data in the dBASE 
III Plus file format and offers over 50 
dBASE functions . You can have as many 
records as your disk will hold , with up to 
128 fields per record . A relational-style 
feature lets you link fields in two differ
ent files. You can even define dBASE
style memo fields of up to 64K bytes 
each. You are limited, however, to a 
maximum of seven indexes per database. 

YOUR PROGRAMMERS 


Aulhori1,ed Distributors: Australia: 08 899 0063 Eng land: 0491 576466 Finland: 0 452 3400 Swt•dc n: 8 35 90 60 Switzerland: 02 182535 85 West Ge rmany: 040 796 1041 
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The database lets you examine your 
data in the two classic views: forms and 
tables . A fill-in-the-blank Query By Ex
ample tool lets you find data easily. You 
can then present that data in customized 
forms and reports . As with the other 
main services, you can import and ex
port data in either ASCII or DIF format. 
There is also a mail-merge facility. 

Alpha Works ' communications service 
is one of the strongest of the group. It lets 
your DOS microcomputer emulate the 
DEC VTIOO terminal and provides a 
good set of file transfer protocols : Ker
mit, XMODEM , XMODEM-CRC , and 
YMODEM. You can also transmit and 
capture ASCII file s. 

You can automate routine communica
tion tasks with both a simple learn mode 
and a more powerful script language . 

AlphaWorks is a solid product with 
many features . Its use of the Lotus 1-2-3 
and dBASE III file formats is particular
ly convenient if you need to share data . 

Serving Up the Works 
Even though , at $149, Microsoft Works 
2 .0 is the second least expensive product 
here , in many ways it is the Cadillac of 

the group . It is poli shed and very easy to 
use, with a clear orientation toward the 
novice. At the same time, it has plenty of 
features. Microsoft Works is neither the 
most powerfu l nor the most complete 
product described here , but it is close on 
all counts . 

Like AlphaWorks , Microsoft Works 
has a menu bar across the top of the 
screen and a status 1 i ne across the bot
tom. You get to the menu bar by pressing 
Alt, and then you choose a menu by 
pressing the highlighted letter in the 
menu 's name. You pick menu items in 
the same way. You can also use a mouse . 

Works calls its modules " tools." You 
can have up to eight tool windows active 
at once. These windows offer a full set of 
control options, including resizing gad
gets and scroll bars. All the windows , re
gardless of the tools in them, can display 
multiple fonts. You can also copy data 
among tools. 

You get many of the general niceties 
characte ri st ic of these products with 
Work s, including on-line help and a key
stroke macro fac ility. In the usual Micro
soft style , there are extensive tutorial s. 

The star Works tool is , not surprising

ly , its word processor , which resembles a 
watered-down Microsoft Word. It has all 
the standard word processing features, 
including word wrap , headers and foot
ers, and support for the basic type styles . 
You can open up to eight files at once and 
move text among them. There is also a 
100,000-word spelling checker and a 
thesaurus with 30,000 keywords that 
lead to 300,000 synonyms. 

Works lets you dynamically link 
spreadsheet graphics to word processing 
documents; graphs in text change auto
matically when any of the underlyi ng 
data changes. A mail-merge feature lets 
documents import database data . 

You can import and export documents 
in both Microsoft Word and DCA (Dis
playWrite) formats , but to do so , you 
must purchase t~e $5 Conversion and 
Supplemental Setup Kit-a nuisance that 
Microsoft should eliminate. 

The two other main tools are not as 
strong. The spreadsheet can handle only 
256 columns and 4096 rows , and there 
are only 50 functions . It uses a file for
mat that is close enough to Lotus l-2-3 's 
.WKS that you can use its files in 1-2-3 , 

coniinued 

WILL FLIP OVEROUR TOOLS 

JAM has everything your programmers need to prototype and 

build full-featured applications. And you 'll see application feats 

performed in h alf the time. ..... JAM applications incorporate 

the sophisticated features users demand. Mix text and graphics, 

pop-up windows and pull-down menus without sacrificing 

performance or exhausting your budget. ..... And JAM 

supports most hardware p latforms, operating systems and 

databases. If you move to a n ew system, your J Al\1 applications 

move with you. Nothing is lost and th e user interface is 

consistent throughout your organization . ..... So get JAl\1 into 

the act. Enj oy added performance without added cost or 

development time. You 'll have everybody cheering . 

..... To receive a free demo diskette and find out more about the 

JAM family of software products, call our toll-free hotline today! 

800-458-3313 
In NY. ca ll 212-267-7722 JAMor FAX 212-608-6753 

Suppo rtt!<l syste ms: MS-DOS.* OSf2.• XENIX.• UNIX.• VMS."' ULTHIX.• AOSIVS,• VOS.* Primos.* MPE /XL.• IHM X• 
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but there are some minor differences. 
You can import and export only delimit
ed ASCII files . 

The graphics options are better than 
the spreadsheet , with pie , exploded pie , 
bar, stacked bar, line , area, high-low, 
and scatter graphs, as well as graphs that 
use combinations of these styles . 

The database tool shares the spread
sheet's limitations : a maximum of 4096 
records of up to 256 fields each , with a 
maximum field size of 256 bytes. This 

low record limit makes the Works data
base tool suitable only for small jobs. 

You can view the data in the standard 
form and table styles , and there is a sim
ple report writer , as well. You can query 
data with expressions that use the usual 
comparison operators (e .g., =, < > , 
and<) . 

The Works communications tool is 
also limited, although it does offer 
VTIOO emulation. It provides only one 
file transfer protocol , XMODEM , along 

. Never buy another ribbon! 
Oiler 125,000 sold 

51 50 
"•'"''"	 Universal Cartridge (includes one adapter) ......•..•68.50 

Multicolor Adapter (specify printer) .......... 40.00 
Epson only Maclnker mod. 271EP ......... .......... .42.00 

lmagewriter only Maclnker™ mod . 2341M .. .. .... 42.00 

Universal Spool Maclnker .......................... 68.50 

Heat Transfer Adapter ..................... ........... 25.00 

Extra Ink Bottle, black ..... 3.00 pint .. '. .. .. .... ... .... .. .. 18.50 

Colored Ink Bottle.... .. ....... 4.00 extra reservoir ..... .. 5.00 

All models delivered complete wi th bottl e of ink. ink meter. reservoir. reservoi r cover. 

Go color !! Single & multicolor. standard and lleat transfer cartridges available : red, 

green. blue. brown. purple, yellow. orange. whit e. silver and gold. Indelible and OCR ink 

cartridges available. 


Th e Universal Cartridge Maclnker re-inks most cartridges with appropriate 
ada pter. Universal Spool unit re-inks all spools. - Operation is very simple and 
au tomatic . Average cartridge can be re-inked 60-100 times at 5 cents/re-inking . 
- Extra dark , lubricated ink cools , lubricates and e xtend printhead life. Multicolor 
Ada pters for multiband cartridges (Rainbow, lmagewriter, Epson , NEC , Fujitsu , 
Okidata etc .). - Dedicated Maclnkers available for special cartridges and for 
Band Printers . Cus tomers vary from individuals to Fortune 500 corporations , 
thousands of schools/colleges. Users have reported documented savings of 
$30.000.00/year with Mac Inker. 

LightFax 9624 
superior fax/modem 

Sh1p;i1ng $7.00 $799. 00 
·True 9600 bps modem , V.32 , full 

duplex. 9600/4800/2400/1200 bps 
• MN P class 5 error correction & data 

compression for data flow up to 19.2 kbps 
• Fully CCITT V.32/V.22bis/V.22 , 

Be ll 212A/103J compliant 
• Auto speed selection 
• Non volatile memory storage 
• Synchronous & asynchronous modes 
• Ca ble and software included (specify 

PC or MAC ) 

Sh1pp1ng$7.00 $499.00 
• 9600 baud fa x, compatible with all 

Group 3 fax machines 
• 2400 baud modem , 100% Hayes™ 

compatible . 
• Excellent picture quality, superior to 

standard fax 
• Fax from application or from fle xible 

text/graphics editor 
• Full status light in fax & modem mode 
• Powerful softwa re tor scheduled sen

ding , broadcasting , file queuing etc. 
• Cable and softwa re included (specify 

PC or MAC ) 

NEW! BothWay Automatic Data Switches. Use them to 
share one printer between two computers or two computers with 

~ · ~- " ,._ one printer. Compact , velcro-mount on computer or printer. 

~,, BothWay Parallel ...... 89.00 BothWay Serial ........ 99.00 

Computer Friends, Inc. ~.~~~~ 01:~i;,,~d~~:•Y Order Toll Free 1-800-547-3303 
14250 NW Science Park Dr. shipment · Ma10' oedu 

Portland OR 97229 ~~,~~na~~~~~~~'~ 
In Oregon (503)626-2291 

fax (503)643-5379 telex 4949559 CF 

with the ability to transfer ASCII files. 
Two nice features are a phone directory 
and a learn mode that lets you automate 
routine log-on procedures . 

Unlike Alpha Works , Microsoft Works 
provides several personal-information
management tools, including a calcula
tor, an alarm clock, and an appointment 
manager. You can also perform many 
common DOS file management func
tions from within Works . 

Works' real strengths are its word pro
cessor and its overall design , which is 
solid , easy to learn , and easy to use . 

Choice Morsels 
The $169 PFS :First Choice 3.01 package 
is probably the least powerful of the four 
discussed here, but it is also one of the 
easiest to use. 

When you bring up PFS :First Choice, 
a main menu appears in the center of the 
screen. You choose a module (e.g., doc
ument, database, or spreadsheet) from 
that menu by moving a pointer to the item 
or by entering its number. 

You control each of the major modules 
with the menu bar at the top of the 
screen. Each menu on the bar has a title 
and a function-key label that precedes 
the title . You can choose a menu by 
pressing that function key or by moving 
to it with the left and right arrow keys. 
You pick menu choices by using the up 
and down arrow keys or by entering the 
number of the choice. You can also use a 
mouse . Some of the nice features of this 
product are its keystroke macro facility , 
an on-line help system , and the ability to 
move data between its modules via a 
clipboard. 

Unfortunately , the program is incon
sistent in its menu structure, because the 
communications and disk-utility mod
ules don't use a menu bar. Instead , they 
use center-of-the-screen menus that op
erate like the opening menu. 

The First Choice word processor lets 
you copy blocks to and from the clip
board , as do the other modules. Docu
ment lines are limited to 250 characters, 
which should be adequate for most appli
cations. You can define headers and foot
ers , and you can have multiple rulers . 
There is also a mail-merge facility . The 
spelling checker has a reasonable 75,000 
words, but its thesaurus contains only 
20,000 keyword entries . 

The word processor shines in its abil
ity to import and export both external 
files and data from its other tools. It can 
handle files in almost every major word 
processor format , including WordPer
fect , WordStar , MultiMate, Wang PC , 

continued 
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We Always Knew SupercalcS 

Wa.s BetterThan Lotus 1-2-3. 

Now We Know How Much. 


. .. f{ankini; 
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It was just a matter of time. 
We knew that eventually we'd get a chance to 

go one on one with Lotus®1-2-3 ~ 
And thanks to PC Week we did. They recently 

conducted an extensive review of all the top 
spreadsheets. 

And found Supercale®5 to be the best. 
By far. 
"To use it is to love it;· they said. And they are 

not the only ones who feel that way PC Computing 
says SuperCalc5 delivers "spectacular performance'.' 
And PCResource sums it up nicely by calling it 
"spreadsheet heaven'.' 

And that it is. With striking 3-D graphics, 
spreadsheet linking, and the best auditing and 
debugging features ever offered, SuperCalc5 gives 
users everything they've ever wanted (including 
total Lotus 1-2-3 compatibility) at a price they 
can afford. Upgrading to SuperCalc5 can cost as 
little as $100. But act quickly. If we keep getting 
reviews like this, we S C' A T ~ r:::.. 
may raise the price. UPER! ~ 

Just kidding. (AOMPUTER®can 1-800-531-5236. 
.riSSOCIATESIn Canada, call Software superior by deS1gn

1-800-663-6904. 
loru1 and 1-2-3 ore regi1tered rrodemorks ol lotus Development Corpororion . Scoreboard reprinled lt0m PC Week il<tober 2, 1989. © 1989Zitt Communicolion1 Compony © 1990 Compuler A110Cio l5 lnlernOlionol, Inc.. Ill Slewort A..nue, Gorden City, NY 11530-4787 
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Microsoft Word, Professional Write, and 
DisplayWrite. You can include graphs, 
charts, tables, and even whole spread
sheets all in the same document. 

Like Works , PFS:First Choice handles 
only small spreadsheets-you ' re limited 
to 1024 rows and 768 columns. One nice 
touch , however , is a percentage indicator 
that lets you know how much of the avail
able space you 've used . This spreadsheet 
offers more functions (70) than the one 
in Works, but fewer than the one in 
Alpha Works. You can import and export 
spreadsheet data in 1-2-3 release IA and 
2.0 formats, as well as in ASCII . 

The spreadsheet's strengths are in its 
graphics capabilities , which is perhaps 
not surprising, given that Software Pub
lishing also sells the Harvard Graphics 
products . In fact, PFS:First Choice lets 
you import and export graphs in the Har
vard Graphics and Harvard Presentation 
Graphics formats. You can also define 
bar, stacked bar, overlapping bar , line, 
point , scatter, area, and pie graphs , as 
well as combinations of those styles. A 
presentation graphics facility lets you as
semble slide shows of these graphs. 

Unlike its spreadsheets, PFS: First 

Choice's databases are limited only by It ' s a bit rougher than the rest , though. Its 
the amount of disk space available-a modules, for example, are not as well in
number that you can monitor with the tegrated as those of the other products . 
percentage-full indicator. You can de You control Eight-in-One with the 
sign customized fo rms and reports, as typical menu bar. Its status line is above 
well as view data in both form and table that bar . You get to the menu bar by 
styles . The only import and export for pressing the Escape key. Once there , you 
mats, however, are delimited and fi xed can pick a menu by entering its first letter 
length ASCII. or by using the left and right arrow keys 

PFS:First Choice 's communications and pressing Enter . You pick menu op
module has the same major features as tions either by using the up and down ar
the one in Works. It has only one file row keys or by pressing the first letter of 
transfer protocol , XMODEM , and it can the option. You can also use a mouse . 
transfer ASCII files. There is also a Should you need it, there is the usual on
phone directory and a facility for defin line help system. 
ing automatic sign-on procedures. Eight-in-One' s word processor limits 

The program also offers two main per documents only by the amount of mem
sonal-information-management tools, a ory in the system. On a 640K-byte ma
calculator and a set of disk utilities . chine, the limit will typically be 50 pages 

The primary strengths of PFS :First or less, depending on the density of those 
Choice are its strong graphics and its pages and the number of type styles in 
ability to export and import many differ them . The word processor supports bold
ent word processor formats . face , underlined , enhanced, double

wide, and compressed characters , all of 
Eight Is Enough which consume more memory than plain 
Surprisingly , the least-expensive prod characters . · 
uct here , the $60 BetterWorking Eight You can edit two documents at once 
in-One 2 .0, has most of the features of and copy text blocks between them . In 
the others, as well as a few that they lack. continued 

~~ 
~~~ 
lOGITfCH 

Introducing MultiScope;- an OS/2, multi~ 
language, CodeView'"-compatible debugger, 
like nothing you've seen before. 

• 	 Fora start, it provides 13 views ofyour program: 
Source-Data-Graphic Data-Assembly
Thread-Breakpoint-Watch-Register
Module-Call-Memory-Log-and Output. 

Otherunique features include: run-time and 
post-mortem debugging options; OSI 2 text 
mode and Presentation Manager user inter
faces; and even a graphical representation of 
your data structures! All for $299. 

Call toll freeB00-231-lllZ 

In CA 800-552-8885.Fax415-792-8901. 


MULTISCOPE"' 
DEBUGGER 

From LOG/TECH Software 
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addition to such standard features as 
headers and footers, there is a word
count option, something that writers ev
erywhere will appreciate . There is also a 
mail-merge facility . In addition to a 
100,000-word spelling checker and a 
60,000-synonym thesaurus, Eight-in
One also has a separate outliner module. 

The spreadsheet module, like the word 
processor, is limited only by the amount 
of available memory. It has a theoretical 
maximum of over 10,000 columns and 
32,768 rows ; on a 640K-byte microcom
puter, you can get between 3000 and 
4000 cells . (The exact number depends 
on what's in those cells; formulas, for in
stance, use more memory than data .) 

In most other ways, the spreadsheet is 
one of Eight-in-One's weakest modules. 
In earlier versions of the product, the 
spreadsheet was very slow, but th is ver
sion runs significantly faster. Also, it 
now recalculates only the minimum 
number of cells necessary. Unfortunate
ly, the spreadsheet still offers under 50 
functions, the fewest in the group . It can 
import and export files in Lotus 1-2-3 
and DIF formats , and it can read 1-2-3 
WKl files directly . 

Eight-in-One has reasonable graphics 
options , including pie , exploded-pie, 
bar, hatched-bar, line , and shaded-line 
graphs . The graphics module , however, 
is separate from the spreadsheet . To 
make a graph , you must first import 
spreadsheet or database data. 

The database module is a simple, flat
file manager that can handle up to about 
20,000 records of up to 128 fields each. 
Each field can hold a maximum of 254 
characters, a lthough you can define 
memo fields for larger text chunks . 
There are over 30 database functions, as 
well as a simple report generator. You 
can import and export only ASCII files. 

The communications module is also 
simple. There are no file transfer proto
cols ; you can only upload and capture 
ASCII files. It can, however, emulate 
more terminals-IBM 3101 , TeleVideo 
920, and VTIOO-than the other prod
ucts. In addition to a keyboard macro fa
cility that lets you automate log-on proce
dures, there is a phone directory and a 
chat mode that lets you hold typed "con
versations " with other computers. 

One of Eight-in-One's strengths is its 
set of personal-information-management 

tools. Its desktop organizer has many of 
the features of Borland 's SideKick, in
cluding a to-do list, a memo pad, an ad
dress book, an automatic dialer, a label 
maker, and a memory-resident calendar. 

Backing the Right Horse 
For basic word processing, spreadsheet, 
and database functions, you won't go 
wrong with any of these products. We 've 
noted some of the strengths of each, but 
none stands out clearly as the best. 

If word processing is your primary 
concern, go with Works. For the best 
graphics , check out PFS:First Choice. 
BetterWorking Eight-in-One is the obvi
ous budget winner. And, for all-around 
power, we suggest Alpha Works. 

Integrated software packages clearly 
offer an advantage for those on a budget. 
They cram a lot of features into a small 
space-for a small price. • 

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are 
BYTE contributing editors. Both are also 
independent computer consultants and 
freelance writers based in Raleigh , North 
Carolina. You can reach them on BIX as 
"mvanname " and "wbc3, "respectively. 

Read Mac Disks in a PC 
MatchMaker 

- the best way to share data between a PC and 
a Mac. The MatchMaker card lets you plug a 
Macintosh floppy drive into a PC. 

• Easy-to-install half-size card. 
• Use any external Macintosh drive. 
• DOS-like command software included. 
• 1 year warranty, Made in USA. 
• Also available; 	MatchPoint-PC to 


read/write Apple II disks. 


' '. ..by far the most cost effective solution .. . " PC WEEK 

132 W Lincoln Hwy. Mic:ra5alutian5 DeKalb, IL 60115 
Computer Products (815) 756-3411 
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SOLID STATE DISK 

AND DRIVE EMULATORS 


• Make PC/XT/AT and compatibles diskless terminals with local 
DOS and program storage. 

• Single or dual disk emulation of 5%'' or 31/2" diskettes up to 
1.2MB, read/write up to ??OK. 

• On-board EPROM programmer-simply copy a diskette to 
program the EPROMs or Flash EEPROMs. 

• Flash EEPROMs remotely programmable on LANs. 

• 	Two Autoboot modes, a File (read) and a Programming mode
automatic disk drive designation set-up during booting. 

• Flash EEPROM models are electrically erasable . SRAM models 
are battery backed. EPROM models are ultraviolet erasable. 

• Programming utilities included with programmable models . 

• 	List prices with memory ICs from $295. OEM prices and models 
available OEM with or without memory ICs. 

CURTIS, INC. 1C2;,.~\1 
2837 North Fairview Ave. • St. Paul, MN 55113 ~ 

612/631-9512 Fax 612/631-9508 
"IBM PC, XT, AT. PS/2 and PC DOS are trademarks of IBM: MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft 
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THE ONE WHO RUNS THE FASTEST 
IS THE ONE WHO WINS THE RACE. 

THE MITAC 4000G SETS THE PACE AS THE WORLD'S FASTFSf PC 

To win against today's competition, you've 

(' got to have an edge. One way to get the 


~ edge is with Mitac's 4000G. Powered by 

·Intel's® awesome 80386™cPU, the 4000G 

races at a top speed of 33 MHz, making 

it the fastest PC on the market today. 

With 128KB of fast-cache memory, RAM 

expandable to 24MB, a total of 8 expan


sion slots, and capacity for 1.4 GB of mass storage, 
the 4000G leads the way. The Mitac 4000G. On the 
inside of the winner's circle. 

For complete information please call American 

Mitac at (800) 648-2287 x348. 


CPU *I MIPS *2VENDOR BENCHMARK 

Mitac's MPC4000G 9.7 8.3 

Compaq Deskpro 386/33 8.9 7.7 

AST Premium 386/33 8.1 6.8 

Everex 9.6 8.3 

ALR Flexcache 33/386 9.4 8.2 

*I Source: Infoworld Hardware Benchmarks (33-MHz 80386-based 
systems) 

*2 MIPS is based on Power Meter™ Version 1.2 from Database 
Group, Inc. 

f 

For the name of your nearest authorized Mitac 
reseller in the U.S. call 800-648-2287 x348. Cana
dian distribution is handled by Technical Logistics 
Support (Ontario). 

•American Mitac Corp. TEL: (408) 432-1160 
• Mitac International Corp. R.O.C. (02) 501-8231 

MITAC is a registered trademark at Mitac International Corp. Intel is a registered trademark of Intel Corp. 80386 is a trademark of Intel Corp. 
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Oracle Corporation • Micro Focus Ltd . • 

Absoft Corp. • Accelr8 Technology Corp. 

• ACCUCOBOL •Applied Logic Systems, 
Inc.• B32 Software Ltd.• Basis Inter 
national• BASIX Development Group• 
Boston Business Computing • Datavision 
Ltd. • Diab Data, Inc. • Digital Information 
Systems• Egan Systems, Inc.• Franz, Inc. 
• Gensym Corp. • Green Hills Software, 
Inc. • HCR Corp. • lbuki , Inc. • Inference 
Corp. • Interactive Software Engineering, 
Inc. • lnterSystems Corp . • Jyacc, Inc. • 
Language Processors Inc. • Megascore, 
Inc. • Micronetics Design Corp . • NKR 
Research, Inc. • Oasys Software Corp. 
•Quantitative Technology Corp . • 
Programmed Intelligence Corp. • SINC, 
Inc. • Software Systems Design , Inc. • 
Subject, Wills & Company • Tadpole Tech
no I ogy, Inc. • TeleLOGIC •Tele-Soft• 
Transoft Limited• UNITECH Software Inc. 
• Verdix Corp. • Visible Systems Corp. 
•Wild Hare Computer Systems Inc. • 
Emerge Systems, Inc. • Industrial Pro
gramming, Inc. • JMI Software Consul
tants, Inc. • Lynx Real-Time Systems, 
Inc . • FTP Sof t ware Inc . • Ready 
Systems• VMARK Software , Inc . • 
Cognos, Inc.• Cybertek Software Inc. 
• Empress Software, Inc . • Progress 
Software Corp. • INGRES Corp. • Sybase, 
Inc . • Thoroughbred Division • Unify 
Corp. • Zortec, Inc. • Novell, Inc. • SAS 
Institute, Inc.• Technology Concepts, Inc. 
• Phoenix Technologies Ltd . • lnformix 
Software, Inc. • Ryan-McFarland Corp. 

A V i i 0 Nt,Data General 



Access Technology, Inc. • MCBA • Megascore, Inc. • MP-Systems• Tietokolmio • UNIC •Fourth Shift Corp.• 
Systems Strategies, Inc. • Stepstone Corp. • R Systems, Inc. • FTP Software, Inc. • Production Systems 
Technology• Visi x •Software Translations, Inc. • Tangram Co . • MetroMark Integrated Systems, Inc. • 
Dynamic Graphics• Meta Software, Inc. • PARAGON IMAGING Inc. • PRIOR Data Sciences, Ltd.• The Tech
nology and Services• Template Graphics Software• V.I. Corp. • XOX Corp.• P-STAT, Inc. • SPSS, Inc.• 
Statware, Inc. •Wolfram Research, Inc . • Aule-Tek, Inc. • Custom Applications• Edge Systems, Inc. • 
Electronic Document Management Systems• FileOuest Corporation• Frame Technology Corp. • Mainstreet 
Software, Inc. •Olympus Software, Inc. • Quadratron Systems, Inc. •Quality Software Products• Southwind 
Software, Inc. • Thunderstone/EPI • Uniplex Business Software• Uni Press Software, Inc. • Vykor Technology 
•Yard Software Systems• Credit Management Solutions, Inc. • FAME Software Corp. • International Treasury 
Systems• MYRRDIN Information Systems, Inc.• Source Data, Inc.• Complansoft •Digital Software, Inc. • 
MCS Racal Redac •Digital Matrix Services • ESRI • Panmap • Sharplmage Software• Sartox Healthcare 
Affiliated Services, Inc. • lnfostat, Inc. • Medical Data Processing, Inc. • Medical Information Technology, Inc.• 
Armada Software, Inc. • International Computer Resources • L&L Computer Systems, Inc. • Logical Solu
tions, Inc. •Nelson & Bauman• CMS/Data Corp . •Legal One• Synercom • Justlaw, Inc. • Legal Data 
Systems, Inc. • Softsolutions • Aangstrom Precision •Applied System Technology• CIMPAC, Inc. • 
Control Systemologists, Inc. • FBO Systems, Inc. • GKW Trading Company, Inc. • Hanford Bay Associates 
•MINX Software, Inc . • VARN ET Canada, Inc . • International Data Systems• Enterprise Computer 
Systems• Shamrock Computer Services• STS Systems• The Taft Company• WordPerfect Corp . 

Data General's AViiON lets you run both. 

When you're looking for solutions, choose the UNIX® Call 1-800-DATAGEN and we'll send you a brochure 

system-based RISC platform that scores of industry lead listing hundreds of third-party software programs available 
ing software vendors have already chosen: Data General's for Data General's AViiON Family. 
AViiON'" Family! 

There's a deep set of proven utilities, databases, and 
4GLs that make developing or porting your own programs Company _ __________ _________ 

as easy as can be. And there's a broad range of applica
Address _ _______ Phone ____ _ _ _ ___tions for industries like banking, insurance, hospital 

management, accounting and more. 
City _______ State ___ Zip Code ______ _

Data General supports the 88open BCS, the industry's 
only binary standard for multivendor interoperability. That 
means AViiON is open to the most important networking, 
communications, and software standards. t •Data General 

3400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580 

AViiON is a trademark of Data General. UNIX is a registered trademark of AT&T. © 1990 Data General Corporation. 
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The ARC Prot ffl@ ~~~!~~Blows The SX Away 

It doesn't make sense to buy a 386"SX It's a true 32-bit 386. It costs the same as many 
based personal computer. 386 SX systems but blows them all away. If you 
They say you can get a 386 SX system need 386 power with a painless price tag, don't 
at a 286 system price. We'd like to settle for a wimpy SX. 

know where! Get the ARC Proturbo 386/20 and the muscle 
Realistically, if your applications have outgrown to handle your growing needs. 

your 286 and you've decided to get a 386, you Where? At your local ARC dealer. 
already know you have to spend more money. 
So why compromise performance? In California: (213)265-0835 

Get an ARC Proturbo 386/20. Elsewhere:(800)FIND-ARC 
.A.IVIERIC.A.N(800)423-3877 RESE.A.RC:::: H 
CORPORATION 

386 is a trademark of Inte l Corporation. 

Argentina 1-4695 18 Hungary l-1667688 Philippines 2-8 189329 Turkey 90 l - 1690230ARC1Jl!P..:.~w~ 

Austria 222-934212 Ice land l -687699 :r.1.-allli..~ Portugal l-577767 United Arab Emirates 
Bahrain 973-53 I 177 Italy 2-2770232 f •••• 1 Soudi Arabia 3-8265007 4-224261 
Bangladesh 2-44179 Kuwait 965-242 181 2 • Singapore 65-296721 l USA 213-2650835 
Belgium 2-2418784 N< way 42- 15500 l ••••, , Spain l -3203470 West German y 40-6605 l 
Denmark 42-951895 a · istan 21 -52 1529 :..---·-,; Sri Lanka l -574980 Yemen Arab Republic 
En g land 1-6844144 F-_ ::ua New Guinea ~-~.,..,-'-<::::::::::::: Sweden 46-3 1658551 2-207721 

Finland 52-609100 675-257477 

Hong Kong 3-7420007 Peru 14-4 19860 ..::::::::=::~==-=-====-- ~~~'.~Z~~nd ~~~~~~;;;5 
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LIFE WITHIN 1 MEGABYTE 

Coping 

with Diversity 


IBM PC, Macintosh, Atari ST, Amiga, or Apple IIGS
incompatibility need not restrict your choice ofa second computer 

Bob Ryan 

T 
he computer indus
try pays a lot of at
tention to compati
bility-perhaps too 

much. The fact is, no one 
computer architecture or op
erating system can be all 
things to all users. This be
comes evident when you con
sider purchasing a computer 
for a specific task, such as 
creating presentations for 
your business or providing a 
home computer for your fam
ily. Ideally, you'd like to have 
a computer that is compatible 
with the DOS machines you 
use at work, but you'd also 
like to address specialized 
areas that are not best served 
by a DOS machine (e .g., 
desktop video, education, or 
music). What do you do? 

Most likely, you 'II make a 
choice between compatibility 
with your office computer 
and applicability to your other 
pursuits. You won't have to make such a 
choice, however, if you replace the re
quirement for compatibility with one that 
emphasizes interoperability . 

Tripping the Tongue Fantastic 
Interoperability describes the exchange 
of data between computers that have dif
ferent architectures or are running under 
different operating systems. In practice, 

ILLUSTRATION : DAVE CALVER © 1990 

it means being able to transfer files be
tween different types of machines, and 
being able to use the files on both. Thus, 
if you could transfer files between your 
office computer and your home com
puter , you might not be restricted to a 
home machine that is compatible with 
your computer at work. 

There are different levels of interoper
ability-from simple text transfers to 

hardware emulations-that let 
you work with the same data 
on different computers. The 
solutions discussed here apply 
to any situation that demands 
interoperability, from sharing 
data between adjacent com
puters in the office to taking 
data from work to be mas
saged by a home computer. 

Exchange Limits 
While you can transfer just 
about any file between any 
two computers, the types of 
files you can usefully ex
change is more limited. Of 
course , transferring execut
able files from one architec
ture to another is fruitless 
unless you have some form of 
emulation that lets the second 
computer use software writ
ten for the first. Emulations 
do exist (see the text box "Out 
of One, Many" on page 258) . 
But, for the most part, the ob

jective is to transfer data files from one 
machine to another in a format that both 
the operating system and an application 
program running on the target machine 
can use. 

Making a Connection 
The most common mode of data ex
change between dissimilar computers is 

continued 
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So you really need strong compatibil
ity between your office machine 

and your home computer, but still want 
the advantages of an Atari ST or an 
Apple IIGS at home. Don't despair; you 
have options that don't involve buying 
another computer system. 

Emulators are software or hardware 
products that let you run software writ
ten for one computer on a completely 
different computer . Emulators have 
been around for at least a decade, al
though their history is a bit checkered. 

For example, in the early 1980s , 
Rana Systems brought out a hardware 
emulator that let you run DOS software 
on an Apple II . The problem was that 
the emulator cost nearly as much as a 
stand-alone IBM system. Rana Sys
tems, which had had a bit of success 
selling replacements for Apple II disk 
drives, did not survive its foray into 
hardware emulation. Other examples of 
failed hardware emulators, from the Di
mension 68000 to MacCharlie , litter the 
byways of the personal computer world. 

The Beat Goes On 
Because it is such a compelling idea, 
emulation didn't die along with these 
early implementations. Today, you can 
buy hardware and software emulators 
that let you run DOS , Macintosh , even 
Commodore 64 software on different 
hardware platforms . I will concentrate 
on some of the hardware emulators be
cause, although they are more expen
sive than software emulators , they in
variably perform better and provide 
better compatibility. 

Today , you can successfully run 
DOS software on an Apple II, Macin
tosh, Atari ST, or Amiga, and Mac soft
ware on an Amiga or Atari ST. Often, 
it's not the software that proves incom
patible, but the hardware. For instance, 
you may not be able to access all the 1/0 

Out of One, Many 
ports (e.g., mouse, disk drive, parallel, 
and serial) on your machine from the 
emulator. Check the specifics of each 
emulator before you buy one. 

PC on a Card 
Because DOS has the largest installed 
base of any microcomputer operating 
system, it 's a natural target for hard 
ware emulation. If you own a Mac II , 
you can emulate a PC AT with the 
Mac286 from Orange Micro. Ifyou own 
an Apple IIGS, you can emulate a PC 
XT by installing the PC Transporter 
from Applied Engineering. Both of 
these emulators are "computers on a 
card" that plug into expansion slots on 
their respective machines and let you 
run a wide variety of DOS software, 
often at speeds exceeding that of the em
ulated machine. PC Speed from Mich
tron provides DOS compatibility for the 
Atari ST. 

Commodore has gone one step fur
ther in its emulations of AT (the A2086 
board) and XT (the A2088) c;omputers. 
Commodore's Amiga 2000 contains a 
four-slot AT bus on its motherboard , in 
addition to its Amiga Zorro slots. The 
emulator boards sit in both an AT slot 
and a Zorro slot. You can use the extra 
AT slots for IBM peripheral cards, thus 
providing expansion compatibility as 
well as software compatibility. 

The Amiga 2000 with an IBM emula
tor has another interesting feature. Be
cause the Amiga operating system is 
multitasking and the IBM emulator 
runs from an Amiga task (see figure A), 
you can run AmigaDOS and DOS pro
grams concurrently and even cut and 
paste between the two . 

All in the Family 

While these DOS emulations, in effect, 

put a computer, complete with micro

processor, on a card (or two) , many em

ulations need not be so extensive. Two 
examples are Spectre GCR, from Gad
gets by Small, for the Atari ST, and 
ReadySoft 's A-Max for the Amiga. 
Both of these products let you run Mac
intosh software on these machines. The 
emulators themselves are not as exten
sive as the DOS ones because the Amiga 
and the Atari ST use the same micropro
cessor as the low-end Macintoshes-the 
MC68000 . Therefore , they can use 
their own processors to execute the 
Macintosh instructions . 

What both of these emulators lack are 
the Macintosh ROMs. Ifyou buy A-Max 
or Spectre GCR, you will have to buy 
Macintosh ROMs and plug them into 
the. emulator. The fact that Apple's legal 
department has not taken action against 
the emulators seems to indicate that the 
emulators don ' t step on anyone's copy
rights or patents. Atari , in fact, indi
cated at Fall Comdex 1989 that it con
siders the combination of its portable 
ST, the Stacy, and Spectre GCR to be a 
viable alternative to the Mac Portable . 

One-Way Street 
Most emulators enable those machines 
with a smaller installed base to run soft
ware written for DOS and Macintosh 
computers . Thus, you have the Amiga 
emulating the AT or the Mac , but not the 
reverse. By virtue of their larger in
stalled bases, DOS machines and Macs 
have many more software packages 
available than the Amiga does . Since 
one of the prime reasons for an emulator 
is to tap into a larger base of software, 
there is little motivation for an AT to 
emulate an Amiga . 

Amiga, Apple II , and Atari machines 
each have areas in which they excel. 
Emulation can give you the best of both 
worlds : compatibility with your pri
mary computer and the advantages of an 
alternative architecture. 

a serial connection; it can be either direct 
or remote. The advantage of a serial con
nection is that you don ' t have to worry 
about disk formats. A Mac file sent via a 
serial connection to a DOS machine is 
saved on the target machine in DOS 
format. 

With a direct connection, you hook up 
the two computers with a null-modem 
cable, load communications software on 
each, and transfer files at will. The ad
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vantage of thi s method over indirect 
methods is that you can transfer data at 
much higher baud rates than you can 
using a modem. The disadvantage is that 
the computers have to be at the same lo
cation. Thus , direct connections are best 
for transfer between two office com
puters . They will not help you with 
home-office transfers. 

Many companies offer products that 
provide both the software and hardware 

for direct file transfers . Traveling Soft
ware, for example, sells LapLink-Mac 
for high-speed file transfers between 
DOS machines and Macintoshes. 

Indirect methods involve using a 
modem . Although transfer rates are 
slower using a modem, the computers in
volved can be miles apart. 

You have two choices in modem trans
fers. You can have one computer call the 
other directly, or you can use an inter
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CHARACTER ENTRY AND DISPLAY 


User presses R 

key on Amiga keyboard 


while the MS-DOS 

window is active 


-----1-
Amiga system routes 
the character code to 

the task controlling the 
MS-DOS display. 

Using the Janus routines, 
the Amiga task sends a 
keyboard interrupt to the 

MS-DOS side and places 
the character code into 

the keyboard buffer. 

-

-

Workbench 

PC display D 
R a1sk 

User sees the character R 

displayed in the window 


of the MS-DOS task. 
--r- --
The Amiga task 

reads the new video 
information and updates 

its display bit planes. 

- - - - - - .  -

When it detects a write 
to video RAM, the 

Janus system sends 
an interrupt to the 

controlling Amiga task. 

The MS-DOS program 
writes the character 
information to the 
video RAM area. 

- - - - - - - - - - -

The MS-DOS program 
responds to the 

interrupt and reads 
the character. 

Output 

Amiga 
side 

Janus 
interface 

MS-DOS 
side 

Input 

Figure A: The Janus interface between the DOS board on an Amiga 2000 and the 
controlling Amiga task sends keyboard input to the DOS side and makes the DOS 
video RAM accessible to the Amiga output system. 

mediary, such as BIX or CompuServe. 
The first option works only if you have 
communications software for one com
puter that allows it to operate unat
tended. The second option is much more 
common for home-office transfers . 
While you ' re at work, you access your 
account on the information service and 
upload the data. Then, when you get 
home, you download the data using your 
home computer . 

The Data Disk Exchange 
Another common method of data ex
change involves direct disk access. Al
though it ' s not possible under normal cir
cumstances for one operating system to 
read and write to data di sks formatted by 
another , specialized software and hard
ware are often available to provide this 
capability. Because DOS is the most pop
ular microcomputer operating system , 
most of these specialized products are 

designed to allow non-DOS computers to 
read DOS disks . 

For example, a utility for the Amiga 
called CrossDOS, from Consultron, lets 
you access DOS, as well as Atari ST , 
disks from the Amiga . It works with the 
standard Amiga 3 V2 -inch drives. 

The Apple SuperDrive, standard on 
upper-end Macintosh computers (and 
available as an external option for other 
Macintoshes) lets you transparently ac
cess Macintosh disks with the Apple 
IIGS and vice versa. More important, 
however , by using a special utility from 
Apple, you can access DOS-formatted 
disks placed in the SuperDrive. 

The Atari ST provides the simplest 
method of direct file exchange with 
DOS . Since the ST disk format is nearly 
identical to the DOS format , you can 
read and write to DOS disks with an 
Atari ST disk drive. Conversely , you can 
read and write to Atari ST disks with a 
DOS computer. 

Of course, any disk you plan to use on 
two different machines must be in a for
mat that the drives on both machines can 
handle. There are restrictions on the for
mats that some systems can handle . For 
example, CrossDOS for the Amiga can 
read 720K-byte DOS disks but not 1.44
megabyte disks . The standard Amiga 
disk drives are unable to handle the high
er density. 

In this age of heterogeneous LANs, 
you may also have access to another 
transfer technique. For example, many 
LANs provide a gateway to AppleTalk. 
With such a system, you can easily trans
fer a file from a DOS machine on the 
LAN to a Macintosh or IIGS located on 
the AppleTalk network. NetWare for 
Macintosh from Novell is an example of 
such a gateway (see figure 1) . 

Format Blues 
It's not difficult, then, to move a file be
tween computers that are based on dis
similar architectures . File transfer, how
ever, is only half of the interoperability 
picture. You have to be able to use the 
files after you transfer them . Having a 
fi le in the proper disk format doesn ' t en
sure that it's in the proper file format for 
your application. 

The simplest file format, and the one 
that is most commonly used in transfers 
between different computers , is ASCII 
(or text) format. Most word processors 
and many other types of application·pro
grams can read and write to ASCII files . 
The only problem that you are likely to 
encounter is with the end-of-line char
acter. 

continued 
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HETEROGENEOUS LAN 

NetWare -

(using Ethernet) 

-

' ;1 ' 
' NetWare for - Mac 
' 
' Macintosh 
' -
: ~Talk connector r

' - Mac 

NetWare server 
(appears as another 

AppleShare server to Apple Talk) 

-


DOS -
machine 

DOS 
machine 

DOS 
machine 

DOS machine 

DOS -machine 

DOS 
machine  -


Figure 1: Net Ware for Macintosh is a Net Ware process that communicates with 
AppleTalk via an AppleTalk connector. The gateway lets DOS users access AppleTalk 
printers and AppleTalk users access the Net Ware server. 

Apple Talk 

Mac 

Mac 

AppleShare 
server (not 
visible to 

DOS users) 

LaserWriter 
(available to 
DOS users) 

Different applications and operating 
systems use different end-of-line charac
ters . Some use carriage returns, others 
use linefeeds, and still others use a com
bination of the two. The problem is that if 
you load an ASCII file with one type of 
end-of-line indicator into a word proces
sor that uses another, you can get unex
pected results. 

Thus, you may want a utility to strip or 
add carriage returns or linefeeds. Fixup 
is a public domain utility for the Macin
tosh that can strip linefeeds and carriage 
returns from a file, or convert one to the 
other. Another Mac utility, a shareware 
program called Macify, lets you perform 
all sorts of transformations and conver
sions on text files. Other systems have 
similar utilities available (e.g., Strips for 
the Atari ST and CR for DOS). 

Converting text files is important for 
many applications, especially word pro
cessing, but text file transfers have lim
ited utility. For one thing, the files lose 
most of their original formatting in the 
transfer. 
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Picture Perfect 
Although you can easily transfer graph
ics data from one machine to another, 
you will need specialized conversion 
utilities to convert it into a format that the 
target machine can use. For example, 
SHRConvert for the Apple IIGS lets you 
load and view Amiga, Atari ST, and 
Macintosh picture files and save them in 
IIGS-compatible format. Picswitch for 
the Atari ST does the same thing with 
Macintosh and Amiga files , while Mac
view (for Macintosh pictures) and Am
GIF (for GIP files) provide this function 
on the Amiga. 

These file converters and others are 
available as public domain and shareware 
programs . More powerful conversion 
utilities are available from commercial 
software sources . For example, Mac
LinkPlus/Translators from Data Viz per
forms 76 specific DOS-to-Mac and 76 
Mac-to-DOS conversions . As computers 
become more graphics oriented, the need 
for graphics-conversion utilities will 
increase. 

Miraculous Conversions 
Although the explicit conversion of files 
from one format to another is often nec
essary, it isn't the most convenient route 
to take . The best route is implicit conver
sion, where the application does the con
version for you. In other words, the ap
plications you use load and convert file 
formats automatically. 

Many word processors and spread
sheets let you load and save files created 
by other programs. Many spreadsheets 
and database programs also support the 
DIP format, a specialized text file for
mat that is useful for transferring text 
data in a row-and-column format. DIP 
files , however, cannot contain format
ting information . 

Of course, the situation is even easier 
if you're using the same program on two 
different computers . However, it's not 
always easy to find a product that runs on 
the particular computers you have. For 
example, only one major application , 
WordPerfect, runs on all five of the com
puter systems highlighted here . While 
there are many applications that span the 
Mac/DOS gap, only a few of these are 
also available on the Atari ST, Apple 
IIGS, or Amiga. 

The fact that most ST, IIGS, and 
Amiga developers are smaller and have 
less clout than the major DOS and Mac 
software companies makes it imperative 
that they provide for the import and ex
port of files created by DOS and Mac ap
plications . While the ST, JIGS, and 
Amiga all have areas where they surpass 
the capabilities of the more popular busi
ness machines, the onus of providing in
teroperability with major business appli
cations falls on them. 

The Payoff 
Interoperability is not an ideal solution; 
in fact, it is often a frustrating process. 
You may have to dig deep to find conver
sion utilities or applications to match 
your needs. In some cases, the necessary 
utilit ies and applications may not yet 
exist. 

So why bother? Because, in the long 
run, interoperability greatly expands 
your computing options. Imagine being 
able to take advantage of the MIDI capa
bilities of the Atari ST, the video and ani
mation power of the Amiga, or the edu
cational software available for the Apple 
IIGS-without sacrificing the ability to 
bring work home. Incompatibility does 
not have to be an obstacle; it can be an 
opportunity. • 

Bob Ryan is a BYTE technical editor. You 
can reach him on BIX as "b. ryan. " 
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THE NEW MICRO-CAP 111: 

SO YOU CAN TEST-FLY 

EVEN MORE MODELS. 


It wasn't easy. But we did it. Made the 
long-time best-selling IBM®PC-based 
interactive CAE tool even better. 

Take modelingpower.We've significantly 
expanded math expression capabilities to 
permit comprehensive analog behavioral 
modeling.And,beyond Gummel Poon BJT 
and Level 3MOS,you're now readyfor 
nonlinear magnetics modeling.Even 
MESFET modeling. 

Analysis and simulation is faster, too. 
Because the program's now in "C" and 
assemblylanguage. That also means more 
capacity- for simulating even larger 
circuits. 

As always, count on fast circuit crea
tion, thanks to window-based operation 
and a schematic editor. Rapid, right-from
schematics analysis-AC, DC, fourier and 
transient- via SPICE-like routines.The 
ability to combine digital/analog circuit 
simulations using integrated switch 

Transient analysis 

Schematic editor 

Monte Carloanalysis 

models and parameterized macros.And 
stepped component values that stream
line multiple-plot generation. 

And don't forget MICRO-CAP Ill's 
extended routine list - from impedance, 
Nyquist diagrams and BH plots to Monte 
Carlo for statistical analysis of production 
yield. The algebraic formula parsers for 
plotting virtuallyany function .Thesupport 
for Hercules, CGA,MCGA,EGAand VGAdis
plays. Output for plotters and laser printers. 

Cost? Still only$1495.Evaluation ver
sions still only$150. Brochure and demo 
disk still free for the asking. Call or write 
for yours today. And see how easilyyou can 
get ideas up and flying . 

1021 S. Wolfe Road 
Sunnyvale, CA94086 
(408) 738-4387 
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1-Megabyte Life Support 

Listed below are the commercial 
products mentioned in this Life 
Within 1 Megabyte Jn Depth. The 
public domain and shareware 
products mentioned in the section 
are available on many BBSes and 
information services. 

AboveBoard Plus . . . . . . ..... . .. . . $695 

Intel Corp . 

3065 Bowers Ave. 

Santa Clara, CA 95051 

( 408) 987-8080 

Inquiry 1051. 


Adobe Type Manager (ATM) .. $99 
Adobe Systems , Inc. 
1585 Charleston Rd . 
P.O. Box 7900 

Mountain View, CA 94039 

(800) 344-8335 

Inquiry 1052. 


All ChargeCard ....... . .. . ...... . $499 
All Computers 
1220 Yonge St. , Second Floor 
Toronto , Ontario , 
Canada M4T 1W1 
(416) 960-0111 

Inquiry 1053. 


AlphaWorks ... . . . .... . .... ...... . $195 

Alpha Software Corp. 

One North Ave. 

Burlington, MA 01803 

(800) 451-1018 

(617) 229-2924 

Inquiry 1054. 


A-Max .. . . .......... . . ... . .. ... $199 .97 

Ready Soft 

30 Wertheim Court, Suite 2 

Richmond Hill , Ontario , 

Canada L4B 1B9 

(416) 731-4175 

Inquiry 1055. 


ARC 6.02 .. .. . .. . ... .. . .. ........... $50 
System Enhancement Associates 
21 New St. 
Wayne , NJ 07470 
(201) 694-4 710 

Inquiry 1056. 


A2088 . ...... .. .. .. .. ......... .. $699 .95 

A2286 ............ .. ...... . ... .. . . $1599 

Commodore Business Machines 

Computer Systems Division 

1200 Wilson Dr. 

Brandywine Industrial Park 

West Chester, PA 19380 

(215) 431-9100 

Inquiry 1057. 


BetterWorking 
Eight-in-One ........ . ... ....... $59 .95 
Spinnaker Software Corp. 
One Kendall Sq. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(800) 826-0706 

(617) 494-1200 

Inquiry 1058. 


CrossDOS . ........ . ... ..... . .. . . ... $30 

Consultron 

11280 Parkview 

Plymouth, MI 48170 

(313) 459-7271 

Inquiry 1059. 


Dr. Switch . ............ . .. ..... . $59. 95 

Black & White International , Inc . 

P.O. Box 1040 

Planetarium Station 

New York , NY 10024 

(212) 787-6633 

Inquiry 1060. 


Headroom ... . . .. .. .... . .. .. .. . $129 .95 

Helix Software 

83-65 Daniels St. 

Briarwood, NY 11435 

(718) 262-8787 

Inquiry 1061. 


LapLink-Mac 2.0 ...... ... ... $139 .95 

Traveling Software, Inc. 

18702 North Creek Pkwy. 

Bothell , WA 98011 

(800) 343-8080 

(206) 483-8088 

Inquiry 1062. 


Lotus 1-2-3 . . .. . ...... .. .. .. . ... .. . $595 

Lotus Development Corp . 

55 Cambridge Pkwy. 

Cambridge, MA 02142 

(617) 577-8500 

Inquiry 1063. 


MacLinkPlus/Translators . . ... $ 169 

DataViz, Inc . 

35 Corporate Dr. 

Trumbull , CT 06611 

(203) 268-0030 

Inquiry 1064. 


MacsBug 6.1 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . $35 

MPW C 3.0 .. .. . . .. . . ... ... ...... . $150 

MPW Shell . . . . ... . .. .... ....... ... $100 

ResEdit 1.2 ....... . ... . ............ $25 

SuperDrive . ................ from $499 

Apple Computer, Inc . 

20525 Mariani Ave. 

Cupertino , CA 95014 

(800) 282-2732 

(408) 996-1010 

Inquiry 1069. 


Mac286 ....... . . ......... ... .. ... $1599 

Orange Micro 

1400 North Lakeview Ave . 

Anaheim, CA 92807 

(714) 779-2772 

Inquiry 1065. 


Manifest . ..... ... . . .. . ... ... . ... $59 .95 

QEMM.......................... $99 .95 

QRAM .. ... .. .. ............. . ... $79 .95 

Quarterdeck Office Systems 

150 Pico Blvd . 

Santa Monica, CA 90405 

(213) 392-9851 

Inquiry 1188. 


MasterJuggler .... .. ... . ....... $89 . 95 

ALSoft , Inc . 

P.O. Box 927 

Spring , TX 77383 

(713) 353-4090 

Inquiry 1066. 


Memory Master ... .. . ..... . ... $49 .95 

Vericomp 

8825 Aero Dr. , Suite 210 

P.O. Box 23360 

San Diego, CA 92123 

(619) 277-0400 

Inquiry 1067. 


Move'em ......... . . . . .. .. . .......... $89 

386Max .. .. ... . . . .. .. .... .. .. .. $129.95 

Qualitas , Inc . 

7101 Wisconsin Ave ., Suite 1386 

Bethesda, MD 20814 

(800) 733-1377 

(301) 907-6700 

Inquiry 1068. 
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Net Ware for Macintosh . . .. .. . . $200 

Novell , Inc. 

122 East 1700 South 

Provo, UT 84601 

(801) 379-5900 
Inquiry 1070. 

OmniView ... ..... . ...... . ...... $79.95 

Sunny Hill Software 

10121 Evergreen Way, Suite 259 

Everett, WA 98204 

(916) 541-8702 

Inquiry 1180. 


PageMaker 3.0 . . .. ... . ... . .. . .... $595 

Aldus Corp. 

411 First Ave. S 

Seattle, WA 98104 

(206) 622-5500 

Inquiry 1181. 


PAK 2.10 . . ..... . . .. . . . .. ..... from $15 
NoGate Consulting 
P.O. Box 88115 

Grand Rapids , MI 49518 

(616) 455-6270 

Inquiry 1182. 


PC Speed .............. . ....... $399 .95 

Michtron 

576 South Telegraph Rd . 

Pontiac, MI 48053 

(313) 334-5700 

Inquiry 1183. 


PC Transporter .. . ... . ... . ... .... $499 
Applied Engineering 
P.O Box 5100 

Carrollton, TX 75011 

(214) 241-6060 

Inquiry 1184. 


PC Works ..... . ...... . . . ... .. .. ... $149 
Windows .. ... ........ . .... . ... from $99 
Microsoft Corp. 
16011 Northeast 36th Way 
P.O. Box 97017 

Redmond, WA 98073 

(206) 882-8080 

Inquiry 1199. 


PFS:First Choice .. ....... . .. ..... $169 
Software Publishing Corp. 
1901 Landings Dr. 
P.O. Box 7210 

Mountain View , CA 94039 

(415) 962-8910 
Inquiry 1185. 

PKzip 1.02 ............... . .. . ...... $47 

PKware, Inc . 

7545 North Port Washington Rd . 

Glendale , WI 53217 

(414) 352-3670 
Inquiry 1186. 

PopDrop Plus . . . .... . ... . .. ... . $99 . 95 

BLOC Publishing Corp. 

800 Southwest 37th Ave., Suite 765 

Coral Gables , FL 33134 

(800) 888-2562 

(305) 445-0903 

Inquiry 1187. 


RAMpage Plus ... .. .. . .... from $595 

AST Research , Inc. 

16215 Alton Pk wy . 

P.O. Box 19658 

Irvine , CA 92713 

(714) 727-4141 

Inquiry 1189. 


Referee .. . ..... . ...... . ..... ..... $69.95 

Persoft, Inc . 

465 Science Dr. 

Madison, WI 53711 

(800) 368-5283 

(608) 273-6000 

Inquiry 1190. 


Software Carousel ............ $89 .95 

SoftLogic Solutions, Inc. 

One Perimeter Rd. 

Manchester , NH 03103 

(800) 272-9900 

(603) 627-9900 

Inquiry 1191. 


Spectre GCR .. .. .... . . .. ......... $299 

Gadgets by Small 

40 West Littleton Blvd., 

Suite 210-211 

Littleton, CO 80120 

(303) 791-6098 
Inquiry 1192. 

Suitcase II ..... .. .. . ... .. .... ... .... $79 

Fifth Generation Systems, Inc. 

10049 North Reiger Rd. 

Baton Rouge , LA 70809 

(800) 873-4384 

(504) 291-7221 

Inquiry 1193. 


Switch-It . . .. . ... .. ... ........ . .. $99.95 

Better Software Technology , Inc. 

55 New York Ave. 

Framingham, MA 01701 

(508) 879-0744 

Inquiry 1194. 


Think C 4.0 ........... . ..... ... ... $249 

Symantec Corp. 

135 South Rd. 

Bedford, MA 01730 

(800) 441-7234 

(800) 626-8847 

Inquiry 1195. 


386si .............. . . . ....... . . . ... .. $595 

SOTA Technology 

559 Weddell Dr. 

Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

(408) 245-3366 
Inquiry 1196. 

TMON 2.8.3 ...... . . . ... .. .. .. $149 .95 

ICOM Simulations 

648 South Wheeling Rd. 

Wheeling, IL 60090 

(708) 520-4440 
Inquiry 1197. 

Vcache ...... . ....... . . . .. . ..... . $59.95 

Golden Bow Systems 

2665 Ariane Dr. , Suite 207 

San Diego, CA 92117 

(619) 483-0901 

Inquiry 1198. 


X-Bandit for AT.. . .... ... . .. ... . . $259 

X-Bandit for XT ...... . ..... . . ... $229 

Teletek Enterprises , Inc. 

4600 Pell Dr. 

Sacramento, CA 95838 

(916) 920-4600 

Inquiry 1200. 


Inclusion in the resource guide 
should not be taken as a BYTE 
endorsement or recommendation. 
The information here was believed to 
be accurate at the time ofwriting, 
but BYTE cannot be responsible for 
omissions, errors , or changes that 
occur after compilation ofthe guide. 
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Take any 3 books for 

o~ly $1 ~0 eac~ 

~/~-~- --;:: .. 

OS/2 PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE . By 
E. Iacobucci . 1100 pp., illus. soft
bound. "Byte" magazine called it "a 
necessity." This giant reference ex
plains all the basic functions you 'll 
need, with emphasis on such new or 
different functions as multitasking 
and memory management. 
881300-X Pub. Pr., $29.95 

INTRODUCING PC-DOS 8c MS-DOS, 

Second Ed. By T. Sheldon. 403 pp., 

illus., softbound. This Second Edition 

covers all releases through 4.0, as 

well as Microsoft Windows and DOS

SHELL. Features the same hands-on 

tutorial format of the First Edition, with 

expanded coverage of batch file tech

niques that can dramatically increase 

your computing speed. 

565/651 Pub. Pr., $27.95 


LOCAL AREA NETWORKS: Archi

tectures and Implementations. 

By J. Martin, with K. K. Chapman. 353 

pp., illus. An indispensable reference 

for all who buy, install, maintain, or 

manage LAN services. Provides com

plete coverage of the concepts, archi

tectures, and implementations of LAN 

technology. 

584900-3 Pub. Pr., $40.00 


A PROFESSIONAL'S GUIDE TO SYS

TEMS ANALYSIS . By M.E. Modell. 

307 pp., ii/us. Detailed coverage of 

what you need to know-what ques

tions to ask, how to conduct a cost

benefit analysis, how to document 

and validate your findings-to design 

the best systems for your user's 

needs. 

426/325 Pub. Pr., $34.95 


ADVANCED GRAPHICS IN C: Pro
gramming and Techniques. By 
N. Johnson. 430 pp., illus., soft
bound. Now C programmers can 
write crisp graphics programs for the 
IBM-PC using the IBM EGA (En
hanced Graphics Adaptor) or the 
AT&T Image Capture Board (ICB). In
cludes GRAPHIQ, a complete C 
graphics toolkit. 
881257-7 Pub. Pr., $22.95 

when you join 

BYTE Book Club® 

VALUES UP TO $141.451 

• Your one source for computer books from over 

100 different publishers 


• the latest and best Information In your field 

• discounts of up to 40% off publishers' list prices 

ADVANCED TURBO C . By J. T. 
Smith. 256 pp., illus ., softcover. Mas
tering Turbo C has never been easier. 
Crystal-clear answers to all your 
questions are supplemented by fully 
documented programming examples. 
Coverage includes string processing, 
screen handling with Turbo C Tools, 
keyboard input, file handling, memory 
management, interrupt services, and 
much more. 
587/078 Pub. Pr., $24.95 

THE WAITE GROUP'S MICROSOFT 
c BIBLE . By N. Barkakati. 787 pp., 
illus., softbound. The complete guide 
to all 370 functions, with purpose, 
syntax, example call , includes, com
mon uses, returns, comments, cau
tions, and "see also" references for 
each function. Also features two 
handy tutorials on C basics and the C 
5.1 compiler, as well as compatibility 
checks for all other C compilers. 
584830-9 Pub. Pr., $24.95 

THE PAUL MACE GUIDE TO DATA 
RECOVERY. By P. Mace. 352 pp., 
illus., softbound. An indispensable 
guide to restoring vanished files and 
coping with virtually every type of data 
loss emergency. You get clear, step
by-step instructions for restoring de
leted files or directories, recovering 
lost or damaged Lotus 1-2-3 files, 
what to do when your disk won't boot, 
and much, much more. 
584926-7 Pub. Pr., $21.95 

THE NEW DOS 4 .0. By K. W. 
Christopher, Jr .. B. A. Feigenbaum, 
and S. 0. Saliga. 535 pp., illus., soft
bound. Practical advice from IBM 's 
own DOS 4.0 developers to help you 
harness more PC power and ver
satility. Covers SELECT, the DOS 
Command Prompt, batch filing , Com
mand Line Redirection, the EDLIN 
Line Editor, and much more. 
584889-9 Pub. Pr., $22.95 

EGA/VGA: A Programmer's Refer
ence Guide. By B.D. Kliewer. 269 
pp., illus., softbound. All the practical 
guidelines are right here for learning 
the ins and outs of the Enhanced 
Graphics Adaptor- one of the most 
popular PC add-on boards avail
able-and its PS/2 counterpart, the 
Video Graphics Array. It's filled with 
innovative programming techniques 
.. . tips for working around the bugs in 
the BIOS . .. and EGA/VGA BIOS 
calls not available elsewhere. 
350/892 Pub. Pr., $29.95 

DATABASE SYSTEM CONCEPTS. 
By H. F. Korth and A. Silberschatz. 
546 pp., illus. From fundamental con
cepts to advanced problem solving , 
this book provides a clear under
standing of the design and use of 
database systems . Also demon 
strates the best ways to protect data 
from unauthorized access and mali
cious or accidental alteration or de
struction. 
447/527 Pub. Pr., $46.95 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
USING C: The C Programmer's 
Guide to AI Techniques. By H. 
Schildt. 412 pp., 37 illus., softbound. 
This hands-on guide shows you how 
to create your own Al applications and 
systems using C. After an introduc
tory overview it provides coverage of 
expert systems, logic, natural lan
guage processing, machine learning, 
pattern recogn ition, and more , with 
ready-to-run programs illustrating 
each topic. 
881255-0 Pub. Pr., $21 .95 

PROGRAMMING USING THE C 
LANGUAGE. By R.C. Hutchison and 
S.S. Just. 519 pp., illus. Whether you 
want to understand programs in C 
written by others, or write better C 
programs of your own, this practical , 
authoritative book gives you the tools 
and guidance you need. Coverage 
includes program organization, sort
ing algorithms, recursion, linked lists, 
and more - with many sample pro
grams. 
315/418 Pub. Pr., $29.95 

LIFE WITH UNIX: A Guide tor 
Everyone. By D. Libes and S. Re
ssler. 346 pp., illus., softbound. A 
practical , readable sourcebook that 
gives you the information you need to 
use UNIX effectivl)ly. Provides a thor
ough examination of its advantages 
and disadvantages ... analyses from 
the viewpoints of users, program
mers, and administrators ... and a 
complete guide to UNIX books, peri
odicals, users' groups, and share 
ware. 
585017-6 Pub. Pr., $29.95 

SECURITY IN COMPUTING. By C. P. 
Pfleeger. 538 pp., illus. Here are the 
best ways to maintain the con
fidentiality and integrity of your com
puter system. This insightful guide 
helps you evaluate the security risks 
inherent in the computer tasks you 
perform and shows you exactly what 
you must do to make your operations 
secure. 
584941-0 Pub. Pr., $44.00 



PROGRAMMING WITH TURBO 

PASCAL. By D. Carroll. 

852908-5 Pub. Pr. , $39.95 


HIGH-SPEED ANIMATION & SIM

ULATION FOR MICROCOMPU

TERS. By L. Adams. 

583855-9 Pub. Pr., $20.95 


TURBO LANGUAGE ESSENTIALS: A 

Programmer's Reference . By K. 

Weiskamp, N. Shammas, and R. 

Pronk. 

584905-4 Pub. Pr., $24.95 


HARD DISK MANAGEMENT WITH 

MS-DOS AND PC-DOS . By D . 

Gookin and A. Townsend. 

583954-7 Pub. Pr., $28.95 


UNDERSTANDING & USING dBASE 

ill®PLUS. By R. Krumm. 

583940-7 Pub. Pr., $22.95 


32-BIT MICROPROCESSORS. Edited 

by H. J. Mitchell. 

425/85X Pub. Pr., $48.50 


ADVANCED 80386 PROGRAM

MING TECHNIQUES. By J. L. Turley. 

881342-5 Pub. Pr., $22.95 


NETWORKING SOFTWARE. By 
C. B. Ungaro. 

606969-9 Pub. Pr., $39.95 


THE DATABASE EXPERT'S GUIDE 
TO SQL. By F. Lusardi. 
390/029 Pub. Pr., $24.95 

PRINCIPLES OF ARTIFICIAL INTEL
LIGENCE AND EXPERT SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPMENT. By D.W. Rolston. 
536/147 Pub. Pr., $44.95 

APPLYING TURBO PASCAL LI
BRARY UNITS. By N. Shammas. 
584791-4 Pub. Pr., $22.95 

DATA STRUCTURES USING PAS
CAL, 2nd Ed. By A. M. Tenenbaum & 
M. J. Augenstein . 

583738-2 Pub. Pr., $46.00 


MICROCOMPUTER LANS: Network 
Design and Implementation. By 
M.F. Hordeski. 

584580-6 Pub. Pr., $32.95 


OPERATING SYSTEMS. By M. 

Milenkovic. 

419/205 Pub. Pr., $44.95 


IBM PS/2: A Reference Guide. By 

TJ Byers. 

095/272 Pub. Pr., $39.95 


MASTERING TURBO PASCAL 4.0, 

2nd. Ed. By T Swan. 

584762-0 Pub. Pr., $22.95 


DESIGNING USER INTERFACES 

FOR SOFTWARE . By J.S. Dumas. 

584641-1 Pub. Pr., $31.00 


68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 

PROGRAMMING, 2nd Ed. By L. 

Leventhal ; D. Hawkins; G. Kane & W. 

Cramer. 

583817-6 Pub. Pr., $28.95 


C CHEST AND OTHER C TREA

SURES FROM DR. DOBB'S JOUR

NAL. Edited by A. Holub. 

584807-4 Pub. Pr., $24.95 


CICS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS. By 
J. L. LeBert. 
369/682 Pub. Pr., $29.95 

FILE ORGANIZATION FOR DATA

BASE DESIGN. By G. Wiederhold. 

701 /334 Pub. Pr., $44.95 


STRETCHING TURBO C. By K. Por

ter. 

584967-4 Pub. Pr., $24.95 


Any 3 books for $1.00 each . .. If you join now 

and agree to purchase two more books-at 


handsome discounts-during your first 

year of membership. 


1-2-3 RELEASE 3: The Complete 

Reference. By M. Campbell. 

881318-2 Pub. Pr., $28.95 


PROGRAMMING INC, Revised Ed. 

By S.G. Kochan. 

584701-9 Pub. Pr. , $24.95 


MASTERING ORACLE: Featuring 

Oracle's SQL Standard. By D. J. 

Cronin. 

585034-6 Pub. Pr. , $24.95 


STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING IN 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE FOR THE 

IBM PC. By W. C. Runnion. 

584827-9 Pub. Pr., $43.25 


PORTABILITY AND THE C LAN

GUAGE. By R. Jaeschke. 

584966-6 Pub. Pr., $34.95 


DATA TYPES AND DATA STRUC

TURES. By J. J. Martin. 

583689-0 Pub. Pr., $45.00 


WORDPERFECT®: THE COMPLETE 

REFERENCE. By K. Acerson. 

881312-3 Pub. Pr., $27.95 


TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR

ING THE NEW PERSONAL COM

PUTERS . By A. Margolis. 

583871-0 Pub. Pr., $18.95 


New! BYTE LARGE SYSTEMS Books 

MVS: Concepts and Facfilties. By 
R. H. Johnson. 613 pp., illus. This 
comprehensive overview of IBM's 
mainframe operating system provides 
you with a crucial edge in MVS pro
gramming, management, and sys 
tems development. Covers processor 
complexes, MVS/XA and MVS/ESA, 
DASDs, the 1/0 subsystem, and 
much more. 
326/738 Pub. Pr., $39.95 

CICS: Debugging, Dump Read
ing, Problem Determination. By P 
Donofrio. 176 pp., illus. A long
needed, step-by-step troubleshooting 
guide for CICS programmers. Pro
vides invaluable information on prob
lem determination, interactive debug
ging, terminal autoinstall , service 
strategies, the new dump formatting 
routine, and dump reading proce
dures that will have you clearing up 
failures in no time. 
176/06X Pub. Pr., $39.95 

Here's how BYTE Book Club® works to serve you: 

• Important information ... we make it easy to get! Today, professionals 

who perform best are those who are best informed. For reliable , hands-on 
information, turn to the Byte Book Club. Every 3 or 4 weeks (12-15 times a 
year), members receive the Club Bulletin offering more than 30 books - the 
best, newest, most important books from all publishers. 

• Dependable service ... we're here to help! Whether you want informa
tion about a book or have a question about your membership, just call us to/1
free or drop us a line. To get only the books you want, make your choice on the 
Reply Card and return it by the date specified. If you want the Main Selection, 
do nothing- it will be sent to you automatically. (A small shipping and handling 
charge is added to each shipment.) 

• Club convenience ... we do the work! You get a wide choice of books that 

simply cannot be matched by any bookstore. And all your books are conve
niently delivered right to your door. You also get 10 full days to decide whether 
you want the Main Selection. (If the Club Bulletin ever comes late and you 
receive a Main Selection you don't want, return it for credit at our expense.) 

• 	Substantial savings . .. and a bonus program too! You enjoy substan
tial discounts-up to 40%!-on every book you buy. Plus, you're automatically 
eligible for our Bonus Book Plan which allows you savings up to 70% on a wide 
selection of books. 

• 	Easy membership terms . .. it's worthwhile to belong! Your only 
obligation is to purchase 2 more books - at handsome discounts - during the 
next 12 months, after which you enjoy the benefits of membership with no 
further obligation. You or the Club may cancel membership anytime thereafter. 

FW out the card and mall today! If the card Is missing, write to: 


BYTE Book Club,®P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520-9959 

For faster service In enrolling, call l-800-2-MCGRAW · 	 BYCA-021 



FEATURE 

THE SPIRIT 

OF'86S 


Rooted in PC compatibility, the Intel family tree has flourished, 
but a few competitive offshoots are taking root 

Frank Hayes 

ine years ago, IBM introduced the original PC 
with its Intel 8088 CPU. IBM PC-compatible 
has since become a household word, and CPUs 
that can run IBM PC-compatible software havelliJ proliferated-not just from Intel, but from 

other chip makers as well. That situation, in turn, has led to 
squabbles, sniping, and outright legal warfare among the half
dozen companies that make these CPUs (see "Battle of the 
Chips," March 1989 BYTE). 

But in spite of the plethora oflntel-compatible chips and con
flicting claims, the family isn ' t as hard to get a handle on as you 
might think. Even with hot new chips like Intel's i486 (and 
promised future versions, including the i586 and i686), there 
are really only three major varieties of CPUs in PC-compatible 
desktop computers (see table 1). Which flavor should power the 
machine on your desk? That depends on what you need, how 
you'll use it, and how much you have to spend. 

The Soul of a PC Machine 
The most popular group of PC-compatible CPUs is still the 
original. Intel launched its 8088 CPU in 1978, and it became 
the brains for the IBM PC and XT. After a decade, the 8088 
was no longer a big seller for Intel, but as many as half of all 
PCs sold today still run off an 8088-compatible chip. How is 
that possible? Just as there are plenty of PC clones on the mar
ket, there are lots of 8088 clones as well. 

In fact, the original 8088 wasn't original at all. Intel's first 
version of the chip was the 8086-the company's first 16-bit 
CPU. The 8086 had a 16-bit data bus and could address up to 1 
megabyte of memory with a 20-bit address bus. (By compari
son, the chips that Intel was selling for desktop computers at the 
time, the 8080 and 8085, each had an 8-bit data bus and a 16-bit 
address bus and were limited to 64K bytes of memory.) 

The 8088 was a low-end version of the 8086. Although it 
could address up to 1 megabyte of memory, the 8088 had only 
an 8-bit data bus . (In fact, Intel originally described the 8088 as 
an 8-bit CPU; only when IBM selected the chip for its original 

PC did anyone start calling it a 16-bit CPU.) 
Except for the difference in data-bus width, the two CPUs 

were virtually identical , although because of its extra speed in 
accessing data, the 8086 is somewhat faster when the two chips 
are operating at the same clock speed. The original IBM PC 
used an 8088 CPU running at 4 .77 MHz-the slowest CPU in 
the line. Today, Intel sells 8088s with a clock speed of up to 8 
MHz, and 8086s with a clock speed of up to 10 MHz. 

In 1982, Intel introduced an enhanced version of the 8086
the 80186. Like the 8086, it has a 16-bit data bus and can ad
dress I megabyte of memory. The 80186 runs all 8088/8086 
software, but it adds 10 new instructions . It also includes some 
special features, including an on-board clock and DMA chan
nels-and it runs about 25 percent faster than an 8086 running 
at the same clock speed. 

Like the 8086, the 80186 runs at up to 16 MHz. And like the 
8086, there's a low-end version, the 80188, with an 8-bit data 
bus (and slightly slower performance because of it) . But unlike 
the 8086 and 8088, the 80186 never made it big in the PC 
world. IBM didn 't use the 80186 in any of its computers, and 
the few machines that did use the chip quickly faded from view. 
Today , though, it' s finding new life as an embedded controller 
on Extended Industry Standard Architecture and Micro Chan
nel add-in cards. 

80286: The Next Generation 
The next major upgrade after the 8088-compatible CPU was the 
Intel 80286. The 80286, which was the CPU that IBM chose for 
its AT computer , was the first 8086-compatible chip that in
cluded multitasking instructions . The 80286 can run all 8088 
software and, unlike its predecessors , can address up to 16 
megabytes of memory with its 24-bit address bus . 

The 80286 also offers new instructions and a special "pro
tected mode" ·that allows switching among several different 
concurrently running programs . When Microsoft and IBM be
gan working on OS/2, a next-generation multitasking operating 

continued 
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THE SPIRIT OF '86S 

system that would push past the limitations of DOS, they de
signed it for the 80286. 

Unfortunately , those multitasking features did not work 
quite as well as Intel originally planned. The problem showed 
up when switching between the 80286's real mode and pro
tected mode. DOS programs would run properly under real 
mode, but switching between DOS programs required going to 
protected mode. But because of the placement of bits in the 

80286's segment register, as soon as the CPU switched to pro
tected mode , DOS programs would crash. 

Programmers, including Microsoft's OS/2 programming 
team, had to write special code circumventing the hardware 
task switching, and the result was unsatisfactory multitasking 
performance. Although current versions of OS/2 will run on an 
80286-based PC, future versions will require an 80386 CPU or 
higher. 

Table 1: IBM PC-compatible CPUs fall into three general categories: 8088-compatible CPUs (IBM XT), 80286 CPUs 
(IBM AT), and 80386/i486 CPUs. 

Chip name Maker Bus specs Address space Maximum Typical use 
clock speed 

Group 1 
8088 Intel 8-bit data 20-bit address 8 MHz Low-end, single-user PCs, especially portables 

16-bit internal (1 megaby1e) 

8086 Intel 16-bitdata 20-bit address 16 MHz Low·end, single-user PCs, especially portables 
16-bit internal (1 megaby1e) 

80188 Intel 8-bit data 20-bit address 16MHz Embedded controller 
16-bit internal (1 megabyte) 

80186 Intel 16-bitdata 20-bit address 16 MHz Embedded controller 
16-bit internal (1 megabyte) 

V20 NEC 8-bit data 20-bit address 10 MHz Low-end , single-user PCs, especially portables 
16-bit internal (1 megabyte) 

V30 NEC 16-bitdata 20-bit address 10·MHz Low-end, single-user PCs, especially portables 
16-bit internal (1 megabyte) 

V25 NEC 8-bit data 20-bit address 8 MHz Embedded controller 
16-bit internal (1 megabyte) 

V35 NEC 16-bitdata 20-bit address 8MHz Embedded controller 
16-bit internal (1 megabyte) 

V40 NEC 8-bit data 20-bit address 10 MHz Embedded controller 
16-bit internal (1 megabyte) 

V50 NEC 16-bit data 20-bit address 10MHz Embedded controller 
16-bit internal (1 megabyte) 

V33 NEC 16-bitdata 24-bit address 16 MHz Single-user PCs (not 80286/386/i486-compatible) 
16-bit internal (16 megabytes) 

V53 NEC 16-bit data 24-bit address 16 MHz Embedded controller 
16-bit internal (16 megabytes) 

V60 NEC 16-bitdata 32-bit address 16 MHz Single-user PCs (not 80286/386/i486-compatible) 
32-bit internal (4 gigabytes) 

V?O NEC 32-bit data 32-bit address 20MHz Single-user PCs (not 80286/386/i486-compatible) 
32-bit internal (4 gigabytes) 

V80 NEC 32-bitdata 32-bit address 33 MHz Single-user PCs (not 80286/386/i486-compatible) 
32-bit internal (4 gigabytes) 

Group 2 
80286 Intel 16-bitdata 24-bit address 12MHz Single-tasking or multitasking PCs 

16-bit internal (16 megaby1es) 

80286 AMO 16-bitdata 24-bit address 16MHz Single-tasking or multitasking PCs 
16-bit internal (16 megabytes) 

80286 Harris 16-bit data 24-bit address 25MHz Single-tasking or multitasking PCs 
16-bit internal (16 megabytes) 

Group3 
80386SX Intel 16-bit data 32-bit address 16 MHz Single-tasking or multitasking PCs 

32-bit internal (4 gigabytes) 

80386 Intel 32-bitdata 32-bit address 33MHz Single-tasking or multitasking PCs 
32-bit internal (4 gigaby1es) 

i486 Intel 32-bit data 32-bit address 25 MHz Single-tasking or multitasking PCs 
32-bit internal (4 gigabytes) 
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A ni486blows 
the doors offthe 80386 when it comes 

to heavy-duty number crunching. 

Because of its problems with multitasking, the 80286 is com
monly used as a fast version of the 8088 . And it is very fast 
indeed. Running software at the same clock speed, an 80286 is 
roughly 2 Y2 times as fast as an 8086 . And the 80286's clock 
speed has risen steadily over the years. The Intel version topped 
out at 12 MHz, but other chip makers who build 80286s under 
license from Intel, including Advanced Micro Devices and 
Harris Semiconductor, have continued to build faster versions. 
AMD's fastest version is currently 16 MHz, and Harris recent
ly introduced a 25-MHz version of the chip. (AMO plans to 
introduce a 25-MHz version this year.) 

Just how fast is a 25-MHz 80286? At that speed, an 80286 
runs DOS software about 12 times as fast as an original 4.77
MHz IBM PC. It also runs that software slightly faster than a 
25-MHz 80386-based PC. In fact, for DOS software it' s faster 
than anything but a 33-MHz 80386 or a 25-MHz i486. As a 
result, it ' s estimated that up to 40 percent of the PCs sold last 
year were based on the 80286. 

It's tempting to include the NEC V33 and V53 in the same 
category as the 80286 . Like the 80286 , the V33 and V53 can 
address up to 16 megabytes of memory , and they run at speeds 
of up to 16 MHz. But these NEC chips handle the extra memory 
differently than an 80286, and they 're not plug-compatible with 
the Intel, AMO, and Harris versions. 

32 Bits and Counting 
The third category of 8088-compatible CPUs is the Intel 
80386--with the emphasis on Intel. When it created its new line 
of chips, Intel changed two things that corrected the 80286's 
problems with task switching . 

First, Intel saw to it that the 80386's task switching worked 
correctly, making possible a whole new range of multitasking 
software. Second, Intel decided that, this time arou nd , it 
wouldn't share the golden goose. Unlike the earlier chips in the 
line, the 80386 is sold exclusively by Intel. (IBM reportedly has 
a license to make the chips , but only for use in its own 
machines.) 

Table 2: A comparison of the low-level benchmarks 
for some typical systems using four of the major 
current chips. Note that the 33-MHz 80386 is roughly 
comparable to the 25-MHz 486 machines. 

Dell 200 
286 

ALR 
FlexCache 

33/386 

Compaq 
3865 

386SX 

IBM 
70/A21 

i486 
Apricot 

i486 

CPU 1.60 6.74 1.86 5.29 6.69 

FPU 1.72 15.66 5.03 21.39 21.77 

Indexes show relative performance; for all indexes, an 8-MHz IBM AT= 1. 

A few other fundamental differences set the 80386 apart. It 
is a true 32-bit CPU with an extended register set (all earlier 
Intel CPUs are limited to a 16-bit register set), it has a 32-bit 
data bus , and it has a 32-bit address bus that can directly ad
dress up to 4 gigabytes of memory-256 times the size of the 
80286's address space. With multitasking that works, you can 
carve that memory up into separate " virtual 8086s," each of 
which appears to the software to be a real 8086 with its own ! 
megabyte address space. In its native mode , the 80386 can also 
make direct use of the full address space. 

The 80386 is much better at task switching than the 80286. 
The newest version of OS/2 is designed to take advantage of the 
80386's improved multitasking, and it makes use of those im
provements-including the ability to run multiple DOS pro
grams at the same time. However, the 80386 remains some
thing of a design trade-off between the ability to run 8088 
software and the ability to do multitasking. Nonmultitasking 
DOS software runs no faster on an 80386 than on an 80286 at 
the same clock speed, and in some cases it actually runs 
slower. However, the 80386 has the ability to run at speeds of 
up to 33 MHz. 

There's also a version of the 80386 with only a 16-bit data 
bus-the 80386SX. Because of the narrower data bus, the 
80386SX is slower than a regular 80386 running at the same 
clock speed. (Intel recently began referring to the full-size 
80386 as the 80386DX, to contrast it with the SX.) The 
80386SX is also limited to a 16-MHz clock speed, although a 
20-MHz version is expected soon. 

The Intel i486 makes no such compromises. It is an enhanced 
version of the 80386 that includes its own coprocessor for per
forming floating-point operations, an on-board cache, and 
pipelined instruction execution. (Earlier chips used separate 
coprocessors. See the text box "Successful FLOPS" on page 
270.) Theoretically, the i486 was designed to be completely 
compatible with the 80386, but in practice there are a few minor 
differences. 

The i486 runs significantly faster than an 80386-about 40 
percent faster at the same clock speed-and programmers can 
squeeze an extra 10 percent to 15 percent performance out of 
the i486 by using a compiler that optimizes instruction ordering 
for the i486's pipelining system. As a result, a 25-MHz i486 
runs as fast as or faster than a 33-MHz 80386. The i486 also 
has a spectacularly fast FPU built in, a feature that makes it a 
better choice for number crunching than even the fastest 80386. 
The i486 runs at 25 MHz, with a 33-MHz version expected by 
the end of this ·year. 

In fact, i486-based machines may soon provide the best cost/ 
performance of any PC-compatible computers. The i486, 
which includes its own FPU and on-board cache, costs about 
the same as a 33-MHz 80386, an 80387 FPU, and a cache con
troller. But an i486 blows the doors off that same 80386, as well 
as anything else, when it comes to heavy-duty number crunch
ing (see table 2). And the promised 33-MHz version will be 30 
percent faster still. 

Trouble in Paradise 
Intel has vowed that, with the 80386 line, it 's finally got it 
right. The company says it doesn't plan major design changes 
for its CPU line before the year 2000, so software written for 
the 8088 , 80286, and 80386 should run on all compatible CPUs 
that Intel introduces for the next 10 years. 

If that claim sounds like paradise for those making software 
decisions, it may be; there's no danger that Intel will suddenly 
make your version of Lotus 1-2-3 incompatible with its CPUs. 

conrinued 
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Successful FLOPS 


W hile CPUs have been progressing 
from 8088 to 80286 to 80386 and 

i486, the numeric coprocessors (FPUs) 
for the 80x86 line have progressed as 
well. Unlike some earlier numeric co
processors, the Intel 80x87 FPUs actu
ally work as extensions of the CPUs . 
The 8087 instructions, for example, are 
defined as part of the 8086 instruction 
set, and the two processors can ex
change control of the data and address 
buses. In fact , the 8087 monitors and 
decodes instructions in parallel with the 
8086. 

This tight coupling of floating-point 
functions makes the 80x87 FPUs very 
easy to program for , and an FPU has be
come standard equipment on most high
performance PC compatibles. 

Intel's original 8087 FPU can run at 
speeds of up to 10 MHz. The 80287 
FPU , which is designed to work with 
the 80286, can run at the same speeds 
and uses the same instructions , but it 
was also designed to work with the 
80286's protected mode. The 80387 
and 80387SX, designed to work with 
the 80386 and 80386SX CPUs, can run 
at higher clock speeds, but they also in
clude additional instructions. And there 
is no 487-the i486's FPU is built into 
the same chip as the CPU. 

Intel has never been the only source 
for numeric coprocessors that work with 
its CPUs. For years, Weitek has sold a 
very fast FPU that's designed to work 
with 80x86 CPUs . However, the Weitek 
Abacus coprocessor isn't compatible 

with the 80x87 FPUs and requires spe
cial programming. The Abacus is also 
significantly more expensive than an 
80x87. 

In the last year, Intel has lost its mo
nopoly on 80x87-compatible chips. In
tegrated Information Technology has 
introduced the IIT 2C87, a CMOS co
processor that can plug into the same 
socket as an Intel 80287 and performs 
the same instructions faster than the 
Intel chip at the same clock speed. The 
IIT chip also runs at up to 20 MHz but 
costs about the same as the Intel chip. 
IIT plans to begin selling an 80387
compatible chip this year. And Ad
vanced Micro Devices is planning a line 
of FPUs to go along with its new high
speed 80286 CPUs. 

But because clone makers can buy CPUs from companies other 
than Intel, some strange infighting continues to stir up the PC
compatible waters. 

For example, a month before last fall's Comdex show in Las 
Vegas, a series of billboards and newspaper and magazine ads 
began to appear throughout the U.S. In the two-page print ver
sion, the left page showed a large black " 286," crossed out with 
a spray-painted red "X"; the right page had an equally large 
black "386," with a spray-painted red "SX" scrawled next to 
it. Intel's message was clear: Forget about an 80286-based PC 
and buy an 80386SX-based computer instead. 

Why would Intel attack the 80286, its own chip? Although 
Intel originated the 80286, the chip's other sources, AMD and 
Harris , have worked hard to strip away many oflntel 's custom
ers by offering improved versions . The Intel incarnation is slow 
and power-hungry-the fastest version runs at only 12 MHz 
and requires up to 600 milliamps of power, which makes it an 
unsatisfactory choice for laptops , for example. By contrast, the 
Harris version can run twice as fast and still draws much less 
power because it's manufactured using a fully static CMOS 
design . 

Thus, Intel has taken out ads to encourage customers to buy 
computers based on its 80386SX CPU, which can run 80386 
software. (In the early 1980s, Intel went that same route when it 
told some of its customers that NEC's V20 and V30 CPUs in
fringed on Intel ' s copyrights. That ploy eventually led to a law
suit by NEC; in the end, the judge ruled that NEC hadn ' t in
fringed on Intel's rights .) This recent ad campaign, which 
actually began almost two years ago, has worked-sort of. 
More 80386SX-based PCs are being sold, but mostly at the ex
pense of full-scale 80386-based machines rather than those 
based on the 80286 . 

Coming Attractions 
The 80286 isn'tthe only chip over which Intel is fighting with 
its rivals . AMD was originally licensed to make 80386s; when 
Intel withdrew the license, the dispute went to an arbitrator, 
who is expected to render a decision within the next few 
months . In the meantime, an AMD executive recently said that 

"if the arbitration fails to deliver the 386 to us, we will reverse
engineer it." He also is reported to have added that if Intel 
won ' t license AMD to produce the i486 chip, AMD will create 
its own version of this chip, too. 

Intel has had its own problems getting the first version of the 
i486 into machines you can buy. Originally , it hoped i486
based computers would be available by last fall , but engineers at 
Compaq spotted several bugs in the i486 's built-in FPU . One 
bug cropped up in certain trigonometric functions; another ap
peared in a divide-by-zero error. 

Intel corrected the bugs and began producing corrected ver
sions of the i486 at the end of last November. But the retooling 
process has delayed the introduction of i486-based computers, 
including some relatively inexpensive versions (under $5000) 
from ALR and other clone makers. 

Will low-priced 486 computers wipe out 25- and 33-MHz 
80386-based PCs? Probably not. Nor is it likely that 80386SX
based PCs will destroy the market for 16- and 20-MHz 80286 
machines (although the SX already seems to have done in the 
lower-speed 80386s). Nor will any of these chips eliminate the 
venerable 8088 and its work-alikes . Each of these chips is emi
nently well suited to its particular niche. 

The 8088 and its cousins are slow but inexpensive, and they 
require very low power-a fact that makes them popular for 
lightweight portable computers and perfect for "palmtop" ma
chines such as the Poqet PC and the Atari Portfolio. 

The most popular class of personal computer today is the 
desktop computer based on the 12-MHz 80286. And the 80286 
remains the chip of choice for single-user, single-tasking appli
cations-especially versions of the chip that can run at up to 25 
MHz. 

The 80386 and i486 offer full-scale multitasking, and both 
chips carry Intel's promise that things won't change much in 
the next decade, at least as far as instruction sets go. That 
means that, like their younger brethren, these two "classics" 
should be around for quite some time to come. • 

Frank Hayes is a former BYTE news editor. He can be reached 
on BIX c/o "editors." 
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data entry from 
pick lists. 

Portable 
When you are done, 
port your application 
to Unix, Microsoft 
Windows and OS/2 
without modifying a 
single line of code. 

Then watch as your 
application runs many 
times faster than corre
sponding dBASE, Clipper 
or Foxbase programs. 

Finally, you can keep 
all the profits after you 
have distributed unlimited 
numbers of your executable 
programs royalty free. 
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We have an interesting proposition for you. 

Don't Choose. Use the 
Faircom®Toolbox and get 
both: 4GL development speed 
and C source code power! 
Whether you need the development 
speed and convenience of 4GL pro
gramming or the low-overhead power 
capabilities of C source code, the 
Faircom Toolbox can meet the require
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Separating fact from fiction 
in the exploding Unix empire 

Ben Smith 

B 
uying a new computer system calls for the same 
strategy you'd use when buying a new car. 
First, you start out with a list of features that 
you need. Then you look at performance. Fi
nally , you decide how much you can afford to 

pay for a new system. 
Comparing features and prices is fairly easy. Comparing 

performance isn't, especially if you have been around long 
enough to know that when it comes to company-supplied infor
mation, promises do not necessarily equal performance. 

That's why, over the years, 
BYTE has emphasized the im
portance of objective, reliable 
benchmark tests in compar
ing computer performance . 
(See the text box " A Brief 
History of the BYTE Bench
marks " on page 274 .) We 
have clocked innumerable 
·system s using our bench
marks , and each review of a 
new system includes the re
sults of these benchmarks. 

With this issue, we mark a 
new milestone in our 15-year 
commitment to dependable 
benchmarks: the unveiling of 
the BYTE Unix benchmarks. 

Unix Is Not MS-DOS 
Although the largest number 
of microcomputers use MS
DOS or the Mac OS , these are 
no longer the only games in 
town . User demands for 
greater expandability , better 
performance, and multitask

ing have turned Unix systems into one of the fastest-growing 
segments of the market. When Unix stepped from minicomput
ers to workstations, it established itselfas the de facto operat ing 
system for an exciting new breed of machine. Now, with solid 
implementations for affordable Motorola- and Intel-based plat
forms, Unix is making a name for itself in the personal com
puter realm . As Unix finds its way into the mainstream, we 
need tools to objectively measure the performance not only of 
various hardware platforms, but of different versions of Unix as 
well. 

Conceptually , the BYTE 
Un ix benchmarks a re the 
same as BYTE ' s MS-DOS 
benchmarks : We have com
bined evaluation of low-level 
operations and high-level ap
plication programs to high
light the performance of the 
entire system. 

However, Unix is consider
ably different from MS-DOS. 
In the first place, it is multi
tasking and multiuser, while 
MS-DOS is a single-tasking, 
single-user operating system. 
Unix is also portable , able to 
run on many different kinds 
of computers , whereas MS
DOS is intended to run on 
essentially one kind of ma
chine, an IBM PC or compat
ible computer, using a spe
cific class of processor from 
Intel. 

As a result, BYTE's Unix 
benchmarks differ from their 

continued 
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A Brief History 

of the BYTE Benchmarks 


Janet J. Barron 

B YTE's commitment to objective the IBM PC (September 1982 BYTE). ating system. The tests included low

benchmarks is as old as the maga The rationale for using BASIC bench level benchmarks of CPU, FPU, disk, 


zine itself. In our third issue (November marks was availability; in spite of the and graphics capabilities, and applica

1975), editor Carl Helmers authored vast differences in computers at that tion benchmarks designed to give users 

two articles in which he explained the time, most had some kind of BASIC in a better idea of how machines perform 

derivation of the term benchmark (sys terpreter. As more computers and pe using specific products. 

tems engineers adopted it from the field ripherals became available, bench Proof of the pudding that machines 

of geodetic surveying) and set out the marks increased in importance, to the have gotten speedier by orders ofmagni

guidelines for what constituted a capa point where BYTE devoted an entire tude is the fact that BYTE already is 

ble, under-$1000 personal computer. theme to them in the February 1984 beefing up its latest suite of bench


At that time, the field of microcom issue. marks . At the time when they were 
puters was in a state of flux, and no The June 1984 issue carried a new created, the current benchmarks looked 
standards existed for CPUs, buses, or look for the entire magazine and began at 10- to 12-MHz machines. The arrival 
peripherals. Thus, that first benchmark to feature a dedicated page of bench of 80386 machines with speeds of up to 
proposal focused on features rather than mark results for each system reviewed . 33 MHz has created a need for more ro
performance. To test the myriad na The new benchmark suite included bust benchmarks. Now under way are 
scent systems, BYTE readers were en BASIC tests (hard disk read and write, benchmarks that will reflect how sys
couraged to develop their own criteria. the Sieve, and calculation), operating tems operate in a multitasking environ
Many did so, and some contributed the system tests (disk copy and file copy) , ment. Our next generation of bench
results of their efforts to BYTE. Among and application tests (spreadsheet load marks will be easier to maintain and 
those articles was Jim Gilbreath's "A and recalculate) . These became the port and will be able to be adjusted on 
High-Level Language Benchmark" standard for BYTE system reviews. the fly . They will use C hooked into as
(September 1981), which introduced sembly language to provide more itera
the now-classic Sieve of Eratosthenes C-ing the Future tions than the ones presently in use. 
benchmark for comparing a variety of The advent of increasingly powerful The code for the BYTE benchmarks 
language compilers (e.g., FORTRAN, microcomputers compelled us to gener has always been freely available; there 
BASIC, Pascal, and C) and machines ate a new series of benchmarks that are no secrets about what's being tested 
that ran those compilers . could be used across a broad array of and how it's done. While this approach 

BYTE's first systematic use of per systems. To that end, BYTE rolled out has left the tests open to occasional criti
formance benchmarks came in Gregg its new benchmarks in the June 1988 cism, it has also made them reliable and 
Williams's "A Closer Look at the IBM issue . The new benchmarks were writ objective. Keeping you up to date on 
Personal Computer" in our January ten in Small-C, a public domain lan how best to compare and measure the 
1982 issue. Gregg described a series of guage with versions available for both performance of systems and software is 
simple BASIC benchmarks for the PC . the Intel (80x86) and Motorola (680x0) a priority at BYTE. 
BYTE later adapted those benchmarks family of CPUs. The benchmarks were 
to compare machines as disparate as a designed by BYTE's computer labora Janet J. Barron is a BYTE technical edi
group of Japanese systems (May 1982 tory personnel to rank the performance tor. She can be reached on BIX as 
BYTE), and the Apple II and III with of machines without regard to the oper "neural." 

MS-DOS counterparts . Even though there are some equivalent 
low-level tests, you will find that even these run differently. 
The popular Dhrystone benchmark commonly gives different 
results, on the same hardware, when run under DOS and Unix. 
The reason for this is that different compilers are being used, 
and the underlying operating systems and services are wildly 
different . 

Another important difference is that Microsoft is the only 
real source of DOS; other suppliers simply repackage Micro
soft's basic operating system under other names. In contrast, 
there are many different kinds of Unix, and while similarities 
exist (the core Unix from Dell , Everex, and Interactive Systems 
is virtually the same), there are Unix and Unix-like operating 
systems that differ greatly from one another. Thus , the Unix 
benchmarks are evaluating the implementation of Unix and the 
resident compiler as well as the hardware on which they are 
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running (the MS-DOS and Apple Macintosh benchmarks use a 
common compiler, the public domain Small-C). 

With so many variables, what is constant? Well, we have es
tablished a baseline: SCO Xenix 386 version 2 .3.1. running on 
the Everex Step 386/33 with 4 megabytes of RAM and an 
80387 math coprocessor. While it isn't Unix per se (because 
AT&T decides which implementations can be called "Unix"), 
it is more popular than any other personal computer Unix im
plementation. It is specifically designed for 80386-based com
puters with full 32-bit memory access. 

The Everex 386/33 was chosen because it is one of today ' s 
highest-performance 80386 computers properly configured to 
run the full 32-bit operating system. (Some 80386 computers 
cannot access memory through single 32-bit operations-small 
matter if you are just running MS-DOS, an 8-bit operating sys
tem, but serious if you want to run Unix .) This combination of 
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hardware and operating system is timely, but we'll continue to 

adjust the baseline as needed to reflect the installed personal 

computer and workstation Unix base. 


The Low-Level Benchmark Programs 

The BYTE Unix benchmarks consist of eight groups of pro

grams: arithmetic, system calls, memory operations, disk op

erations, Dhrystone, database operations, system loading, and 

miscellaneous. These can be divided into low-level tests (i.e., 

arithmetic, system calls, memory, disk, and Dhrystone) and 

high-level tests (i.e . , database operations, system loading, and 

the C-compiler test that is part ofthe miscellaneous set). 


The Dhrystone test is known more formally as Dhrystone 2 
(listed in the table as dhry2) . It performs no floating-point op
erations, but it does involve arrays, character strings , indirect 
addressing, and most of the non-floating-point instructions that 
might be found in an application program. It also includes con
ditional operations and other common program flow controls . 
The output of the test is the number of Dhrystone loops per sec
ond. We also included a version of the Dhrystone test with reg
isters ( dhry2reg) . 

A future version of the BYTE Unix benchmarks will also 
include the Whetstone benchmark program. The Whetstone 
benchmark is conceptually similar to the Dhrystone, but it em
phasizes math; it is a mix of floating-point and integer arith
metic, function calls, array operations, conditionals, and tran
scendental function calls . 

All the arithmetic tests have the same source code with dif-

M s-DOS and 
the !vfac OS are no longer 
the only games in town. 

ferent data types substituted for the operations: register, short, 
int, long, float, double, and an empty loop for calculating the 
overhead required by the program (arithoh). The actual test in
volves assignment, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division. Very simple. But don't bother running the float and 
double-precision test unless you have a math coprocessor; what 
takes a math coprocessor system 15 seconds can take an unaid
ed processor 30 minutes or more. 

The system call tests are system call overhead (sysoh), pipe 
throughput (pipe), pipe context switching (context), spawning 
of child processes (create), replacement of the current process 
by a new process (execl), and file read, write, and copy (which 
were not completed in time to be included in the table but will 
ship with the benchmark code). The system call overhead test 
evaluates the time .that's required to do iterations of dup(), 
close ( ) , getpid ( ) , getuid ( ) , and umask ( ) calls . 

The pipe throughput test has no real counterpart in real
world programming; in it, a single process opens a pipe (an in
terprocess communications channel that works rather like its 
plumbing namesake) to itself and spins a megabyte around this 
short loop. You might call this the "pipe overhead" test. The 
context-switching pipe test is more like a real-world applica
tion; the test program spawns a child process with which it 
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carries on a bidirectional pipe conversation. 
The spawn test creates a child process that immediately dies 

after its own fork( ) . The process is repeated over and over. 
Similarly, the execl test is a process that repeatedly changes to a 
new incarnation. One of the arguments passed to the new incar
nation is the number of remaining iterations (there has to be 
some control, after all). 

The file read, write, and copy tests capture the number of 
characters that can be read , written , and copied in a specified 
time (default is 10 seconds) . If you run this test with the mini
mum element (1 second) , you should see a significantly higher 
value for all operations if your system uses disk caching. Be 
sure you have plenty of disk space before you run this test. 

The High-Level Benchmark Programs 
To qualify as a high-level test, the test must involve operations 
that a real-world application program might employ, including 
heavy use of the CPU and disk. At the time of this writing, we 
have implemented only the system loading and database tests, 
but we will be adding several new tests in the months ahead. 

The system loading test is a shell script that is run by one, 
two, four , and eight concurrent processes (shelll, shell2, 
shell4, and shell8). The script consists of an alphabetic sort of 
one file to another ; taking the octal dump of the result and 
doing a numeric sort to a third file; running grep on the result 
of the alphabetic sort file; teeing the result to a file and to we 
(word count) ; writing the final result to a file ; and removing all 
the resulting files . This script was used in the original BYTE 
Unix benchmarks (1983) , but the source file is several magni
tudes larger than the original. 

The C compile and link (cc) is nothing more than that. 
The database operations consist of random read , write, and 

add operations on a database file. The operations are handled 
by a server process; the requests come from client processes. 
The test is run with one, two, four , and eight client processes. 
The test uses semaphores· and message queues . Semaphores are 
being used less and less these days. BSD systems use sockets in 
place of both of these System V.3 IPC utilities . System V.4 of
fers both . (Since the database test can't run uniformly on all 
flavors of Unix, we won 't be publishing results of the test; how
ever, the code will be included on the benchmark disk.) 

This test is being rewritten using sockets, but since Xenix 
doesn't implement sockets , our baseline configuration be

comes instantly obsolete when we replace the database test. Just 
another one of those little problems in trying to create journal
istic computer benchmarks: Any program that has been fully 
debugged is probably obsolete [Murphy, et al] . 

The remaining tests are in the miscellaneous group: Tower of 
Hanoi (tower) (a test of recursive operations) and a test of the 
Unix arbitrary precision calculator calculating the square root 
of2 to 99 decimal places (de) . 

We will no doubt add tests to this suite as we see the need to 
test and evaluate froi:i different perspectives. 

Problems in the Modern World 
The major problem we have had with developing the Unix 
benchmark programs is designing them so that they fairly re
flect the strengths and weaknesses of all the systems on which 
we anticipate using them. For example, the operations should 
allow RISC machines to give appropriately high performance 
for the sorts of operations that RISC is good for, and they 
should also illustrate improvements provided by faster bus 
speeds, better math coprocessors , and the like . In the case of 
RISC, the efficiency of the compiler is of utmost importance; 
RISC compilers must rearrange instructions to take advantage 
of instruction pipelining (for an overview of RISC, see the May 
1988 BYTE) . 

The majority of the Unix systems that we look at employ disk 
caching. This is especially important because modern Unix in
cludes swapping and paging out to disk when there is insuffi
cient memory for a task or the number of tasks. It is an interest
ing exercise to run the disk file operations test with increasingly 
large files and note the point at which performance drops. 

How They Work 
A 400-line Bourne shell script (Run) adininisters the bench
marking system. After the evaluation of the command-line op
tions, the benchmarking operation for each test has three 
stages: parameter setup, timing the execution of the test , and 
calculation/formatting operations (see the figure) . After Run 
determines the parameters for the test, it sends a formatted de
scription to the output file and then invokes the specific test by 
means of the Unix command time. The output of time and any 
output from the test itself end up in a raw data file. Most tests 
are run six times so that any variance can be averaged. On com
pletion of a set of tests , Run invokes a cleanup script, which does 

BYTE'S UNIX BENCHMARKING SYSTEM 


Parameter 1----------------------. 
setup 

Execute
"time" 


Run 

bench 

test 


Post

testing 


operations _ ___ 
1111 script 

• --- benchmark 

Cleanup •---mt "awk" 
formatter 

The flow ofBYTE 's Unix 
benchmarking procedure. For 
each test, the Run script 
controls the parameter setup, 
invoking the test (through 
time) and determining which 
post-test operations are 
needed. The awkformatting 
program does calculations 
and formatting ofresults. 
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Each row represents an individual test, and the columns under the names ofthe systems indicate the result. 
(The Dhrystone tests are measured in number ofloops; the other tests are measured in seconds.) The index columns show 
each system's performance relative to the baseline system (33-MHz Everex). The baseline results are in the first column, 
and the index for each test would be 1. 00. Thus, an index higher than 1. 00 on an individual test indicates that that 
system did better than the baseline. The bottom row, titled "Cum. index," is the sum ofthe indexes ofsix tests (indicated 
below by an asterisk). Again, the higher the number, the better the performance. 

Everex NeXT Index 

dhry2· 13847 5921 0.42 
dhry2reg 14634 5932 0.40 
arithoh 0.72 0.53 1.35 
register 2.92 6.83 0.42 
short 3.52 6.13 0.57 
int 3.12 6.82 0.45 
long 3.12 6.82 0.45 
float • 11.92 13.02 0.91 
double 13.22 15.63 0.84 
sysoh 1.10 2.03 0.54 
pipe 0.92 2.72 0.33 
context 0.63 0.93 0.67 
create 1.23 2.22 0.55 
execl 3.43 3.03 1.13 

shell1 4.06 8.33 0.48 
shell2 5.80 11.57 0.50 

shell4 9.60 18.93 0.50 
shells· 17.30 33.60 0.51 
cc· 2.08 5.68 0.36 
de• 0.63 0.65 0.96 
tower· 0.56 1.63 0.34 

Cum. index 6.00 3.54 

DEC3100 Index HP370 Index 

23077 1.66 16073 1.16 
23077 1.57 16003 1 09 

0.22 3. 27 0.21 3.42 

3.52 0.82 4.92 0.59 

3.52 1.00 4.92 0.71 

3.52 0.88 4.90 0.63 
3.52 0.88 4.90 0.63 

2.43 4.90 11 .27 1.05 
2.02 6.54 10.85 1.21 
0.63 1.74 0.90 1.22 

0.93 0.98 1.70 0.54 
0.40 1.57 1.22 0.51 
0.52 2.36 0.98 1.25 
1.27 2.70 2.12 1.61 

4.30 0.94 6.40 0.63 
4.47 1.29 8.52 0.68 

7.33 1.30 14.57 0.65 

13.00 1.33 26.58 0.65 
3.61 0.57 5.03 0.41 

0.48 1.31 0.53 1.18 
0.42 1.33 0.62 0.90 

11 .12 5.37 

the stat istical calculations on the raw data using the awk format
ting language. 

The greater part of the benchmark programs are written in C 
and are compiled on the test machine prior to running the tests. 

Using the Results 
If all you need is a raw measure of performance, then feel free 
to use the Dhrystone and Whetstone tests as indexes ofjust that. 
But if you want to use the benchmarks to evaluate a machine's 
ability to serve some real need, you should follow these: 

1. Analyze your requirements regarding the type of 
computing, amount and type of communications 1/0, and 
amount and type of disk 1/0. 

2. Score the subject machines using weighting factors that 
reflect your requirements . 

3. Generate a price versus performance plot. 
4. Use the price ver.sus performance results along with 

information about the reliability and serviceability of the 
hardware. 

Step 4 is more of an art than anything else, but it is very impor
tant that you do not rely solely on price versus performance. 

We use our Unix benchmarks for doing a rough analysis and 
comparison of divergent machines (see the table). We even go 
so far as to generate a single index number, a sort of reduction 
of all the benchmark tests to a single value. This index is gener

ated by summing the individual indexes of the Dhrystone 2 test, 
the floating-point test, the shell test with eight concurrent pro
cesses, the C compiler time, the DC arithmetic routine, and the 
Tower of Hanoi time. By definition , the combined index for the 
baseline machine is 6 .0. Indexes above 6.0 imply a better over
all performance than the baseline machine; indexes less than 
6.0 imply worse performance. 

Keep in mind that having a single index rating for a machine 
can make good dinner conversation, but it is incredibly simpl is
tic . It is like reducing a complex sculptural shape to a single 
point; you no longer can tell what you are looking at. Th is num
ber doesn't reflect any real-world use of a Unix system. But the 
index is devised so that it gives an overall indication of different 
kinds of system operations and so is valuable to our reviews. 

BYTE's Unix benchmarking suite is small enough to port 
easily to any Unix system, yet diverse and flexible enough to be 
usefu l for a wide spectrum of benchmarking requirements. Be
sides, they're in the public domain, so they can be obtained for 
little , if any, cost. What better reason do you need to use 
them?• 

Editor's note: The BYTE Unix benchmarks, BENCH_l .SHR, 
BENCH_2.SHR, and BENCH_3.SHR, are available in a vari
ety offormats . See page 5 for details. 

Ben Smith is a technical editor for BYTE. He can be reached on 
BIX as "bensmith." 
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There is more to the 85141 A graphics processor 

than the IBM Adapter Interface would let you believe 


Ben Cahill 


n 1987, IBM introduced its first PC graphics 

I 

board that offered real hardware coprocess

ing/acceleration-the 8514/ A. It went way be
yond the VGA and its other predecessors in its 
ability to offload repetitive and mundane pixel-

by-pixel drawing tasks from the CPU . And yet IBM's product 
didn ' t come close to taking full advantage of its own capability. 
The Adapter Interface software, which IBM bundled with the 
8514/ A board, isolated the user from the actual hardware. 
Now , independent companies have cloned the board with just a 
few chips and opened up the 8514/A design. Th is article wil l 
concentrate on demystifying the drawing procedures that really 
give the 8514/ A its coprocessing impact. 

Overhead in the Universal Interface 
The Adapter Interface software presents a universal interface 
to applications software, and it is the only interface sanctioned 
publicly by IBM (which has never published a hardware register 
specification). In theory, the IBM Adapter Interface is a nice 
idea, and it is a useful approach for many applications. In prac
tice, however, this approach carries a great deal of overhead, 
slowing the hardware graphics performance to a crawl relative 
to what the hardware is actually capable of doing. 

A few important chip manufacturers have introduced 
8514/ A-compatible ICs and opened up the previously closed 
world of the 8514/ A hardware architecture. The Adapter Inter
face hints at the functionality , but the actua l capabilities of the 
hardware have remained a bit of a mystery until now. 

Introducing the Architecture 
In a nutshell, the 8514/ A is responsible for drawing shapes and 
colors into a video RAM image memory , as well as controlling 
the rasterized display of this image to a video screen. To ac
complish these tasks , the 8514/ A consists of five major sec
tions: the host interface, the drawing or "shape" engine , the 
color data path , the video controller, and the image memory 
controller (see figure 1) . 

Even though IBM has supported only the Micro Channel 
(PS/2) bus with its 8514/ A, most of the compatible-chip ven
dors support both the Micro Channel and the Industry Standard 
Architecture (PC/XT IAT) buses, either 8- or 16-bit. Other bus 
standards can also be accommodated with little external cir
cuitry . This affords a wide range of flexibility in choosing the 
target system. 

The host interface provides the host computer with access to 
three 8514/A subsystem elements . These include a ROM (in 
memory space), as well as the RAM-accessing digital-to-ana
log converter (RAMDAC) and the 8514/A registers (in 1/0 
space). The ROM holds setup code and can also be used for 
BIOS extensions if desired. The RAMDAC contains the color 
palette used when displaying the image on the screen. The 
85 14/ A registers include drawing command and parameter reg
isters, video display control registers, and other operational set
up registers . 

The host interface includes an input queue, which can stack 
up to eight 1/0 words (16 bytes) of drawing commands and 
data. This enhances performance by allowing the host to blast a 
string of commands into the 8514/ A without having to wait for 
the previous command to finish. Software can monitor the 
queue fi ll level by polling or by interrupts. 

Note that the 8514/ A image memory is not mapped into host 
system memory space. The only way to read or write image 
memory is via the 8514/ A drawing commands, which are set up 
and fed entirely through I/O ports. This is an important perfor
mance plus, because the host CPU never needs to perform 
time-consuming memory-address calculations . It simply 
shoves color data (when needed) into the same 1/0 port , byte 
after byte, and lets the 8514/ A take care of the rest. 

The shape engine and the color data path are the two major 
architectural blocks that make up the heart of the 8514/ A draw
ing logic. This is where the real graphics coprocessing/acceler
ation happens. The shape engine is a sophisticated sequencer 
that controls the current (x,y) pixel marking position while 

continued 
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SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF 8514/A-COMPATIBLE SYSTEM 
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Figure 1: The host CPU only needs to stream instructions to the host interface. The 8514/A takes care ofall operations 
from there , including management ofthe video RAM and control ofthe RAM digital-to-analog converter (RAMDAC) . 

drawing lines or rectangles. The color data path contains ALUs 
and data selection logic to determine the color index value with 
which the current pixel position is marked. 

This structure is similar to many other true graphics sys 
tems. The relative independence of the shape and color func
tions is key to understanding the drawing algorithms, which I 
will explore shortly. 

The video controller generates the video signals (vertical 
sync, horizontal sync, blank) and controls the video RAM 
serial output ports when displaying the image on the video 
screen . Video display parameters of the 8514/ A are completely 
programmable, offering resolutions of up to 1024 by 1024 
pixels, interlaced or noninterlaced. Most of the clone makers 
offer a superset of this range. Chips & Technologies, for exam-

l e host CPUnever 
needs to perform time-consuming 

memory address calculations. 

pie, offers resolutions of up to 2560 by 2048 pixels, with com
patible programming techniques. 

The image memory controller takes care of the low-level 
dirty work required for the video RAM memory. It accepts 
memory cycle requests from both the shape engine and the 
video controller and generates the appropriate address, row
address strobe, column-address strobe, write enable, and other 
signals to control both the parallel and the serial ports of the 
video RAMs. 

These functions are largely transparent to the user, however. 
Understanding the structure of the image memory is funda

mental to understanding the whys and wherefores of the draw
ing algorithms. The image memory consists of multiple bit 
planes (up to eight), which are pixel-mapped to the display 
screen. Each pixel you see on the display screen has a specific 
associated location in the image memory , which contains 8 bits 
of data. This 8-bit value, called the color index, allows for up to 
256 different color values for each pixel. 

This memory is a simple image buffer that behaves in a 
"what you draw is what you get" fashion . Unlike VGA and 
other predecessors, there are no special text modes or attributes 
that interpret memory contents (creating character images from 
character codes, causing characters to blink, and so forth) be
fore they reach the display screen. Instead, image data is fed 
directly, with no changes, through a RAMDAC on its way to 
the screen. The RAMDAC contains a color palette that trans
lates the 8-bit color index into analog RGB values to create the 
actual colors on the display screen. 

The image memory is structured in a wide-word fashion. 
Each memory access can read or write 4 pixels simultaneously 
(there is also a special mode for accessing 5 pixels simulta
neously). This aspect of the architecture is reflected in the 
8514/A's ability to treat variable pixel data (from the host sys
tem) in two different formats : across-the-planes and through
the-planes . 

In through-the-planes mode, each byte of variable data ap
plies to I pixel. Each bit within that byte relates to a given color 
plane for that pixel (the byte pierces "through" all the planes) . 
This mode is relatively slow, but it allows for transfers of 256
color images between the host system and the 8514/ A subsys
tem in a single command pass . 

In across-the-planes mode, however, each byte of variable 
data applies to 4 pixels . Each of 4 bits (bits 1-4) relates to a 
given pixel within a horizontally contiguous 4-pixel group: a 
nugget. (The 4 bits straddle 4 pixels.) The remaining 4 bits of 
the data byte are ignored. The function of the 4 active bits is to 
choose the mix for each of the 4 pixels (more on this later) . 
across-the-planes mode can be up to four times faster than 

continued 
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RECTANGLE ALGORITHMS 
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Figure 2: (a) The X-Rectangle algorithm in across-the-planes 
mode is the fastest way to draw and fill a rectangle, because 
it moves 4 pixels at a time using the parallelism ofthe 8514/A. 
(b) The Y-Rectangle algorithm moves only 1 pixel at a time. 
(c) The Fast Y-Rectangle algorithm gains speed by using 
nugget-wide passes (provided that the area has good alignment 
with nugget boundaries) and alternately sweeping up and 
down each nugget-wide path. 
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through-the-planes mode, but it allows only two colors/mixes 
for each command pass. 

The Shapes 
With an understanding of shape creation and pixel block trans
fer (BLT), you can explore the combinatorial logic of the color 
data path . Both shape creation and pixel BLT are repetitive, se
quential operations performed in the shape engine. 

The 8514/A has three shape algorithms for drawing rectan
gles, one for copying rectangles from one area of image mem
ory to another, and three for drawing lines . Most of these algo
rithms are useful not only for writing data into the image 
memory, but also for reading data back from image memory 
into the host system . 

Rectangle Algorithms 
A set of four spatial parameter registers-Current-X, Current
Y, Rectangle-Width, and Rectangle-Height-and the single 
Command register control all three rectangle algorithms: the 
X-Rectangle, the Y-Rectangle, and the Fast Y-Rectangle. You 
program all the parameter registers in terms of pixels. The 
upper left corner of the display screen (0 ,0) is the reference for 
absolute pixel positions . The X position value increases to the 
right , while the Y value increases in the downward direction. 

All three rectangle algorithms produce the same rectangular 
shape when the parameter registers and the Command register 
are set up identically. You initialize the Current-X register and 
Current-Y register to point to the starting corner of the rectan
gle. You also set the Rectangle-Width and Height registers to 
reflect the dimensions of the rectangle . You can set the orienta
tion of the rectangle so that it fills any of four quadrants relative 
to the starting corner by setting the Increment-X and Incre
ment-Y bits appropriately. You actually draw by writing these 
bits along with the Command code into the Command register . 

The differences in the three rectangle algorithms lie in the 
way the current pixel position moves within the rectangle while 
drawing is in progress . These differences are important only 
when pixel data is transferred between the host system and the 
8514/ A. Otherwise, the X-Rectangle is the fastest algorithm 
(in across-the-planes mode) and the first choice for drawing 
solid filled rectangles and clearing the screen . 

When you use X-Rectangle , the current pixel position moves 
horizontally (consistently left or right as determined by the In
crement-X bit) as each line of pixels is drawn (see figure 2a) . 
When handling through-the-planes data from the host system, 
it moves 1 pixel at a time . At each pixel, it makes sure that the 
host has sent a data byte. Since each data byte controls 4 pixels 
when handling across-the-planes data from the host system, it 
moves 4 pixels at a time (with potential exceptions at the left 
and right edges) . Even when no host system data is used , it can 
move 4 pixels at a time. 

The Y -Rectangle algorithm causes the current pixel position 
to move vertically , consistently up or down as determined by 
the Increment-Y bit (see figure 2b). This algorithm always 
moves 1 pixel at a time and thus is useful for handling through
the-planes pixel data from the host. The Fast Y-Rectangle 
moves in a strange way, sweeping alternately up and down in 
swaths up to 4 pixels wide (see figure 2c) . It is used principally 
with across-the-planes data from the host , and it behaves the 
best when the rectangle encompasses only whole nuggets. 

The X- and Y-Rectangles are particularly useful for drawing 
rasterized images, such as a 256-color picture of a house , in any 
of eight rotated/mirrored orientations. Figure 3 shows the char
acter " P" drawn eight ways . In each case , the rasterized data 
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DRAWING ON THE 8514/A 

was fed from the host system to the 8514/A 1 pixel at a time, 

and in the same order, to the same 8514/ A variable data 1/0 

port. The 8514/ A took over the burden of calculating the 

proper image memory addresses for each different orientation. 


Copy Rectangle Algorithms 

The Copy Rectangle command is used principally for pixel 

BLT of rectangles within the image memory. This is a very 

powerful function, since very large image areas can be manip

ulated by sophisticated color selection functions without any in

tervention from the host system. 


There are two rectangles of interest here , the Source Rectan
gle and the Destination Rectangle. Both rectangles are the same 
size. For each pixel read in the Source Rectangle, the 8514/A 
writes a pixel into the Destination Rectangle at the correspond
ing position. You enter the Source Rectangle starting corner 
into the Current-X and Current-Y registers , and the Destina
tion Rectangle starting corner into the Destination-X and Des
tination-Y registers . You enter the dimensions of the rectangles 
into the Rectangle-Width and Rectangle-Height registers. As 
always, writing the Command code to the Command register 
starts the drawing operation. 

Line Algorithms 
Three line-drawing algorithms-the Solid Bresenham Line, the 
Bresenham Outline, and the Short-Stroke Vector-round out 
the shape engine 's arsenal. The Solid Line is a general-use al
gorithm for drawing lines of any length at any angle. The Out
line is a special-purpose mutation of the Solid Line, used for 
drawing boundaries of irregular areas to be color-filled (more 
on this later) . The Short-Stroke Vector is used for drawing a 
series of short lines and provides a compact data format for de
scribing those lines. It is used for drawing characters and icons . 

The Solid Bresenham Line and Bresenham Outline can be 
programmed to draw in any one of eight multiples of 45 de
grees, or they can be programmed to use the Bresenham algo
rithm for any slope whatsoever (see figure 4a) . Both approach
es use the Rectangle-Width register to program the length of the 
line, and 3 bits in the Command register to specify the octant in 
which the line is drawn. In addition, the Bresenham algorithm 
requires the programming of two step constants and an initial 
error term, all of which are based on the slope of the line. 

The Bresenham Outline marks pixels only when moving 
from one horizontal pixel row to another. That is, it marks only 
l pixel in each scan line, skipping some pixels in lines with 
slopes less than 45 degrees from the horizontal (see figure 4b). 
This is used to draw the boundary outline for a random area 
fill. In a subsequent pass with an X-Rectangle or Copy Rectan
gle command, logic in the color data path will detect these sin
gle pixels and will cause fill marking to alternately turn on or 
off at each detected pixel. 

The Short-Stroke Vector draws only in increments of 45 de
grees. Each vector starts where the previous vector ended (see 
figure 4c) . A single byte from the host system describes each 
vector. Four bits in each byte describe the length of the vector 
(up to 15 pixels). Three bits specify the direction (eight possi 
bilities, each a multiple of 45 degrees). The last bit tells wheth
er the vector is visible or invisible. Invisible vectors can be used 
to connect two or more separate visible areas in a character, 
such as in a semicolon or an i. 

The Colors 
Now for the fun part. Much of the coprocessing power of the 
8514/A lies in the color data path architecture. As the shape 

continued 
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Figure 3: By changing the setting ofthe command bits, 
the same data stream can be displayed eight different ways. 
(a) The original data stream with X-Increment and Y
Increment set. (b) and (c) The possibilities with different 
command-bit settings. 
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LINE ALGORITHMS 

(a) 

~ 

(b) 

(c) r- Up to 15 pixels --1 
' I/ T/ 

UpI/ "" 1"" to 

"" / 15 
pixels /

I/ "' I"' J_ 
/ I"' 
/ 

I/ ~ "' 

/ ~ 

/ 
JI "' I' 

Figure 4: (a) Solid Bresenham Line; (b) Bresenham Outline; 
(c) Short-Stroke Vectors . 

engine moves the current pixel position to create the lines and 
rectangles, the color data path makes it possible to execute 
some rather sophisticated color selection operations in a single 
pass- operations that other architectures require two or more 
passes to complete. 

The heart of the color data path is, of course, the ALUs (see 
figure 5). There are four of them (five with the special mode I 
mentioned earlier) . A powerful aspect of this architecture is its 
parallelism. If you've been wondering "Why nuggets?" here's 
your answer. Each ALU processes the data for one pixel posi
tion within a nugget. Up to 4 pixels can therefore be processed 
simultaneously, which is what across-the-planes mode is all 
about. In through-the-planes mode, only one ALU can be used 

continued 
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EIGHT-PLANE COLOR DATA PATH FOR ONE PIXEL 


Figure 5: Four parallel ALUs provide for nugget-wide (4-pixel) processing. (MUX is a multiplexer.) 

at a time, as each byte of variable data applies to only 1 pixel. 
The functionality of the ALUs is quite comprehensive, in

cluding all possible logical operations (i .e ., ANDs, ORs, 
XORs, forced ls and Os, pass-through, and inversion) and the 
basic arithmetic functions (i .e. , additions and subtractions with 
or without saturation, averaging, and minimum and maximum 
functions). The particular ALU function is referred to as the 
"Raster Op." 

Each ALU has two input data ports , one with a selectable 
source, source data , and one with a nonselectable source, desti
nation data. The source data can be from any one of four 
sources: two 8-bit color registers (the Foreground Color and the 
Background Color), variable pixel data from the host system, 
and pixel data from the Source Rectangle in a Copy Rectangle 
command. The destination data is always the contents of the 
current nugget in image memory (before the operation) . 

Mixes 
The mix is a particular combination of source data selection and 
Raster Op for an ALU. You can select the mix in real time for 
each and every pixel. This is the single most powerful feature 
of 8514/A architecture. There are two mix registers in the 
8514/A. They are called (rather arbitrarily) the Foreground 
Mix and the Background Mix (see figure 6) . Both have full 
access to all Raster Ops and source data possibilities (including 
both Foreground and Background Color registers). 

A binary value associated with each pixel determines wheth
er it is a Foreground or Background Mix for the pixel. This is 
where the across-the-planes data format comes into play , with 
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San Jose, CA 95134 
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its 4 bits of control data specifying Foreground (1) or Back
ground (0) Mix for each of the 4 pixels within a nugget. 

As there are four choices for ALU source data , so are there 
four choices for mix selection data . These two types of data are 
easily confused. Try to keep in mind the following: The ALU 
source data is 8-bit/eight-plane/through-the-planes formatted 
color data to go through the ALUs; the mix selection data is 4
bit/no-plane/across-the-planes data that controls the ALUs. 

The simplest of the control sources is the Fixed Foreground 
source. It simply supplies ls in all pixel positions , thereby se
lecting the Foreground Mix for all pixels . This source is used 
for solid color filled shapes, rasterized image transfers between 
the host and the 8514/A, or simple image memory pixel BLTs 
using the Copy Rectangle command. 

A more intriguing control source is the pair of Pixel Mix reg
isters . The low-order Pixel Mix register controls the even nug
gets-those that start on X positions 0, 8, 16, and so on. The 
high-order Pixel Mix register controls the odd nuggets, starting 
at X positions 4, 12, 20, and so forth. A single drawing com
mand can use these registers to fill an entire shape with a hori
zontally repeating 8-pixel-wide pattern. 

You can also use variable data pumped in from the host sys
tem as a mix selector. This method is useful for creating any 
sort of nonrepeating two-color or two-mix pattern within a 
shape. 

The most sophisticated control source is the Source Rectan
gle data. (You can use it only with the Copy Rectangle com
mand.) If all read-enabled planes are "l " for a given source 
pixel , then the destination pixel uses the Foreground Mix. You 
can use this technique for quickly generating full-color charac
ters, cursors, or icons on-screen from compact single-plane pat
terns stored in off-screen image memory. 

Color Comparator and Bounded Fill Logic 
The 8514/ A architecture really shows its stuff with its ability to 
make single-pass color decisions using its Color Comparator 
and Bounded Area Fill logic . This logic is at the output of each 
ALU . The logic decides whether to mark the pixel with either 
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MIX SELECTION FOR ENTIRE NUGGET 
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Figure 6: Two mix registers (Foreground and Background) have full access to all Raster Ops and source data and, 
through multiplexing, control all 4 pixels ofa nugget. 

the new pixel value from the ALU or the old pixel value (i.e . , 
no change), or to set the pixel value to 0 . 

The Color Comparator decides whether to mark a pixel with 
a new color value (the ALU output) or to simply leave the old 
color in the pixel. This decision is based on a magnitude com
parison of the old color data in the pixel (the destination data) 
against the color data value loaded into the Color Comparator 
register. Only write-enabled planes are compared. 

IBM refers to this feature as underpaint. With it, you can 
create a foreground image (e.g., jail cell bars) on the screen 
with color indexes in a certain range (above 250, for example) . 
You can also create another image (e .g., a convict) in off-screen 
memory , using indexes less than 250. You can now move the 
convict around inside the cell (underneath the bars) by using a 
single Copy Rectangle command to BLT the convict into each 
new position. 

You can use the Bounded Area Fill logic to fill irregular 
areas with new pixel data. After you have drawn the outline 
using the Outline command, you use the Fill logic with an X
Rectangle or Copy Rectangle command that completely encom
passes the outlined area. You can select whether to overwrite , 
erase, or not touch the outline as you make the fill. 

At the beginning of each new scan line of the destination rect
angle , the Fill logic is reset to choose the old (destination) data . 
As the shape engine sweeps the Current Position from left to 
right, the logic examines the read-enabled color planes of each 
pixel for all 1 s, representing the boundaries of areas to be filled 
with new pixel data. Each time it encounters all 1 s, the shape 
engine toggles the new/old pixel data, so that new pixel data is 
enabled inside the boundary while the old pixel values remain 
outside the boundary. 

Just Whetting Your Appetite 
As you can see, the 8514/ A architecture is an impressive graph
ics platform. Even though this article has stayed mostly at the 
conceptual level, I hope it encourages you to do some program
ming for the 8514/A. You will need more details in order to 
implement this information. Specification sheets for 85 14/A 
processors are available from Chips & Technologies and other 
8514/A manufacturers. • 

Ben Cahill is senior design engineer at Chips & Technologies 
and lives in Los Gatos, California. He can be reached on BIX 
c/o "editors. " 
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UNDER THE HOOD • L. Brett Glass 

PART2 

THE SCSI Bus 

SCSI may well 
succeed as 
a general-purpose 
desktop 1/0 bus 

I 
n last month's Under the Hood, I 
described the history, basic con
cepts, and low-level signals of the 
SCSI bus. This month, I'll conclude 

my treatment of SCSI by discussing how 
the bus facilities are used by the higher 
layers of the standard. I'll also cover the 
SCSI common command set, the com
mon access method (CAM), and SCSI-2 . 
Finally, I'll talk a bit about some of the 
SCSI devices on the market. 

A Sample Transaction 
When I left off last time, I'd just de
scribed the phases of the SCSI bus, which 
determine which way data is being trans
ferred and for what purpose. Figure 1 
shows one way that these phases can be 
grouped into a transaction, a sequence of 
phases that starts and ends in the BUS 
FREE phase. Interestingly, it's the tar
get-not the initiator-of the SCSI trans
action that determines the sequence of 
phases from the command it has been 
asked to process. 

The initiator finds out what phase the 
bus is in by watching the SCSI control 
lines . Unfortunately, as is the case in the 
original Shugart Associates system inter
face (SASI) bus , it's possible for more 
than one of the lines that determine the 
phase (i.e ., BSY, SEL, CID, I/O, and 
MSG) to change during a phase tran
sition. 

Thus, the SCSI bus requires lots of de
skewing and settling delays to prevent 
"false" states from being detected when 
all the lines don't change at the same 
time. (IPI , the intelligent peripheral in
terface I discussed last month, avoids this 
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problem by encoding its phases with a 
"gray code," in which only one control 
line changes during each phase transi
tion.) 

Figure 1 reveals another subtlety of 
the SCSI bus ' s timing: The edges of the 
REQ and ACK pulses are used in differ
ent ways , depending on the direction of 
data transfer. During the COMMAND 
phase , when data flows from the initiator 
to the target , data is considered to be 
valid from the start of the ACK pulse and 
held until at least the end of the REQ 
pulse. But during the DATA IN , STA
TUS , and MESSAGE IN phases, when 
data flows from the target to the initiator, 
the data is valid from the start of the 
REQ pulse and held until at least the start 
of the ACK pulse. 

SCSI Commands 

The original SCSI standard was devel

oped at a time when each equipment 

manufacturer used a different set of com

mands for its devices. SCSI therefore had 

loose requirements for commands , and 

almost none of them were mandatory. 

However, the specification did specify 

classes and required formats for the com

mands. 


Each SCSI command is sent to a device 
as a command descriptor block .The first 
byte of each block is the operation code, 
which in turn has two fields: a group 
code (contained in the 3 most significant 
bits and which indicates the type of com
mand and the number of bytes it con
tains) and a command code (which speci
fies the command itself) . 

Figure 2 shows the layout of a 6-byte 
(group 0) command descriptor block. 
The eight groups of command codes are 
divided by length . Group 0 contains 6
byte commands , groups 1 and 2 contain 
10-byte commands , and group 5 contains 
12-byte commands . The other groups are 
either reserved or vendor-specific . A 
command descriptor block always ends 
with a control byte , which contains flags 
that allow several commands to be linked 

together in a sequence and sent all at 
once. 

Command linking is a powerful SCSI 
feature . By sending a sequence of linked 
commands, an initiator can avoid the de
lays involved in waiting for a command 
to complete , rearbitrating for the bus, 
and issuing another command. For in
stance, suppose the host wants to find a 
disk block that contains a certain byte se
quence and read it into memory. If it 
sends a SEARCH DATA EQUAL com
mand followed by a READ command to 
an intelligent SCSI disk drive, the drive 
will automatically return the correct data 
with no further intervention. 

Status Bytes 
Each command returns a status byte on 
completion , as shown in the table. A 
good status indicates that the target has 
successfully completed the command. 

A check condition status indicates that 
some kind of error has occurred. The ini
tiator has to poll the target to determine 
the nature of the error, so the target has 
to keep track of the status condition that 
caused the error, even if it subsequently 
goes away. The SCSI-2 specification has 
a formal name for this situation: a con
tingent allegiance condition . 

A condition met status indicates the 
success of an operation that looks for 
data. 

A busy status indicates that the target 
is unable to accept a command but will be 
able to sometime in the future . 

An intermediate status indicates the 
completion of one of a series of linked 
commands . The intermediate condition 
met status indicates that a linked com
mand found the data sought. 

A reservation conflict status is re
turned if an initiator attempts to access a 
device, or part of a device , that has been 
reserved for exclusive use by a different 
initiator. 

A command terminated status (with 
SCSI-2 only) is returned when the target 

continued 
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REAL-TIME 
MULTITASKING 

KERNEL 
8086/88, 80x86/88 80386 
Z80, 64180, 8080/85 68000110120 

• 	 Fast, reliable operation 
• 	Compact and ROMable 
• 	 PC peripheral support 
• 	DOS file access 
• 	C language support 
• 	Preemptive scheduler 
•Time slicing available 
• 	Configuration Builder 
• 	Complete documentation 
• 	 Intertask messages 
• 	Message exchanges 
• 	Dynamic operations 


- task create/delete 

- task priorities 

- memory allocation 


• 	Event Manager 
• 	Semaphore Manager 
• 	List Manager 
• 	 lnSight™ Debugging Tool 

THE BEST 
Join over 600 developers such as 


IBM®, Xerox, Hewlett Packard, 

Hayes, Hughes Aircraft and NASA. 


CHOOSEAMX 
The best low-cost, high-performance 

real-time multitasking system 
available today. 

No Roya/ties 

Source Code Included 


Demo Disk $25 us 
Man"ual only $75 US Call for prices for 

$lOOO US other processors.AMX 86 
(Shipping /handling ax/raj 

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. 

ZBO is a trademark of Zilog. Inc. 

AMX. AMX 86, In Sig ht are trademarks of 

KADAK Products ltd. 

KADAK Products Ltd. 
206-1847 West Broadway 
Vancouver, B.C. , Canada 
V6J 1Y5 

~I: Telephone: (604) 734-2796 
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A SCSI TRANSACTION 


+BSY 

+SEL 

+CID 

+1/0 

+MSG 

+REQ 

+ACK 

+ATN 

+RST I 

+DB7- DBO, •o 

DBP 

BUS FREE !SELECTION DATA IN IMESSAGE 
(repeated) IN 

ARBITRATION COMMAND STATUS 
(repeated)

Key 

o ID bits of o IDs of initiator o Command o Data o Status m Message 
contending and target byte byte byte byte 
devices 

Figure 1: The signals present on the lines ofthe SCSI bus during a transaction. 
This particular transaction, which might occur when a host reads data from a disk 
drive, starts (as all transactions do) in the BUS FREE phase. It progresses to the 
ARBITRATION phase (optional in SCSI-1, but required in SCSI-2), during which the 
host (i.e ., the initiator) gains control ofthe bus , and the SELECTION phase, during 
which the target device is selected. Multiple COMMAND phases (only one is shown) 
transfer the bytes ofthe command, and one or more DATA IN phases return data to 
the host. The transaction ends with the transfer ofstatus and message bytes. Shaded 
areas represent transitional states. 

6-BVTE COMMAND DESCRIPTOR BLOCK 

7 6 5 4 
Bit 

I 3 2 0 

0 

Logical unit number 

Operation code 

I Logical block address (if required) (MSB) 

2 Logical block address (if required) 

~ co 3 Logical block address (if required) (LSB) 

4 
Transfer length (if required) or 

parameter list length (if required) or 
allocation length (if required) 

5 Control 

Figure 2: The layout ofa 6-byte command descriptor block. The larger formats 
(i.e., 10- and 12-byte commands) are similar but leave room for larger addresses 
and transfer lengths. Some commands require a parameter list, which contains 
additional information required to execute the command, to be sent via a DATA OUT 
phase before the command starts executing. If this is the case, the target requests the 
necessary number ofbytes during that phase. 
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terminates execution of one or more com
mands at the initiator's request. 

A queue full status (SCSI-2 only) is re
turned when a device is unable to fulfill a 
request to queue a command. 

The Common Access Method 
The original SCSI specification, ANSI 
standard X3 .131-1986, suggested for
mats for many commands but required 
the implementation of almost none of 
them. In fact, only a single command
REQUEST SENSE-was mandatory for 
every device . The result was confusion; 
few controllers could plug and play with 
any SCSI system. 

Even before ANSI formally approved 
the SCSI specification, vendors and 
users sought to rectify this situation. 
From the fall of 1985 through the spring 
of 1986, a working group met to hammer 
out a document specifying a common 
command set, listing commands that all 
vendors ofeach kind ofperipheral device 
should implement. This document be
came a de facto standard, and much of it 
was incorporated into the SCSI-2 specifi
cation. 

The CAM committee met to address a 
similar problem that prevented SCSI 
from being used efficiently in many com
puter systems. Some hardware platforms 
(e.g ., the IBM PC) make no system-wide 
provisions for different devices to use the 
same host adapter. Thus, if you equip 
your system with a CD-ROM player, a 
tape backup unit , an external hard disk 
drive , and a WORM (write once, read 
many times) drive, each one might use 
SCSI-but unless the software drivers for 
these peripherals can share the SCSI 
adapter gracefully, you 'II fill the slots in 
your backplane with redundant adapters . 

Manufacturers like Sun and Apple de
veloped their own solutions to this prob
lem: the Sun Common SCSI Architec
ture and the SCSI Manager, respectively. 
But each solution is vendor-specific and 
requires software to be completely re
written for each machine. One goal of 
CAM is to provide similar interfaces 
across hardware platforms, minimizing 
the effort involved in creating device
driver software for a new system. Figure 
3 shows a model of the CAM environ
ment. 

The CAM committee is also polishing 
a standard called AT Bus Attachment 
(ATA), which specifies how a peripheral 
controller can emulate the original IBM 
AT hard disk drive interface (the WD
1003). This is important because a lot of 
system software-including IBM's ver
sion of OS/2-requires the hardware to 

continued 
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Apple SCSI: 

Not Quite Standard 


A pple was among the first major 
microcomputer manufacturers to 

implement SCSI. Unfortunately, as 
many experimenters and systems inte
grators have found out, "Apple SCSI" 
isn't the same as many other manufac
turers' SCSI, and peripheral vendors 
often need to prepare special versions of 
their products to accommodate quirks 
of the Macintosh. 

What's different about Apple SCSI? 
The first difference revolves around a 
SCSI feature called the unit attention 
condition , which was optional in the 
original SCSI specification and is man
datory in SCSl-2. 

A device on the SCSI bus enters the 
unit attention condition whenever it or 
the bus has undergone a hard reset, a 
power-on reset, or a reset generated by a 
BUS DEVICE RESET message. It can 
also happen in certain other cases-for 
instance, when the medium on the de
vice is changed. 

When a device is in the unit attention 
condition, it wants to tell the next initia
tor that contacts it that the event oc
curred. To do this , the device examines 
the next command received and checks 
to see if it's one of two that poll the sta
tus of the device: INQUIRY and RE

QUEST SENSE. If the command is one 
of these two, there's no problem; the de
vice sends back its status (which reflects 
the event) and exits the unit attention 
condition. 

What if another kind of command ar
rives? In this case, the device refuses it 
and sends back a check-condition status 
code, a signal that the initiator should 
look at the device's status before issuing 
any other commands. The status code is 
sent back only once; if the initiator 
chooses to ignore the condition , it can 
reissue the command and it will be 
executed. 

This feature, which seems like a sen
sible way to do things, causes boot-up 
failures when used with Apple ' s current 
ROMs . At boot-up time, the ROM code 
tries to read bootstrap information from 
each SCSI device on the bus . Alas , it 
tries each device only once , going on to 
the next device if the command is re
fused. Then, if it can't read from any of 
the devices on the SCSI bus, it resets the 
bus (causing all the devices to reenter 
the unit attention condition) and tries 
again. 

To accommodate this quirk of Apple 
SCSI, manufacturers have produced 
special versions of their ~rives that 

either don't implement the unit attention 
condition or provide a means of turning 
it off, usually via a jumper on the con
troller board . 

Apple SCSI has some other idiosyn
crasies as well. Some of the earlier SCSI 
Macs didn't provide a way for the SCSI 
controller to generate interrupts on the 
host CPU, so it wasn't possible to make 
the 68000 handle the SCSI bus's REQ/ 
ACK hai:idshaking properly. Apple 
therefore implemented " blind " SCSI 
reads and writes, which ignore the 
handshaking lines on the assumption 
that the remote device will always be 
able to handle transfers at a certain data 
rate. This assumption holds for most de
vices . But in some cases, the software 
may have to poll the SCSI port instead. 

Termination on Apple SCSI is also 
unusual. All SCSI buses must be termi
nated at both ends. However, some 
Macs (e.g. , the Mac SE) have had power 
supplies that were too weak to power a 
terminator. For this reason, you may 
need to add one or two external termi
nators (but never more than two) when 
connecting SCSI equipment to a Mac. 
The somewhat complex rules for how 
and when to add them take a few pages 
in Apple's manuals . 

look precisely like a standard IBM ma
chine in order to run. ATA and EATA 
(the Extended AT Bus Attachment speci
fication) show vendors how to create in
terfaces for SCSI, ESDI, and other kinds 

of peripherals and cause the operating
system software to "accept" them as if 
they were the more usual adapters . 

If CAM is extended to its logical con
clusion, it may be used as a complete 
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Good. 
Check condition. 
Condition met. 
Busy. 
Intermediate. 
Intermediate condition met. 
Reservation conflict. ' 
Command terminated (SCSl-2 only). 
Queue full (SCSl-2 only). 

Each command returns a status byte on completion. 

computer I/O system rather than just a 
way to share SCSI devices. 

SCSI-2 and Beyond 
SCSI-2 evolved from the original SCSI 
specification (SCSI-I) as a way to pro
vide more features , higher data transfer 
rates, and greater compatibility among 
SCSI devices. Unlike SCSI-I, SCSI-2 
makes parity, arbitration, a basic set of 
SCSI messages, and the common com
mand set mandatory. It standardizes the 
way bus terminators are powered and 
provides two optional enhancements that 
can greatly increase throughput: fast 
SCSI and wide SCSI. 

Fast SCSI dramatically increases the 
synchronous transfer rate over a SCSI 
bus. It lets the target and the initiator ne
gotiate transfer rates of up to 10 million 
transfers per second, compared to a max
imum of 4 million transfers per second 
under SCSI-I. This option works only on 

continued 
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Sources 

T he SCSI specification is avail

able for $25 from the American 
National Standards Institute, 1430 
Broadway, New York, NY 10018, 
(212) 642-4900. 

The X3T9.2 committee working 
documents, CAM committee docu
ments, and the most current draft of 
the SCSI-2 specification are avail
able for downloading from the SCSI 
BBS at (316) 636-8700 (300, 1200, 
or 2400 bps; 24 hours). 

A paper copy of the SCSI-2 draft 
specification is available for $60 
from Global Engineering Docu
ments, 2805 McGaw Ave. , Irvine, 
CA 92714, (800) 854-7179 or (714) 
261-1455. 

differential cabling, however; single
ended SCSI doesn't have good enough 
transmission-line characteristics to sup
port it. 

Wide SCSI increases the width of the 
SCSI data path to 16 or 32 bits . The origi

nal SCSI cable becomes the A cable, and 
a new one, which carries additional data 
lines, is called the B cable. When wide 
and fast SCSI are used together, transfer 
rates of40 megabytes per second are pos
sible. To handle tight spaces and in
creased numbers of pins , SCSI-2 adds 
high-density connectors .. 

SCSI-2 provides explicit support and 
standard commands for CD-ROMs , 
scanners , WORM and read/write optical 
disks, " jukebox" disk changers, and 
communications ports . 

By the time you read this, the SCSI-2 
specification will have finished a four
month review period. In the meantime, 
work is already starting on SCSI-3 , 
which may include such innovations as 
fiber-optic SCSI and automatic configu
ration . 

Manufacturers, however , haven't 
waited for the SCSI-2 specification to re
ceive final approval before implementing 
it. Many disk drive manufacturers , such 
as Imprimis Technology, have already 
begun to sell drives billed as SCSI-2
compatible (although I'm not aware of 
any that implement 16- or 32-bit data 
paths yet). 

continued 

Application 

THECAMEN~RONMENT 

Figure 3: How the common access method provides a common interface to the SCSI 
bus and, possibly, even non-SCSI peripherals. The operating system, a device 
driver, or an application sends a CAM control block (CCB) to the transport (XPT) 
layer ofthe CAM software. The XPT routes the request to another layer ofsoftware, 
the SCSI interface module (SIM), which in turn talks to the host bus adapter (HBA) 
or other hardware/software modules. EATA is the Extended ATBus Attachment 
specification. (Figure adapted from information supplied by Dal Allen ofENDL 
Consulting and the CAM committee) 
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SCSI in the Real World 
SCSI is becoming more and more perva
sive as a standard for interfacing differ
ent vendors' hardware to a wide variety 
of peripheral devices . Chances are that if 
you own a Sun workstation , a Macintosh, 
a NeXT cube, an Atari ST, or an Amiga 
with a hard disk drive , you're already 
using SCSI-although you may not know 
it. And while the IBM PC never " offi
cially " supported SCSI while IBM was 
in control of the standard, many PC-

compatible devices do in fact use the 
SCSI bus. 

All models oflomega's Bernoulli Box 
(also resold by Tandy) use SCSI. Two 
new high-density 3 V2-inch floppy disk 
drives-Insite Peripherals' Floptical 
drive and a competitive all-magnetic 
drive from Brier Technology-are SCSI 
devices . Many intelligent caching disk 
drive controllers, especially those in
tended for network servers with large 
numbers of disk drives, use SCSI to talk 

8051 68HC11 
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to the drives. Even IBM, a longtime 
holdout in the SCSI world, sells a SCSI
compatible WORM drive (manufactured 
by Matsushita) and has demonstrated a 
bus-master SCSI adapter for the Micro 
Channel. Almost all WORM and CD
ROM drives interface to hosts via SCSI. 

The range of SCSI peripherals isn't 
limited to disk drives . Many cartridge 
and nine-track tape units , especially 
high-end models , use SCSI. Apple offers 
a version of the Laser Writer-the IISC
with a SCSI. This eliminates the main 
bottleneck in Mac systems that have to 
print large bit maps : the relative slowness 
of the LocalTalk interface. 

Because Apple ' s low-end Macs have 
one or no internal slots for peripherals 
but do have SCSI adapters, vendors of 
other kinds of devices (e.g., network 
adapters) have begun to provide products 
with SCSI adapters. If this trend contin
ues SCSI may succeed as a general-pur
pose desktop I/O bus . 

Compatibility 
With the advent of the common com
mand set, CAM, and SCSI-2, SCSI pe
ripherals should be able to plug and play 
with virtually any system. Before they 
can, however, manufacturers will need 
to understand , embrace, and implement 
these new standards. For instance , 
Apple is aware that the software that 
manages the SCSI ports on the Mac isn't 
compatible with all devices (see the text 
box "Apple SCSI: Not Quite Standard" 
on page 294) . Apple should catch up with 
the rest of the industry when System 7 .0 
ships sometime this year. 

The future of SCSI looks bright, as 
more and more manufacturers incorpo
rate it into their systems . Even IBM is ex
pected to launch SCSI storage products 
for its PS/2 line this year. But whether 
Big Blue joins the party or not, it's clear 
that this worthy descendant of one of 
IBM's own I/O buses is likely to remain a 
popular interface option for a long time 
to come. • 
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Software Developers 

Natural selection provides 1111ique 

passive protection./(Jr the porcupine. 

The Activator - Natural Selection 

For Software Protection 


In ventor and entrepreneur 
Dick Erell explains how 
"The Activator" provides 
sane protection for your in
tellectual property. 

"In any industry, just as in nature, the 
process of natura l se lection ra ises one 

solution above another. Natural selec tion is 
the most elegant of eng ineers. 

In the area of software protection The 
Block has been selec ted by the market
place as the solution that works. Over 
500,000 packages are protected by our 
device. 

For the past 4 years our philosophy has 
been; 'You have the right and obligation to 
protect your intellectual property.' 

A New Ethic For Software 

Protection 


In allow ing end-users unlimited copies 
of a software package and uninhibited hard 
disk and LAN operation, The Block has 
created a new ethi c for software protec
tion. 

By removing protection from the 
magnetic media we remove the constraints 
that have plagued leg itimate users. 

They simply attach our key to the 
parallel port and forget it. It is totally 
transparent , but the software will not run 
without it. 

A New Technology For 

Software Protection 


Ou r newest model , The Acti vator, builds 
on our current patented des ign, and 
estab lishes an unprecedented class of 
software protection . 

We have migrated and enhanced the 
c ircuitry of The Block to an AS IC (Appli 
cation-Spec ific Integra ted Circuit ) 
imbedded in The Acti vator. 

This grea tly improves speed and 
performance, while reducing overa ll s ize. 
Data protec tion can also be provided. 

Programmable Option 

The Activator a llows the software 
developer the option to program serial 
numbers, versions, or other pertinent data 
known on ly to the developer, into the 
circuit , and access it from the program. 

_ Once you program your part of the 
chip, even we have no way to access 

your infonnation . 

The ASIC makes emulation of the dev ice 
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virtually impossible. It also presents 

an astronomical number of access 
combinations. 

Full 100 % Disclosure 

Since The Activator is protected by our 
patent we full y disclose how it works. 
Once you unders tand it , endless methods 
of protection become ev ident. 

Just as no two 
snowflakes are the 
same. no two im
plementati ons of 
The Activator 
are identica l. IAnd like the 
snow fl ake the 
simplic ity of 
The Activator is its greatest beauty. 

We never cramp your programming sty le 
or ingenuity. Make it as simple or compl i
cated as you desire. 

Let us help safeguard what's rightfully 
yours. Please call today for additional 
information or a demo unit. It's only 
natural ro prorect your software." 

1-800-333-0407 ext.105 
In Connecticut 203-329-8870 


Fax 203-329-7428 
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LetsMakeA 
Deal... 

: It's Such A 
Steal! 

PLEASE CALL US FOR PRODUCTS 
NOT LISTED. WE SHIP TO 

APO & FPO ADRESSES. 

ACCOUNTING & 

PERSONAL FINANCE 


And1ew Tobias Tax Cu! 49.00 
Dae Accounting 4.0 89.00 
DacBonusPack4.0 175.00 
Managing Your Money 6.0 119.00 
Money Counts 35.00 
Peacht1ee 111 wf Data Query 229.00 
Quicken3.0 42.00 
Timeslips 1113.4 i69.00 
Turbo Tax Personal 45.00 
Turbo Tax Personal Stale 30.00 
Turbo Tax Professional 229.00 
TurboTaxProtessional State i69.00 
Willmaker3.0 35.00 

CAD 
Autosketch2.0 95.00 
OesignCad4.0 i59.00 
Design Cad 30 2.1 209.00 
Generic3DDra!ting 145.00 
Generic Gadd level 3 i69.00 

COMMUNICATIONS 
Carbon Copy Plus 5.2 
Close Up Support 3.0 
Close· Up Customer 3.0 
Cross1alkMa1k4 
PC Anywhere Ill 
Procomm Plus 
Smarterm240 
Smarterm320 

DATABASE 
Clarion Professional Developer 
Clipper (Summer '87) 
DB FasUOOS Plus 
DBASE IV 
Dataease4.2 
Foxpro Single User 
PC F1le:DB 
PFS Professional Fite 2.0t 
ParadoxV3.0 
A & ACode Generator 
A & A Relational Report Write1 
ABase For DOS 

119.00 
i65.00 
i29.00 
139.00 
69.00 
52.00 

i99.00 
115.00 

409.00 
429.00 
179.00 
489.00 
495.00 
479.00 

59.00 
209.00 
479.00 
io9.00 
109.00 
479.00 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
B11s1reamFonls (each) 95.00 

Dan Bricklin's Page Garden 
Flowcharting II Plus 
Formtoo1 WtGreatest Hits 2.01 
Formworx with Fill File 2.5 
Freedom 01 Press 
Go Script 
Go Scrip! Plus 
lnte1activeEasyllow 
Org Plus Advanced 
PFS 1sl Publisher 
Per:FORM 2.0 
Prin1mas1e1Plus2.0 
Publish It! 
The New Print Shop 
Ultrascrip! PC 2.0 
Ul!rascript PC Plus 2.0 

CALL US FOR AFULL CATALOG. 
65.00 

i35.00 
55.00 
85.00 

259.00 
i39.00 
259.00 
i09.00 
89.00 
89.00 

i69.00 
35.00 

119.00 
39.00 

119.00 
269.00 

Ventura Professional Extension 379.00 

Ventura Publisher 549.00 


EDUCATION & 

ENTERTAINMENT 


ATI Teach YourseU Series 
F-15Strike Eaglell 
F19Slea!!h Fighter 
Fligh1Simula!or4.0 
Individual Training Series 
King'sOuest(each) 
leisu1eSuit larry Ill 
MS learning DOS 
Space Quest Ill 
Test Drive II 
Tetris 
Tracon 
Veile! 
Welltris 
Where Is Carmen San Diego 

GRAPHICS 
Autodesk Animator 
Colorix VGA Paint 
Deluxe Paint II Enhanced 
FreelancePlus3.01 
GEM/3 01aw Plus 
Graph-In·The·Box 2.2 
Grapher 
Harvard Graphics 
Hot Shot Graphics 
lnse!Plus(w!HiJaak) 
PC Paintbrush IV 

49.00 
35.00 
45.00 
45.00 
40.00 
35.00 
39.00 
35.00 
39.00 
27.00 
22.00 
32.00 
32.00 
22.00 
30.00 

i95.00 
i09.00 
89.00 

349.00 
179.00 
75.00 

145.00 
3i9.00 
149.00 
i39.00 
65.00 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 
818. 347. 2444 

FAX YOUR ORDER 
818. 347. 9977 

PHONE YOUR ORDER 

800 • 733d • ~~~~nment and state 

Immediate shipment 0t" pu~~~~~~ ;~de~~iversities . • Pri~e~hsu~\:~\1agencies, cities, coun ~es , d white stocks las\. • We ship e • 

to change withwout ~~P%~~. Master Card,and Ameri~~ Ex{;'~~~ all 
versions. • e . ss e 15% restoc mg3 

2'/o surcharge _on Amencan.;•P: Please call (818) 347-9400 1ort ~~ 
non-de1ective Items retumdet~ctive goods or your return w~n: any 
authorization number on . ht \aWS we cannot take c_ . 
accepted. • Due to copyngn broken. • SS minimum shipping 
software where the seal has bee• S9 Blue Label shipping. • $3.~o 

"t m less on bulk orders. ed accordingly. • We o 
~~~'.;. chal9e· eHeavi~ r item; •~ ~~;~rices tor any sottware lt~m1
not guarantee compatibil:· Order desk open7 A.M. to 5 P .M. Mon ay 
not included in this ad. M to 2 P.M. 
to Frida1 \PSTM598"c~~oga Park CA 91309. Park 
p.0. eox . 79'59 Deering Ave., Canoga
Showroom. -
CA91304. 

Pizazz Plus 1.3 
PnntAPlot 
Publisher's Paintbrush 
Show Partner FX 3.5 
Xerox Graph 

HARDWARE& 
PERIPHERALS 

All 2400 Etc Modem Int 
All VGA Wonder 512 
Complete Commmunicator 
Complete Fax 9600 
Complete Half-Page Scanner 
Copy II Option Board Deluxe 
Intel Alxlve Board Plus 512K 
Intel Connection Coprocessor 
Kensinglon Expen Mouse 
logitech Bus Mouse C9 
Logitech Serial Mouse C9 
logitech Scan ManPJus 
l ogi!ech Trackman Serial or Bus 
Masterpiece 
Mas!erpiecePlus 
Microsoll Mouse w/Paint 
Microsoft Mouse wJWindows 
Orchid Prodesigner Plus 512K 
Pacific Data 25-in·one 
Pacific Data Pacilic Page 
Paradise VGA 1024-512 

69.00 
129.00 
169.00 
229.00 
i95.00 

i69.00 
359.00 
585.00 
459.00 
189.00 
115.00 
435.00 
829.00 
115.00 
85.00 
65.00 

i85.00 
89.00 
89.00 

io5.00 
i09.00 
139.00 
435.00 
289.00 
509.00 
305.00 

Polaroid Palene Plus (EGA) 2399.00 
P1ac Periph 2400 Ext w/MNP 209.00 
Prac Penph 2400 In! wlMNP 179.00 
Sota286iAcce!erator 259.00 
Sota 3861 Accelerator 399.00 
Super Cartndge 1-10 Engineering 3i9.00 
Super Cartridge 2 -10 Engineering 489.00 
SysgenBndgeFile 279.00 
Worldport 2400 Modem 249.00 
Worldport 2400 Modem w/ MNP 345.00 
Worldport 2496 Fax Modem 485.00 

INTEGRATED 
Alphaworks 115.00 
lnformix Smartware II with Spell Checker 469.00 
PFS First Choice 115.00 
0 & A 3.0 (Netwo1kable) 245.00 
Symphony Plus 479.00 
MS Works 2.0 99.00 

LANGUAGE & 

PROGRAMMING 


BTneve 
Brief 
CAsynch 
Clear +Im C (01dBase) 
KEdit 
Lantce C Compiler 
MS C 5. i 
MS Fortran 
MS Quick Cw/ Quick Assembler 2.01 
Macro Assembler 
Ma1rixlayou12.o 
Notion Editor 1.3 
Object Professional 
Obase 
OuickC 
Ouickbasic 
SPF/PC 
Smalltalk V2B6 
Sou1cerw/81os 
Turbo Asynch + 
Turbo BTree F~er SIU 
TurboC 
TurboC Pro Pack 
Tu1bo CTools 
Turbo Pascal Pro Pack 
Turbo Pasca15.5 
Turbo Power Tools Plus 
Turbo Prn!essional 
Zo11echC+-<

159.00 
169.00 
i09.00 
135.00 
115.00 
165.00 
299.00 
299.00 
135.00 
99.00 

135.00 
45.00 
92.00 

149.00 
67.00 
67.00 

i59.00 
129.00 

~::: 
79.oo 

:~;: 
92.00 

:;;: 
92.00 

i:~~ 

.RT link 

NETWORKING 
lan1astic S1ar1e1 K112MBPS 
NE 1000 E!herne! Card 
NE2000 16 Bit E1hernet Card 
Novell ELS level II 1-8 User 
Novell Netware 286 V 2.15 
Novell SFT V 2.15 
Tops For Dos 
Wesl ern Oigilal Ethercard Plus 
Wordperfect Olfice 

OPERATING 
ENVIRONMENT 

IBMDOS3.3 
IBMDOS4.0i 
Desqview3861 .1 
Desqview 
MS Wmdows 286 
MS Windows 386 
OS/2 Standard Edition 
PC/MOS 386 3.0 
Software Carousel 3.01 
VM/386 

OS/2 
Brie1 For0/S2 
ExcellorOS/2 
Logi1ech Multiscope 
MS OS/2 Presentation Mngr Toolkit 
Multiboot 
ParadoxOS/2 
SmalltalkJVPM 
Wordperfect for OS/2 

INFORMATION 
MANAGEMENT 

Act! 
Agenda 
askSam 
Grandview 
IZE 
Memory Mate 3.01 
Tornado Wilibrary 
Who What When 1.09 

PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 

Adv. Pro1ect Manager Workbench 3.05 
Harvard Project Ill 
Sc1tor Project Scheduler lV 
Supe1p1oject Exper1 
Timeline3.0 

i85.00 

409.00 
i69.00 
205.00 

1175.00 
2039.00 
3099.00 

115.00 
i89.00 
279.00 

95.00 
i25.00 
i25.00 
79.00 
67.00 

i29.00 
295.00 
175.00 
52.00 

i55.00 

205.00 
335.00 
i85.00 
329.00 

49.00 
509.00 
299.00 
3i9.00 

229.00 
275.00 
179.00 
i99.00 
285.00 
45.00 
79.00 

119.00 

855.00 
465.00 
429.00 
449.00 
409.00 

SPREADSHEET 
Allways (Lotus 1-2-3 or Symphony) 85.00 
lo1us 1-2·3 Ver. 2.2 or 3.0 349.00 
Lucid3D 59.00 
Planperlect 279.00 
Ouauro Pro 279.00 
See More lotus 2.0 59.00 
Sideways3.2 42.00 
Supercalc V 3i9.00 
The Baler 359.00 

SCIENTIFIC I STAT 
Brammaker 149.00 
Deuve i30.00 
Mathcad 2.5 305.00 
Mathema!1ca 386 595.00 
Mathema1ica 386 w/387 Suppor1 845.00 
SPSS/PC Plus 725.00 
Statgraph1cs 579.00 
Systatw/ Graphics 509.00 

UTILITIES 
I Dir Plus3.0 
386 To The Max Pro 
Above Disk 
Automenu 
Brooklyn Bridge 3.0 
Genus 1.0 
Check 11 

Copy II PC 5.0 
Copywrile/Zerodisk w/Rescue 
Direct Access 
Disk Technician Advanced 
OisklechnicianP10 
Fastback Plus 
Fasttrax 
Headroom 
lap l ink Release Ill 
PnntCache(laser1orq) 
Mace Gold 
Magellan 
Norton Commander 
No11on U!ilities Advanced 
PC Tools Deluxe 5.5 
Super PC -Kwik Powerpak 
Print04.0 
Pop Diop Plus 
O·Dosll 
Software Bridge 
Speedstor 
Spinritell 
VCache 
Word Perfect Library 2.0 
X-TreePro 
Xlree Pro Gold 

WINDOWS 
AMIP1olessional 
Adobe Illustrator Windows 
Adobe S1reamline 
Arts &LenersGraphics Editor 2.0 
Corel Draw Windows 1.1 
Crosstalk F0< Windows 
OB FasUWindows 
Excel 
Hyperpad 1.0 
IBM Current 
Micrografx Oesigner 
Micrografx Windows Graph Plus 
Ommpage386 2.0 
PC Paintbrush Plus for Windows 
Pag emaker3.0 
Pub1echFile01ganizer 
Superbase 4 tor Windows 
Windows Development Toolkit 
Word for Windows 
Xerox Formbase 
hDC Windows Express 

49.00 
80.00 
55.00 
39.00 
75.00 
99.00 
89.00 
25.00 
65.00 
52.00 

io9.00 
42.00 

i09.00 
35.00 
79.00 
92.00 
99.00 
89.00 

139.00 
85.00 
85.00 
77.00 
79.00 
89.00 
60.00 
39.00 
89.00 
35.00 
69.00 
45.00 
75.00 
55.00 
75.00 

3i9.00 
409.00 
235.00 
465.00 
329.00 
125.00 
179.00 
319.00 
89.00 

395.00 
469.00 
355.00 
599.00 

99.00 
529.00 
i59.00 
409.00 
329.00 
329.00 
325.00 

45.00 

WORD PROCESSING 
Displaywrite IV 
GrammatiklV 
Nola Bene 
PCWnle 
PFS Professional Wri1e 
Aightwriter 
Wo1d5.0 
Word Perlec1 5.1 
Word Perfect Net Add·On 5.1 
Wordstar5.5 

XENIX/UNIX 
SCO Foxbase +386 
SCO Xenix VP11X 386 Ulimited 
Wordperfect 101 SCO Xenix 386 
SCO Xenix Complete System 386 
SCO Unix Dev. System 386 
SCO Unix Operating System 386 

255.00 
52.00 

299.00 
75.00 

i55.00 
52.00 

2i9.00 
249.00 
i69.00 
2i9.00 

675.00 
609.00 
5i9.00 

i079.00 
675.00 
6i9.00 

Create your own professional presentation 
in a matter of minutes. Slides, overhead 
projections, or snapshots of computer 
generated images •• all are easy to do with 
the Palette Plus. The Palette Plus works 
with most graphics software. 

Pallette Plus (Requires an EGA card) $2399.00 

WE WELCOME CORPORATE ACCOUNTSAND INTERNATIONAL ORDERS. 
Circle 58 on Reader Service Card 

http:IBMDOS4.0i
http:FreelancePlus3.01


HANDS ON 

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED • Rick Grehan 

• 
Using special file 
systems from within 
standard file systems 

A
standard file system may not 
be well suited for a particular 
application. However, it is per
fectly logical and quite possi

ble to set up a partition on your hard disk 
that contains a unique (foreign) file sys
tem and to access this partition from your 
standard operating system. You gain an 
optimal file system for the application 
without changing operating systems. 

Encounters with 
Foreign File Systems 
The impetus for this project came from 
two directions at different times. One 
was a note that I saw circulating on one of 
the networks I infrequently explore, in 
which a hopeful user spoke of his search 
for a file system that could handle some 
data he had received on magnetic tape. 
The data included some digitized high
resolution photos that were stored in files 
so large that most file systems available 
on personal computers would be unable 
to handle them. 

The other was a demonstration given 
by a software company that had devel
oped a program for real-estate agents . 
This program was a database application 
running under PC-DOS, with the addi
tion of digitized photos of the properties 
that you could display on a separate, 
high-resolution monitor. Consequently, 
each database record not only carried the 
written information associated with a 
property but also carried a pointer off to 
another file where the software could lo
cate the digitized images. 

The images file wasn't kept in a DOS 
directory ; it wasn't even kept on a DOS 
partition. The designers of the software 
had decided that the structure of the DOS 

ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY © 1990 

FOREIGN 
FILE SYSTEMS 

file allocation table (FAT) was inade
quate for handling the number and size of 
files that the pictures required . They 
therefore designed their own file system, 
optimized for their particular require
ments, and kept it in an alternate parti
tion on the hard disk . 

That's it: A foreign file system that is 
nonetheless accessible from PC-DOS . 
You can divide your hard disk into a DOS 
partition-so that you can keep all the 
programs you already have-and a for
eign partition whose directory structure 
is optimized to whatever application you 
need. Of course, if you are really desper
ate for space you can buy a separate hard 
disk and fill it up entirely with the for
eign file system . 

This idea isn't novel. Variants of it 
have been in use for some time. Quick
Share (from Compatible Systems of 

Boulder, CO) is a software/hardware 
product that lets a Mac Plus (or higher) 
share a hard disk with a PC. The hard
ware end is a SCSI adapter that plugs into 
the PC, and a cable that connects this to 
the Mac. You build one large file on the 
PC that becomes the volume that the Mac 
sees, and the data inside the PC file is a 
complete Mac volume: bit maps, direc
tory B-tree, and all. 

Another example is the Definicon 
DSI-32 Unix board that I have installed 
in the PC with which I am writing this 
column. One of my hard disks is actually 
divided into three partitions. The first is 
an MS-DOS partition, from which the 
system boots. The other two are Unix 
partitions; one holds the Unix file sys
tem, and the other is a swap region for 
supporting the system's virtual memory. 

continued 
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HANDS ON 

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 

Something New 
This month I decided to put together the 
rudimentary routines for supporting a 
separate file system on a PC's hard disk. 
I didn't want to just put together another 
version of a general-purpose file system; 
I wanted to build a file system that was 
customized to a particular class of appli
cations . The most logical application for 
a hard disk was undeniably some form of 
database system. It therefore seemed rea
sonable to concentrate on a file system 
geared solely to supporting databases. 
Such applications are becoming more 
popular as networks continue to spread . 
They are particularly appealing to small 

and moderate-size companies where em
ployees spend most of their time brows
ing only two or three large database files. 

While many of us couldn't conceive of 
life without a hierarchical file system of 
directories and subdirectories, lots of 
PCs execute only vertical applications. 
Most of the customers I worked for in my 
data-processing days purchased ma
chines to handle only accounting or in
ventory functions. These people didn't 
need nested directories. The number of 
data files being manipulated was often 
less than 50-certainly less than 100. 
Any departmentalization of data took 
place inside the database files . There-

PARTITION HEADER BLOCK FORMAT 

Table I: In my file system, the partition header block is always the first block 
on the partition and carries fields that define the locations and sizes ofthe 
other region. 

Size 
Offset (bytes) Description 

0 4 Total partition size in 512-byte sectors. 

4 2 Sectors per track. 

6 2 Maximum number of heads. 

8 4 Starting block number of directory area. 

12 4 Starting block number of !nodes area. 

16 4 Starting block number of bit-map area. 

20 4 Starting block number of data area. 

24 4 Number of active entries in the directory. 

28 4 Number of active entries in !nodes area. 

32 400 Passwords for 50 directory areas (a password is up to eight 
characters) . 

A DIRECTORY BLOCK 


1st entry 

2nd entry 

. 


64th entry 
11f ------,_ _,_______,.,,--_____,, ~ 
Area Filename (12 bytes) Fnode number 

designator (3 bytes) 
(1 bY1e) 

Figure 2: Each directory block holds up to 64 directory entries. 
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fore, the file system I designed is more or 
less " flat." You can segregate files into 
directory areas, but there are no directo
ries within directories . 

Database systems usually see a file as 
continued 

PARTITION STRUCTURE 

Partition header block 


Directory blocks 


Fnode blocks 


Bit-map blocks 


Data blocks 


Figure 1: The partition header block is 
always the first I 024 bytes ofthe 
partition and carries parameters that 
define the other regions' sizes and 
locations. 

FNODE 
(a) 

Number of allocated blocks (4) 

Record length (2) 

Number of records (4) 

Creation date/time (4) 

Modifieation date/time (4) 

Clump size (1) 


Password (7) 


Extent 0 (6) 


Extent 1 (6) 


Extent 2 (6) 


Extent 3 (6) 


Extent 4 (6) 


Extent-list head (4) 


Extent-list tail (4) 


(b) 

Starting block# (4) 

Number of blocks (2) 

Figure 3: (a) The fnode holds a file's 
vital characteristics. The file's data can 
be found by following the extent entries. 
(b) The format ofan extent. 



HANDS ON 

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 

Sometimes you find that you have to 
sidestep the operating system and 

speak directly to your hard disk-an act 
that leads you nervously past a host of 
warnings into the world of sector editors 
and single-bit surgery. Usually , you 
only visit this place on rescue missions 
sent after a lost file that has failed to re
port in . This is also where you find the 
fundamental operating system and 
BIOS calls you need if you want to cus
tomize your file system. 

IBM PC 
In the PC world, if you abandon the 
layer of directories and files for deeper 
reaches, you find two levels. In the up
permost layer, you're still under the in
fluence of MS-DOS (assuming that's 
the operating system you ' re running), 
but you no longer see the complex struc
tures of directories and files. The disk 
has become a linear series of sectors 
stretching out to a horizon that usually 

.ends at around 32 megabytes. 
You access the disk using interrupts 

25H and 26H (where 25H reads the disk 
and 26H writes the disk). Both inter
rupts require similar arguments: The 
AL register holds a drive specifier (0 for 
A, l for B, and so on), CX holds the 
number of sectors to transfer, DX is the 
beginning sector number, and DS:BX 
point to a buffer in memory that either 
holds the data to be written or will ac
cept data that wil 1 come off the disk. 

Notice that I said "around" 32 mega
bytes . This is the limit to the size of a 
hard disk partition if you use the MS
DOS default of 512-byte sectors. In 
fact, some atypical versions of MS-DOS 
extend the size of a partition by defining 
sector sizes of larger than 512 bytes. 
You have to take this into account when 
you ask the above interrupts to read 
some sectors for you. 

How , then, do you find the number of 
bytes per sector? Perhaps the easiest 
way is through interrupt 21H, function 
36H. (Usually, you call this function to 
determine the amount of total and avail
able disk space on a drive.) This func
tion expects a drive specifier-such as I 
described above-in the DL register. 
When function 36H returns , you'll find 
(among other things) the number of 
bytes per sector in the ex register. 

Beneath the DOS interrupts are the 
BIOS interrupts that talk to the hard 

Direct to Disk 
disk drive controller. Here , all vestiges 
of a governing operating system have 
vanished. At this level , the physical 
geometry of the hard disk becomes visi
ble. Interrupt 13H, function 02H, lets 
you read sectors from the hard disk, 
given that you've specified the starting 
sector's location . Now, however, a sec
tor's position is given by a head number, 
a cylinder number, and a physical sector 
on the cylinder. (See table A for a com
plete description of this function .) As 
the system reads sectors from the disk , it 
first advances through sectors, then 
heads, then cylinders. Interrupt 13H, 
function 03H, is the BIOS function for 
writing to a hard disk. 

Accessing the disk at this level de
mands that you know how many heads , 
cylinders , and sectors per cylinder it 
has. You can find this information in the 
disk 's boot sector, conveniently located 
at head 0 , cylinder 0 , sector 0. The per
tinent data is the number of sectors in 
the volume (at offset 19) , the number of 
sectors per track (at offset 24) , and the 
number of read/write heads (at offset 
26). (You can also retrieve this informa
tion through the BIOS 13H interrupt. 
Subfunction 8 of this interrupt will re
turn the maximum head value in DH , 
and the maximum cylinder and sector 

numbers combined in the CX register as 
described above.) For more information 
on this , see my May 1989 column. 

Macintosh 
There are two stories to cover on the 
Macintosh , since that system recognizes 
two kinds of drive controllers. In order 
of appearance, the disk driver comes 
first , followed by the SCSI manager. 

You access the Macintosh disk driver 
through the device manager. The disk 
driver controls the internal, as well as 
any external, floppy disk drives. More 
important, it controls the HD20 hard 
disk drive. (Some people-those who 
don ' t have an HD20 hard disk drive
may find the disk driver interesting only 
from a historical perspec.:tive.) 

Here's a simple example: reading one 
sector from a disk . You first need the 
driver reference number. For floppy 
disk drives , this is -5 ; for the HD20 , 
this is a - 2. (The system uses this refer
ence number to form a pointer into the 
unit table , where the Mac keeps a list of 
handles to device drivers and acti ve 
Desktop items.) Then you need the 
drive number (l for the internal or hard 
disk drive , 2 for the external floppy disk 
drive), a byte offset, and a pointer to a 

continued 

I INTERRUPT 13H CALLS REGISTER SETTINGS I 

Table A: The contents ofthe registers when you access the hard disk 
using interrupt 13H: The top halfis function 02H-read, and the bottom 
halfis function 03H-write. 

Read hard disk 
AL= 02H 


AH= The number of sectors to read (128 maximum) 


CX = Cylinder/sector address * 


DH = Head number 


DL = Hard disk number (80H is first hard disk 'drive; 81 H is second drive) 


ES: BX = Address of buffer to receive data 


Write hard disk 
AL= 03H 


AH = The number of sectors to write (128 maximum) 


CX = Cylinder/sector address • 


DH = Head number 


DL = Hard disk number (see above) 


ES:BX =Address of buffer to write from 


• The low 6 bits of the CL register hold the physical sector number. The CH register holds the low 8 bits of the 
cylinder number, and the top 2 bits of CL hold the top 2 bits of the cylinder number. 
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M A 
Exchange Updates 
Amiga Exchange-A new series of CBix sessions has begun 
in the Amiga Exchange this month , permitting on-line discus
sions and activities that all Amiga users will want to take part 
in . Tuesday night topics cover program development and 
system interface design. Wednesday nights are special-event 
nights (look for system bulletins for upcoming scedules). 
Thursday nights will feature discussions of existing or pro
jected Amiga applications and their implementation. And on 
Saturday and Sunday nights , you're invited to come in and 
chat on any Amiga:related topic you wish. All CBix events 
begin at 10 PM EST. (join amiga.user/cbix) Look for a sched
ule of upcoming topics covering games and education/ 
educational software in amiga. user , too. 

IBM Exchange-It's back-to-school at "Big Blue U." The 
IBM Exchange is offering classes on a variety of computer
related subjects . (join ibm.class) 

CBix sessions are held every weeknight at 10 PM EST (look 
for a schedule in info.cbix). If you ' re a novice or intermedi
ate IBM user, you'll definitely want to join the Wednesday 
night discussions. (join ibm.exchange/cbix) 

Mac Exchange-Can life with one megabyte or less be 
meaningful in the future? In March, the Macintosh Exchange 
will attempt to answer such questions as "Where is the Mac 
Plus heading?" "What kind of machines will replace it?" 
"Will putting system resources in ROM make things easier for 
the one-megabyte-user?" "Will you need two megabytes or 
more to use the forthcoming System 7.0?" 

Elsewhere in the Mac Exchange, our on-line Ctutorial will 
continue in mac.novice/tutorial. (And remember, you can 
jump into the tutorial at any point simply by reading past 
messages. Things don't scroll off this exchange.) We'll also be 
looking forward to the upcoming Spring Developer 's Confer
ence, and what its proceedings may hold for Mac-users. 

Writers Exchange-Could an Irish novelist and an Ionian 
Greek poet nearly 2, 700 years his senior really have more in 
common than agift for writing mytho-epic poetry? And of 
their efforts to portray man always meeting himself as he 
walks through life (and which, therefore , have always begged 
comparison), isn't Joyce's Ulysses more the epic, and 
Homer 's Odyssey more the novel in verse? And for that 
matter, did Homer really write the Odyssey? Discuss these 

MARCH 


Display this month's 
BIX activities 

H 
classics and more - in English or Latin - in writers. talk/ 
learn. classix. 

On a more practical level, is there really a trade-book 
crisis? See writers long messages, message 331. 

Interactive Games Exchange-Sundays, 9 PM EST 
Poetry , art, music and stories from by-gone days to yet-to
come days are featured in this conference. (join fun .n.games/ 
game.room) 

Sundays, 9:30 PM EST - Learn about role-playing games on 
line and off line at Fantasy Foundation College. (join ff/ff.col) 

Mondays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, 9 PM - Midnight EST 
Check into the Meade & Mirth Inn and enjoy free-form , role
playing games that take you back to the Middle Ages - and 
sometimes far into the future. (join mnm/inn) 

Tuesdays, Wednesdays &Saturdays, 9:30 PM EST- Enjoy 
real-time fantasy role-playing games as well as message-based 
player interaction in Ledinworld, the Advanced Dungeons & 

Dragons center of the IGX. (join lworld/ledinworld) 

Thursdays , 10: 15 PM EST - Break in on Pandemonium, the 
contemporary parlor game and other social activities in the 
"game.room." (join fun .n.games/game.room) 

Fridays, 9 PM EST- Begin your T.G .l.F. nights in the pursuit 
of trivia. (join fun .n.games/game.room) 

Fridays, 9:30 PM EST- Play a role in a variety of role
playing games. (join encounters/new. worlds) 

BIX Conference News-Science Fiction Art has become a 
hot topic in the sf conference, and with the work of such 
artists as Vallejo, Frazetta, and Chelsey Bonstell in conten
tion, you 'II be tempted to wonder if a book can really be 
judged by its cover. (join sf/art) 

Financial followers will be interested in these topics now 
being discussed in the financial conference: the financial 
aspects of collecting, specifying an "Ultimate Database" 
project, and soliciting comments from collectors about 
insurance and hobby management. (join financial/ 
collector.corn) 

Netware Technical Journal invites you to discuss LAN 
hardware and software . (join netware.tech) 

Homeowners who want to discuss oil prices, insulation 
techniques, and any other topic of interest around the house 
now have a home on BIX. (join old.house) 



Finally. An on-line service 

that doesn't nickel and dime you. 


It's BIX's flat-fee service 
BIX is short for BYTE Information 
Exchange. The on-line informa
tion service that 's yours for an 
unheard-of flat fee of just s39 for 
three months*-an amount you 
could easily waste in just two to 
four hours with an hourly rate, 
on-line service. (Not to mention 
the fact that you'd be nickel-and
dimed for its monthly minimums.) 

And here 's another distinction : 
BIX is strictly for microcomputer 
pros; it contains no " fluff." As a 
subscriber, here's what you've 
got coming to you : 

D All the information and ideas 
exchanged in more than 150 
microcomputer-related co nfer
ences-a give-and-take in which 
you can participate. 

D 	Microbytes Dai/y-up-to-the
minute industry news and new 
product in fo rmation. 

D 	Plus support from hardware 
vendors and software publishers, 
access to extensive software 
libraries , and the use of our 
electronic mail service-which 
allows binary attachments. 

Subscribe to BIX right now
using your computer and modem 
Set your telecommunications 
program for full duplex , 7 bits, 
even parity, 1 stop bit. Call BIX 
directly on our special registration 
number: 800-225-4129 (in Massa
chusetts, call 617-861-9767). Then 
hit the return key and respond 
as follows: 

You Enter: 
bix 
bix. fl atfee 

You can charge your BIX 
subscription to major credit cards, 
or have it billed to your company. 

You may also purchase unlimited 
off-peak access via Tymnet for just 
S20 per month, or S3 per off-peak 
hour, in the continental us~· For 
more information, including your 
local Tymnet access number , call 
800-227-2983 (in New Hampshire 
and outside the United States, call 
603-924-7681). 

'Based on a S 156 annual fee, billed 
quarterly. You may cancel at :my time. If 
you prefer, you may subscribe for a 
3-month trial at iust S59. 

•'No extr:i charge for 2400-/J:wd access. 
Tymnet prices subiect co change. 
International networks access BlX at 
NU/ 310690157800. 

One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 
800-227-2983. In NH 603-924-7681. 
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Listing A: Preparing for an asynchronous read call. 

; The following equates are found i n the SysEqu file for the assembler. 
; I 've added t hem her e fo r readabil i t y. 
i oQElSi ze EQU 50 ;Size of I/O request block 
i oDrvNum EQU 22 ; Dri ve number 
i oRe fNum EQU 24 ; Device r e f er ence number 
i oBuffe r EQU J2 ; Buffer pointer 
i oByteCount EQU J 6 ; Number of bytes to transfer 
i oPosMode EQU 44 ; Pos itioning mode 
ioPosOffset EQU 46 ; Posit i oning offset 

;The following r outine perfor ms a re ad operat ion. 
; On entry: 

Dl = Number of bytes to read 
D2 = Addr ess of buffer to read into 
DJ = Offset i nto device to re ad f rom (byte offset) 
D4 = Dr i ve number 

; 05 = Dev i ce reference number 
;On exit: 

DO = Result of operation 

;Make an I/0 r equest block on the stack 
MOVE 

L #(ioQEl Si ze/ 2)-1 ,DO 
DDRl : CLR . W -( SP ) 

DBRA DO, DDR l 
; Move request i t erns i nto block 

MOVE . L SP , AO ; Address of block in AO 
MOVE. II D5,ioRefNum(AO) 
MOVE. II D4 , ioDrvNum(AO ) 
MOVE .II #1, ioPosMode( AO) ; Absolute pos ition i ng 
MOVE. L DJ, i oPosOf f set(AO) 
MOVE . L D2, i oBuffer(AO) 
MOVE. L Dl, i oByteCount(AO) 

; Perform the Read operating 

_Read , AS YNC 


; Clean up s t ack 

ADD. L #ioQe lS ize,SP 


buffer in memory into which data is 
read. 

You put all this (and a little more) into 
a structure known as an 110 request 
block. The format of the request block 
varies depending on the call , but I've 
given sample code in listing A that 
shows offsets for those fields necessary 
to make a read call. You stick the ad
dress of the 110 request block into regis
ter AO and then perform the 110 opera
tion trap . The Mac does its work, and 
the result of the operation (whether it 
went A-OK, or an error occurred) ap
pears in the DO data register. 

Notice that I've shown the asynchro
nous example of the call. This means 
that the calling program waits until the 
operation completes. The synchronous 
version allows 110 to proceed in tandem 
with other processing, but it requires 
that you include in the 110 request block 
a pointer to an 110 completion routine . 
This is a routine to which the Macintosh 
passes control when the operation fin 
ishes. It then becomes the job of the 110 
completion routine to clean up any 
errors that have taken place and to pass 
on any relevant information (such as 
whether the request succeeded) to the 
program that originally requested the 
I/O operation. 

Life got easier on the Mac with the 

Listing B: Preparing for and making a _SCSICmd call. 

; Build i ng a command descr i ptor block 
; f or the Mac SCSI. We assume BLOCK i s 
; a longwor d holding the block number , 
; and NBLOCKS is a byt e hol di ng the number 
; of blocks t o read. Regi ste r Al poi nts to 
; a memor y bu f f er wher e the command descript or 
; will be stored. 

MOVE . L Al, AO ; Save pointer to command descriptor 
MOVE.L BLOCK, Dl 
OR . L #$8000000,Dl ; This is a READ command 
MOVE.L Dl, (Al )+ 
MOVE. B NBLOCKS , Dl 
MOVE. B Dl, (Al)+ 
CLR.B (Al)+ ;Clear l ast byte 
CLR.11 - (SP) ;Make r oom on stack for result 
MOVE .L AO , - (SP) ; Push command descr iptor pointer 
MOVE. W #6,- (SP) ; Push command descr i ptor size 
_SCSICmd ;Call SCS I manager 
MOVE .II (SP) +, Dl ;Get result 

; The result of t he command is cont ained i n regi ster Dl. 

a collection of fixed-length records in
stead of a stream of bytes . Each of these 
records is composed of fields-dates, 
names, quantities, and so on-to which 
you assign a fixed maximum size. (If 
you're used to using Paradox or the data
base features of Lotus I-2-3, for exam
ple, you should_be familiar with these 
concepts. Records are rows in the table, 
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and fields are columns.) 
As a result, I made my custom file sys

tem record-based . When you create a 
file , you declare its record size from l 
byte up to 1024 bytes. You seek a posi
tion in the file by record number rather 
than by byte . Additionally, my file sys
tem does not automatically extend a file. 
If you attempt to write to a record past the 

advent of SCSI. Although the SCSI 
hardware for the Mac Plus is admittedly 
crippled, at least it works . Later ver
sions of the Mac have more robust SCSI 
hardware . Best of all , the SCSI trap 
calls provide a programming interface 
that is consistent across all Macs . 

Ifyou've ever done raw I/O on a SCSI 
device, you know that dealing with the 
interface is a series of phases : selection , 
command, data, message, and so on . 
The Mac SCSI driver automates some of 
the handshaking that must take place 
along the SCSI bus . Still, just the simple 
example I gave earlier-reading one 
sector-is not a trivial exercise with a 
SCSI disk drive. Here are the steps: 

Step 1: Gain control of the SCSI bus . 
Do this with the _SCSIGet command. 

last one in the file, you' II get an error. 
You must explicitly add records to a file 
to make it grow. 

. The overall architecture of the parti 
tion appears in figure l . You can see that 
the partition is divided into five regions . 
First and most important is the partition 
header block (in my file system, a block 
is 1024 bytes and is usually composed of 
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Step 2: Select the device you want to 
read from (or write to). Use the _SCSI
Select command for this. It expects a 
device number (also known as a SCSI 
ID) on the stack. Since a SCSI bus 
allows up to eight devices to be chained 
aim~ a single cable, the device number 
serves to select which device to access . 
This number must be in the range 0-6 (it 
can't be 7, since that's the ID of the Mac 
itself) . 

Step 3: Perform the actual read com
mand . Here's where things get tricky , 
because you've got to build a command 
descriptor block that SCSI itself will 
understand. Then you execute the 
_SCSICmd routine, passing it a pointer 
to this command block. I've provided a 
fragment of code in listing B that shows 
how to set up the stack and make the 
call. The structure of a command block 
is shown in figure A. 

Step 4: Transfer the data. In step 3, 
you told the SCSI device to perform a 
read operation. Now you've got to trans
fer that over the SCSI cable and into the 

SCSI COMMAND 

BLOCK FOR A READ 


Bit 7 0 

Operation code 

LUN Block number 

Block number 

Block number (LSB) 

Number of blocks 

Reserved F L 

LUN = logical unit number. Allows multiple 
units per single SCSI device. 

L = the link bit. When set, it indicates linked 
commands. 

F = the flag bit. Used with linked commands. 

Figure A: The SCSI command block 
format for a read command. 

two physical sectors) . This is always the 
first block on the partition and carries 
fields that define the locations and sizes 
of the other region . Table 1 is a layout of 
the partition header block. 

Following the partition header are the 
directory and fnode regions. You deter
mine the number of blocks allocated to 
these regions when you create the parti-

Mac. You do this by building a transfer 
instruction block , which is a small 
memory buffer holding a miniature pro
gram that directs the appropriate SCSI 
transfer command . Each instruction in 
the TIB is a 16-bit word followed by two 
32-bit parameters . Listing C is an exam
ple of how to set up the TIB and issue a 
_SCS IRead command. If you were to 
write the miniature program in human
readable form , it might look like this: 

scNoinc @buf fer, llnbytes 
scSt op 

This tells the _SCSIRead command to 
transfer nbytes to the address stored in 
buffer, and then stop. The scNoinc 
command tells _SCSIRead not to incre
ment the buffer pointer by nbytes when 
the command completes. (Aside: An
other version of the _SCSIRead com

mand is called _SCSIRBlind for "read 
blind." The difference between the two 
is that _SCSIRead transfers data with 
handshaking across the bus, so there 's 
no chance of lost information. _SCSIR
Blind does no handshaking; it 's faster, 
but you must make certain that whatever 
Mac and SCSI devices you're using can 
cope with one another's speed.) 

Step 5: Wait for the command to com
plete . Listing D shows how to issue a 
_SCSIComplete call. You can specify 
how many ticks (one-sixtieth of a sec
ond) to wait before a time-out error is 
issued . 

There-not so hard , was it? The pro
cedure is similar when you have to issue 
a write command. As usual, for all the 
details I don't have room for here, you 
should refer to the Inside Macintosh 
chapters on the SCSI manager. 

Listing C: Setting up the transfer instruction block and making a _SCS!Read 
call. 
; On entry : 
; AO holds a pointer to t he buffer to rece i ve t he data 
; Al holds a pointer to the transfer instruct i on block 
; DO holds the number of bytes to transfer ( 512 in our example) 
;On exit: 

DO holds the return code 
MOVE.L Al, A2 ; Save t r ansfer ins truct i on block 
MOVE.II #scNoinc, (Al)+ ; Don ' t i ncrement buffer pointer 
MO VE. L AO,(A l )+ ; Buffer po i nter 
MOVE.L DO, (Al )+ ; Number of bytes t o t ransfer 
MOVE . II #scStop, (Al)+ ; End of t ransfer i ns t r uctions 
CLR . II -(SP) ; Space for r esult 
MOVE . L A2,-(SP) ; Pointer to transfer instruct i on bl ock 
_SCSIRead ; Read the data 
MOVE.II (SP)+ , DO ; Return code in DO 

Listing D: The _SCSI Complete that finishes the transfer. 

; Wait for SCSI command to complet e 
;On entry : 
; AO - status buffer pointer 
; Al - message buffer po i nter 
; DO - number of ticks before time- out 
; On exit: 

DO - result code 
The status and message buffer hold comple t ion byt es. 

CLR. II - (SP) ; Room for r esult code 
MO VE.L AO , -(SP) ;St atus buffer 
MOVE . L Al , -(SP) ;Message buffer 
MOVE.L DO , -(SP) ; Number of ticks 
_SCSI Complete 
MOVE . II (SP)+ , DO ;Get res ult code 

tion . These regions do not grow or 
shrink-they're fixed in size. Hence, the 
maximum number of files that can be 
stored on the partition is fixed at the time 
that the partition is created . Next comes 
the bit-map region. Its size is determined 
by the number of blocks allocated to the 
final area of the partition: the data re
gion. Each bit in the bit-map region cor

responds to a block in the data region. Ifa 
bit in the bit map is set to 0, the associ
ated block is free; otherwise, the block is 
owned by a file. 

Something Borrowed 
I decided to borrow structures from some 
file systems that I know. From Uni x, I 

continued 
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EXTENT-LIST BLOCK 


Fnode number (3) 

Extent entry 0 (6) 


Extent entry 1 (6) 


Number of entries on this block (1) 

Maximum logical block number (4) 

Next pointer block (4) 

Previous pointer block (4) 

<Ill Figure 4: (a) Each extent-list block is a member ofa chain and can hold up to 168 
extent entries. 

T(b) The extent-list chain is a doubly linked list ofpointer blocks. Each pointer block 
Extent entry 167 (6) 

holds up to 168 extents. 

EXTENT-LIST CHAIN 

Extent-list tail 
Extent-list head 
First six extents 
point directly to 
data blocks 

Extent-list blocks 

0 

DD D OD DOD 

___o_ --. Next pointer 

1------1 Previous pointer 

Data blocks 

borrowed the idea of keeping the struc
ture that holds the filename apart from RUNS OF CONTIGUOUS BLOCKS 
the structure that holds the file's storage 
information. Hence, the directory (see 
figure 2) is kept in one area while the 
fnode (see figure 3) is kept in another . 
An fnode is the portal to a file's informa
tion. (My apologies to the Unix folks for 
my mutation of the inode. I noticed that Starting 

logical block 102 103 104 105 Microsoft ' s new High Performance File 
System [HPFS] also uses an fnode struc
ture; I suppose the idea must be a good 1st extent 


Data 
 one.) The fnode carries information such 
214 215 216 

D D D} as a fi le ' s creation and modification 
time, and I've added a seven-character 

blocks 

2nd extent D D password for the security-conscious . 
Most important, the fnode carries the 
pointers that lead to a file ' s data. 

Each entry in a directory is preceded 
by a 1-byte directory area designator. 
Vaguely reminiscent of CP/M ' s user 
area, this lets you control access to file 

Fnode 

100 

102 

4 

214 

3 

Figure 5: Each extent entry points to a "run" ofcontiguous blocks. Here , logical 
block 100 is mapped to physical block 102, logical block 101 is mapped to physical 
block 103, and so on. 

groups; you can create multiple directo
ries, but there are no subdirectories. For 
example, a company's product inventory 

contin.ued 
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10000 

FOOO 

EOO 

Network 
drivers and 
other TSRs 
run here 

0000 

cooo 

800'] Thi' 
memo 
availab!'e to 

AOOO all programs 

Regain your base 640K from network 
drivers and memory resident applications 
with one simple board and 15 minutes of 
your time! 

MAXIT™ is a half-slot memory card that 
works above and below 640K in most PC, XT 
and AT class machines. The additional 
memory immediately above 640K is acces
sible by all DOS applications. Other blocks 
of memory can be used by network drivers or 
memory resident applications. MAXITTM 
software allows the user complete control 
over network driver and memory resident ap
plication placement in upper or lower 

1Meg 

ROM BIOS 

HD ROM 

"{ 
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OK 

~'i~ Osborne MAXIT Development 
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files can be kept in one directory area ac 
cessible by employees in the stockroom, 
while the accounting files would reside 
in another directory area. (Currently , 
the system supports up to 50 directory 
areas . Access to a directory area is con
trolled by a password kept in the partition 
header block.) 

Also-although I haven ' t implemented 
this in my software-since directory and 
fnode entries are separate, a single fnode 
entry could be pointed to by more than 
one directory entry. This would let you 
create "public" files. For example, users 
restricted to directory area 4 would be al
lowed access to a file originally created 
in directory area 3 by creating a direc
tory entry in area 4, pointing to the file's 
fnode . (Of course, you'd have to modify 
the fnode to include a counter to keep 
track of the number of directory entries 
referencing that fnode .) 

From the Macintosh, I borrowed the 
concept of the extent . The extent is the 
structure that any algorithm seeking to 
locate a file's data passes through just be
fore its final destination. An extent 
points to a run of sequential physical 
blocks holding a file's data . Each extent 

holds two components : The first points 
to the starting physical block of the run, 
and the second holds the number of 
blocks in the run. 

You'll notice that I've placed the first 
six extents in the fnode . (This is not un
like Unix's technique of placing the first 
10 direct pointers in the inode.) The re
maining extents are kept on a doubly 
linked list of pointer blocks (see figure 
4), the front end of which is pointed to by 
the extent-list head , and the rear end of 
which is pointed to by the extent-list tail. 
This arrangement favors contiguous 
files, since locating an arbitrary record 
in the file requires fewer disk accesses if 
that record is contained within the first 
six extents. Also , if a file is large and 
highly fragmented, the system has to 
search along the extent-list chain to lo
cate records. 

My reasons "for favoring contiguous 
files go back to the kind of applications I 
had in mind when I put thi s idea together. 
Most database applications create files 
that " peak out" in size after a start-up 
period . For example, in accounting ap
plications , the ledger files tend to stabi
lize at a maximum once all the accounts 

have been entered. The journal entries 
file will grow to a peak near the end of 
the week, at which time the week-end 
postings will move the detail portion of 
the journal entries into the ledger file . 
The journal entries file is then cleared to 
prepare for the new week. The detail in 
the ledger file hits its high-water mark 
near the end of the month , at which time 
end-of-month processing collapses the 
detailed entries into totaling fields . 

Hence, by monitoring work flow , you 
can usually get a good idea of the maxi
mum number of records a given data file 
will have to handle throughout the year. 
So when you go to create the file , you 
simply allocate the appropriate number 
of blocks to the file at creation time. 
Given that this is a fresh partition, it is 
likely that the blocks would reside within 
the first six extents . And since the block 
size in my file system is 1024 bytes, and a 
single extent entry can reference up to 
64K blocks, this means that you can de
fine contiguous files of up to 384 mega
bytes (over 402 million characters) in 
size and still not exhaust the first six ex
tents (see figure 5) . 
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computer event . 

• 
The world's No.l supplier 

of computer monitors 

• 
No.2 in terminals 

• 
No.3 in personal computers 

Organizers: 

~ Cl-llNA OOERNAl TRADE ~TAIPEI COMPUTER 
~ DEVELOPMENl COUNCIL ~ASSOCIATION 

Venues: TWTC EXHIBITION HALL 
CETRA EXHIBITION HALL 

Contact: CETRA EXHIBITION DEPARTMENT 
5 Hsinyi Road, Section 5, Taipei 10509, Taiwan 
Republic of China 
Tel : (02)725-1111 • Fax: 886-2-725-1314 
Telex: 28094 TPEWTC 
Branch Offices: 
• New York-CETRA, Inc. 

Tel: (212)532-7055 • Fax: (212)213-4189 
• San Francisco-Far East Trade Service, Inc. 

Tel: (415)788-4304 • Fax: (415)788-0468 
• Chicago-Far East Trade Service, Inc. 

Tel : (312)321-9338 • Fax: (312)321-1635 



HANDS ON 

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 

,Each extent-list block holds up to 168 
extent entries, Therefore, on a totally 
fragmented disk , each extent-list block 
will reference 168K bytes' worth of data 
file. But if the file is created in contigu
ous fashion, a single extent-list block can 
reference up to 1.13 x 1010 bytes-more 
than enough, I should think. 

Clumps on the Disk 
In an attempt to preserve the contiguous
ness of a file, I have also borrowed the 
idea of a clump from the Macintosh. A 
clump is the minimum number of contig
uous blocks that the operating system 
will try to give to the file whenever the 
file grows. (You set a file's clump size 
when you create it.) So, if you attempt to 
add one record to the file and the system 
sees that adding the record will require it 
to allocate additional blocks to the file, 
the file system will first try to find a 
clump-size run of blocks and give that to 
the file . Barring that, the system allo
cates blocks as it can. 

But the upshot is that you can control 
the fragmentation size of the files, and 
files that need to be contiguous can stay 
reasonably close to the ideal. The down

side of this technique is that if you pick a 
clump size that is too large, the file will 
tend to allocate space at the end that will 
go unused over most of its lifetime. I con
sidered this a risk outweighed by the 
benefits of keeping sequential blocks 
contiguous. Plus, with disks getting big
ger all the time, an unused 16K bytes 
here or there is probably tolerable . 

Parting Partition 
In the past, an alternate file system on 
your hard disk would have seemed not 
only odd, but-more important-im
practical. The average size of a hard disk 
wasn't much more than 20 megabytes, 
which meant that even had you filled the 
disk completely with one DOS partition, 
there was still 12 megabytes MS-DOS 
could have been using . The situation is 
now reversed. A casual survey of com
puter mail-order houses reveals that most 
package PC-clone deals come with 40
megabyte hard disk drives. Disk drives of 
60 and 80 megabytes are commonplace. 
There is room for multiple partitions; if 
you're running MS-DOS, it's nearly a 
necessity. 

Although many applications will hum 

along nicely on file systems that are al
ready available , many specialized situa
tions can benefit from fine-tuning even 
at the level of the file. Of course, if 
you ' re a PC owner running OS/2, you 
can now choose the HPFS, which-since 
it is a completely redefined file system
solves many of the limitations of the old 
FAT structure. Interestingly, since they 
are different designs , the FAT file system 
and HPFS see one another as incompati
ble and foreign file systems . • 

Editor ' s note: The source code for this 
month's programs is available in a vari
ety offormats; see page 5 for details. The 
programs are compatible with Turbo C 
and should run on most PC compatibles. 

Rick Crehan is the director of the BYTE 
Lab. He has a B. S. in physics and applied 
mathematics and an M. S. in computer 
science/mathematics from Memphis 
State University. He can be reached on 
BIX as "rick_g. " 

Your questions and comments are wel
come . Write to: Editor , BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 
03458. 

WIRELESS
SA-9600 DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

Stand-Alone RADIO MODEM for 
Mini and Mainframe Computers 

o 	 Synchronous RS- 232 connection to 
virtually all types of computers o Transparent radio link 

o 406 - 470MHz Band 	 no software modificationsI., 

D Encryption capable 	 o Voice option 
o 	 Up to 15- mile range; o FCC CERTIFIED 450-470MHz 

hundreds of miles with 
repeaters/amplifiers ~§8 £9m~itl~·~ ~~ti~j ~9 ~9~~~ t 

1gq7~§99.X~!~# = 'r*~1~~!:~ > 
35 Orville Drive, Bohemia, NY 11716 	 TEL 516-589-6800 • FAX 516-589-6858 
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Rick Brush 
ProgrammerIAnalyst 
NRI Schools 

( 

NRl's new at-home 

training gives you the 

compuler, the soft· 
ware, and the hands
on skills to start a 
high-paying career 

as acomputer 
programmer 
Now NRI gives you hands-on 
experience in computer programming 
with a powerful IBM XT-compatible 
computer system and software you keep. 
One easy step at a time, you build full-
featured, powerful programs in BASIC, 
Pascal, C, and COBOL-today's hottest 
computer languages. One easy step at a 
time, you train to be a high-paid 
computer programmer! 

move on to master all four oftoday's key 
computer languages-BASIC, Pascal, 
C, and·COBOL-step by easy step. 
Before you know it, you have what it 
takes to handle any programming 

can land the programming position of 
your choice-even make it on your own 
as an independent programmer. There's 
no doubt about it-with NRl's complete, 
at-home, four-language training in 

Your NRI training Includes acomputer, 
modem, and Invaluable programming 

sottware you keep 
Unlike any other course, NRI's 
at-home training in Computer 
Programming gives you hands-on 
experience with a powerful, IBM 
XT-compatible West Coast 800 ES 

problem you're likely to encounter 
in your professional career. 

Now, as never belore, you can succeed 
as acomputer programmer 

The best news comes from the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics: As aprogrammer trained 
in a variety ofcomputer languages you 

Computer Programming, you can 
write your own ticket to success in this 
high-paying, top- growth computer 
career field! 

See other sldo for hlghllghts of your 
NRI hands·on training In BASIC, 

Pascel, c. and COBOL -~ 

the confidence, the computer and the describing NRl's at-home training in Computer 

software to build real-world, working IProgramming. 

programs for awide variety ofbusiness, 

personal, and professional applications I 

... in all, everything you need to step Name____________--.-roge __ 
into today's top computer program- (please print)1

ming jobs. IAddress-------------- 

No 11revlou1experleni;e necessary 
No matter what your background, 1City State __Zip j 
NRI ensures you get the know-how s401-030 

you need to take full advantage of IYour NRI training in computer programming
• 	 • I .:.iJ 

every exciting opportunity in I	includes an IBM XT-compat1ble West Coast 800 
ES computer with internal modem, 640K RAM,computer programming today. 
disk drive, monitor, and programmingWith your experienced NRI software-BASIC, Pascal, C, and COBOL-all

instructor always available to help, you II yours to keep!
quickly cover the fundamentals, then 

I 

computer system, including 2400 baud 
internal modem, 640K RAM, disk 
drive, and invaluable programming 
software-BASIC, Pascal, C, and 
COBOL-all yours to keep. r/ 

With NRI, you get the skills and I C!J YES! Please rush me my FREE catalog 

•II 
J , t , I f l. t f ff f J 

/ ·, •, •, •; .,.,.,." " ' •'•'• ' 
1 't" ~· '•'·" '• '·'•'/ .! 



Now, with NRI, you can leam to program in 

today's hottest computer language 

BASIC, Pascal, C, and COBOL 


I • : : .. r-

SEND CARD TODAY FOR FREE NRl·CATALOG 
• • ", . . "" • ~. ~ . : \ .... :,u. . "' . ~ 

~-BUSINESS REPLY MAIL 
FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO. 10008 WASHINGTON, D.C. -----• I 


POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE -----• I 

Illa lscHlllS --- 

1

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center ----  I NRI 

4401 Connecticut Avenue NW School ofComputer Programming 
Washington, D.C. 20077-3543 I 


McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center 
4401 Connecticut Avenue

I Washington, DC 20008 

1•• 1.111 ••• 11 •• • 1 ••• 11 ••• 1•• 11 •• 1.1 •• 1•• 1•• 11.1.1 •• 1 I 
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NO POSTAGE 

NECESSARY 
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UNITED STATES 


NRI's new at-home training in 
Computer Programming starts by 
walking you step by step through 
the fundamentals, easing you into 
programming with brilliantly 
detailed instructions, charts, and 
diagrams. 

In no time at all, you have a 
complete understanding of the 
programming techniques used every 
day by successful micro and main
frame programmers. And then the 
fun really begins. 

With your personal NRI 
instructor on call and ready to help, 
you use the computer system included 
in your training to actually design, 
code, run, debug, and document 
programs in BASIC, Pascal, C, and 
COBOL. Then, following easy-to
read instructions, you use your 
modem-also included-to "talk" 
to your instructor, meet other NRI 
students, even download programs 
through NRI's exclusive program
mers network, PRONET. 

Send for your FREE catalog today 
For all the details about NRI's 
at-home training in Computer 
Programming, send the postage-paid 
reply card today. Soon you'll receive 
NRI's fascinating, information
packed, full-color catalog. 

Open it up and you'll find 
vivid descriptions ofevery aspect 

• ofNRI training. You'll see the 
IBM XT-compatible computer 
included in your course up close 

I in a special, poster-sized foldout 


I 
section. And, best of all, you'll 

find out how your NRI training 

I 
will make it easy for you to build 

a high-paying caree~ven a 


business ofyour own-in 
computer programming. 

I Ifthe card is missing, write 
to NRI at the address below. 

mM isaregisterodttademarkoflhemM Corporation 
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PRODUCT SHOWCASE 
BUYER'S MART 

•	 BYTE BITS 

• 	 PRODUCT SPOTS 

MICRO PRODUCT CENTER 

ILLUSTRATION: JULIE E. MURPHREE © 1989 	 MARCH 1990 • BYTE 313 
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A Directory of Products and Services .. 
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• ~1THE'' BUYER'S . 
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THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers furnish typewritten copy. Ms can include headline (23 characters maximum), 

to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each descriptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can 

BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested be acco,mmodated), plus company name, address and telephone number. Do 

readers in requesting information from participating advertisers. not send logos or camera-ready artwork. 

Effective January 1, 1990. DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2 months prior to issue date. For ex· 

RATES: 1x- $590 3x-$550 6x - $525 12 x-$475 24x- $450 ample: November issue closes on 'September 8. Send your copy and payment 

Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISA/MC Accepted. to THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine 1 Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 

AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must NH 03458. For more information call Brian Higgins at 603-924-3754. 


ACCESSORIES 

SIMMS DIRECT FROM MFG. 
'HP LASERJET SERIES II MODULE" PS/2 70 & 80 MODULES' 


0 LASERWRITER NTH MODULES"MACINTOSH MODULES' 

'IBM COMPATIBLE MOOULES"AST MODULES' 


2 YR WARRANTY 

SAVE 60% BUYING DIRECT ANO RECEIVE AFREE FLOPPY DISK 

HOLDER AS WELL. MFG. IS ALSO AVAILABLE USING YOUR 


MEMORY CHIPS. CALL NOW FOR MEMORY NEEDS. 


BEPHYR INDUSTRIES, INC. 
PH : (714),,.!l51·5193 FAX: (714) 951-1541 

Inqui ry 576. 
'J 

CUT RIBBON COSTS! 
Re-i nk your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all 
cartridge ribbons with just one inker! For crisp, black 
pJofessional print since 1982. You can choose from 3 
models: Manual E·Zee Inker - $39.50 

Elect ric E·Zee Inker - $94.50 
Ink Master (Electric) - $189.00 

1000s of satisfied users. Money-back guarantee. 
BORG INDUSTRIES 

525 MAIN ST., JANESV ILLE , IA 50647 
1·800·553·2404 Fax: 319·987·2251 

Inquiry 577. .... i ' .. 
•, ·

COMPANION AND EXTENDER 
Place a keyboard and monitor up to 600 ' from your CPU 
with EXTENDER and COMPANION products. Keep a 
second Keyboard/Monitor at the CPU with COM· 
PAN ION . Supports MDA, CGA, EGA, VGA, PS2. Uses 
single 3/a" cab le. 
Prices start at $149.00 for EXTENDER and $219.00 for 
COMPANION 25 tt . unit complete. 

CYBEX CORPORATION 
2800-H Bob Wallace, Huntsvi lle. AL 3'5805 

205·534·0011 International Fax #205·534·0010 

Inquiry 578. 

FREE CATALOG 
A complete source for all your computer supplies - media, 


paper, cables, furniture, software, ribbon s, laser1

cleaning & FAX supplies, accessories & much more. 


Bulk Diskettes - Minimum Order 50 

5.25" OS/DD 25< 3.5" OS/DD 65< 
5.25" OS/HD 49c 3.5" OS/HD $1 .19 

GAAN COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
166 B East Sunnyoaks Ave., Campbell, CA 95008 

(800) 523·1238, In Calif. (408) 370-6747 

Inquiry 579. 

Finally a Better Toner Cartridge for yo ur 
Canon"' PC Copier: HP® or Apple"' Laser Printer 

REFILL KIT 15 $19.95 SAVE NEARLY $250.00 on average 

Nelf M~~e~~~~'~rt11dges 10 acc~~1~e~1~~ 7'~~1~n:r~ ~:=~l~e8:) 
~ ::i g!t~:::~ S~:!~ ~~ ! ~=:: ~~~ fi. E:pf.SX : :~::~ 
PC IG-25 tartricge 599.95 many other Lase1PrinterslflatuseCanonEngines 
Thesel°'}ercartn~ges~e~1fi'edtoeas1lybe reli!ledup1omree .additiona1om_es 
w11t1 our inexpens~ do-1t-yoursell kit Or use your awn empty cartridge and modify 
you1sellwitllslmpleins11ucUonsln relillkl1 Colorsalsoavai!able. 

can: Morack, Inc. 
9132 Windsor Dr.• Palos Hills, IL 60465 

Phone: (708) 598·0580 1-800-837-9696 Fax: (708) 598-9203 

Inquiry 580. 
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ACCESSORIES 

HP LASERJET II 

M·E·M·O·R·Y 


1MB·2MB·4MB MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS 

Save 50%-60% 
2-YEAR WARRANTY 


STARION CORPORATION 

(800) 782·8297 CA: (714) 750-2627 

Inquiry 581. 


APPLICATION GENERATOR 


VERY EASY C PROGRAMMING 
Includes C library source code 

1, CG : creates C program from data .. .Sf79 
2. HD: Programmable Windows Hypertext .. . $159 
3. IP: Input processor keyboard, comm, loaded ... $129 
4. GP : Prolog interpreter . . . $ 79 
No source versions !or any of !he above . . . S 49 
Demo disk about all products . $ 1 O 

A. I. Coder 
32651 N. Burr Oak, Solon , OH 44139 

(216) 349·4850 

Inquiry 582 . 


ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 


NanoLISP $99.99 
An MS·DOS Common LISP interpreter that sup· 
ports most Common LISP operations and strictly 
adheres to the standard . Numerous advanced and 
extra features, excellent debugging facilities, sam· 
pie A l programs, fully-indexed manual, free 
technical support. 

Microcomputer Systems Consultants 
P.O. Box 6646, Santa Barbara. CA 93160 

(805) 967-2270 

Inquiry 584. 

BAR CODE 

LABELING SOFTWARE 
On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flexible 
design on one easy Screen. Any format/size. Up to 120 
fields/label. 18 text sizes to 3 '~readabl e at 100 '. AIAG , 
MIL-STD, 2 of 5, 128, UPC/EAN, Code 39. File Input & 
Scanned logos/symbols (PCX)-$279. Other programs 
from $49. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417-A Ingalls St. , Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(800) 345-4220 In CA: (408) 458-9938 
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BAR CODE 

BAR CODE READERS 
For PC, XT, AT, & PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS-232 
terminal. Acts like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read 
as keyed data. With steel wand- $399. Top rated 
in independent reviews. Works with DOS, Xenix, 
Novell, A lloy, ·ALL software. Ulsers, magstripe, & 
slot badge readers . 30·day $$ back . 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417-A Ingalls St . Santa Cruz. 0\ 95060 

(800) 345·4220 In CA: (408) 458-9938 

PORTABLE READER 
Battery-operated, handheld reader with 64K static RAM , 
2x16 LCD display, 32-key keyboard, Real-Time-Clock. 
Wand or laser scanner. Program prompts and data 
checking through its own keyboard. Easy data transfer 
by RS·232 port or PC, PSl2 keyboard. Doubles as On· 
Line Reader. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
41Z.·A Ingalls St , Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(800) 345·4220 ' In CA: (408) 458-9938 

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT 

FROM YOUR PROGRAM 


Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your pro

PRINTING SOURCE CODE 
Portable C source code program prints Code 39 and 
UPC bar codes. Label printing program for HP, OKI, and 
EPSON printers, can be used by itself or added to any 
custom application. Documentation shows how to add 
drivers and bar code patterns. Introductory price of 
$59.95. No Royalties. Specify UNIX V/386 or MSDOS, 
5.25" or 3.5" formats. 

Infinity Computer Services, Inc. 
P.O. Box 269, Coopersburg, PA 18036 

215-965-7699 

Inquiry 585. 

BAR CODE SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS 
ISO has software solutions that allow you to use bar 
codes for most anything. Like ident ifying products. 
Labeling packages. Or even managing assets and 
paperwork. You 'll be able to speed and simplify data 
collection. Track products dock·to·stock. Streamline in· 
ventory control. And more. 

Integrated Software Design, Inc. 
171 Forbes Blvd .. Mansfield, MA 02048 

TEL: (508) 339-4928 FAX: (508) 339-2257 
© 1989 Integrated Sohware Design, Inc. 

Inquiry 586. 
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NATURAL LANGUAGE C LIBRARY 
Increase your market share! Use JAKE to add a natural 
language front end to your application. JAKE translates 
English queries and commands into C function calls 
and data structures. JAKE offers context·sensitive 
semantic processing; interfaces easi ly; < 64K mem. 

JAKE $495. INTERACTIVE DEMO $10 

ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC. 
5525 Scotts Valley Dr. #22 , Scotts Valley, CA 95066 

Inquiry 583. 

( 408) 438-6922 

·' •1· ••. i;...-" r ... -~ .. ... . ......

gram. Print from ANY MS·DOS language. Bar codes: 
UPC, EAN, 2 of 5, MSI, Code 39. Epson, Oki, IBM dot 
matrix text up to V2". LaserJet up to 2". Font cartridges 
not required . $179-$239. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
41 7. A Ingalls St , Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(800) 345-4220 In CA: (408) 458·9938 
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BAR CODE 

PC-Wand Bar Code Solutions 
Bar codes are easy with a FULL line of re aders & 
printers. They plug & play with your ex isting systems, 
most all makes of CPU/printer/terminallsofJware in your 
offi ce, store, truck , factory o r warehouse. Our bar code 
DOS programs print on matri x or laser printers. 30 day 
refund , 1 year warranty. 

International Technologies & Systems Corp. 
635·C North Berry SI. , Brea, CA 92621 

TEL.: (714) 990-1880 FAX: (714) 990-2503 

Inquiry 587. 

BAR CODE READERS Only $285 
• Complete Bar Code Systems Available 
• Acts lika a 2nd Keyboard tor IBM XTIAT, PS/2 and Clones, 

Macintoshes and any RS-232C Terminal 
• Wand/laSer scanner!SIOI readerfMagneifc card reader connectivity 
• POS Special Keyboard with Bar Code/Magnetic Card Readers 
• No software or hardware modi!ication needed 
• 30-day Money-bllck Guarantee 

KASCO TECHNOLOGY, INC. 
486 Casita Way, Los Altos, CA 94022 

Tel : (415) 949-0969 FAX: (4)?) 949-3814 

Inquiry 588. 

5-YR. WARRANTY AT PERCON 
PERC,ON decoders are now covered by a five· 
year limited warranty. That means you won't 
spend one cent replacing your PERCON bar 
code decoder for five full years. That's rel iability 
you can count on! 

PERCON 
2190 W. 11th Ave,. Eugene. OR 97402 

Phone: (800) 873-7266 FAX: 1503) 344·1399 
See our ad on page 2:Jo 

PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS 
Bar code readers designed for fast, re liable, cost 
effective data entry. Looks just like keyboard data! 
Choose from stainless steel wand or laser interlace. 
Also, powerful Bar Code and Text printing software. 
Great warranty. Deale r inquirie s welcome. 

Seagull Scientific Systems 
15127 N .E. 24th , Suite 333, Redmond , WA 98052 

206-451-8966 

BAR CODE READERS 
Among the best and most widely used bar code 
decoders. Reads all major codes (39, I 215, S 215, 
UPCIEAN/JAN, CODABAR, MSI). Connects between 
keyboard and system. IBM, PS/2, MAC, DEC-VT com 
patible. OS & software independent. Same d ay ship. 
2 Year Warranty (pen incld). 

Large Reseller Discounts 

Solutions Engineering 
4705 langdrum lane, Bethesda. MD 20815 
(800) 635-6533 (301) 652-2738 

Inquiry 589. 

DATA INPUT DEVICES 
Bar Code, Magnetic Stripe Readers & SmartCard Encoder/ 
Reader for microcomputers & terminals, includ ing IBM PS/2 
& others. DEC, Macintosh, AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang. All readers 
connect on the keyboard cable & are transparent to all soft· 
ware. UPC & 39 print program s, magnetic encoders, & par· 
table readers are also avai lable. 

TPS Electronics 
4047 Transport. Palo Alto. CA 94303 

415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA 
1-800-526-5920 FAX: 415-856-3843 

Inquiry 590. 

BAR CODE 

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS 

BAR CODE READERS DELIVER 


WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY 
• 	Keyboard 'Hedges (Intern al/External) for IBM PCIXTIAT, PS/2 

and portables. 
• RS232 wedges for WYSE, Link, Kimtron terminals 
• Bar code and label printing software 
• Full two·year warranty 
• 30-0ay Money-Bac k Guarantee 
• Exten sive VAR/ Dealer Discounts 

3140 Oe U! Cruz BWd., Suile200/Sanla Clara, CA 950541(408) 980-1880 
FAX: 14151623-1372 

Inquiry 591 . 


BASIC CLIP MUSIC 


300 Songs & Sound Effects 
The ENTER-ta/ner contains by far the biggest & best collection on 
lhe market for DOS machines. Play like a jukebox through your PG 
speaker or use selections in your ONn programs. 

No royalties required-source code included. 

An Excellent Gift! 
172-pg. manual. s.2s ~ or lS Hdisks. BASIC 2.0 or later req'd. 
Dealer inqu iries welcome. $29.95 (SJ.SO U.S. s& h) MCNISAIM.O. 

(800) 727-4140-Money Back Guarantee 
POI Music Software. 15114llth St., Boulder CO 80303. (303) 440-4140 

Inquiry 592. 


BBS/PUBLIC DOMAIN 


MedCom BBS 
Use your modem to ca ll 

800/445-4888 (800/445-4227) 
81 lines, 3112124, 8N1 

Group & private chat. Many games. including the new multi· 
player. fast-action full-color graphics & sound. " Flash Attack" 
from Galacticomm1 Chess/Checkers/Othello. E-Mail, 1000s 
of d/I , message base, onllne n0Y1S & entenainment. Free time 
& downloads. 

6312 E Santa Ana Cyn Rd #361 , Anaheim , CA 92807 
Voice (714) 996-9999 

BOOKS 

PERFECT 360K FLOPPIES 
using your 1.2M drive 

How many times have you carefully formalled a 360K !lop· 
PY in a l .2M drive, then wrillen data lo it, 'only to find It 
unreadable in a real 360K drive? Too many times. no doubt! 

Send S10 ( +S1 shipping) for booklet Perfect 360K Flop
pies Everytime, describing a simple, 100% effectiVe solu· 
tion requiring no extra software or hard ware. Put to use 
immedlalely, saving time and money. 

Objective Systems & Technologies 
133 E. De La Guerra, Suite 423·B, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

(805) 564-8125 MC/VISA 

Inquiry 593. 

BRAILLE 

BRAILLE PUBLISHING 
Whether you have occasional word-processed memos or full· 
length textbooks, a Duxbury Translator enables conversion 
to properly contracled and formatted brai lle. The choice of 
professional publishers worldwide since 1975, Duxbury soft· 
ware for MSDOS, Macintosh, Unix and other systems sup· 
ports: Engl ish Braille and Computer Braille (bidirectionall y), 
Textbook Format, French, Spanish, Arabic, and others . 

Duxbury Systems, Inc. 
435 King St. , P.O. Box 1504, Littleton, MA 01460 USA 

508-486-9766 

Inquiry 594. 


BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 


Turn your computer Into afamily wage earner 
Learn how some people are m aking over $3000/wk with 
thei r comp uter. Every month receive a new and 
fascinating method of making money w ith your com 
puter - each op portunity completely detailed 
subscribe to ComputerProfits'~ Reg. $44/yr - now ONLY 
$22/yr. VISA/MC call (603) 880-3991 or send to 

ComputerProfits™ 
41 Carlene Dr., Nashua, NH 03062 

(satisfaction guaranteed) 

Inquiry 595. 

.... 
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LOGIC SYNTHESIS FOR $995 
Now get the most powerful PLO design tool available, from 
the technology leader in PLO logic synthesis. PLOesign er~ 
the standard for CAE workstalion design, is now avai lable 
for your PC: 

• Hlgh·level design language 
• Hlgh·level slmulallon language 

:~i:;,:;r/::;~e;ef:!tfo":;~oo1 
,_!' Mine Incorporated 

6755 Earl Drive, Colorado Spri ngs, CO 80919 
(719) 590·1155 

Inquiry 596. 

CASE 

FINITE STATE PROpRAM COMPILERS 
State programs develop qurcker, run faster and use less 

m em ory than sequential programs. A few keystrokes can 

rep lace hundreds of instructions. The Compeditor, a 

CASE software develop ment tool , forms source state 

programs in: Ada, BASIC, C. FORTRAN and Pascal. 

FOR IBM DOS. 

Price S200 per. lang. (With Primer and Debugger) 

Sanipler $50.00 (With all manuals & credil) 


AYECO 5025 Nassau Circle, Orlando 
INCORPORATED FL 32808 (407) 295-0930 

Inquiry 597. 

CD-ROM 

ALOE CORPORATION 
CD ROM players as low as ~499 plus 
selected d isc. Choose from many titles. 
Aide does consulting, joint venture and/or 
royalty projec ts for qualified parties. W rite 
call or fax for complete information . New 
Ada release. 

Box 1086, Glen Lake, MN 55346 
1-800-727-9724 FAX: 1-612-934-2824 

Inquiry 598. 

Largest Selectlon and Best Price 
Microsoft Programmers Library & Drive S949. 
Computer Library $695 • Public Domain SIW $49. 
NEC PC or Mac Drive Kit 5749 • Bookshelf-Best Price! 

Drives from $499. Hundreds of ti tles from S29,1 
MCNISAIAMEXICOD, Money-back Guarantee. 

Cal l or write for free 120-page catalog. 

Bureau of Electronlc Publlshlng 
141 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054 

800-828-4766 
THE SOURCE FOR CD-ROM 

..

I.,·~ -
Inquiry 599. 

A COMPACT DISC SALES AND CONSULTING FIR M 

CD ROM READERS 


HJ!achlPC Jntemal!.639 PCh1emal S611l olneludes l1eeaU010soll~we 

Tostuoa XM:J20.l PC orN'h:;High ,,..Periorma~te° c·cROM D ri~e JI' 5849 

·"rael DM500l f llet nal S979 lmemal SB]tJ. 
texel Lead Scrtw DMl120.. . .. • .•• .;. S911l 

NEW AT CD ROMWO KSTATION 
• AI MICIO W'c}UlllflO U,\8 RAM. 421J.B Hard afr.t JO I ~·ooard. CD RO'.l c()r~ 12 mv 

boalll )2:" tuoh1 esOOJl1011 morutOf Wih JJree tit1 es., . . . $2.495 
(\1'.JA ~e@S495) llXJ/Jf/es 111stotk' flte.uW09dP/OduCU 

TIU11pecl1lollh1 month 
TheBIO!ell>raiy RC!a;t S595 l. · '- So:e SJ95 

CD ROM, INC. 
1667 

TEL: 303-231·9373 ~e i~~· ~'.;3~~Sa~olden . co ~~~~I/HNI : 72007.5-U 

Inquiry 600. 

l· 

CD-ROM/WORM/ERASABLE$ 
WE BEAT ANY PRICE 

CALL FOR LOW, LOW MONTHLY SPECIALS 
CD-ROM Drives: HITACHI • NEC • SONY • TOSHIBA • 

PHILLIPS • DENON • CHINON 
Worm Drives: MAXTOR • PANA.SONIC • PIONEER •TOSHIBA 
Erasable Drives: MAXTOR • CANON • SONY 
ENORMOUS STOCK of CD·ROM discs, unmatched anywhere! 
AMEXIMCNISAJCOD/PO's ~/come 

(201) 866·1666CD·ROM SHOPPER Fu: (201) 88&·9048 
1168 Elm Terrace 24-hr auto order line 
Rahway, NJ 07065 7 days a week 

Inquiry 601 . 
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CD-ROM 

CD-ROM Publishing Services 
Complele CD-ROM publishing services including custom soft. 
ware inlerlace.• Reasonable ra1 es, fast lurnaround. Call for 
quote. 1 · 

Titles published : Food/Analyst , Econ/Stats, Consu!Stats, 
Agri/Stats. 

-.... 

Ii 

\...._. 

Hopkins Technology 
CD·ROM Publisher 

421 Hazel Lane 

- •.jl 

' . '_•, I.. •, •. 
Hopkins, MN 55343-7117 

(612) 931-9376 CIS 74017,614 

..· r., . ~ 
> I 

-·=-r 1 • ..: 

~ f•.I - ,_'" _,.. rl' l., .: 
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Inquiry 602. 

Inquiry 603. 

Inquiry 604. 

•-'".
.I 

• I 

Inquiry 605 . .· 

4131 
800-333·4131 

Inquiry 606. 

.~ 

Inquiry 607. 
316 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

Universal Linker, Librarian 


Targets for 36 Microprocessors 

Hosts: PC/MS-DOS, micro VAX, VAX 8000 

ENERTEC, INC. 
BOX 1312J 811 W. Fifth St. 


Lansdale, PA 19446 

Tel : 215-362-0966 Fax: 215-362-2404 


Inquiry 608. 

CROSS COMPILERS 

II 
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CD-ROM Developer's Lab 
Multimedia production resou rc e for Mac & PC developers & 
managers. Proven design, management, data prep, program· 
ming, premastering , and manufacturing techniques & specs 
lrom 18 leading companies. Demos of olf-the·shelf tools for 

~:~~~M~~:;0~0~~~~~~61~. (~~~~-O~~A~Pt~c;rti~~~ $~"s~ 
Transportable $845. Visa or MasterCard. 

Software Mart, Inc. 
4131 Spicewood Springs Road 1-3, Austin, TX 78759 

512-346-7887 

COMMUNICATIONS 

PC SDLC SUPPORT 
Use Sangoma hardware and software to provide 

a cost effective, robust and easy to use -SDLC lin k 
from MS-DOS, XENIX, AIX, PICK, PC-MOS, etc. 

All real time communication functions performed 
by intelligent co-processor card . 

X.25 support also available. 
Sangoma Technologies Inc. 

(416) 474-1990 
7170 Warden Avenue #2, Markham, Ontario, Canada L.3A 882 

COMPUTER INSURANCE 

INSURES YOUR COMPUTER 
SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware, 
media and purchased software. As little as $49 a 
year provides compr~hensive coverage. Blanket 
coverage; no list of equipment needed . One call 
does it all. Call 8 am-10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5) 

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469 
(Local 614-262-0559) 

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 

COMPUTER UPGRADE 

THE COM eLETE XT UPGRADE 
1he K-311 Upgrade Kit convert s your XT to full 32-bit, 20MHz 
80386 CPU and high speed disk performance. Th e K-311 Kit 
includes 20MHz 80386 w/1Mb RAm , !1 6-bil Adaplec 1:1 con
troller, 63Mb 28Ms Mitsubishi disk drive, choice of 1.2 or 
1.4Mb diskette drive, Key Tronic 101 Plus keyboard , 200 W 
PS, new drive cables. Matches or exceeds the performance 
ol a new system but at far less cost . Top quality, easy installa
tion , 1 year warranty. $1,795 

SG Corporation 
Spicewood Springs Road A-4, Austin TX 78759 

512-345-9843 Fax 512 -345-9575 

$799 FOR 386-20 
$599 FOR 386SX T $399 FOR 286-12 

Upgrade your computer at a fraction of the cost. Send your 
computer in, we will do the work . Order now, we will send 
you a box !or mailing you r computer. Your old parts will be 
exchanged !or labor charge. We will put in new parts & charge 
wholesale prices for any parts which do not fit !he new system. 
Prices shown are for motherboard and 1MB RAM . New 
system available al low prices. 

ABTECH Inc. 
1431 Potrero Ave., S. El Monte, CA 91733 

(BOO) 992-1978 ° In Call!. (818) 575-0007 

BYTE • MARCH 1990 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS 
Brand new lull-functi on simulalor ror the 8096 controller. supp orlin g AU: 
MODES or i'nterrup1s plus the HSI , HSO~ AI D\_and Serial feature s. with lull 
disassembler. uSI SJOO. Our superbsi mulators lor the 6048. 8051. and 8085 
sf!! ror S200. and those lor lhe 8052 and zao lor $250 each. 
Dur line o! cross assemblers !01 all ab!M! ta rget CPUs are als olull PC 6·om· 
patible and sell for $100 each. We ofler discounts !of simulator plus asse mbler 
packa ges . 

Lear Com Company 
2440 Kipling S!.(Ste. 206, Lakewood, CO 80215 

303-232-2226 

Inquiry 609. 

MACINTOSH CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
µASM "'-New Version 3.01 lnlegraled text editor, assembler, 
and terniinal packaQe. S or Hex oulput downloads to 11JOS I 
EPAOM programmers. Macros, cond'I ass'y, local & auto 
labels, symbol !able cross-ref. $149.95 eacfl plus S/H. 
MCN/AE . Tech. bullelin avail . Mos! 8-bit MPUs. 

30 day money back guarantee. 

MICRO DIALECTS, INC., Dept B 
P.O. Box 30014. Cincinnati, OH 45230 

(513) 271-91DO 

Inquiry 610. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
~~l~r~~able GUARANTEED, 
PC Compatible SUPPORTED 

DEBUG SIMULATORS • DISASSEMBLERS 
EPROM PROGRAMMERS 

MICRO COMPUTER TOOLS CO. 
Phone Toll Free (800) 443-0779 

In CA (415) 825-4200 
912 Hastings Or., Concord , CA 94518 

Inquiry 611. 

6800-Famlly Development Software 
Our C Compilers for the 6800, 6801, 6809, & 
68HC11 feature a complete implementation (ex
cluding bit fields) of C as described by K&R and 
yield 30-70% less co de than other compilers. Our 
Assemblers feature macros and conditional 
assembly. Linker & Terminal Emulator included. 

Wintek Corporation 
1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904 

(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428 

Inquiry 612. 

68000 C Compiler 
Available under MS-DOS, UNIX and VMS 
CrossCode c generates AOMable code for all members of 
the Molorola 68000 family. It comes wjth an optimizing com · 
piler, Motorola-compatible assembler, linker, librarian, sym
bol lister, and universal downloader. For more info, see our 
display ad on page 117. 

Call today: 1-800-448-n33 
Software Development Systems, Inc. 
4248 Belle Aire Lane1 Downers Grove, Illinois 60515 USA 

Outside USA dlel 1-7118 -971-8170. FAX: 1-708-971-8513 

.·.''·  PO Box 820214, Dallas. TX 7538 2 

1 • 800 - 969 - DATA 

Inquiry 614. 

DATA SECURITY 

"1111 "iill sincerely believed that when 11e punched delele, 
ii 1w1s gone toreve1 Wo1v, 1wre 11e wrong'" .. 

- LI. Col. Oliver North, July 7, 1987 

DELETE IS NOT COMPLETE! 
Use DATA SHREDDER · The ullimale securily blankel. 

From CORPWARE · Software lhal means Business. 

CORPWARE, LTD. 800/562-3475 
All elements of ad are tm , Sf}'l and/or '© 1989 OOAPv\IAAE, LTD 

Inquiry 615. 

DAT A/DISK CONVERSION 

DISK CONVERSIONS 
Media transfer to or from: IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang, 
Lanier, CPT, Micom, NBI, CT, Exxon, WRDPLEX also 
WP, WS, MS/WRD, DW4, MM, Samna, DEC DX, 
MAS 11 , Xerox-Writer, ASCII. 

FREE TEST CONVERSION 
CONVERSION SPECIALISTS 
531 Main St., Ste. 835, El Segundo, CA 90245 

(213) 545-6551 (213) 322-6319 

Inquiry 616. 

FROM MACs TO MAINFRAMES. •. 

.. 
Our 12 conversion systems 
support over 1000 formats ......... .

1 
. ' DISK INTERCHANGE 

SERVICE COMPANY 
2 Park Drive • Westford , MA 01886 

(508) 692·0050 

Inquiry 617. 
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DATA CONVERSION 

MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION 
More than just a straight dump or ASCII transfer! 

Word Processi ng, DBMS, and Spreadsheet data on Disks 
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running on 
Mainframes, Minis, Micros, Dedicated Word Processors, 
Typesetlers, and Electronic Publlshlng systems. 

IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported 
#1 in the translation industry! 

CompuC?ata Translators, Inc. 
3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1202, Los Angeles, CA 90010 

(213) 387·4477 1·800·825·8251 

Inquiry 613. 

WE'LL DO IT BETTER. 
FOR LESS! 

Conversion, Duplication , Any Format 

FREE TEST • SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 


Plus. the Personal Touch. Ask Questions and 
wel l e)(p!a1n 1t 10 you 1n s1 pie English!!! 

BUY YOUR OWN 
CONVERSION SYSTEM! 

With nearly a decade of experience in data conversion , 
you can work with the induSlry leader in 9-track !ape, car
tridge !ape and diskette conversion systems. Enjoy the 
convenience of your own conversion system . Call today 
to discuss your application! 

Flagstaff Engineering 
1120 Kaibab Lane. Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

(602) 779-3341 

MasterCard - Visa - American Express Acce_pted 


Inquiry 618. 
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DATA/DISK CONVERSION 

THE #1 CHOICE 
in disk & tape conversion 


for many leading corporations, government agencies, 

law firms, and companies in fNery industry- world-wide. 


Free test • Satisfaction guaranteed 


Graphics Unlimited Inc. 
3000 Second St. North, Minneapolis, MN 5541 1 


(612) 588-7571 or (612) 520-2345 

FAX: (612) 588-8783 


Inquiry 619. 

' .'..JI 
\ 

QUALITY CONVERSIONS 
to or from virtually 

ANY TAPE OR DISK FORM AT! 
Horan Data Services converts over 2000 formats incl. 

9·track tape and 8", 51/4" or 3112" diskettes . All densities 
& most operating systems supported . Formats include 

EBCDIC, ASCII , databases. spreadsheets, and 
dedicated or PC word processors. 

Call 1-800-677-8885 
Hours S:OOAM to 5:30PM Eastern Time 

817 Main Street. Third Floor, Cincinnati OH 45202 

Inquiry 620. 

• •• We RENT conversion systems or 
DO the conversion for you!* * • 

Conversion Capabilities: 9 Track Tape, 8" Disk , 
'I•" Cartridge, Word Processors, Optical Disk, 

2.3 Gigabyte Backup, Fax Workstations ' 

WE Will SOLVE YOUR DATA CONVERSION PROBLEMS! 

LIONSGATE DATA SERVICES 

CALL: (818) 704-5867 OR FAX: (818) 716-5647 


Inquiry 6 2 1. 

IBM PC •TO• HP FILE COPY 
FASTER EASIER TO USE 
Update version uses windows: Call for free demo! IBM 
PC < to > HP File Copy, allows IBM PCs, PS/2, 
compatibles to interchange files wi th Hewlett 
Packard Series 70, 80, 20b, 300, 1000, 9000s. 

Oswego Software 
Box 310 708/554-3567 
Oswego, IL 60543 FAX 708/554-3573 

Inquiry 622. 

CONVERSION S E RVICES 
Convert any 9·track magnelic tape to or from over 
2000 formats including 31/2: 51/4: 8" disk formats & 
word processors. Disk·to·disk conversions also 
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan· 
ning Services. 

Pivar Computing Services, , Inc. 
165 Arlingto n Hgts. Rd . Dept. #B 

Boffalo Grove. IL 60089 (800) Hi-Pivar 

Inquiry 623. 


DAT ABASE MGMT. SYSTEMS 


dBASE file access from C 
Code Base 4 is a library of C routines which 
gives complete dBASE or C lipper func 
tionality and file compatibil ity. Use DO S, 
Unix, OS/2 or MS Windows. 

$295 with Source! FREE DEMO 
Sequiter Sof tware Inc. 

Call (403) 439-8171 Fax (403) 433-7460 
See our ad on page 271. 

Inquiry 624. 

.. I\ .i ,i.../
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DEMOS/TUTORIALS 

INSTANT REPLAY Ill 
Build Demos. Tutorials. Prototypes. Presentations, Music. 
Timed Keyboard Macros. and Menu Systems. Includes 
Screen Maker. Keystrokemme Editor. Program Memorizer. 
and Animator. Rec'd Great Rev1ev1S! Simply the BEST. Not 
copy protected. No royalties. 60-day satisfaction money
back guar IBM and Compatb. $149.95 U.S.Chk/Cr. Crd. 
Demo Diskette $5.00 

NOSTRADAMUS, INC. 
P.O. Box 9252 

Salt Lake Cit y, Utah 84109 (801) 272-0671 

Inquiry 625. 

DISASSEMBLERS 

80x86 .EXEi.COM to .ASM 
•.Accurately reconstruct. study & modlfy /64K+J programs with 

a minimum of input or ediling ol output. 
• Assembly language output is MASM 5.x-compalible. 
• Exhauslive f!OO·Hace distinguishes code from data. 
• Best formals for each. Commenled BIOS calls/DOS func

tions. SEGMENT/PROC/other vital pseudo-ops. 

PC-DISn DATa (5 V4'' disk & manual) $165 

PRO/AM SOFTWARE 
220 Cardigan Road, Centerville, OH 45459 
(513) 435-4480 (9 A.M.-5 P.M. EST M-F) 

Inquiry 626. 

SOFT·X·PLORE 
See " BYT E's May '88 issue pg. 78." Disassemble 500 
kb(") program at 10,000/min . (")in any fi le, ROM/RAM 
memory up to 80386 in struction set (') . SOFT·X~ptore : 

• is !or MS/DOS 2.0+ systems 
• uses 20 algori thms and seven passes (') 
• only 	$99.95 plus S& H w/30-day guarantee. 

To order call (800) 446·4656 or into (203) 953·0236 

or write: RJSWANTEK INC. 
178 Brookside Rd., Newington , CT 06111 

· best on the market MCNISA accepted 

Inqui ry 627. 

DISK DRIVES 

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PCs ATs 
CompaliKit/PC . ... ... ....... . . .... $279 
CompatiKit/AT .$219 

Built-in floppy controllers-no problem. 
Supports mu ltip le drives and formats. Lets your 
computer use IBM PS/21.4M diskettesp/us more! 
Call for further inlormalion or to place an order. 

VISA/MC/CODICHECK. 

Micro Solutions Computer Products 
132 W Lincoln Hwy . DeKalb. IL 60115 815/756·3411 

See our ad on page 252. 

Inqui ry 628. 


DISK DUPLICATION 


EDUCATION 

LEARN TO EARN MORE 
And get hands-on experience with hypertext. 
Read How to Get a Better Job in Data Process
ing, a hypertext by a lead ing recruiter. Requires 
a PC and hard disk or 720K floppy. $39.95 plus 
$3 shipping. 30-day money-back guarantee. 

Hype rtext Corp. (800) 926 -6166 x 7 
63-36 98th Place. Suite SJ , Rego Park, NY 11374 

Inquiry 631 . 

The Grades Program 
TGP can cut your grading process in half! TGP's spread· 
sheet-like score input fo rm speed s entry with program· 
mable input boundaries. 1GP fills out student deficiency 
notices so you can get some sleep! TGP can generate 
standard deviation . assignm ent avg'sJ graphs, and 
more . .. Reqs. access to an IBM-PC or Comp. (CGA. 
EG A, VGA). $49.95 (In CA + 6112% tax) 

Michael B a bigian, Consultant 
P.O. Box 1825, Elk Grove. CA 95759 

(916) 682-42 9 0 

Inqui ry 632. 

SHORT COURSES 
on 16 and 32 BIT MICROS USING URDA, Inc. EDUCATIONAL 
TRAINERS. Shon Courses available covering !he Mo1orola 68000/ 
68020/68881, the TM S32010 OSP, the Intel 808618087, AJO-D/A Con
venors. cross assemblers, seria'I interfaces with sof1ware - includes 
class notes, and an URDA. Inc. Educational Trainer !o keep. 

Shon Cou rses-Mode ling & Simulation Conference 

E'E Dept.. 348 BEH 


Un iversity of Pittsburgh 


41 2-6~~'.~~~i~rpti d-~~~-9686 
Inquiry 633. 

Urgently Required 
Be a h ighly paid computer consultant. 

We oile r a comprehen sive t raining program . 

Upon successful completion of the program, we will offer 

you a license to operate your own bus iness and in

troduce your business worldwide through our \.'v'Qrldwide 

network. 

As we have limited openings, write us today! Send your 

resume and evaluation fee of $50. USO payable to: 


Worldwide Canadian Management Consultant Inc. 
P.O.B. 639, Pi ckering, Canada LIV 3T3 

Inquiry 634. 


EDUCATIONAL TRAINERS 


16 and 32 BIT MICROS 
EDUCATIONAL TRAINING SYSTEMS in a notebook 
with power supply-for the Motorola 68000/68020168881, 
TMS32010 DSP, Intel 8086/8087. N D-DIA Converters, 
c ross assemblers, seria l interfaces with software, com
plete systems, documentation . schematic, operating 
system , cables. Sta rt ing Prices-$230.00. 

Phone URDA, Inc. 
1-800-338-0517 o r (412) 683-8732 

Inquiry 635. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

CROSSWORD PUZZLE PROGRAM $95 
Wordsmith autom atically constru cts sym 
m etrical c rossword puzzles from 40,000 
words in user modifiable lists. IBM/Compati
b le, 640K memory. Hard drive recommend
ed . 5-1/4" or 3-1 /2" d isks. 30-day money
back g uarantee. 

COLLINS SOFTWA RE 
J.L. Collins. Box. 110. 875A ls!and Dr .. A!ameda. CA 94501 

Inquiry 636. 
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SOFTWARE PRODUCTION 
• 	 Disk d u p licati on • Ware hou s ing 
• All formats • Drop shipping 
• 	 EVERLOCK copy • Fulfillment 

protection • 48-hour delivery 
• 	 Label/sleeve printing • Consultation & 
• 	 Full packaging guidance 

services Star-By te, Inc. 
2880 Bergey Ad., Hatfield , PA 19440 

215-997-2470 800-243-1515 

Inqu iry 629. 

EDUCATION 

B.Sc. & M.S. in COMPUTER SCIENCE 
The American Jnstil ute for Computer Sciences offe rs an in 
depth correspondence program to earn your Bachelor of 
Science and Master ol Science degrees in Computer Science 
at home. BSC. subjecls covered are: MS/DOS, BASIC, 
PASCAL, C. Data File Processing, Oafa Structures & 
Operating systems. MS program includes subjects in Soft 
ware Engineering and Arti ficial Intelligence. 

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES 
1704-BY 11th Ave. So., Birm ingham , AL 35205 

205-933-0339 

Inquiry 630. 
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NEMESIS'" Go Master® 
Go, a game of strategic elegance. has been a way of 
life in the Orient for over four thousand years. Many con
sider Go to be the secret of the Japanese business
man's success. "While chess is a game of war, Go is 
a game of market share "IPj esident of Nikko Hotels] . 

"If you are Interested In Go, buy this program." 
Game of the Month J. Pournelle BYTE 7/87 

Toyogo, Inc. The Leader in Computer Go. 
76 Bedford ,St. #34-Y, Lexington, MA 02173, (617) 861-0488 

Inquiry 637. 


FLOW CHARTS 


Flow Charting II+ 
For IBM and compatibles. It will amaze you with its 
speed 1 power and simplicity. 26 standard shapes with 
over 120 sizes - 10 text fonts - 4 line styles. Place 
text, lines and shapes anywhere on your chart. For only 
$229 you'll never d raw another chart by hand . 

Patton & Patton 
81 Great Oaks Blvd., San Jose, CA 95119 
1· 800·525·0082 Ext . 42 (Outside CA) 

408-629-5376 Ext . 42 (CA/lnt'I) 
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HARD DRIVE REPAIR 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 
WE WILL REPAI R YOU R HARD DRIVE AT A 
FRACTION OF THE COST OF REPLACING IT. 
FAST TURNAROUND!!! CALL FOR DETAILS. 

H & W micro, inc. 
~ 528·C FOREST PARKWAY.. 

FOREST PARK, GA 30050 

(404) 366·1600 
Inquiry 643. 

DISK DRIVE REPAIR 
DATA RECOVERY 

SALES of new, remanufactured and 
removable disk drives 

FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

ROTATING MEMORY SERVICE 
1506 Dell Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008 

(408) 370-3113 
We buy used drives good or bad 

Inquiry 644. Inqui ry 638. 
.I.:; ..: • •. $1 
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WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER $79 CHIP CHECKER -. 	 ~ RFFlow is a professional drawing tool lor flowcharts • 74154 TTL + CMOS • 8000 Nat. + Signetics 
& org charts (requires Microsoft® Windows). 75 • 1414000 CMOS • 9000 TTL 
shapes automatically adjust in size. Move. cop\'..,., • 14-24 Pin Chips • .3" + .6" IC widths 
delete groups ol objects. 7 levels of zoom. Move Tests/Identifies over 650 digital chips with ANY type 
flowcharts to 0th.er applications via the Clipboard. of output in seconds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBM· 
Supports Windows printers, plotters, and cartridge compatible version $259. C128 + C64 version $159. 
or soft fonts. Call for free trial disk. 

DUNE SYSTEMS RFF ELECTRONICS 2603 Willa Or., St. Joseph, Ml 49085 
1053 Banyan Court , Loveland, CO 80538 


Phone: (303) 663-5767 FAX: (303) 669·4889 
 (616) 983·2352 

lnqCJiry 639. 	 Inquiry 645. I, 
,..., 
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INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
Has optimum features for monitor + control applications: 
16 Chan AID • 4 RS232/422 Ports • 48 Prog 110 Lines 
• 8 Opto INs • 8 HiOrive OUTs • 4 Timers • Watchdog 
• 104K Memory • 5.25 x ao Options: Resident FORTH 
OS with Target Compiler, Editor, .Assembler, + Auto 
L.oadlStart: 5 MHz 8085 • 4 Chan DIA • Battery Backed 
Clock/RAM • Networking • PC Support. 
E·PAC 1000 + $249.00 E·PAC 2000 + $449.00 

EMAC INC. 
P.O. Box.2042. Car ndale IL 62902 (618) 529·4525 

Inquiry 646. 

LATEST AWARD BIOS! 
PC/XT ;, 286 ;, 386 

Support for: 
I~ ...~ 

f 
. : ~G~&c~~~e~~~;~~css I~• 3.5 inch Floppies 

• Custom Drive Tables •'•Authorized ·AWARD Distributor 

1·800·423·3400 or (412) 782-0384 
KOMPUTERWERK, INC. 

851 Parkview Blvd ., Pittsburgh, PA 15215 
( 

Inquiry 647. ... 
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STRUCTURED FLOW CHART 
NSChart creates Nassi-Shneiderman (structured) 
flowcharts lrom a s.irT\ple POL. Key words define 
structures & text strings appear in the chart. Easy 
to create, even easier to revise! Automatic chart siz
ing. text centering. Translators from many' Ian· 
guages available. For Mac and IBM PC. 

SILTRONIX, INC. 
P.O. Box· 82544, San Diego. CA 92138 

1·800·637-4888 

Inquiry 640. 
y 

GRAPHICS 

HARDWARE/ADD-ONS 

Call Today 
for DRAMATIC Low Pricing 


on New Slimms'" Memory Modules 

1, 2, 4 and 8 Megabyte 72·pin modules available 


TermoTrol Corp. 
1888 Century Park East , Suite 1900, L.A. , CA 90067 

213-284-3242 800-365-0045 

Inquiry 649. 

HARDWARE/CONTROLLERS 

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS CONTROLLERS 
SC/FOX-.PCS (Parallel Coprocessor System) and PCS32 are 
PC/XT/AT plug·in boards, 16 and 32 bit. 15 MIPS average, 50 MIPS 

~~~:p~;~1~s;~~~~iz~~r~~1::p~;1:~~:~1~;:~c~i~~~~~ 
bus. PCS32 uses the new SC32 32·blt Forth CPU . 
SC/FOX SBC (Single Board Compulet) is an 18 MIPS average, 
60 MIPS bulst. Eurocard·size ATX 2000 stand·alone computer . 
SC/FOX SCSI lfO Plug·on board for PCS or SBC wilh SCSI, llop· 
py, 56K·baud serial , 16·bil parallel ports, and software arlvers. 
Forth development software Included. Ideal !or embedded 
realllme control , data acqu is i~on~ robotics, and signal processing. 

SILICON COMPOSERS INC. (415) 322-8763 
208 California Avenue. Palo Alla. CA 94306 

Inquiry 650 . 

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
DSP products for the IBM PCIXTIAT based on the Tl 
TMS32010 and TMS320C25 up to 12 MIPS operation. 
Designed for appl jcations ip communications, in
strumentation , speech, a(ld numeric processing. Of
lered with 12 bit 110 KHz AID and DIA and con· 
tinuous-to-disk data acquisition & playback option. From 
$650. 

DALANCO SPRY 
89 Westland Ave., RocHesler, NY 14618 

(716) 473-3610 

Inquiry 651 . 


INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 


STOCK-MASTER 4.0 
Commercial grade Inventory management 

software at micro prices. 
• Supports all 	12 • Stock Status Reporting 

transaction types • Activity History Analysis 
• Trend Analysis • Bill of Materials 
• Quality Control • Purchase Otder Writing 
• Multiple locations • Order Entry 
• Purchase Order Tracking • Material Requirements 
• Open Order Reporting • On Line Inquiry 
• Seriall lot # Tracking 

Applied Micro Business Systems, Inc. 
1n.F Riverside Ave .. Newport Beach, CA 92663 714-759-0582 

Inquiry 652. 

r. 

dFELLER Inventory 
s Gsmess inventory prpgrams written in . odiflable dBA.SE 
source code. 

dFELLER Inventory $150.00 
Requi res dBASE II or Il l. ~C·DOS/CPM 

dFELLER Plus $200.00 
witn History and Purchase Orders 

Requires dBASE 111 or aBASE lll Plus (For Stockrooms) 

Feller Associates 
550 CR PPA. Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849 

(906) 486·6024 

Inquiry 653. 

LANS 

The $25 Network 
Try the 1st truly low-cost LAN 

• Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTs, ATs 
• Uses seria l ports and 5-wire cable 
• Runs at 115K baud 
• Runs in background, totally transpatent 
• Share any device, any file, any time 
• Needs only 	14K of RAM 

Skeptical? We make believers! 
Information Modes 

P.O. Drawer F, Denton, TX 76202 

817-387-3339 Orders 800-628-7992 


Inquiry 654. 

i,..;r.n_~"~~-....11. 
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IMAGE CAPTURE BOARD 
Capture images from any VCR or Cam·Corder. 
Resolution : up to 512 x 512 pixels: 256 Colors or 
256 shades of grey. Images may be saved in GIF. 
PCX, TIFF formats and more. VGA Required . 
Availab le for PC/XT/AT and PS/2: $795.00 
JLaser5. Increase laser printer resolution to 4800 
x 300 dpi w/256 grey scale. PSl2: $599.00 
PCIXTIAT: $399.00 

PEGASYSTEMS (614l 885-1001 
P.O. Box 713, Westerville, OH 43081 

Inquiry 641. 

PEP Picture Editing Package 
Innovative structured drawing software. Fast , respon
sive, powerful. A free-fo(m drawing tool. High perfor
mance even on the slO'Nest PC. Many different applica
tions including business forms, logos, diafl rams, labels

I, .· .. 
and graph annotations. For Epson , LaserJet, or t,I. I 

~ 

[..;a
i1. Postscript . Introductory price $125 to Feb. 1, then $180. 

I t ~o.VISA/MC. 
- •II·• ,-i I r 
 It. 


PO Box 305 Kendall Sq., Cambridge, MA 02142 

1·800-TRIONUM 


Trlonum Inc_ 

Macintosh® Parts & Repairs 

Programs for the corporate, government , 

dealer and educational buyer. Call for kit. 


Save up to 55% on Mac II CPU 

800·274·5343 I 617-891·6851 
 \t I 
Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc. ~ 30 Clematis Ave •Waltham, MA 02154 

Macintosh is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer, Inc. 

Inquiry 642. Inquiry 648. 
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LAPTOP COMPUTERS 

Laptop Savings 
Laptops: Toshiba • Zeni th • NEC • Sharp 

• Epson • Mitsubishi • Compaq 
Also Laptop Accessories: Modems, Fax Modems, 
External Drives, Portable Printers, Memory, Key 
Pads, Hard Drives, Batteries, and Auto Adapters. 

Computer Options Unlimited 
12 Maiden lane. Bound Brook, NJ 08805 

Phone: 201-4 69-7678 (Fax: 201 -469-7544) 
Hours: 9am/10pm 7 days Worldwide sales 

Inquiry 655. ,. 
..... - - J 

LAPTOP BLOWOUT SAL E!!! 
MITSUBISHI • SHARP • PANASONIC • TOSHIBA 

Laptops are now at !heir lowest prices ever. We buy direct 
from the factory, unlike our competition . We guarantee the 
lowest net prices in the entire country and stock every item 
specific lo laptops. We ship in 24 hours. We also stock over 
$1 million in laptops alone! Always buy from a factory-direct 
dealer. For your protection we check for s!olen credit cards 
& ship only to your billing address. No COD's Please. 

TOTE-A-LAP 
1501 El Camino Real. Belmont CA 94002 

(41 5) 591-1663 ext. 603 

Inquiry 656. 

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS 

• I ~ 

LAPTOP BACKLIGHTS 
Factory Install ed • 90·Day Warranty 

Toshiba, Amstrad , Sanyo, DG, 

Kaypro, IBM, HP. etc. $295 
The Portable Peripherals People 

Axonix Corporation 
(801) 466-9797 

Inquiry 657. 
.-. 

r - :~ 

TOSHIBA LAPTOP ENHANCEMENTS 
FAX/MODEMS: 9600/2400 bps, software, acoustic port 
MODEMS, INTERN AL : 2400 b s, acoustic or serial port 
MODEM , DEDICATED: 2400 bps (T1200, T1600, T3200SX) 
SERIAL 10 CARDS: AS232, RS422, SCSI. HPIL 

1 
Barcode 

BATTERY PAC KS : 12V external battery + vehicle adapter 

Contact us for more information: 

PRODUCT R&D Corporation (Calif). 
800/234-5584, Fax: 805/546-9716 

Inquiry 658. 

~··, r 't ·
·...... ·. 

... •. 

Atari Portfolio'" 
• System Memory expansion 
• Hi-Capacity Ram cards 
• Modem-Serial-parallel 
• Rechargeable Battery Power 
• Money Back Guarantee 

Inquiry 659 

WoreIii 
109 South Water St reet 
Northfield, MN 55057 

(507) 645-83 15 

MEMORY CHIPS 

J 

' .. 
···

......-~. 
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FREE FREE F REE 
• Need memory lor IBM or M~? 
• Want to pay the lowest possible price? 
• Want superior service? 
• Wan\ tree advice? 
• Wholesale source! Shipping worldwide!. 
• fnternalional FAX : country code+402·691·8548 24 hrs. 7 days 
• International Direct: country code + 402·691·8248 24 hrs. 7 days 
• Free call! Free Into! 

McDonald and Associates 
1-800-338-1531 24 HRS 7 DAYS (U.S.) 

1-800-242-5751 FAX LI NE 24 HRS 7 DAYS (U.S.) 

Inquiry 660. .. 


MONITOR INTERFACE 

COMPUTER VIDEO GENERATOR 
Test EGA, VGA, Multisync & Data Projec
tors with handheld monitor tester. From 15.7 
K Hz to 64.0 KHz, battery powered , 4 pat
terns, a ll plug-in with no adapter cab les. 

NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
800-RGB TECH In OH: 216-543-1646 
UK: 0244-880478 Paris: 01331-476-32789 

Inquiry 661. 

MUSIC 

DESKTOP STEREO 
Revolutionary stereo receiver installs within IBM com· 
patibles. Sophisticated soltware lor graphic display 
ol all amplifier controls including digital tuning. Works 
in background al your application. Exceptional 
Sound' LOW COST MIDI system also avai lable. 

OPTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
P.O. Box 3239, Ashland OR 97520 

(503) 488-5040 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

MacBrain™ 2.0 
MacBrain 2.0 Neural Network Simulati on Software for lhe 
Macintosh (includes HyperBrainl") : Graphical. interactive, 
menu·driven. Full Range of ready·!O·use parad igms. Com· 
plelely modifiable using HyperBrain. EKpert Systems, predic· 
live modelling, combinatorial optimization and more. Plus, 
SE and II fam ily; HDl·Chorus parallel processing version 
available. $995.1$795. educational. 

NEURIX 
1 Kendall Sq. Suite 2200 Cambridge, MA 02139 

(61 7) 577-1202 FAX: (617) 577-1209 

Inquiry 662. 

PRINTER/POSTSCRIPT 

$2125 Postscript® Printer 
MAC or PC (specify interface) 

New generation super small footprint 6 PPM, 35 typefaces. 
1.5M RAM EXPANDABLE TO 4.5M . 1 lull year limited lac· 
tory wa rranty. 

NOT A "CLONE" ORDER NOW!!! 

Micro Mailing 
800-783-1828 

Inquiry 663. 

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

LAN Application Development 
NPPC: High performance library routines callable from 
C and Assembler. High level interface permits rapid 
development of peer·lo·peer, client/server, or multi·server 
NetBIOS applications under DOS. Synchronous or 
Asjnchronous message control . Compact Code. Source 
Avail. No Royalty. NPPC $495 

Applied Software Technology 
PO Box 397, Dpt: N, Los Gatos, CA 95031 

(800) 678-11 11 ext. N1 

Inquiry 664. 

HYPERINTERFACE™ 
Menu Creatorrv - A program generator for menu
driven user interface. Excellent for complex menu 
systems. $99.95. Advanced Library - Extended 
capability lor data entry and advanced text-display con
trol lrom your programs. $99.95, FORTRAN , Pascal, C, 
BASIC supponed. HYPERMATH" - An application ol 
Menu Creatort>O and the Advanced Library. FREE 

Avanpro Corp. 
P.O. Box 969. Pacific Palisades, CA 90272 

(213) 4 54-3866 

Inquiry 665. 

... ~....;: t, 

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

TLIB™ 4.12 Version Control 
"TUB"' is a great system" - PC Tech Journal 3/88. 
Full-featured configuration mgmt for software profes· 
sionals. All versions of your code instantly available. Very 
compact, on ly changes are stored . Check·infout locks, 
revision merge, branching, more. Mainframe deltas for 
Pansophic, ADA , IBM, Unisys. Only $99.95 + S&H, 
or 5-sta1ion LAN $299.95 + S&H. MS-DOS VISA/MC 

BURTON S Y STEMS SOFTWARE 
~O. Box 4156. Cary. NC 27519 (919) 856-0475 

Inquiry 666. 

Have Same 'C' Source for UNIX and DOS 
D·ISAM- Unix standard indexed file management library for 
UNIX DOS and NETWORKS. Manages all locking. UNIXJ 
DOS source $595 (for both), DOS libs· $145. 

'W'-Character windowing with COLORS, Line Graphics. 
Bells and more. You need not modify DOS code to work WELL 
on any UNIX terminal. UNIX/DOS source $295 (lor both), 
DOS libs· $95. 

BYTE DESIGNS 
P.O. Box F195-76, Blaine, WA 98230 

1-800-663-8547 or (604) 278-5200 
'(DOS 1ibs available for Microsoft or Borland 'C' compliers) 

Inquiry 667. 

Bsupport for Btrieve 
The "Norton Utilities'' fo r Btrieve users. 

Bedi1: DISPLAY, UPDATE, COPY, and DELETE. 

EXPORT SOF to dBASE & LOTUS. RECOVER damaged files. 

Editllnsert using Data Dictionary. 

Bbug: TSR Btrieve debugger. Displays info in pop.up windoo.v. 

Brun: BUTIL replacemen t with Aun.:rime and C source. 

Bedlt/Bbug: $120. Brun: $100. VISA/MC/COD/PO 


800/359-2721 FAX: 517/887-2366 

I n f o r mation Architect s , Inc. 
P.O. Box 4184, East Lansing, Ml 48826-4184 

Inquiry 668. 

TURBO PLUS $149.95 
Programming tools for use with Turbo Pascal 5.0 & 5.5. 
Screen Painter. Code Generator. 110 Fields, Dynamic 

Menus. Programming Unit Libraries. OOP Support. and 
Sample Programs included. All routines work in both text 

and graphics modes! 60-day money·back guarantee! 
Demo Disk avail. For IBM and compatibles. 

NOSTRADAMUS, INC. 
P.O. Box 9252. Salt Lake City, UT 84109-0252 

(801) 272-0671 

Inquiry 669. 

Get INSIDE! 
The best PC software performance tool is now beller than 
ever with source line timing, caller timing and arbitrary event 
timing-all with microsecond accuracy and without source 
modification. The expanded DOS analysis mode identifies 
110 bottlenecks. $125 
Call today for a free brochure and !he latest list of supported 
compilers. 30·day guarantee. VISA/MC/COD 

Paradigm Systems 
P.O. Box 152, Milford, MA 01757 

(800) 537-5043 In MA: (508) 478-0499 

Inquiry 670. 

FREE BUYER'S GUIDE 
Programmer's Connecti on is an independent deafer 
representing more than 450 manufacturers with over 
1000 software products for IBM personal computers and 
compatibles. We have serviced the professional pro· 
grammar since 1984 by offering sound advice and low 
prices. Call or write today to receive your FREE com· 
prehensive Buyer's Guide. 

Programmer's Connection US 800-336-1166 
7249 Whipple Ave. NW Canada 800-225-1rn6 
North Canton, OH 44720 International 216-494-3781 

Inquiry 671 . 
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PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

SPEED FORTRAN DEVELOPMENT 
AND CUT MAINTENANCE COSTS 

FORWARN-Finds common programming errors such as mismatched 
parameter ljsts and common·blocks, and uninitialized variables. Prinls 
detailed crOss-references and call-tree diagrams. $329 
FORTRAN DEVELOPMENT TOOLS-includes Pretty (Indents, renumbers, 
changes GOTOs to IF-THEN-ELSES. etc.) and 6 more tools. $129. 
For IBM PC. Also for UNIX- as tor details. 

Quibus Enterprises, Inc. 
106 N. Draper Avenue, Champaign, IL 61821 

(217) 356·8876 

Inquiry 672. 

Pascal PrettyPrint 
Slandardize your Pascal source code with this powerful, lull 
leatured reformatting system. Psychological sludles indicate 
that well formalled code is easier to read , understand, and 
maintain. This fully customizable program : 
• Adjusts indent, font and case to show program structure 
• Adjusts case by maintaining a standard Identifier database 
• ProVides menu and command line interfaces; on-line help 

;~~r~~ ~~~1und (+~~~M~~~!~~Ns1 . us~~t:S~,~~B 
Qwikware 

P.O. Box 222, Peckville, PA 18452 

Inquiry 673. 

'C ' DOCUMENTATION TOOLS 
• C-CALL $59 Creates graphic-tree of caller/called structures, 

and files-vs-procedure table·ol-contents 
• C-HDR $59 Crealeslinsertslupdates headers for each pro

cedure showing caller/called and identifiers 
• C-LIST $39 List, action-diagram, reformat programs 
• C-REF $49 Local/global/parameter cross reference 
• SPECIAL $149 All 4 plus inlegra!ed C-OOC version 

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC. 
6064 St. Ives Way, Mississauga, ONT Canada LSN·4M1 

(416) 858-4466 

Inquiry 674. 

FAST TITLE SCREENS 
Fully automatic, professional title screen generator 
creates magic with line-drawing characters, fast. 
Quick Titles 2.0 saves for DBase, QuickBasic, C, 
WordPerfect, Batch files, BBS, etc. Multiple font , 
border, sizes and styles. No fussing. $59 U.S. funds. 

The Logic Factory-.. 
Box 9627 

Edmonton, AB, CANADA T6E 5X3 

Inquiry 675. 

PROTOTYPING 

Start Prototyping Tomorrow• 
with 

PROTOSCREENS 

Powerful Rapid Prototyping Sottware 


Easy lo Learn and Use · No programming 

Simulate mainframe, mini , and PC systems 


Training available on rapid prototyping 


BAILEY & BAILEY Software Corporation 
859 East 2850 North..., Ogden Utah 84414 

(801) 782-2345 Credit Cards • Overnight Del. 

Inquiry 676. 


PUBLIC DOMAIN 


$3.00 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC 
Hundreds to choose from, word processors, 
databases, spreadsheets, ga'mes, lotto, com· 
munications, business, music, bible, art, education, 
language and useful utilities for making your com
puter easier to learn. Most programs have 
documentation on the disk . 

Free 125·page catalog. 

BEST BITS & BYTES 
P.O. Box 8245, Oept·B, Van Nuys, CA 91409 

In CA: (818) 764-9503 800· 245·BYTE 

Inquiry 677. 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 

$1 p er DISK Sale 
20 TOP IBM PC PD/SW DISKS 


(360K) ONLY $20 + $3 S&H 

QubeCalc, ED RAW, AutoMenu, Math Tutor, PC· 

DOS Help, Baker's Dozen, Languages, EZ·Form , 

PC-Style, PackDisk, PC-Stock, KidGames, Best 

Games, Home Inventory, PC-Outline, Form Letters, 

JmagePrint, SideWriter, PC-Prompt, Best Utilitie s. 


BRIGHT F UTURES INCORPORATED 
P.O. Box 1030, East Windsor, CT 06088 


FREE CATALOG ($1. 50 per disk) 


Inquiry 678. 

FRE E CATALOG 
$1 IBM SOFTWARE 

For your free 32-page Master Edition 
catalog featuring the best of IBM Shareware 
from just $1 each, ca ll or write today! 

1 -80 0 -338-2118 
SOFSOURCE 

Box 828, East Lansing , Ml 48826 

Inquiry 679. 

FREE SOFTWARE CATALOG 
Low as $1.20/disk 


Over 1000 quality IBM software 

On 5.25" and 3.5" format 


From outside U.S.A., except Canada, 

please send US $2.00 refundable with order. 


For fast service, write to 


SC> F TSHC>PPE 
P.O. BOX 3678. Ann Arbor. Ml 48106-3678 

31 3-761-7638 

Inqui ry 680. 

FREE IBM SHAREWARE 
Monthly, get 5 disks with 10 + latest programs plus 
calalog FREE' Pay only $5.00 shipping/randling . 
Join today for only $9.95 annual membership fee and 
gel 5 bonus disks full ol software-FREE' We accept 
VISA/MC/AM EX 

SOFTWARE OF THE MONTH CLUB 
511-104 Encini tas Blvd. 

Encinitas, CA 92024 
CALL TODAY 619 942·9998 

Inquiry 681. 

REVIEWS 

Find "Hands-on" Reviews in Seconds! 
PC Reviews is an easy lo use on-line dA!abase for NOVICES 
and PROS who need to locate and read " hands-on" reviews. 
BYTE, Data Based Advisor, PC Today, PC Magazine, Com· 
puter Language, Info World and 35 more included. Natural 
language lront·end helps define search terms. A perfect use 
for a modem. "Wonderful", say users. 

Compatible Technologies Group, Inc. 
88 Fulton St. #2400, New York, NY 10038 

(212) 463-8989 (201) 653-7688 8-N·l for FREE DEMO 

Inquiry 682. 

SECURITY 

FIGHT PIRACY! 
Since 1986, companies worldwide have been choosing Az·Tech 
security products. II you demand 1he strongest protection available, 
why not choose ono ol thoso "proven leaders": 

• EVERLOCK Copy Protection 
• EVERTRAK Sohware Security 
• EVERKEY Hardware "Kay'· Software Security 

For IBM and Compatibles. 30 day money back guarantee. Free info 
and demo disk available. 

Az-Tech Software, Inc. 
305 East Franklin, Richmond, MO '64085 

(800) 227-0644 Fax: !:~:/ ;;::~~~~ 
Inquiry 683. 
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SECURITY ,• 

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION 
• Completely Menu Driven .,

Quite • Defeats all Hardware/Software Copiers ISimply• No Source Code Changes 
The Best 'Xi=• Mull ip le Layering 
Ways To • No Damaged Media 
Protect • Full Hard Disk Support 

Your Valuable r·• Unl imi ted Metering 
Software Investment • FREE Demo Disk 

STOPVIEW'" STOPCOPY PLUS"' i" 
I 

14105 Heritage la.. Silver Spr1ng, MD 20906 FAX: (301) 460-7545 
BB/ COMPUTER SYSTEMS (301) 871-1094 

Inquiry 684. 
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COP's Copylock II 
• Prolects on standard diskettes 
• Cannot be copied by any device incl. Opt ion Board 
• Fully hard disk installable 
• Normal back-up of protected programs 

• LAN-support t • 


• Creates safe demo version of your software 

Standard Version $975, Automatic Version $1950 

DANCOTEC Computer 
In US 28J5SirrraRd.. Sa1tJose.CA95132 4CJ8.n9·8t62or 1·800-344,2545 
lnt'I 2880 Bagsvard. Denmark Phone ':!' 45-.:4440022 Fax· - 44440722 

Inquiry 685. ..:': , ..>. 
ALL-IN-ONE PROTECTION! 

TOTALSAFE gives you tolal security: access control, viru s 
protection, data encryption, secure directories, and lots more! 
Req. PC, HD, 1 slot (or socke1). Completely transparent. In· 
troductory price: $120.00 + $8.00 S/H (U.S.). 30·day 
guaranlee. Also available a complete tine of PC access and 
data security products. Call/write for Info. MC/VJSAIAMEX. 
Gamma Security Products, 710 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 609, San· 
ta Monica, CA 90401 TEL: 213-394-8622 FAX: 213-395-4214 

Ellashlm Inc. 

520W Hwy 436, Suile 1180-30, Altamonle Spgs., FL 32714 


TE L: 407/682·1587 FAX: 407m4-8103 
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Inquiry 686. 

BIT-LOCK® SECURITY 
Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves effectiveness of 
powerful mult ilayered security. Rapid decryption .I I~ 
algorithms. Reliable/small port-transparent security 
device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port. Complemented by 
economical KEY-LOK.. and multifeatured COMPU
LOC~'" including countdown , timeout, data encryplion, 
and mulliproduct protection. (Dos/Unix/Mac) ~T. 

11. 
MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS 

3167 E. Otero Ci rcle, Littleton, CO 80122 
(303) 770·1917 

Inquiry 687. 

PC Security "Password" 
With All the Computer Security Talk, PASSWORD 

is the Perteet Securi ty Lock. 
Password is a software program providing security tor your PC1 Password 
Is Easy to understand and Simple 10 install, requlres no relormaning.rlhe 
boot 1imlt option securo,s your hard ~ isk . Passv.<>rd prOYides 101 .up 10 100 
users with lhe supervisor controlling access to protected d1rectones. 

~;as~:!\~~o~~~~~~r~;:hoiu~~~.~~~scar~~~~fan~f:;~!~~ui:. pro-
PASSWOAD $99.00 US Visa , MIC, Amex 

Nasdec International Inc. 
2704-85 Garry Street, Winnipeg MB Canada R3C 4J5 

PH : (204) 956·2798 FAX (204) 943·3702 

Inquiry 688. 

COPY PROTECTION 
T ~~ ;~;;~~sar~a~~;; ~~~~:~;i~nm:y:~;~~~ r~:urd8/~~~ 
DISKETIE int roduces you to Superlock'•-invisible copy pro
tection for IBM-PC (and compatibles) and Maci ntosh. 
• Hard d isk su~port • No source code changes 
• Customized versi ons • LAN support 

• New upgrades available 

(408) 773-9680 
SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS, INC. 

710 LakewayF;~i t(4~i;r ~-~~~~eLCA 94086 

Inquiry 689. 
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HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM® 
OPERATING SYSTEM SECURITY 

Secures subdirectories, files, printers and floppies 
Keyboard lock - automatic or manual 
Log PC boot. program exec. lite opens, login/logouts 
Prevents DOS FORMAT and most viruses 
Drive A: Boot Protection I Hard Disk Lock 
IBM PC or 100% comp. - DOS V3.0+ - $89.95 + $3.75 S/H 

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC. 
PO BOX 111209, Pittsburgh, PA 15238 

(41 2) 781 -5280 

Inquiry 690. 

HANDS OFF THE BOARD® 
1/2 SIZE SECURITY BOARD 

Stop floppy boot - Require password to boot PC 
Aeat·lime disk encrypt - prevent boot sector virus 
Prevent DOS FOAMAT/FDISK and low-level formats 
Set hard disk READ ONLY or turn ON/OFF 
Turn fl oppies, printers and COM por1s ON/OFF 
IBM XT, AT Bus - DOS V3.0+ - S149.95 + S5.00 S/H 

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC. 
PO BOX 111209, Pillsburgh, PA 15238 

(412) 781 -5280 

Inqu iry 691 . 

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING 

PC TIME CLOCK 
AutoTime is an Employee Management System that 
allows you to turn any PC into an Electronic Time 
Clock. AutoTime provides Time & Attendance, Job 
Costing, Payrol l Interface, and Labor Distribution 
reporting. Network compatible. Prices start at $495. 
Other Business Products: Network FAX, Absence 
Call-In , db-EDI. 

Chase Technologies 

1617 Kingman Ave., San Jose, CA 9512B 


(40B) 99B-2917 


Inquiry 692. 

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS 
• GENERAL LEDGER • PURCH ORD/INVNTORY 
• ORDER ENTRY • ACCOUNTS RECVABLE 
• JOB COSTING • JOB ESTIMATING 
• BILL OF MATLS • SALES ANALYSIS 
•PAYROLL • ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

S99 ea. + S&H 

dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cred. Card-Check-COD 
4876-B Santa Monica Ave. 
San Diego, CA 92107 (619) 223-3344 

Inquiry 693. 

AUTO·POST 
It's here! A totally inlegrated business management 
system for $495. Invoices, statements, payroll, in
ventory general ledger, proposal, job cost and 
payables. It runs compiled with dBASE Ill compati· 
ble files. A 100-pg. users manual is included. Demo 
$9.95 with manual $29.95. 

New Serv 

1615 Gelhot Dr., Suite 34, Fairfield, OH 45014 


Phone: (513) 829-1585 


Inquiry 694. 

SOFTWARE/BASIC 

QuickBASIC 4.5 TOOLS! 
Our FREE CATALOG fea\ures: 

NEW, UPDATED FINALLY! Library with over 400 
routines for QB 4.5: XGRAF, the complete graphics 
package for QB 4.5; Other lop-line products from 
all major vendors. 

Call 1-800-423-3400 or (412) 782-0384 

KOMPUTERWERK, INC. 
851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215 

.., 

Inquiry 695. 

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS 

DATA ENTRY 

POWERFULLY SIMPLE 


Full fea\ured, heads·down dala en\ry wilh ~·1o·pass verilicalion. 
Designed for \he PS/2~. PC, XT, AT or compalibles. 

Slandalone $395 LAN version available. 
FREE trial . 

Co m p ute r Keyes Tel: 206/776-6443 
21929 Makah Rd. Fax: 206/776-7210 
Woodway, WA 98020 USA: 800/356-0203 

TSA88-TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMMING 
A genornl·pu1Pose sysiom ror solving transporiation, asslgnmanl and 
transshlpmont problems (capacilaled or uncapacitated) wnh up 10 1300 
or191ns and destinations. Build TSA88 into your own prog1ams with compil· 
od Turbo Pascal uni ts. T$A88 1oadslw"ri1os LOTUS v.o1kshaats. Uso 
1·2.J/Symphony as a malfiK ganara!ot or posl piocessor. Ma!T)' olher !oaturas 
including In teractive and balch operation. spraodshaet display and editing, 
problem/basis sto1age, lila l!O, SimplaK 1es1an, report generator, sensitivity 
analysis. $149 wuh monuat and 8087 support $299 with Turbo Pascal units. 

Eastern Software Products, Inc. 
P.O. Box 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309 

(703) 360-7600 

Inquiry 696. 

A.S.K. Using a terminal, survey 
people on Attitude-Skill
Knowledge. Just ASK 

CoCo·V 	 Big, fat, flat files need CoCo-V 
COpy, COunt , View very large 
fi les. 

PRISMATIC$ INC. 
4238 Cicero, Chicago, IL 60641 

(31 2) m-o890 

Inqui ry 697. 

DATA ENTRY 
KeyEn try 111 !1, a complete Data Entry System that provides 
all the capabilities for designing data entry applications, con· 
trolling data flow, & monitoring/reporting operator activity & 
performance. Suppons LAN and stand-alone environments. 
Evaluation copy (all programs & documentation) available. 
Call today for inlorma1ion! 

Southern Computer Systems, Inc. 

2732 Seventh Avenue South 


Birmingham, AL 35233 


(BOO) 533-6879/(205) 251-29B5 

Inqu iry 698. 

SOFTWARE/CONSTRUCTION 

FREE ESTIMATING SOFTWARE DEMO FOR 
SMALL BUILDERS & REMODELERS 

Precision Est imating Light is brand new 
spreadsheet-based estimating software that 
combines powerful features in an easy-to-use 
package. Complete wi th 800-item database, 
you' ll be estimating more accurately im
mediately. Call today for the free demo and 
literatu re - 503-644-8155. 

Timberline Software 

Inquiry 699. 

SOFTWARE/EDUCATION 

EASE GRADING BLUES! 
Now in its 6th year, GRAOEBOOK II can: rank students, easy 
edit, calculate student and class averages. add/drop, excuse 
absences, assign teller grades, calculate course grades (plus 
10 more functions). You can print 8 repo rt types with 86 op
tions. Yo u get: software, support, and manual !or only $49.50 
ppd. MCNISA. Specify IBM PC or Apple II. Order now! 

WREN 	SOFTWARE, INC. 
P.O. BOX 1138, Dept . B. Castle Rock, CO 80104 

303/660-0049 

Inqui ry 700. 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROL 

FROM A PRINTER PORT! 


Indexer LPT" software $199.95 

• DOS Device Driver provides universal language interface. 
• Easy to use "plain English" ASCII commands. 
• Controls up to six motors. 
• Ordinary printer port replaces expensive indexer e!ee1ronics. 
• Complete easy to read instruction manual. 

Ability Systems Corporation 
1422 Arnold Ave., Roslyn, PA 19001 (215) 657-4338 

Inquiry 701 . 

SCADA SYSTEM DESIGN 
IBM PC or compatlble 

Supervisory Control And Data .Acquisition modular deSlgn soft· 
ware includes interactive screens for sizing RlU parameters, 
modem speed. etc.. extensive tutorial, provision for engineer
ing analysis modules, addressing stability & control and aller· 
native technologies !or communica!ions subsystems. $450 
Eng1neenng modules priced individually, and described 1n free 
catalog . 

AURASTAR INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC. 
Suite 620, 12001 N. Cenlral Expressway, Dallas, Texas 75243 
(214) 770-1950 Fax (214) 770-1954 

Inquiry 702 . 

Affordable Engineering Software 

FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG 


Circuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal Analysis • Plot· 

ter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Processing 
• Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer Funclion/FFT 
Analysis • Logic Simulalion • Microstrip Design • PC/MS· 
DOS • Macintosh • VISNMC 

BV Engineering Professional Software 
2023 Chicago Ave., Suite 8·13, Riverside, CA 92507 

(714) 781-0252 

Inquiry 703. 

The new approach to logistics 
TAYLOR, THE DYNAMIC ANALYST 

Taylor is the fully menu-driven laclory simulallon package that 
combines ease of use with great llexibilily. Taylor otters inter· 
active graphical modeling, numerous modelling options, anima· 
l ion , in-depth result analysis and the Taylor Language lnlerlace 
(TLI). Version 4.0 of the easiest·to-use professional simulation 
package on the market is available now. 

F&H, Logistics and Automation BV 
Spoorfaan 424, 5038 CG Tllburg, 
The Netherlands 
Phone: +31 13 366344 Fax : +31 13 427516 

Inquiry 704. 

Analog Circuit Simulation 
• Schematic Entry 	 ln1Usoft has a complete PC
• SPICE Simulator b~sed system i ncludi~g every

thing from schematic entry 
• Model Libraries 	 through SPICE simLJation using 

extended memory to com
prehensive interactive post pre; 

• Monte Carlo Analysis 

• Parameter Sweeps 	 cessing. Starting at $95 la 
• 	PlollingfGraphics Output ISSpice, the complete system 

sells !or juS1 $790. 
lntusoft 

The leader in low cost, full P.O.Box6607, SanPedro,CA90734 
featured CAE software (213) 833-<1710 FAX (213)831·3956 

Inquiry 705. 

Personal Software for 
" What if " Engineering 

Cedar fu ses mathematics and intelligenl geometric model
ing and works with geometrics the same way a spreadsheet 
works with numbers. Now you can have the power of a smart 
drawing system integrated with a scientific ca1culalor and 
formul a solver within one easy-tc;use software package. Re
quires Microsoft Windows. $895 

MCAE Technologies Inc. 
Tel: 408-748-0334 Fax: 408-748-1915 

Inquiry 706. 
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SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL 

GEOLOGY & GROUNDWATER PROGRAMS 
Borehole Lo·gs, E-Logs, Cross Sections, Stratigraphy, 
Well Drawings Fence, Contours, lsopachs, 3-D 
Diagrams, Pumping Tests, Groundwater Chemistry, 
Piper, Still, Durov etc. Used by EPA and State Agen
cies for RCRA & CERCLA. Our software is used by con· 
sultants, universities, and oil & coal companies in 26 
countries. Free brochure and demo disks. 

Earthware of California 
30100 town center dr. 11196, Laguna Niguel, CA ,92sn 

Phone (714) 495-5n 7 FAX (714) 495-4820 

Inquiry 713 . ....,. i. I• 

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG 
Geological sottware for log plotting , gridding/con
touring, hydrology, digit iz ing, 3·D solitl modelling, 
synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, image pro
cessing , scout ticket manager, over 50 programs 
in catalog. Macintosh too! Please call, or wri te, for 
Free Catalog! 

RockWare, Inc. 
4251 Kip ling St. , Suite 595, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 USA 

(303) 423-5645 Fax (303) 423-6171 

Inqui ry 714. 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

PC TECHNICAL GRAPHICS 
TEKMAR is a graphics library for the VGA, EGA or Tee· 
mar Graphics Master. Similar to PLOT-10, includes WIN
DOW, VIEWPORT, AXIS. Support for HP, HI plolters. 
Curve fitti ng, complE!te plotting program. Log, semi-log, 
multi-axis, 3·D. contours. Jerry Pournelle (Aug 86 Byte) : 
"As good as any I have ever seen ..." Demo disks, 
literature available. 

Advanced Systems Consultants 
21115 Devonshire St. #329, Chatsworth, CA 91311 

(818) 407-1059 

Inquiry 715. . 
LJ ._. 

CAD/CAM Developers! 
You save hu ndreds of hours of programming and debugging 
lime (and the thousands of dollars this time costs!) when you 
use the CAO/CAM math and DXF routines in the 

QuickGeometry Library 
AU the routines you need lor any type of CAO/CAM/GAE pro

~;~~1! ~~~;,e:~l~'.~%~rer~u!i1~~~!~a!~~n0~~c;~~~~~rci and 

$199 includes C source code and tel ephone support. 

Call (617) 628-5217 today for information or to order! 

Bulldlng Block Softwar~, P.O. BoX 1~ Somerville, MA 02144 

Inquiry 716. 
.- ~ •. j 

... 4 1 "L 	 .. 
.r 

The Ultimate CAD/CAM Engine 
TurboGeometry Library 3.0. The most complete tool box ol 
20 & 30 routines available today! Over 300 rout ines. Sur· 
facing , Solids, Hidden line, Volumes, Areas, Transforms. 
Perspectives, Decomp, Clipping, Tangenls & more. 30 day 
guar., $199.95·wlsource S&H Incl. Foreign $225.00. MS/PC 
DOS 2.0+. Turbo Pascal, Tu rbo C, MSC, MIX C, Zonec C+=f". 
VISA/MC, PO, Chk, USA funds only. 

Disk Software, Inc. 
2116 E. Arapaho RCI .. 11487, Richardson, TX 75081 

(214) 423-7288, (800) 635·7760, FAX (214) 423·4465 

Inqui ry 717. 

RAINDROP™ 
FAST, compact PrtScrn Utility for end users AND 
developers. Hardcopy as fast as 10 secs. Average binary 
size · 6 kbyte. 12 video graphic standards. Scale, rotate, 
colorize and more. 'CALL' from user-written programs. 
Complete 9· & 24-pin dot-matrix, inkjet, and laserjet 
library $39.95+$3 slh. 

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS 
8106 St . David Cl. , Springfield, VA 22153 

(703) 440-0064 

I • 

Inqui ry 718. 
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

SE GS 2.0 
S cientific Engineering Graphics System 

• Logarithmi c, T ime/Date & Linea r A xes. 
• E asy Curve Fitting a nd D a ta Smooth ing . 
• 	 1-2 -3 Inte rface & Numer ic Spread s h eet. 
• 	 S upports a ll Video & D evice Standards. 
• 	 10 C urves wi th up to 8000 points each . 

Edmond Software, Inc. 
5900 Mosteller Dr. #1124 405-842·0558 
Oklahoma City. OK 7311 2 800-284-3381 

-~·· 

PEN PLOTT ER EMULATOR 
FPLOT turns yo ur dot matrix or laser printer into 
an HP pen plotter. Fast hi-res output . No jagged 
lines. Vary line width, co lor. Works with Autocad, 
Drafix, etc. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter,,. 
Epson LQIFX, Toshiba, HP Laserjet, Okidata 
29x/39x, Hercules/CGNEGANGA. $64 checklm.o./ 
VISN MC 

Fplot Corporation 
24-16 Steinway St. , Suite 605, Astoria, NY 11103 

718-545-3505 

Inquiry 719. 

DoDOT for Microsoft Windows 
Witli oooor; You can : 
• Capture screens, windows, dialog boxes, and pull-down 


menus. 

• Convert be\ween various lilo formats: 

TIFF, Postscript , PCX, IMG, GIF, MAC, PIC. PCL , MSP, 
Cli pboard, Bitm ap, end more. 

• view and ed1t image with tun color sllpport. 
• Prinl Images to wide range ol ~ r i nters : 

LaserJet , Postscript, and more. 
W,ith each purchase. you receive free upgrade and support . Only 
$129 + $5 SIHI 

Halcyon Software 10291 Cold Harbor Ave. 
Cupertino. CA 95014 tel: (408) 257-0812 lax: (408) 25J.2012 

Inquiry 720. 

.~ 

POPULAR HGRAPH 
SCIENTIFIC 2D & 3D graphic routines for IBM PC, VAX, 
SUN and Macintosh. Powerful, easy to use. Multiple 
fonts, device and machine independent. Uses max 
resolution. Links with FORTRAN, Pascal. C, Modula·2 
and QuickBasic. $119.00 

Custom software development . 

UGraph- the graphics editor availab le now! 


Heartland Software, Inc. 
234 S,. Franklin, Ames1 IA 50010 

(515) 292-8216 

Inq uiry 721 . 

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT 
AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled B&W 
or colo r reprod uct ions of your display on any dot matrix , 
inkjet, or laser printer (incl. Postscript) in up to 64 shades 
of gray or 256 colors. GRAFPLUS supports all versions 
of DOS with IBM (incl. EGA, VGA, Super VG A) . Her· 
cules, or co mpatible graphics boards. Linkable/OEM 
versions available. $49.95 

J ewell Technologies, Inc. 
4740 - 44th Ave. SW, Sealtle, WA 98116 

(800) 359-9000 x527 (206) 937-1081 

Inquiry 722. 

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER? 
Now you can call 2·0 and 3-0 graphics routines within your 
FORTR AN program . 

GRAFM ATJ C: screen routines $135. 
PLOTMATlC: plotter driver 135. 
PRINTMATIC : printer driver 135. 

For the IBM PC, XT, AT & compatibles. We support a 
variety of compilers, graphics bds.. plotters and printers. 

MICROCOMPATIBLES 
301 Pre lude Or.. Dept. B, Silver Spring, MD 20901 USA 

(301) 593-0683 

Inquiry 723. 
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SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

MIDNIGHT ENGINEERING"' 
A new publication for entrepreneurial hardware and software 
engineers that wi ll encourage and challenge you to personalty 
develop and market your own products. 

• PRACTICAL ARTICLES 
• INSIGHTFUL INTERVIEWS 
• DETAILED PRODUCT REVIEWS 

call or write for a FRE E copy of the premiere issue of Mid
night Engineering. 

Midnight Engineer ing 
11 1 E. Drake Rd., SulJe 7041, For1 Collins, CO 80525 

303-491-9092 

Inquiry 707. .... 
SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC'" 

GPSS/PC'" is an MS·DOS compatible version of the 
popular mai nframe simulation language GPSS. 
Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive en
vironment allow a totally new view of your models. If 
you are contemplating the creation or modification of 
a complex system you need GPSS/PC to help you 
predict its behavior. Call now. 

MINUT EMAN Software 
P.O. Box 171/Y, Stow, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

(508) 897-5662 ext. 540 (800) 223-1430 ext. 540 

Inquiry 708. 
.·, 

'....~ .I 

C i rcuit Analy s ls - SPICE 
Non-linear DC & Transient ; Linear AC. 

*Version 381 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET, 
MOSFET, BJT, diode, etc. models, screen 
graphics, improved speed and convergence. 

• 	PC Version 2G6 available at $95. 
Call , write, or check inquiry # for more info. 

Northern Valley Softwar e 
28327 Rothrock Or., Rancho Palos Verdes. CA 90274 

(213) 541-36n 

Inquiry 709. ._.Ji. 

•, 

FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
Personal Engineering is a monthly magazine sent 
free of charge (USA only) to scientists/engineers 
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics 
each month include Inst rumentation • Data 
AcqlControl • Desi gn Auto mation . To receive a 
free sample Issue and qualification form ei ther cir
cle below or send request on letterhead to: 

Personal Engineering Communications 
Box 300, Brookline, MA 02146 

Inquiry 710. 

LOGIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 
• Typ, Min/Max, or Zero del"y analysis • Design rule 
checks • User defined, real-time graphics • Interactive 
or batch mode • Loading • Bus probes (bin, oct, dee, 
hex) • Record and Playback commands •_flexible 

~~~~~~t~ rsc0:11~~~;~itca~e~r • t~~~:~:e o~~~~l ~i?B~ 
PC/XT/AT • Demo & Evaluation kit available • Macro 
models 

Tatum Labs, Inc. 
3917 Research Park Or., 8-1, Ann Arbor, Ml 48108 

(313) 663-8810 

Inquiry 711 . 

SOFTWARE/FORTRAN 

FORTRANn PROGRAMMER'S ASSISTANTS 
FREE YOU FOR MORE CREATIVE WORK 

ASS ISTANT I . 	FORTRAN lOOLS assists you to manage and 
analyze you r FORTRAN source code. 

ASSISTANT II • FORTRANn 10 c TRANSLAlOR and c lOOLS 
make your FORTRAN lo C conversion process 
easy and significantly reduce your conversion 
cost. 

Please can, write, or check inquiry II for more information . 

MICROTO OLS 
P.O. BOX 2745, Santa Clara, CA 95055-2745, USA 

(408) 243-7688 

Inquiry 712. 
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY 
XGLIB: Blazing Fast. User coord., Thick tines & arcs. Polygon 
Engine. Figure drawing. Splines. Text scale, rota te. Keyb, Mouse. 
Plots, charts and presentation graphics. Screen print. $99. 

~;n)~~:~fif~~~~daensd:~i~:~~ ~~p~~~A~~I~~~ ~~~l~ct~iA 
PRINVIEW test $395. ANSI comp ...C... PASCAL. FORT.. MS 
QBASIC & BASIC. 

NOVA INC. 
2500 W. Higgins Roa d, #1144 CALL 708-882-4111 
Hottman Estates, IL 60195 FAX 708-882-4173 

Inquiry 724. 
~. 

IMAGE TOOLS LIBRARY 
SCANPAO: Fast Image Graphics. Image Capture. Animation. 
Bitblt , Scale up-down , Rotate1 Mirror, Tile fill . Scroll. Data 
base. Text & Line draw. Pop-ups. Scaled PrinVplot. EMS sup
port and 149 func s. A better package for .PCX file handling. 
$149. ANSI Comp. Most " C'', PASCAL, FORT .• MS BASI C. 
PCXIO: Source Library avail. in "C"/AssembJer for read/write 
& display ol .PCX liles. $295. 

NOVA INC. 
2500 W. Higgins Road, #1144 CALL 708-882-4111 
Hoffman Estates. IL 60195 FAX 708·882-4173 

Inquiry 725. 

VGA ColorWorks'" V2.1 

Image editor specifically desig l').ed for VG A. ln]port/export 

TIFF0 PCX, TARGA images. Edit with over 250,000 colors. 

complete geom el rics, pallern s, special effects-lint, shade, 

blend, mask, lounlains, cuUpaste, multi·zoom.-much more. 

List of features wou ld fill a page. Incl. 20 fonts, drivers !or 

PosiScript , HP·LaserJet-64 grey levels, HP·PainWet-4096 col· 

or; Epson L9JFX-16 grey levels. $39-$49.J 30 day guarantee. 


SPG Inc. 
lfO Box 171008 Hialiiah FL 33017 

(305) 362-6602 

Inquiry 726. 

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES for 

C, FORTRAN, PASCAL & QulckBASIC 


• Suppons VIOEQ, PRINTERS & PLOTTERS. 
• Linear, log, polar, smith , bar & pie charts. 

: ~cu~:~p~~e ~~~~s~~n: ~:~~· markers. I •~ 
• Over 100 routines wilh lull source code. 
• 240 page manual. No royalt ies. 

$295.00 Sutrasoft (713) 491·2088 

10506 Permian Dr. • Sugar Land, TX 77478 

Inquiry 727. 

.... ·~· ~ • 

PRINTED GRAPHICS 
The GraphUnk"' Printer Graphics Toolkit lets your Tur· 
bo Pascal programs build and print graphics at the 
printer's resolution! BO+ routines emulate Borland 
Graphics lntertace. Supports the most popular laser and 
dot matrix printers. Only $125 ($250 for Professional ver· 
sion)! Soon for TC, MS·C, Quick C. 

VISITECH SOFTWARE. 
05 3807 Ridgewood Cl ., Pittsburgh, PA 15239 

(412) 733-4775 

SOFTWAR8LANGUAGES 

DRUMA FORTH·83 
Break the 64K barrier without speed/space penalty. 
Powerful , attractlvely priced. '83 Standard . 

• 1Mb+ automated memory management 
• Fu ll OS interlace, extensive util ities 
• On·line documentation, ASCII/block tiles 
• Other products: windows. modules, profiler 
• IBM PC/XT/AT & all compatibles 

FREE learn/util ity disks otte red: INQUIRE 

DRUMA INC. 
6448 Hwy...,_290 East E103, Austin, TX 78723 

Orders: 512-323-0403 B8oard: 512-323-2402 

Inquiry 728.. •I ' • ~- • I '
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SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS 

MATH EDITING FOR THE PC 

x.' = l: a [x '" (')) + ( ~)
1 k•O k k Vo t fJX 

• MathEdit constructs math equations to be Inserted into 
WordPerfect, VVord, WordStar; and others. 

• WYSIWYG interface-no codes need to be learned. 

• MathEdit-$199 

30 Wos1 F!1s1 Avenuo, S~111e 100K-TA LK Columbus, Ohio 43201 
COM MUNJCAnONS (614) 294·3535 

Inquiry 729. 

MATHEMATICIANS-ENGINEERS 
Have you ever seen functions of a complex 
variable? Would you like to really understand 
differential operators like div, grad and curl? 
How about a peek into the fourth dimension? 
Call or write for Information on ou r latest PC 
and Macintosh software. 

Lascaux Graphics 
3220 Steuben Ave., Bronx, NY 10467 

(21 2) 654-7429 

Inq uiry 730. 

DERIVE® 
A Mathematical Assistant 

Makes math more inspiration and less perspiral ionl 
Combines !he power of computer algebra wilh 20 & 
30 plolling and a fri endly menu.driven user inter
face. Does equation solving, ca lculus, l rigo nometry, 
vector & mat rix algebra, and more. Der ive requires 
a PC compalible computer & 512K memory. 

Soft Warehouse, Inc. 
3615 Harding Ave., Suite 505. Honolulu, HI 96816 

(808\ 734-5801 

Inquiry 731. 

SOFTWARE/MEDICAL 

Medical Systems with ECS 
PPM oilers a complete line ol medical soltware ranging lrom simple 
insurance claims processing 10 comprehensive AIR management.. 
PC CLAIM PLUS-claims processing with ECS to OYer 100 major 
insurance cairiers-30-0ay money.back guarantee 
THRESHOLD-complete AIR, patient billing, comprehensive practice 
managementstatisllcs 
CLAIM NET-Nationwide electronic claims clearinghouse transmits 
claims to over 100 insurance carrie1s 
Software prices starl at $45900. Dealer inquiries welcome. 

Physicians Practice Management 
350 E. New York, Indianapolis, IN 46204 

800-428-3515 317-634-8080 

Inquiry 732. 

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING 

HARD TO FIND COMPUTER SUPPLIES FOR 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS & POWER USERS 
Cloth binders & slipcases like IBM's. Vinyl binders, boxes. and 
folders in many sizes. Disk pages, envelopes, & labels. l£m 
quantity imprinting. BUik disks. E~rything you need to bring }{lur 
software to market. Disk and binder mailers. Much more! l..oN 
Prices! Fas1 service. Can or write for a FREE CATALOG. 

Anthropomorphic Systems, Limited 
376·8 E. Saint Charles Rd ., Lombard, IL 60148 

1·800· DEAL·NOW 312-629-5160 

Inquiry 733. 

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE 
LET'S TALK PACKAGING 

From Disk Labe ls to Manuals to Shipping 
Boxes- We are a complete packaging service. 
Everything you need to market your software. 
Call for our free catalog. 

SOFCOM Printing and Packaging 
10305 Reading Rd., Cincinnati , OH 45241 

513-563-7136 

Inquiry 734. 

I ~ ·. 
..• 

SOFTWARE/PRINTING 

PRINTER GENIUS 
Powerful memory-resident printer management • Con
trol printer features from menus or within documents 
• Print spool-to-disk flies or memory • Background prinl 
•File & directory browse • Edit small text • and more. 
• User friendly pop·up screens • 92-page manual • 
Preset for all printers • Completely flexible • PC 
MS-DOS • $89 + $4 S/H • VISA/MC 

Nor Software Inc. 
527 3rd Ave.. Suite 150. New Yo<k. NY 10016 

(212) 213-9118 

Inquiry 735. 

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS 

Optlcal Character Recognition 
Stop retyping: PC-OCR" sottware "'II convert typed or 
printed pages into editable text files for )<)Ur 1'.Qfd processot 
Works with HP ScanJet. Panasonic and most other scan· 
ners. Supplied "'t(l 18 popular fonts. User trainable: you 
can teach PC-OCR'" to read virtually any typestyle. incl. 
foreign font~ Proportional text. matrix prinler outpul, Xerox 
copies OK. $385. Check/VISNMCIAmExp/COD 

Essex Publlshlng Co. 
P.O. Box 391, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009 

(201) 783·6940 

Inquiry 736. 

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

MATFOR 
UNMATCHED VALUE FOR NUMERICAL COMPUTING 
An interpreter with O'ler 350 !unctions for linear algebra, matri1e 
decompositions, calculus, nonll!:lear equations. optimization, 
differential equations, graphics, statiSlics. control systems 
ana/ysistjesign, signal processing and more. Comprehensive, 
stand·alone, extendible package. $150 IBMfAT compatibles. 

Computatlonal Engineering Associates 
3525 Del Mar Heights Ad ., Suite 183, San Diego, CA 92130 

(619) 259-8863 

Inquiry 737. 

C Scientific Library 
Create customized scientific and engineering tools with this com· 
prehensive library of 600 functions including linear algebra. elgen
systems, ma!rix computations, lime series. smoothing and filtering, 
statislics, regressron, linear and Integer programming, nonlinear 
systems, op1imiza1lon, different ial equations, curvelining and 
graphics. Superior documentation. Usable, encapsul ated, modular, 
reliable, mature, and atlordable. Several licensing and system op· 
\Ions are avallable starling at $295. Request on company t'etterhead 
01 send $5 (refundable on purchase) for 50-page CSL Buyer 's Gulde. 

Eigenware Technologles 
13090 La Vista Drive, Saratoga, CA 95070' 
(408) 867·118 4 Fax: (408) 867-6575 

Inquiry 738.. 

1.,•t 

free~ ·· ~~Jal ·o g! 

r.· 

Ii 800~942-MATH' 
Micro-Math Scientific Software 

Inquiry 739. 
•. 

Scientific/Engineering/Graphics Libraries 

Turbo Pascal , Turbo+ MSC, MS Fortran, Basic 

Send for FREE catalogue of sohware tools for Scientists and 
Engineers. Includes: Scientific subroutine libraries, device 
independent graphics libraries (including EGA, HP plotter 
and Laserjet support) scienlific charting libraries, 3-D plot· 

1 
ting library, data acquisition libraries, menu-driven process 
control software. Versions available for a variety of popular 
languages. 

Quinn-Curtis 
1191 Cheslnut St. , Unit 2-5, Newton, MA 02164 

(617) 965-5660 

Inquiry 740. 
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STATISTICS 

The BASS System™ 
Why use up 8 meg and 640K just to run a data 
step on your PC?Now you can run your data si ep 
code and stati stical procs with a system that takes 
only 1 meg and 400K (and costs only $399)! Free 
information: 

BASS Institute, Inc. 

STATISTICS 

NCSS 5.x Series - $125 
Easy-to-use menus & spread sheet. Multiple regression. 
T-tests. ANOVA (up to 10 factors, rep. measures, 
covariance) . Forecasting. Factor, cluster, & discriminant 
analysis. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics: 
histograms, box. scatter, etc. Reads ASCllll..otus. Many 
new ad d-on modules. 
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SOFTWARE/SORT 

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE 
Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility. Run as an MS· 
DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Supports most 
languages ,and file ty~e~ i~clud lng Bt deve and dBASE. 
U~j1m11ed file sizes. multiple keys and mlfch more! MS
DOS 5149. OSl2. XENIX. UNIX $249. 

(702) 588-3737 

Opt-Tech Data Processing 

P.O. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448 

Inquiry 741 . .. 
If you can find better 


sort/merge/select software, buy it! 

Sortex 


Ultimate in performance and reliability 

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee 

Only $149.95 

Systemat Corporation 
231 N. Deerfield Drive, Walnut, CA 91789 


PHONE: 714 594 9567 FAX : 714 594 7984 


Inquiry 742. 

SOFTWARE/UTILITIES 

EZ-COPY PLUS'" 

·rhe Ultimate Diskette Duplicator for the PC you already own! THIS IS 

SO ARE ONLY-new hardware usually not required! Great for 
publishers. developers. MIS directors. etc. 2~+ laster than DOS. Read 
diskette once. then. quickly & accurately mass duplicate 5.25" &3.s• 
disks on your own PCIXT/AT/etc, formal s. copies. verifies. op!ionally 
serializes, in 1 smooth operation . Save images to HD. more. Replaces 
fse~~~dh~~warc worth SlOOOs.- Only St29 +s/h. Evaluation disk 

EZX Publ.,Box 58177-B0390, Webster, TX 77598 

Orders (V/MCIAX) & Brochures: 1·800 • US EASY X 

INFO: 1·71 3-280-9900; BBS: 280-8180 ;_ FAX: 480-0525 

Inquiry 743. 

SOFTWARE/VOICE 

MULTI-VOICE® TOOLS 
Multi-Voice Tools is a complete devolopmenl Toolkit lor Turbo 
Pascal to access all !he features ol the WATSON or DIALOGIC 
Speech Boards. It is also a high level library of procedures 
lo build MULTI-LINE VOICE RESPONSE systems in minutes. 
A powerf ul TELEPHONE ANSWERING program js given as 
an exam ple wilh source code. 

DIALOGIC 599$. WATSON 99$, v;sa/MC 

ITI Loaiciel 
1705 St. Joseph E, Suite 4, Monlreal, PQ, Can. H2J 1N1 

(514) 861-5988 
We can also write your \tlice Response applicafion programs. 

Inquiry 744. 


SPEECH SYNTHESIS 


SPEECH SYNTHESIS CHIP 
Want the most advanced phoneme synthesis chip 
available? One fl exible enough to generate speech, 
music and sound effects ...yet loo cost and remarkably 
easy to use? The ARTIC-263 is all of this and more ... a 
versatile, high-qualilY.. phoneme·based, speech syn
thesizer circuit contained in a single, monolith ic, 24·pln, 
CMOS integrated circuit. 

Artie Technologies 
55 Park Street, Troy, Michigan 48083 

Phone: (313) 588-7370 FAX: (313) 588-2650 

Inquiry 745. 

STATISTICS 

NEW STATISTIX™ 3.0 
PC Magazine Editors Choice! 

• Superb Data M anagement • Exce llent manual 
• Easy to use • Fasl , tree support 

• Range & Depth of Statistics 

Buy the BEST for Y, the price of the competition 


CALL 612-631-2852 Now 
No-risk 30-day money-back guarantee 

Analytical Software, Box 1320•. Ros.,me. MN 55113 

Inquiry 746. 
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P.O. Box 349, Chapel Hill , NC 27514 
(919) 933·7096 or BB: (919) 968·6755 (N,8,1) 

Inquiry 747. 
'1" t 

SOLO 3.0 from BMDP 
Popular statistics and excellent graphics lor the PC. 
Quick and easy to use. For business professionals, 
researchers, or students. From the leader in statistical 
software for oVer 25 years. Top·notch support\. 
Saiisfacl ion guaranteed! $199 complete with 
graphics. Call today. VISA or MC. 

BMDP Statistical Software, Inc. 
1440 Sepulveda BIVd ., Suite 316, Los Angeles, CA 90025 

(213) 479.ngg 

Inquiry 748. 

STATA 
Stata 2.05 Now Available. More slatislics, graphics 
and an all -new manual. Still only $590. Quantity 
Discounts Available. New, lower academic price. 
$20 Demo. Call toll· free for more Information. 

1-800-STATAPC 
Computing Resource Center 

10801 National Bou levard, Los Angeles, CA 90064 

(213) 470-4341 

Inquiry 749. .~ 
~ r 

~ .. 
DBMS/COPY 

CONVERTS YOUR DATA INTO INFORMATION 

NCffl your favorile stat package can access any database. 

DBMS/COPY can dlrecUy conver1 any dli!abaso or s~readsheel lilo 

(ORACLE, PARADOX , dBASE. LOTUS etc.) lnlo anYstat package 


~:~~r1~:s~~~~~~~!~~1~~c=~~1~:l~n~~~~~S.r;~:a~~~a7ar~1~; 
VISAIMC/AMEXJPO/COD. Call for lree limited version. 

CONCEPTUAL SOFTWARE INC. 
P.O. Box 56627, Houston, TX 77256 

(713) 667-4222 FAX: (713) 667-3FAX 
1·800·STATWOW 

Inquiry 750. 

.-· . } 

Which Statistic? 
Find out wi th Statistical Navigato r'~ , an expert system 
to help select appropriate statistical analysis. Statistical 
Navigator suggests the proper analysis and explains 
how it fits your research bbj0cti ves and assumptions. 
Version 1.1·$99.95+SIH. VISA, MC, AMEX, PO, Checks 
accepted. 

The Idea Works, Inc. 
100 West Briarwood, Columbia. MO 65203 

1·800-537·4866 FAX 314·445·4589 
Oulslde USA 314-445-45&4 

Inquiry 751 . ,_ 
I< •• I•"

Designing Experiments? 
Designer Research'• helps design efficient empirical research 
projects, controls extraneous variables and rules out cor;n· 
paling explanations. Ensures internal , external, const ruct and 
statistical conclusion validi ty by recommending detailed and 
comprehensive design procedures. S99..95+slh. VISA, MC, 
AMEX, PO, Checks accepted. 

The Idea Works, Inc. 
100 West Briarwood, Columbia , MO 65203 

1·800·537·4866 FAX 314·445·4589 
OulSlde USA 314·445·45&4 

Inquiry 752. 
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865 East 400 North, Kaysville. UT 84037 

Phone: 801·546·0445 Fax: 801·546·3907 

Inquiry 753. 

SCA STATISTICAL SYSTEM 

The only statistical software encompassing 


Forecasting & Time Series Analysis 

Quality and Productivity Improvement 


General Statistical Analysis 

Available on DOS. OS/2 and Mac operating systems. 


Call today for more information 


Scientific Computing Associates 
4513 Lincoln Ave., Sui te 106, Usie, lL 60532, USA 

Phone: (708) 960·1698 FAX : (708) 960·1815 

Inquiry 754. 
.· ,-, 	~' 

1_-.- •\., ! l 

StatPac Gold™ 
Sta!Pac Gold Is 1he award·winmng statis!lcs{.,anC! 
lorecasting package lhat delivers. ll's fast. flexible, 
ea,;y to use and dependable. Time·lested and loabed 
with features. You be lhe ju ge. Get 1hej acts' Call 
lor you r FREE brochure ~ 

1-800-328-4907 
Walonick Associates, Inc. 

6500 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55423 
(612) 866·9022 

Inquiry 755. 


SYSTEM SOFTWARE 


PC Compatible File System 
All 'C', very portabl e, rommable. Add floppy & win· 
chester support to embedded systems, or lransfer 
dala to-lrom pc fl oppies or partilions from your OS. 
Full, high quality implementalion. 

High quality CD-ROM inlerface software available 
too. 

etc bin systems 
20 Higley St. . Groton. MA 01450 

(508) 448·9340 1 

Inquiry 756. 

UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER 

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER 
And Make It Last Longer 

FREE money.saving literature. What you need to knCM' about UPS
uninlerruplible power supply. How to gel complete protec1ion from 
power line problems. 350\fA lhrough tSKVA models rrocn lhe world's 
larges! manu factu rer of single·phase UPS. 

Best Power Technology, Inc. 
P.O. 	Box 280, Necedah, WI 54646 

(608} 565-noo ext. 3852 
TOLL 	FREE (800) 356·5794 ext. 3852 

See our Ad on page 336. 

Inquiry 757. 

UTILITIES 

ACCUBACK-BACKUP SYSTEM 
Program features (alt DOS Systems) : 

• 100% byte by byte read verification 
• Suppgrts absolute file matching 

: ~oraer~!~o~~~ standards 

• Creates active archives that are directly accessible 
The most accurate backup sysiem available. Special introduc· 
tory price: $79.95 plus $4.00 shipping/handling. 

AMER TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS, INC. 
DEPT D, 8700 SW 26th1 Suite E, ,Portland Oregon 97219 

(503) 245·2948 FAX (503) 245-0846 VISA/MC 

Inquiry 758. 
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UTILITIES 

COPY AT TO PC-BRIDGE-IT 3.5 
l ''CPYAT2PC" AEl lABLY wri tes 360KB nappies on 1.2 MB drives, saving 

a slol for a second hard disk or tape back.up. Only $79.00 + S/H 
"BRIDGE-IT 3,5" is a DEVICEDRIVER supporting 3112• 720KB/1.44MB 
drives tor PCfXT/AT without upgrading DOS/BIOS. Only $39.00 + S!H 
BRIDGE-IT 3.5 BUNDLED WITH INTERNAL 1.<14MB DRIVE AT 
$129.00 + SfH VISAJMC/COD UPS BIA

• MlCROBRIDGE COMPUTERS 
655 Sky Way Suite 220, San Carlos, CA 94070 
1·415·593·8777(CA) 1-415-593-7675 (FAX) 
1-514-845-0818 (CANADA) 1-800-523-8777 

0908-260-188 (UK) 

ii 

Inquiry 759. 

DELTA, the better text file comparison tool. Scrollable 
windowed presentations of file or directory comparisons, 
with a built-in editor window. Ideal for programmers! Re
qu ires DOS 2.0 or higher with at least 384K RAM . A 
hard d isk is recommended. Order now. S79. 

DEMO avail a bl e o n ou r BBS 

OPENetwork 
POWER TOOLS FOR POWER USERS 

215 Berkely Pl. (B-1), Brooklyn , NY 11 217 
718-638-2240 BBS: 718-638-2239 

Inquiry 760. 

Recover deleted files fast! 
Disk Exp lorer 9ow mcludes automatic hie recovery, You 
lype in lhe deleted file's name. Disk E~plorer frnds and 
restores ii. Disk E"Xplorer also shows what's really on disk.; 
view. change or create formats. change a file's status. 
change data in any seclor. MS-DOS S75 U.S. Check/ 
Credit card welcome. 

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 

45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl. 


Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 182 

(416) 961 -8243 


I llll 

'· 

COPYWRITE 
CopyWrite 
Removes 
Copy Protect ion 
No more d iskettes, 
ma nuals or 
codewheels . 
1000 's of products copied.. . QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 
45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl , Dept B. 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y ·1s2 
(416) 961-8243 Fax (416) 961-6448 

t • 

Remove Hardware Locks 
Software ulility allows for the removal ol hardware locks. 
Don' t wait !or your lock or key device to fail or be stolen. 
Following packages available: 
CADKEY $99.00 PCAD 5199 .00 
Microsta tion $99.00 Personal Designer $199 .00 
MicroCadam $99.00 SmartCam $99.00 

Call for other products. Visa/MC Welcome 

(204) 669-4639 
SafeSoft Systems Inc. 


191 Kirlystone Way, Winnipeg, MB. Canada. A2G 386 


Inquiry 761. 

AppleWorks ..... IBM 
CROSS-WORKS 2.0 transfers both ways be
tween Apple lle/llc/llgs and IBM PC/XT/AT/PS-2 
& compatibles . Exchange AppleWorks with 
Microsoft Works, WordPerfec t, Lotus 1-2-3, 
and dBase Ill/IV! Included cable plugs in serial 
ports for 19,200 baud transfers. Easy menu 
operation. $99.95 ( + shipping). 

Phone (919) 870-5694 for free info packet. 
SoltSpoken Co., PO Box 18343, Raleigh, NC 27619 

UTILITIES 

Why You W ant BATCOM! 
BATCOM is a batch f ile compiler that transforms your 
.bat files to .exe files to make them faste r. BATCOM ex
tends DOS with many n·ew commands so you can r'!ad 
keyboard input , use subroutines, and much more. In 
addit ion , BATCOM protects your source code. No 
royalties! Only $59.95. Order today! 

Wenham Software Company
5 Burley St. . Wenham, MA 01984 

(508) 774·7036 

Inquiry 763. 

WORD PROCESSING 

We can read 130 languages 
from Armenian to Zulu 

Use SPOT OCR Software with an image scanner and your 
PC to read 130 foreign languages, typed pages, typeset 
material, magazines and books into standard taxi files. 
Flagslalf Engineering can provide any OCR solution. Call 
today to discuss your appl ication! 

Flagstaff Engineering 
1120 Kaibab Lane, Flagstaff , AZ. 86001 

(602) 779 -33 41 
MasterCard-Visa-American Exp1e ss Accep1ed 

Inquiry 764. 

FARSI I GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN 
Hebrew, all European, Scandinavian, plus either Hindi. Pun
jabi , Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil, Thai, Korean. Viet, or IPA. Full 
leatured multi-language word processor supports on-screen 
foreign characters and NLO pr inting with no hardware 
modifications. Includes Fon t Edi tor. $355 dot matrix; $150 
add'I for laser ; $19 demo. SfH in U.S. incl'd . Req. PC, 640K, 
graphics. 30-day Guarant ee. MCIVISA/AMEX 

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC. 

710 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 609, Santa Monica. CA 90401 


2131394-8622 Ti x: 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM 


Inquiry 765. 

DuangJan 
Bilingual word processor fo r English and: Armenian, 
Bengali, Burmese, Euroflat in/African, Greek, Gujarati , 
Hindi, Khmer, Lao, Punjabi , Russian , Sinhalese, Tamil , 
Telugu . Thai , Ukranian, Viet , ... Only $109+$5 slh 
(foreign + $12 sfh). Font ed itor included. For any IBM 
compatibles with dot-matri x & LaserJet printer. Demo 
S9+$1 s/h. Visa/MC 

MegaChomp Company 
3438 Cottman Ave.. Ph iladelphia, PA 19149-1606 

(215) 331-2748 FAX: (215) 331-4188 

Inquiry 766. 

PC-Write 3.0 - Shareware 
Fast . full fe atu red word processor for IBM PC. Now edits 
large files & multiple columns. Also spell check, mailmerge, 
networking ~. ASCII , and macros. Easy-tcruse, optional menus. 
Supports 500 printers incl. lasers. Software, guide and 
tutorial on disk: $19. Regist ration with manual, support 
newsletter and 2 free updates: $99. 

90-day money-back guarantee. VISA/MC. 

Quicksoft 1-000-888-8088 
219 Ffrst Ave. N., #2:.4-BYTC, Seattle, WA 98109 

Inquiry 767. 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the spec ial computer product or service 

that you provide belongs in print. 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can help you reach computer professionals and 

p roduce valuable inq uiries fo r your company! 

Call Brian Higgins for more information 

603-924-3754 

Circle 86 011 Reader Service Card 

w ........••..• •• ••... 
3.5"HD - )19 

1111111.iliil~il 


APPLE Laserwriter &: Plus .. .. .. 

CANON LBP Mark I Series .... . 
 8 49_5
HP Laserjel &: Plus ............ ...... . 


APPLE LaserWriter II Series ... 
CANON LBP Mark II &: III .... . 849_5
HP Laser jet II Series .. .............. . 


CANON LBP 4 Series ......... .... .. 

HP Laserjel 2P .................... ..... .. 
 619-5 

QUME TONER 80 .......... .......... .. 47. 50 
QUME TONER (j()OO.................. . 17.00 
RICOH TONER 80 .... .. .............. . 50.00 
RICOH TONER (j()OO .... ............ . 17.00 
RICOH OPC 80, 81or150 ...... . 135.00 
KYOCERA FIOOOA &: FIOIO ... 24. 50 
KYOCERA F2010 &: FPB-01 .. 24.50 

1-800-654-4058 
PO BOX 1674, BETHANY. OK. 73008 

NEVADA 1-800-621-6221 
PO BOX 12396, LAS VEGAS, NV. 8911 2 

Minimum order $20.00 • No Surcharge on VISA 
MASTERCARD. ' COD orders add $3.00. UPS 
Surface shipping add $4.00 per each 100 Disks 
( First Class US Mail delivery add 9% extra ) 
All Prices are subject to change without notice. 

~ [ffi] FAX ( 405 ) 495-4598 

... 
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Circle 172 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 173) Circle 323 on Reader Service Card 

•Diagnose comm problem 
• Install new equipment 
• Determine baud rates 
• Reduce development time 
• Troubleshoot faster 

e SDLC. HDLC. X.25, BISYNC e Pari ty & CRC check 
• 40 hours on 9v battery • 2K buffer with printer du mp 

BitView shows you bidi rectional data in ASC II . EBCDIC.or Hex for async and sync 
data lines at baud rates from 300 to 38400 baud . Now find your comm problems 
in minutes instead oi hoursI 

Call (212)662-6012 or Fax (212)678-6143 15:~1 
MEASUREMENT & CONTROL PRODUCTS, INC. 
41 5 Madison Avenue. 22 Fl. . New York. NY10017 

VOICE MASTER KEY® 

FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFTWARE DESIGN, 
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION , MORE... 

SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. Desktop Audio sound editing 
allows you to create custom sound applications. Variable sample rate (to 20 KHz) and 
compression levels. A four.voice music synthesizer is included also! 

VOICE RECOGNITION TSR utility allows you to add voice command keyboard 
macros to your CAD, desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet, or 
entertainment programs. Up to 64 voice commands in RAM at once--more from disk. 

HARDWARE SYSTEM contains built-in speaker with separate volume and tone 
controls, external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made of sturdy vinyl-clad 
steel. Attaches to parallel printer port without affecting normal printer operation (U.S. 
Patent 4,812,847). Headset microphone, printer cable, 9 volt AC adapter (110 volt 
UUCSA listed), and comprehensive user manual included. 

QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $219.95 
ORDER HOTLIN E: (503) 34 2-1271 Mon-Fri , 8 AM to 5 PM PST 

Visa/MasterCard, company checks, money orders, CODs (with prior approval) 
accepted. Personal checks subject to 3 week shipping delay. Specify computer type 
when ordering. Add $5 sl1ipping charge for delivery in USA and Canada. Foreign 
inquiries contact Covox for C&F/CIF quotes. OEM conligurations available. 

.JO DAYMONEYBACKGUARANTEEIFNOT COMPLETELYSA T/SF!ED. 

@ 

CALL 0 R WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG 


0 

rovox INC. TEL (503) 342- 127 1 
675 Conger Street FAX (503) 342-1283 
Eugene, Oregon 97402 BBS (503) 342-4135 

300-9600bps MODEM $299 
$95-2400bpS ALL PRODUCTS ... 30 DAY FREE TRIAL 

The SPEEDMODEM TM is a knock out for value and performance. It 
features DYNAMIC IMPEDANCE STABILIZATION™, DIS™, (patent 
pending) . DIS improves signal quality, assuring maximum speed and 
data integrity. DIS is renowned for superior performance where other 
modems fail. All products are internal IBM cards, made in USA, 5 year 
warranty. if you aren 't totally satisfied, return within thirty days for 
full refund ! D/Sis/T 

with DIS no DIS 
• SPEEDMODEM300-9600-bps $299 
• SPEEDMODEM+ FAX-9600 $399 
• FAX-9600 full featured high speedfaxcard $299 
• 2400-4800-bpsMNP-5MODEM $193 $169 
• 2400-bpsMODEMwithSENDONLYFAX $159 
• 2400-bps MODEM $119 $95 
• FREE$69 EASYCOM™SOFTWARE with modem 

March '89 p102 BYTE MAGAZINE* CompuCom "Real deal ... worked fine ... quite a bargain'.'
Corporation CALL 408 732-4500 800 228-6648 

326 BYTE • MARCH 1990 Circle 59 on Reader Serlice Card 

SEALEVEL SYSTEMS INC. 
PO BOX 1808 

EASLEY, SC 29641 

(803] 855-1581 

Circle 255 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 256) 



Circle 140 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 141) 

Eorm!!I!!!!! Qa11, .El.!l....Bfil ~ 
10-19 mb $99 89.10 
20-29 mb $125 112.50 
30-39 mb $150 135.00 
40-49 mb $175 157.50 
50-85 mb $2 10 189.00 
86-120 mb $275 247.50 
121-150 mb $325 325.00 
151-275 mb $425 425.00 
276-380 mb $495 495 .00 

TEST & EVALUATION $25 

SHIPF'tNO YOUR ORIV! POR R!PAIR 
P ack your drive carefully and well 
protected in a sturdy shipping box. Include 
with the shipment a note with your name, 
address, dayllme telephone number 
and a brief description of the problem with 
the drive . If prepaying , allow $9 for 
shipping and insurance costs. 

WE DO DATA RECOVERY 

CALL FOR QUOTE 


FLOPPY DRIVE REPAIRS 


5.25" & 3.5". $45 8" . $135 

VALID THROUGH 3/31 /90 


.DISC pRIVES. sAfi~ 

l'.<;It~I ELQEE:X: QBl~ES 


3.5" 720k .. new . $105 

3.5" .... .. 1.44mb . . . new .......... . 115 

5.25" 360k ref. 49 

5.25" . ... . 720k ref . . .... 49 

5.25".. 1.2mb . ref. · ... .. .... 59 


KITS FOR IBM AT & COIFATIBLES 

72 MB 
147 MB 
230 MB · 
320 MB 

10MB/85MS 
20MB/65MS 
30MB/65MS 
40MB/65MS 
48MB/36MS 

· · ESDI . $895 
ESDI ...... 1395 
ESDI .. ....... . .. ... . 1595 

ESDI - 1995 

HARD CARDS 
. . ..... $185 
.. .. .... .... ...................... 225 


.. ..... ... 295 
.. ..... .. .............. .. .. .... .. 345 
. .. .. 395 

XT!l\l l:l llBQ QBl~ES 
5 MB . ref. $69 
10MB . unu. .. ........ ... ...... 75 
20 MB . . ref. 149 
30 MB . .. ref . . 195 
42MB ... ···· unu. ..... 275 
72 MB ref. .. .. 595 
120 MB ..... .. ... new ...... ... .. .. .... . 1295 

SCSI HARD DRIVES 
20 MB $225 85 MB $495 
30 MB 265 147 MB 1495 
42 MB 295 310 MB 1995 

NOVELL SUBSYSTEMS 

150 MB . . ...... $1975 
320 MB .. ....... . .. ........... 2795 
650 MB ... 4295 

I 

THOUSANDS OF DISC DRIVES IN STOCK 

We Feature Technical Support for Everything We Sell 

We Specialize in Disc Drives - Ask for O ur Brochure 


jl), TECHNOLOGIES, INC. TEL 818 • 709 • 6400 
FAX 818 • 341•2935 

51 05 Maureen Lane Moorpark, CA 93021 

REEL 

9-TRACK 

GENIUS 


OVERLA ND DATA will bring 
out the fie 11i11s in you when it comes 
to connecting your PC to the mini/ 
mainframe world . We were the first 
company to connect 9-track to PCs, 
and we are still the leaders wi th the 
larges t insta ll ed base worl dwide ! 
Call the experts .. .ODI! 

• Up to 15 MB per minute 
• PC/XT/AT/386/PS2 & Compat. 
•DOS, XEN IX, UN IX, NOVELL 
• 800, 1600, 3200, & 6250 BPI 
• O utstanding customer support 
• 24-hour delivery avail ab le 
• C ipher, Anritsu. Qualstar & M4 

nnJ Over1and Data 
Ln..Jl "Experience Makes The Difference" 

I1-800-PC-9TRAK I 
5600 Kearny Mesa Road • San Diego, CA 92 1 I I 

TEL: 6 19/571 -5555 • FAX: 6 19/57 1-0982 • 800/729-8725 

Circle 209 on Reader Service Card 
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Micro Macro Mundo Inc. 
7204 N.W. 31 St., Miami, Florida 33122 


Phone: (305) 594-6950 Fax: (305) 594-3795 


1399 

1045 

465 

149 
195 
239 

49 
39 
86 

107 
128 
161 
86 

170 
89 

595 
495 

185 
168 

1595 
970 

79 
215 
315 
365 
425 
605 
484 

Clones Atcessorie s 
XT Case w/turbo/key 35 
150 watts PIS 35 
AT Case regular size 58 
101 keyboard 35 
AT 12MHz m/board 165 
XT Everex m/board 12 70 
Monographics w/print 27 
Colorgraphics w/prinf 27 
XT FDC 15 
W. Digital 1006V·MM2 105 
W. Digital 1006V·SR2 125 
OTC HD/FC AT 90 
Clock Card XT 15 
386 Motherboards Call 

Ot hers 
Computone ATS 595 
Computone AT16 1150 
H.P. Laser 11 0 2995 
H.P. 7475 1295 
H.P. 7440 905 
H.P. Deskiet PLUS 675 
Princeton Monitors Call 

We export to any country. 

Call or fax us with your need . 

Also in 220 vo lls. 


Prices change every week. 

This ad was placed a few 

months ago. 


Some of our brand s: 

AST. Archive, lrwing, Canon, 

Panasonic. Core, ATI, Everex. 

Iomega, NEC. Toshiba. Kirn· 

tron. Wyse, Adie, Amdek, 

Citizen, Intel, Diconix . DCA 

Irma, Genicom, Micropolis, 

Mitsubishi, Novell , Oracle. 

Pacific Data. Priam. Princeton. 

Proteon. Sysgen. 3COM, 

Genoa. Hayes. ALA , Orchid . 

ETC. 


Hard Drives 
Seagate: 
ST·225 20MB kit 
ST·238 30MB kit 
ST-251·1 40MB 28ms 
ST-277R1 66MB 28ms 
ST-296N 85MB 28ms 
ST-125 20M B 40ms 
ST·125N 20MB 28ms 
ST-138 30MB 40ms 

218 
232 
297 
368 
474 
215 
265 
260 

Computers & Access. 
Everex STEP 286 & 386 

from only 
AT-Clone 12MHz 1MB 

1.2MB F/D,40MB H/D 
monitor. serial/para 

XT 12MHz w/Everex 
rn/board, 360K F/D, 
768K RAM installed 
clock/calendar, monitor 

ST-138R 30MB ALL 
ST·4053 44MB 28ms 
ST-4096 BOMB 28ms 
Sl4144R 122MB 28ms 
ST·125 PS/2 kil 20MB 
ST-138 PS/2 kit 30MB 
ST-01 SCSI adapler 
ST-02 SCSI adapter 
Kit·Controller & Cables 
Maxtor Drives: 
1085 71MB 
1140 120MB 
2190 160MB 
4170 158MB 
4380 338MB 
8760 677MB 
XT100S 96MB 
Other Drives: 
Miniscribe 9380E 
lmprimis 106MB 
lmprimis 182MB 
lmprimis 209MB 
lmprirnis 383MB 
lmprirnis 385MB 
lmprirnis 766MB 
Micropolis 160MB W/C 
Micropolis 330MB W/C 
Priam 330MB w/contr 
Priam PS/2 338MB 
Priam PS/2 160MB 
Priam lor PS/2·ALL 
Western Digital 
1.44MB 3.5" w/kil 
720K 3.5" w/kit 

250 
285 
532 
605 
285 
315 
35 
49 

655 
1179 
1489 
1015 
1625 
2579 
619 

1425 
789 

1035 
1372 
1670 
1980 
3126 
1149 
1893 
2050 
1665 
1089 
Call 
Call 
80 
75 

101 keyboard , p/port 
Hardware: 
Evercorn 24+ 
Evercom 24E + 
Everfax 48/96 BPS 
Magic 1/0 AT 
Magic 1/0 XT w/clock 
Paradise Basic EGA 
Paradise Autoswitch 
Paradise Basic VGA 
Paradise VGA PLUS 
Everex EGA Deluxe 
Everex VGA 16 bits 
RAM 3000 Deluxe 
Samsung Fax 2010 
Samsung Fax 1010 
Printers: 
Epson from 
Panasonic from 
H.P. Laser Jel II 
H.P. Laser llP 
Monitors: 
Monochrome 
CGA Goldstar 
EGA Goldstar 
VGA Goldstar 
Super VGA Goldstar 
NEC 30 
NEC 2A 
More lhan 150 brands 
and 4000 items. 
Call for your need in 
computer hardware or 
sottware. 

Mon. thru Fri. 9 to 5 EST. VISA/MASTER No surcharge. 1 year warranty. Orders before noon shipped 
same day. Governmenl & corp. P.0.s O.K. Full line Seagate & Everex products in slock. 

PC COMPATIBLE 

ENGINEERING 


Annabooks gives you the hardware. software. and fi rmware 
information you need to design PC-compatible systems fas
ter and better. And you have control of your design from the 
ground up -- our fi rmware and software products include 
source code! Plus all the uti lities you need. 

AT BiosKil: an AT Bios with source code 	you can modify. With 
setup & debug. 380 pages with disk, $199 

XT BiosKil: Includes adebug. 270 pages with disk, $99 
Intel Wildcard Supplement for XT BiosKit: Includes ASIC setup, turbo 

speeds, also useful with many other modern XT boards. 60 
pages with disk, $49 

PromKil: Puts anything in Eprom or SRAM; DOS, your code, data, 
you name ii! With source on disk, $179 

SysKil: Here's a debug/monitor you can use even with a brand X 
Bios in your desktop. Runs in ROM or TSR in RAM. Includes 
source, of course . $69 

XT-AT Handbook: The famous pocket-sized book jam-packed with 
hardware & software info. $9.95 ea. or 5 or more for $5 each. 

so·ftware tools: You need MSC & MASM 5.1 for modifying the Kit products. 

1-.-.......Mention this ad when you order any publication and get 

.......... a free XT-AT Handbook by Choisser & Foster! Hurry before we 


.. come to our senses and change our minds. 
-=-~~~~~~~~~-Annabooks Money-back guarantee 

12145 Alta Carmel Ct Suite 250-262 	 800-462-1042 
In Callfornia 619-271-9526 San Diego, California 92 128 CCJ =: 
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--24 Hour Order Hotline---Jameco" 
ELECTRONICS 415-592-8097-

SIP & SIMM MODULES 
Pi,l[I NQ . Eu ncJIQn Pclct 
5!2KIT' IBMP S/2 IOOns 256K x 9 SIMM (2 each} ....... 99.95 
2MEGKIT' IBM PS/2 IOOns !MEG x 9 SIMM (2 ea ch) ... 369.95 
41256A9A·10 262.144x9 1OOns 256K x 9 SIP (Has Leads) ... 44.95 
41256A9B·80 262.144x9 sons 256K x9 SIMM ..................... 49.95 
42 1000A8B ·10 1.048.576x8 lOOns 1MEG x 8 SIMM . ............... 109.95 
(2 1000A9A-80 1J)48.576x9 80ns 1MEG x 9 SIP (Has leads) .. 124.95 
421000A9B ·80 1.048.576x9 eons 1MEG x9 SIMM ......... ......... 119.95 

'Upgrade tor Models 30. SOZ and 60 

7400 
e:ac1 ~o l ·S lQ± e:act tia l ·S JCl :t: 
7400 ... .29 . 19 7474 ... .39 .29 
7402... .29 .19 7475 ...... .49 .39 
7404 ...... .29 .19 7476... .45 .35 
7405... .35 .2S 7483... .S9 .49 
7406 ..... ..... .39 . 29 7485.. . .6S .SS 
7407...... .39 . 29 7486 . .4S .JS 
7408 ......... .3S .25 7489. ... .. .. .. ..... 2.2S 2.IS 
74 10 .... .29 . 19 7490 .... .49 .39 
7411.. . .3S .2S 7493... .4S .35 
7414 ...... .49 . 39 749S....... .59 .49 
741 6 ... .3S .2S 74107... .29 .19 
74 17 ... .35 .2S 74121... . .39 .29 
7420 ...... .29 .19 74123. .49 .39 
7427 .. . .29 .19 74125 . .49 .39 
7430 ..... .29 .19 74 147 :::: ::: : 1.99 1.89 
7432 ....... .39 .29 74150 .. ...... ...... 1.35 1.25 
7438... .39 .29 74 151.. .39 .29 
..442... .49 .39 74 154 ··········· ··· ··· 1.35 1.25 
74 45.. . .7S .6S 74161.. .69 .S9 
7446 ... .89 .79 74174 ... .S9 .49 
74 47 ...... .89 .79 74 175 ... .. .S9 .49 
7473.. . .39 .29 74193 ... .79 .69 

74LS 
74LSOO .26 .16 74LS 139... .49 .39 
74L502..... .28 .18 74LS151 ......... .49 .39 
74L503 ...... .28 .18 74LS153 ...... .49 .39 
74LS04... . 28 .18 74L 5154 ... 1.29 1.19 
74LS05.. ...... . .28 .18 74LS I S7.... . .4S .3S 
74LS06.. .. . .S9 .49 74LS 161.. .49 .39 
74LS07...... .59 .49 74LS163 ... .49 .39 
74LS08.. . . 28 .18 74L5164 ..... . .S9 .49 
74LS09.. .. ... . .28 .18 74LS!6S... .7S .65 
74LSIO... .26 .16 74LSl66... .89 .79 
74LS11... ... .29 .19 74LS173... .45 .3S 
74LS14 .. . .49 . 39 74LS174 ...... .39 .29 
74LS20 ..... .28 .18 74LS175 ... .39 .29 
74LS2!.. .29 .19 74l5191 .. .S9 .49 
74LS27... .35 .2S 74LS192.. . .69 .S9 
74LS30 .. . .28 .18 74LS193.... .69 .S9 
74LS32.. .... .28 .18 74LS194... .69 .59 
74LS38... .35 .2S 74LS221.. .... .69 .S9 
74LS42 ...... .49 . 39 74LS240... .S9 .49 
74L847... .85 .7S 74LS24 1 .. . .S9 .49 
74LS73...... .39 .29 74LS244 ... .S9 .49 
74L874... .3S .2S 74LS245 .......... .79 .69 
74LS75...... .39 .29 74LS2S7...... .49 .39 
74LS76... .39 . 29 74LS2S9.. ....... .99 .89 
74LS83 ...... .S5 .4S 74LS273... .89 .79 
74LSB5... .55 .45 74LS279 ........ .49 .39 
74LS86....... .29 .19 74LS367.. ... .49 .39 
74LS90.... .49 .39 74LS373.. . .79 .69 
74LS93..... . 49 .39 74LS374.. .79 .69 
74LS123 .. .... .49 .39 74LS393 ...... .89 .79 
74 LS12S... .49 .39 74LS54 !... 1.29 1.1 9 
74LS l 32...... .49 .39 74LS590 ..... S.9S S.8S 
74L8138... .49 .39 74LS688.... 2.39 2.29 

745/PROMS* 
74SOO... .2S 74S188'. .. 1.49 
74804.. .... .2S 748189 ····· ··················· 1.49 
74532... .2S 745240. .......... ............ 1.39 
7487 4 ........ .25 745244 ....... .99 
74S112... .2S 74S287'. .. 1.49 
748124...... l.2S 745288'. .. 1.49 
745138 ... .49 74S373 ... .99 
745153 ...... .IS 74S374 ....... . 99 
74$163 .... .7S 74S387' ... ....... ........ .. 1.29 
748174 ..... . . IS 748472' .. .... 2.95 
74Sl 75... .39 74S571 '... 2.49 

CD-CMOS 
C0400!... .19 C04051 .. .S9 
CD4002... . .19 C04052... .S9 
C04007.... .. .19 CD40S3 ... .S9 
C04011 ... .... .19 C04060... .6 5 
C04012.... .2S CD4066... .29 
C04013 .. .. ... .. .29 CD4069... .25 
C04015.... .29 C04070... .29
C04016 ...... .29 C0407t .. .19
C04017 .. . .49 C04072... .. . 19CD4018 ..... . .49 C04073... .19C04020.. . .59 C04081 .. .19C04021.. .. . .49 
CD4024 ... .45 CD4093... .3S 
CD4027 .. . .3S CD4094 .... . .89 
C04028.. . .49 CD4503... .39 
CD4029 ...... .69 CD45 11 .. .59 
C04030... .35 CD45 18 ... .7S 
CD4040 .... .. .6S C04S20... .69 
CD4042.. . .49 C04S22... .75 
C04043.. .. .. . .59 CD4528... .69 
C04046... .6S CD4538... .79 
CD4047... .6S CD4543.... .79 
C04049 ...... .29 C04584 .. .... .. .49 
CD4050 ... .29 C0458S.... .69 

NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS 
Replace th e 8086 or 8088 In You r IBM PC and 

e.a.rt...No In crease il s Spe ed by up lo 30 % price 

UPD70108-5 (5MHz) V20 Chip ...... .................. . 5.25 
UPD70108-8 (8MHz) V20 Chip . ........... 6.9S 
UPD70 108 -10 (10MHz) V20 Chip .... ............ ..... 10.9S 
UP07011 6-8 (8MHz) V30 Chip ......................... 7.9S 
UP070116-10 (1 OMHz) V30 Chip ..................... 13.49 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS 
zao,ZBOA, ZBOB , SERIES 8000 SERIES Continued 

Part No. Pri cePart No. Price 
Z80. .... . .. ............. !.2S 8155·2 .......................... 3.75 
Z80A. ...... ... .. ..... 1.29 81C5S .. .. ................ .... .. 4.2S 
Z80A-CTC ..... .. .. .. ...... l.6S 8205.. .. . " "' .. .... ........... 9.95 
Z80A-DART... .. .. ... .. 4.9S 82C11 6.95 

82 12. """""'""""""""' 1.99 
8216. 1.39 

ZBOA-PIO ......... . ... 1.89 
Z80A-SIO/O. . 3.9S 
Z80B ......................... 2.75 8224 .................. ...... .... 1.49 
Z80B-CTC .......... .. ..... 3.95 8228 ... " ""'""" '" " """" 1.49 
Z80B-PIO ...... .. ...... . .. 3.95 8237·S .. ......... .. .. .. ......... 4.25 
Z8400HB I CPU·8MH.z ... 1.95 8243 ..... """""' l.9S 

8000 SER IE S 

8031""""" ""'" '""""' 3.9S 
80C31 8.95 

8250A ... .... .... .............. 4.9S 
82506 (For IBM) .............. 5.95 
8251A 1.9S 
8253 """"""""'"""""" 1.89 
8253 -5 " """'"""""""" l.9S 

803S "' ..................... 1.25 
8039 ................ " "" "" 1.59 

82CS3·S ... .................... 3.9S80S2AHBASIC. 24.95 
8254 .. .... .. """'"""""" 4.9S8080A... .. .. ............... 1.95 
825SA -5 ....................... 2.95 BOBSA........................ 1. 9S 
82CS5A ·5. 4.49 
82S6 "'"""'"'""""""" 11.9S 
82S9-5 2.2S 
8272 """"""""'"""""" 3.49 

8085A-2 ............ .. ....... 3.S9 
8086 . .. .... ... """" 3.9S 
8087 (5MHz) ............ 89.95 
8087· 1 (I OMHz) ..... 169.95 

8274 .......... . "" .......... .. 4.7S8087 -2 (BMHz) ....... 129.95 
8279-5 .... . ..... 2.9S 8088 (SMHz)... .. .. 4.9S 
8282 ... "" '""" """" """' 2.9S80B8·2 (8MH z) .......... . 6.95 
8284A .......................... 1.9S81S5 .. .. . 2.49 

part No 
2016·12 
2102 
2112 
2114N 
211 4N·2l 
21C14 
510\ 
6116P -1 
6116P·3 
6116LP ·1 
6116LP ·3 
626 4P·IO 
6264P·15 
6264lP·10 
6264LP·12 
6264LP · 15 
651 4 
43256·10L 
43256·15L 
62256LP·10 
62256LP ·12 
62 25 6LP· 15 

TMS4416·12 
TMS4416·15 
4116·1 5 
4128· 15 
4164·100 
41 64·120 
4164·150 
41 256·60 
41256·80 
41256 ·100 
41256 ·120 
41256 ·1 50 
412 64·12 
41464·80 
41464· 12 
41464 ·15 
51258 -10 
511000P·80 
511000P·10 
514256P-IO 
514258 ·10 

TMS2516 
TMS2532 
TMS2532A 
TMS2564 
TMS27 16 
1702A 
2708 
2716 
2716·1 
27Cl6 
2732 
2732A-20 
27C32 
2764·25 
2764A·20 
2764M5 
27C6 4·15 
27 128·20 
27128 ·25 
271 28A·15 
27128 A·20 
27Cl28·25 
272 56·15 
27256·20 
27256·25 
27C256·15 
27C256·25 
27512 ·25 
27C512·15 
27C5!2·25 
27C010·15 
6876 4 
68766·35 

STATIC RAMS 
Function Price 
2048x8 
1024x1 
256x4 
1024x4 
1024x4 
1024x4 
256x4 
2048x8 
2048x8 
2048x8 
20 48 x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
1024x4 
32.768x8 
32,768x8 
32.768<8 
32.768x8 
32.768x8 

120ns ..... ................... ........ ....... ........ 2.95 
350ns ...... ... ..... .... .. ... ............ .............. . 89 
450nsMOS .................................. ... 2.49 
450ns ..................................................99 
200ns Low Power ... . ..................... l .49 
2o ons1cMos1... .. .............. . .......49 
450ns(CMOS .... .. .. .. .... ........ ...... .. . 1.95 
IOOns (16K) CMOS.... ................... 3.19 
150ns(l6K)CMOS...... . ........ 2.79 
IOOns (16K) LP CMOS .. ................... 3.59 
ISOns (16K) LP CMOS.. ......... 3.09 
IOOns (64K) CMOS .......................... 6.75 
!SOns (64K) CMOS ......................... 4.95 
IOOns (64K) LP CMOS ............. ........ 6.95 
120ns (64K) LP CMOS ..................... 6.49 
ISOns (64K) LP CMOS ................ ..... 4.95 
350nsCMOS ................................... 3.25 
100ns (2 56K) Low Power ............... 10.95 
150ns (256K) low Power ... 9.95 
IOOns (256K) LP CMOS ............... .. 11.95 
120ns (256K) LP CMOS .......... ...... I 1.25 
'sons (256K) LP CMOS ................. 10.95 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
16.384x4 
16.384x4 
16.384x1 
131.072x1 
65,536x1 
65.536x1 
65.536xl 
262,144x1 
262.144x1 
262.144x1 
262.144x1 
262.144x1 
64Kx4 
65.536x 4 
65.536x4 
65.536x4 
262.144x1 
1,048.57611 
1,048,57611 
262. 144x4 
262.144x4 

12ons ... .. ............ ..... ..... 3.95 
150ns......................................... .. ..... 3.75 
ISOns (MM5290N·2).. .......... ...... .... .. 1.09 
!SOns (Piggyback).... .. . ... 4.49 
IOOns ... ................... .......................... 2.75 
12ons ... ................... ..... ............. .... .... 2.39 
150ns ... .......... ........... .......... ....... .... 2.15 
60ns .................................................. 5.25 
80ns ................................................. 3.75 
IOOns ...... .. ....... ......... ............. ........... 3.15 
120ns ......... ....... .......... .. .. .............. .. 2.95 
150ns... ......... ................ ........ 2.59 
120ns Video RAM. 10.95 
80ns .......................................... ....... 5.95 
12ons . ........... ............. .................. ... 3.95 
150ns . .. ..... .......... ...... ... ... 3.59 
100ns Static Column ....................... 8.95 
80ns(1 Meg) ................................. 12.95 
100ns(1 Meg) . .................. ........ . 12.35 
1oons( 1Meg) .......................... ... .. 12.95 
lOOns Static Column .. ... ......... 26.95 

EPROMS 
2048x8 
4096x8 
4096x8 
8192x8 
2048x8 
256x8 
1024x8 
2048x8 
2048x8 
2048x8 
4096x8 
4096x8 
4096x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 
16.384x 8 
16,384x8 
16.384x8 
16.384x8 
16.384x8 
32 .768x8 
32.768x8 
32.768x8 
32.76Sx8 
32.76818 
65.536•8 
65 .536x8 
65,536x8 
131.072x8 
8192x8 
8192x8 

450ns(25V) .... .... .................. ............... 4.95 
450ns(25V) ........................................ 5.95 
450ns(12.5V)..... ......... 5.25 
450ns(25V)... .............. .. ...... 6.95 
450n s(·5V. •5V. ; 12V} .......... ........... 6.49 
2K (l~1S) .. . ................... .................... 4.25 
450ns ................................................. 6.95 
450ns(25V)........................................ 3.49 
350ns(25V) . ........................... .. 3.95 
450ns (2 5V) CMOS . 4.25 
450ns(25V) ............. ...................... ..... 3.95 
200ns (21V) .............. . .......... .. ............ 3.95 
450ns (25V) CMOS... ....... 4.25 
250ns(21V) ............. .. ..................... .. 3.95 
200ns (12.5V) ... .................... 4.19 
250ns(12.5V) ........... ........................... 3.49 
ISOns (12.5V) CMOS... ........ 4.95 
200ns(21V).................. ................ ...... 5.95 
250ns (21V) ... ...... ............... .. ...... 5.25 
150ns(12.5V)... .. ............... ... ..... 6.95 
200ns( 12.5V) .......... .................... ... ..... 4.75 
250ns (2!V) CMOS.. .. 5.95 
150ns(12.5V) .................................. .8.49 
200ns(12.5V) .......... ........................... 5.49 
250ns (12. SV ) ....... ........ ........ .. ........ .... 4.95 
ISOns (12.SV) CMOS ...... .......... .......... 7.25 
250ns (12.SV) CMOS ........................ .. 5.49 
250ns (12.5V) ................................... 7.25 
ISOns (12.SV) CMOS ......................... 9.95 
250ns (12 .5V) CMOS .. .......... . ...... 7.49 
ISOns (12 .SV) CMOS (I Meg) .......... 19.95 
64K 450ns (25V) (Chip Enable) ...... 14.95 
64K 350ns (25V) !OJtput Enable) ... 15.95 

EEPROMS 
28 16A-25 2048 x8 250ns (9V -15V) 5V Read/Write ...... 5.49 
28 17A 20 481(8 350ns 5V Read/W rlte .......... ............ 6.95 
2864A 8192x8 250ns 5V ReadfWrlte (Pin 1. No RIB) 10.95 
2865A 8192x8 250ns 5V Read/Write .................... 10.95 

8000 SERIES Continued 
Part No. Pdce 

8286 """"'""""""'""' 2.29 
8741 .. ........ .......... .... ... 9.49 
874 2 ........... ........... 14.95 
8748 (2SV) .................. 7. 9S 
874BH (HMOS)(21V) .. . 9.95 
8749 """"""""""" 9.95 
8751H (3.S-12MHz) .... 34 .95 
875S """"""""""""" ' 3.9S 
80286·10 (I OM Hz)LCC 29.95 
80287 -3 (SM Hz) ....... 109.95 
80287-8 (8MHz) ....... 209.9S 
80287 -10 (IOMHz) ... 239.9S 
80386 -I 6 PGA ......... 249.9S 
B0387·16 (16MHz) ... 349.95 
80387·20 (20MHz) ... 399.95 
80387 -2S (2SMHz) ... 499.95 
82284 (BMHz) .............. S.49 
82288 (BMHz) ............. 6.9S 

DATA ACQUISITION 
ADC0804LCN .............. 3.25 
ADC0808CCN ............. 5.49 
ADC0809CCN ............. 3.7S 
AOC l 205CCJ-I ......... 19.95 
OAC0808LCN .............. 1.49 
AY -3-IOISD ................. 4.95 
AY -S-1013A ................. 2.95 

6500/ 6800 
68000 Series 

Part No. Pdce 
6402.. """"""""""" 3.7S 
6S02 .... """""'"""""' 2. 19 
6S02A. """" " " """"" 2.S9 
6SC02 (CMOS) .......... 6.95 
6520 ... . """""'" """"' !.S9 
6S22 .. .. """'""'"'"""' 2.9S 
65C22 4.2S 
6S32 """ """""""""" 4.9S 
6SS ! """"""""""" "' 2.69 
65CB02 (CMOS) .. .... IS.95 
6800 . .. .......... .. ........... l.7S 
6802 .. ..... ................... 2.95 
6808 ...... ................... 2.49 
6810 ......................... l. 2S 
6820 .................. .. .. .. .. 2.75 
6821 ............ .. ....... ... 1.75 
68821 """' " """"""" ' 2.2S 
6840 " '"""""""""""' 3.49 
6845 """'"""""""""' 2.7S 
6850 "'""""""""""" l.7S 
68S2 ............. '"""""" ' .49 
MC6BOOOL8 .............. 9.9S 
MC6BOOOL!O ........... 1 l.9S 
MC6B008PB .... .. ..... 4.9S 
MC6BOIOL!O ........... 19.9S 
MC68020AC I 28 44 .95 
MC68450l!O ........... 14.9S 
MC68701. ............... 19.95 
MC6870SP3S .......... I S.9S 
MC6870SU3S .......... 17.9S 
MC6BB8 1RCl6A ... 129.9S 
MC68B81AG20A ... 139.9S 

Commodore 
W01770 ..................... 6.9S 
Sl3052P ..... ................. .49 
6S04A ........................... 7S 
6SIO. """""""""""" 14.95 
6S26. """""""""' "" 13.95 
6S26A ....................... 14.95 
6S4S-I ....... ...... ........... 3.9S 
6S60." .. ..... .... ......... .. 6.9S 
6567 ..... .. ........... ...... . 24.9S 
6572 . """"""""""' .... 2.9S 
658 1 (12V) ..... 12.9S 
8502 """"""""""""" ' 7.9S 
8564 ........... .. .............. 2.9S 
6566 .................... .. .. ... 4.9S 
8701 ........................... 9.9S 
8722 .............. ... .. .. .... .. 4.9S 

' 82S IOOPLA" .. .......... IS.9S 
3106S4-0S. .. ..... 9.9S 
325572-0 1 .......... .. ..... 17.9S 
90122S-01 . ............... IS.9S 
90 1226-0 1 . ............... !5.9S 
90 1227-02 .................. 4.95 
901227-03. "" ......... 15.9S 
901229-05 ................ IS.9S 
901460-03 "'"""""""" .99 
901486-06 ""'""""""' 1.49 

'No specs available 
"Nole: 82SIOOPLA . U!7 (C ·84) 

74C/CMOS 
74COO .... ...... . 25 74C174 ... 
74C02 ....... .... .25 74Ct75... 
74C04 ............25 74C 192... 
74C08 ...... ......25 74Cl94 .. .. 

39 
39 
99 
25 

74CIO ...........19 74C221.. ...... 1.79 
74C1 4 ........ ... . 49 74C240 ... 49 
74C3 2 ...... ....45 74C244 ....... 1.49 
74C74 ............49 74C373 ... ..... 1.49 
74C85 ... .... 1.29 74C374 ........ 1.49 
74C86 ........ ....29 74C91 1.. .. .. . 5.95 
74C89 ........ \ ,49 74C9 12 ........7.95 
74C90.... 99 74C915... 69 
74C151 ..........99 74C917 ........3.95 
74C154 .... .. 2.95 74C920 ...... .. 395 
74C157 .. .... 1.49 74C92 1 .. ...... 2.49 
74C160 ........ . . 25 74C922 .......3.95 
74C161... ......25 74C923 ........3.95 
74C162 ......... .25 74C925 ...... .. 495 
74C173 ........25 74C926 .. ..... 5.95 

MISC. COMPONENTS 
TANTALUM CAPACITORS 

TM.I .1µ1@3SV ....... 19 TM 4.7 4.7µ1@35V.. . .4S 
TM! l101@3SV ........ 19 TM 6.8 6.8µ1@35V ...S9 
TM 2.2 2.2 ol @35V.....2S TM! O !Oo1@3SV ....69 

POTENTIOMETERS 
Values available (insert ohms into space marked ~xxM) : 

SOO<l, I K. 2K. SK. !OK. 20K, SOK , 100K, SOOK, \MEG 
43PXX 314 Wat1.15Turn .99 j 63PXX 1/2 Watt. 1Turn .89 

TRANSISTORS AND DIODES 
PN2222.........13 PN 2907. .13 IN4004.......... 10 
2N2222A.... .29 2N4 401 .......... 15 1N4149 ..........07 
2N305S ........69 !N270. .2S 1N473S .........25 
2N3904 .......... 12 1N751.. ........... 15 C 106B1 ......... .49 

SWITCHES 
JMT123 SPOT. On.On 1.25 206·8 SPST, 16·pinDIP 1.19 
MPC121 SPOT.Qi.QI-On 1.25 M8102 SPST.Momenrary .39 

D-SUB CONNECTORS 
DB25P Male. 25·pin .69 I DB25S Female. 25·pin .75 

LEDS 
XC209R Tl . Red ..... 
XC556A TP·•. Red... 

.15 XC556GT1 ~•. Green. ..... 17 

. 13 XC556YT P•. veuow ..... 17 

IC SOCKETS 
low Profile Wire Wrap (Gold) leve l #2 

8LP ..... .. . 11 aww. ... .49 
14LP.. .... . 12 14WW...... .65 
16LP... .13 16WW... ..... ................... 69 
24 LP ......... .21 24WW.. .... ... .... ...... ....... 1.19 
28 LP ... . .23 28WW........... .... .. .. I .39 
40LP ................. .. ........... .29 40WW.. ...... .................. I .89 
Soldettall S11nd1td (Gold & Tio) & H1;1der Plug Sockels Alao Av1ll1ble 

74HC HI -SPEED CMOS 
part No. Price part No prjce 
74 HCOO ......................... I 9 74HC175 .. ..... ................ S9 
74 HC02 ........................ . 19 74 HC22 1 ........................ 89 
74 HC04 .... . ................... 19 74 HC240 ................ .........69 
74HC08 .......................... 19 74HC244 .........................79 
74HC 10 .............. ........... 19 74HC24S ........................79 
74HC14 ..........................29 74HC253 ........................49 
74HC30 .........................25 74HC2S9 ........................49 
74HC32 .............. .. .......... 25 74HC273 ..................... ...49 
74 HC74.. .. ...29 74HC373 ....................... . 69 
74HC7S .......................... 35 74HC374 .......................69 
74HC76...... ....................3S 74HCS9S ...................... 1.29 
74HC85 ........................... S5 74HC688 ...................... 1.49 
74HC86 ......................... .29 74 HC943 ............. 6.9S 
74HC123 .......................S9 74 HC4040 ....................79 
74HC12S.........................49 74 HC4049 .19 
74HC132 .......................49 74HC4050 ....................... 2S 
74HC138.........................45 74HC4060 ....................... 69 
74 HC139 .......................39 74 HC4S1 I ............... ........ 49 
74HC154 .. .. ................. 1.49 74HC4514 .. .................. 1.79 
74HC I 63 ....................... 39 74 HC4S38 ................... 1.1 9 
74HC I 74 .......................59 74HC4S43 .................... 1.19 

74HCT-CMOS TTL 
74 HCTOO ....................... 17 74HCTl 39 ...................... 39 
74 HCT02 ....................... . 17 74HCT! S7 ......................29 
74HCT04 ....................... . 19 74HCTI 74 ...................... 15 
74HCT08 ........................ 17 74HCTI 75 ..... .... ............ 19 
74 HCT14 ..........................29 74 HCT240 .......................69 
74HCT32 ........................ 19 74HCT244 .................... .49 
74HCT74 ............. . 29 74HCT245 .................. . .49 
74HC T86 ........... ............. 2S 74HCT373 .....................49 
74HCTl38 .. ....... ............ . 39 74HCT374 ...................... 39 

LINEAR 
Pac::I ~g 1-2 Hoh Pa!l ~Q . Ho~ lQ+ 
TL071CP .. .69 .S9 OS14C8BN ........ 1.19 1.09 
TL072C P ........... .79 .69 LM14 89N .. .49 .4S 
TL074CN .. .... ...... .99 .89 OS14C89N ........ 1.19 1.09
Tl08 ! CP .. .S9 .49 LM1 496N .. .69 .59
TL082CP .. .S9 .49 LM1 B7 1N ........... 1.95 1.75
Tl084CN .... .99 .89 LM1872N ........... 1.95 l.7S
LM307N .... .4S .39 ULN 2003A .. .79 .69
LM308N .6S .S9 ULN2004A .79 .69LM309K ::::::::::::: 1.49 1.2S 26LS29 .. .. 2.9S 2.7SLM3 I ON .. ......... .. 1.49 1.2S 26LS3 I ..... ... ....... 1.19 .99LM311 N .. .49 .39 26LS32 ......... ..... 1.19 .99LM317T .69 .S9 26LS33 .... .......... l.7S 1.49LM318N """"""' 1.09 .99 ULN2803A ......... 1.19 .99LM319N .. .......... 1.29 1.1 9 LM2901N .39 .29LM323K ... .......... 3.49 3.2S LM 2907N .. ......... 1.29 1.19LM324N .. .39 .35 LM2917N {8 pin) . 1.75 1.49LM33SZ .. ........... 1.49 l.2S MC3470P 1.29 1.1 9LM336Z .. . 1.09 .99 MC3479P ........... 3.9S 3.7SLM337T """"""' 1.29 1.09 MC3486P ........... 1.29 1.19LM338K ............. 4.49 4.2S MC3487P """""' 1.29 1.19LM339 N .49 .39 
LF347N ............ . 1.49 1. 25 LM3900N. .49 .45 
LM348N .... .69 .S9 LM390SN . ......... 1.29 1.19 
LF351N .. .49 .39 LM3909N .89 .79 
LF353N ........ .S9 .49 LM3914N ......... 1.95 1.75 
LF3S6N .. .89 .79 NE S532 .. .89 .79 
LF357N ....... .99 .89 NE 5534 .89 .79 
LM3S8N ... .S9 .49 7805K .. .... .......... 1.29 1.19 
LM380N ....... .89 .79 78 12K ...... .......... 1.29 1.19 
LM385Zl.2 .. .. 1.7S 1.49 781SK ................ 1.29 1.19 
LM386N -3 ........... .89 .79 780ST.. .49 .4S 
LM393N .45 .39 7808T.. .49 .4S 
LF398N ......... .... . 1.95 1.75 7812T.." .49 .4S 
LF411CN .79 .69 781ST .49 .4S 
LF4 12C N :::::::::: 1.29 1. 19 790SK .. ...... ........ 1.49 1.2S 
NE5S5V .............. .3S .29 790ST . .SS .49 
XALS5S ...... .7S .6S 7S I 13 "'""""""" 1.39 1.19 
LMS56N .. .49 .39 75150 . ...... ......... 1.29 1.19 
LMS6SN .. . 99 .89 751S4 . """""""' 1.29 1.19 
LM 566CN :::::::::::. 1.29 1.19 75174 .... ...... .. ..... 2.9S 2.7S 
LM567V ... .75 .65 7Sl75 ................ . 2.9S 2.75 
LM723CN ........... .49 .39 751 76 .... ...... ....... 2.25 1.9S 
LM741CN ··········· .3S .29 75451 .. .4S .39 
LM747CN ........... .59 .49 7S4S2 " .45 .39 
LM1458N .... ... ..... . 39 .35 75492 .. .. ..... .89 .79 
LM1488N .. .......... .49 .4S MC l 45406P ..... .. 2.95 2.7S 
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IBM PC/XT/AT 
Compatible Keyboards 

JE2017 
JE2015 B4 ·Key Standard AT Style 

Layou1 ..... .......... .. .... . $59.95 
FKB4700 101 -Key Enhanced Layout 

with 12 Funclion Keys .. ... $69.95 
JE2016 111 ·Key Enhanced wilh Solar 

Powered Calculator ... .... $79 .95 
JE2017 104·Key Enhanced with Trackball 

(Microsoft Compatible) .. .. $99.95 

Floppy 
Disk Drives 
& Diskettes 

Mitsubishi 
MF353B 3.5" 720Kb lnlernal Drive .. $99.95 

Toshiba 
356KU 3.5" 1.44Mb Internal Drive $ 109.95 

TEAC 
FD55B 5.25" 360Kb Hall Ht. .. .. .. $89.95 
FD55G 5.25" 1.2Mb Hall Ht. ... .... $99.95 

3.5" & 5.25" Diskettes (1 o per box) 
DSDD 5.25" DSDD (360Kb) .. .. .... .. $6 .95 
DSHD 5.25" DSHD (1.2Mb) .. .. .... $13.95 
3DS 3.5" DSDD (720Kb) .. .... .. . $16 .95 
3HD 35· DSHD (1.44Mb) ... ..... $34 .95 

package 

. .. . ... , ......$459.95 

EGA card 

JAMECO IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS 
360Kn2DK/1.2Mb/ 1.44Mb Floppy Disk Controller Card (PC/XT/AT) .•••• .• $49.95 
Monochrome Graphi cs Card w/Parallel Printer Port (PC/XT/AT) ..... ....... $49.95 
Color Graphics Card wt Parall el Printer Port (PC/XT/AT).•.••.• ....... .... ..•. $49.95 
EGA Card w/ 256 KVideo RAM (PC/XTIAD ... ..... .... ....................... . $139.95 

·Bit VGA Card w/256K Video RAM (PC/XTIAD............ ......... $169 .95 
8116-Blt VGA Card w/256K Video RAM (PC /X T/AT)..................... ..... $199.95 
110 Card w/ Serial. Game. Printe1 Port & Real nme Clock (PC txn ... •.... $59.95 
RS232 Serial Hall Card IPC/XTIAD ......... .......... .......... .... ... ... ......... $29.95 
110 Card w/ Serial, Game and Parallel Printer Port (AT) .... .. . .. .. .. ... . .. . .. . $59.95 
Multi 1/0 Card w/ Controller & Monochrome Graphics (PC/XT) .... .... .• .. $1 19.95 
Multi 1/0 Card w/ 360K/720K/1 .2Mb/1.44Mb Floppy Controller (An •.. ..••. $74.95 
2Mb Expanded or Extended Memory Card (zero· K on-board) (AT) •• ••.. • $1 09 .95 

MiniScribe Hard Drives & CMS Tape Back-Ups 
Average W/8-Blt (XT) W/16-Blt (AT) 

Part No. Ca pacity Style Speed Fo rmat Drive Alone Controller Control ler 

M8425 20Mb 35"HH 68ms MFM $224.95 
M8425XT 20Mb 35"HH 68ms MFM $269.95 
M8425AT 20Mb 35"HH 68ms MFM $339.95 
M8425F 20Mb 35"HH 40ms MFM $249.95 
M8438 30Mb 35"HH 68ms ALL $249.95 
M8438XT 30Mb 3.5"HH 68ms ALL $299 .95 
M8438AT 30Mb 3.5"HH 68ms ALL $389.95 
M8450 40Mb 3.5" HH 46ms ALL $329.95 
M8450XT 40Mb 35"HH 46ms ALL $369.95 
M8450AT 40Mb 35"HH 46ms ALL $429.95 
M3085 70Mb 5.25"HH 20ms MFM $599 .95 
M3085AT 70Mb 5.25"HH 20ms MFM $699.95 
M3180E t50Mb 5.25"HH t7ms ESD I $1 199.95 
M9380E 330Mb 5.25"FH t6ms ESDI $1699.95 

M8425 

M8450XT 

QFA500 

DJ10 40Mb Tape Drive with up to 120Mb capabil ity (includes one TB40 Tape) ..... .. .... $299.95 
QFA500 tSOMb Tape Drive with up to SOOMb capabil ity (includes one TC150 tape)....... $1 049.95 

Hard & Hard/Floppy Disk Controller Cards 
MFM H ard RLL Ha rd MF MHud/Ftopp y RLLH ard!Floppy 

Computer Type Part No. I Price Part No. I Price Pert No. I Price Pert No. I Price 

8088 (PCIXT) @3: 11nterleave XTGEN/$79.95 1004A27X/$89.95 JE1044/$t09.95 ·--·· ........ 

80286 (ATV386@ 2: 1Interleave 1003VMM1/S t29.95 1003VSR1/$149.95 1003VMM21$ 149.95 1003VSR2/S t69.95 

80286(AT)l386@ 1:1Interleave 1006VMMt/$149.95 1006VSR1/S169.95 1006VMM2/$169.95 1006VSR21$189.95J 

---Now Available...Jameco's NEW Flyer 142 ---- - 
----- with 48 pages of Computer Peripherals & More! - 

-
-

Sony3.5" 
720Kb 
Disk Drive 

· IBM PC/XTi AT Compatible 
• Double-sided, dou ble-density 
• Documen tation included 

MPF11 Disk Drive ........... .. $49.95 
SMK 5.25" lnstallalion K>t lor MPFt t ...$14.95 

Logitech ScanMan 
Plus Scanner 
and Mice 
Scanner only: 
• IBM PC /X T/AT 
Compatible 
• 4M Scanning Window 
• Ideal for DTP and 
Graphics Progra ms 
• 4000PI SCANP 

SCANP Scanner ....... $219.95 
MSER Serial Mouse •• •• •$79.95 
MBUS Mousew/Bus •••• •$89.95 
MPS2 PS12Mouse •••••• $74.95 

Prometheus 9600 Baud 
Modem ' 

9600E External 9600 Baud .... $699.95 

12008 Internal tlOOBaud.. ..... ... $49.95 
24008 Internal 2400Baud .. ........ $99.95 

Jameco Digitizer Tablet 

• AutoCAD 1O template and lour-button 
cursor • Resolution: up to 1016 lines per 
inch • Accuracy : .025" • Emulates three 
ol the world's most popular lormats 
• EEPROM allows custom conliguration 

JCAD Digitizer Tablet •• $199.95 
Stylus Two Button Stylus ••••• $39.95 

MOTHERBOARDS 

Onrs~~I . 
• All wl fJK RAM 

JE3520 Pictured .,, 

JE1001 
JE3005 
JE3010 
JE3011 
JE3025 
JE3026 
JE3028 
JE3520 
JE3525 
JE3533 

Jameco 4.77/8MHz 8088 (PCtxn .... $89.95 
Jameco Baby 8/t2MHz 80286 (An $199.95 
Jameco Baby 8/t6MHz 80286 (An $299.95 
Jameco Baby 8120MHz 80286 (An $389.95 
AMI Baby 20MHz 80386 ........... $1199.95 
AMI Full·Size lSMHz 80386 ..."" $1 899.95 
AMI FuU.Size 33MHz80386 ....... $2299.95 
Jameco Baby lOMHz80386 ........ $629.95 
Jameco Baby lSMHz80386 ...... $1199.95 
Jameco Baby 33MHz80386 .... .. $1699.95 

Jameco 20MHz 80386 Desktop Computer Kit 
Fully IBM Compatible 
Free! Concurrent 386 Disk Operating System 
Software Included 
Free' OA PLUS Diagnostic Software Included' 
Free' WORDSTAR EASY Word Processing 
Software Included! 
1Mb RAM Included, Expandable to 8Mb onboard, 
16Mb wilh optional expansion board 
8116/20MHz Keyboard Swilchable Operation 
AMI BIOS ROMs Included 
Fliptop Case w/200 Watt Power Supply 
MiniScribe 3.5" 40Mb RLL Hard Disk Drive 
1.2Mb Floppy DSHD Disk Drive 

22.0 Norton SI Rating 
101-Key (Enhanced) Keyboard 

JE3550 20MHz 80386 Compat ible Kit ... ... . . .... . . .. . .. ... ... ... .... . ... . .$1599.95 


IBM 
Compatible JE201 2
Cases and 
Power Supplies 

ft;11JE1030 . ..' 

JE1010 Fl~Top Starda<U PC/XT Case ............ .. .. S39.95 

JE1011 St>de Standa<U PC/XT Case .................... S39.95 

JE1030 lSOwan PCIXT Power Soppy ........ .. .. ... S59.95 

JE1032 200 wanBabyAT Powe< St.qiy .. .. ........... $89.95 

JE1035 300 wan ATPowcrSuiJPy ................... $139.95 

JE2011 Vcr11Cal Case w!.lOOWPwr. SuiJPy ......... $249.95 

JE2012 ~>·Vertie> Casew/200W Pwr. Supply .. .. $149.95 

JE2014 Fl'~Top Baby XTTurto Case .................. $69.95 

JE2019 Fl~Top Baby AT Case .......................... $69.95 


EGA & Multiscan Monitor Packages 
Casp er 14" EGA monito r a nd EGA card 

(720 x 350 m ax. resolut ion ) 

JE1059 EGA Monitor & EGA Card 

R e lisys 14" M ultiscan monitor and 

packag e (800 x 600 m ax . re so lution) 

JE2057 Multiscan Monitor & EGA Card ••••••••• $559.95 

JE1043 
JE1050 
JE1052 
JE1055 
GC1500 Orchid B
JE1057 
JE1060 
JE1062 
JE1065 
JE1071 
JE1077 
JE1081 

JE2;~0~~;i~~~~o~ ~~~i~~~~!~~'.~~se~Jg_95 
(See Below) 

Jameco 32-Key Keypad 
for IBM PC/XT/AT & Compatibles 

Ideal 
for use 
with 

laptops! 

• Great for use with laptop com puters as 
well as original IBM AT layout keyboards 
• 12 function keys • Separate cursor 
keys • Tactile touch keyswitches • Soft 
ware and manual included 

1355 Shoreway Road $50.00 Minimum Order· U.S. Funds Only 
Belmont, CA 94002 ® ~ CA Residents Add 6.25%. 6.75% or 7.25% Sales Tax 
24 Hour Order Hotline (415) 592·8097 Shipping· Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance 
FAX's (41 5) 592-2503 or (415) 595-2664 :=:,.._,.,.. (May vary according to weight and shipping method)ameco 

Telex 176043. Ans. Back : Jameco Blmt Terms: Prices subject to change without notice. 
Data Sheets • 50¢ each ........ MC We are not responsible for typographical errors .M~ 
Send $2.00 Postage for a FREE BO-Page Catalog MiCAOco;;;wultn We reserve the right to substitute manufacturers. 

© 1990 Jameco Electronics 3190 ':'~~::~~~~,~~.'~':'.C;~ Items subject to availability and prior sale. 


:~t~r~a~~~~is~~r~~~~~d~~;~~~~ Complete list ~f~~~~t~,£~:~;~3e~fl ~vn~Yiabb~~~p';~~~~~~s~: 

24-Hour Order Hotline (415) 592·8097 • The Following Services Are Also Available Through (415) 592·8097 From 7AM • 5PM P.S.T.: 


• Customer Service• Technical Assistance· Credit Department· All Other Inquiries 
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Scottsdale Systems -Since 1980 1-800-777-2369 
COMPUTERS PLOTTERS PRINTERS LASER PRINTERS 

Altos W/Xenix SAVE 
WYSE 386 Z5 MHz WYSE Z86 

1 Year Warranty . . .... . .. .... .. $39 20 Model 2112 . ................ . $1284 
WYSE 386 16 MHz . 2214 Model 2116 . 135 1 

SAMSUNG 
2·800 20 MH z .. ........ . $2795 2·550 8 & 12 MHz . 

2·330 XT 10 MH z . 
1149 
711 

CALCOMP 
1023 Artisan Pen Plotter ..... $35 28 
1025 Artisan Pen Plo1te1. . 4595 
1043 Dual Mode 5856 
1044 GT WfPlol Mgr 8717 

HOU S70N IN STRUMEHTS 
OMP-52152 MP .... 11423/ 1795 
DMP-6 1 . .. . 13158 
DMP·62 . 3895 

ROLAND DESKTOP PLOTTERS 
OXY -1100 . .. . I 914 
DXY·\200 '" f lct Pa~ t10111 1339 
OXY·l300-. tir1 Pa~•H•'<I 1759 

RDLAHD DRAFTIN GPLOTTERS 
GRX·300 A·O Soze 13579 
GRX·400 A·E Sm~ S4589 

RO LAHO FLATBED PLO TTE RS 
1 Year W.w anry 

Alps Allegro. . . . .. $345 
Alps 324E . 735 
Canon BJ -130E . 725 
Panasonic 119 1 . 239 
Panasonic 1180 . 185 
Okidata All Models . . ... .. .. . CALL 
OTC AU Models . . .. CALL 
Genicom All Models ......... .. . CALL 
Toshiba All Models ........ .... CALL 
Citizen All Models . . CALL 

OUME SCRIPT 10 . . ........ 13199 
PA NASO NIC 4450 .. 1375 

CANON 
LPB-8111 . 
LP8·4 . 

PACIFIC DATA 

..... 11795 
959 

25 int . . .... . .. S265 
P1oner In A Car\ridge . 239 

IOMEGA 
M.UH CO -PROCESSORS ........ .. CALL OMP -6 1Dll620 L 3669 14795 

IOLINE 
DPX -2 000 a P,.., .... 51.1011 $1 989 
DPX -22 00 e P•~ ... E·r1 P.,i•• u, ~ 3859 

Diconix 150Pl300P . . .. 310 / 375 
NEC P-2200 . 315 

Bemou1ll Box 
B-120·121.4 MB Internal. ..... S 895 

TERMINALS/MONITORS A&O ILP 3500 11339 
A&O I LP 3700 1889 

DPX ·3300 ! Pt~ ... S1.1"'\ S3 329 
ROLAHO THERMA L PLOTTERS 

NEC P-5200 . 505 
NEC P5300 . 859 

144-144 MB Internal . . 1094 
Prlc.s do na/lncludf lnt1rltu. 

WYSE TERMINALS IBM TERMINALS LP-3700·8 3119 LTX ·420 111 .196 NEC LG890 .. . 3159 
Wyse WY-30 Green .. .......... S 299 IBM 3 Year Wananty ....... . .. . CALL 
Wyse WY-50 Green . 377 Allos 7 . . .............. ... $457 

LP-4000·1 . 3579 
LP- 4000·8 . 3935 

Llx-320 . 8796 
LTX · l 20 . 1636 BOARDS 

ALLOY 
P.C. Slavef 16N. ..... .. 1738 

Wyse WY·60 Grn/Wht/Amber . 405 link MC 5 . 405 
Wyse WY-85 Green . 370 MONITORS 
Wyse 99GT . 468 NEC 2Al 3D ............. I 499 / 649 
Wyse 150 .. 387 NEC40 150 . . 116012385 
Wyse2 12 .. 1489 Mitsubishi Diam ond Scan .. 528 

QUME Seiko 1440 . 615 
OVT 101 Plus G/A/W .... ....... 1316 Sony 1303f1302 . 577/ 649 
QVT 119 Plus G/AIW . 395 Hilachi Super Scan . . . .. .. S1999 
OVT 203 Plus G/A/ W . 443 WYSE MONITORS 
OV7 PCT GIA/W . . 385 WY 530 GIA . . . .. 1169 

HEWLEnPACKARD 
HP ·7 440A CALL 
HP ·7475 A CA LL 
HP ·7 550 A ........ CALL 
HP ·7570 A CALL 
HP ·757 5 OXL .... CALL 
HP ·7 576 EXL ............. CALL 
H P ·7595 A Ornl! rnaster J CA LL 
H P -75 96 A Drnltrna ster 11 CA LL 

ROLAND GAMM MACHINES 
Sott ware & Accessories CA LL 

MURAL 
Modcl7000H 11899 
Model 8000 A·O 1059 
Model 9000 A·E 2829 

OPTICAL SCANHER & SOFTWARE 
Pr111ce 1on Graphics LS-300 

Scanner . I 87 5 

Genoa . . CALL 
Intel. . .. . ..... .... . . CALL 
Verticom All Models ........ .. . CALL 
BOCA .... ........ .... ......... CALL 
Cobra All Models . . CALL 
Paradise VGA Plus .. . .. .. . .. .. SZH 
Paradise Prof .. . 495 
Control Syslems .. . ..... CALL 
Number Nine . .. ...... .. CALL 
Vennont Microsystem ...... .. . . . CALL 

NTNX . 
Retriever 60 .... 

611 
375 

LAPTOPS 
TOSHIBA 

T-1000. Oe!uxe Carrying Case. OiconiK 
Printer. Cable . . . .. SI089 

SAMSUN6 
Samsung 286 . ... 11851 

WY 550 AW .. . 179HEWLmPACKARD 
H.P. 700·43 . 355 WY 650 . 459 
H.P. 700·71 . 508 WY 700 . 695 
H.P. 700·22 . 369 IMTEC 

EHTER 
$P600 . . .......... $599 

Darn Copy 
Pana somc RS -5051506 

CALL 
11037113 15 

DIGITIZERS 

POWER PROTECTION 

Video 7 V Ra~ 1 . ~~~- -~ · .... · S475 ~:::~~~~r · Syslems ... ..... : : : ~:tt 
~~~w~i!fu~e . ~~~ Tdpplile. . . . ... . . .. .. . CALL 

lmlec 1256A f261 1W ..... . S 79/110 KUR TA SUMM AGRAPH ICS 
Cll/5'oltldl/1Syiflm1todlyforqU11/ty 
bt1nd 1111n1 prolluetJ ind up1rt urv/u 

11,omPlflllrtprfm. 

ImTee 1453114530 . . 355 / 349 
lmlec 1455·N ....... .. ...... .. 419 

Ldc11mc Warran ty On Kurra IS· I 
15· 1 12x12 ..., ~ BYl' O<> P~c 1 Dual 

SWPe.i. , . $439 
lS·l 12K17"' 1 1a~uonr..r° Co·~~·~0<0ua1 

12x t2 . S3 55 
12x18 599 
Cal Comp 23120- 12x 12 365 
Cal Comp 9100 Ser ies CALL 

MULTITECH SYSTEMS 
CALL 

NOVELL 

TAPE BACKUPS 
Emerald Syslems . . .......... CALL 
GCfl oa ... . ... . .... CAll 
Irwin . . .......... CA LL 

SOFTWARE 
CAOSOnwARE 

IMAGRAPH 1 Year Warranty . . . CALL 
DES IGN CAO ..... ........ ... I 110 
EZ CAO . 139 
TURBO CAD . 69 
Au10Ske1ch 2.0 85 
AutoShade . . . . 445 
Au1oCad Animator . 280 

MULTI USER 
SCO XeniK 386 ....... . ....... . S510 
Concurrent DOS 386 10 User . 310 

Allsoltwlr1u /111r1 1/111/. 

LEASING 
AVAILABLE 

swr 645 
GTCO 
HITACHI 

LOGITECH MICE 

... CALL 
CALL 

H1 Rez Serial $109 
H1 Rez 95 
Serial .. 79 
Bu s 79 
Mouse Pad f Touct1P:id .... 6.99 
Ant1 sia11c Mouse Pad f Touch Pad .. 8.99 

Cal Comp 9500 Senes CALL 
GEHIUS TABLET 

• 1Zx1 2 Tall let Puck ;md Stylus • AutoCild 
Tc mpliUC and Menu File • Genius Menu 
M a~ er ;md Menu l 11Jrary • Di Genius 
So!t \'. are • M1us1a1JIC Fh pStallel 
• lra11sparen1 Co ver·Snec1 pr o1ecrs ano 
secures inc templa te • E~1erna1 Power 
Supply • Ca sC1\ 0 11 Cao Paci..age • 
JYear War ran1yonGen1u s Table1 szgg 

Calf for p ricing on fo rger dig/I/tors 

ARCHE7 
• Coax Stanopology . . .. . ...... S112 
• 16 Bi t Co<UI . 360 

TIARA E7HERHE7 

HARD DRIVES 
CDC IMPRIMIS 

72 MB lhru 600 MB ............ CALL 
• Lancard JE PC 8·Bit . 215 Puam . . ...... . ... CALL 

TIARA ARCHE7 
• LancardfA PC . 81 

SYNOPTICS 
• 2500 12510 Wof1(group ... .. . . CALL 

Call for pricing on 
larger digitizers 

Scottsdale Systems • 1555 W. University Dr.. Tempe, AZ 85281 
Prices listed are !or cash. MasterC ard and Visa ad d ~ .67%; AZ resi denl s add 6'h% laK ; add 30/o !or C.O.D.; add 50/o tor P .0 . and international orders; all i tems are new wilh manufacturer's 
warranty: Returned products subject to 200/o restocking l ee and ln new condition in original packaging, with all warranty cards, manuals and cables; No credit iss ued alter 30 days lrom 
date of shipment; We do not guarant ee compatibility ; Persona l and company checks l ake up to 5 days to clea r: Prices and specifi cation s subject to change; Product subject to availabil
ity; all appllcable trad emarks recognized and on file. 

602-966-8609 FAX 602-966-8634 

llOSHIBA TELEPHONEAPTOPS 	 PRODUCT CENTER 
Call for low lease l'ices 

T1600-286/12Mhz T3100-286/12Mhz 
some os T 1600 with: • 20MB hard disk 

* l .44MB 3 W floppy • HiRes CGA gos plas
ma display 

(no battery) 
• EGA backlit display * Battery/AC 
• ll .161bs. $2515 
$2999 T3100 - 40MB $2645 
Tl 600- 40MB $3369 T3100SX $CALL 

T1000 smallest laptop 
6.4 lbs 	 $595 

* 2 720K floppy Tl200 HB 
* lMbRAM 
* LCD backlit 
• Battery 

$1335 

T3200- 286/12Mhz T5100-386/16Mhz 
* 40MB hard drive * 2MB RAM 
• 2 expansion slots • EGA gos plasma * EGA gos plasma * l l0/220v 
• l MB RAM T5 l00 40Mb 
• l .44MB31f.>" floppy T5100 lOOMb $4599 
• l00/220v (no bot- T5200-386/20Mhz 

tery) • 2MB RAM 
$3199 * 2 expansion slots 

• VGA gos plasma T3200SX-386/16Mhz • l .44MB 3l/i'' floppy 
* 40MB hard drive With 40MB $4549 
• 2 expansion slots With l OOMB $4945 
* l .44MB 3'12" floppy ~-------
* VGA gos plasma PRINTERS 
• 	 l l0/220v - l71bs. EXP writer 301 laptop 

printer $335$3785 
• 41bs • 24 pin 

"""'"'""' * 2KB RAM* Battery EXP writer 31 1 24 pin $379 
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Transform any personal computer from an simple instrument switching to sophisticated 
ordinary data processing unit into a powerful motion control. 
resource for industry, academia, medicine, or TI1e possibilities are virtually endless, but 
even home. With our A-Bus system, your PC since your budoet is not, A-Bus modules are 
can sense and control the world around it. sensibly pricedand cost a fraction ofwhat you 

A combination of the latest developments might ex_Rect to pay 
in data acquisition technology and a unique, Any PC. Any project. Any budget. 
state-of-the-art modular design allo=4sB Why not discover what we can do for you? 
your PC to perform hundreds of • lJS"' All it takes i,~ a phone call. Dial 
h.mctions simultaneously-from 1-800-221-0916"' for our free catalogue. 

Because Your PC Is Smarter ThanYou Think.rn 
~ALPHA rfJr?@<iJ[IJ)©fl@ 

242-B West Ave., Darien, Connecticut 06820 ' In CT or outside US (203) 656-1806 or fax (203) 656-0756 

Circle 11 on Reader Service Card 

http:Think.rn


• 'oil 'fo: 
II' subSC~"f-:-

Qne l'e~~ 
Fill out this . 	 ,..\\>~.~·"""'·
coupon and mall ,..- · ,, 
(or bring in) to -~-..~,. 
receive your 

:~~~~y:TELY! ~-~~·4ij··-~ 
BY 

Or call: 
(612) 861-5555 1-800-937-1100 

Catalog of Computers, Hardware & 
Software 
Convenient ... Order by Mail! 
Inside ... Money Saving Coupons 
VJSit our Showroom 

Name____________~ 
Company__________~ 

Address____-=-----=---
City_____ State_ Zip___ 

Return or P.C. TRONICS 
Mail to: 1420 E. 78th Street 

Richfield , MN 55423 

Circle 217 on Reader Service Card 

9TRACK 

TAPE SYSTEM 


FOR. IBM PCIXTIA T 1 

-	 &PS-2• 

~~ti 

• Mainframe to PC Data Transfer 
• High Speed Backup 
·All Software. Complete System 
·Service and Support. easy 

Installation 

call (818) 343-6505 or write to: 

CONTECH Computer Corp. 
P.O. Box 153 Torzana, CA 91356 

CONTECH 

Circle 68 on Reader Service Card 

33 MHz 80386 Motherboard 
Faster thanIlle Everex Step™ 

8.3 MIPS! $2,099(Ok)Qty1 

Features: 
• 64K/256K Wrile Back Cache • True32-Bil Memory Exp. lo 16MB 
• Dual ReadM'rite Caci.., • Support 80387Nleilek 
• 1(10% Faster OMA Throughput • UNIX.OS/'2 &Novell Compatible 

than Standard AT 
• Transparent Refresh 

• 1 Year Full Warranty 
• Complete Documentation 

MIPS Cache Ok 4M 
386/33 
386/33 
386/25 
386/20 

8.3 
B.3 
6.2 
4.9 

256K 
64K 
64K 
64K 

2499 
2099 
1399 
1199 

2949 
2549 
1799 
1599 

Technology Power Enterprise, Inc. 
46560 Fremont Blvd#118, Fremont CA 94538 

Te/(4 15)623-9162 FAX(415)623-9462 

Circle 279 on Reader Service Card 

VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS 


MODEL RESOLUTION 
HAT 256-4 256 x 256 x 4 495 
HAT 256-8 256 x 256 x 8 795 
HAT 512-8 512 x 512 x B 995 
HAT 512-24 512 x 512 x 24 1995 
· IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE 
- DIGITALIZE IN REAL TIME 
· COMPOS ITE VIDEO IN 
· 24 BIT RGB OUT except model HAT 256-4 

16 level gray scale out 
· SOFTWARE LIBRARY OF IMAGEANALYSIS ROUTINES 
- FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES TO REGISTERED OWNERS 
- FULL CREDIT ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR 

RETURN OLD BOARD AND JUST PAY DIFFERENCE 

= 	 HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES 
P.O. BOX 76ti?- . H RT LEWISTON, N.Y. 14092 

PHONE 416·497-6493 FAX 416-497·1988 

Circle 118 on Reader Service Card 

· /.;·~~~!.,,---~V .l/.llli\\\\\W''fllllf · 
QnL lupsl __ftQjg ht Fron . 48 srn10s 

Plicos includo3% pr o·paym on1discount 

lntof3'80286 Mlcroproe-09sor Gives You Extraordi

T 

Can You Bu Direct? 

& 

Have You Got Our Prices? A
Will You Pay Too Much? L 

CIC1py11tj M1DUAit,S.-	 LA 
L 
L 

T At Least 

s44Qoo 


c ~~'{
0 -:. ~o"'°M 
p ~~"# 
u 
T 
E 
R •s 

nary Speed and Processing Power 
• 640K RAM and 3112" Disk Drive Aro Slllndard 
• 	 NowSmartDrlvo'"Tochnology Provides low-Cost 

Hard Disk Expansion (Got FREE lnstollatlon) 

1" •31 ~(!(>~"' AUJ ~,.,.,, 5>1o > la' 

ASK ABOUT OUR 30 DAYS BUY-BACK POLICY 

Fo rlHtu1aorvlee,C11IT01l-F111e n..n-rTLrui 
FORT WORTH COMl'U rERS

800-433-SAVE ~ 
*!!*ii' HHQ.i!&Qlifj!M 

377Pl:w1, Granbury, TX7604B 1:r ffi cri~ 
Cus1omorS<irv1coDo~k (817)573-41 ll 

• 
Sure 
it's 

insured?$S:wJ1Ill!111!-.;o}.\ 

SAFEWARE®Insurance provides full 

replacement of hardware, media and 


purchased software. As little as $49/yr. covers: 

• Fire • Theft • Power Surges 


•Water Damage• Auto Accident 

For information or immediate coverage call: 


1-800-848-3469 

Local 1-614-262-0559 

On CompuServe, "GO SAF" 

On GEnie, "SAFEWARE" 


(s111 111111tE) 
SAFEWARE, T/Je !11s11ra11ce Agency Inc. 

2929 N. High St., P.O. Box 02211 
Columbus, OH 43202 

Circle· 244 on Reader Service Card 

For IBM-PC's &com
patibles, menu-driven 
AVPROM programs 
EPROMs up to 8 x 
faster than serially· 
connected units (20 
sec. for 2764) . 

• 4- and 10 socket 
gang versions too. 
Call for prices. 

For complete 
specs, free 32 pg. 
development tool 
catalog, call 

or 207-236-9055 

AVt>CET 
SYSTEMS. INC: 


120 Union St .. Rockport, ME 04856 


Circle 27 on Reader Service Card 

QUARTERHORSE 
High Capacity 

Tape Subsystems 

for Disk Backup, Data Acquisition, and 

Archiving 


on IBM PC/XIIAT & PS/2 

Everything you need in o single high quality 
pockoge: Drive, SCSI Host Adopter, Enclosure , 
ond DSl's Backup Software. 

• 150 Mb 1/4' CT... ...... $1,395. 
• 320 Mb 1/4" CT......... . $1,495. 

• 1.2 Gb 4mm DAT ..... $3, 195. 
• 2.3 Gb 8mm HS......... $3,695. 


Optional Application Interface Library 
(in 'C') available. Full Support. 

DATA STRATEGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

QQ20 Copllol of Ix. Hwy. SUiia 570 
Auslln. Ix. 78759 
(512) 338-4745 FAX (512) 345- 1328 

Circle 74 on Reader Service Card 

The ULTimate PCB layout package featuring: 
I R.ca.i.Timc Desl@lRuleOied: I CUNedandangulartraces 
I Trace Shove and R.eroote·Whde·Mo~'I: I Full SMT SUWJ!l 
I Autoroutc by wmdcN:. component or rn:t I Po\\·erful placement tools 
I 32 laycr support; blind &buned vias I BackannotatiOn: pm/gate swap 

Ex!en«dmcm<rfvcm::ruwtthunllm!tcdcbign51leaTKJJ2htpt:tfonn.Jrl«~dv.llilble 

USA/Canada: ULTlrn.:itc:Tec:hnolosYCorp. •Tcl:(406)43Q8944 • fax:439·8960 

Ol/lrcl.uid: ULTlrn.:itcTechnology(UK) lld • Td..:(0734)812030 • fax:8l5323 

Int . Hcidquartcn: ULTirratcTechnology B.V. • Td..: (+3!)2!59 · 44424 • faX:43345 

lllllr.-Aln\\'[j'I]: ASK FOR YOUR FRu: DEMO DISK 
reat~lF" 

Circle 296 on Reader Service Card 



'"~~~~~,~~~,!,~~!age o.§~Jgn-=e=r=~~~,~~~rices;;i'' 
. 300 Dots Per Inch • Fast..7 Seconds Per Page I ADE C- Q-1••pu-Te'R 
• Automatic Sheet Feeder • Up t o 32 Gray Scales JADECOMPUTER ~H JrlJ I /lmJ 
• Includes PC /AT tntertace Card · One Year Canon Warranty Super-386 
. Software Selectable 300/ 200/ 150175 DPI • PRQ-286 . , 

JADE COMPUTER \. 12 MHz - -o+_ - 16 MHz (SX)

1.+1 Turbo-88 .: -:..... ...~ $698 ~=;- $898 _ lf;."f.;/•"Yf• .. ,;.; _ ~ _ " Monitor Optional 

-6111_~~498 . MonitorOptiSg209 MH8 z $12398 $ts4S8 
25 MHz Cache 33 MHz Cache 

Mon~orOptiona l $1898 $2398 
-A PROVEN BEST SELLER -286 POWERHOUSE -FIRE BREATHING 386

. 8088 microprocessor run - 150 watt power supply . 80286 processor runn ing at . B0386 processor runningat . Full size case 
nning at 10 MHz or 4.77 · 8087 socket 12 MHz or 20 MHz . 80287 socket 16 MHz (SX). 20 MH z. 25 MH z . One 32-Bit. Five 16-Bit 

. 640KB - Front panel display · Zero wait state . Clock/Calendar & 33 MHz l\Vo 8-Bit slots 

. 525.. 360KB RAM Drive . 101 Key enhanced keyboard . I Megabyte of HAM . IOI -key enhanced keyboard . 1 MB RAM expands to 6 MB . 101 key enhanced keyboard 
- Dual diskettedrive co ntroller . Serial R5-232C port . 1.2 MB or IA4 MB drive . 200 watt power supply . 364K Shadow RAM . 200 watt pow.,- supply 
- Parallel pnnter port . Game port - Hard/Floppy controller . No11 on S. I. 13.7/ 20.3 . 1.2 MB or 1.44 MB Drive . Clock/Calendar. 1•1 Interleave Hard Disk/ - Norton S. I. 18/ 23/31.6/31.6 
. Eight XT expansion slots · Clock/Calendar · Six I6-Bit & Two 8 Bit · Landmark 16/25.9 Floppy Disk controller . Landmark 21 / 25.5/32-6/ 43.5 

Monitor & Hard Drive Options expansion slots - One Year WaITanry . B0386 socket 

I 
30 Monitor & Hard Drive Options (16 MHz SX) 

Floppy I zo Monitor & Hard Drive Options (12 MHz) Fl 40 80
Only Megabyte Megabyte oppy 

Floppy I 40 I 80 Only I Megabyte I Megabyte 
Complete Monographics System Only Megabyte Megabyte Complete Monographics System 

$598 \ $798 I $848 Complete Monographics System $998 I$1398 I$1598 
Complete Color System $798 I $1 098 / $1398 complete VGA System 

$698 \ $898 I $948 Complete VGA System $1358 I$1698 I$1898 
Complete VGA System $1 098 j $1398 I$1698 For zo MHz add '498 For ZS MHz Cache add '998 

$898 $1 098 $1148 For 20 MHz Systl!m Add ,298 For ZS MHz add 
1
598 For 33 MHz Cache add ' 1798 

EPSON" Panasonic 
LX-8 10 ... ' 178 
FX-850 .. .. Cati 
FX-1050 ... Catt 
LQ-510 . . . ' 328 
LQ-850 .... Call 
LQ-950 .. . . Catt 
LQ- 101 0 . _ . Cati 
LQ-1050 ... Catt 
LQ-2550 . _ .Call 

rh-;;. HEWLETT 
II.'.~ PACKARD 

KX- 1180 . . ' 178 
KX-1191 . . 5238 
KX-1124 .. ' 298 
KX-1624 .. '428 

New LaserJet \IP.. . . .. . . ' 1098 
H.P. LaserJet II . _. _. _. __ .. .. ' 1698 
H.P. Desk.Jet ... . _ . .. .. _ . . . . ' 598 
H.P. Desk.J et Plus . .. ...... _.. ' 698 
H.P. DeskWriter/ For Mac ...... 5848 
Extra Toner ......... _ . __ .. ... 598 
Extra Ink Cartridge . . _ . . .... . .. s19 

Tripplite Battery Back-up 
450 Watt UPS .. .. . _ .. .. . ... ' 398 
750 Watt UPS ..... .. . . ... .. s498 
1200 Watt UPS ............. ' 698 
31/z" Disk Drives 
720K internal/ external .... ' 781178 
1.44 MB interna//extema/ . '88/5188 

No Surcharge 
for Credit Cards! 

California 
Torrance. Costa Mesa. Woodland Hills 

Kearny Mesa. Sunnyvale 

Texas Georgia Arizona 
Addison. Houston Smyrna Phoenix 

Tripplite Line Stabilizer 
600 Watt Line Condit ioner . . ... ' 98 
1200 Watt Line Conditioner ... s 15B 
1800 Watt Li ne Conditioner . .. '188 

VGA Package 

Card $148 
Monitor $Z98 640 x 480 

Hi -Res C·rd 

sories rJ-~ HEWLETT 
"-~~~'/our 9/!~ PACKARD 
Paci fic Page PostScript ·J 11 P · · · · · ' 398 
Pacific Page PostScript U II . . . . '47B 
PDP 25 in 1 ( 172 Fonts) . · · · · · · · · ' 278 
PDP Plotter in a Cartridge .. · · · · · · '24B 

4 MB Memory card for U 11 / llD 

Without Rom . '98 2 MB · · · · · · ' 298 
l MB ....... ' 198 4 MB. . . .' 49B 
New\ 4 MB MemO/V Card for U llP 

Without RAM ' 14B 2 MB . . . . ... '34B 
1 MB .. . .' 248 4 MB .. .. . -5548 

8087 .... .. ' 88 
8087-2 ... ' 11 8 
8087-1 ... ' 158 
80287 . _ . . 5 128 
80287-8 .. ' 198 
80287- 1 0 . szz8 

80287 12 . S278 
80387-SX .s3 18 
8038716 . ' 348 
80387-2D . ' 388 
80387-25 . S488 
80387-33 . S598 

setter ITI C p
T"'" 1nte1 o rocessors 
2C87-8 . .... ' 198 2C87- 12 .. . . ' 268 
?r.R7-10 . . _' 228 2C87-20 .... '328 

Onve Kitw/
Hard Disk Sale Only Controller 

20 MB 60ms s198 ' 248 
20 MB 35ms ' 248 s298 
30 MB 60ms '2 18 ' 268 
30 MB 35ms 5288 ' 338 
40 MB 40ms 5298 ' 348 
40 MB 28ms 5348 s398 
60 MB 40ms S3 88 s449 
80 MB 28ms s538 ' 598 
120 MB 28rns ' 698 s7 68-
150 MB 23ms 5998 s 1 098 

CMS 40 MB Tape Back-up . - - .. 5268 
150/250 MB Tape - . .. . ' 628/S728 

Modem 
1200 internal w/software ...... s44 
2400 internal w/ software . . . ... ' 74 
1200 baud external ..... . . . . . . ' 88 
2400 baud external .... .. .... s128 
2400 PS/2 internal .... .... . . 5 198 

Dai~heel $
199Prmter 

40 CPS 

Logitech 
LogiMouse Serial ........ . .... . ' 68 
LogiMouse Hi -Rez. Bus .. _ . ... .. ' 88 
LogiMouse Hi-Rez Serial _. . .. _.. s99 

Mouse 
Opto Mechanical 
w ith Software 

Scanner 

szg 
Complete hand scanner . ' 98 
Diamond Flower HS-3000 Plus .. s1 98 

Keyboard 
102 enhanced click _._._ .... __ .568 
Keyboard Drawer . . . . .... . .....s34 

JADECOMPUTER 
4901 W. Rosecrans Ave. Box 5046. Hawthorne. California 90251-5046 213-973-7707 

Continental U.S.A. 1-800-421-5500 Inside California 1-800-262-1710 

MMC 
MI C R OC O M P IJ T En 
M A14K El 1NG C OUN C ll 
'' ''·· ll·•••"'-•'·«•1·\·-.· ··-;;-;;

----- 1 O Day Money Back Guarantee ------

Not all items in stock at our nine retail locations. 

We accept checks. credit cards (or purchase orders from qualified firms and institutions.) No 
surcharge on credit card orders. CA.. TX. GA. & AZ. residents add sales tax. Prices and availability 

subject to change without notice. s4. oo minimum shipping and handling charge. 
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Circle 84 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 85) 

3M DISKETTES 
DS-DD Ouanlily Discount s Available DS- H D 

5.79 . . 5.25" 3M Brand Diskettes ...... 10.95 
9.69 ...... 3.50" 3M Brand Diskettes. .. 20.75 

.. 20.7517.95 .. ... 800'' 3M Brand Diskett es . 

Apple lmagewriter ...... 2.95 Disk File/60-5'/, . .. .... 5.95 
Brother HR /15 /25 ... 4.95 Disk File/50-3Y2 . 5.95 
Citizen LSP 120D ...... 3.95 MP-10-5 '/' .. . ... ... 1.50 
Diablo HyType II ....... 3.25 MP-10 3Y2 . . ...... 1.50 
Epson MX /FX /RX100 ... 3. 55 Whi te Box /10-5 1/. • • •• 29 
IBM Proprinter ........ 3.95 White Box/10  3'/i ....... .29 

Call lor other ribbons Call lor other sto rage boxes 
TERMS: No surcharge on VISA. Mastercard or AMEX . Order 
packag ing and processing= 52 .95 per order. COD orders add S3 95 . 
SHIPPING: S1 .9515 cartridges: S0 .95150 diskettes. PO's accepted 
from recognized institutions on Net 30 . Bank Draft. TIT or L/C 
acceptable. Price quoted for case {100 disks or 10 carlridges) . For 
quantities less than 1 case add 5%. 
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.fllf MAAYMAC® 

of Discounting 
Computers, FAX 

&Cellular Phones 

ltadle lllaek® Tandy® sea 
I We will meet or beat . . ·. 
' GUARANTEED WWEST PRICES 

mf MAAYMAc INDUSTRIES INC. 
22511 Katy Fwy. 

Katy (Houston), TX 77450 
1-713-392-0747 FAX (713) 574-4567 

· Toll Free 800-231-3680 

Circle 168 on Reader Service Card 

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500 
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER 

EZ·RO UTE Version II lrom AMS lor IBM PC. PS/2 and Com· 
pal ibles is an integra ted CAE System which supports 256 
la yers. tr ace width lrom 0.00 1 inch 10 0.255 inch. tl exible 
grid. SMD compon en ts and outputs on Penp lolters ns well 
as Photo plotters and printers. 
Schematic Capture $100. PCB Layout $250. Auto Router S250 . 

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE 
30 DAYS MO NEY BACK GUARANTEE 

1-800-972 3733 or 1305) 975-9515 
ADVAN CED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. 

1321 N.W. 65 Place - Ft. Lau derda le. FL 33309 

Circle 21 on Reader Service Card 

8051 SBC 
Single Board Computer 

FEATURES: 8031, RAM and ROM Sockets, 
8 bit 1/0, RS 232 port, optional UART, and 
Expansion Bus. Size: 3.5' x 6.0' , +5Vdc only. 
OPTIONS: 8032, CMOS, 18 MHz, NV Memory, 
Monitor Firmware and High Level Languages. 

Deve lopment Board ............. $199 

8031 ICE $199 
Our emulator provides most of the features of 
an 8031 ln-C ircurt-Emulator at a significantly 
lower price. It assists in integration, debug and 
test ph ases of development. Commands 
include: disassembly, trace, breakpoints, 
alter register/memory, and load Intel Hex fil e. 

805 1 S imul ator Program ... ........ $99 
IBM PC/Xf/AT Sottware simulation of 8051 ~,c. 

HiTech Equipment Corporation 
9400 Activity Road 
San Diego, CA 92126 
(61sy s66-1as2 

Circle 119 on Reader Service Card 

MULTI-USER UNIX SYSTEM V 

ON A 286 


The Opus532 Personal Mainframe 
allows you to implement AT&T UNIX 
System V on your IBM AT, XT or 
compatible PC 
The Opus532 Personal Mainframe 
consists of: 

• Opus5-a complete port of AT&T 
UNIX System V 
• Opus32-a 32 bit coprocessor 
board based on the NS32000 chip 
set with 2MB of memory 
• Opus software that Integrates the 
Opus UNIX coprocessor subsystem 
Into the PC-DOS environment. 

We have these high performance 
boards available at substantial 
reduction from list. Please Call T.J. 
Vogel @ 703-827-6669 

ST SYSTEMS 
1577 Spring Hill Rd. 

Vienna, VA 22182 

Circle 268 on Reader Service Card 

• l<e.ul '- P">· __ ...,.,., 
gr,1111s, copit."S .., .. ~ ....... • 

owr475dc· 

vices from JS 

mfg's: 2716· 

27513,27011. EP- 1 BP~ 

68764, 687"6, ~'------="--=----=:..=.>j 

280-l-28256, (.'ft 

• Optional rn icrocon1rolh:r heads support 874x and 87(51 scril'S 
• Jm provt>d dC'Sign now progr.m1s over twice as fa st 
• Automatically u ses th(' fa stest algorithm recommended by the 
nM1111fa c1 ur~·r to ensu re rcli.1blcdat.1 stor.1gc 

• Connects via H.5-232 to <Ill )' computer: l'C, XT, t\T, PS/2, Mac, etc 
• Supports XMODEM/X~10DE1'·1 CRC protocols &. ASC II file dcrs 
• Supports Intel. Mol oroln, lwx·spacc, str:iight hex and b!nary files 
• Checksums supportl>d • 8 b..1ud r;itcs to 38,400 
• 30-d;iy moucy-bnck guaranll''<.' • Col1111cs 16 &. 32-bit dilta 
• Engr support teilm fo r fa st updates • Gold Textool ZIF IC sockl>t 
• One-year w·arrnnty (parts and labor) • S.1med,1y shipment 
• Toll· frl'c l{'chnical support • UV er;1sers from 53~ .95 
• Thous.rnds o f satisfied cu stomers attest to the El'· l's great \'aim.• 
• b 1w price of 5349 includl'S HH.,·l compatible communications pro
gr<1m, u ser's manual and two fn.>c firmw,1rc upd.1te coupons 

CAl.L TODAY JOit MORE JNJO 1-R00-225-2102 

BP~ 
10681 H;iddington 11'190, Houston, TX non 

(713)461-9430 FAX(713)40\ -74 1J 

Circle 40 on Reader Service Card 

WRITE or CALL for YOUR FREE 
COMPREHENSIVE B& B 
ELECTRON ICS CATALOG TODAYI 
Pages and pages ol photographs 
and illustrated . descriptive text 
fo r B&B's complete line of RS
232 converters. RS-422 con
verters, current loop convert
ers, adapters, break-out box
es. data switches, data split-
ters, short haul modems, 
surge pro tectors, and much , 

~i~i~o~~JM$;~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ONlr "reel 
for quality, service and competitive rrom manllflcblrer 
prices will be more than met by B&B TODAY • SAVEi 
ELECTRONICS. Manufacturer to you, no mid
dleman! Money-back guarantee' Same -day 
shipment! One-year warranty on products! 
Technical support is available. 

Write For Your FREE Catalog Today! 

B&B ~!!~~!!M!!!:~ 
4002C Baker Road PO. Box 1040 • Ollawa IL 61350 

Phone:815-434-0846 

Circle 43 on Reader Service Card 



KL320 
40ms 

-...,... Ill = ~ ...,... 

~ --~ =""-Hard Drive Kits 
for IBM PC/XT 

& Compatibles 

Each kit includes dri ve, cables, controlle r, 
How-To manu al and mounting ha rd ware . 

KL330 
40ms 

40Mb Kit fo r IBM PC/XT & Compatibles 

• 30,000 hour Mean Ti me Between Failure 

• 46ms Access T ime 
COMPLETE KIT incl udes a hal f-he ight 3 1/2" 
Mini Sc ri bc 8450 drive . cont ro ller, cab les, How-To 
Manual. moun ting hardware and part i1 ion ing & 
fo nna tt ing so ftware. Au1 0Jock! 

ONSALE! $299 

CONNER High Performance Drive Kits 

80Mb CP3 184 25ms 2.9watt s 

CP3 I 04 25ms 2.9watt s 

$ 639 
Kit Includes: 

•16 bit Hard/F loppy co ntroller 
•ID E interface , embedded PC/AT 

$ 749 
control ler 
•Disk Mllnagcr formatt ing software 
•" I to I " Interleave 

$1279 •32K & 64K "Look Ahead " read buffer 

MICROPOLIS HIGH CAPACITY DRIVES 
ESDI OR SCSI PC PAKS 

Card Drive TM 

Card Drive 20 
Card Drive 30 
Card Drive 40 

··~.. ~·,~~· .. 

KL320 40ms $269 
KL330 40ms $289 
M8450 46ms $339 

Card Dri ves use quality Mini Scribe or Kal ok hard drives. 
w ith contro ller and cabl es mounted onto a sr urdy rnera l 
fra me. Pre-tes ted and pre-formatted , Card Drives arc avail 
able fo r IBM PC/XT. compati bles and most Tandy models. 

Everything You Need Plus 

Super Easy Intallation!! ! 

&)>Seagate 40Mb 

$319
28ms 
MFM 

MICROPOLIS 71Mb 
$ 559 MCl 335 

28ms 

C1'0~Y -'rRALNED 
NIC
t81\a yourll\t 

questions! 

~Seagate 65Mb 
ST277R-l RLL Bare Drive 

28ms Access $ 369 
Time 

160Mb 
MC1654 

16ms Half-Height 

$1245 

330Mb 
MC1558 

14ms Full-Height 

$1795 

660Mb 
MCl568 

l6ms Full-Height 

$2695 

Each PC PAK comes COMPLETE wi th yo ur 
choice of ESDI Controller for dua l noppy/dual 
hard drives or SCS I to PC Bus host adaptor(sup· 
pons up to two flopp y drives, six. hard dri ves and 
a SCS I tape backup). All ki ts include cables: 
mounting hard w<1rc: inslall at ion software and 
our compreh~n s ivc Insta ll at ion Manual. Net· 

I nclude~ h:ml dri\·c!. controller. cables, 
11 10unting hardware :ind How-To man ual . 

• 111111111111 1 
• 

Another 
Insight 
Company 

Dimib1mon Nttv•o1llnt. 

1912 West Fourth Street 
Dept. BY 
Tempe, AZ 85281 

Local Sa les : (602) 967-5128 

FAX: (602) 829-9 193 

work drivers avai lab le. 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED!! 
Inc ludes all standard kil i1c1m plus hard/floppy 
" I 10 I" high speed cumrolkr and cables. 

s 
A 
L 
E 
s 

Never a Surcharge for Visa or MC! 

In the U.S. and Canada 

(800) 289-DISC 
Order Status: (800) 776-3472 

Corporate 
Sales: (800) 729-3472 

APO/FPO t'o>JJso.11" 

«[© International 
Sales: (602) 967-7~35 
FAX: (602) 92 1-83 12 

Prices and ava1lab1lity subject to change w1thou1 
notlCEI. All nems are NEW. 5% surcharge to1 
Ammican El!p1ess and COO ordors. P.O 's ac· 
cepted hom quaMied buyers · 2/1 O Net 20 · 2"• 
surcha1ge, Add S11 shippmg for EXPRESS APO/ 
FPO orders. 30 Day Guarantee conditions: ship· 
pmg & handling charge cs not re!undable. product 
must bo undamagod and 1n 011ginal condition. 
Haid 011ves lntemalional IS a division ot Insight 
0 1stnbution Network. Inc. ·xr· and "AT" are 
trademarks o! the International Business Ma· 
chmes Corporahon. BY390 

All Products 
come with a 

30 Day 
"Worry-Free" 
Guarantee and 
Replacement 

Policy! 
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Dynamic C 
.. . is a real breakthrough 

for programming embedded 
microprocessor systems in the C 

language. Dynamic C is a complete 
menu-driven, PC-based compiler, editor, 

and source debugger. It compiles and 
downloads to your target at 25,000 lines 
per minute. With Dynamic C you get the 

advantages of the C language without the 
problems. Only Z-World has Dynamic C. 

Ask for our free demo disk. 

The SBC100 single board computer has 
serial and parallel ports, iSBX ports, 

battery-backed RAM , EP ROM , a 
battery-backed time-date clock, power 
fail detection, watchdog timer and LED 

display. Power supply incl uded. A 
prototyping area lets you add up to 20 

lC's. Single board computer only 
$395.00. Dynamic C programming 

system, including PC interface 
card, on ly $695.00. 

ZSO I Z180 I 
HD64180 

In-Circuit Emulator 
C Development system 

The ic180 is a total development 
system including in-circuit emulator, 

Dynamic C and all supporting 
software. Only $3,495.00 incl uding pod 

fo r one of Z80, Z180, or HD64180. 
Also available for HD647180. 

Other Products 
We have communications 

coprocessors for the PC 
starting at $295.00. 
Also available with 

Dynamic C. 

Z-World Engineering 
1340 Covell Boulevard 

Davis, CA 956 16 

(916) 753-3722 
Fax : (9 16) 753-5 14 1 

8051/8052 
BASIC 

COMPILER! 

Now with integer, byte and bit extensions . 
Fully compatible with MCS BASIC 52 
Runs on IBM-PC or compatible 

$295.00 

Call Now! 603-469-3232 

Circle 34 on Reader Service Card 

Professional 

8086 ROM Development 
with C_thru_RO M and ROM-DOS 

C thru ROM works with M icrosoft C 
or-Turbo-C to compri se a complete ROM 
development package: comprehensive de
bugger, remote debugging, startu p code, 
full 80x86 locator, ROM able l ibrary , etc. 

C_thru_ROM, $495 

ROM-DOS, a ROMable operating sys
tem, prov ides functi onality of DOS 3.2 
less network ing. Runs PC programs and 
EXE fi les. Supports AUTOEXEC and 
CON FIG.SYS . Uses on ly 29K ROM and 
little as 6K RAM . $6 each in quantit y. 

ROM -DOS Developer's Kit, $495 

Call for info and demo disk 
1-800-221-6630 

Da1ali gh1 . 17505 - 681h A ve NE. Bo1hcll WA, 980 11 
(206) 486-8086. fa x (206) 486-0253 

Circle 76 on Reader Service Card 

LOW·LOW·LOW 

F'//jjl Laser Printers/Scanjet Plus 
~t:.il Inte1face/Plotters - Call 

Memory for Hard Drives, Tape Backup 
for above and Sun & DEC Systems 

~~~ comPAa ti 1ppk ALA 
iEVERElE- ASr & other 

XT/AT Compatibles & 386 Computers 

CALL for LOW PRICES 


Gov't, Corporate, Schools, Dealers, 
& Export INQUIRIES WELCOME. 

SLIRAH inc:. 
44912 Osgood Road, Fremont, CA 94539 

Ph: (415) 65J.5101 Fax: (415) 651-5241 


1-800-543·1001 

VISA, Master Card accepted. wise 
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SAME DAY SHIPPING 

R & R Electronics 

6050-X, McDonough Drive, Norcross, GA 30093 
(404) 368-1777 • Fax (404) 368-9659 

Prices subject to change without n o tice 

SIMMs add $2 for SIPP 
!Mx9-80 $92 256Kx9-80 $ 32 
1Mx9-l00 86 256Kx9-l00 28 
1Mx8-80 85 PS/ 2 Call 
1Mx8-100 80 1Mx9-60 120 

D-RAMS 
256K-60 $5.00 64xl -10 $ l.75 
256K-80 3.00 64x4-l00 4.00 
256K-l00 2.50 256x4-l00 10.00 
256K-120 2.40 lMxl -60 11.50 
256K-150 2.35 lMxl -80 9.00 

MATH CO-PROCESSORS 
8087 
8087-2 
8087-1 
80287-8 
80287-10 

$ 90 
115 
165 
185 
210 

80387-SX 
80387-16 
80387-20 
80387-25 
80387 -33 

Circle 243 on Reader Service Card 

$285 
310 
350 
450 
550 

.... -
-

How to Protect 
Your Computer 

And Make It Last Longer 
FREE money-making literature. What you need to 
kn ow about UPS  uni nterruptible power systems. 
How to gel complete protection from power li ne 
problems. 350 VA to 15 KVA models From the 
worl d's largest manufacturer or single-phase UPS. 

Best Power Technology, Inc. 
P.O. Box 280, Necedah. WI 54646 

Toll-Free (800) 356-5794, e.xt. 3863 
(608) 565 -7200, ext. 3863 

Circle 33 011 Reader Service Card 

Turn your old XT/AT 
into a W ARPSPEED/386 

386S X M o lh e r Boar d 

• ln1cl 16 MHz 80386 SX CPU 
• Socket fo r Intel 80387 SX Coprocessor 
" Shadow RAM Support 
• 8 Exparu:ion Slots 6-16 b it.s, 2-8 bit.s 
• 1/0 Speed at 8 Ml-lz to U5C existing cards 
• Interleave w/ lMb RAM 
• Fully AT Compatible 

386/20 w/OK .. __ - - . . . _Call 
386/25 w/OK . _ - - .. __ __ Call 
386/33 Cache . ___ $1249.00 

~o.HU.s~e~ 
1(800) 627-6998 

Circle 120 on Reader Service Card 



DYNAMIC RAMS 
SIMM 001100 $CALL 
1MBIT 100ns $ 8.15 
5142561oons $ 9.00 
41464 150ns $ 2.90 
41256 120ns $ 2.50 

~ 41256 150ns •TlfC{O-J 
51258 100ns $ 3 .75 

~ 4164 150ns •WIJ!I•X 
•For high.speed, Zip, Plcc. Simm Please Call t 

•MATH COpROCESSORS ·~ 
80387°33 33mHz $550.00 27C101 250ns 
80387· 25 25mHz $445.00 27C512 200ns 
80387°20 20mHz $355.00 27512 250ns 
80387· 16 16mHz $ 305.00 27C256 250fls 
80387SX \6mHz $290.00 27256 250ns 
BOC287A 12mHz $265.00 ~~~ ~: 
80287·10 lOmHz $208.00 2764 250ns 

=~:~~1°8 1:~~ ~~ ~:gg •~ 
' 

s 17.00 
$ 9.75 
$ 7.75 
$ 5.25 
$ 4.25 
$ '1 .00 
s 4.25 
$ 3.50 

8087·2 SmHz $ 125.00 V-20 : . : 

I 

15 140 Valley BIYd. Ci ty of Industry.CA 9 1744 
Cus tomo1 scrvico ~f.11(1) 3331)880 FAX (0 10) 369 1236 

ORD~~~nf!2~Jr !lE?;~al!~ci~~~~~~r~5 PSD 
PhCeSflCN<nloreaui M:Ulc<Caru\l.sallOCIJ"- PIOCO'l;1<0Subj(lc1lOCl\31lg(l 

IA'IWT1UITI01tl11!5 1000 ShJppmg&Hondbng UPSGtOUOCIS500,M$700(1 lb) 
All. MEACHJ\NOISE JS 100% GUNlANTEED WITH PROMPT DELNEflY. 
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STAND-ALONE UNIVERSAL 
PLO PROGRAMMER 

Costs Less, Performs More 

l.C. l:XPRESS 

I 


Palpro-2x" is an intelligent programmer sup
porting PLDs from a wide variety of sources. 
Works with any PC or computer using a serial 
port . FREE one year device update and 
warranty. Price $995.00. 

1201 N.W.65th P~ce 
ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309LOGICAL (305) 491-7404DEVICES, INC. 
1-800-331-7766 

Circle 157 on Reader Service Card 
(DEALERS: 158) 

Terminal Emulation • 

~=t~!~~~/40101..1 
• Tektronix 401014014.~4 
• VT220, VT102 41 
• Picture files ... 
• VGA and EGA support .. 
• High resolution hardcopy 

"<11111 

VT220 
• VT220. VT102 emulation 
• File transfer 
• 132 column modes 
• Color support 
· Hot key 

• • • Diversified Computer Systems, Inc. 
3775 Iris Avenue, Suite 18 
Boulder. CO 80301 (303) 44 7-9251 
FAX 303·447-1406 

Trademarks VT102. VT220  DEC. Tektronix - Tekrromcs Inc 

Circle 88 on Reader Service Card 

' 

EFFORTLESS 

EDITING 


between file s 
across applications 

2
TM If you work with 

more than one file, 

you need Vq2 

- the editor for 

multi-file process ing. 

05 /2 & DOS vers ions .. . both fo r $150 

1-800-284-3269 

~1~~,', :,GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS 

(~1 ' • 2665 ARIANE DRIVE, #2Cl7 
; ' SAN DIEGO, CA 92117 

·) (619) 483-0901 

Circle 113 on Reader Service Card 

GANG PROGRAMMER Does 
50,000 EPROMs A WEEK! 

The onl y prog rammer unde r $1000.00 that 
withstands heavy duty operation. Easy to use. 
Fastest possible programming speed. 
GANGPRO·B" is a su re bet whe n rel iabili ty is 
what you want. All th is plu s a one year 
warranty and update for only $695.0QI 

LOGICAL 
DEVICES . INC. 

I 201 N.W. 65t h Place 
f t. Lauder dale, FL 33309 
(305) 491-7404 
1-800-331-7766 

Circle 159 on Reader Service Card 
(DEALERS: 160) 

IEEE 488 
Please see our ad p. 155 

Easiest to use, 
GUARANTEED! 
• IBM PC. PS/2, Maci ntosh. HP, Sun. DEC 
•I EEE dev ice drivers for DOS. UNIX. 
Lotus 1-2-3. VMS. XENlX & i\'la<.:intosh 

• Menu or icon-driven acquisiti on soft ware 
• IEEE :rn alyzers. expanders. ex tenders. buffers 
· Analog 1/0 , di gital 1/0, RS -232, RS-422. SCS I, 

modem & Ccntronics conveners 10 IEEE 488 

Free Catalog & Demo Disks 
(216) 439-4091 

• 

lOtech 
Circle 135 on Reader Service Card 
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I PC BASED UNIVERSAL 
DEVICE PROGRAMMER $595-845 1 
• 	 Programs EE'JErROMs, PA.Ls, GALs, IFLs, EPLDs, MICROs, BIPOLARs. 


(current libraries suppon over 900 de,~ces by over 35 manu foct urers). 

• 	 Sonware drh ·en pin dri ,·ers. DIA generated programming voltages (8 bit 

DACs used to generate voltages from 5-2SV with O. lV resolution for all pins). 
• Fast device programming / verify / read via dedicated p:m11lcl inicrface. 
• Upgradeable for virtually any ruture progra mmabl e dt\·ices up lo 40 pins. 
• Self·subsistcnt operation. No additional modules or plug-in adapters required. 
• 	 Includes user frie ndly MEMORY BUFFER FU LL SCREEN EDITOR.. 

Commands include: Fill, Move, lnsen, Delete, St:arch. D:ita eniry can be done 
in ASCII or HEX fo rm. FUSEMAP EDITOR for Logic devices. 

• Friendly M'nu·Driv'n lnterfac,. Device selection by PIN and Manufacturer. 
• Supports 8116132 bil data v.·ord fonn a ls. 
• 	 Programming algorit hms: Nonnal, lntelligenl I & II , Quick Pulse Program· 

ming. Automatic se lection of fastest algorithm for any given part. 
• Verify operation performed at normal & worst case operating voltage. 
• 	 Fun ctional lest: J EDEC stand:i rd functiona l testing fo r logic devices. 


Til.. Logic funct ional test for 74xx/54:o: series devices and memory devices. 

• 	 File formats accepted: JEDEC ((ull), J EDEC(kernal), Bi nary, ~10S Tech· 


nology, Motorola Hex. In tel Hu, Tektronix Hu. 

• Customer support via voice line, Fax & ded icated BBS. Full I yea r wa rra nty. 
• 	 Base price (SS95) includes Interface card, cable, Memory device library and I 

year free updates. Additional Dnke Librariu (Logic, Micro, Bipolar) S9Su. 
• 	 Library updates can be received via nappy or Customer Support BBS. 

!UNIVERSAL RS-232 " 
PROGRAMMER 
• Programs EE'JEProms, F1 ashEproms, ZPRa ms, Int el Micros, Memory Ca rds. 
• Stand.Alone Mode for EE/EProm and Memory Card Duplication I Verify. 
• All 24/28132 pin EE/EProms to 4 MBits (upgradeable to 32 megabils). 
• Micros:874l/A.·2/A,-4,·8,·9,·5 1,-CS1,-CS IfNB.·52,·53,-55,-C52 l,-C541,976 1. 
• Memory Cards:Sciko/Epson,Fujitsu. (Optional Integrated ;\ dapter S 100.) 
• Modular design:Firmware easily upgradeable; 4 socket Gang module avai lable 
• On· Board Progra mm ing capalilllly; Custom interface modules available. 
• User friend ly Menu-Driven Interface Program for IBM. re and Macin tosh. 
• Can be operated wi th any compute r conrnining an RS·232 suial port. 
• Optional built·in Eraserffimer module (SSO);Top cover conducth·t foam pad. 
• OEM open board programmer conrigurations ;iv::i.ilablc (from S245). 
• Customer support via voice line, dedica led BBS or fax; Full I yu r warranly. 

IINTELLIGENT PC
ROM EMULATOR 
• Emulates 2716 through 27512 EProm.s (2k to 64k bytes) with a single unit. 
• Connects to the standard parn\lcl printer port. Uses standard printer cable. 
• 	 Intelligent features include: Address Compare, Addrtis Snapshol.1'riggu 

ln pul, Hall Output, HVLo Reset. Memory bulfer edilor. Selectable wordsizcs. 
• 	 User friendly software. Command set includes: Loa d, Wr ite, Display. Run , 

Type, Ed i!, Fill , Run·Comm and·File, Monitor, Port, Reset, Help, Ca lcul ator. 
• FAST data loading via parallel printer port (64k bytes in less th::i. n 10 seconds). 
• Caseadable 10 8 units. Includes l:'.l.rget cable ,,.,ith Trigger, Halt & Reset clips. 
• 	 CMOS model with NiCad ~hargu bl' 9V batlery backup • $495. 

Buil t·in battery recharging circuitry. After code downloading from the host 
computer this model can be disconnected and used in sla nd·alone modt. 

• File formats accepted: Binary, Intel Htx, Motorola S . 

MC/VISA/AM EX Ca ll today for da lashccfs! 

~ B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC. 

~l-T3i-~-~-.-.-;3-o0.i-s -,-,-.---.;"-,;-'--,------~.u~~'- ) - 1~-,-F-~-";- .. ,~~ ~ ~ :~----< ~ .• :(4
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COMPAQ 	 IBM PS2 (BOARDS & MODULES) 
Equiv. Compaq For Your STANDARD SIPP/SIMM MODULES Equiv. IBMPS2 For Your 

Description Part # Model # Low Price Description 150NS 120NS 100NS 80NS Description Part # Model # Low Price 
lMB Add-on Module 11 3131-001 386/20/25/20e/286E 28900 64 x 9 IBM & Compati bles 1900 2900 3400 3900 512K Upgrade 30F 5348 30/286 119" 
lMB Add-on Module 113646-001 Deskpro 386S 289" 256 x 8 For App le Products 3900 4400 4900 5900 2MB Upgrade 30F 5360 30/286 34900 
4MB Add-on Module 11 3132-001 386/20/25/20E/286E 69800 256 x 9 IBM & Compatibles 2900 3900 4900 1MB Module 6450603 1790044110 70-E 61 & 121 

2MB Module 6450604 70-E61 & 121 349004MB Add-on Module 	 112534-001 Deskpro 386S 69800 1 Meg x 8 For Apple Products 5400 5900 9900 
2MB Mem. Board 6450608 70-A21 399001MB Memory Exp. Bd 113644-001 Deskpro 386/20e 46900 1Meg x 9 For IBM & 1MB Mem. Board 6450375 80-041 38900 

-001 Deskpro 386S 45900lMB Memory Exp . Bd 11 3633	 Compatibles 9900 9900 10400 2MB Mem. Board 6450379 80-111 & 311 84900 
4MB Memory Exp. Bd 113645-001 Deskpro 386/20e 133900 2MB Exp. 8MB 6450605 70/80 1249" 
4MB Memory Exp. Bd 113634-001 Deskpro 386S 1299" INTEL COPROCESSORS1MB Memory Exp. Bd 117428-001 286E 45900 	 RAM CHIPS 

or less 88 50 80387-16 16MHz 309004MB Memory Exp . Bd 11 7429-001 286E 129900 8087 5MHz Description 150NS 120NS 100NS SONS 
1 MB Upgrade Bd 11 0235-001 SLT/286 45900 8087-2 8MHz 129 50 80387-20 20MHz 31900 2" 
4MB Upgrade Bd 108070-001 386/16 139900 8087-1 10MHz or less 15900 80387-25 25MHz 35900 ~~ ~ ~ ~ s ~:: l: ~ ~~: 6" 

80387-33 33MHz 45900 3" 256 x 1 -.... --~ 275 295 30 
80287 6MHz 129" 134558900 256 x 4 ~ 12" 12" 12"HP LASER JET II & llD 80287-8 8MHz 189" 	 1Megx 1 - goo gso 9" 

(UPGRADE BOARDS) 80287-1 0 10MHz 21800 5 YEAR WARRANTY 

ORCHID1Meg 294" 2Meg 364" 4Meg 589 00 
RAMQUEST llZ Up 10 2MB ol 0 wau memory 101 !he IBMHP LASER JET II 1699" BOCA PS 2 Modules 50Z & 60. Guaranteed EMS 4.0 and OS/2 

BOCORAM 30 Expanded memory lor IBM PS2 models. 25. 30. Uses 256K Compatible Uses 1 MB Op's 189°0 

EVEREX RAM chips and up to 2 Meg ol expand ed memory. 15900 AAMOUEST EXTRA Multifunc11on card !hat provides up to and two 
RAM 3000 DELUXE Up to 3Meg. Selectablememory addresses. Expanded 0 1 0SMemory Specifications (EMS) 4.0 0512 . Can be use il to back up base memory BOCARAM 50Z 2MB. 0 wait slate expanded or extended memory 1or IBM ~~'.i a~ - ~o;:;d 08s~~ec~~~~ t 1~fe ~s~~M2~Ji~n~~~e;~~ 1~J£d 309DO 

PS2 Models. 50. 50Z, 60 uses lMB. 100RAM ~~et~ 2~~KK~-~~~e res\ as eithe1 Expanded or E:dended or bo1h 9400 	 RAMQUEST EXTRA 16/32 0-8M8. Owa;1 state card 101 PS1Models50.159°0 
50Z. 60 . 70 and 80 which lully suppons bolh 16 bit and 32 bl! memory access. BOCARAM 50/60 Up 10 4MB for model 50-60. Owait stale extended, ex 

RAM 10000 Up 10 10 MB capaci ty supports base. extended or expanded mem- panded and base memory . Use 1MB 0-RAM ~~~~~~~eg~eE ~e~a~~0n~nodni~~r~~~g~~l~~u~5tg; ~ggi~~~le . 30900 
159°0 !MB SIMMS~~b . i r~;;,~,~~~~;~a~~nad~ft~~:~i~;i~~:~1 io1~s:~icro~~t0~~M . 15goo BOCARAMAT PLUS Expanded or extended memory fo1 the IBM AT Uses RAMQUEST XT/AT A lull s;ze 0-8M8. 0 wa;1state card l01 l8M PC. XT.

120NS 1 Meg RAM chips.OK up to 3 Meg
MINI-MAGIC (EV1381 Up 10 576K. f°' PC. Uses 156K & 64K 4900 	 119°0 ~~io~~a~ici~y ~~P~~~;oe~g;:i~leir ~i~~1 ~56K or 1MB SIM MS. 24900 

EVERYDAY LOW PRICING FROM SOUTHERN NEVADA 
. _fit__,, SYSTEMS 	 SAMSUNG MONITORS EVEREX VIDEO CARDS~ 

1256A 12" Amber w/Till & Swivel Base . 8900 EGA EV659. 640 x 350. Auto Switch . .9900CAT 386- 20MHZ CAT 286-10MHZ AT 1257 12" Amber Fial Screen 720 x 350 . 109" VGA Viewpoint 16 Bil 256 Exp 512k. 17900
BASE SYSTEM BASE SYSTEM 1464 14 " Color 640 x 200, 16 colors . 21900 NCC VIDEO CARDS . 

• 512K Exp. lo 1 MEG y 1453 14" EGA 640 x 350. 64 colors/ .31 369" MonoGraphics (Hercules Compalible) with Par. Port .39oo 
Color Gr ap hics (Hercules Compatible) with Par. Port 4900

• ~o~Tw~::1:0K~%;~~ply E 1455N EGA 720x480 Mullisync Compatible 449" 
Mono Card Text Only 	 gooFor Nee Mulllsync call with lowest price.

• Western Digita l Controller A 	 Paradise Mono EGA 640 x 350 .8900 

• 1.2 Meg Floppy R &? 5eagate HARDDRIVE AT KIT xT KIT MODEMS ~ . s59900 ST125 -0 20mB 40msec 3.5" S249 S269 MANFACTURED BY ZOOM PC 2400 HC INTERNAL MODEM;g_.:- ;¥CAT 10MHZ XT • Full y Hayes Compatible • Monito r Speaker wi!h Volume Controlw ST125 -1 20mB 28m sec 3.5" S249 S289 

A • 2400/300 Baud Transmission Rate • Addressable COM 1.2.3.4ST138-0 30111B 40msec 3.5" S279 S319 
BASE SYSTEM ST138-1 30111B 28msec 3.5" S299 S339 • Compatible willt IBM PC. XT. AT and Compatibles • Full Duplex Opera 

• 256K (Opl. 640K) A ST138R-O (ALL) 30mB 40msec 3.5" S254 S299 tion • Complete wi th ProComm Software • Two Year Manufacturer' s 
• 150 Wall Power Supply R ST157R-O (ALL) 49rnB 40msec 3.5" S309 S349 Warranty • Auto Dial/Auto Answer Lisi 19900 Your Price 9900 Each 
• AT Style Ke)l>oard & Case A ST157R-1 (All) 49mB 28msec 3.5" S329 S379 MX 2400 EXTERNAL MODEM . .Lisi 299" Your Price 189" 

• 8087 Socket • 360K Floppy N ST225 20mB 65msec S199 S239 

s34900 	 ST238R (ALL) 30111B 65msec S219 $269 EVEREX MODEMS
T ST251 -1 42mB 28rnsec S339 S378 EV-923 EverCom 12 300/1200 bps Bilcom Soltware 69" 
y ST227R-1 (ALL) 65rnB 28msec S369 S418 EV-941 EverCom 24 2400 Baud Int. Bilcom Sollware 139" 

ST4096 80rnB 28ms ec S579 S629 EV-945 External 2400 Baud 	 199" 
ST4144 (ALL) 120mB 28msec S599 S649 EV-942 2400 PS2 ... .. . 19900 EX-960 Level 5 MMP _39 00 

XT kits Include cables, rails, soltware (over 32M8) controller 
AT kits include cab les, rails , soltware (over 32MB) FLOPPY DRIVES 

MITSUMIEVEREX TAPE BACKUPS 360K '/2 HI PC Compa tible . 	 5900 
.299 00 1.2 Meg 51/• • 7900 

720K 3112" Drive w/51/4" mounting 7900 
1.44 Meg 3112 " Drive w/SV4" mount ing-Mitsumi 9900 
360K Tandom TM 100-2 Full HI (The original IBM) .89" 

by Cannon Ext rnai Case w/Power Supply 2, V2 HTs of 1 Full 9900 
Ready lo go lor IBM - Type Machine We also ca rry Sony. Teac & others. Please Call 
Desktop LS300 Scanner POWER SUPPLIESList Price: 109500 Your Price: 399 CALL FOR IBM DIRECT REPLACEMENT 

STANDARD FEATURES 150 WATT 
300 DPI - Allows lor lhe creation ol high resolution graphics/lex!. XT Compatible • UL Approved • 110228V input switch • Connectors GREAT 
Automatic Sheel Feeder - Ellicienl document hand ling. lor lour drives • 110/220V .... 49" 
Image Input - Slteel or card (up 10 5 sheets can be set with the built-in DEALS 200 WATT FOR 286/386 

Automatic Document Feeder) AT compatible • UL Approved • 110/220V lnpul switch • Connectors 
Scanning Speed · 12 seconds/page (al 300 dol/inch) 6 seconds/page for fo ur drives 59 00 

(al 150 dol/inch) 
Gray Scale - 32 shades either pallern or 2 shades. TAPE BACKUPS 

COLORADO MEMORY SYSTEMS, INC. DPTIDNS By Segate
PC Paint Sollware . . .. 7900 OCR Sollware 199" JUMBO +

• Full HT • 60 day warranty • 40 or 60MB (with new longer tape canridge capacity) • 120MBSuper Fax by Calculus . . . 249" • 10 Meg 51412 • Relurbished capacity with Data Compression software • OIC-40 stan· LETTER QUALITY PRINTER Oly. 1 88" dard • Menu and command for software • Floppy interlace
Oly. 10 . .7900By C. ITDH works oll IBM PC/XT/AT and PS2• Novell and 3 COM 

DAISYWHEEL PRINTER MANUFACTURED compa tible Internal System 25900 
Why pay S1149 for a C.lloh WESTERN DIGITAL Extern al System 35900 

W01004AWX1 8 bil MFA Hard Only S 49STARWRITER™ F-10 	 Adaptor Board . . . . 9900 WD100427X 8 bit ALL Hard On ly S 49 
:r~i~r ~~~~othcf~~~~e rm~~a~~~c t~~~slrsh~~ :Y s39900 ea. WD1004WX1 8 bil ALL Hard On ly S 59 

WD1006MM1 16 bil MFM Hard On ly S 99OPTIONS 
WD1006MM2 16 bil MFM Hard/Floppy $109• 6 ft. Serial Cable 	 s 1900 *W0 1006SRI 16 bil ALL Hard Only $119• Bidirectional Tractor 	 9900 
WD 1007AWAH 16 bil MFM Hard Only $159• Cul Sheet Feeder 	 199°0 

• Serial to Parallel Converter . 	 . .9900 W0 1007AWA2 16 bil ESOI Hard/Floppy 5179 

NO SURCHARGE FOR MCNISA800-654-7762 
SE HABLA ESPANOL TERMS: 702-294-0204 

• WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDE RS MC • VISA • COO • CASH 
TECHNICAL I CUSTOMER SERVICE I ORDER STATUS: Purchase Orders horn Qualified Firms 

FAX 702-294-1168 Per.;onar Checks • AE add 4% • COD add S5.00 
WE ALSO PURCHASE EXCESS 

INVENTO RY- FAX LIST 

Tradcma1Ms are Ref}isteredwith lhei1 respcctiveco:s. PrltesSubjecltoChanoe 20% Reslocking Fee on Non-Deleclive Return s 

All Products 90 Day Warranty unless stated otherwise. wllhln 15 days 
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Infra-Red 
Remote Control 

OCTACOMM®/IR 
Change TV channels from your PC. Control 
DOS programs from a hand-held remote. 
Use a PC to send and receive the in fra-red sig
nals used by hand-held remote controllers like 
those used with TVs, VCRs and other dev ices. 
Maintains a database of/R signals learnedf rom 

your 011111 hand-held remote co11troller. Hard
ware att aches to the serial port of the IBM-PC. 
Software fo r DOS 2.0 and greater. 

Price: $395.00 
Houston Computer Services, Inc. 

1133 1 Richmo nd Avenue / Su ite IOl I Hous1on,Tex:1s 7708 2 

(713)493-9900 
MIC - Visa - Discover - AmEx - COD 

OCTAC0.\1M is a registered trademark 
of Mouston Computer Services, Inc. 

Circle 122 Oil Reader Service Card 
(DEALERS: 123) 

5.25" OS/ HD 1.2 MB .... DK. BLUE - 69¢ 
PACKED IN LOTS OF 100 WITH TYVEC SLEEVES & T1\BS 

5.25" OS/ HD 1.2 MB. INCL Siems & labs, BLACK 

Lots of 100 - 49¢ Lots of 50 - 59 C 

5.25" OS/ DD 360K, JNCL.Slems &Tabs 

Lots of 1.000 - 21¢ .. .... ...... Lots of 200 - 25C 

3.5" OS/ DD 720K (lMB) 
PREMIUM QUALITY BULK Lots of 50 - 49C 

3.5" OS/ DD 720K (lMB) - SONY BULK 
Lots of 50 - 79¢ .. .. .. ...... .... ... Lots of 25 - 89C 

3.5" OS/ High Density 1.44MB (2MB) 
PREMIUM QUALITY BULK ...... . Lots of 25 - 51.50 


.=1::1;;:;:::~; l1~:1!!~........ ........................... 

800·288·8025 

12132 Sherman Way, N. Hollywood CA 91605 
CALL OR MAIL (!Il~ffi]ii5i! 

Circle 15 Oil Reader Service Card 

Intelligent Solutions 
NetWare, DOS, OS/2 & Xenix 

~ SCSI 

CONI'ROLLERS 
FORISA&MCA 

Novell tested 
under NetWare 286 

N 0 
A U 

V l l l l A 0 S 
T H O llllf O 

Use with NetWare 
286 or 386 

TESTED AND Use any size 
APPROVED SCSI disk drive 
Nc •Wo rc Com1X1t iblc .• Handle large SCSI 

hard drives and 
erasable opticals 

fK~~fJPhone: (216) 234-6387 
~ FAX: (216) 234-2233 

The SCSI Professionals 

6801 ENGLE ROAD, CLEVELAND, OH 44130 

Circle 222 on Reader Service Card 

EZ-WRITER™ 

(E)EPROM Multiprogrammer , 


Best Portable (E)EPROM 

Programmer Money Can Buy. 


• RAM expandable to 16 Meg abit 
• Model KF with Parallel Port for fast Up/Download 
• Universal (E)EPROM Support including Megabit devices 
• Model K3/C3, easy 3 key Operation 

Models from 

0 $495. 

• Sta nd· alone 
• Remote Co nt ro l 
• 40·pin Micro Option 
• All models wit h 40 char. LC D 
• GANG/SET (E)EPROM Optic 

• Oa!a 110 · Compatibility feat ures 

1-800-523-1565

mlDmm In Fl orida (407) 994·3520 
Fa x: (407) 994-361 5 
CA (408) 437·24 14 

· Data 110 is a r istered trademark of DATA lfO Cor ration. 

WRITE/ ERASE/ STORE 
and DIRECTLY ACCESS vast amounts of 

Information on a REMOVABLE disk! 
• ·REWRITABLE/ERASABLE" allows user lo read & writ e 

over and over up to a million times. Direct or random 
access at speeds comparable to a hard disk. 

·CAPACITY: 650 megabyt es (1024 byt es/sector) or 59 4 
megabytes (512 bytes/sec1or) ol recordable data. 

High track density· 15.000 tpi 
•DATA LIFE: 10 to 25 years with no degradat ion. 

Immu ne to EM I or R F l emmissions. 
Applications: IBM PC or Compatlblosf Novell (LAN) f Wang VS 

Coming Soon: HP/ NCR! DEC I Apple MAC 2/ Jukebox 

Only $5500 • Optical d isks . S290/ea. 
Includes software, disk drive Exte nded wa rrant ies ava il Jbte 

and all cables. 

14272 Chambers Road. 
Tuslin, CA 92680 

Outelde CA: 1..S00-221-5486 TEL: (7 14 ) 731·9000 
lnalde CA: 1..S00-334-5486 FAX : (714) 838·7172 

Circle 23 on Reader Service Card 

Powerful, Easy
Printer Sharing 

D share printers, plotters, modems 
D variety of serial/parallel configu ra tions 
D buffer options from 250K to 4M 
D easy installation software 

From $495 
1 800 243-2333 

DIGITAL 
PRODUCTS, INC. 

DPI PrintDirector 6/10/16 

Circle 29 Oil Reader Service Card 

'!. 

LOW COST 

INTERFACE 


CARDS FOR 

PC{)IT/AT 


f 

IRS-485/422 Card [PC485] $95/U5/ 
• s,ria l Async. Communication up to 4,000n; 2 o r 4 wires; NS l6450 UART; 
• Can be configured as COMl -COM4; Maximum Baud R:i tc 56KB. 
• Flexible configurn tion options. RTS or DTR comrol of transmission direction. 
• FulVHalr duplex operati on. Suppons hardware handshaking (RTS.CTS). 
• Dual drivers/reccivcrs:Handles 64 dr,·icu:Compati ble with mos1comm. sfr,r,,1', 
• High spu d venion available (suppons baud rates up to 256K.B } • $165 

!Dual-Port RS-485/422[PCL743] $175 \ 
• Two independe nt channels I UARTs: 2 or 4 wire ope r:uion. Max. Baud 56KB. 
• Dipswitch configurable as COM 1·4 (IR02·7). On board te rminator resistor. 

/IEEE-488 Card [PC488A] $14"5 \ 
• Includes IN STALL\.BLE DOS DEVl CE DRIVERS and support fo r BASIC. 

: ~Rd~tlo~).l iut~;~;~rn~~~~i~t~ ~ r~~arld~n~~~o~·~:r.• S50. 
• 	 Compatible with most IEEE-488 SoOwa re packages for l~M -PC (e.g. ASYS· 


TANT-GPl8, Lotus Mea sure). Compatible with Ni's GPIB·PCllA. 


IEEE- 488 Card [PC488B]
With Built-In Bus Anal er $345 
• Software Support for BASICA. QuickBAS IC and GWBASIC. 
• 	 Addi tional libraries for C, Pascal, FORTRAN, Assembly available· $50 (all) 

Fu ll range ofTalkcr, Listener, Controller, ScriaVParallel Poll, SRO, etc... 
• 	 Powerfu l menu-driven BUS ANALYZER can be run in the background while 

488 programs or commands arc executed; Features Progra m Steppi ng. Breal.. 
points, Real T ime Bus Da ta Ca pture (4K buffer), Instant Scrttn Toggling. 

• Complele Controller I Ta lker I Li stener capabili ty. Ba.sed on TI 's TMS·99 14. 
• Memory-reside nt Printer Port Emulalion Utility included. (LPTl-3). 
• NEC-7210 based card (compatible with Ni's GPIB·PCll ) · $445. 

IDIGITALl/O Card [PCL720] $175 1 
• Input: J2 Tl1.. com patiblc channels; Input load is 0.2 mA at 0.4V. 
• Output: 32 Tfl coJT1patible channels:Si nks 24mA(0.5V); Sources 15mA (2.0V) 

: ~~~anJ~:;:~?~rt~;~~!~f~i c~f;!~\5~h16u~'~~n;;r~110~0cr~~J~~e~\'. 

LOW COST 
DATA 


AQUISITION 

& CONTROL 


CARDS 
FOR PC{)IT/AT 

j 12 BIT AID & DIA [PCL7lls] $295 1 

I12 BIT AID & DIA [PCL812] $375 1 
• AID cunverl er: 16 single ended in~uls ; Device : AD574; Con\·crsion time less 

• W1~nc2.;5n~~;~u~ l~~~rfnre~~~a;12'b~t ~;~f~~~n1.~b~t;~~~~:e1 ~~·v::.SV, :: 
1 
V. 

• Digital 1/0 : 16 Input / 16 Output channels: All L'Os Tl1. compatible . 
• Counter: I channel programmable interval counter/timer : Uses Intel 8254. 
• OMA and interrupt capability. Utility software for Basic incl uded. 

IFAST 12BIT AID/A [PCL718] $795 1 
• AID conn rter: 16 single ended or 8 diffe rential channels; 12 bit resolulion; 

Programmable scan rate: Buill-in Interrupt and OMA control circuit ry. 
Conversion speed 6-0,000 smpl s/ne (standard), 100,000 smph/ stc (optional). 

• Input ranges: Bipolar :: IOV, ::SV, :: 2.5V, :: IV, :: O.SV; Unipolar 10,5,2, \ V. 
• DIA converter: 2 channels; Resolution: 12 bits res: Set~ time: 5µScc; ::SY 

: g~~~~~~~~:b~~i~~· i~~~~;~~~~!ti~~)~~~v~~l 8254~0~~::i~11~k; 
• 	 SoOware: U iility softw are for BAS IC and OuickBAS IC included. 


Suppon ed by LabDAS (S195/495). AS YST, LA.BTI:CH, Unke\Scope 


I6 Channel 12 bit D/A [PCL726] $495 \ 
• Ou tput Ranges: Oto +5V, Oto +IOV. !: SY, :: lOVor sink4·20mA. 
• Settling time: 7011-S. Linearity: :: Jnbi1.Voltagc output driving capacity: :SmA 
• Digi1afl/O: 16 digital inputs and 16 digital outputs: T TL compatible. 

ISTEPPER MOTOR CARD $395 1 
• Capable of independent and si mul taneous control of up to J stepper motors. 
• Speed: Programmable fro m J .3 PPS to 34 10 PPS: Built-in acceleratio n control. 
• Output MDde: O ne d ock (Pulse, Directio n) or two clock (CW, CCW pulses) 


: ~~~fu~~i~ib?1 ~~~~;1bianc:~S!ut1~·~~o~~~o~~~u:A~Ft~~t~;:~i timing. 


MC / VJSA / AMEX Call today fo r datas heets! 

Circle 30 on Reader Service Card 
B&C MICROSYSTEMS INC. 

355 WEST OLIVE AVE., SUNNYVALE., CA 94086 USA 
TEL: (408)730·551 I FAX: (408)730-5521 885:(408)730-1317 

• the sub -lAN"' com.oony 
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Circle 297 on Reader Service Card 

UNICORN-YOUR l.C. SOURCE 

COLLIMATOR PEN 

A low power collima
tor pen co ntaining a 
MOVPE grown gain 
guided GaAIAs laser. 
This collimator pen de
livers a maximum CW 
output'power of 2.5 mW 
at 25 °C. 

These col limated laser 
sources are designed for 
industrial appl ications 
such as data retrieval, 

te lemetry, alignment etc. . 
The non-hermetic sta inless steel encapsulation 

of the pen is specif ically designed for easy 
alignment in an optical read or write. system , and 
cons ists of a lens and a laser dev ice. The lens 
system co llimates the diverg ing laser ligh t. The 
wavefront quality is diffraction limited. 

The housing is circular and precision manufac
tured with a diameter of 11.0 mm and an accuracy 
between + and - 11 µ m. 

j \SI PRIG~ $180.60- PRICE $39.99 
Quality Components - Low Prices Since 1983 

LASER DIODE 
Designed fo r general 

industrial low power ap
plications such as read
ing optical discs, optical 
memories , bar cod e 
scanners, security sys 
tems, alignment etc. 

The gain guided laser 
is cons tructed on a n
type gall ium arsenide 
substrate with a Metal 

Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxial process (MOVPE). 
The device is mounted in an hermetic SOT"l48D 

'(diameter 9.0 mm) encapsulation. 
The SB1053 is standard equipped with a monitor 

diode, isolated fromthe case and optically coupled 
to the rear emi tting facet of the laser. This fast 
responding monitor diode can be used as a sensor 
to control the laser optical output level. 

__LlST PRICE $38.00- PRICE $9.99 
We Carry A Full Line of Components 

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG 
EPROMS 

STOCK # PINS DESCRIPTION 1·24 25·99 100• 

1702 24 256 x 41ns 3.99 3.79 3.41 
2708 24 1024 x 8 450ns 5.79 5.50 4.95 
2758 24 1024 x 8 450ns 3.99 3.79 3.4 1 
2716 24 2048 x 8 450ns (25v) 3.19 3.03 2.73 
2716·1 24 2f>i8 x 8 350ns (25v) 3.39 3.22 2.90 

TMS2716 24 2048 x 8 450ns 6.29 5.98 5.38 
27Cl6 24 2048 x 8 450ns (25v-CMOS) 3.59 3.4 1 3.07 
2732 24 4096 x 8 450ns (25v) 3.79 3.60 3.24 
2732A-2 24 4096 x 8200ns (21v) 3.79 3.60 3.24 
2732A 24 4096 x 8250ns (21v) 3.69 3.51 3.16 

2732A-'I 24 4096 x 8 450ns (21v) 3.09 2.94 2.65 
TMS2532 24 4096 x 8 450ns (25v) 5.79 5.50 1.95 
27C3 2 24 4096 x 8 450ns (25v-CMOS) 4.19 3.98 3.58 
2764-20 28 8192 x 8 200ns (21v) 3.99 3.79 3.41 
2764 28 8192 x 8 250ns (2 1v) 3.59 3.4 1 3.07 
2764A 20 28 8192 x 8 200ns (12.Sv) 3.99 3.79 3.41 
2764A 28 8192 x 8 250ns (12.Sv) 3.59 3.41 3.07 
TMS2564 28 8192 x 8 250ns (25v) 6.79 6.45 5.81 
27128-20 28 16,384 x 8 200ns (21v) 5.79 5.50 4.95 
27128 28 16.384 x 8 250ns (2 1 v) 4.79 4.55 4.10 
27C128 28 16.384 x 8 250ns (21v) 5.39 5.12 4.61 
27256 20 28 32.768 x 8 200ns (12.Sv) 5.99 5.69 5.12 
27256 28 32,768 x 8 250ns (12.Sv) 4.99 4.74 4.27 
27C256 28 32.768 x 8 250ns (12.Sv-CMOS) 5. 99 5.69 5.12 
27512 20 28 65,536 x 8 200ns (12.Sv) 10.49 9.97 8.97 
27512 28 65,536 x 8 250ns (12.Sv) 9.49 9.02 8.12 
27C512 28 65.536 x 8 250ns (12.Sv-CMOS) 9.99 9.49 8.54 
27C1024 32 131,072 x 8 200ns (12.Sv-CMOS) 27.99 26.59 23.93 
68764 24 8192 x 8 450ns 18.99 18.04 16.24 
68766 24 8192 x 8 450ns 15.99 15.19 13.67 

UNICORN ELECTRONICS 
10010 Canoga Ave. , Unit B-8 II 

~ Chatsworth , CA 91311 
ORDER BY PHONE (TOLL FREE) 

(800) 824-3432 (OUTSIDE CALIFORNIA) 

IN CALIFORN IA (818) 341-8833 

ORD ER BY FAX (818) 998-7975 
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Cross-Assemblers .. ,ow .. $so.oo 


Simulators os1owos$100.oo 


Cross-Disassemblers" '"w . , $100.00 


Developer Packages 

as low as $200.IXJ(a SS0.00 Savings) 

A New Project 
Our line of macro Cross-assembh!l fS a1e.easy to use. and lull featured , 
Including conditional assembly and unlimited include flies. 

Get It To Market-FAST 

~~J1a~~;~ ~~1te~te~~~~":~~a~ i';;~h~t~?e ~~~~2r~~;e~t?t~~ · Our 


No Sourcel 


:C~;g~r~,1~~a~.s ~~~1~~Po~nJ~:a~~~~f:r:r:X°~eftn~b~n~~~e~\~gi1~~
oflglnal assembly language source. 

Set To Go 
Buy our developer packa,ge and the nexl lime your boss says "Get to work .", 
you'll be ready tor anything. 

Quality Solutions 
PseudoCorp has been pfoviding quality solutions tor microprocessor 
problems since 1985. 

BROAD RANGE OF SUPPORT 
• Currently wo support tho following microprocessor families (wi th 

mo10 in development) : 
lnte18048 lntol 8096 
Motorola 6800 1 Motorola 6805 
Hllachl6301 WDC65C02 
Rockwell 65C02 
Hilachl HD64180 10 ~~e9~196 
• Alt products require an 

So What Ase You Wattlng For? Call us; 

PseudoCorp 


Professifi'~'!,~f;:i~'~C~::rii~~~~~~~ Group 
Ncwpon Ncwi;, VA 23606 

(8()4) 873-1947 FAX: (8<>4)873-2154 
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JLaser 5 ... $399 
Laser Printer Controller 

Thinking of buying a 
• LaserMaster 
• Intel Visual Edge '" 
• Kofax board 

Jlaser 5 gives you the functions of all 
three boards combined into one, plus EMS: 

• Fast laser printing 
• Halftones on a laser printer 
• Group 4 file printing and display 

~TALL mEE SYSTEMS 
2585 E. Bayshore Rd. •Palo Alto, CA 94303 

(41 5) 493-1980 •FAX (415) 493-7639 
Vo1sions 011oiloblo for HP Sorios II ond Canon LBP·4 losor prlnto1s 


All p1oduc1s 010 1rodomorks ol lholr rospoctivo compnnlua 

Artwork lo1 this nd c1ootod wi1h Jlosor 5 nnd includod soflWnro 
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Q-TEK 
PH: 818-407-0303 FX: 818-407-0262 

SIMMS/SIPPS 
1x9- 80 ... . .. .. $83 , 256x9- 80 . . .$25 
1x9- 100 ....... $80 256x9- 100 . . . . $22 
IBM PS2 CALL CALL 256x9- 120 ..... $19 

DRAMS 
41256~80 .. ... $2.10 1MB- 80 ..... . $8.00 
41256- 100 . ... $1.90 1MB- 100 . ... . . $7.80 
41256- 120 . .. . $1.75 4164- 100 ..... $1.35 
44256- 100 . ... $8.75 4464- 80 ... .. $3.20 
44256- 80 . . .. . $8.95 4464- 100 . .... $2.90 

CPU/COPROS. 
80386- 20 ..... $225 , 80387-16 . .. . . $300 
80386- 25 ..... $310 80387- 20 ..... $337 
80287- 10 ...... $200 80387- 25 ..... $430 
VGA CARD1024x768 HI RES 
With 256K exp to 512K 16BIT ........ . .. $105 

CALL FOR VOLUME & LATEST PRICING 

Circle 235 on Reader Service Card 

386/25 MHz, w/257k/64k cache 

FEATURES: 
• 80386-25 cpu • 64K (25ns) SAAM 
Cache • 256K Cache Option • Expand
able to 16MB on Board w/o memory 
card • 80387 Weitek socket • User se
lectable bus speed • Dallas hybrid clock 
ch ip• 100% AT compatible• 1 yr. part/ 
labor warranty 

M .B. w/1 Meg . . . . . .. . $1220
lnlroductory M .B. w/4 Meg . . . . . .. .. 1495

Special M .B . w/8 Meg . ........ 1995 

Mono comp. sys., 1 M ... 1745$1095 
VGA comp . sys., 1 M . 2095motherboard (OK) o 
256K cache, HD opl ion , Reg : S1350 
80387 .... . CallOty.1 

D ealer Inquiries Welcome 

Schwab Computer 
730 E. El C amino Real. Sunn yvale, CA 94087 

Tel: (408) 245-6666 Fax: (408) 245-3103 

Circle 250 on Reader Service Card 

PAL/EPROM PROGRAMMER for PC 
VERSION 2 of Software and Hardware 1475 

• l'rognms 20 and 24 pin MM!, 

NS, TI. Allefa, CyJll'.:SS, Ricoh/ 

Pana1cc PAL.s. EflLD (UV 

a uabk ). polari1y, and RA lypcs. 


• Functions Include: read. "iitc, 

vcri fy.protcc1.cdi1,prin1.and 

me. load and uvc of program. 


• JED EC riles Jupponcd. 
• 27 16·27512 EPROMs. 
•Func1ions l ncludc: rcad, wri1c, 

vcrify,blank chcck.HIA..Ospl it, 

edi1in ASCII. HEX. or Dccimlll. 


• INTEL Hu and Moiorola 'S' 

R«ord file 511ppo11. 


200/100 MHz LOGIC ANALYZER for PC 
LA27100 
11299 

LA27 200 
11899 

• 2•1 Chznnc l mode wilh 4KJchannc\ • 6 Channel mode wilh 16K/chumcl 

• Inte rnal Rai.:s from 200M HzCLA17lOO) or IOOMHz(LJ. 2'1 100) to 250 Iii 
• fa tcm:!. I Clock f1on1 0C to 50 Miiz • 16 Level Triggering Sequence 
• Tiucshold Vol111gc Level :!.t lTL. ECL. or ·SV 10 ..- 14V variable • Dab 
Displ:!.y u Timing Diagram or Stai.: LiJt • S:!.veA.oad Da1a and Serup Info. 

(20 l ) 994 - 6669 
~ Link Computer Graphics, Inc. ~ 
~ 4 Sparrow Dr .. llvlngslon. NJ 07039 ~ 
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New, Gridless, 1000/o Autorouting 
Create schematics and PCBs quickly and 
simply with HiWIRE-Plus® and your IBM 
PC. With the new, gridless, multilayer autor
outer (AR) for HiWIRE-Plus, creating printed
ci rc u it layouts is even faster. AR and 
HiWIRE-Plus are each $895 and come with 
30-day money-back guarantees . Cred it 
cards welcome. 

\\'IN'l'lm 
Corporation 

1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904 
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428 

Circle 309 on Reader Service Card 
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TOMORROW'S TECHNOLOGY 

AT TODAY'S PRICES 


with over a 

BILLION SSS 
in financing available 

•mer1can 

Semiconductor® 


Ask 11foot1t tlte ONLIf 

TAX 1DEDUCTIBLE PROGRAM** 

for lfOHr /tome office computer 

s15mo& s19moa s25m~o. s29mo- ·· · 	 -- s35mo& s45m:a 
ASI TURBO - ASITURBO ASI TURBO .,. . ASI TURBO - ASI TURBO - ASI TURBO 
MODEL #5301 _;_ _,-~5ct MODEL #5302 .;.:,; - ;;i:!:.i!li MODEL #5303 i>.:i - .::!'!l! :il< MODEL #5304 .;.::~=-_::::;i;.e; MODEL #5305 )...;'.=!!l:ll MODEL #5306 · 
100% XT COMPATIBLE 100% XT COMPATIBLE 100%XT COMPATIBLE 100% XT COMPATIBLE 100% XT COMPATIBLE 100% XT COMPATIBLE 
• Selectable 4.77, & 10MHz •Selectable 4.77, & 10MHz • Selectable 4.77, & 10MHz • lOMHz Processing SpetiO • 10MHz Clock Speed • lOMHz Processing Speed 
Processing Speed • 640K RAM Processing Speed • 640K RAM Processing Speed • 640K RAM • 640K RAM Available • Bias • 640K RAM Available • Bias • 640K RAM Available • Bias 
Available • 81os • One 360K Floppy Available • 81os • 8 Bit 8088-1 Ava ilable• Bias• 8088·1 CPU • 8088·1 CPU • Two 360K • 8 Bil 8088·1 CPU • Two 360K • 8 Bil 8088·1 CPU • Two 360K 
Drive • Ftopry Controller w/Cable CPU • One 360K Floppy Drive • One 360K Floppy Drive • Mul!i 110 HallfHeight Floppy Drive • Multi 110 Half/Height Floppy Drives • Multi 1/0 Hall/Height Floppy Drives • Multi 
• Eight Expansion Slols • PC/XT·AT • Multi 1/0 (w/Floppy Controller. (w/Floppy Conlroller. Clock/Calendar. (w/Ftoppy Controller, Clock/Calendar. (w/Floppy Conlroller, Clock/Calendar. l/O (w/Controller, Clock/Calendar. 
Enhanced Keyboard. CtockJCalendar. Parallel . Serial & Parallel. Serial &Game Pon) Parallel. Serial & Game Port) • One Parallel . Serial & Game Pon) Parallel . Serial &Game Port) 
RETAIL VALUE '1099 Game Port) • Eight Expansion Slots • Eight Expansion Slots • One 20MB Hard Onve (w!Conlroller) • 30MB Hard Drive (w/Conlroller) • 20MB Hard Drive (w/Controller) 

• PC/XT Enhanced Keyboard. 	 10MB Hard Drive (wl Controller) • Tu1bo/Normal Mode Eil~.er • TurboJN01mal Mode Either • Turbo Normal Mode EitherOUR PRICE s599 RETAIL VALUE '1599 	 • AT Enh.anced Keyboard . Software or Hardwa re Selectable Software or Hardware Seleclable Sotlware or Hardware Selectable 
RETAIL VALUE '1999 • Eight Expansion Slots • PCIXT-AT • Eight Expans ion Slots • PC/AT • Eighl Expansion Slots • PCIXT-ATOUR PRICE s559 

Enhanced Keyboard Enhanced Keyboa1d . 	 Enhanced Keyboard • IBMOUR PRICE sggg 
RETAIL VALUE ' 2499 RETAIL VALUE '2999 	 Compatible Enhanced Graphic 

Adap1er (EGA)• High ResolulionOUR PRICE s1149 OUR PRICE's1179TURBO EGA Monitor. 

RETAIL VALUE '3899 


ASITURBO ASITURBO PROGRAM 	 OUR PRICE '177S 
LOAN 	 s25:s 

#5501 #5502 ,,o~ . --~JL s59mo100% AT COMPATIBLE 100% AT COMPATIBLE 

• 10MHz Clock Speed • 10MHz Clock Speed • 0-16MB = - ~- ,,o~
• 80286 Based CPU . 0·16MB RAM Available • Bias • lnlel 80286 
RAM Available • Bias • 1.2MB Microprocessor • 1.2MB LAPffiPS 386 

MODEL #5701Half/Height Floppy Drive • 20MB Hall/Height Floppy Drive • JOMB MODEL# MONTHLY LIST
Hard Drive (w/Contrcller) • Eight Hard Drive (w/Conlroller) • Eight PAYMENT PRICE • 16-30M Hz Processor Speed
Expansion Slots • Parallel Port Expansion Slots• Serial/Parallel • Intel 80386 Microprocessor
• AT Enhanced Keyboard • Adapter •AT Enhanced Keyboard MITSUBISHI • 32 Bit Architecture • Compatible
Performance 16,12, 10,8,6MHz •Performance 16,12,10,8,6MHz 286L·2 10 185./ '3.195.00 wilh 8MHz80286 Hardware & 
Available. Available. 286L·220 I05./ 3.995.00 Software • Bios • Speed Selection 

RETAIL VALUE '3999 RETAIL VALU E '4499 
 286L·VP 115./ 4.595.00 • Relocalion of Bios • EGA Bios to 

NEC 32 Bit High Speed RAM for tighlningOUR PRICE s1449 OUR PRICE s1559 Multi Speed EL II '59./ '2.295.00 ExecUlion • Real Time Clock • 4, 8 or
Mul1i Speed HD .. 95./ 3.695.00 
TOSHIBA 
T1(XXJ . 135./ st249.00 

Now With Over 2,500 
Service Centers Nation Wide 

TO FULLY SERVE YOU* 

T1200 . . ... 89. / 3.499.00 
T31()().20 119./ 4.699.00 
T3200 . . . . . . . . 139./ 5.499.00 
T5100 ........ 185./ 7,199.00 
ZENITH 
Supers Port 
TurboSport 386 . 
286 LP-20 PC/AT 
286 LP-40 PC/AT 

1OMHz 80287 Coprocessor Socket 
• S1andard 32 Bil • 0-t 6 RAM 
Available• Connectors for 
Anaching up to 16MB of 
Memory• 1.2MB Hall/ 
Height Floppy Drive 
•Eight Expansion Slots 
• Serial/ Parallel Adaptor 
• AT Enhanced Keyboard. "STAND UP" 
RETAIL VALUE 18999 Style Optional 

http:2.295.00
http:4.595.00
http:3.995.00
http:3.195.00
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Complete PC Systems 
Fo r Complex Stand-Al one Ap pllcatlons 

• Now Available! Systems that are functionally 
equivalent to large PC 's, in compact packages. 
Our systems are based on single board CPU's and 
include all hardware, software, and support 
needed to run your special applications. 

• Run DOS applications without a disk using our 
BIOS. Store DOS and user programs in EPROM's. 

• Debug Monitor, BIOS for disk capability, utilities, 
and source code are avai lable. 

• Compatible with PC systems. Run 8088 code and 
DOS applications. Use standard PC/AT cards in 
passive backplanes for expansion. 
Our CPU cards use V40/V50 micros and drive 
PC/AT bus. Options: 1meg RAM , 256K ROM, 
Sserial ports, SCSI, CMOS, floppy,printer, graphics 
~ CPU Cards $249 (q25) 
WHfl Systems $499 (q1) 

f.10,. !JU~ Customization a•1ailable 
S YS.,.G~S (303)444•7737 

655 Haw1horne Ave. Boulder, CO 80304 FAX (303) 786·9983 

Data Acquisition Processor'" 

Onboard Intelligence For IBM PC /XT/AT/386 

· 16 MHz BOC 186 for general processing 
• 20 MHz DSP56001 for digital signal processing 
• Sustained digital signal processing of 10 MIPS 
• FFT and FIR filtering without programming 
• Acquires analog and digital inputs to 235K sis 
· Buffers ar.d processes input data as required 
• Updates analog or digital outputs to 250K sis 
• Over 100 commands without programming 

• Custom commands may be written in C 

Call for FREE Demo Diskette 

(206) 881-4286
MfCROSTAR 2863 152 Ave. N .E. 

Redmond, WA 98052 
LABORAmR1Es } FAX (206) 881-5494 

Circle 189 on Reader Service Card 

Real Time 

Waveform 


Display. 
Only CODAS waveform recording systems 
offer true real time waveform display. 

• 	For IBM AT, PS/ 2 Micro Channel*, and 

compatibles. 


• Reco rd up to 16 waveforms to disk in 

real time at up to 50,000 samples per 

second for instant playback , analysis, 

and manipulation . 


• Includes al l necessary hardware and 

software for fast, turnkey startup. 


• Includes Microsoft C-compatible li brary 
of fun ction calls for customization . 
For a FREE Evalualion Package, call : 
1-800-553-9006. In Ohio, 1-216-434-4284. 

DA TA Q INSTR UMENTS, INC. 

825 Sweitzer Ave. , Akron, OH 443 11 
"IBM. AT. PS/2, and Micro Channel are 1rademarks or registered 

lrademarksof IBM Corp. Microsoft Cis a lrademark of Microsolt Corp. 
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UNIVERSAL 
PROGRAMMER[_iJ$585 including :S/W cable interface _;__, xell'EK 

card , I yr.' warramy. I •• 
30 day money back . 
guarantee. . I 

~E~,~~#~1 ~~~ ~ up to 1 ft 
2MDi1s & 16 Bit wid e. 

- PAL,s from AMO , MMI. Tl. NS , CYPRESS c1 c. 
- 22 VIO from AMO , ATMEL, Tl. SAMSUNG & C YPRESS. 
- EPLDs from ALTERA . INTEL. Tl. 
- GA Ls from LA TI'ICE . SGS & NS. 
· FP Ls from SIGNETI CS. 
· PEE Ls from ICT, HYU NDAI & GO ULD. 
• BIPOLAR PR OMs. 
· SINGLE CHI Ps (8748 . 875 1 & 87C5 1 series). 
• Supports: 
• 32·Bit WORDSPLIT with 4 GANG adaptor. 
• PA LASM2 /CUP U ABE L/TAN GOIOrCAD JEDEC file s. 
- PAL VERIFIC ATION using TEST VECTOR . 
- GAL ele ctronic sigm1turc recog nit ion. 
- 32-Bil WORDSPLIT wit h 4 GANG adapmr. 
• 87C45 \, 6370 1XIYIV & 63705V wi lh adapt or. 
· Tes t ICs (TTL, CMOS) & DIS Mcmorys. !Cs with use r 

de fin able test patterns. 
Hig h speed, pa rall el inl crface & S/W upgrndablc fo r new pans . 

XELTEK 
473 SA PENA CT. #26 
SANTA CLARA, 

1·800-54 1·1975 (Toll Free Order) 
TEL: ( 408) 727-6'n5 

CA 95054 
FAX: (408) 727-6996 
COD,VtSA,MC,AMEX 
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F re e Diskettes 

• 

ca.3.5" DSDD Bulk .47 
ca.3.5" DSDD Wh ite Box .57 

3.5" DSHD Rulk 1.39 
ca.3.5" DSHD White Box • 1.49 
ca . 

5.25 " DSDD Bulk .20 ca.
• ca.5.25" DSDD While Box 27 

5.25" DSHD Bulk .27 
5.25" DSHD While Box • .49 

ca. 

ca. 
•t nclud c1 S lcc vc 1, T 1ba and L ab cll (J . .5 " L1bcl1 only) 


USER LABELS SJ .00 FOR .50ca . SLEEVES 2 cu ca . 

All di1!cl 10 0'11 error free . • Moocy back 1u1rantce . 


Bu y 5,000 di sks mix and match and get 100 

disks .. . 


Absolutel~ Free 
Gov ern m ent and Fortuo c .500 P0'1 acc eptable 


MC/Viu/Prcpaid/C .O .D .(St1nd1rd UPS ch arge for 

C.O.D.) 


Ad d 2.9~ for c re dit c ard ordcrc . 

No llandllng Ch ugc . 


F ree Frcq1,h1 on ortlcu or $2 00 o r ruorc . 

Ordcri lcu Then S200 uc : ).5" . SO cu per 2Sc:a 


S 2.5 " SOcL.' ecr SO c:1 · PA rc1idcnt1 add 69it " le t 1u . 


Toll Free 1- 800-SFLOPPY 
·-- - -··----·· 

IQ RUSINESS PRODUCTS INC. 

Circle 136 on Reader Service Card 

SuperSound 

Best Digital Audio Software/Hardware. 
Developers: Add T'urboSound '" to any PC 

30 Day Moncy·lfack Guarantee if nut Satisfied 
• SupcrSnuntl • Stt'tco: Sountl~"X " Gr:1phir:il Ediwr :md SnundC~ rd '" SJW 
• Su 1wrSuuntl-Mono\'Crsiun sof1 .,,.:irc:mdhnrdw~rcS2.J9 

• ·Elrb~1%s~ll1~~~~.~~.~~~:1~·~;~~~;11~~r!./~~~~~li '11~~-...s~.t~9.95 

~·~:::f,Jf,~t;~.~;~:~:~:f;;~c~'.\· !~·· .c...
arVoiccAlarms.StnragcScopc ... 

• Wri1t or Call ror FREE I'Ko n L~!f.~.1~g~c~~n1'i~~ ;~Jic~~~~d~~~~~b. 
Tcc h:(408H46-1s 21 by Silicon Shack FAX: C40S)-J N ·441 2 

S\ 20 C:1mpbell A•·t . Ml 12, S~ n J ost. CA 951JO. 

Orders: 800 - 969 - 4411 VISA - MasterCard 
.. Supc'rSoond,So.,nd l"X,Soun d•'X·J r. S011ndJ r,SnunilC ..d, Suund ll~10.•nd'T\lth<>..'11>11n d •tT 

lnul<rn url<.! ol SUko n Sh~<~. l.ld. Oltorr pr.odu~1 na m .. otT lndrma rlo.> of lh •lt manufa••tu"'""· 
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68HC05 In-Circuit Emulator 
The TECICE-HC05 is a low cost real time 
emulator for the Motorola 68HC05 family of 
single chip microcomputers. Any host computer 
with serial port and terminal emulation software 
can be used with TECICE-HC05. Base price is 
$1195.00. Complete development system software 
is available for MS-DOS computers including the 
Byte Craft Limited C6805 Code Development 
System which includes a 6805 C compiler with 
Integrated Development Environment. 

I • THE ENGINEERS
ECI COLLABORATIVE, INC. 

RRH3, BOX BC 
Phone (802) 525·3458 

Barton, Vermonl 05822 
FAX (802) 525·3451 
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9-Track Tape Subsystem 
for the IBM PC/ XT I AT 

Now you can exchange data files between 
your IBM PC and any mainframe or mini
computer using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250 
BPI 9'frack tape. System can also be used for 
disk backup. Transfer rate is up to 4 
megabytes per minute on PCs and com
patibles. Subsystems include 7" or 101/i'' 
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card and 
DOS compatible software. For more info rma
tion, call us today! 

DLJRLSTRR; 
9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Telephone: (818) 882-5822 

Circle 232 011 Reader Service Card 
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--- --- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - --- - --  · -
PS/2 model 30/286 ........ ..... 1895 
PS/2 model 50/30 meg ..... . .... 2395 
PS/2 model 70/60 meg ... . ...... 3695 
PS/2 model 80/40 meg ..... . .... 4395 
PS/2 model 70/120 meg ... .. .... 5595 
PS/2 model 80/115 meg .. . .... .. .Call 

Call for other models 

l'DmPAQ 
386 S 40 meg ..... . ... ... . . Call Call 
386 20E - 40 meg ..... ....... .. 4195 
286E 40 meg ... .. . ..... ... .. ... Call 
386 110 meg/25 MHz ...... .. .... 7295 
386 60 meg/25 MHz ...... . ..... 5895 
Portable Ill 40 meg/12 MHz . ..... .3995 

CARD & MONITOR EXTRA 
Call for other models 

Macintosh 
Mac llCX/60 Meg, 40 Meg RAM ...... 5095 
Mac-11/40 Meg . . ... . .............. 4095 
Mac-SE 30/40 Meg . . . . . . ......... 3595 
Call for 60 and 100 Meg 
Lazer NT. . ............ . .......... 3495 
Lazer NTX ........................ 4795 

WE STOCK CITIZEN lOSHIBA 
OKIDATA NEC 

EVEREX WYSE 


GOLD STAR HITACHI 


BOARDS 

Paradise VGA+ ...... 219 

Vega VRAM . .. . . .... 409 

ATI VGA Wonder .... 259 

Everex EGA . . . . . . . . . 149 

Tatung 16 bit ....... 239 


MONITORS 

Nee Multisync llA .... 499 

Nee Multisync 3D . .. . 599 

Magnavox EGA . . . . . . 339 

Nee Multisync 5D . . . 2350 

Samsung EGA .. . . . . . 359 

Sony 1302 .. . . . . . . . . 619 


EXPORTS 
Available 

HOURS: 
M-S 9-6 

~~EEVERE..,_ 

Everex 
Step 286 - 12 & 16 MHz & 20 MHz 
1 Meg RAMLOW 
Set up utility in ROM 
S/P, C/C 
Enhanced keyboard 
1.2 MB floppy 
DOS/BASICPRICE 
EverexLEADER Step 366-20 MHz & 16 MHz & 25 MHz & 33 
MHz 
Up to 256K cache of very high speed RAM 
2 Meg RAM, expandable to 16 Meg

SINCE 1983 S/P, CIC - Enhanced keyboa rd 
1.2 MB floppyLAP-TOP 
Dos1BAs1c Call! 

Call 

Compaq SLT 286-20/40 . . ...... 3795/Call 
Toshiba T1000 ........... .. ....... 629 
T1200SE Toshiba ... .. .Call 
T1200HB . Sale! .•... .Call 
T1600-40 Meg .......... . .. . ..... Call 
T3100E-40 Meg ...... . .. . . . . . ..... Call 
T3200-40 Meg/SX40 ... .. . ... . ..... Call 
T5100-40/100 . .... . ... ... .. . . ..... Call 
T5200-40/100 ... .... .... . .... .. .. Call 
T3100SX . ............... . .. . ..... Call 
Zenith 286-20/40 Meg ... .. .. .... .. Call 
Mitsubishi 286-20/40 .... . .... .2395/Call 

Pacific Data (For HP) 
25-N-1 Cartridge . ... .. 265 Pacific Page . . .... 459 
1 Meg . Memory Board .219 Plotter Cartridge .. 239 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS 
dBase IV ........... 455 
Wordperfect 5.1 . . .250 
Aldus Pagemaker .... 495 
Ventura Publisher . ... 495 
Clipper . ... . .. . ..... 435 
WordStar 5.5 ... . .... 150 

FAX MACHINES 
Sharp FO 220 . ... . .729 
Sharp UX 350 . . .1149 
Canon ... . .. ....... Call 
Toshiba .. .Call . ·· ···· · 
Richo .. ........ ... Call 

Murata ...... . .. . . Call 


PRINCElON GRAPHICS 

SONY 

ACER 


HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS 


~ 

N OVELL 

Authorized 


Dealer 

Intel 


Coprocessors 

8087-3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105 

8087-2 . . . . . . . . . . . .. 145 

80287-8 . . .. .. .. . ... 225 

80287-10 . .... . .. ... 249 

80387-16 . . .... ... .395 

80387-20 . . .425 
. ·· · · · · · · 
80387-25 .. . ... .... 495 
80387-33 .. . .599 

AMDEK 

HAYES 


SAMSUNG 

CALCOMP 


PRINTERS 

EPSON 


LX-61 0/LQ-510 .. . 199/339 

LQ-650/1050 .... .545n49 

FX-650/1050 ..... 359/479 


OKIOATA 

320/321 .. .. .... 359/490 

390/391 .. '' . . . . 490/649 


TOSHIBA 

321-SL/341-SL ... 399/595 

351-SX 350 CPS ..... 929 


PANASONIC 

1524 .. ........ 529 

1124 . . ......... . . .. 319 


Call for others 


Call! for 
your 

configuration 

AST 486 ...... . ...... . ... . ..... 
AST 286 model 70 ..... . . .. . . ... 1249 
AST 386 model 300c ... . . .. . .. . . 2695 
AST 386 40 Meg ...............3095 

CARD & MONITOR EXTRA 
CALL FOR OTHER MODELS 

PC MOUSE 
MICROSOFT MICE 

LOGITECH 
MITSUBISHI 

IRWIN &ARCHIVE 
TAPE BACK 

TAXAN 
MAGNOVOX 

LASER PRINTERS 

HP Laser II ........ 1620 

HP Desk Jet+ ....... 695 

HP Laser 2P ....... 1015 

Panasonic 4450 . . . . . 1395 

Brother HL-6-E ..... 1895 

Nee LC 690 . . .... . .3195 


Toshiba Laser .... . .. Call 


MODEMS 

Everex 1200 Int . . .. .. 79 

Everex 2400 Int ..... 149 

Hayes 2400 B ...... .299 


More in Stock . .. . .. Call 


ALL QUOTED PRICES ARE CASH PRICES ONLY. 

Visa and MasterCard 3% higher, American Express 5% higher 


COMPUTERLANE 

22107 ROSCOE BLVD.1-800-526-3482 (Oul5ide CA) 

CANOGA PARK
(818) 884 8644 (In CA) 1/2 BLOCK W. OF TOPANGA 

CA 91304CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME (818) 884-8253 (FAX)
CALL FOR VOLUME DISCOUNTS Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq 
CONSULTANTS CALL FOR PRICING Prices subject to change without notice IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines 
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TM 

~ 
"gives you all the C 
language routines you 
need to write an impres
sive scientific graphing 
program ofyour own. 
Highly recommended.*" 
- PC Magazine 

sin(y) * cos(x - y) 

IBM® PC (with source code) $395 
Circle 251 Oil Reader Service Card 

Macintosh®(no source code) $295 
Circle 252 Oil Reader Service Card 

Licensed for personal use only 
TM 

~~ 

"its ease of use, high 
resolution graphics, 
emulation, and price 
make it a more attrac
tive purchase than the 
other products.*" 

- MINI-MICRO Systems 
Only $150 until 3/1/90 

$195 thereafter 
Circle 253 Oil Reader Service Card 

*Full reprints on request 

Scuentuf!c Endeavor~ 
508 North Kentucky Street 
Kingston, TN 37763 USA 
(615) 376-4146 FAX:(615) 376-1571 

344 BYTE • MARCH 1990 

MODEL 
SX151 

RS232C OR STAND ALONE (all models), 
Communication protocol : XMODEM , HEX, . 
and BIN. Programs: EEPROMS, 2716 - 27512 
and CMOS. Programs (w/adapter) : 25XX, 
27101 (and above), 68701, 68705, 6876416, 
874112, 8744, 874819, 875112, 8755, 87252, 870751, 
870752 and CMOS. More avai lable soon. 
Model SX151 $214 (assembled with case). 
Other models are available from $49 (kit). 

Cross assemblers by Pseudocorp for IBM
PCs, $50. Z80, 1802, 6502, 6800111213151819111, 
6800018110, 804819, 8051/2 , 808015, 8096, and 
more soon. Si mulators and disassemblers 
also available. 

I vis• I KORE, Inc. 
3150 Pl ainfield N.E. 

[• ll•J Grand Rapids, Ml 49505 
(616) 361 -3666 

$5 lor shipping (USA), plus $3.00 COO. 

Circle 152 Oil Reader Service Card 

Advertise your 
computer products 

through 
BYTE BITS 

(2" x 3" ads) 

For more information 
call Mark Stone at 

603-924-6830 

El\JTE 
One Phoenix Mill Lane 

Peterborough, NH 03458 

Circle 41 on Reader Service Card 

• RTU 's 

Call for FREE DEMO DISK ! 
Specialists in portable and battery backed up 
as well as PC compatible modular systems. 

~' ~ '~., 

Circle 96 on Reader Service Cart/ 

ALL NEW !!! 

9 TRACK TAPE SUBSYSTEM 
for IBM PC/AT/386 

complete for only 

$2,595.00 
YEAR WARRANTY 

•IBM/ANSI compatible at 800*/1600/3200 bpi 
• Controller, cables and software included 
• Interfaces for PS/2*, Xenix* and DEC* 
•SCSI*, AT or MCA* Bus 1/0 at 25/50/ 100 ips. 

* optionot 

AKSystems Inc. 
20741 Marilla St. Chatsworth CA 9131 1 
TEL:818/709-8100 FAX: 818/407 -5889 

Circle 312 on Reader Service Cart/ 

THE SENERA~ STBRE 
RETAlb EPERATIBN§ SYSTEM 
The premier system for retail store management. 
Supports cash drawers, barcode readers, receipt 
printers, customer d isplays, dlgital scales and 
complete onllne credit card authorization. Controls 
al l types of retail stores bolh hardgoods and apparel 
wit h complete size/color matrix management and 
reporting . Easy to Install and use. Fleld proven for 
speed and reHabillty. Provides all the features 
needed for today's retall merchant at a price far 
below comparable systems. Demo system available. 

~'ii! Accounts Receivable 
'~ . Point of Sale 

' 1 Inventory Control 
-~~Accounts Payable 

General Ledger 
Mailing List 

... Multiuser/Network Ready ... 

$995 Complete system 
Dealer inquires invited. 

Circle 69 Oil Reader Service Card 

WELCOME TO THE 16 BIT WORLD 

Turn your Turtle into a Rabbit 


for only 


$189.00 OKB INSTALLED 

You do not need to buy a new computer !! ! 
Trade in your slow XT mainboard fo r a new 
AT 80286, which includes: 

• Microprocessor Intel 80286 CPU, socket for 
80287. 

• 	12 MHz speed, selectable between 6 and 12 
MHz. 

• 011 Wait state, clock calendar, reset button. 
• 512KB, 1MB, 2MB, 4MB mem. Upgrade, 

640/384 mapping. 
• Six 16-bit slots & two 8-bit slots, 16 level IRQ. 
• Fits in the XT and AT cases. 

with 512 KB. 
$245.00 

with 1024 KB. 

$299.00 

2900 N.W. 72 Ave. , Miami, FL 331 22 
(305) 592-5739 • FAX (305) 592-5738 

Circle 186 on Reader Service Cart/ 

http:2,595.00
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Subscribe to BYTE now 
and 

SAVE up to 
52°/o

Pl.US, 
get the annual IBM PC 
Special Issue as an 

EXTRA 
BONUS! 

EVJE 
IBM SPECIAL EDIT!ON 

• 	 Stay in the know on all 
major microcomputer 
products and innova
tions 

• 	Save time and money
invest in the best equip
ment for your needs 

• 	Harness the maximum 
power of your micro. 

Subscribe today 
and save! 

In a hurry? 
Call Toll-Free 
1-800-257-9402 
weekdays 9-5 EST. 
In NJ, call 
1-609-426-5535. 

Enjoy 

MORE SPEED! 

SAVE up to $66.05 


PLUS 

get the extra IBM PC Special Issue 

Send me BYTE for: 

0 	1 year (12 issues) for $24.95 
(Save 40% off the newsstand cost) 

0 2 years (24 issues) for $44.95 Address ________________ 
(Save 46% off the newsstand cost) 

0 3 years (36 issues) - $59.95 City/State/Zip ______________ 

SAVE 52% off the newsstand cost D Payment enclosed D Bill me 
(20% off the basic subscription price) 

No-Risk Guarantee: If dissatisfied, cancel anytime for a full 100% refund. Your subscription will start in 6-8 weeks. Watch for it! 
Single copy $3.50. The basic annual subscription rate is $29.95. 

IBL5482 

Profit from 

MORE POWER! 

SAVE up to 52°10 


PLUS 

get the extra IBM PC Special Issue 

Send me BYTE for: 	 Name _________________ 

0 1 year (12 issues) for $24.95 Company _______________~ 
(Save 40% off the newsstand cost) 

0 2 years (24 issues) for $44.95 Address--------------- 
(Save 46% off the newsstand cost) 

0 3 years (36 issues) - $59.95 City/State/Zip------------- 
SAVE 52% off the newsstand cost 0 Payment enclosed D Bill me 
(20% off the basic subscription price) 

No-Risk Guarantee: If dissatisfied, cancel anytime for a full 100% refund . Your subscription will start in 6-8 weeks. Watch for it! 
Single copy $3.50. The basic annual subscription rate is $29.95. 

IBL5482 

Gain 

M ORE APPLICATIONS ! 
SAVE up to 52°10 

PLUS 

get the extra IBM PC Special Issue 

Send me BYTE for : 	 Name _________________ 

0 	1 year (12 issues) for $24.95 Company ________________ 
(Save 40% off the newsstand cost) 

Address ________________ 
(Save 46% off the newsstand cost) 

0 3 years (36 issues) - $59.95 City/State/Zip------------- 
SAVE 52% off the newsstand cost D Payment enclosed D Bill me 
(20% off the basic subscription price) 

0 2 years (24 issues) for $44.95 

No-Risk Guarantee: If dissatisfied, cancel anytime for a full 100% refund. Your subscription will start in 6-8 weeks. Watch for it! 
Single copy $3.50. The basic annual subscription rate is $29.95. 

IBL5482 
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Detach and mail card 
now to 

SAVE up to 

52% 
on BYTE ... 

Pl.US, 

get the annual IBM 

PC Special Issue as 

an 


EXTRA 

BONUS! 


-...,.~ 
Order even faster by 

phone: 

Call 

Toll-Free 

1-800-257-9402 
weekdays 9-5 EST. 

In NJ, call 

1-609-426-5535. 




1MGx9-120ns .. 
1MG x 9 - 100ns ... 
1MGx9  sons .. 
1MGx9  70ns 

256x 9 • 120ns ...... .$20 
256x 9 - 100ns . ......$28 
256 x 9 . aon, ........$33 
256 x 9 . aon, ........$49 

l MG x e - 120ns ... $78 
lMG x 8 - 100ns ... $84 

256 x B - 120ns .......$24 
256 x a· 1oons ..... ..$39 

lffJQ;l1l1lllil 

256 x 9 - 120ns ........$45 
30F5348 (Ki1·2ea).. ..$90 

lMG x 9 · l OOn s ....$165 
30F5360(Klt-2ea)....$330 

..., 
"# 
.., 
SIMM 
PS/2 / 

Circle 298 on Reader Service Card 

D-RAM 

1MG x 1 - 120ns ....$8.50 
1MG x 1 • 1OOns ....$9.00 
1MG x 1  eons....$9.50 
1MG x 1 · 70ns..$10.00 

256 x 1 · 150ns ....$2.10 
256 x 1 - 120ns ....$2.25 
256 x 1 - 1OOns ....$2.50 
256 x 1  sons ....$2.75 
256 x l - 70ns .$3.95 
256 x 1 • sons .... .S4.50 

256 x 4 - 120ns ..$11 .00 
256 x 4 - 10Qns ..$11 .50 
256 x 4 - eons ...s12.oo 

64 x 1 · 150ns .......$1 .10 
64 x 1 - 120ns ......$1.69 
64 x 1 . 1oons ......$1 .99 

64 x 4 - t50ns ....... $2.75 
64 x 4 - 12ons ... .. $3.50 
64 x 4 . 1oons ....... $3.75 
64 x 4 - aons ......$4.50 

p o aster 
than Intel'" Math-Co"s 

• 5 year Warranty 
FOR 289 MACHINES 

2C87·8 ...................$199 

2C87-10 ·····.:i,;-)-~: -···$239 
2C87· 12.5 .;:-...c.......$300 
2C87-20 ......7.........$329 

FOR 386 MACHINES 
3C87-16 .................$329 

mm 2( r.~ 
....... $88 
.......$1 15 

................. ..$·165 
.................$120 
.................$183 

..............$208 
.. ............. .$280 
..... ... .......$305 
..............$350 
..............$450 

................$549 
2 

CPU CHIPS 
...................$5.00 

................$49 
...............$59 
.. . . ..........$69 
.............$129 

...............$180 

.. ... ... .. ... ...$240 

... ......... ..$330 
....... ..$7.50 
......$12.00 

6450608 • For 70A21 
2MG x9 • SOns....... .$329 

6450603 
For 70e61 , 70-121 
50Z & 50SX 

1MG x 9 • eons......$169 

6450375 
1MG For 80·041 ...$375 

6450379 
2MGT lor 80 -111&3 11 

-  •
. 
- . 

. . 
........................ ... .. $579 
6450604 .. ...$325 
' 10 or more unils ...$299 

UNl-001 A:T... . 
Tests all parameters except speed 
64x1 / 256x1 / 1M x1 
64x4 / 256x4 14M x1 

UNl-002.R.T ........................................$149.95 
Tests speed plus paramelers 
64 x 1 1256 x 1 / 1M x 1 

UNl-003.R.T ........................................$199.95 
Tests s1andard SIMM Modules 

1VEA R WARRANTY 

MODEMS 
EVEREX 

EverCom 12 30011200 bps Sitcom Software .. ..........$69 
EverCom 24 2400 BAUD ln!ernal. Sitcom Software :.......$129 
EXTERNAL 2400 BAUD .. .....$175 

HAYES COMPATIBLE 
1200 BAUD Internal wl Sottware .. .. £59 

~~gg ~~~g ~~~~~:~1;,~u~~~a!~~~fi:~,~'.~1e .•·.•·.·.·•·.•·..·.. ·.~:_··.• ·..·.•·.•·.•·.•·.•·.. ·.. ·.. ·.:~11290999
2400 BAUD External · !ully Hayes compatible $ 

We Accept International Orders. 
We Accept Purchase Orders from 
Qualified Firms, Universities and 

Government Agencies 

1-(800)-533-0055 
IN'llE~NAIBJONAL ORDElRS: (7~4) 730-6795 

Customer Service Calls: (7 14) 730-9527 

MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS 

COMPAQ MEMORY 
' I I e •• 

MODEL 1MG 4MG 

386120 $250 $550 
386125 $250 $550 

386(20E $250 $550 
3861S $250 $550 
286/E $250 $550.. • =· ·· · 

MODEL 1MG 4MG 

386120E $399 $1149 
386S $479 $1149 

386116 $479 $1429 
SLT/286 $479 

Portable386 $479 $1299 

2 YEAR WARRANTY 

ORCHID 
RAMOUEST EXTRA The only Multilunct1on card 

that provides up to 8MG and two serial ports on 
one board for the IBM PS/2 Modals 50. 60 & 80. 
Guaranleed EMS 4.0 and 0$12 compatible. Easy 
to install w llh only 4-keystrokes. Uses 256 and/or 
1MGSIMM's................................................$249 

RAMQUEST EXTRA 16132 The only O·BMG, 0 
wait stale card lor PS/2 mod 50, 60, & 80 which 
luUy supports bolh 16 and 32-bll memory access. 
Includes 1 SER and 1 PAR por1 plus o. t(ee serial 
cable. EMS 4.0and OS/2compalible. Uses 256k 
and/or 1MG SIMMS .................................$299 

RAMQUEST XTIAT A full size, 0-8MG, zerowaU 
stale card lot IBM PC. XT. AT, PSl2 25 . 30 and 
compalables. Uses 256K andfor 1MG SIMM's, 
Automatically supportseither 8/16·bitbu s ...$259 

ACCELERATORS 
TINY TURBO 286 Low-cosl , high-speed, hall slot 

PCI XT - Accelerates your PCn<T with an 8MHz 
80286 microprocessor. 80287 malh chip sockel 
.......... ....................... ..... ... ........... ... .. .........$229 

TIN Y TURBO XT High ·speed hall slot accelerator 
for RC/XT - Accelerates your PCIXT up to 4 times 
tasterwitha 12MHz 80286microprocessor. 80287 
math chip socket ....................... ..................$259 

EVEREX 
RAM 3000 DELUXE Up to 3MG. Selectable 
memory addresses. Expanded Memory 
Specifications {EMS) 4.0 I 0512. Can be used to 
backfill base memory up lo 640K and lhe resl as 
expanded and/or extended memory. Uses 256K 
D·AAM ............................................................$99 

RAM 8000 Up 10 BMG capac1ty/suppor1 10 base. 
extended or expanded memory jn any combination. 
Fully compatible wilh Lotus. Intel, Microsott. EM S 
4.0, EEMS. Supports Multi-Tasking and OMA 
Muni-Tasking in hardw:are. Software configurable 
(no dip swilches to set). Full 16MG window lor 
future expansion Zero wait slate, uses 1M._G 
0-RAM .... .. ..... ........ ................................ ...$279 

RAM 10000 Up to 1OMG capacity/support to base. 
extended orexpanded memory inany combination. 
Compatible with Lotus. lnlel. Microsoft. EMS 4.0. 
Opera1es with no addltiooal wait states. Uses 1MG 
D·RAM ....... ....................................... ...........$179 

BOCA RESEARCH 
The TophAT has 128 soldered on lheTOPHA.T 

board which results in a lower profile. Maintains 
the ability lo backfill conventional memory from 
512 lo 640Kina 16-bitNTtype machine. Operates 
at CPU speed up to 1OMHz ..............................$89 

BOCARAMIXT A full length expanded memory 
board for the IBM PC/XT/AT and 8-bil PC bus 
compatible,operating at CPU speeds up to 12MHz. 
BOCARAM/XT™ uses slandard 256K RAM chips 

~~~.-~'.~~ 1 -~~~-- ~~--~~ . ~~~ - ~'...~~-~~~~~ ••~Si29 
BOCARAMIAT Conventional. expanded and/or 

extended memory !or the IBM AT and 16-bit 
compatibles. Operates 1n a system up to 16MHz. 
Uses slandard 150ns RAM ct:Jips Can bring 
conventional memory up 10 640K and provide a 
maximum of 2M.G LI M EMS 4.0 and/or max 4MG 
cl exlended memory .................................$149 

BOCARAM/AT PLUS The BOCARAMIAT PLUS 
otters conventional , expanded and/or extended 
memory for the IBM AT and 16-bit compatibles. 
Operates In a system up to 33MHz and is set up 
lhrough software, with configuration stored in the 
EEPROM. Uses 120ns 1MGRAMchlps. Available 
In lour conligurations ; OK up to SMG .........$149 

BOCARAM/AT lfO PLUS This AT 1/0 card otters 
conventional, expanded and/or extended memory 
as well as 110 capabilities lot !he IBM AT and 16· 
bit compatibles. Operates in a system up to 
33MHz and ts set up through software, with 
conllgura!lon stored In the EEPROM. Uses 120ns 
l MG RAM chips. Available in lour configurations; 
OKuptoSK ................................................$1 69 

BOCARAM 30 A lull leng1h expanded memory 
boardtor the IBM PS/2 Models 25. 30 and true 8· 
bil PC bus compatibles that utilize 3.5 inch floppy 
drives. The board uses standard 256K RAM chips 
and provides up to 2MG ol expanded memory per 
boa<d ..........................................................$169 

BOCARAM 50Z 2MG. Owail state expanded and/ 
or ex1ended memory board design lor IBM PS/2 
Models 50,502. 60 and !rue compatibles. Uses 
slandard 1MG 100ns D-AAM chips . TRAM 
{Translation RAM) is used to mapou1 bad memory 

:~~;~~l~~~n!iit,°;;;:,~ .~-~.~--'-~. '.~~~~~- '.~1169 
BOCARAM 50160 Up to 4Mg !or Model 50160 • 0 

~~~t:~~t~~xg~~~8;1 '. ~~'.~~~ -~~- ~~~~-~$169 

110 XT Extends !he per jpheral capabilities ot IBM 
PC's, XT"s and compatibles. Connects to an 8·blt 
PC bus and provides one 25-pio parallel port. one 
9 pin senal port an optional 25·p1n serial por1 . and 
aOLK/CAL ...................................................$59 

lfO AT Extends the peripheral capabilities ol IBM 
PC's, xrs and compatibles by providinga 9-pln 
serial port and a 25·pin parallel por1. Optional 25· 

VIDEO ADAPTERS 

ATI TECHNOLOGIES 
VGA WONDE R 512™ (512K video memory) 

HtghpertormanceVGAgraphics. 100% regis ter
!evel compatibility in VGA , EGA, CGA, MDA 
and Hercules . Displays Super-VGA 800x600 in 
256colors and 1024x768 in 16 colors. Switchless 
ins!alla!ion. lnclyd8§ Microsoft comoat!ble 

JllOllH ... . ..............$329 


VGA WONDER 256™ {256K video memory. 
user upgradable) Same as VGA wonder 5121 

1,j , 

except with 800x600 in 16 colors and 1024x768 
in 4 colors. lnc!ydes Mlcrosof! comoall b!e 

...... .....................$269 


BOCA 
DUAL GRAPHI CS ADAPTERS Provides 
li1onochrome and Color as well as having a standard 
lataIleIprinter port. Auto Switching contigures card 

1 1 1~s~a~~i:~~ . '.:.~ .~~'. .'.~~-~-~-~ .'.~.'. -~-~.~..~. ~-~. .~~--..~6s9 
UNITEX 

IAONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD .. . .....$39 
with PAR port• MGA/Hercules 

COLOR GRAPHICS CARD ..........................$39 
RGB color with PAR port · MGA/CGA'Hercules 

EGA CARO ............................................ .. ...$1 19 
640 x 480 . 16 color, EGA!MGA/CGA/Hercules 

VGA CARO .. ... ...... ... . ........ .. ... $149 
7024 x 768. 16co!or, VGNEGNMGAJCGA 

SUPER SPECIAL 

-~~=:Calculus 
SUPER FAX 

lllc WJl1l Highly func1ional. Fully 

loaded Cost effecuvc FAX board lllf
manufactured 

CCITI Group Ill d ,;; ~ 

~~;~~~~ ~l~~wsc~:r1:~e1:n:~~1k~~:1~~ __;- if 

IDEA 
IDEA Supermax/MC • For PS/2 MOD 50, 60, & 80. 

Up to 8MG cl extended andfor expanded memory , 

2 SER ports and EMS. Uses 256K or 1MG SIMMs 

IOI002MB ........................................... ... .......$299 


IDEA Max/MC For PS/2 MOD 50, 60, & 80. Up to 

12MG cl extended memory, up to8MG or expanded . 

Supports EMS 4.0. Easy installation. Soltware 

included. Uses 256K or 1MG SIMMs. 

IOI003MB ... ............$219 


IDEA Supermax/EMS For IBM AT and XT286. 

Provides up to 14MG extended memory aodfor 

8MG expanded memory plus 2 serial ports and 1 

parallel port Supports conventional, exlendod and 

expanded memory. Software included 

101004MB .... ...... $229 


IDEA Max 301EMS For PS/2 MOD 30 and PC XT. 

Rrovides up to BMG ol expandedplus 2 serial ports 

and 1 parallel port Software included. Can be used 

as RAMdisk and/or prinler spooler. Uses 256K or 

1MGSIMM. 

101006MB .... .. .................................$149 


IDEAmlnl l /Ocardl ~ /2sjzedl. Workson IBMPC. 

XT, AT. Portables . PS/2 and compatibles. Features 

vanous combinations ol serial andparallel interfaces, 

CLKICAL. and game port. 

IOI 00810 ... 89 


pin serial port also available lor luture expansion. 

:~:tJ:1~~~s0~~~ifn~;~~~.~~-~-~~ -~~~.:. ~.-..~'.~:.$69 
BOCA MCA PARALLEL CARD For PS/2 ..$99 


BOCA MCA SERIAL CARD For PSl2 .....$169 


219 
for Toshiba portable 3100c 

KTT31OOe/2 • 2MG Mem_ory Card .........$719 
for Toshiba portable3100c 

KTT3200/3 • 3MG Memory Card ...... .. ..$919 
for Toshiba portable 3200 

KTT5100/2 • 2MG Memory Card ..........$719 
lor Toshiba por1able 

KTT5200/2 • 2MG Memory Module .....$549 

1497259 • For ps/2 MOO 50160 ...............$449 
With OK. Expands to 8MG 
Uses 256K SIMMS (IBM only) 

6450605 • For PS!2 MOD 70180 ..........$1149 
With 2MG. EXpands to 8MG 
Uses 2MG SIMMs (IBM only) 

6450203 ·For AT · Has 5t2K RAM .. 

UNITEX 
3MG Multllunctlon - for AT .. .. ....... .. .....$109 

Expands to 3MG· has SER/PAR port 
256K DRAM 

384 Multllunctlon Card· !or PCIXT ... ...$69 
Expands to 384K-SERIPARICLK.1Game port 
Uses 64K ORAM 

and view documents on green Once m 
memory the 1ransm1ssmns may be edited 
for remmsm1ss100 primed ston:d for 
future. or discarded off your hard drive. 
SOITWARE INCLUDED 

4025 S. Industrial Blvd. 
Las Vegas, NV 89103 
Phone: (702) 732-8689 No surcharge for MC or Vl§A 

Terms : MC · VISA• COD · CASH • AMEX add 4% 
Purchase Orders lrom quali fied firms. 

Mon - Fri ?am - Spm 
Sat 8am-2pm 

20% reslocking lee on non-defective returns. 
Prices subject to change. 

Corporate Headquarters 
17222 Armstrong • Irvine, CA 91 714 


Phone: (714) 251-UNTX • Fax: (714) 838-8593 


SEND ALL MAIL ORDERS TO 
P.O. Box 19722 
Irvine , CA 91714 

99 



Synchronous 

Communication 

Boards for AT 


Qua Tech synchronous/ 
asynchronous serial boards for 
PC-AT and compatibles support 
RS-232 , RS-422 , and RS-485 
communication. 

Call for our free 
PC Interface Handbook: 

1-800-553-1170 

QO.UATECH 
QUA TECH. INC. 

478 E. Exchange Street 
Akron. OH 44304 

PC-AT and PC are registered 
trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Circle 228 on Reader Service Card 

Joystick 
Adapter 
forPS/2 

Qua Tech GPA-1000 works with 
IBM Micro Channel for PS/ 2 
Models 50, 60, 70, and 80. Connect 
two joysticks or four paddles. Also 
compatible with IBM Game 
Control Adapter for PC-XT and AT. 

Call our toll free order line: 
1-800-553-1170 

"BUATECH 
QUA TECH, INC. 

478 E. Exchange Street 
Akron. OH 44304 

IBM, Micro Channel, PS/2, PC-XT, AT, 

and Game Control Adapter are trademarks 


or registered trademarks of IBM Corp. 


Circle 230 on Reader Service Card 

IC PROMPT DELIVERY!!! 
SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)s QUANTITY ONE PRICES SHOWN !or JAN. 28 , 1990 

DYNAMIC RAM 
SIMM AST Prem386/33Mhz $240.00 
SIMM 111 256Kx36 80 ns 240.00 
SIMMl 1Mx9 80 ns 100.00 
SIMM 1' 1 256Kx9 100 ns 35.00 
1 Mb it 1Mxl 80 ns 9.60 
41 256 256Kx1 60 ns 4.50 
41256 256Kx1 80 ns 2.75 
41256 256Kx1 100 ns 2.15 
41256 256Kx1 120 ns 2.00 
4464 64Kx4 120 ns 2.85 
41264 l'l 64Kx4 100 ns 7.50 

EPROM 
27C1000 12BKxB 200 ns 
27512 64KxB 200 ns 
27256 32KxB 150 ns 
27128 1sKxe 250 ns 

STATIC RAM 
62256P-10 32Kx8 100 ns 
6264P-12 BKxB 120 ns 
6116AP-12 2Kxe 120 ns 

SAT DELIVERY MasletCardNISA or UPS CASH COO 
INCLUDED ON MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED INC. 

FED-EX ORDERS 24 ODO s Peoria A•e (918) 267 4'951
RECEIVED BY: BEGGS OK 7442 1 .. • 

:,~ s=~= ~~;1~~01~~~~:::~::;,n:~~S:::;~i~.d'oanget 

Circle 188 on R£ader Service Card 

RS-422/RS-485 

Boards for AT, 

Micro Channel 


RS-422 / RS-485 asynchronous 
serial communication boards from 
Qua Tech available in 1 to 4 ports 
for PC-AT and compatibles and 1 
to 4 ports for PS/2 Micro Channel. 

Call for our free 
PC Interface Handbook: 

1-800-553-1170 

QO.UATECH 
QUA TECH. INC. 

478 E. Exchange Street 
Akron. OH 44304 

PC-AT, Micro Channel, and PS/2 are trade
marks or registered trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Circle 229 on Reader Service Card 

Digital 
1/0Board 

Single-slot Qua Tech PXB-721 for 
PC-AT has 72 digital 1/0 lines. 
Connect three choices of data 
acquisition modules. Supports 
Labtech Notebook':'' 

Call for our free 

PC Interface Handbook: 


1-800-553-1170 


QO.UATECH 
QUA TECH, INC. 


478 E. Exchange Street 

Akron. OH 44304 


LabTech Notebook is a trademark of 

Laboratories Technologies Corp. 


Circle 231 on Reader Service Card 

M/C 
Visa 

Item AMEX COD Prepay 

5.25 
DSDD .19 .18 .17 
5.25 
DSHD .38 .36 .32 
3.5 
DSDD .55 .48 .41 
3.5 
DSHD 1.10 .89 .85 

Diskette Emporium 
Box 402 , 110 East Hotchkiss 

Hotchkiss, CO 81419 

Orders only: 1-800-322·5254 (24 hrs, 7 days) 
Inquiries: 1·303-753-3306 

Add .01 ea for shipping on 5.25 disks and .02 ea 
for 3.5 disks. $1 handling charge. COD orders 
add $2.75. 

Circle 87 on Reader Service Card 

Computers 

for the 

Blind 


Thlking computers give 
blind and visually impaired 
people access to electronic 
information. The question 
is how and how much? 

The answers can be found 
in The Second Beginner's 

Guide to Personal Computers 
for the Blind and Visually 

Impaired, published by the 
National Braille Press. 
This comprehensive book 
contains reviews, written by 
blind users, of software that 
works with speech. 

Send orders to: 

National Braille Press Inc. 
88 St. Stephen Street 
Boston, MA 02115 
(617) 266-6160 

$12.95 for braille or cassette 
$14.95 for print 

NI3P is a nonprofit braille printing a nd 
publishing house 



8087 5 MHz 89.95 I 5 YEAR 
8-B" COPROCESSORS •ntef 
=~:~ ~oM~~z :~::~ WARRANTY 
1&-11" COPROCESSORS 
80287 6 MHz 139.95 
80287-8 8 MHz 209.95 
80287-10 10 MHz 239.95 
80C826 12MHZ 299.95 

32-B" COPROCESSORS 
80387-16 16 MHz 359.95 
80387-SX 16 MHz 319.95 
80387-21> 20 MHz 399.95 
80387-25 25 MHz 499.95 
80387-33 33MHz 649.95 

EPROMS 

INCLUDES MANUAL 
& SOFTWARE GUIDE 

PARTI SIZE SPEED Vpp PINS PRICE 
2716-1 2048x8 350ns 25V 24 3.95 
2732A 4096x8 250ns 21V 24 3.95 
2764 8192x8 450ns 12.SV 28 3.49 
2764-250 8192x8 250ns 12.SV 28 3.69 
2764-21JO 8192x8 200ns 12. SV 28 4.25 
27128 16384x8 250ns 12.5V 28 4.25 
27128A-21JO 16384x8 200ns 12.5V 28 5.95 
27256 32768x8 250ns 12.SV 28 4.95 
27C256 32768x8 250ns 12.SV 28 5.95 
27512 65536x8 250ns 12.SV 28 7.95 
27C101-21l 131072x8 200ns 12.5V 32 24.95 

EPROM 
PROGRAMMER 

$12995 

• PROGRAMS 27XX AND 
27XXX EPAOMS UP TO 
2751 2 

• SPLIT OR COMBINE 
CONTENTS OF SEVERAL 
DI FFERENT SIZED EPROMS 

• SUPPORTS VARIOUS 
FORMATS AND VOLTAGE S 

• READ, WAITE, COPY, 
BLANK CHECK AND VEAIFV 

• SOFTWARE FOR HEX ANO INTEL HEX FORMATS 

MOD-EPROM 

Oel'id's 
HIGH-TECH 
SPOTLIGHT 

Choosing a case fo r your computer is a st raightfor
ward task. But, it's not mode ea sier by having so many 
choices! Nea rly any case JDR sells con be used with any 
of our motherboards. The only excep tions ore ·run size 
AT-type~ boards which requi re a case capable o f 
holding a "standard 286/386" board . 

How should you select? Begin by deciding how 
many disk d rives you 'll be using. Consider such variables 
a s full or half-height drives. 3- 112· and 5· I /4' slots. and 
don 't forget a tape back-up if It's in your plans. 

Next consider your power requirements. A loaded 
up 8088-based computer ought lo have at least 150 
watts of power. Consider at lea st 2CIJW for a moderately 
loaded 286/386 and plan on 250W for a loaded up 286/ 
386 system. There is nothing more annoying than a 
computer that overloads on a hot summer afternoon 
because you decided to save 520ona S1000 system ! 

Now look of reliab lity. A tower system will almost 
a lways be more reliable because it sits on the fl oor out o f 
lhe way and is less likely lo be bumped or jostled . It 
normally runs cooler too. because of better cooling 
c haracteristics due to convection. For these rea sons it 's 
on especially good choice for busy networks. 

And lastly. think about desk space. convenience 
and aesthetics. u you frequently tinker with the inner 
workings of your equipment. a flip-top case may be 
important to you. but most people o re more concerned 
with the location o f the case. and how ii looks. 

Derick Moore, Director of Engineering 
P.S. Extension cables for lhe keyboard & display monitor 
lei you move your computer out of sight or harm's way. 

DATARASEll 
EPROM ERASER 
· SHIRT POCKET SIZE! 
•ACCEPTS AN Y STANDARD EPAOM 
•ALL SIZES UP TO 4 AT A TIME 
• ERASES MOST EPROMS IN 3 MINUTES 
• INCLUDES WALL PLUG POWER SUPPLY 
DATARASE II 

MODULAR PROGRAMMING SYSTEM 
EACH OF THE MODULES IN THIS SYSTEM USE A COMMON HOST ADAPTOR CARD, 50 YOU CAN USE JUST 

ONE SLOT TO PROGRAM EPROMS, PROMS, PALS & MORE! 

COMMON HOST 
ADAPTOR CARD $2fl95 

• UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FOR ALL 
THE PROGRAMMING MODULES! 
• SELECTABLE ADDRESSES 
PREVENTS CONFLICTS 
• MOLDED CABLE 
MOD-MAC 

UNIVERSAL $
49

ng5
MODULE :r 
• PROGRAMS EPROMS, EEPAOMS, PALS. 
Bl-POLAR PROMS, 8748 & 875 1 SERIES 
DEVICES; 16V8 AND 20V8 GALS 

~~~NJ~'i{l~~~~~OS~~ ) • -::.-.:.:"
.TESTS TTL, CMOS, 
DYNAMIC& STATIC RAMS 
•LOAD DISK, SAVE' llSK, 
EDIT, BLANK 
CHECK. PROGRAM, 
AUTO, READ MASTER, 
VERIFV AND COMPARE 
• TEXTOOL SOCKET FOR 
.3" TO .6" WIDE C'S ( 8·40 PINS) 
MOD·MUP 
MOD-MUP-EA 4-UNIT ADAPTOR .............................. $99.95 

EPROM MODULE 
• PROGRAMS 24·32 PIN EPROMS, CMOS EPAOMS & 
EEPAOMS FROM 16K TO 1024K • HEX TO OBJ CONVERTER 
• AUTO, BLANK CHECK/PROGAAMN EAIFV• VPP 5, 12.5, 12.75, 
13, 21 & 25 VOLTS • NORMAL, INTELLIGENT, INTERACTIVE & 
QUICK PULSE PROGRAMMING ALG ORITHMS 

MOD-MEP 
MOD·MEP·4 4·EPROM PROGRAMMER ... ············ u69.95 
MOD-MEP-8 8-EPROM PROGRAMMER . ....... ..... 259.95 
MOD-MEP-16 16-EPROM PROGRAMMER .. .. .. .... 99.95 

PAL MODULE $249'5 

• PROGRAMS MMI, NS. Tl 20 & Tl 24 PINE DEVICES • BLANKO 
CHECK, PROGRAM, AUTO, AEADMASTER. VEAIFTY & 
SECURITY FUSE BLOW• 

MOD-MPL 

OTHER MODULES 
MOD·MMP MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMER ····· u 79.95 
MOD-MIC DIGITAL IC & MEMORY TESTER . . .... 259.95 
MOD·MBP Bl-POLAR PROM PROGRAMMER . ..... 99.95 

CUPL SOFTWARE 
COMPLETE ENTRY-LEVEL PAL DEVELOPMENTSUPPORTS 
PLD'S FROM ALL MANUFACTURERS. INCLUDES PAL 
COMPILER. SIMULATOR AND DESIGN EXAMPLES 
MOD-MPL-SOFT 

PARTI SIZE SPEED 
4116-150 16384x1 150ns 
4164-150 65536x1 150ns 
4164-121> 65536x1 120ns 
4164-100 65536x1 100ns 
TMS4464-12 65536x4 120ns 
41256-150 262144x1 150ns 
41256-121> 262144x1 120ns 
41256-100 262144x1 100ns 
41256-80 262144x1 sons 
414256-100 262144x4 100ns 
414256-80 262144x4 sons 
1 MB-121> 104S576x1 120ns 
1 MB-100 1048576x·1 100ns 
1 MB.all 104S576x1 sons 

SIMM/SIP MODULES 
"' I ' FO~PARTI SIZE SPEED 

41256A9B·12 256K x 9 120ns SIMM/PC 
41256A9B.aa 256K x 9 sons SIMM/PC 
421000A8B-10 1MB xS 100ns SIMM/MAC 
421000A9B-1 0 1MB x 9 100ns SIMM/PC 
421 OOOA91H!O 1MB x 9 sons SIMM/PC 
256K9SIP.OO 256K X 9 sons SIP/PC 
256K9SIP-60 256K X 9 60ns SIP/PC 
1MBx9SIP-80 1MB x 9 sons SIP/PC 

STATIC RAMS 
PARTI SIZE SPEED PINS PRICE 

HM6116LP· 2 2048x8 120ns 24 5.49 
HM6264LP-15 S192xS 150ns 28 4.95 
HM6264LP-12 S192xS 120ns 28 6.49 
HM43256LP-15 32768x8 150ns 28 13.95 
HM43256LP-12 32768x8 120ns 28 14.95 
HM43256LP-10 32768x8 100ns 28 15.95 

• UL APPROVED 
• ADJUSTABLE HEAT SETTING 
• TIP TEMPERATURE READOUT 
• REPLACEMENT TIPS @ $2.95 
168-3C $59.95 

FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE WITH GOLD PLA TEO 
EOGECARO FINGERS ANO SILK SCREENED LEGENDS 

......,__ '.1 

FORXT 
J DR-PA1 WITH +5V AND GROUND PLANE 27.95 
JDR·PA2 ABOVE WITH VO DECODING LAYOUT 29.85 
JDR-PA2· PK PARTS KIT FOR JDA·PA2 ABOVE 8.95 

FOR AT 
JDR-PA10 BIT WITH VO DECODI NG LAYOUT 34.95 
JDR-PR10.PK PARTS KIT FOR JDA-PA1 0 ABOVE 12.95 

FORPS/2 
JDR-PR16 16 BIT WITH 1/0 DECODING LAYOUT 49.95 
JDR·PR16-PK PARTS KIT FOR JDA·PA1 6 ABOVE 15.95 

EXTENDER CARDS 
SIMPLIFY PROTOTYPING AND TESTING 

EXT-8088 8-BIT FOR 8088 MOTHERBOARDS 29.95 
EXT-00286 16·BIT FOR 286/386 MOTHERBOARDS 39.95 

CABLES AND GENDER CHANGERS 
MOLDED; GOLD-PLATED CONTACTS; 100% SHIELDED 

CBL-PRINTER 
CBL-PANTR-25 
CBL-PRINTR-RA 
CBL-DB:ZS.MM 
CBL·DB:ZS.MF 
CBL-9-SERIAL 
CBL-KBO.EXT 
CBL-CNT-MM 
CBL-FOC-EXT 
CBL-MNT·9 
CBL-MNT-15 
CBL-MODEM 
GENDER-VGA 
GENDER-9-25 

6 FT. PC PAINTER CABLE 9.95 
25 FT. PC PAINTER CABLE 15.95 
RIGHT ANGLE PRINTER CABLE 15.95 
DB25 MALE·DB25 MALE 6 FT. 9.95 
DB25 MALE·DB25 FEMALE 6 FT. 9.95 
DB9 FEMALE·DB25 MALE 6 FT. 6.95 
5 FT. KEYBOARD EXTENSION 7.95 
36-PIN CENTRONICS .MJM 14.95 
37-PIN EXT. FLOPPY CABLE 9.95 
9-PI N MONITOR EXTENSION 6.95 
15-PIN MONITOR EXTENSION CABLE 9.95 
MODEM -DB25· 0 B25 FEMALE 6.95 
DB9·DB15 ADAPTOR 4.95 
DB9·DB25 SERIAL ADAPTOR 4.95 
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MINI 20MHZ 386 
• NORTON SI 2.1.0 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 26.3 
• MEMORY INTERLEAVING FOR NEAR ZERO WAIT STATES 
• SOCKETED FOR 80387 COPROCESSOR • USES 80NS OR 
100NS, 256KOR 1MB SIP/DIP RAMS • 16MB RAM CAPACITY: 

•NORTON SI 20.3 •LANDMARK AT SPEED 26.3 
• NEAT CHI PSET HAS POWER TOCOMPETE WITH 386 
SYSTEMS • USESDIPS OR SIPS , EXPANDABLE FROM 
S12K TO 8MB • 20/10MHZ KEYBOARDSELECTABLE SPEEDS 

UPRIGHT CASE 
$249'5 

ACCOMODATES ALL MOTHERBOARDS 

INCLUDES 250 WATI POWER SUPPLY 

MOUNTS FOR 3 FLOPPY& 4 HARD 
DRIVES 
TURBO AND RESET SWITCHES 
SPEED DISPLAY, POWER, DISK LEDS 

MOUNTING HARDWARE, FACEPLATES 
AND SPEAKER INCLUDED 

CASE-100 

CASE 200 SUPER UPRIGHT HOLDS 11 DRIVES 
CASE-120 MINI-UPRIGHT W/200 WATI PS 

STANDARD 
CASES 
CASE-70 FULL SIZE SLIDE CASE . . ......................... $89.95 

CASE-50 FOR 8088 OR MINl-86 MOTHERBOARDS .. $59.95 
CASE-FLIP FLIP· TOP XT·STYLE CASE ..................... $39.95 

CASE-SLIDE SLIDE TYPE XT·STYLE CASE ............. $39.95 
CASE-JR ......... ..... ............................... ............. $149.95 

WITH1 SOW POWER SUPPLY. FOR 8088 OR MINl-286 BOARDS. 
CASE-JR-200 ................................................... $189.95 

WITH 200W POWER SUPPLY. FOR 8088 OR MINl-286 BOARDS. 
NOTE : CASES DO NOT INCLUDE DRIVES. 

MONITORS 

VGA PACKAGE 
VGA COLOR AND CLAR ITY AT AN EGA PRICE I • 8-BIT VGA 
CARD IS FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH IBM VGA • 720 X 540 
MAXIMUM RESOLUTION, 640 X 480 IN 16 COLORS • 528 X 480 
RESOLUTION IN 2S6 COLORS • HIGH RESOLUTION ANALOG 
MONITOR • EGNCGNMONCHROME AND HERCULES 
COMPATIBLE • DRIVERS FOR WINDOWS, GEM , 1 ·2·3, 
SYMPHONY, AUTOCAD AND VENTURA 
VGA-PKG 

REUSYS MULnSYNCH $429.95 
• 14" NON-GLARE SCREEN • 1024 X 768 MAX RESOLUTION 
• CGNEGNVGA COMPATIBLE • TIUANALOG MODE 
JOA-MULTI 

RELYSIS VGA MONITOR $359.95 
• 14" ANALOG VGA MONITOR • GLARE RESISTANT SCREEN 
720 X 480 MAXIMUM RESOLUTION • TILT/SWIVEL BASE 
VGA-MONITOR 

EGA MONITOR $339.95 
•1 4" NON-GLARE SCREEN WITH 640 X 350 MAXIMUM 
RESOLUTION• DISPLAY 16 COLORS SIMU LTANEOUSLY 
EGA-MONITOR 

14" SCREEN MONO $139.95 
• GLARE-RESISTANT 14' SCREEN WITH AMBER DISPLAY 
• 720 X 350 RESOLUTION • TILT/SWIVEL BASE 
GM-1488 

MONO-VGA GRAY SCALE VGA MONITOR 
MONO-SAMSUNG SAMSUNG 12· FLAT SCREEN 

JOA-MONO 12" MONO WITH GREEN SCREEN 
JOA-AMBER 12" MONO WITH AMBER SCREEN 
NEC-MULTl-30 NEC MULTl·3D MUL TISYNC . 
CM-1430 SEIKO DUAL FIXED FREQUENCY 

200 WATT 
•FOR AT• 110·220V SWITCH 
• UL APPROVED 
• +SV@20A, +12V@7A, 

·SV@ .SA, -12V@ .SA 
PS-200 $89.95 
PS-2502SOWSUPPLY $129.95 
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8MB ON BOARD, 8MB USINGOPTIONAL RAM CARD (0KB 
INSTALLED)· FIVE 16·BIT SLOTS, TWO 8-BIT SLOTS, ONE 32· 
BIT SLOT FOR PROPRIETARY RAM CARD •STANDARD XT 
HOLE SPACING • AMI BIOS • MEASURES 8.S" X 13" 

MCT·M386-20 
MCT·M386-M 8MB RAM CARD, 0KB INSTALLED $99.95 

MINl25MHZ 
386CACHE 
•NORTON SI 30.6 •LANDMARK AT SPEED 40.7 
• 2SMHZ 80386 • 16MHZ/2SMHZ SELECTABLE SPEEDS 
• REQUIRES ONE ADDITIONAL MEMORY CARD LISTED 
BELOW • USES MEMORY CACHING FOR SUPERIOR 
PERFORMANCE • MEMORY INTERLEAVING FOR NEAR 0 
WAIT STATE OPERATION •SOCKETED FOR 80387 OR 
WEITEK 3167 COPROCESSORS 
MCT-C386-25 .................................................. $1199.00 


;,r~T~~~~~~~1.~~.~.~~:••~.~~~~~~~•• 
1.~.~.:~~~~.~~99.95 

8MB RAM CARD USING 2S6KX 1OR1MBX1 DRAMS(0K INST) 
MCT-C386-M8 ...... ............................................... $99.95 

IJ~~-~~~Mflfsu.~~.~-~ .~1!'..~.~.~~~::.~~.~.~~.~.~.'.~~.1.Nfgj\,95 

FULL SIZE 25MHZ 386 $999 
•NORTON SI 29.7 •LANDMARK AT SPEED 32.S 
• 2SMHZ 80386 MPU • 10MHZl2SMHZ KEYBOARD 
SELECTABLE SPEEDS • 16MB ON·BOARD RAM ON-BOARD 
USING SIMMS (0KB INSTALLED) • SHADOW RAM FOR BIOS 

AND VIDEO • EIGHT EXPANSION SLOTS (FIVE 16-BIT, THREE 
8-BIT) • ADJUSTABLE BUS SPEEDS • INTERLEAVED MEMORY 
• NEAR ZERO WAIT STATE OPERATION • AMI BIOS 
MCT-386MB25 
MCT-386MB20 20MHZ VERSION ........................... $799.00 

• AMI BIOS • SHADOW RAM AND PAGE INTERLEAVED 
MEMORY FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE • FAST 0 WAIT 
STATE OR 1 WAIT STATE FOR SLOWER RAM • 8.S" X 13" FITS 
MOST XT, MINl·AT AND FULL SIZE AT CASES• FIVE 16-BIT & 
THREE 8-BIT EXPANSION SLOTS •SOCKETED FOR 80287·12 
MATH CO-PROCESSOR 

MCT-M286-20N 

16MHZ286 
·NEAT CHIPSET • 16/lOMHZ KEYBOARD SELECTABLE 
SPEEDS • USES 80287-12 MATH CO-PROCESSOR 
MCT-M286-16N NoRTON SI 16.2 / l.ANOMARI< AT 21.1 

12MHZ286 $26!195 
·NEAT CHIPSET • 12/8MHZ KEYBOARD SELECTABLE SPEEDS 
• USES 80287·8 MATH CO-PROCESSOR 
MCT-M286-12N Notm>N SI 12.0 / l.ANOMAR1< AT15.5 

10MHZ286 $18!195 

·AT-COMPATIBLE · 6/10MHZ KEYBOARD SELECTABLE 
SPEEDS• EXPANDABLE TO 4MB ON BOARD USING 1 MB 
DRAMS (0KB INSTALLED)· USES 2S6K OR 1MB DRAMS 
(120NS FOR 1WAIT. 100NS FOR 0 WAIT STATES) 
MCT-M286-10 NORrON SI 14.3 / 1.ANOMA.. AT16.5 
MCT-M286-12 B/12MHZ VERSION ............................. $199.95 


10MHZ 8088 $9f195 

• NOW USES LOW-COST 2S6K X 4 1 MB DRAMS • XT 
COMPATIBLE; OPERATES AT 4.77/ lOMHZ •KEYBOARD 
SELECTABLE CLOCK SPEEDS • SOCKETED FOR 8087· 1 
COPROCESSOR • 8 EXPANSION SLOTS • MCT BIOS • 640K 
RAM CAPACITY (0KB INSTALLED) 
MCT-TURB0-10 N°'""" SI 2.1 
MCT-TURBO 8MHZ VERSION . .. ... $89.95 
MCT-XMB STANDARD 4.nMHZ MOTHERBOARD . $87.95 

• NUMERIC KEYPAD DOUBLES AS A SOLAR-POWERED MUL T/
FUNCTION BUSINESS CALCULATOR• 101 KEYS• 12 
FUNCTION KEYS· XT/AT & PS/2 COMPATIBLE 
FC-3001 

ENHANCED KEYBOARDS 
BTC-5339101 -KEYWITH 12 FUNCTION KEYS ............ $69.95 

8TC-5339R COMPACT 1 Ol ·KEY, 30% SMALLER ........ $79.95 


MAX-5339 101 -KEY MAXI-SWITCH ............................. $84.95 


K103-A AUDIBLE "CLICK" 101 ·KEY KEYBOARD ........... $84.95 


STANDARD KEYBOARDS 
BTC-5060 84·KEY WITH 10 FUNCTION KEYS ............... $59.95 

MAX-5060 MAXI-SWITCH 84·KEY ................................ $64.95 


POWER SUPPLIES 
135WA1T 
• FOR XT • 110·220V SWITCH 
• UL APPROVED 
• 	+SV@lSA, +12V@4.2A, 

·SV@ .SA, ·12V@ .SA 

PS-135 m .95 
Ps-150 150W SUPPLY 9.95 
PS-200X 200W SUP PLY .95 

Circle 6 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 7) 
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s4.9MB $499 &)>Seagate ---

KfTS INCLUDE HARD DRIVE, DRIVE CONTROLLER, 
CABLES AND JOR"S DETAILED INSTRUCnON MANUAL 

9600 BAUD V.32 MODEM $699 
• 9600/480012400/1200 BPS • FULL DUPLEX • ASYCHRONOUS/ 
SYNCHRONOUS • MNP-5 FOR 100% ERROR FREE 
TRANSMISSIONS • CCITV.32, V.221815/V.22, BELU212A 
COMPATIBLE • DATA COMPRESSION ALLOWS 19.2K BAUD 
PR0-96E 

EXTERNAL 2400 BAUD $14995 

• 2400/ 1200/300 BPS • REQUIRES SERIAL PORT & CABLE 
PR0-24E 
PR0-241 2400 BAUD INTERNAL MODEM 1/2 CARD ..... $99.95 

~~ rGWR CIRQJT TECllO.OGT 
4800/2400 BPS FAX MODEM 
$14995 

• 4800 BAUD GROUP Ill FAX 
TRANSMISSION ONLY • 2400 BPS 
DATA MODEM • MENU DRIVEN 
PROFAX SOFTWARE• SENDS DOS 
TEXT, PCX & TIFF FILES TO FAX 
TRANSMISSION 
MCT·fAXM 

SCANNER 
$19995 

• UP TO 400 DPI • 32 LEVE LS 
OF GRAY SC ALE · SPEED 
OVERRUN WARNING LIGHT• AUTO 
MERGE FOR LARGE IMAGES • INCLUDES INTERFACE CARD 
• INCLUDES SCANEDIT II , & DR. GENIUS SOFTWARE 
GS-4500 
PRODIGY-OCR OCR SOFTWARE .. 

~~ LOGITECH MICE
t."':' ' • THREE-BUTTON SERIES 9 

lOGiT!GH :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~IBLE. ~-
LOGC9 SER IAL MOUSE .... . .......... ...... .... $98.95 
LOGC9-C' SERIAL MOUSE .. .. .. $79.95 
LOGC9-P SERIAL MOUSE WITH PAINTS HOW ... ... $109.95 
LOGC9-PC SERIAL MOUSE WITH PAINT/CAD .. . .. $154.95 
LOGB9 BUS MOUSE .. ......... $89.95 
LOGB9-P BUS MOUSE WITH PAINTSHOW ......... . $104.95 
LOGB9-PC BUS MOUSE WITH PAINT/CAD ............ .. $149.95 
"NOT PS/2 COMPATIBLE .................. 

RAM CARD $8995 

FOR HP LASERJET 
• FOR LASERJET SER IES II PRINTERS 
• USER EXPANDABLE TO 1, 2 OR 4.5MB (0K 
INSTALLED) • USES 256K 150NS OR ! MB 
120NS DRAMS 
MCT-RAMJET 

DFI ETHERNET CARD 
• 100% HAR DWARE COMPATI BLE WITH 
NOVELL NE-1000 ETHER NET CARD • FOR 
THICK OR THIN ETHER NET • 15-PIN 
ETHERNET CONNECTOR • BNC 
CONNECTOR FOR THIN ETHERNET 
DFINET-300 8-BIT VERSION 
DFINET-400 16-BIT VERSION $239.95 

JIM'S BARGAIN 
HUNTERS CORNER 

;:;.~ ~ 
REFURBISHED ~ 
VGA PACKAGE 
IF NEW $499.95 SAVE $150 ON THE MONITOR AND CARDI 
• 640 X 480 IN 16 OF 256 COLORS • 320 X 200 RESOLUTION 
IN 256 OF 262.000 COLORS • AUTO SWITCHING FOR VGA, 
EGA, CGA, MDA & HGC • SOFTWARE DRIVERS • JUMPER 
AND SWTICH-FREE 8-BIT CARD • FULL REGISTER, BIOS AND 
INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY; 256K VIDEO RAM 

RNGA·PKG EXPIRES 3131/90 
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MICROPOLIS 
HIGH SPEED HARD DRIVES 

157.5MB 23MS $949 
1355 FULL HEIGHT DRIVE WITH ESDI INTERFACE 

1355-PKG ESDI DRIVE & CONTROLLER .............. ... $1049.00 
1375 FULL HEIGHT DRIVE W/SCSI INTERFACE ..... .. $999.00 
1375-PKG SCSI DRIVE & CONTROLLER .... .... ... ..... $1099.00 

• BO TRACKS • 135 TPI • ULTRA HIGH DENSITY 
• READ/WRITE 720K DISKS. TOO 
• INCLUDES All NECESSARY MOUNTING HARDWARE 

f00-1 .44X BLACK FACEPLATE 

FDD·1 .44A BEIGE FACEPLATE 


FDD-1 .44SOFT SOFTWARE DRIVER ................... ... .... $19.95 

Mf355A 3-112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB. BEIGE . .... .... .... . $129.95 

Mf355X 3·112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB, BLACK ............... $129.95 

FDD-360 5-1/4" DOUBLE-SIDED DD 360K ...................... $69.95 

FD-558 5-1/4" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED DD 36DK .......... .. .. $99.95 

fDD-1 .2 5-1/4" DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2M ........................ $95.95 

FD-55G 5·1/4" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2M ...... ...... $129.95 


HARD DISKS 


21.4MB $199 65.5MB $389 
32.7MB $219 B0.2MB $569 
42.BMB $339 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

XT ATF/ H 
SIZE MODEL s!~~ KIT Krr 
21.4MB ST-225 65MS $249 $309 
32.7M8 All ST-238 65MS $279 $379 
42.BMB ST-251-1 28MS $389 $449 
43.1 MB SCSI ST-251 N 40MS s- 114· 
65.5MB All ST-2n-1 2BMS 5· 1/4" $449 $549 
B0.2MB ST-4096 2BMS s- 114· $679 
84.9MB SCSI ST-296N 2BMS 5. 114· 
122.7MB All ST-4144 2BMS 5-1/4" $759 $859 

21.4M8 ST-125 40MS 3-1/2" $259 $299 $373 
32.1M8 All ST-138 40MS 3-1/2" $289 $339 $429 

~;J7 MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY INTERFACE CARDS 
DRIVE CONTROLLERS 

1.44MB 
FLOPPY 
$49.95 
• XT OR AT COMPATIBLE · SUPPORTS 2 FLOPPY DRIVES 
(360K, 720K, 1.2MB & 1.44M8) • "SMART CARD" RECOGNIZES 
OTHER CONTROLLERS- AUTOMATICALLY ASSIGNS DRIVE 
ADDRESSES. ALLOWING EASY ADDITION OF 3RD/4TH DRIVE 
MCT-FDC-HD 
MCT-FDC-HD4 4 DRIVE CONTROLLER $59.95 

FLOPPY DISK $29.95 
• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FLOPPY DRIVES TO IBM PC OR 
COMPATIBLE • OS/DD AND OS/DO COMPATIBLE 
MCT-FDC 

HARD DISK $79.95 
• SUPPORTS 16 DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 10, 20, 30 AND 
40MB• CAN DIVIDE 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 LOGICAL DRIVES 
MCT-HDC 

RLL HARD DISK $89.95 
•SUPPORTS 2 Al l HARD DRIVES • 50% FASTER DATA 
TRANSFER • DESIGNED FOR XT-COMPATIBLES 
MCT-RLL 

286/386 FLOPPY/ HARD $149.95 
• FLOPPY/HARD DISK CONTROL IN AN AT DESIGN • FOR UP 
TO 2 FLOPPIES (360K/720K/1 .2MB/1 .44MB) & 2 HARD DRIVES 
MCT-AFH 

286/ 3861:1 INTERLEAVE $169.95 
• CONTROLS 2 HARD & 2 FLOPPY DRIVES (360K/720K/1 .2MB/ 
1.44MB) ·CONCURRENT ACCESS TO HARD & FLOPPY DRIVES 
MCT·FAFH 

MEMORY CARDS 
5 76K RAM CARD $49.95 
• USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION TO 576K • USES 64K 
AND 256K DRAMS (0K INSTALLED) 
MCT-RAM 

286/ 386 EXPANDED MEMORY $129.95 
• USER EXPANDABLE TO 2MB USING! MB DRAMS • 
CONFORMS FULLY TO U M EMS 3.2 • RAM DISK SOFTWARE 
MCT-AEMS 
MCT-EMS XT COMPATIBLE EMS CARD $99.95 

MVLTIFVNCTION 1/0 CARDS 
MULTI 1/0 CARD $59.95 
• SERIAL PORT • CLOCK/CALENDAR WITH BATTERY 
• PARALLEL PORT IS ADDRESSABLE AS LPT1 OR LPT2 

MCT-10 

MULTI 1/0 FLOPPY $79.95 
• SL' 0 PORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES 
• SERIAL, PARALLEL, GAME PORT AND CLOCK/CALENDAR 
MCT-MIO 

MONOGRAPHICS MULTI 1/0 $119.75 
• CONTROL 2 FLOPPIES • SERIAL. PARALLEL. GAME PORT. 
C'LOCK/CALENDAR • RUNS COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 
ON YOUR BLACK AND WHITE MONITOR 
MCT·MGMIO 

286/386 MULTI 1/0 CARD $59.95 
• SERIAL, PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16450 
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPERATION 
MCT-AIO 

DISPLAY CARDS 
16-BrrVGA $199.95 
• 640 X 480 IN 16 COLORS • 256K VIDEO RAM EXPAND-ABLE 
TO 512K • 64 LEVELS OF GRAY SCALE 
MCT-VGA-16 
MCT-VGA-8 8-BITVERSION .... .... ....... .................. $169.95 

EGA CARD $149.95 
• 640 X 350 HIGH RESOLUTION• DISPLAYS 16 COLORS 
AT A TIME • COMPATIBLE WITH HERCULES. CGA AND IBM 
MONOCHROME • SO~TWARE DRIVERS FOR WINDOWS, 
LOTUS, CAD, AND MORE • 256K VIDEO RAM 
MCT-EGA 

CGA CARD $44.95 
IBM-COMPATIBLE ADAPTOR FOR RGB MONITORS • 640 X 
200 MONO, 320 X 200 COLOR RESOLUTION • DISPLAYS 4 
COLORS SIMULTANEOUSLY • LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 

MCT-CG 
MCT·CGP WITH PRINTER PORT ............................ $49.95 
CG-COMP COMPOSITE ADAPTOR . . ........ $4.95 

MONO GRAPHICS $49.95 
XT AND AT-COMPATIBLE • HERCULES COMPATIBLE 
MONOGRAPHICS • SUPPORTS LOTUS 1-2-3 • HIGH RESOLU
TION 720 X 348 DISPLAY • VLSI CHIPS • CONFIGURE THE 
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT AS LPT1 OR 2 
MCT-MGP 

DRIVE KITS 

21.4MB $249 

32.7MB $279 
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As a veterinarian, Lisa Kramer looks after patients with 
names like Smokey and Snowball and Spot. But she looks 
after herself, too. Lisa invests in U.S. Savings Bonds. 

More than 30 million Americans like Lisa invest in 
Savings Bonds. Bonds pay competitive rates, like money 
market accounts. 
Find out more, call 1-800-US-BONDS. 

~ -
-------.... ------~ 
U.S. SAVINGS BONDS 
THE GREAT AMER ICAN INVESTMENT 

Bonds held less than fi ve years earn a lower rate. A public service o f this p ublication . 
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out 
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor
respond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is 
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no 
liability for errors or omissions. 
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220 PERSONAL TEX . . . . . . . . . . . 202 
221 PHAR-LAP SOFTWARE, INC . .... 119 
222 PROCOMP USA.INC . . . . . . . 339 
223 PROGRAMMERS PARADISE . 53-55 
224 PROTECH MARKETING, INC ...... 63 
225 PROTECH MARKETING, INC ...... 63 
226 PSEUDOCORP . . . 340 
228 QUA TECH, INC . 346 
229 QUA TECH, INC . . 346 
230 QUA TECH, INC . 346 
231 QUA TECH, INC . . . . . . . . . . . 346 
232 QUALSTAR CORPORATION 342 
233 QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYS ..... 49 

QUARTERDECK ........ ... 216A-P 
234 QUARTERDECK ........... 216,217 
235 Q-TEK . 340 
236 RADIO SHACK . . . ............. CIV 

RAIMA CORPORATION ..... . . ... 45 
237 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 172 
238 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 172 
239 RELISYS . 142 
240 RELISYS ............ 142 
241 ROSE ELECTRONICS .......... 111 
242 RUPP TECHNOLOGY ......... 160H 
243 R&R ELECTRONICS . 336 
244 SAFEWARE . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332 
245 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS .... 46,47 
246 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS .... 46,47 
247 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS .. 140,141 
248 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS .. 140,141 
249 SANTA CRUZ OPERATION . . ..... 59 
250 SCHWAB COMPUTER CENTER . 340 
251 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . 344 
252 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . . . 344 
253 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . . 344 
254 SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS . . . . . 330 

SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY, INC ... 169 
255 SEALEVEL SYSTEMS, INC . 326 
256 SEALEVEL SYSTEMS, INC . . . 326 
257 SEQUITER SOFTWARE.INC . 271 
258 SILICON SHACK LTD . . 342 
259 SN'W COMP & ELECT ... . .. . .. 234 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYS . 117 
SOFTWARE LINK . . ... 212 

260 SOFTWARE LINK . 213 
261 SOFTWARE LINK . . . . . . . . . . . 213 
262 SOFTWARE SECURITY, INC . 299 
263 SOLA ELECTRIC . . . . . . . . 251 
265 SPECTRUM SOFTWARE . 261 
266 SPJ DISTRIBUTORS . 285 
267 SPSS ........ . .. 125 
268 ST SYSTEMS . . . . 334 
269 STATSOFT,INC ... . . . . . ...... ... 71 
270 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE . . 204 
271 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE . 204 
272 SUMMAGRAPHICS ............. 57 
273 SUMMAGRAPHICS . . ..... 57 
274 SUMMAGRAPHICS . .... ........ 57 
275 SUPERSOFT . 283 
276 SURAH,INC .. . ............. . 336 
277 TALKING TECHNOLOGY, INC . 342 
278 TALL TREE SYSTEMS . . . . . 340 
279 TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT . 332 
280 TELEBYTE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 293 
295 TELEPHONE PRODUCTS CTR . 330 
281 TELETEK . .. 108 
282 TELETEK . ...... .. ........... 108 
283 THE CONNEXPERTS . . . . . .. 154 
286 THIRD COAST TECH . 188 
287 TOSHIBA ............ ..... 120, 121 
288 TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS.INC . . . 66 
289 TRANS ERA . . 281 
290 TRANS ERA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 281 
291 TRAVELING SOFTWARE, INC ..... 73 
292 TULIN CORP . . .... 110 
293 TULIN CORP . . . . 110 
294 TURBO POWER . 310 
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296 ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY 332 
297 UNICORN ELECTRONICS . 340 
298 UNITEX, INC . 345 

UNIXWORLD . 296A-B 
UNIXWORLD . . . 297 
U.S. ROBOTICS . . .. 160G 

300 VENTURCOM . . ........... 80 
301 VENTURCOM ......... . . . . ..... 80 

VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE . 18 
302 VICTORY ENTERPRISES . 234 

VIDEO SEVEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131 
303 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING . 222 
304 VIDEX . 236 
305 VIDEX .... ... . ... 236 
306 WAVE-MATE, INC . 178 
307 WAVE-MATE, INC . . . . . . . . . . . 178 
308 WIESEMANN & THEIS GMBH 286 
400 WINTEK CORPORATION . . . 7 
309 WINTEK CORPORATION . 340 
310 XELTEK . . 342 
324 XIRCOM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 290 
311 Z WORLD ENGINEERING . 336 

ZORTECH, INC . . . . .. .... 37 
ZORTECH, INC . . . ........ 89 

EUROPE & WORLD SECTION 64E&W1-108 
No North American Inquiries please. 

401 AD I CORP . . . . . . E&W-91 
402 ACCEL CO.,LTD ... E&W-42 
403 ADDISON-WESLEY ........ E&W-51 

404 AGC TECH CORP .......... E&W-97 

405 ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS E&W-17 
406 AMERICAN BUYING & EXPORT . E&W-76 
407 APRICOT COMPUTERS .. E&W-10,11 
408 ASI ..... .... ... . ......... E&W-20 

410 BEHAVIOR TECH.COMP.CORP . E&W-95 
411 BIX ...................... E&W-82 

412 BLUE CHIP TECHNOLOGY .. E&W-66 
413 BOCA RESEARCH ...... E&W-15 
414 BOCA RESEARCH ......... E&W-15 


BYTE BACK ISSUES .. .... .. E&W-80 
798 BYTE BITS . . . . . . . . . . . E&W-60 

BYTE PUBLICATIONS .... . E&W-108 
BYTE SUB.MESSAGE . . ... E&W-56 
BYTE SUB.SERVICE ..... . . E&W-46 
BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETTER . E&W-107 

415 C SOURCE.INC ........... E&W-31 

416 CARRASCO SOFTWARE .... E&W-66 
417 CETAA .. . ... . . ........ . E&W-106 

418 CGS INT'L,INC ........... E&W-103 

419 CHERRY MIKROSCHAlTER GMBH E&W-70,71 
420 CHUNTEX ELECT.CO ....... E&W-93 

421 CLARION SOFTWARE E&W-25 
422 CLARION SOFTWARE ...... E&W-25 
423 COBALT BLUE . . E&W-71 
424 COBALT BLUE .......... . . E&W-71 

428 COGNIVISION RESEARCH SA .. E&W-59 
793 COMDEX/EUROPE . E&W-81 
794 COMDEX/EUROPE .. E&W-81 
425 COMPUSAVE INT'L ........ E&W-26 

426 COMPUTERWISE .......... E&W-56 

427 CONTROL TELEMETRY . . . E&W-40 
429 COSI SYSTEMS . . . . ...... E&W-64 
430 CUBE SYSTEMS . . ....... E&W-36 

431 CUBE SYSTEMS .. . . . . . . .. E&W-36 
432 CYBEX CORPORATION ..... E&W-52 
433 DIGIMETRIE ... . .......... E&W-32 

434 D-LINK LTD ............. .. E&W-67 

435 EAGO/EACD . . E&W-104 
795 ELEX INT'L .. . ...... . ... .. E&W-73 
436 ELITEGAOUP COMP.SYS ... E&W-89 

ELONEX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E&W-65 
437 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH .. E&W-63 
438 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH .. E&W-63 
439 FINDER INDUSTRIES ...... E&W-96 
440 FINLUX TERMINALS . . .... E&W-55 
441 FOCUS ELECT.CO. . E&W-99 
442 FORMOSAMICROSYSTEMS,INC . E&W-105 
443 FORTRON/SOURCE ....... .. E&W-9 

797 GALAXY MICROCRAFT SYS . E&W-60 
444 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS.INC E&W-62 
445 GOLDSTAR ..... . . E&W-18,19 
446 GREY MATTER . .... . .. E&W-75 

447 GTCO . . ......... E&W-57 

448 GTCO .................... E&W-57 

449 HWA HSIN ELECTRONIC .. . . E&W-92 
451 INES GMBH ........ . .. . .. E&W-76 

453 INTERLAND INFO SYS . .... E&W-104 
454 INTERQUAD . . ..... E&W-5 
455 INTERQUAD . . . . . . . E&W-7 
456 IQ ENGINEERING . . E&W-43 
457 IQ ENGINEERING . . . .. E&W-43 
458 ISLAND SYSTEMS ......... E&W-61 

459 IXI LTD . . . . . . . . .. ........ E&W-64 

460 LAPRO CORP ............. E&W-98 

461 LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC E&W-52 
464 MACROTEK INT'L CORP .... E&W-54 
465 MATRIX SOFTWARE .. ... . E&W-39 
466 MAYFAIR MICROS .. . ...... E&W-48 

MICROCOMPUTING MKTG.CNCL. E&W-83 
468 MOSTLY MICE SOFTWARE .. E&W-66 

OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL .. E&W-61 
470 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL . . E&W-79 
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Advertising Supplements included with this issue: 

•Jameco Electronics (U.S. and Canada Subscribers)READER 
Public Brand Software (U.S. and Canada Subscribers Circle 10 
on Reader Service Card) SERVICE *Correspond directly with company. 
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471 OYSTER TERMINALS .... . .. E&W-53 C USERS JOURNAL ... E&W 492 TECHNO COMPANY . MW-11 522 HANZON DATA.INC . .. ..... . PC-6,7 

472 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS . . E&W-23 DSP DEVELOPMENT . E&W 493 ZERICON . INC . . ........ MW-15 523 HEALD INSTITUTE OF TECH PC-15 

473 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS .. E&W-23 GATEWAY 2000 ............. E&W 524 JEMINI ELECTRONICS . PC-3 

474 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS . . E&W-45 GENUS MICROPROGRAMMING E&W 525 JEMINI ELECTRONICS . PC-3 

475 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS .. E&W-45 METRABYTE .............. E&W 526 METAWARE ........ 
 PC-5 
769 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS .. E&W-69 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS . E&W Northeast 64 NE1-20 527 MICRO IMAGE INTL . PC-4 
770 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS .. E&W-69 PARA SYSTEMS .......... E&W 528 MICRO IMAGE INTL . PC-4 
771 PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY E&W-27 REASONABLE SOLUTIONS E&W 494 CAMERA DISCOUNT CENTER . NE-7 529 MICRO-MAIL . . ... .. ..... PC-11 
772 PHOTRON ...... . ...... . .. E&W-38 SOFTWARE BLACKSMITH . E&W 495 CAMERA DISCOUNT CENTER . NE-7 530 MICRO-MAIL ............... . PC-11 
773 PRISM IMAGING SYSTEMS .. E&W-16 TEXAS MICROSYSTEMS .. E&W 496 HARMONY COMPUTERS .. NE-3 531 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO . PC-13 
774 PROGRAMMERS ODYSSEY . E&W-47 TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS .. E&W 497 HARMONY COMPUTERS . NE-3 532 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO . PC-13 
775 QUANSAN COMPUTER, INC . E&W-98 TRANSERA . E&W 500 LAPTOPS ETC .............. NE-2 533 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS PC-20 

SCANDEC TRIBUTOR ... .. . E&W-84 TRIPP LITE ................ E&W 501 MASCOT COMPUTER CORP . NE-19 534 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS .. PC-20 
776 SHEBROCOMPUTERS,INC . E&W-41 WORD PERFECT MAGAZINE E&W 502 MICRO IMAGE INTL .. NE-4 535 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . PC-14 
777 SHEBROCOMPUTERS,INC . E&W-41 	 503 MICRO IMAGE /NTL ......... NE-4 
 536 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . PC-14 
778 SIREX . .. ... . .. . E&W-37 	 504 PAO·KU INTERNATIONAL CO . NE-11 
 537 UNITED INNOVATIONS . PC-17 
779 SOFT OPTION ... ..... E&W-78 505 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO . . NE-11 538 ZERICON , INC PC-19 

SOFTLINE INT'L ........... E&W-35 REGIONAL SECTIONS 506 PCLINK.... NE-17 

780 SOFTWARE DMI ....... . . E&W-64 507 POINTECH .............. NE-15 

781 SOLUTION SYSTEMS . .. E&W-49 Midwest 64 MWl-16 508 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS NE-20 

782 SOYO . ..... E&W-33 509 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS .. NE-20 South 64 SOl-16 
325 SYSTEMS WEST . . .... E&W-56 476 AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH . MW-3 510 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . NE-5 
783 TATUNG CO .. ............ E&W-87 477 AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH . MW-3 511 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . NE-5 539 AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH S0-11 
784 TOP-LINK COMPUTER CO ... E&W-96 BYTE BACK ISSUES ..... . MW-4 512 TECHNO COMPANY NE-9 540 AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH S0-11 

TOPS .............. . .. E&W-12 478 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR ..... MW-5 513 TECH NO COMPANY . NE-9 BYTE PUBLICATIONS ..... S0-1 4, 15 
796 TP ENTERPRISE LTD ....... E&W-74 479 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR .... MW-5 514 USA ELECTRONICS .. NE-14 541 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR ..... S0-5 
799 TRIANGLE DIGITAL SERV ... E&W-60 MICROCOMPUTER MKTG.CNCL . . MW-6 515 USA ELECTRONICS . NE-14 542 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR ..... S0-5 
786 TRIGEM COMPUTER .... .... E&W-2 480 MICRO IMAGE INTL .......... MW-2 543 CRAZY NANCY'S ........... S0-13 
787 TWINHEAD . . E&W-1 01 481 MICRO IMAGE INTL . . .. MW-2 544 CRAZY NANCY'S .... "" S0-13 
788 UNIBIT . . .. E&W-77 482 OMEGA SYSTEMS . .. MW-13 EXPOCONSUL INTL. ...... .. S0-9 
789 USA SOFTWARE ....... .. . E&W-29 483 OMEGA SYSTEMS ........ . MW-13 Pacific Coast 64 PC1-20 547 OMEGA SYSTEMS . . ...... S0-16 
790 VASCO .............. . . . . E&W-58 484 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO .. MW-7 548 OMEGA SYSTEMS .......... S0-16 
791 VIKING SOFTWARE SERVICES .. E&W-40 485 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO .. MW-7 516 Bi-LINK COMPUTER.INC . PC-9 549 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO . S0-7 
792 VISIONETICS INT'L . E&W-92 486 REASON TECHNOLOGIES .. .. MW-9 BYTE BACK ISSUES ...... PC-15 550 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO . S0-7 

487 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . MW-16 517 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR ... PC-18 551 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC .. S0-6 
488 RESOURCE CONCEPTS.INC . MW-16 518 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR .. PC-1 8 552 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . S0-6 

E&W DIRECT RESPONSE POSTCARDS 489 SHEBRO COMPUTERS, INC .. MW-10 519 HANZON DATA.INC PC-2 553 SHEBRO COMPUTERS, INC ... S0-4 
490 SH EBRO COMPUTERS, INC .. MW-10 520 HANZON DATA.INC PC-2 554 SHEBRO COMPUTERS.INC . S0-4 

BYTEWEEKINEWSLETIER . E&W 491 TECHNO COMPANY ........ MW-11 521 HANZON DATA.INC . .. ...... PC-6,7 555 ZERICON , INC . S0-3 
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out 
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor
respond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is 
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no 
liability for errors or omissions. 

READER 
SERVICE * Correspond directly with company. 
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48 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT CORP ... 69 
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115 HERCULES COMPUTER .... 133 
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281 TELETEK ............. 108 
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23 APPLIED DATA COMM ....... 339 

73 CURTIS, INC ............... 252 
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454 INTERQUAD ............ E&W-5 
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509 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS NE-20 
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152 KORE, INC ........ 344 
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51 CH PRODUCTS . 229 
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176 MEI .................... 214 

177 MEI ...................... 214 
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772 PHOTRON . . . E&W-38 
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258 SILICON SHACK LTD . . ... 342 
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512 TECHNOCOMPANY ....... NE-9 
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790 VASCO E&W-58 
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321 BAY TECH . . .... 189 

322 BAY TECH .. . ........... 189 


63 COMPUTER PERIPH . INC . . 244 

64 COMPUTER PERIPH . INC .... 244 


174 MEGADATACOMP. CORP .... 312 

175 MEGADATA COMP. CORP .... 312 

508 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS NE-20 

509 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS NE-20 

533 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS PC-20 

534 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS PC-20 

288 TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS, INC .. 66 


U.S. ROBOTICS . 160G 

809 MONITORS 

401 A 0 I CORP ............ E&W-91 

420 CHUNTEX ELECT. CO ... E&W-93 


70 CTX, INT'L ................. 149 

440 FIN LUX TERMINALS .... E&W-55 

455 INTERQUAD ..... .... .. E&W-7 

190 MICROVITEC ..... 100 

191 MICROVITEC ......... . .... 100 

193 MITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS .. 147 

194 MITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS .. 147 

197 NANAOUSACORP ..... 139 

198 NANAOUSACORP ......... 139 

239 RELISYS . . ............ 142 

240 RELISYS . . ... 142 

247 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 140, 141 

248 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS 140, 141 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

810 NETWORK HARDWARE 

8 3XUSACORP . . ..... 109 

407 APRICOT COMPUTERS E&W-10, 11 

418 CGS INT'L, INC ........ E&W-103 


CLEOCOMMUNICATIONS . 160D 

71 CUBIXCORPORATION . ... 106 

72 CUBIX CORPORATION ...... 106 

81 DIGIBOARD ................ 81 

82 DIGITAL PRODUCTS, INC .... 339 


434 D-LINK LTD . . ........ E&W-67 

451 INES GMBH ....... E&W-76 

172 MEASUREMENT &CONTROL PROD 326 

173 MEASUREMENT&CONTROLPROD 326 

207 OST, INC .................. 358 

775 OUANSAN COMPUTER, INC E&W-98 

245 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS . 46,47 

246 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS . 46,47 

283 THE CONN EXPERTS ........ 154 

308 WIESEMANN & THEIS GMBH . 286 

324 XIRCOM .................. 290 


811 PRINTERS/PLOTTERS 

116 HEWLETI-PACKARD PERIPH . . . 16,17 

117 HEWLETI-PACKARD PERIPH . 194,195 

124 HOUSTON INSTRUMENT . . 225 

208 OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY CORP . 39 

276 SURAH, INC . . 336 

537 UNITED INNOVATIONS .... PC-17 

493 ZERICON, INC .......... MW-15 

538 ZERICON, INC . PC-19 

555 ZERICON , INC ............ S0-3 


838 PRINTER RIBBONS 

200 NATIONAL COMPUTER RIBBONS 148 


812 SCANNERS/IMAGE PROCESSORS 

402 ACCELCO., LTD ........ E&W-42 

75 DATA TRANSLATION . . . 87 


166 MARSTEKGMBH . . 198 

167 MARSTEKGMBH .......... 198 

272 SUMMAGRAPHICS .. 57 

273 SUMMAGRAPHICS ...... 57 

274 SUMMAGRAPHICS .......... 57 

304 VIDEX .................... 236 

305 VIDEX . . ........... 236 

792 VISIONETICS INT'L . E&W-92 

813 SOFTWARE SECURITY 

405 ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS E&W-17 

427 CONTROL TELEMETRY . E&W-40 

437 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH E&W-63 

438 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH E&W-63 

112 GLENCO ENGINEERING, INC . 232 

224 PROTECH MARKETING, INC ... 63 

225 PROTECH MARKETING, INC . . 63 

237 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES .. 172 

238 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES . 172 

241 ROSE ELECTRONICS ....... 111 

262 SOFTWARE SECURITY, INC .. 299 


814 SYSTEMS 

9 ACMA COMPUTERS, INC .... 184 

404 AGC TECH CORP . . . E&W-97 

12 ALR . .. ......... . . . ... ~3 


13 ALR . . ........ 2,3 

14 ALTEC TECHNOLOGY.CORP . 135 


476 AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH MW-3 

477 AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH MW-3 

539 AMERICAN COMPUTER TECH S0-11 
540 AMERICANCOMPUTERTECH S0-11 

16 AMERICAN MITAC . . .... 253 

17 AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP 256 

18 AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP 256 


AMPRO COMPUTERS, INC .... 74 

408 ASI . . . ....... . E&W-20 

410 BEHAVIOR TECH.COMP.CORP E&W-95 
32 BEST COMPUTER, INC .. 164,165 

516 Bl-LINK COMPUTER, INC ... PC-9 

35 BLACKSHIP COMPUTER SYS . 240 

53 CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL ... 67 

55 CLUB AMERICAN TECH ...... 215 


319 DATA GENERAL ....... 254,255 

78 DELL COMPUTER CORP .... Cll , 1 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

DELLCOMPUTERCORP 112A-B 
79 DELLCOMPUTERCORP . 112,113 
92 DTK .......... . ........... 150 

93 DTK . . ... 150 


436 ELITEGROUP COMP.SYS E&W-89 
95 ELTECH RESEARCH . 201 


103 FLYTECHTECHNOLOGYCO, LTD ... 96 

FORT WORTH COMPUTERS 332 


443 FORTRON/SOURCE ...... E&W-9 
797 GALAXY MICROCRAFT SYS E&W-60 
109 GATEWAY 2000 .......... 22 ,23 

445 GOLDSTAR .. E&W-18 ,19 
119 HITECH EQUIPMENT CORP .. 334 

120 HOME SMART COMPUTING .. 336 

449 HWA HSIN ELECTRONIC . E&W-92 

IBM-PS/2 .. .............. 26,27 

453 INTERLAND INFO SYS .. E&W-104 

KILA SYSTEMS ........... .. 342 

460 LAPRO CORP . . . E&W-98 
464 MACROTEK INT'L CORP . E&W-54 
501 MASCOT COMPUTER CORP NE-19 

320 MEGATEL ................. 230 

203 NORTHGATE COMP. SYS 40A-H 
204 NORTHGATE COMP. SYS ..... 41 

205 NORTHGATE COMP. SYS .. 60 ,61 
482 OMEGA SYSTEMS ....... MW-13 

483 OMEGA SYSTEMS ....... MW-13 

547 OMEGA SYSTEMS ........ S0-16 

548 OMEGA SYSTEMS ........ S0-16 

484 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL COMW-7 

485 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL COMW-7 

504 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CONE-11 

505 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CONE-11 

531 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO . PC-13 

532 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO . PC-13 

549 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO S0-7 
550 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL CO S0-7 
506 PC LINK . . .......... NE-17 

236 RADIO SHACK ............. CIV 

486 REASON TECHNOLOGIES . MW-9 

250 SCHWAB COMPUTER CENTER340 
489 SH EBRO COMPUTERS, INCMW-10 

490 SHEBROCOMPUTERS, INCMW-1 0 
553 SHEBRO COMPUTERS, INC . S0-4 
554 SH EBRO COMPUTERS, INC . S0-4 
776 SHEBROCOMPUTERS, INC E&W-41 
777 SHEBRO COMPUTERS, INC E&W-41 
778 SIREX . . . E&W-37 
782 SOYO .... ........... E&W-33 

325 SYSTEMS WEST ... E&W-56 
783 TATUNG CO ........... E&W-87 

279 TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT .. 332 

286 THIRD COAST TECH ........ 188 

784 TOP-LINK COMPUTER CO E&W-96 
287 TOSHIBA . . .... 120,1 21 

796 TP ENTERPRISE LTD .... E&W-74 
799 TRIANGLE DIGITAL SERV E&W-60 
786 TRIGEM COMPUTER ..... E&W-2 
787 TWINHEAD . . E&W-101 
788 UNIBIT . . .. .... .. E&W-77 
302 VICTORY ENTERPRISES ..... 234 

306 WAVE-MATE, INC . . ........ 178 

307 WAVE-MATE, INC . 178 

400 WINTEK CORPORATION ....... 7 

311 Z WORLD ENGINEERING .... 336 


815 TERMINALS 

426 COMPUTERWISE ....... E&W-56 
775 OUANSAN COMPUTER, INC E&W-98 

816 UPS 

33 BEST POWER TECHNOLOGY . 336 

98 EMERSON UPS . . .... 190 


439 FINDER INDUSTRIES E&W-96 
216 PARA SYSTEMS, INC ... 103 

263 SOLA ELECTRIC . 251 


SOFTWARE 

817 APPLE/MAC APPLICATIONS 
Business/Office 

37 BLYTH SOFTWARE . ... : 83 
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Inquiry No. Page No. 

818 APPLE/MAC - LAN 

TOPS . E&W-12 

819 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS 
Business/Office 

37 BLYTH SOFTWARE 83 

428 COGNIVISION RESEARCH SA . E&W-59 


COMPUTER ASSOCIATES . 249 

80 DESCRIBE, INC . . 170,171 


105 FOX SOFTWARE . . ......... 25 

444 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INCE&W-62 

199 NANTUCKET . . . ... ........ 287 


ORACLE . . ... ..... 51 

215 PAPERBACK SOFTWARE .... 275 


QUARTERDECK . 216A-P 

234 QUARTERDECK . 216,217 


RAIMA CORPORATION . . . ... 45 

257 SEQUITER SOFTWARE, INC .. 271 

781 SOLUTION SYSTEMS ... E&W-49 

266 SPJ DISTRIBUTORS .. ... .. 285 

791 VIKING SOFTWARE SERV E&W-40 


820 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS 
Scientific/Technical 

430 CUBE SYSTEMS ..... . .. E&W-36 
431 	 CUBE SYSTEMS . . ...... E&W-36 

ECOSOFT . 162 

461 	 LOGIC PROGRAMMING ASSOC E&W-52 
169 MATHSOFT, INC . . ... .. 193 

201 	 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS .. . Clll 
265 SPECTRUM SOFTWARE . . . 261 

267 SPSS . . 125 

269 STATSOFT, INC ......... 71 


821 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS 
Miscellaneous 

150 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN . . . 361 


822 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS 
Word Processing 

MICROSOFT . . 8,9 

823 IBM/MSDOS - CAD 

21 AMS, INC . . .. .. 334 

25 AUTODESK .. .... .. .... ... 99 


110 GENERIC SOFTWARE . . 187 

111 GENERIC SOFTWARE . .... .. 187 

491 TECHNOCOMPANY .. MW-11 

492 TECHNOCOMPANY . .. MW-11 

512 TECHNOCOMPANY NE-9 

513 TECHNO COMPANY ... ... . NE-9 

309 WINTEK CORPORATION . . .. 340 

400 WINTEK CORPORATION ....... 7 


824 IBM/MSDOS COMMUNICATIONS 

56 BLAST/COMM. RESEARCH GROUP . 241 

57 BLAST/COMM . RESEARCH GROUP . 241 

49 CENTURY SOFTWARE 78 

88 DIVERSIFIED COMP.SYS.,INC 337 


277 TALKING TECHNOLOGY, INC 342 


825 IBM/MSDOS - GRAPHICS 

442 FORMOSA MICROSYSTEMS, INC E& W-105 

165 MAP INFO. CORP ... 146 


826 IBM/MSDOS - LAN 

91 DSC COMMUNICATIONS .... . 161 

ELONEX . . . E&W-65 


89 ESSEX SYSTEMS, INC . . 102 

90 ESSEX SYSTEMS, INC . . . 102 


771 PERFORMANCE TECH . E&W-27 

TOPS . . ....... E&W-12 


296 ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY .... 332 


827 IBM/MSDOS - LANGUAGES 

26 AVOCET .. .. 35 

38 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL .. . 11 

39 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . .. 11 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

83 DIGITALK 104, 105 

114 HAMILTON LABORATORIES .. . 72 


JENSEN & PARTNERS INT'L . 77 

153 LAHEY COMPUTER SYS . 72 

526 METAWARE . ... .. PC-5 


MICROSOFT . 21 

MICROSOFT ... 176,177 
MICROSOFT . 211 


195 MIX SOFTWARE . . ... 235 

196 MKS . . ......... . .... 82 

270 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE . 204 

271 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE .. 204 

289 TRANS ERA . . ....... .. ... 281 

290 TRANS ERA . . 281 

294 TURBO POWER .. 310 


ZORTECH, INC . . ... .. . 37 

ZORTECH, INC .. ...... 89 


828 IBM/MSDOS - UTILITIES 

24 ATRON CADRE TECHNOLOGIES33 
36 BLAISE COMPUTING, INC . . .. 6 


415 C SOURCE, INC . . . E&W-31 
416 CARRASCOSOFTWARE . E&W-66 
421 CLARION SOFTWARE . E&W-25 
422 CLARION SOFTWARE . . E&W-25 
423 COBALT BLUE ...... ... E&W-71 
424 COBALT BLUE . E&W-71 

67 COMPUVIEW . . . ... .. 70 

101 FAIRCOM CORPORATION . ... 272 

113 GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS .... 337 

458 ISLAND SYSTEMS ...... E&W-61 
143 JYACC . . .... 246,247 
144 JYACC . 246,247 
163 LOGITECH . ... .. . 250 

164 LOGITECH ................ 250 

170 MATRIX SOFTWARE .... . . 226 

465 MATRIX SOFTWARE ... . E&W-39 
178 MERRILL & BRYAN ENT . . .. . 84 

179 MERRILL & BRYAN ENT .... ... 84 

468 MOSTLY MICE SOFTWAREE&W-66 
206 NU-MEGA TECHNOLOGIES . 75 

218 	 PERISCOPE COMPANY , INC . 231 

219 	 PERISCOPE COMPANY, INC . 231 

221 	 PHAR-LAP SOFTWARE , INC .. 119 


QUARTERDECK . 216A-P 
234 QUARTERDECK ...... . . 216 ,217 
251 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . ... 344 

252 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS .... 344 

253 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . ... 344 

779 SOFT OPTION .. E&W-78 
780 SOFTWARE DMI .. E&W-64 
275 	 SUPERSOFT . . .......... 283 

291 	 TRAVELING SOFTWARE, INC 73 


VERMONT CREATIVE S/W . ... 18 


829 OTHER APPLICATIONS 
Business/Office 

69 CRICHLOW DATA SCIENCES . 344 


830 OTHER - CROSS DEVELOPMENT 

226 	 PSEUDOCORP. . 340 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYS 117 


831 OTHER - LANGUAGES 

34 BINARY TECHNOLOGY , INC . 336 

106 FRANKLIN SOFTWARE, INC . 222 


832 DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING 

521 HANZON DATA, INC . . .. PC-6,7 

522 HANZON DATA, INC . . . PC-6,7 

133 INTERCON ASSOCIATES , INC 218 

456 IQ ENGINEERING . . E&W-43 

457 IQ ENGINEERING . . .. E&W-43 

154 LASERGO, INC. . . ... .. 156 

155 LASERGO, INC. 156 

187 MICROPRESS .... 108 

210 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS . 153 

211 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS ... 153 

212 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS ... 183 

213 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS . 183 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

472 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS E&W-23 

473 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS E&W-23 

474 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS E&W-45 

475 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS E&W-45 

769 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS E&W-69 

770 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS E&W-69 

220 PERSONAL TEX . 202 


833 EDUCATIONAL/ 
INSTRUCTIONAL 

316 ABACUS SOFTWARE , INC ..... 88 

317 ABACUS SOFTWARE, INC .. ... 88 

403 ADDISON-WESLEY ..... E&W-51 


22 ANNABOOKS . 327 

BYTE BACK ISSUES . . E&W-80 

BYTE BACK ISSUES ....... MW-4 

BYTE BACK ISSUES .... .. . PC-15 


41 BYTE BITS ... 344 

798 BYTE BITS E&W-60 


BYTE BOOK CLUB ...... 264A-B 

BYTE BOOK CLUB . . . 264,265 

BYTE PUBLICATIONS .. E&W-108 

BYTE PUBLICATIONS . S0-14,15 

BYTE SUB. MESSAGE ....... 286 

BYTE SUB. MESSAGE . E&W-56 

BYTE SUB. SERVICE . E&W-46 

BYTEWEEK NEWSLETTER ... 359 

BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETTER E&W-107 


50 CETRA 311 

417 CETRA ... .. E&W-106 

793 COMDEX/EUROPE ..... E&W-81 

794 COMDEX/EUROPE . E&W-81 


COMP .PROF.BK.SOCIETY 232A-B 

65 COMP.PROF.BK.SOCIETY .. 233 

87 DISKETTE EMPORIUM . ..... 346 


EXPOCONSUL INT'L . S0-9 

523 HEALD INSTITUTE OF TECH PC-15 


MCGRAW HILL SCHOOLS NRI 312A-B 

OSBORNE/MCGRAW·HILLE&W-61 


217 PC TRONICS .... .. ....... 332 

UNIXWORLD ......... 296A-B 

UNIXWORLD . 297 


303 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING . 222 


834 MAIL ORDER/ 
RETAIL 

15 AMERICALGROUP . ........ 339 

406 AMERICAN BUYING &EXPORT E&W-76 


19 AMERICAN SEMl-CONDUCTOR341 

20 AMERICAN SEMl-CONDUCTOR341 

29 8 & C MICROSYSTEMS, INC .. 339 

30 8 & C MICROSYSTEMS, INC .. 339 


BUYERS MART ......... 314,325 

43 8&8 ELECTRONICS ... 334 


478 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR .. MW-5 

479 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR .. MW-5 

494 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR .. NE-7 

495 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR . . NE-7 

517 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR .. PC-18 

518 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR .. PC-18 

541 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR ... S0-5 

542 CAMERA DISCOUNT CTR ... S0-5 


58 COMPUCLASSICS . . .. 300 

425 COMPUSAVE INT'L ..... E&W-26 

60 COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHSE . 223 

61 COMPUTER FRIENDS, INC . . 248 

66 COMPUTERLANE 343 


543 CRAZY NANCY'S . S0-13 

544 CRAZY NANCY'S . . . ... S0-13 


DAMARK INT'L ............. 278 

84 DISKCOTECH . . . 334 

85 DISKCOTECH . 334 

86 DISKETTE CONNECTION .... 325 


795 ELEX INT'L . . ........ E&W-73 

446 GREY MATTER . . . .. E&W-75 

496 HARMONY COMPUTERS ... NE-3 

497 HARMONY COMPUTERS NE-3 

136 IQ BUSINESS PRODUCTS, INC 342 

126 1.C. EXPRESS . . . ....... .. 337 

137 JADE COMPUTER . . . . 333 

139 JAMECO ELECTRONICS . 328,329 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

140 JB TECHNOLOGIES, INC ..... 327 

141 JB TECHNOLOGIES, INC . . 327 


6 JDR MICRODEVICES . . 347-349 

7 JDR MICRODEVICES .... 347-349 


524 JEMINI ELECTRONICS .. ... PC-3 

525 JEMINI ELECTRONICS . ... PC-3 

·500 LAPTOPS ETC . ... ... NE-2 

168 MARYMAC INDUSTRIES, INC . 334 

466 MAYFAIR MICROS . E&W-48 
480 MICRO IMAGE INT'L .. MW-2 

481 MICRO IMAGE INT'L .. MW-2 

502 MICRO IMAGE INT'L . NE-4 

503 MICRO IMAGE INT'L .. . .... NE-4 

527 MICRO IMAGE INT'L .. PC-4 

528 MICRO IMAGE INT'L . PC-4 

183 MICRO MACRO MUNDO, INC . 327 

184 MICRO MACRO MUNDO, INC . 327 


MICROCOMPUTING MKTG.CNCL .. 363 

MICROCOMPUTER MKTG.CNCL . MW-6 

MICROCOMPUTING MKTG.CNCL E&W-83 

188 MICROPROCESSORS UN LTD . 346 

MICROWAY . . ..... 29 


192 MICROWAY . . . ....... .... 166 

529 	 MICRO-MAIL . PC-11 

530 MICRO·MAIL .. . ...... PC-11 

200 NATIONAL COMPUTER RIBBONS .. 148 

171 	 NEVADA COMPUTER CORP .. 338 

313 	 PC BRAND, INC ..... 157,160C 

PC CONNECTION .... ... . . 90,95 
507 	 POINTECH . NE-15 

774 	 PROGRAMMERS ODYSSEY E&W-47 
223 	 PROGRAMMERS PARADISE 53,55 
235 Q-TEK . . 340 

487 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC MW-16 

488 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC MW-16 

510 	 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC NE-5 

511 	 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC NE-5 

535 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . PC-14 

536 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC . PC-14 

551 	 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC S0-6 
552 	 RESOURCE CONCEPTS, INC S0-6 
243 	 R&R ELECTRONICS . 336 

254 	 SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS ..... 330 

259 SN'W COMP. & ELECT ....... 234 


SOFTLINE INT'L .. .... . . E&W-35 
225 	 TELEPHONE PRODUCTS CTR 330 

297 	 UNICORN ELECTRONICS .... 340 

298 	 UNITEX, INC .... . . .. .. ..... 345 

514 	 USA ELECTRONICS . NE-14 

515 	 USA ELECTRONICS ... . NE-14 

789 	 USA SOFTWARE ... . . E&W-29 

835 MISCELLANEOUS 
429 COSI SYSTEMS . .... .. . E&W-64 

459 IXI LTD . E&W-64 

244 SAFEWARE . 332 


836 ON-LINE 
SERVICES 

BIX ................ 282 

450 SIX . . 304,305 

411 BIX . E&W-82 


837 OPERATING 
SYSTEMS 

91 DSC COMMUNICATIONS ..... 161 

IBM-OS/2. . .. 12,13 

127 IGC 	 . 163 

145 KADAK PRODUCTS . . . 292 

233 QUANTUM SOFTWARE SYS .. 49 

249 SANTA CRUZ OPERATION .... 59 


SOFTWARE LINK . . 212 

260 SOFTWARE LINK ...... ..... 213 

261 SOFTWARE LINK ... 213 

268 ST SYSTEMS . . . ... 334 

300 VENTURCOM . . . 80 

301 	 VENTURCOM . . . 80 


' Correspond directly with company. 
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REQUEST FREE INFORMATION BY FAX 

Attention BYTE Readers!! Now you can fax your requests for free product and advertiser information 
featured in this issue. 
Just fax this page to 1-413-637-4343. You'll save time because your request for information will be pro
cessed as soon as your fax is received. 

Remove this page or 
below which correspond 

Check off the answers to Print your name , adCircle the numbers 
copy this page clearly 

to the numbers assigned 
questions "/'\' through "C". dress, and fax number 

and fax it to the number 
to advertisers and pro

clearly on the form . 
above. 

ducts that interest you. 


Fill out this coupon carefully. PLEASE PRINT. 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 
121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 
141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 
161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 
181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 
201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 
221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City 

State/Province 	 Zip 
241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 
261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 277 278 279 280 
281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299 300 
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541 542 543 544 545 546 547 548 549 550 551 552 553 554 555 556 557 558 559 560 
561 562 563 564 565 566 567 568 569 570 571 572 573 574 575 576 577 578 579 580 
581 582 583 584 585 586 587 588 589 590 591 592 593 594 595 596 597 598 599 600 
601 602 603 604 605 606 607 608 609 610 611 612 613 614 615 616 617 618 619 620 
621 622 623 624 625 626 627 628 629 630 631 632 633 634 635 636 637 638 639 640 
641 642 643 644 645 646 647 648 649 650 651 652 653 654 655 656 657 658 659 660 
661 662 663 664 665 666 667 668 669 670 671 672 673 674 675 676 677 678 679 680 
681 682 683 684 685 686 687 688 689 690 691 692 693 694 695 696 697 698 699 700 
701 702 703 704 705 706 707 708 709 710 711 712 713 714 715 716 717 718 719 720 

721 722 723 724 725 726 727 728 729 730 731 732 733 734 735 736 737 738 739 740 
741 742 743 744 745 746 747 748 749 750 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 758 759 760 
761 762 763 764 765 766 767 768 769 770 771 772 773 774 775 776 m 778 779 780 
781 782 783 784 785 786 787 788 789 790 791 792 793 794 795 796 797 798 799 800 
801 802 803 804 805 806 807 808 809 810 811 812 813 814 815 816 817 818 819 820 
821 822 823 824 825 826 827 828 829 830 831 832 833 834 835 836 837 838 839 840 
841 842 843 844 845 846 847 848 849 850 851 852 853 854 855 856 857 858 859 860 
861 862 863 864 865 866 867 868 869 870 871 872 873 874 875 876 877 878 879 880 
881 882 883 884 885 886 887 888 889 890 891 892 893 894 895 896 897 898 899 900 
901 902 903 904 905 906 907 908 909 910 911 912 913 914 915 916 917 918 919 920 
921 922 923 924 925 926 927 928 929 930 931 932 933 934 935 936 937 938 939 940 
941 942 943 944 945 946 947 948 949 950 951 952 953 954 955 956 957 958 959 960 
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Country 
(__) _______ (__)______ 
Phone Number Fax Number 

A. 	What is your level of management responsibility? 
1 D Senior-level Management 
2 D Other Management 
3 D Non-Management 

B. What is your primary job function/principal area of 
responsibility? (Check one.) 
4 D Administration 
5 D Accounting/Finance 
6 D MIS/DP/Information Center 
7 D Product Design and Development 
8 D Research and Development 
9 D Manufacturing 

10 D Sales/Marketing 
11 D Purchasing 
12 D Personnel 
t 3 D Education/Training 
14 D Other: ---------------- 

C. Please indicate your organization's primary business 
activity: (Check one.) 

Computer-Related Businesses: 
ts D Manufacturer (Hardware, Software) 
16 D Computer Retail Stores 
17 D Consultants 
18 D Service Bureau/Planning 
t9 D Distributor/Wholesaler 
20 D Systems House/Integrator/VAR 
2 1 D Other: ________________ 

Non-Computer-Related Businesses: 
22 D Manufacturing 
23 D Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 
24 D Retail /Wholesale 
25 D Education 
26 D Government 
21 D Military 
28 D Professions (Law, Medicine, Engineering, Architecture) 
29 D Consulting 
30 D Other Business Services 
31 D Transportation, Communications, Utilities 
32 D Other: ________________ 

D I subscribe to BITE. D I do not subscribe to BYTE. 
D Please send me one year of BYTE Magazine for $24.95 

and bill me. Offer valid in U.S. and possessions only. 
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A. What Is your level of 
management responsibility? 

I 0 Senior- level Management 
2 0 Other Management 
3 0 Non-Management 

B. What is your primary job func 
tion/principal area of responsibility? 
(Check one.) 
4 D Adm inistration 

5 D Accou nting/Finance 

6 D MIS/DP/lnformation Cenlcr 

7 0 Product Design and 


Development 

8 0 Research and Development 

9 0 Manufacturing 


10 0 Sales/Marketing 
11 D Purchasing 
12 D Personnel 
13 0 Educati on/Train ing 
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16 0 Computer Retai l Stores 
17 D Consul ta nts 
18 0 Service Bureau/ Planning 
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Integrator/VAR 
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Non-Computer-Related Businesses: 
22 D Manufacturing 
23 D Finance, Insurance, 

Real Estate 
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26 D Government 
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30 D Other Business Services 
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Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column 
and related computer topics 

Furl/Fort, Continued 
Dear Jerry , 

Although most of your readers prob
ably are not using the speed of light in 
furlongs per fortnight (furl/fort) in their 
day-to-day calculations, I believe that it 
is important to comment on William 
Matheson's letter (July 1989) concerning 
the appropriate number of significant 
digits . 

CODATA (the Committee on Data for 
Science and Technology of the Interna
tional Council of Scientific Unions) has 
defined the speed of light , c , as exactly 
299,792 ,458 meters per second. Thus, 
the precision of c is not limited by the 
number of digits specified in the defini
tion, and the value can be stated properly 
to any number of digits . Given that the 
conversion factors 2.54 centimeters/inch 
(SI units), 12 inches/foot, 660 feet/fur
long , 86,400 seconds/mean solar day , 
and 14 mean solar days/fortnight are also 
exact by definition , the speed of light in 
furl/fort is also an exact number , ex
pressible to any number of digits desired , 
using appropriate round-off rules . To 74 
digits , c = l.8 ,026, 174,997 ,852 ,541 ,
l59 ,627 ' 773 ,801 ,002 , 147 ,458 ,840 ,
372 ,226, 198 ,997 ,852 ,54 1, 156 ,220 ,
970,935 ,808 x 10 12 furl/fort. Although 
the uncerta inty has been arbitrarily 
eliminated for the speed of light , it still 
exists in the measurement of time (the 

second) and in the dependent measure
ment of length (the meter). 

I should point out that relying on sig
nificant digits to determine the range of 
uncertainty of any number is potentially 
deceptive. Even if any of the numbers 
above were defined as significant num
bers , the result of any computation with a 
significant number is not a significant 
number. As D. B. De Lury pointed out 
in a thoroughly enjoyable paper ("Com
putat ions with Approximate Numbers ," 
Physics Today , August 1989) , " People 
who take their computations seriously do 
not use significant numbers , nor do they 
necessarily state the results as significant 
numbers." 

Richard Strickert 
Austin , TX 

I doubt that this particular discussion 
will ever end. It 's great fun, though. 

-Jerry 

Wanted: DOS Utility 
Dear Jerry, 

I would appreciate your advice on a 
DOS utility that I need and cannot find. I 
need a .BAT file for DOS 3.3 that will let 
me install a RAM drive in extended 
memory after booting up. 

Here's the story . Using a 20-MHz 
80386/80387 machine with 4 megabytes 
of RAM and running DOS 3.3, I review 

engineering and scientific software. I 
look at four flavors of DOS software: 
those that ignore extended memory (e.g. , 
StatGraphics) , the most common type ; 
those needing one or two RAM drives 
(e.g., the Microsoft C and FORTRAN 
compilers); those written with the Phar 
Lap tools and that make direct use of ex
tended memory as main memory (e.g., 
Mathematica and APL*Plus II/386); 
and, finally , those that require expanded 
memory (e .g., Excel and MathCAD) . 

I would like to be able to boot the ma
chine from the C drive with neither EMS 
nor RAM drives installed and then use 
.BAT files to set up what I need. There 
could be three options: Do nothing , set 
up one or two RAM drives, or set up ex
panded memory. 

At present , I have to set up these vari
ous environments with separate boot 
floppy disks . That practice deprives me 
of the use of drive A throughout the ses
sion. The installation of the EMS envi
ronment, when required , is no problem 
using Quarterdeck 's QEMM 386. But I 
can't find a way to launch the RAM 
drives after boot-up; they want to be 
planted at the boot. Very inconvenient. 

Can you give me a reference to a DOS 
utility that could knock this problem? 

Norm C. Peterson 
Santa Monica , CA 

cominued 

Imagine the benefits of having your software commands color-coded and imprinted 
on your keyboard . Solve your training and productivity problems with Hooleon 's 
full line of Custom Keyboard Services, including made-to-order custom keys , 
custom imprinted adhesive keytop labels, keyboard templates and more! Kits 
available for immediate delivery include WordPerfect'"and 5250 SnapCap™Kits or 
Adhesive Keytop Labels, languag'e conversions . relegendable keys for IBM~ 
Wyse'", Key Tronic™. and much more . Request your FREE 1990 Catalog today! 

From the Leader In Keytop Innovations®.. . To order or for FREE Catalog , call : 
• (602) 634-7515 

Q FAX: (602) 634-4620 
' P. 0 . Box 230, Dept. BYTE 

CORPORATION Cornville, Arizona 86325 
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I'm not aware ofsuch a program, but if it 
exists, one ofmy readers will know. Inci
dentally, the fastest way to find out things 
like that is to ask on BIX. You'll often get 
an answer in hours. -Jerry 

Sherlock Holmes on Disk 
Dear Jerry, 

Your column about CD-ROMs (Sep
tember 1989) mentioned the availability 
of the complete text of the 60 Sherlock 
Holmes stories, both on floppy disks and 
on CD-ROM. Although you gave your 
readers a source for the CD-ROM ver
sion, I thought that some of them might 
be interested in knowing where they can 

purchase the floppy disk-based set as 
well. 

The MS-DOS version (15 5 1A-inch or 
eight 3 1/2-inch disks) , called An Elec
tronic Holmes Companion, is available 
for $59.95 plus $3 shipping from Psy
Logic Systems (P.O. Box 315, Tolland, 
CT 06084). A six-disk version for the 
Macintosh , The Macintosh Holmes 
Companion, is available for the same 
price from Baker Street Software (P.O. 
Box 2712, Santa Clara, CA 95055). 

The text, which was scanned through a 
Palantir (now Calera Systems) Com
pound Document Processor optical
character-recognition scanner, is identi

cal for all three products. However, the 
supporting software does differ from 
version to version. 

Robert J. Stek 
Tolland, CT 

Thanks, and apologies; I thought I had 
mentioned it in the column. -Jerry • 

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer 
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future . 
He can be reached c/o BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, 
or on BIX as "jerryp." 

And think about OST, the European leader in the fi e ld of private X.25 networks! 
Our PC XNET card, an option/ adapter card for personal computers, provides two 

channels, each supporting 128 virtual circuits and speeds to 64 kbps. The PC XNET card 
provides a level of performance never before reached in a personal computer. 

Easy acces via MS DOS, XENIX and NETBIOS makes the PC XNET card the perfect tool for 
emulating terminals and file servers or providing a gateway to Local Area Networks. Fully 

compatible with many protocols such as X.25, X.32 and X.21, the PC XNET card enables 
computers to be connected to any type of network. 
Furthermore, applications programs you develop on the PC XNET card can be transferred to the PC SNET 
card, OST's ISDN interface card. 
So, if you are thinking of X.25 capability fo r your computer think about OST. 

OST, SA OST, Inc 
Rue du Bas-Village. Z. l. Sud-Est 14225 - F Sullyfield Circle 

35515 Cesson-Sevigne Ceclex Chantilly, VA 22021 
Tel. : (33) 99.32.50.50 Tel. : ( 1) 703 817 0400 

Fax : (33) 99.41.71.75. Telex : 730 839 Fax : ( 1) 703 817 0402 

Networking Intelligence 
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No matter how well acquainted you are 
with making important personal 
computing decisions-decisions that may 
involve hundreds of thousands of 
dollars-the value of those decisions is 
only as good as the value of your 
information. Without quality 
information-it's hard to make quality 
decisions. 

BYTEweek, McGraw-Hill's n ew weekly 
n ewsletter for professionals in the 
personal computer industry, is devoted to 
giving you that quality information 
through its timely and compact one-stop 
n ews format. 

This n ew publication provides you with 
short, easy-to-read selections of the most 
important n ews and technological 
developments of the past week. And 
BYTEweek interprets this n ews with in
depth commentary and analysis. 

Subscribe to BY'l'Eweek for quality 
information. Remember, quality 
in .. . quality out. 

Subscribe now and take advantage 
of the special one-year charter 
subsc1iption rate of $395 ($495 
outside the U.S. and Canada). This 
special price represents a savings of 
$100 off the regular rate. Your 
subscription includes 50 issues plus a 
free three-month subsc1iption to 
BIX-a $49 value. Through BIX you 
can directly access the Microbytes 
Daily news service and communicate 
with other BIX users. 

Don't miss this opportunity! In the 
U.S., call BYTEweek's toll-free number: 
1-800-258-5485, in N.H. and outside 
the U.S. , call: 1-603-924-9281. 

BYTEweek offe rs a m oney-back g uarnn tee if you"re 
not completely satisfied. 

News and Analysis for Professionals in th e Personal 
Compu ting In dust1y 
One Phoenix Mill Lane. Pete rborough. NH 03458 



PRINT QUEUE 

Hugh Kenner 

Our Man in Berkeley 
Against a background ofbureaucratic apathy, a heroic hacker 

tracks down an international computer spy 

F inally , a computer book guaranteed to keep you up late 
turning pages. No, not the 68030 Assembly Language Ref

erence today's mail brought me. What has left me agog is Clif
ford Stoll's The Cuckoo's Egg: Tracking a Spy Through the 
Maze of Computer Espionage (1989, Doubleday, New York, 
$19.95) . 

The Cuckoo 's Egg is Stoll' s account of the year he spent 
tracking a computer spy, against such obstacles as these: no 
funding to speak of; cold shoulders at the CIA, the FBI, the 
military-just about every outfit that should have been inter
ested; a boss who kept blowing his stack about wasted time; a 
girlfriend, Martha, who'd pout as often as Stoll 's beeper inter
fered with romance ("He's logging on again!"); a background 
in astronomy, not in computing, and certainly not in counter
espionage; a jeans-and-sneakers mind-set that kept him asking 
what he was doing anyway, playing the game of the buttoned
down establishment. 

In fairness to the buttoned
down, I ought to report that 
Stoll in person-anyway, on 
TV, where Connie Chung 
chatted with him last Decem
ber-can seem hard to take 
seriously. Central Casting's 
classic nerd, fidgeting, grin
ning, grimacing, in utter in
difference to appalling clut
ter : Even cool Connie could 
barely conceal her amuse
ment. Had she wandered into 
an outtake from Animal 
House? But when printed 
pages screen such manner
isms, we gain access to an ex
ceptional mind. One thing is 
sure: Clifford Stoll is a born 
writer. 

Not a paragraph is wasted. 
What seems at first like self
indulgent reverie-the inter
luding with Martha-comes 
cycling up through the narra
tive when, as late as page 208, 
it's Martha, while sharing a 
shower, who dreams up , Op
eration Showerhead, the cru
cial break in the case. (A 
smart woman indeed. She's 
now Mrs. Stoll. And our clas
sic hippie had thought he'd 

never do so bourgeois a thing as marry!) 
Oh-speaking of domesticity, ignore the cookie recipe on 

page 126. It's grotesquely unhealthy. Apart from that, savor 
every page. 

In the best Len Deighton tradition, it all starts in August 
1986 with a shortfall of75 cents in a month's total of $2387. At 
the Lawrence Berkeley Lab, a few seconds' machine time had 
gone unpaid for. It seemed worth tracking down only because it 
might point to a bug in the accounting software. What it point
ed to was a new user who'd not been properly installed. But no 
one at Berkeley had installed him. And his brief sojourn had 
coincided with an attempt, from Berkeley , to break into a sys
tem in Maryland. 

That 75 cents thereafter haunts the narrative. A main reason 
the FBI would refuse to get interested was disdain for damages 
lower than half a million. Six bits? A federal case? You can 

hear the snickers. Even when 
it could be demonstrated that 
Mr. Baddie was rifling the 
files of military computers, 
the FBI had its mind fixed on 
75 cents. 

The cuckoo lays its eggs for 
other birds to hatch, and the 
cuckoo's egg of Stoll' s title is 
laid by the intruder, in distant 
systems, to earn himself su
peruser privileges . A Unix 
superuser can go anywhere, 
poke into anything. To lay the 
egg, he needs to at least log 
on, and our man achieved that 
far too often for comfort. A 
profile slowly emerges. He is 
patient, thorough, textbook
Germanic. (Likely, too, a 
chain-smoker; passwords he 
favors include Benson and 
Hedges.) He's not fluent in 
the Berkeley dialect of Unix. 
But he's aware that systems 
get shipped with factory ac
count names and passwords 
the buyers are admonished to 
alter but often don't. "Field" 
and "Service" are two com
mon ones on a VAX. 

And, once logged on, sup
pose he finds a long list of 

continued 
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PRINT QUEUE 

encrypted passwords? Encrypted by a trapdoor algorithm that 
isp't reversible? No problem. He downloads the list and then 
has a program use the (public) algorithm to encrypt every word 
in the dictionary till it finds a match. Careless folk use dictio
nary words, instead of words like fumblefoot, for passwords. 
Systems we taxpayers underwrite seem to abound in fumble
footed carelessfolk. 

Thus , there was the time he got onto Air Force Systems 
Command, Space Division. (A third try got him on, with user 
name "Field," password "Service." Good old VAX.) He saw a 
warning that his password had expired, complete with instruc
tions for updating it. Euphoria made him disregard that instruc
tion ; "Service"-a lucky guess-was letting him read , write, 
even erase, absolutely anything . Euphoric , he stayed on, down-

The system 
in Hannover isn 't 


computerized. To trace 

a call there, a man 


on the premises 

must search through 


miles ofwire. 

He'll need an hour. 


loading files, for 2 hours. But later ("Password Expired") he 
couldn't get back on. 

Yet, once again , no problem . A few days afterward, they'd 
reenabled " Field" with the same old password. "The service 
technician," Stoll writes, "may have noticed that the account 
had expired, and asked the system manager to reset the pass
word." As the system manager did. Without a moment's 
thought. (Why think up a new password?) So here's our man, 
back again, again using "Service," which works as it did be
fore; for that matter , as when that VAX left the factory. 

And no one seems to be following all this save Cliff Stoll. At 
Berkeley, where he's meant to be doing astronomy, he keeps, 
on old printers that can jam, a tireless log-piles.of printout-of 
every time our man uses the Berkeley system to effect entry to 
the U.S . One day, a jammed printer loses maybe 20 minutes of 
illicit activity. My one question, since Stoll does mention 
floppy disks, which of course have limited capacity, is whether 
or why Lawrence-at-Berkeley didn't boast such a thing as a 
good-size hard disk drive . 

Anyway, Stoll' s beeper sounds for each unauthorized entry. 
(Martha moans as he dashes off on his bike.) The CIA won't 
give Stoll the time of day. The FBI's attitude we've noted . For
get NSA, OSI, DOE, even FCI. ("Federal Cat Inspector?" 
Stoll did wonder. It turned out to mean "Foreign Counter-Intel
ligence. ") For months, his sole link to sanity was a man named 
Steve. 

Steve White, an Englishman based in Vienna, Virginia, 
works for Tymnet, seeing that its links stay flawless. "To him, 
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the network is a gossamer web of connections: invisible threads 
that appear and disappear every few seconds. Each of his three 
thousand nodes have to be able to instantly talk to each other." 
Ifyou saw two kludges in that last sentence, you see why I wish 
Doubleday did better copy editing. And if your eyes lit up at the 
mention of Tymnet, chances are you subscribe to BIX or some 
other service that uses Tymnet's skill at linking anything in
stantly to anything via threads of addresses. 

By now we've worked out that our man is in Germany. His 
link to the U.S. is the Tymnet International Gateway. His link 
to Stoll's computer is domestic Tymnet. His link to some 400 
Milnet (military) computers is normally via Stoll. He doesn't 
know Stoll is listening. Nor does he know about Steve White . 

A beep tells Stoll our man is logging on. Stoll's instant reflex 
is a call to Steve. And, so ·expert is Steve, he's soon tracing 
those calls in under a minute, all the way back to (usually) Han
nover, West Germany. German telecommunications are state
run . Soon Steve has established contact with a Bundespost 
sleuth named Wolfgang Hoffman. For Hoffman-at last for 
someone!-the game was afoot. But he needed an order from 
the FBI. The FBI ... well, there are space limits on this review . 

Briefly : You can trace a call quickly in a computerized tele
phone system. But the system in Hannover isn't computerized. 
To trace a call there, a man on the premises must search 
through miles of wire . He 'll need an hour. Also, since our felon 
makes his calls at night-low transatlantic rates-Hoffman's 
man will need to be in the building after closing time. Over
time, you see . That will all take some bureaucratic nudging . 

Well, the FBI wasn't interested (75 cents!), nor was the CIA, 
nor any of the rest. That was where Operation Showerhead 
came in. The first thing was to keep our man on for an hour-a 
man who 'd been logging on and off in minutes. But-forget all 
those agencies-we don't need anyone' s permission to put stuff 
into our own computer . So why not stuff it full of military se
crets (pseudo)? And trust our man to bite? 

As they did. They stuffed Stoll ' s machine full of SDINET, 
which looked like a top-secret Berkeley contract and was actu
ally genuine military gobbledygook spiced with just enough 
pseudodata to look sexy. They even invented a typist named 
Barbara Sherwin, charmingly inept as she fumbled with her 
new word processor to upload new stuff every few days but oc
casionally taking a day off when Stoll couldn ' t stand any more. 
She even left a form letter about how you could get more infor
mation by sending your name and address to the project office . 

Our man bit. His name turned out to be Markus Hess. The 
chap who looked over his shoulder and fed findings to the KGB 
was supporting a cocaine habit. No, nothing political. Just cash 
for cocaine. What the KGB 's been making of SDINET is an
other question. This book will be prompting a ferocious assault 
on (doubtless computerized) files. 

Hess is out on bail, still smoking Benson & Hedges, still 
awaiting trial. The charred bones ofhis sponsor were found last 
May 23, next to a melted can of gasoline . No suicide note, al
though the suspicious may discern KGB fingerprints. 

The Stolls are in Cambridge, Massachusetts, now . That's a 
long way from Berkeley. He lectures on computer security 
(who better qualified?) and writes astrophysics software. They 
live with "two cats which he pretends to dislike." • 

Hugh Kenner is a professor ofEnglish at Johns Hopkins Univer
sity. His reviews have appeared in publications like the New 
York Times and Harper's. His recent books include A Sinking 
Island and Mazes. He can be contacted on BIX as "hkenner." 

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, 
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough , NH 03458. 
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STOP BIT • Jonathan Grudin 

AFOOLISH 
CONSISTENCY 

Let's make users' 
work easier, not just 
more consistent 

I 
n the beginning, a few lone voices 
called out for "consistent user in
terfaces ." Today, that cry has be
come a deafening chorus, one of 

few points of agreement among user in
terface designers. 

Encouraged by the success of the Mac
intosh interface, other companies are 
adopting a consistent look and feel; ob
serve IBM's major investment in Micro
soft Windows, Presentation Manager, 
and Common User Access. Guidelines 
for user interface designers stress consis
tency above other considerations. Then 
there are programs that analyze user in
terfaces for consistency or even generate 
consistent interfaces, and "user interface 
management systems" designed to facili
tate consistency by isolating the user in
terface code. 

Have we gone too far? I think so. 
Granted, it's annoying if a new keyboard 
has the Escape key in an unfamiliar loca
tion . And although we may not care 
whether we perform a certain function 
by single-clicking or double-clicking, 
we'd like every application to do it the 
same way. But "consistency" is an unre
liable guide. Some consistent designs are 
bad, and others are adequate but less 
than ideal . The greatest danger is that ad
vocating user interface consistency can 
distract designers from the best approach 

Stop Bit is an open forum for informed 
opinion on topics related to personal com
puting. The opinions expressed are those of 
the author and not necessarily those of 
BYTE or its staff Your contributions and 
comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, 
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterbor
ough, NH 03458. 
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to design: learning as much as possible 
about the application's eventual users. 

One problem with the notion of consis
tency is that the designer must determine 
what aspect should be consistent-often a 
very difficult choice. (An extreme exam
ple: spelling every word backward would 
be consistent, but a foolish consistency.) 
In many cases, the issue is subtle: If 
you're abbreviating a set of command 
names, should you use truncation (e.g., 
"de" for "delete"), vowel deletion 
("dlt"), or a single-letter strategy ("d")? 
It depends on how the abbreviations will 
be used. If the user is to type the com
mands from memory, truncation is bet
ter. If he or she will read the abbrevia
tion-on a key cap, for example-vowel 
deletion is better and a longer abbrevia
tion is OK. If the user will type the abbre
viation many times, or be presented with 
a menu, a single-letter strategy that mini
mizes keystrokes might be best. 

Working in product development, I've 
found that my fellow software engineers 
often use the consistency argument to 
justify bad designs. In particular, they 
may want the interface to be consistent 
with the underlying software architec
ture and terminology-thus , for exam
ple, designing error messages that con
tain terminology or code numbers that 
are meaningful to programmers but con
fusing to users. 

Sometimes, no consistency (as we usu
ally think of it) helps with design . Con
sider the typewriter keyboard. The first 
keyboard, over a century ago, was laid 
out alphabetically. Many calculators also 
used alphabetic keyboards . After all, 
that's consistent with how we learn and 
often see the letters of the alphabet. But 
the most efficient keyboard designs are 
based on careful studies of the hands and 
fingers, of how our motor control system 
works in typing, and on characteristics of 
our language. 

Another example: When a pop-up 
menu appears, should the default menu 
item be the choice that will be easiest for 

the user? The first system I used consis
tently defaulted to the first item in the 
menu. After that, I used a system that 
consistently defaulted to the item that I 
had last chosen-this was often what I 
wanted, and I liked it. 

But now I use an even better system, 
one that uses no consistent default algo
rithm. In many cases , it defaults to my 
most recent choice . Sometimes, though, 
it alternates: If I choose Copy, the next 
time I bring up that menu, it defaults to 
Paste-which is usually what I want to 
do. At other times, the system may sus
pect what I want to do but refuses to de
fault to it. For example, when I select a 
dangerous operation , a menu appears 
with Confirm or Cancel as choices. Even 
though I almost always choose Confirm, 
it always defaults to Cancel. 

What about the clear benefits that 
Apple has reaped from its consistent in
terface? Here, too, consistency might 
prove to be a hindrance in the long run. 
Certain features of the Macintosh were 
optimized for the original small, single
task display. 

Take the menu bar at the top of the 
Mac display. With larger displays and 
multiple windows, moving to the menu 
bar takes longer . Users might also be 
confused as to which application controls 
the menu bar. Other menu designs may 
prove to be better for large displays. In 
fact, HyperCard's "tear-off' menus are 
a crack in the wall of Macintosh pull
down menu consistency. 

This is not to pick on the trailblazing 
Macintosh interface, just a reminder that 
designers can never rest on past achieve
ments. Consistency makes sense only if 
it makes users' work easier .. • 

Jonathan Grudin has developed and pub
lished articles on user interfaces for sev
eral years. Currently on leave from the 
Microelectronics and Computer Technol
ogy Corp., he is teaching at Aarhus Uni
versity in Denmark. He can be reached 
on BIX c/o "editors. " 
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If you haven't seen LabVIEW®2, 
ask someone who has... 

"We did it! labVIEW 2 is everything we visualized when we 
set out over six years ago to create the next generation 
instrumentation software technology. Our.fi"ee labVIEW 2 ~f~~!~!~!!:upgrade program is our way of thanking the thousands of 
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LabVIEW 2 front panel user interface 

"Perhaps the new version ofNational Instruments' 
labVIEW wi// emerge as a de .facto standard." 

- John M. Fluke, Jr., Chairman, 

John Fluke Manufacturing Co., Inc. 

"labVIEW 2 is the leader of data acquisition 
software, probably the most powe1ful product for 
data acquisition , analysis, and control on any 
microcomputer." 

- John Rizzo, Technical Editor, 


MacUser Magazine 


"The.flexibility of labVIEW 2 has prompted me to 
use it as the cornerstone ofmy future business. " 

- Steve Conquergood, Chief Design Engineer, 
CXT Limited 

"labVIEW has been the most valuable computer
based tool I have encountered in the past J0 years . 
I estimate the labVJEW programming effort at tvvo 
man-months, as opposed to the two man-years 
requested for our advanced workstation." 

- Gary W. Johnson, Electronics Engineer, 
Lawrence Live rmore National Laboratory 

LabVIEW 2 bl ock diagram program 

"Compared to the already exce//ent release 1.2, 
labVIEW 2 is improved in virtua//y every way. 
Compared to 'traditional' software, it's almost 
shocking. Worth the wait? You could say I've been 
waiting nearly a decade , since personal computers 
first came out.for something to bring it al/ together 
the way labVIEW does ." 

Scott Jordan, Product Line Manager, 
Newport Corporation 

"With labVIEW's modular system, I can visualize my 
test systems as a hierarchy of individual, 
interchangeable components , resulting in shorter 
development time, increased.functionality, and 
greater execution efficiency. " 

Michael Porter, Test Systems Engineer, 
CODEX Corporation 

"/ give labVIEW high marks.for its conceptual ease 
and its ability to adapt. Using labVIEW, I hm•e 
developed a sophisticated process control system f or 
our disti//ation laboratories that is comprehensive yet 
can be easily co11fi'gured." 

Glenn Graham, Research and Development 
Eng ineer, Union Carbide Corporation 
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National Instruments 
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